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CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT LEGISLATION

THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBIIC ASSISTANCE AND
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION,

Washington, D.0
The subcommittee met at 9 a.m., pursuant to notice, in room B-

318, Rayburn House Officealuilding, Hon. Harold Ford (chairman
of the'subcommittee) presiding.

[The press releases announcing the hearing and background_ ma-
terial follow:]

(Pm release of Thursday, June-a4SM

THE HONORABLE HAROLD FORD (D., TNN.).E CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
.; PUBLIC ASSISTANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, COMMITTER ON WAYS AND

MEANS, ANNOUNCES PLANS TO CONDUCT A PUBLIC HEARING ON THE CHILD.SUPPOIT
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM INCLUDING H.R. 2374, THE CHILD gUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
IMPROVEMENTS ACT OF 1933, ORIGINALLY INTRODUCED TsY REPRESENTATIVE BARBARA

KENNELLY (1)., CONN.) ALONG WITH OTHER COSPONSORS

The Honorable Harold Ford (D., Tengd, Chiiirman of the Subcommittee on Public
Assistance-and Unemployment Compensation, Committee on Ways and Means. U.S.
House of Representatiyes, today announced that the Subcommittee plans to conduct
oversight hearings on the Child Support Enforcement program- The purpose of the
hearing is to examine current financing and administrative arrangements, and to
obtain information on particular strengths and weaknesses and the overall effective-
ness of the program. In addition, the hearing will address proposed changes to the
current program con fined in H.R. 2374, the Child Support Enforcement Improve.
ments Act of 1983. H. 2374, which is identical to Title V, Part A, of ILL `A80 the
Economic Equity A was originally introduced by Representative Barbara B. Ken-
nelly (D Conn.) wh, is a member of the Subcommittee. The bill has a number 'of
cosponsors including he following members of the Committee on Ways and 'Meant
Representative Fo ey H. (Pe ) -Stark tative Thomas J.
Downey (D., N.Y.). ye Cecil Heftel flaw.), resentative Frank J.
Guarini (D., N.J.), Representative James M. Shannon (D., ass.), Representative
Robert T. Maisul (D., Calif.), and Reprasentative Barber B. Conable, Jr. (R., N.Y.)

The hearing will .e scheduled as soon as possible, and the specific date, time and-
place will be announced in a subsequent press release. The purpose of today's an-
nouncement is to provide advance notice of the ph.nned hearing so that those who
may wish to testify can submit requests to appear before the Subcommittee and
begin preparing their testimony.

DETAILS POI SUBMISSION Or REQUESTS TO BE HEARD

Individuals and organizations Interested in presenting oral testimony before the
Subcommittee must submit their requests to, he heard by telephone to Harriett
Lawler 02024 22,546371 no later than noon, Friday, July 1,1983, to bi.followed by a
formal written request addressed to John J. Salmon, Chief Counsel, Committee on
Ways and Means. U.S. House of Representatives, Room 1102 Longworth Home
Building, Washington, D.C. 20515. Notification to those scheduled to appear will be
made by telephone as soon as possible after the filing deadline.

(1)
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It is urged that persons and organizations having a common position make every
effort to designate one person to represent them in order for the Subcommittee to
hear as many points of view as posistlile. Time for OW presentations will be limited
with the understanding that a more detailed statement may be included in the
printed record of the hearing. This process will afford more time for members to
interrogate witnesses. Iri order to expedite the hearings, witnesses may be grouped
as panelists with strict time limitations for each panelist.

In order to assure the most productive use of the limited amount of time available
to question,hearing witnesses, witnesses scheduled to appear before the Subcommit-
tee are required to submit 75 copies of their prepared statements to the full commit-
tee office, room 1102 Longworth House Office Building, at least 24 hours in advance
of their scheduled appearances.

Each statement to be presented to the Subcommittee or any written statement
submitted for the printed record must contain the following information:

1. The name, full address, and capacity in which the witness will appear (as well
-t.as a telephone number where he or his designated representative may be reached):

2. A list of any clients or persona, or any organization for whom the witness ap-
pears: and

3. A topical outline or summary of comments and recommendations.

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED.FOR SUBMITTING WRITTEN COMMENTS

The procedure to be followed for subsmitting written comments will be given in a
subsequent press release stating the date and time of the hearing._ _ _

IFre. release of Tuesday, July a. 19831
_

H. HAROLD FORD (D., TENN./, CHAIRMAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC 'MUST.
ANCE AND UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION, COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, A N-
NoUNCES THAT THE HEARING ON CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT LEGISLATION WILL
.BE HELD ON THURSDAY, JULY 14, 1983, AND Liars SPECIFIC BILLS Wryetesses.Ans
REQUESTED To Amiens

Hon. Harold Ford (D., Tenn.), chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance
and Unemployment Compensation, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of

, Representatives, today announced that the hearing on pending Child Support En-
forcement legislation, previously announced in a press release dated June 16, 1983,
will be held on Thursday, July 14, 1983. The hearing will be held in room B-318 of
the Rayburn House Office Building and will begin a 9 a.m.

Those witnesses whohave already requested to testify at the hearings, following
the instructions contained in the June 16, 1983 press release, are asked to address
the following bills:

(1) H.R. 2374 (Mrs. ICennellyk The Child Support Enforcement Improvements Act
of 1983.

(2) H.R. 926 (Mr. Starkk The Reducing Error in Income Support Programs Act of
1983. (Those provisions pertaining to the Child Support Enforcement program).

(3) H.R. 3354 (Mrs. Roukema) The Na*ional Child Support Enforcement Act.
In addition to these bills, witnesses are asked to address provisions contained in a

legislative proposal that will be introduced in the House of Representatives by Hon.
Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. (R., S.C.) when Congress reconvenes on July 11, A summary
of this Child SuppOrt Enforcement proposal can be obtained from the Committee on
Ways and Means Minority Office, room 1106 Longworth House Office Building, tele-
phone number (202) 225-4021.

PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED POE SUBMITTING WRITTEN COMMENTS

Any interested person or organization may file a written statement for inclusion
in the printed record of the hearing. Persons submitting written comments should
submit at least six copies by the close of business, Friday, July 22, 1983. to John J.
Salmon, chief counsel, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representa-
tives, 1102 Longworth House Office Building, 'Washington, D.C. 20515. Those wish-
ing to have their written statements distributed to the press and interested public
may submit 50 additional copies for this purpose if provided to- die committee office
before the hearing begins.
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Perrent of all onetime-end-child families vire Incainsd by di d valve. the

\ pending figures vire Si perce.r dot whirs mother-8 ild families.

end 2$ pscosat for bleak gorlisr=aad-child-fsmiliss.

Vial 'in divorce is statistically rammed by rkidivzorc tract..
.

-.z----
which is chi hnebsr of d' od persons per 1.000 P mhO srs married sad

' living mirk titeit spouse.. (For @sample, in Karc171981. checs vacs 10444000
- 1 1

-di d persona dad 99.792.400 persons married wick spouse present, yielding

. $ ratio of 0.109 Of 009 per 1.000.) Changes in the type of family Aura chat
.

blacks srs luck sera likely to impatience divorce then Aires. lite number of

di .Pea 1,000 persons married virh ;Pause present incr ddddd for Weeks from

\ft.
83 in 1970 to 233 in 1981; for Atte.. the coePdfable i vas from 44 to 100.

,...-vills 1981 di ddddd ratio for block mown vas *intently high si 2891 steels 3 black ,

women vorsdivorc.d ler every 10'bIsck woos married. (Sas table 2.)
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41.

0

The oesbet of SIP 4 P pot 4.000 serried p sick spode* pro -

cede eocrtssad fit blIcks fees 172 in Match 1%71 to 115 it Match 191111 tht

corpoteble t fot *Meets vas fees 21 to 29. f

C. asese-Matied Sneers

Another f _ ibetiog ce tht formation of families maintained by

tht sashes is cbt *debts of cbildten beta to single mottled) soma.

It 1951. thee@ vett opliteseimstely 1.1 million families maintained by wellies

oho had stoat settled; of which 406000 mate *ties dad 644400 mare black

(21.000 sets of SOW ochet taco). Tot whites. the p age of blethe to

unsertied MINA vent ftos 6 piscine it 1971 to about 9 poetess ia 19701 the

cospeteble messes's@ foe blocks mate 41 and 2/ Sleilolsbset

mettied) vommtsecosated tot IS percale of bfaek (amities mdlotoloed by the

sothet in 1970 sod 34 parterre lo 19611 Assets @Ingle latest -settled) somas

secoenetd for oily 3 t *Mice families maiatelned by the sothet in

1970 gad 10 p 000000 io 1911. (Ste sidle 1.)

O. 01dove,

to . the peopettfoo q_eidowed sumo has declined foe both black

and shies families maintsioed by sesta. *dolled Immo 4 tot 30 pecceac

of all shlte tsonice seiokeined by vales in Meech 1981, down feat 44 pe

4/ U.S. lortau of the Canso*. Special Oesogesisble-Aaelyess. C9Sn90 t . _
Chisel% family Composition sod Wont biffeteoeiels. Mosbiagtot. U.S. cove.
fetes. Oft.. 1912. p. S.

St the latest available date foe bitch@ eo vovettied vomit et* Rem coo
Sacio;i1 Caste 'or Sselth Stecisties eta tee the colesdar you 1979.
O.S. Sussed the Ceases. Special Dosentephit Analyses, CS$40.7. Chassis,

family'Compositeon end Woes 0,tioteotioto. wobieseeio. c.c. cove. ?Ries. Ott,

1952. p. P.

I5

.4.



in March 1971. For blacks. cha p

cupecckycly. 6/

C. Raiserriagi

11

cu-1

'to veto 71 portant and 7, P Co

According
co dui Dircccor of chc California D Lau Frojcec

the liklihood of renartiogs is lacialy fuaccion of Cho tomania ago ac Cita*

of divorce. if wean is under 30. Oa bas 74 parcanc Asice of: cletanying.

We hat chine.. its eignMicancly lows if 010 is older: ?locoman ape 20 and

40. IV' C/081. to.S0 ye I sad if 'ha is 40.years of ass or °liar she hoe

only 26 percanc chines of 'mustn't's. (Those fiudist Oft Varl,ainilar Fe /
chose found by chi Gomm SUes.11 in choir 1979 rarest On Div Ores. Chitd atscedy.

and Child Srpperc. 884 obis 1.?

table 2. goody Mks of Miami Women: 167$

(*own 14 oasat *moo Wet wrap iSk 14 4144441, W Of atv maker of maws:
MVO WOW. ittoseo, &sotto ot dtv.roo. tootoor'sootsrloe)

A0 0* Uwe. sal oO or two
byes Woo &mot .7

AU ease ;Woo
Slut serrie

ogled Is atip000
Pattlat

TINertied
br

41,.

intim Iwo Otworooll,

you'
40 ~NA ate ."/ .

Stoma InuortIod
t

14-479 vitY taw Ulan
shmenprisso Were moony 9.00 VOA 4,7 3.2

lrdrO;$ Aiwa* SAS 44.3 /1.t 3.1 3.1
'Os olantoto 1.1112 11.2 194 2.4 3 A.II
1 Aga 1.$44 11.2 /S A 3.1 S.4 '3.0

oitUroo. 2.753 13.4 /43 3.1 24
S to 2 oliAldoM 732 73.4 3.2

AO $ it *Mae
14.41 40 to 73 ot lowoo 201111

$3U, JIA
344

4,3
3.3 as

SA

sitokot It Aboil Wm* am.. 40i Mawr Ine tor lbw. olgt &vim* raw at Tairk betyldl
Itgentt Ma sontoto ter lbw sOmaniod 8 .

Source: V.S. lltIt1 of tha,guirao, *maw Populacion laporte, Spacial
soaks. Sinai 7-22. 6: 64. Divots.. mild Custody. AlniChild SuPOOrr.
Vostolopoo. O.S. Cost. prim. 015.. 1979. P. 10.

41;

6/ ISii. p. 3.

7/ *Child Support? Forgot te.ft by FOS0 Ittmov. 11erkied 11ent.

.5.
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profile of di o moon mho had reimeried and of

those mho hid not remarried bp she enema, dace to 1973. Meng women mho re-

named deer thaw twee =crisps vas eerminseed..by Worm. rho average rime

it n &mores end vegan:ape ma* 3.2 7 . For ate, eh* ava)fie aims brtmen

dtvorae and remarriams vac 4110 above 3 7 (3.1 7 ).

Moos pe 00000 mho had rammed eta 33 in 1.913. thee* of ov4ty foot ion end

two of weep these women *wee first mantissa ended in divaeei had mutated

fees tibia 4). Thus. divorce offer filer carcase is monsrall7 see Om final

meeiea1 *up hue oral ono of ohs *cope is Won between nese navel's, end

Tab*, Portent ItamardeSAMM Melt SUNK* Ended °Ivaco et In Widowhood. lor limns Dorn In
Uinta, Periods Inonon 1900 and 1941 bylan Iwo 19/1

mows io onowoon

Tear ar mma not am

10110001#

loan 10.
e$40 to 1044
1010 ft 10%
1020 N 104
1010 vs 014
1000 N 00

I
mere to.

1040 4.1044
OPS to 1031
100 to 104
1010 so tits
000 N Itin

Sere to-.
3040 so 1044
100 to OA
00 to 1014

1 1.010 to 1014
. 1000 to 1406

Worms wish Met neraMme 1 asamea met time martian

*tat
tat

Meatt104 IlowateSiO
Teat Oat

menl"
*Warned

1101114 Persia iftles fonsei

2,742 100.0 " 93 0.1 .147 100.4 41.5 0.5
2.044 MO 20.5 21.5 306 114.0 41.4 33.4
20% 100.0 21.0 70.1 k W 100.0 St.5 45.5
2..311 100.0 11.2 11.5 l.64 100.0 14.Z 1 10.0

401 100.0 17.1 42.0 9.021 140.0 7107 14.1

044 100.0 34.0 71.1 11 01 011 at
114 140.0 rid 71.1 1$ tat 101 49)
000 1004 12.0 91.0 ST 999.0 19.1 61.2

MO 02.0 14.4 01.4 429 200.0 33A 01 .0

00$ 1111.41 Pot -:-. -SOO. -, 119 909.0 44.0 10.e

1,274 Iwo 10.4 0.1 142 1011.0 41.3
Met 100.0 20.3 00.7 710 100.0 S1.4 411..

1,041 190.0 U.S 21.5 114 110.0 644 21.1
733 100.0 10.a 41.2 1.305 100.0 23.0 21.1
372 10.1 32.0 21.0 1.914 100.1 0.2 _19.5

tame t4 mao 23,000.-- ....
Sousa: U.S. "mew of rho Canaus. Corramt popoloe too Repose., Series 010,

PO. 297. Ambit, Itisioi, and Daraeion of Martina' and Divorces is ells U.S.,
Joao 1974. *el Josses. O.S. Cove. ?floe. oil., 1976.
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second deeesels. vich divecced me* twins 4 to It pecteocege paints note likely

chew di vomen to eveacuslIy :essay.

I. L1V109 Arreniesence of Children

ID 1981. above 12.6 *Hisao child:ea lived vich only eon p . 34 per-

cent mace chart io 1970. Tsho chats& the coal Donbas of children midge 18

yeare old ID chi 0.8. declined Irma 69 million it 1970 to 63 million in 1,81.

the nombec of Chitties* eltectea by di sip ioo. sod vemaceld mates

of %ether teaciwwed to etc.. Twenty peccent of all childceo lived in one

P unity io 1901. compared vich 12 percales in 1970. (Sea table 3.1 In

addition, 3 percent of thildeua soder 18 lived with ee/tiva ethic then

ch. patent sod 0.6 weccens lived vich $401066 *abet then calative. 1977

Census dace indisc that about 8 pectsia of the eta/dean living with twa

were li1.06 with S scappareek

Of the 12.6 miiIieo children livi6 with ohs paeans. 90 percent lived

with Their mechece sod 10 pecceot with their lethal's. letweso 1970 and 1961

the avobec of ablidcaii living with only cbeic lathes. scev by 61 bcteat (hot

746.000 to 1,06(4040). The prepectiki of elI hildcen in one-peeing lam/lids

oftg,tilied vicb shale tweets case tCoW4.1 posett to 1.9 p

The lecsaac noshes of thildcn in.alscpacenc tmaiIis had e 'leant Moo w

followed by child:so obese pa vete eep 4 oc navec nestled.

In 1961. of the abildcen vbe lived only with ibeir meshes,. 43 'octant had a

mothc who vas divoeced. 27 omens bed waft oho wee saPecstad. led 16 Pea-

coat bed S metbac oho bad never been aorriod. The timber of thildtan with *

divorced *abet doubled dose 1970. but the Bombe. with a navec:marsiad *ether

ecisied. (Se table

!HU 0 81

t .
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Per Met sallies& is o$4-p families, eueb e living drpeeessise it

only esupersey, 'eosins °sly d few yeses, usually ulfell shots suesodisl

lasso - eemeples. reeoneilee. Of easels. ler she fires ties. S/

Mao 3 Dos Atrostalsou se Minn Volor 1$ Yeast S44.1$10. sat WO
.1.41vo5 on.r. IS yam M saw ateMMle bees**04 M to*0 *ow to Mit elea". oar

is Maim/
IOW

elleers anmosiaN it i 4
rut's et same

. 041 NWA 1- 40 / JON
311air Mose

Mae(
100414MSe

-
Melee Mbar

.
holes' *MK Nome

MIAs. Mot $6
14.14 esti..

No masto /.,,
11* Myst

sum oat
illmast.
aberis

Smistel
mosolwoo tow .."1.0

MI* 064N...strew
5. ...tot

mosod
MSS Calm 'IMMO

OM* felsItm salf
"4moleMee MIT

tt Jog

46,010
13.10

46446dots
141.
MIS
1.1$40

1.3e8

4sis
us
181
1f/

.1.146
310

tom

JO.4
z.1
WA
1.1
1.6
4.0
1.4s.t
1.1

1:1
4%
6.1
64
1.0
0,1

6248?

14,224
63.446

64466sass
6.410
NM
1 MA
i".sts

1.sts

Ill
. 266lf,

13

1.146
280

$04

:44
11.f

is.,
0.1

1,?
04
34sa
1.1

:1
6.6
6,6
41
34
CA

61,746
.
um.
0.111

41.ill
4,0$
2.110
SAS
1.1W
1.fli
1.9*

Ill
USlit0

1.110
IN

11/0.0

4.4
If 0

1S.
1.$t.t1.fl
64
6.11
2.3

1.1

::1
6.4
0.3
41
24
0.1

af.$624

MON
e.199

1.441
Sas&
&IN
6.331
$ NI
"as

1.. Its
ill
14t
166*

LW
01

100.,
..,

43
46.1

10.4
' 1.3

2.1
1.0
5.1

1.1

. la
lks
6.4,

1.3
0.?

.
44

-4.1
am
3I.4

,Sts.t
1.1

314
Af.6
as.s
OA
I:I
11.?

4Sig

11.1
413

m saes.
Sim imalso NAN.
M4,14,1 osaimiNelopanNolo Nom a 0411Noweat.

Sources U.S. Suess', of eh* Codes. tueefte Popalsties laporle. Seel..

P-SO. Vo. 122. Marisa' sissy* sad Living Asesessesess: Mach ifel. Weeulepeee,

U.S. Coat. Prins. Off., 19112.

1

--- et 11.3.--14ses0 etch...C.44u*. Cassese Popeles/ao *ewes. Speefal studies.

iseiii 4.21, J. Se. Dimes. Clild CUasedy, dad Child Suppots. WebieSSea.

U.S. Cove. Pulse. Ulf.. 1979. p. 3.

.29
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iff. POMMY STAtUS i
A4COttligg co special demotophsc aaelysee by che %seas of the Coos. ti

chess's in family cosposition that d desist the 1970'e Inwood the.

sambas of families below the poem, levelled, cessateescly. chi footcY'stce.

Thu emelfsie het chasms* is family composition base Alsical is lafrat-.

lonely 2 sitlisa sore poor familia' 14 1910.

Is 19111, chars vat. 12.3 edition pees childses coast it Yeats of stet the
/

'potty seta Lot each childresvas 21 Pe

soca thesoto.holf. (52 'toast) of ail aliases tildes ie feet/lee vitt' a.
_ .

famalelvaoholdss vich mo,bvebeed prompt vase bola, the poverty 'Sol ie 1901.

vesper." sick 11 'toot of childsem Heist is smOistmemple familie. 10/ .

400n4 chitchat. {.'families fish e (smile anisette/dos. 25 peccest vase

poor despite fell del verb of the sachet. (fee cable 4.) /At 1,11 ao4Lia

foams of familia' emulating of female bona bolder with me husbastd"tretess

and 2 childsee amounted to approsimatelf 19.300. (Set cable 7.) 1he offerable

amuse foe mecsi'd-cosole families vas 526.500.

"2/ C.O. 'Osage Of tat Oafs,. Spotlit{ COmetcohic Aselfass,'041-10..7.
'Chops, ?mil, despesiciam and loam" Diffecostiele. taahimmtos, V.S. Govt.
Psisc. Off.. 1912.

IQ/ V.S. 1st's' of the C400.0. Comet topolatiatIlapsne lofts 940.
Do. Chetsctesistice of mho /opals{.' Silas tab WOO, WW1: 1901.

faehisptoo. V.S. Cart. friss. Off.. 1911.
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b. 'IP 10 IA011,12S Vita OfaiNDINT CM1LOREN (Mac)
400 Ca110 1014011 20201=1001/ (02)

Myriam, prop /as evelleblo to "owl," roses wick thi/dges is the i200

pcostau. lbeeMTC prestos provide' cash manta somata fog seedy childtaa

(sad their machos or gaietalut relatives). she Dave bees digitised of petestal

support er cue because;

o theafachete as oboist from the home costimemetp (if esteem of
the railer4s). ace ;scowl c (2 mewls deceased (2 pa ).

or aearployed (4 retreat); or

o Omit mothers its isespealtsted. 'lieut, oc deed (1.$ permit). 111

Is its 1974 wort ea Li 17042. tbe bill *high bases Public tow 93442.

the Isaac. Cammittao Os Sloane( 'gaud;

The purples of welfare fa the Pelted State' iss to a crooner-
able aeons a problea of set-oappect of childtes by theic 'boom
recast' > . . . The Committee believes char an childtea have the
tight to teceive avert= !toughen fachbt0.12/

The Comitioa hill is deelseod to balp thildtsa octal* chi'
tight. henries cite right to have their helm' idostifiod so ,

chat 'appose css be &mimed. The lapsing' result will,ho lower
yang' cocci co.the savoys', bac este iegsrgeot1ps as as 'floc
Give support colludes 'potash% established fedora% will be

decerToi from ierottist their !Naha' to vane' and child'',
'Ail be "paged the effect' of !mil, breakup:1j!

11/ 0.S. Deportees' of 'belch aid Paso ureic'''. Social 'enmity Malan.
ttsclia. Offied'of.So ccccc k sad Statistic'. 1979 'wiriest Charostarietic0
Seedy, 1942.

j4/ The Sapid reporr om S.h. 12043 tainted co support not 'locket',"
but iWs newts* of the !nal bill vas essoleactel. sad ice collactiee melds's,
appliSd to a eerier of ingot all As had Wise babied oar comccordered
child support moot..

13/ U.S. Sosere. Committee on risme. Social Servicee Ameadaeots of 1924.
e gaper/ to eecoupeep 0.h. 17049, tot. 14, 1974. Itsehisstoe. C.S. Cove. trios.
Off.. 1914. p. 42.

11.
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title 1T00.of the Social Security Ace. ChiLd.Suppoet 004 4toblisbo10t of
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Chairman Foxe. The Subcommittee on Public Assistance and
Unemployment Compensation will come to order for the purpose of
public hearings today for legisltion on child support enforcement.

I would like to thank the committee members and all of the wit-
nesses that will be appearing before the subcommittee here today.

The purpose of today's hearing is to examine the effectiveness of
child support enforcement programs and to receive testimony on
several bills aimed at improving the current program.

The intent of the Federal child support enforcement law is to
insure that all parents fulfill their financial obligation to their chil-
dren. This is a right to which each and every child is entitled.

However, the current title W-D legislation has focused mainly
on recovering AFDC funds paid to single-parent families. A pri-

, ma'ry objective of the bills before you today is to increase the effec-
tiveness of the program in obtaining child support for non-AFDC
families as well.

Child suppoirt enforcement is a critical economic issue to parents
who head single families. This is especially true for women who
comprise 90 perdent of single-parent households.

More than 8 'Million families now lack a male parent. With-12- --
million new divorces every year, it is estimated that within the
next I0 years, one-half of American children will live apart from .

their fathers for part of their childhood. .
Recent reports show that less than 3 of every 10 fatherless fami-

lies receive regular child support payments from absent fathers.
Even when fathers are under court, order, less than half pay regu-
larly and perhaps as, many as a third never make a single pay-
ment. . 4

I have always maintained that our children are our most pre-
cious and valuable resource, and we must see to it that they are
not neglected. Every ablbodied parent has both a legal and moral
obligation to support his or her children.

The child support enforcement program has not worked as well
as we would like in some instances. However, I would like to cite
my home' State of Tennessee as an example of what can be done
when strong efforts are made.

Statistics comparing the 1979 and 1980 fiscal year with 1982 and
1983 year-to-date figures show that the total child support cases
being served in Tennessee has increased by 69.8 percent. Total-----
child support collections have increased by 66.9 percent.

The amount of AFDC funds recouped from the child support pro-
gram has increased by 42 percent. The child support program was
responsible for the removal of 6,152 participants from the AFDC
rolls due to child support collections, the highest in the Nation. I
commend Tennessee for its efforts in making child support enforce-
ment a viable and effective program.

Today we have several panels, but I would like to at this time
welcome the Secretary who is here with us today, and I am very
pleased that she has chosen this topic as her first occasion to
appear before the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Unem-
ployment Compensation.

The numlier of House Members who requested to testify before
the subcommittee today as well as the strong bipartisan cosponsor-
ship of comprehensive legislation to improve the child support pro-
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gram are indications of the high level of interest on this topic. fan.
hopeful that we can all work together to produce a bill that im-
proves the current program, and as a result, improves the financial
well-being of children of this country

I would like at this time to provide the opportiinity for other
members of the subcommittee to make opening remarks before I
yield and iecognize the Madam Secretary of HHSZ who is a former
member of this body and one who has distinguished herself not
only here in the Congress but as well as the new Secretaly of HHS.

At this time, the Chair will recognize Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also would like to welcome Secretary Heckler to our subcom-

mittee and commend-her and the President for taking an interest
in this important issue and working to rectify the problems in the
child support enforcement program.

introduCed a bill; H.R. 3545; yesteiday which focuses on one of
the most serious problemi affecting the economic well-being of chil-
dren in our country, the alarming extent to whioh parents ignore
or do not meet ffilly their chile support obligations. Joining mo in
sponsoring MO are &7presentatives Moore, Frenzel, and
Thomas, from the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Public Assist-
ance and Unemployment Compensation; Representatives Conable
and Duncan from Committee on Ways and Means; Representa-

.tives Marriott, Coates, and Johnson, who serve on the Select Com-
mittee on Children, Youth, and Families; and Representatives Lott,
Snowe, Martin of Illinoikand Roukema.

The enormity and severity of the child support problem have
been chronicled extensively elsewhere, most recently in the just-re-
leased 1981 census study of child support and alimonyTherefore,
will mention only a few of the key points to demonstrate the pro-
portions of the issue.

First of all, an unprecedented percentage of America's children
are in need of child support. Every year about 1.2 million chil-
dren's parents divorce. In addition, about 700,000 children are born
to unmarried mothers. Together this makes nearly 2 million chil,
dre,n each year, in addition to all/the millions of children from pre-
ceding years, Who are in need of financial support from absent par-
ents. Remembering that fewer than 4 million children are born
each year in this country helps to put those figures in perspective.
The Census Bureau estimates that only half of all children born

,this Year will, spend their entire childhood living with both natural
'parents.

Second, family breakup and single parenthood carry severe eco-
nomic consequences. In 1979, two-thirds of the children in, families
headed by women depended on welfareaid to- families with de-
pendent children. Most AFDC recipients, 87 percent, are eligible
because they lack sufficient support from absent parents. Even
when the mother works outside the home, divorce sharply reduces
the family income for herself and her family. One recent study of
per capita income after divorces in California showed that the
wife's income dropped by 78 percent on average while the Hus-
band's rose by 42 percent a year after the divorce. Several factors
account for the economic decline after divorce. Women, for a vari-
ety of reasons, still earn on average only about 60 percent as much

t
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as men. They usually receive custody of the, children, adding to
their need for income in order to maintain a home, meet the basic
needs of the children, and pay for child care so that they can work
Most important, in an astonishing percentage of instances, single
women with children do not get any or adequate financial assist.
.ance from the children's fathers.

It is this nonpayment of child support which this bill is
to address. Som00 percent' single parents even lack a support
order entitling their children to help from the absent parent. Of
the 60 percent with support orders, about 28 percent get no support
assistance at all, a quarter receive some payment while only 47
percent receive the'ffill- amount due in a particular year.

Nearly a decade ago, Congress was sufficiently alarmed Ey statis-
tics far less extreme than those cited above .that title IV -D of the
Social Security Act was passed. Under this program, States must
operate programs of child support enforcement which receive sub-
stantial Federal financial. assistance. The results have been impres-
sive. In 1982, nearly $1.8 billion in child support was paid thiough
this programabmit $800 million to States for families receiving
AFDC and about $1 billion on non-AFDC families.

While there is no doubt but that this program has made a good
start, it it also true that there is a long way to go and that the
problem of nonsupport of children seemto be outpacing current
support enforcement efforts. The effectiveness and efficiency of
States varies substantially, with some collecting more than $4 in
support for every -$1 spent and others collecting less than $1 for
every $1 spent. Some States serve all families in need of assistance
while others focus their services "almost exclusively on families re-
ceiving AFDC. Despite the efforts of the INT7D program and State
and local officials, it-still appears that full payment of child sup.
port obligations is the exception rather than the rule. Increases in
child support collections are outpaced by the increasing numbers of
children in need of support. The census report on 1981. child sup-
port payments indicates the the percentage of families receiving
full payment actually declined from 49 percent to 47 _percent be-
tween 1978 and 1981. <
. There probably have been more bills introduced in the House
dealing with child support enforcement this year than in any other
year. In addition to introducing H.R. 3545, 1 have cosponsored the
administration's legislation, since I believe that they have incorpo-
rated several vital provisions, including portions contained in my
bill. 1-have worked closely with Secretary Heckler on the adminis-
tration's Iegislation,'and once again, I commend both the Secretary
and President Reagan for taking the lead on this important matter.

My bill is aimed at the goals of getting absent parents to pay the
full amount of child support owed, on time, mid without excessive
or onerous enforcement techniques, regardless of whether or not
their children are receiving AFDC or not. At this point, I would
like to insert into the hearing record a description of the bill.

[The material follows:]
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DWCRIPTION or TniBitt

STATEMENT OP PURPOit

Section 1 adds an explicit statement of purpose to Title IV-D where none now
exists, as follows: "The purpose of the program ... i s to assure that all children in
the United States who are in need of assistance in securing financial support from -
their parents will receive such assistance regardless of the economic statusof their
parents and that parents prevent their children from becoming a burden on teem-
ers by fulfilling, to the best of their ability, their financial obligations on behalf of
their children.'

While this statement of purpose seems almost unnecessary, in fact Were has been
considerable disagreement over the extent to whit -the IV -D program ought to
assist nonAFDC families obtain child support, if 1. Not only ha several states
virtually ignored the non-AFDC population but at the Federal level well there
has been a substantial emphasis on the AFDC caseload as well as rel ce to see
states attempt "universal" enforcement systems under which support 'd by all
absent parents is closely monitored. I am suggesting a statement of pu ,which
makes clear that assisting all children who have been unable to obtain support from
absent parents is just as valid a function of the program as preventing the depend-
ency or-these children_on tax dollars'when their parents Wine to support them. I
have-a-strong suspicion that these two goals-sre more closely related than studies
thus far have been able to demonstrate and that when families are reasonably confi-
dent that support payments will be made in full and on time, they will be able fo
build economic, emotional, and social and educational strengths in the family that
will help ward off dependency and breakdown later on.

FINANCIAL INCINTIVIGI FOR BALANCED AND EFFICIENT STAS PROGRAMS

Section 3 replaces the present law incentive payment which focuses exclusively on
AFDC collections. Under the current scheme, States are permitted to keep a
"bonus" equal to 12 percent of support they have collected on behalf of families on
AFDC The remaining 88 percent is then divided among State and Federal govern-
ments in proportion to the rate at which the Federal government matches State
AFDC payments. This 12 percent incentive is expected to amount to about $120 mil-
lion ip Fisc.al 1984.

I am proposing to replace the 12% AFDC incentive' with a foupart incentive
plan which is intended to encourage States to provide child support enforcement
services to all families which request assistance, to work as hard on interstate cases
atiere.the child and absent parent reside in different States or localities as on so-
called domestic cases, as well as to seek child support to offset AFDC expenies in.
curred when parents fail to support their children. .

These incentives will be computed and paid quarterly beginning in Fiscal 1986 so
that States and localities will have frequent measures of their progress and so that
Feeral incentive funds will arrive throughout the year as they are needed. A pass-
through requirement will make sure that localities which do the bulk of the work
and bear a large portion of the costs will receive their share of the incentive pay -
ments. Because the record-keeping systems required to compute eligibility for incen
tive payments do not exist in many states, a phase-in provision-atifures States that
they will receive amounts equal to at least four-fifths, ,three-lifths and twofifths re-

.spectively in Fiscal 1986, 1987 and 1988 of what they would have gotten under the
existing 12 percent AFDC incentive.

The first of the four incentive payments urges States to try to develop as many
"perfect cases" as possible. By this I mean that the total amount of support owed
has been paid in full and on time in each of the 12 months in the first lour of the
last five calendar quarters. The reasonffor measuring achievement in terms of cases
rather than in dollar amounts is to value cases with high support amounts equally
with those ordering low amounts and not to give wealthier localities or States which
might order higher support on average an advantage over less well to do areas.
However, in order not to encourage ' lowballing" of support orders so that more
cases will qualify for the incentive, the bill provides that incentive payments will be,
reduced proportionately to the extent that the average amount collected per case is
less than the AFDC amount that would be paid to a family of two in that State. An
AFDC payment for two is used because the average AFDC family has a parent and
two children; only the children are.potentially owed child support. The average pay-
ment for all cases (whether paying or not) is used because it is realized that in some
cases it will be appropriate to orderlow support amounts and thatn other cases,
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such as those where.the absent parent cannot be :orated, it is unrealistic to expect
payments.

While ideally we would want all cases to be completely paid up on time, in reality
this will be impossible. Not only are lapses and arrearages an inescapable fact
often due to unemployment as well as recalcitrance, disinterest or slack enforce.
mentbut there are always new cases being filed. Many of these families do not yet
have a support order; some may not have yet legally established paternity; and
others cannot locate the absent parent. Also. States may open a new "case' each

' time a family begins a new episode of AFDC dependency rather than reopen the old
file. Therefore, this incentive payment begins with a threshold of 30 percent of all
cases in which the state undertook after June 30, 4984 to collect support. That is,
the incentive will be paid only on "perfect" cases in excess of 30 percent of all cases.
The incentive payment will be equal to 0.2 percent of the State's administrative
costs for the quarter in question for each 1 pe-e.ent of cases in excess of 80 percent.
For example, if 40 percent of a State's cases were in the "perfect" category, its in-
centive payment would be equal to 0.2 percent times 10 percent, or 2 percent of its
administrative costs. If the average support collected on all cases equaled only 90
percent of the AFDC payment for two, the State's incentive payment would be re-
duced proportionatelyby I0 percent.

The second incentive is similar to the first. However, it rewards States Int having
a high percentage of caseq making "adequate" payment. This is defined as paying at

' least 80 percent of the ordered amount anytime during the first four of the last five
quarters. Under this incentive, only cases in excess' of 70 percent of all the State's
cases would count toward the Incentive payment. For each percent of "adequate"
cases over 70 percent, the State will receive 0.4 pernt of its administrative costs.
As in the first incentive, this payment will be reduced to the extent that average
support collected on all cases is legs than the AFDC payment for two. The reason for
having this second systemwide incentive is to make sure that States,- in their efforts
to achieve "perfect' cases, do not concentrate only on cases which are already ap-
proaching perfect status and neglect other cases making sporadic, incomplete, or no
payments.

The third incentive encourages states to pursue interstate cases. This incentive
will be paid at the rate of 0.4 percent of administrative costs for each 1 percent in
excess of half of all ar State's interstate cases in which at least "adequate" payment
is obtained (80 _percent of ordered amount anytime during the first four of the last
five quarters.) Both States would receive the incentivethe State where the child
resides as well as the State where the absent parent resides. This puts the case on a
par with "domestic" cases as far as the incentive payment is concerned.

The fourth incentive payment is based on AFDC cases, and is measured in terms
of how much of total State AFDC payments for singleparent families are recovered
through child support collections for children receiving AFDC. Nationally, States
average 6.6 percent AFDC "recovery" through child support enforcement. This in-
centive would pay States an incentive equal to 1 percent of support collected in
AFDC cases for every 1 percent by which their recovery of AFDC payments exceed-
ed 5 percent. This incentive would be paid regardless of whether the AFDC child
lived in the State or elsewhere so that interstate cases can be pursued equally with

, in-state cases. Under this incentive, for example, if a State collected $50 million on
behalf of children receiving AFDC and this equalled 10,percent of thi State's $500
million AFDC explenditure for single-parent families, the State would get an incen-
tive payment equal to 5 percent, of $50 million, or $2.5 million.

It is intended that where specific cases _4qualify under more than one of the four
incentiyes, they be counted toward each. Therefore, an interstate AFDC case which
paid in Ml and on time all year would count toward all four incentive payments.

Many States do not currently keep track of case-by-case statistics and cannot tell
how many cases are fully paid; how many are In arrears, or the amount and dura-
tion of the arrearages. However, because child support enforcement must necessar-
ily keep track annually of literally millions of financial transactions, it seems unre-
alistic not to develop an "accounts receivable" type of monitoring system for the
future. Given the current lack of such information, I am the first to admit that the
threshold levels and payment percentages set forth in my bill are educated guesses
intended to aim high enough to encourage improvement and low enough to be
Within reach for wellmianaged, efficient systems. Also, the incentives will measure
only support which the States have undertaken to collect after June 30, 1984 so that
any new information system will need to pidc up data only from that point forward.
I have offered this 4.part scheme to stimulate discussion and to focus reform, not as
a final proposal. Therefore, I hope that people familiar with the operations and po-
tential for child support collections will study these suggested incentive levels and
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share with me any refinements, improvements or substitutes which might better
achieve the goals I have discussed.

IMPROVED ENFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES

The remainder of the bill sets forth a number of methods which haie been shown
to increase the payment of child 'support obligations at relatively low cost, minimal
personnel, and high return

COLLECTION OP PAST-DUE SUPPORT FROM FEDERAL TAX REFUNDS

Section 4 extends to nonAFDC cases the present law procedure wherey Federal
income tax rebinds are used to offset past child support obligations in AFDC cases.
This simple and inexpensive process ($11 per case) has been extremely supcessful,
accounting for $168 million in collections the first year it was mod (1981) and more
in 1982.

A State will be permitted to limit its nonAFDC offset activities Co only the
amount of part due support which accumulated after it undertook to,seek support.
However, a State or locality may opt to submit to the Federal government armor-
ages that accumulated before a c.ete was filed.

Because the bill merely broadens present law to include nonAFDdcases, the pro-
cedures and safeguards that have been worked out during the first two years for
AFDC cases will apply. This includes procedures_ for notifying.obligors and permit-
ting them to respond and Indicate any errors in the alleged arrearage.

WITHHOLDING PROM WAGES

Section 5 requires States to implement a procedure for withholding child support
amounts from the wages of absent parents. This has been found to be a reliable,
effective and low-cost technique which efficiently brings cases into paying status
and keeps them there. My bill.aliows States flexibility as to when they implement
withholding.'At the latest, they must make withholding when support becomes past
due in amount equal to two months' paymentirop when the absent parent requests
withholding. However, States could implement withholding immediately, beginning
with the first support payment ss a means of prawnting arrearages from ever oc-
curring.

Because this withholding system will add to employers' paperwork burden, the
bill permits employers to withhold fees, in addition to support, to cover any addi-
tional costs. Also, employers may send a single check to the appropriate State
agency for distribution to the proper families.

States must impose fines on employers who dismiss or refuse to hire individuals
because of withholding. Withholding must be used in interstate as well as domestic
cases.

QUASI-JUDICIAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

Section 5 also requires the use of alternative procedures to the traditional and4 . often lengthy and expensive judicial forums. States have found that administrative
personnel can often get parties to agree on the establishment and enforcement of
support obligations more quickly and at .less public and private expense than in ad-
versarial court proceedings. These alternative procedures must observe all due proc-
ess requirements and provide for notice of actions to be taken, opportunity to be
heard, and appeal to a court. 1.

STATE TAX REFUND OFFSETS

-=---Section 5 requires at the State level the same income tax reftind offset proposed
at the Federal level. This offset would be used in both AFDC and nenAFDC cases.

LIENS AGAINST REAL PROPERTY

Section 5 requires States to make greater use of their procedures for placing liens
on real, property for past due support owed by absent parents owning property in
the state. In States where child supportoctivities are handled at the local level, pro-
cedures must be implemented for using the lien procedurethroltshout the state.
Liens are to be used in both interstate and domestic cases.
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IMPORTING PAST DUE SUPPORT To CREDIT AGENCIES

Section 5 requires States to report periodically to consumer credit bureau organi-
zations the amount of past due support owed by absent parents in both int9rstate
and domestic cases. Child support obligations cannot be discharged in bankruptcy
and stand in front of virtually all other debt an individual may incur. Therefore.
creditors and credit reporting agencies are interested in knowing about child sup-
port arrearages. Absent parents will have to pay support arrearages in order to
clear their credit ratings. Prior to reporting arrearage information. States must
notify obligors and give them a chance to respond. The protections' under the Fair
Credit Reporting Act also protect absent parents in case of erroneous information.

The credit reporting, lien, and tax offset procedures are all intended to help col.
Iect support from nonwage earners who will not be affected by withholding. These
individuals may be proprietors, farmers, independent contractors or otherwlie self-
employed. These are effective and relatively inexpensive techniques which are ex-
pected to bring these individuals into better .

MEDICAL SUPPORT
-

Often the absent parent can provide employment-related health care or insurance
for his children at little or no additional cost. Under section 5, States are to seek
such support when the custodial parent has been unable to'provide such health cov-
erage.

The Secretary of HHS is permitted to waive any of ther71WtioTaia requirements if
a State can demonstrate with factual, detailed data that a particular procedure
would not improve the efficiency or effectiveness of its program. The effective date
for these State procedures is October 1, 1984 or, if enabling legislation is required,
until the close of the first State legislative session after January 1, 1985.

CENTRAL PAYMENT AND REGISTRY SYSTEMS

The incentive system proposed in section 3 as well as the demands of tracking the
-staggering number of transactions in millions of child support cases means that
most States (and localities where child support enforcement is decentralized) will
have to automate and upgrade their in "ormation management systems. At the very
least, they nced to know the amounts of support ordered to be paid to children re-
siding in the State, the amounts ordered to be paid by parents residing in or em
ployed in the State, the amounts collected or paid and the dates of payment, and the
amounts past due and the duration of arrearages. Without this essential data,
States will not be able to respond to increasing requests for support assistance or to
measure their progress.

States may wish to use their information systems as clearinghouse mechanisms
through which all or most child support payments are channelled and forwarded.
Other States may prefer to use the central registry concept wherein payments are
made directly to the custodian via withholding, bank transfers, credit cards or other
mean, and the central registry is notified that the payment, withholding or transfer
has been made. Either way the State has a record of the timing and amount of pay-
ments and a means for triggering enforcement activities when payments are incom-
pleted or late.

Although most States have automated at Jeast part of their child support effort,
upgrading to handle clearinghouse or registry tasks will be a lengthy and expensive
process. Therefore, the bill authorizes a fund of $20 million per year for 5 years to
be-available until spent. This money will be available to States on a project grant
basis for between 80 to 90 percent of project costs.

QUARTERLY SYSTEM OP WAGE REPORTING.

Section ? amends Title [Hof the Social Security Act to require all unemployment
compensation agencies to collect employment, wage, name and address information
at least quarterly. Thd vast majority of States currently do this now, and problems
of interstate fraudulent claims is forcing the remaining few 03 consider switching to
this approach. The bill further provides that this employment and address informa-
tion be shared with the child support agency in order to facilitate location of absent
parents and ascertainment of their financial and employment status.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you..
Chairman FORD. Thank you Mr. Campbell.
Mrs. Kennelly.
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Mrs. KEN NELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
May I also welcome Secretary Heckler to this hearing. The Sec-

retary and former Congresswoman was so much a part of the
Women's Economic Equity.Act and your presence here this morn-
ing really highlights the importance of this hearing, and I thank
you so much.

Mr. Chairman, let me also thank you for holding the hearings on
the , child support enforcement program. You and I .have talked
about this a great deal and this moment has come, and we are both
pleased together'.

I would also like to thank Ken Bowler for his backing and help
In research, and Martha Phillips for her marvelous ideas, especial-
ly her ideas on the funding formula that we will be discussing.

Although this issue is complicated, the subcommittee is willing
to delve into it and rook at it as a very sensitive issue.

We know that our inadequate system for enforcement or child
support directly contributes to the increased feminization of pover-
ty, and'also today we will discuss what it has done to fathers too.

But when you know that 90 percent of the families; single-headed
families, are women, we have to point out that it is contributing to
the feminization of poverty.

I believe until recently there has been a general misconception
certainly not by the people in this room, but by many peoplethat
fathers bear the entire financial burden of our child retiring re-
"spoilsibility after divorce- while the mother continues her way of
living. However, support orders are often low to begin with and
payments are most often erratic, if at all. -

Of the 60 percent that both gentlemen have mentioned who have
received court orders for child support? less than half receive pay-
ments in full and 30 percent receive nothing at all. Even with full
payment of child support, the average family would still receive
much less than the Federal poverty standards.

Improvements of the child support system are clearly a critical
economic issue for women and for millions of children today.

During the 97th Congress, the Economic Equity-Act called for a
"study of child support. This year, when the Economic. Equity Act
was introduced in March, we introduced a comprehensive proposal
to improve the child support enforcement program. We included a
statement of purpose in order to insure enforceinent would be
available to all children entitled to support from an absent parent

Recent Census Bureau figures are very clear in the statement
that they made: Absent parents don't pay.

For many groups interested in child support, I think there has
been some amazement that Congress would take a good, hard look
at these proposals for reform. However, I know many individuals,
especially those in this room, know th'at we had to take this look
and we have to get into this complicated situation.

After a considerable amount of activity and publicity on this
issue, it is time to take the kid gloves off and get into the nifty-
gritty, and that is what we intend to do today.

I am especially -interested-where the absent parent's right to due
process should be spelled out. In addition, I would like to hear sug-
gestions of the kinds of funding formulas, and we have two or three,
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now before us, that give the States the, incentives to handle both
AFDC and non-AFDC caseloads with equal vigor.

But we must not handicap States that are already doing a good
job. I am very aware of .them and we are asking them to help us
pass this good information around.

It would be easy to offer promised of quick results to families
who are experiencing economic hardship on account of nonpay-
ment of child support but reforni will not be easy. We must work
together, and carefully, to develop the best proposals for the Feder-

. al role in child support systems.
With the help of today's witnesses, especially the Secretary, I am

sure this can be accomplished.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.
The subcommittee once again would like to welcome the Secre-

tary of Health and Human Services before the committee today to
talk on the issue that we feel is verrimportant and" vital to our
country, and one that the subcommittee chairman has talked about

a a al a a this -ubcommittee and Members in the Con-
gress, from a bipartisan standpoint. "e see ere 1, tui su
port in the Congress.

We welcome you and we welcome your testimony before the com-
mittee today, and we are delighted, Madam Secretary, to have you
before the subcommittee. The Chair will recognize you at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARGARET M. HECKLER, SECRETARY,
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Secretary HECKLER. Thank you very much; Mr. Chairman, Con-
gressman Campbell and my dear friend, Barbara Kennelly.-

I have to say that it is a pleasure to be before your committee to
consider this important subject with you era to commend you, Mr.
Chairman, for holding this hearing. I want to commend as well
each of the subcommittee members who are present.

I have to say that the help of Congressman Campbell and his
staff was a very critical element in drafting.our legislation.

Obviously, we all have a deep personal injerest in the probleM
before us. The failure of absent parents to support their children is
a very serious problem for millions of women and children in this
country.

According to the Census Bureau, more than 8.4 million women in
1981. were raising children whose fathers were absent. Thirty per-
cent of these women and children were living hr poverty.

Although most of these women should receive child support pay-
ments, obligations had been established on behalf of only 4 million
of them. But more than half of these-53.3 percentreceived only
partial payment or no payinent at all. The Census Bureau esti-
mates that these defaults were cheating children out of nearly $4
billion a year. That is a national disgrace.

I, as a former Congresswoman and as the Secretary of Health
and Human Services, feel very strongly the destitution, the des-
peration, and the simple human suffering of women and children
who were not receiving child support payments legally owed them.
Frankly, it offended my conscience because I believe, as I. know all
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of you do, that a parent's first responsibility is to reasonably pro-
vide for the upbringing and welfare of his or her children. To deny
that responsibility is a cowardly act.

I discussed my concerns with the President and found in him a
sympathetic audience. He was riot only aware of the problem, he
was knowledgeable about it. As Governor of California, he had
taken the lead in achieving the passage of effective support en-
forcement laws in his own State. He has been the chief advocate in
California and at later congressional hearings for the establish-
ment of a fair, tough, and effective program.

As President, he had proposed some important changes in the
way the Federal child support enforcement program worked. And
as a man, concerned about fa 'llei and children, he felt that the
existing system, which allow too many parents to walk away
from their prime-responsibility, unconscionable.

When I mentioned to him that ome Members of Congress had
reservations about his original pro ls, he encouraged me to dis-
cuss these reservations with the Me hers, to Slid out what sugges-
tions they had, and to construct t se possible bill.

ns-of-the- ranking-Republi.
can of this committee, as well as the ublican women Members
of Congressand I have to say, especially of Congresswoman Rou-
kema, who was very outstanding in our meeting with the Presi-
dent. Their insight, as well as that of your staff, Mr. Chairman,
and the staff of the minority, es ally Martha Phillips, have been
very, very valuable to the President and to me in crafting this leg-
islation.

The child support enforcement program is a joint Federal, State,
and local effort aimed at insuring that children are supported fi-
nancially by their-parents, .fostering family responsibility, and re-
ducing the cost of welfare to the taxpayer. k

The amendments I am submitting are designed to improve State
efforts to collect for both AFDC - welfare families and for non-
AFDC families. We aim to do that in two ways: First, by changing
the funding of the program so that States will have an incentive to
improve their programs; and second,. by requiring States to adopt
practices that have been effective in increasing support collections.

The 'present way we finance these programs is outdated. Most
Federal dollars are paid out based on what States spend, not on the
results they achieve. Even the 19 States that spend more than they
collect gain financially from the present program. As a result, the
taxpayer loseCand the children continue to suffer.

Now you can see from this chart that the program performance
is diverse and shows room for improvement. The cost effectiveness
of child support dollars collected for each dollar of total administra

itive costs is shown.
Now, in terms of AFDC, 19 States collect more than each dollar

that is sprit in administrative costs. In the 10 best States in which
we has good programs, the amount collected is $2.47 for every'
dollar invested. The national average is $1.33.

The 10 worst States collect only 49 cents on the dollar, so the
Federal Government is paying 70 percent of the $1` cost; the State
is paying 30 percent, and.the return is 49 cents.
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In the nonAFDC area, 29 States collect less than $1 fcir each
dollar spent in collection costs, showing that when the States are
effective in, again, the 10 best States, they receive $3.46 for the
dollar spent and in the 10 worst States for each dollar spent, the
return is 16 cents.

Now, these are the figures that have been put together from the
data collected through our enforcement of the program at the De-
p...rtment of Health and Human Services. There are wide vari-
ations of effectiveness in the State programs. If we look at families
receiving AFDC payments, families that make up about one-third

-of all families owed child support, six States have especially good
programs. They account for 88 percent of all the support collected
and spend 32 percent of the total administrative funds.

The remaining States spend 68 percent of the funds but account
for only 12 percent of welfare savings. The statistics for nonwelfare
families are just as erratic.

Now here you have a chart that shows just exactly what I am
talking a out. In terms of the costs, six States actually recover 88
percel.; o the amount of support recovered. That was $160 million.
Now this s only the six States. Forty-eight States and jurisdictions
recover o y 12 percent, $20 million.

Now, the States with effective systems only use 32 percent of the
total administrative costs. TMs is very cost effective for the Gov-
ernment as well.

The other States, which are responsible for 12 percent of savings
eat up 68 percent of the administrative. funds. Now, this, I think,
shows quite dramatically why the current system which simply
funds the State programs based on what they spend js not effective
in terms of getting results.

In fact, a GAO report released in March concludes that "based.
on the manner in which the program is currently funded, States
have little ncentive to increase performance."

GAO also agrees that relating program funding to program per-
formance is a step in the right direction.

We propose to reward effective State pei.formance by payingbo-
nuses to those States that establish superior records in collecting
for welfare and nonwelfare families.

To do this, we would repeal existing incentives which give States
bonuses of 12 percent of their AFDC collections. A new system of
incentivesamounting to about $200 millionwould be created.

Under this legislation, these incentives would be paid to States
based equally on their AFDC and non-AFDC performance, because
we feel that it is very important to strictly enforce child support
collection for both welfare and nonwelfare families.

Our proposal increases total incentive payments bL about $83
million over what woilici--have been availabLe_undethe 12-percent
AFDC bonus incentive, and, Ann-more-important, provides equal
recognition for non-AFDC-pliTormance.

Part of the $200 million in the new incentive fund will come
from reducing Federal Government payments of State administra-
tive costs. Currently, we pay 70 percent of administrative costs in-
curred by States in running their child support collection pro-
grams. Under these amendments we would pay 60 percent of those

.
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costs and use the money saved4 reward the States doing the best
job. .

As you can see from that chart, changes in that system of fund-
ing administratite cost are really overdue. te- .

AFDC co leers would continue to be shared between the Fed-
eral and State Governments based on each State's AFDC matching
rate, as they are now.

As1 mentioned earlier, we would also require States to adopt
proven enforcement techniques-for AFDC and non-AFDC cases:
mandatory deduction from wages; quasi judicial or administrative
processes; and interception of State interne tax refunds.

First, a new technique which our ligislation would impose on the
States is manda ry withholding from wages. States would-have to

an absent par t falls behind by 2 months in making payments.
adopt laws requ" ng automatic deduction of support from wages if

These laws would apply to'welfare and nonwelfare cases and to in-
terstate collections.

In Stitt-e-OrNOIThilEaor-eiS m- Tilijhe payment rate doubled
from 40 percent to 80 percent for cases covered by mandatory with-
holding. So we know this is an effective technique.

A second technique would be interception of State income tax re-
funds. Any State which has an income tax would be required to in-
tercept refunds when support owed an AFDC child is overdue. At
State option, theintercepLtechnique_coukt-also-be. extended to non-
AFDC families.

A third technique used would be quasi judicial or administrative
processes; States --would have to adopt these processes to help
reduce court backlogs in issuing and enforcing support orders.

These techniques are simple, inexpensive, and will significantly
increase collections.'Additional techniques may also be beneficial
depending on individual State circumstances. We encourage States
to examine all practices and to determine the potential benefit of
some of the alternatives basedon their own experience.

We are confident that, these techniques can improve the child
support enforcement program while safeguarding the rights of
those who have child support obligations.

The. bill also establishes'several different kinds of fees. A nonwel-
lare family would pay at least a $25 application fee for services
provided by a State, or else the State would have to pay such a fee
out of its own funds. Now, this_$25 has to be compared to the legal
costs of going into court to enforce a decree, costs which could be
$200 or more. A reasonable ceiling could be set on this fee by regu-
lation.

Under our legislation, in a very significant departure from cur-
rent practice, collection fees would also be imposed on the absent
parents who failed to meet their obligations in a timely manner.
Their fee would be set by the State within the range of 3 to 10 per-.
cent.

The most important feature of this fee is that it would not be de-
ducted from the amount due the family, which is the current.prac-
tice. The Federal share of all these fees will be deposited in the
pool for State bonus payments.

Our bill contains several other provisions to upgrade le child
support enforcement program. We would improve the existing pro-
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visions regarding annual audits of State compliance with statutory
requirements and penalties on title IV-A funding for noncompli-
ance.

Audits, conducted at least triennially, would focus more on pro-
effectiveness rather than on simple compliance with-process-

eeStates would be required to take corrective action based on the
results of the audit.

If they failed to take such action, a realistic penalty would be im-
posed on the Federal AFDC moneys. This penalty would be graduz
ated according to the severity of the problem and the length of
time a State program has been ineffective.

No Secretary has ever utilized that penalty 16,ecause it has always
been considered too severe. I am asking for a giaduated set of pen-
alties which would allow the exercise of discretion and a considera-
tion of what the State had done and what penalty would be effec-
tive to deal with the- problem.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am deeply
grateful for your time and attention. As I said when I began, this is
a national disgrace, a terribly serious problem for millions of
Americans, many of them essentially helpless.

You have before you several proposals addressing this problem,
but wp believe that the administration's bill is the best possible
way Co achieve our common goal of assuring that children receive
the support to which they are entitled.

We are willing and anxious to work with the subcommittee in
every possible way to speed passage of our proposals.

Thank you.
Chairman Folio. Thank you, Madam Secretary, for your testimo-

ny. Once again, we thank you for coming before the committee.
(The prepared statement and attachments follow:)

STATEMENT OF HON. MARGARET M. fleas ER, SECRETARY, DE?ARiMENT OF HEALTH
AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman and members of the a Imittee, I am here today to discuss a seri
ous problem, a very serious problem for millions of women and children in this
country: the failure of absent parents to Fupport their children. According to the
Census Bureau, more than 8.4 million women in 1981 were raising children whose
fathers were.absent. Thirty percent of these women and children were living

in rv-erty. Although most of these women should receive child support payments, ob iga.
tions luid been established on behalf of only 4 million of them. But more than half
of thes*-53.3 percentreceived only partial payment or no payment at all. The
CensusiBureau estimates that these defaults were cheating children out of nearly $4
billion year. That is a national disgrace.

I kn that many or you have taken a personal interest in this problem, and I
comm d the chairman for holding this hearing. 1 know that you feel as deeply as I
do tha the time has come to put in place a truly effective child support enlbrce
meat rogram.

Wh n I became Secretary of Health and Human Services, I brought to this office
a con rn about child support problems. As a Congresswoman, I had seentoo
often the destitution, the desperation, and the simple human suffering of women
and c &ken who were not receiving child support payments legally owed them.
Frankly, it offended my conscience because I believe, as I know all of you do, that a
parents first responsibility is, to reasonably provide for the upbringing and welfare
of his or her children. To deny that responsibility is a cowardly act.

I discussed my concerns with the President and found in him a sympathetic midi.
once. He was not only aware of the problem, he was knowledgeable about It. As
Governor of California, he had taken the lead in achieving the passage of effective
support enforcement laws in kis own State. He has been the chief advocate in Cali
fornia and at later Congressional hearings for the establishment of a fair, tough,
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and effective program. As President, he had proposed some important changes in
the way the Federal child support enforcement program worked. And as a man con-
corned about the family and children, he felt that the existing systecit, which al-
lowed too many parents to walk away from their prime responsibility, was
unconscionable.

When I mentioned to him that some Members of Congress had reservations about
his original proposals, he encouraged me to discuss these reservations with the
Members, to find out what suggestions they had, and to construct the best possible
bill. 1

to1 have done that. And the child support legislation I am proposing ay incorpo-
rates many of the ideas offered by concerned Congressmen and Congress omen. The
President fully supports these proposals. Special thanks are due the Republican
women Members of Congress especially Congresswoman Roukema. Their knowledge
and their insight have been immensely helpful to the President and to me.

The child support. enforcement program is a joint Federal, State, and! local effort
to ensure that children are supported financially by their parents, to foster family
responsibilty, and to reduce the cost, of welfare to the taxpayer. The amendments I
am submitting are designed to improve State efforts to collect both for AFDCwel-
fare ,families and for non-AFDC families. ,

We aim to do that in two ways: first, by changing the funding of the program so
that States will have an incentive to improve their programs; and second, by requir-
ing States to adopt practices that have been effective in increasing support collec-
tions.

The present way we finance these programs is outdated. Most Federal dollars are
paid out based on what States spend, not on the results they aelfieve. Even the 19
States that spend more than they collect gain financially from the present program.
As a result, the taxpayer loses, and children continue to suffer.."

Currently, there are wide variations in the effectiveness of State programs: If we
look at families receiving AFDC paymentsfamilies that nrke up about one-third /
of all families owed child supportfamilies that make up alroutone-third of all famy'
flies owed child supportsix States account for 88 percent of all support collected,
but spend only 32 percent of total administrative funds. %e remaining States spend
68 percent of total funds but collect only 12 percent of welfare savings. The statistics
for nonwelfare families are just as erratic.

In fact_a GAO report released in March concludes that "based on the manner in
which the program is currently funded, States have little incentive to increase per.'
formance". GAO also agrees that relating program funding to program performance
is a step in the right direction.

We propose to reward effective State performance by paying bonuses to those
States that establish superior records in collecting for welfare and nonwelfare land-
lies.

To do this, we would repeal existing incentives which give States bonuses of 12
percent of their AFDC collections. A new system of incentivesamounting to about
$200 millionwould be created. Under this legislation, these incentives would be
paid to States based equally on their AFDC and nonAFDC performance.. Our proposal increases total incentive payments by about $83 million over what
would have been available under the 12 percett AFDC bonus incentive, and, even
moro important, provides equal recognition for oonAFDC performance.

Part of the $200 million in the new incentive fund will come from reducing Feder-
al Government payments of State administrative costs. Currently, we pay

10 rr-cent of administrative costs incurred by States in running their child support co leo.
tion programs. Under these amendments, we would 'my 60 percent of those costsjand use the money saved to reward the States doing the best job.

AFDC collections would continue to be shared between the Federal and State gov-
ernments based on each State's AFDC matching rate, as they are now.

As I mentioned esrlisr, we would also require States to adopt proven enforcement
techniques for AFr.iC aid nonAFDC cases: mandatory deduction from wages, quasi.
judicial or admivistratt e processes, interception of state income tax refunds.

First, mandatory withholding from wages. States would have to adopt laws requir-
ing automatic deduction of support from wages if an absent parent falls the equiva-
lent of two months behind in making payments. These laws would apply to welfare
and nonwelfare cased and to interstate collections. In the State of New York, the
payment rate doublet? from 40 to 80 percent for cases covered by mandatory with.
holding. .

Second, interception of State income tax refunds. Any State which has an income
tax would be required to intercept refunds when support owscLan AFDC child is

. t
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overdue. At State option, the intercept technique could also be extended to non.
AFDC families.

Third, quasi4udiciaior administrative processes. States would have to adopt ad.
ministrative or quasi judicial processes to help reduce court backlogs in issuing and
enforcing support orders.
iThese practices are simple, inexpensive, and will significantly increase collections.

Additional techniques may be beneficial. depending on individual State circum-
stances. We encourage States to.exaimine these practices and to determine the pa
tential benefit based on their own experience. -

We are confident that these techniques can improve the Child Support Enforce-
ment program while safeguarding the rights of those who have child support obliga-
tions.

Fourth, the bill establishes several different kinds of fees. A nonwelfare family
would pay at least a $25 application fee for services provided by a State, or the State
would have to pay such a fee out of its own funds. A reasonable ceiling would be set
on this fee by regulation. Under our legislation, and in a very significant departure
from current practice, collection fees would also be imposed on absent parents who
fail to meet their obligation's in a timely manner. This fee would be set by the State
within a range of 3 to 10 percent.

This fee is not to be deducted from the amount due to the family. The Federal
share of all these fees will be deposited in the pool for State bonus payments.

Our bill contains several other provisions to upgrade the child support enforce-
ment program. We would improve the existing provisions regarding annual audits
of State compliance with statutory requirements and penalties on Title IY-A fund-
ing for non-compliance, Audits, conducted at least triannually, would fools more on
program effectiveness rather than simple compliance with processes? States would
be required to take corrective action based on the results of the audit. If they failed
to take such action, a realistic penalty would be imposed on their Federal AFDC
monies. This penalty would be graduated according to the serverity of the problem
and the length of time a State has been ineffective.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I am deeply grateful for your
time and attention. As I said when I began, this is a terribly serious 'problem for -
millions of Americans, many of them essentially helpless. You have before you sev-
eral proposals addressing this problem, but we believe that the administration's bill
is the best possible way to achieve our common goal of assuring that children re-
ceive the support to which they are entitled. We are willing and anxious to work
with the Subcommittee in every possible way to speed passage of our proposis.
Thank you.
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PROGRAM PERFORMANCE IS DIVERSE

AND SHOWS ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT

COST EFFECTIVENESS
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-,REQUIRE STATES TO USE
PROVEN ENFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES

o AUTOMATIC WAGE WITHHOLDING-WHENEVER UNPAID
SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS EQUAL TWO MONTHS

o WITHHOLDING OF STATE INCOME TAX REFUNDS
TO OFFSET ARREARAGES

o ADMINIt E OR QUASI-JUDICIAL-ENFORCEMENT
PROCESSES TQ A RESS COURT BACKLOGS

o COLLECTION FEES CHARGED TO ABSENT PARENTS
WHEN PAYMENTS ARE OVERDUE'
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SFATIONDYSECTION SUMMARY OF THE CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT AMENpaIS NTs of
1983

PAYMENTS IN RECOGNITION or EFFECTIVE PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION; FEDESA
PARTICIPATION IN STATE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

Section 2 or the draft bill would make a series of amendments, primarily to e
statutory provisions for Federal financial participation in the administrative costs f
the child support enforcement program, which are directed toward achieving mo
efficient and effective program administratiori.

Subsection (a) of the bill would add a new subsection le) to section 955 of the
Social Security Act, authorizing the Secretary to mike payment'. to States in recog-
nition of exemplary performance in the administration of their child support en-
forcement programs. The formula for determining the amounts would be-specified
by the Secretary in regulations. The Secretary could consider factors such as levels
of both AFDC and nonAFDC collections, improved collections:to-cost ratios and
AFDC cost avoidance in an amount that the Secretary finds inuy reasonably fie at-
tributed to the successfully operated program. These factors could be measured, if
the Secretary chooses, against a State's prior performance, the national average per-
formance, or any combination of these factors. The total amount distributed as "rec-
ognition" payments with respect to AFDC collections, and the amount of those pay-
ments based on collections for nonAFDC families, must be equal. Further, the Sec.
rotary is directed to review the criteria for determining the amount of the recogni-
tion payments at least once every two years, and to adjust the formula as he finds
appropriate, in order to improve, to the maximum extent, the perfirmance of State
child support enforcement programs.

Subsection di) amends section 455(a) of the Act to reduce from 70 to 60 percent the
Federal matching rate for State administrative costs. Technical and conforming
amendments to the remainder of section 455 are also made by this subsection and
by subsection (c).

Subsection (411 continues by revising the language of section 957, pertaining to dis-
tribution of amounts collected, in order to delete obsolete language and otherwise
clarify the provision; however, no substantive change is made in the payment of col-
lections to the family (or on behalf of a child-in foster care).

Subsection (e) would repeal section 458, the statutory authority for the 12 percent
incentive payments.

Subsection (f) of this section would add a new section 958 to the Social Security
Act (replacing the section previously repealed). Discretionary grants to States would
be authorized for development or improvement of child supper. clearinghouses and
other information management systems. The authority would replace various provi-
sions of existing law, that are intermingled with the State plan requirements and
the Federal responsibilities, but the intent is that this will be a continuation and
expansion of the tame type of activities as have already been initiated by many
States. The child support clearinghouses would be information systems through
which the State could enter and track support obligations and payments. This infor-
mation together-with the wage withholding authority (established by a later
amendment below), would greatly enhance each State's ability to collect child sup-. port and to participate in an efficient interstate collection network. For this reason,
States will be encouraged to develop their information clearinghouses with some
unitbrmity, or at least compatibility, so as to facilitate interstate exchange of infor-
mation and cooperation in making collections. This will be further clarified by re-
stating in the regulations many of the detailed criteria for these systems that are
currently set out in thi statute. The Secretary could provide grants for both" the
first and subsequent years of a system development project, and specify the State
financial contribution, of at least 10 percent arid up to 30 percent of total costs. in-
kind mutching by the State would not be allowed.

Such sums as are necessary may be appropriated; funds appropriated will remain
available until expended.

Subsection (go of this section provides that these amendments will be effective Oc:
tober 1, 1983.

IMPROVED EFFECTWENESS oP CHILD §UPPORT ENFonCEMENT PROGRAMS

Sectior c the bill would strengthen the State plan require,menjs applicable to
child support enforcement services for nonAFDC families. First, section 454(603) of
the Act woutd be amended to req_uire States to charge an application fee when serv-
ices are provided for a nenAFDC case, The fee must be at least $25, but could not
exceed a reasonable coiling determined under regulations to be prescribed by the
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Secretary. States could pay this application fee if they wished, but those payments
would be excluded from total State expenditures, as would any other fees or charges
collected. Further, subparftraph (C), pertaining to charges for collection services,
would also be amended. Charges could only .be imposed on the absent (obligor)
parent; the amount collected on behalf of the child (or child and custodial parent)
would not be reduced by the imposition of collection charges. The imposition of
these charges would be required if there were an arrearsige in the payment of child
support. Also, the State would be required to continue imposing charges In (what
started as) an arrearage case for a future period to be specified by the Secretary in
regulations.

The rate charged by the State may range from between 3 and 10 percent of the
amount of the current month's child support (or, in an arrears* case, that percent
of the arrearage and the amount of support payable for the current month). Also,
State law must provide for imposing liability for these charges upon the absent
parent with respect to support payable after enactment of theseamendments, and
for the provision of notice to the obligor parent of This liability. The law would ex-
plicitly provide, however, that the imposition of collection charges upon the absent
parent should not occasion a reduction in the amount of support that would other-
wise be provided for the child's support.

Subsection (b) of the draft bill would amend section 454 of the Social Security Act
to require all States to use certain practices which have beed tried by some States
and shown to be most successful in improving the effectiveness of their child sup-
port enforcement programs. Specifically, paragraph (1) of this subsection would add
a new paragraph (20) to the State plan requirements, which would require States, _in

addition to all other requirements of part A, lo carry out the proWureedescribed
in (a new) section 467.

Paragraph (2) then adds a new section at the end of part I), setting out in sonic
detail the criteria which State programs must meet in implementing (11 withholding
from wages to collect support payments, (2) quasi-judicial or administrative proce-
dures to implement the child support enforcement pr end- (3) procedures
under which States which impose a personal income tax .11c1 intercept refunds
otherwise due parents with delinquent support obligations.

I. Wage withholding. States would be required to have in effect procedures
under which wages are withheld to collect support. The State could use this as a
routine collection device, but, at the latest, must begin withholding, without further
enforcement action, once the parent had failed to make payments under a support
order and the delinquency equaled the support payable for two months or longer.
Prior to notifying the employer, the State would have to take steps prescribed by
the Secretary in regulations to protect the procedural rights of the parent. The
parent would have to be given notice of the default and of procedures he must
follow if he wishes to contest the action. 'Thereafter, notice would be given to the
employer, and the employer would be required to withhold the amount stated in the
notice and pay it to an authorized person (within the meaning of section 465(b) of
the Act) for appropriate distribution. The notice to the employer would also specify
the amount he may, unless he waives payment, retain as a fbe for the cost of effec-
tuating the withholding. If an arrearage were involved, the fee must be added on to
the support withheld: in other words, the debtor-parent bears the cost. In other
cases. the State may decide whether the fee, if any, should be additional to or sub-
tracted from the support withheld (or a combination). However, in ell cases, the
amount of the fee must accord with criteria prescribed bytheSecretary. An employ-
er oho fails to comply with a notice to withhold from wages would become liable for
the amount that he failed to withhold, up to the amount of the arrearage. Provision
would also have to be made for terminatirg the withholding, and for imposing a
fine on n employer who discharges a parent because of the support withholding.

Also, the State agency would Wive to notify the corresponding agency of any other
State in which an individual was working if he owed support tinder in order of the
(first) State. The procedures adopted by the (second) State pursuant to this require
meat would then have to be used to enforce support obligations established by an-
other jurisdiction when notice is,given that the parent is working in the State.

This withholding would have priority over all other claims against the wages, and
the restrictions on the amount that could be deducted would be limited by section
303(b) of the Co asumcr Credit Protection Act.

2. quasitiudicial or administrative proceduresProcedures using other than the
traditional judicial forums would have to be developed to establish and enforce sup-
port obligations. The proceduresttould include notice and opportudity for an admin.
lstrativc hearing or the use of court officials other than judges to perform various
support related functions, in order to develop more expeditious and less expensive
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remedies. These alternative procedures would comport with all due process require.
ments and would provide for notice of actions to be taken and the opportunity to be
heard, and for appeal of the determinations made through the new processes. Gen-
erally applicable judicial remedies would only be available upon request of a party,
and only to review the previous regulation. Provision would also he made for enforc-
ing the support orders of another State, regardless of the mechanism used for enter-
ing them.

3. Withholding for pastdue child support from State income tax refunds.Proce.
dares would be put into effect in the State to require, upon proper notice to the
State tax authorities from the State child support enforcement agency in order to
enforce a support order entered in any State, withholding of past-chie support pay-
ments from amounts that would otherwise be paid, as a refund of taxes, to the
absent parent who is delinquent in meeting his support obligations. The State may
apply this provision to AFDC cases only, or to all children for whom collection serv-
ices are provided under the State plan. (Of course, the State could make this proce-
dure available with respect to all children, but the costs for non IV -D cases would
not be costs of carrying out the State plan,)

The Secretary of Health and Human Services must issue regulations prescribing
the necessary details for each of these three areas. The use of regulations to specify
the particulars of these enfcrcement techniques is more effective than spelling out
every element in the law, since requirements can be developed in the alternative;
can be performance based, where appropriate, and can be more readily adjusted if it
should appear necessary based on unusual circumstances in individual States. Fur-
ther, if the State produces detailed factual data to support its contention that a par-
ticular procedure required under this section would not improve the efficiency or
effectiveness of its program, the Secretary could grant a limited exemption, subject
to later review, from the requirement.

Subsection (c) specifies an effective date of OCtober 1, 1983, 'for adoption by the
State of these various pitcedures. However, if the State demonstrates to the Secre-
tary of Health and Human Services that it is precluded under State law from com-
plying with one or more of these requirements, the Secretary may delay the effec-
tive date to which the legal impediment pertains until the enactment of enabling
legislation, or, if earlier, the close of the first State legislative session (of any type)
that begins after September 30, 1983 (or earlier, but which runs for at least 25 days
past that date).

PERIODIC REVIEW OF EFFECTIVENESS OF STATE PROGRAMS; MODIFICATION OF PENALTY

Section 4 of the draft bill would amend Action 452(a)(4) of the Social Security Act,
the provision currently requiring..an annual audit of State child support 'enforce-
ment programs to determine -their compliance with all statutory requirements and
to determine whether the penalty provision (which operates to reduce.AFDC match-
ing) should be applied. The amendment would require that the program audit be
conducted not less frequently than triennially (rather than annually) to determine
whether the program substantially complies with the requirements of part D. This
amendment would be effective after September 30,1982.

Subsection (b) would amend the 6 percent penalty provision contained in section
403(h) of the Act. It would prescribtinstead a graduated penalty, should a program
be found to be inconsistent with the requirements of section 452(al(4). Thereafter,
for so long as the noncompliance continued, after a period allowed for corrective
action as would be prescribed by the Secretary, a reduction of AFDC matching up to
2 percent would be applied. However, if it were the second consecutive occasion fol-
lowing which there was failure to take timely corrective, action, a penalty of up to 3
percent could be applied, or, if it were the third or subsequent occasion, the penalty
could be raised to 5 percent. This amendment would become effective October 1,
1983.

INCREASED AV MAMMY Or PARENT Lowroit SERVICE 70 STATE AGENCIES

Section 5 of the draft bill would amend section 453(1) of the Social SecUrity Act,
'effective upon enactment, by deleting the condition that States must, in effect, ex-
haust state child support enforcement resources before they may have resort to the
Federal Parent Locator Service.
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,A.XTENSION OP SECTION ma DEMONSTRATION AUTHORITY 70 CHILD SUPPORT
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

Section 6 of the draft bill would amend section 1115(a) of the Social Security Act,
the authority for waivers in order to conduct experimental and denfonstration proj
ects under the assistance titles, to include the child support enforcement program
within the scope of the demonstration authority. States would then have
flexibilitT available to try innovative approaches to child support enforcement and
thereby improve program effectiveness. This amendment would become effecti e
upon enactment. .

48

MODIFICATIONS IN TIMING AND CONTENT OF REPORT SY SECRETARY

Seition 7 of the draft bill would amend section 452(010) of the Act to make
minor modifications in the Secretary's reporting responsibilities. The due date for
the Secretary's annual report to the Congress on child support activities would be
extended by 3 months (to 6 months after the close of the fiscal year) to provide more
adequate time for thb receipt and analysis of States' fourth qutpter data. Also, the
requirement' that there be separate-identification_otcasecinnIviag_spousaleupport
would be deleted, since States cannot distinguished those cases, except with great
difficulty. At the same time, States would be required to identi& interstate cases, so 0

that State collection rates can be more accurately determined and to allow more
complete response to congressional inquiries on this subject. Two other minor tech-
nicaLamendnients are_also made. This amendment would apply to reports due after
September 30. 1962.

CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTION TOR CERTAIN CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE

Section 8 of the draft bill would make various amendments to part D of title IV of
the Social Security Act to- recognize enforcement of child support obligations on
behalf of children receiving foster care payments.

Subsection (a) amends section 457 by adding a new statutory diret Live for distribu
tion of support collections under part D of title IV. The new subsection (d) of section
457 would parallel the distribution pattern specified in subsection (b), except that

icollections for the current period, in excess of the amount equal to current foster
care maintenance assistance, are paid to the public agency responsible for supervis-
ing the placement of the child, rather than the family from which the ehild was
removed, to be used in the best interests of the child. . - -

Subsection (b) makes other necessary cajiforming amendments within part D of
title IV to provide for cases in which the State collects child support on behalf of
children for whom it is making foster care payments.

Subsection (c) would add a new paragraph to section 471(a) of the Act, the require-
ments for State plans for foster care and adoption assistance. These plans would
have to provide that all steps would be taken to secure an assignment of support (in
the same way that support is assigned under the AFDC program) on behalf of a
child for whom the State agency is making foster care maintenance payments.

Subsection (d) specifies that these amendments would apply to collections made
after September 1983.

A BILL To amend the Social Security Act to rekgnize effective progrant adminis-
tration in the financing of State programs of child support enforcement, to im-
prove the ability of States to collect child support for nonAFDC families, and oth-
erwise strengthen and improve such programs and, for other purposes

Be it enacted by the Senati and the House of ReAsentativa of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That this Act may be cited as the "Child Support
Enforcement Amendments of 1983 ".

PAYMENTS IN RECOGNITION Op trracnvs pROORAM ADMINISTRATION; FEDERAL
PARTICIPATION IN STATE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS .

SEC. 2. (a) Section 455 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:

e) The Secretary shall prescribe by regulation criteria pursuant to which he will
from time to time make payments, in addition to amounts authorized under subset
tion (a), to each State agency administering a plan approved under this part whose
program is found to be exemplary in the amount of collections made, the cost effi-
ciency with which the program is operated, or the magnitude of the costs to other
assistance programs that the Secretary finds could reasonably have been expected
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to occur but for the operation and the effective performance of the State's program.
The Secretary, in recognizing such performance, may consider factors such as the
amount of a State's collections in a prior or base period and the cost efficiency of a
State's program as compared to other State-programs (or to the national average of
such programs). The total amount paid by the Secretary under this subsection for
any fiscal year with respect to collections on behalf of individuals receiving aid to
families with dependent children shall be equal to the amount paid under this sub-
section with respect to collections on behalf of individuals for whom services are
provided under section 454(6). The Secretary shall, not less frequently than biennial-
ly, review and, if necessary, revise the criteria in order to further encourage and
recognize effective child support enforcement programs.".

Section 455(a) of the Act is amended
(I) by striking out "70 percent" in paragraph (1) and inserting instead "60

percent", and by adding "and" at the end of such paragraph,
(2) by striking out ", and" after paragraph (2) and inserting a -semicolon in

stead,
(3) by striking out paragraph (31, and
(4) by adding at the end of section 455(a)the following new sentence: "In de-

termining the total amounts expended by any State during a quarter, for pur-
--poses-of-this-subsection, there-shall be excluded an amount equal to the total of

any fees collected or other income resulting from services provided tinder the
plan approved under this part.".

(c) Section 45510 of the Act is amended
(1.) by strikin t out .n paragraph (1) "under subsection (a)" and inserting in

stead 'under subsections (a) and (e)", and
(2) by striking out "investigation" in paragraph (IXB) and inserting instead

"information ".

"See. 457. (a),The amounts collected by a State pursuant to a plan approved under
this part as support for one or more members of a family,receivini aid to families
with dependent children pursuant to a plan approved underpart A that' be paid to
the family to the extent that such amounts, from collections made periodically
which represent monthly support payments, exceed the amount of such pid paid to
the family during such period but do not exceed the amount required by a judicial,jquasiudicial, or administrative order to be paid during such period to the family.
Amounts in excess of those required to be paid to the family under the preceding
sentence shall be retained by the State to'the extent they do not exceed the total

mount of such aid previously paid to the family (and with respect to which past.
lections have not been retained); any balance shall be paid to the family.".

Subsection (b) of section 457 is repealed.
(* Subsection (c) of section 457. is redesignated as subsection (b) and is amended

by st 'king out "subsection (bX3) (A) and (B) with respect 06 excess amounts de-
seri n subsection (b) end inserting instead "subsection (a).

(4)(A) ion 452(dX2) (A) -ind (B) are each amended by striking out "section
455(aX31" d inserting instead "section 454(16)". .

The 1 t sentence of section 453(a) is repealed.
(C) Section 454(5) of the Act is amended by striking out "section 457(c)" and in

sorting instead "lection 457(b)".
(D) Section] 464(a) of the Act is amended by striking out "section 457(bX31" and

inserting instead "section 457(a)".
(e) Section A58 of the Act is repealed.
(ND Part rf, of title IV of the Act is amended by adding after section 457 the fol-

lowing new secion:
1

"GRANTS TO STATES FOR CHILD SUPPORT CLPARINGHOLISIES AND OTHER INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

"Sze. 458. (a) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to States to assist in the
development or improvement of clearinghouses and other information management
systems to aid in the enforcement of support by facilitating the collection and ex-
change, both within a State and among States, of child support information, includ-
ing information concerning

(1) amounts of support ordered (or agreed between the parties) to be paid
with respect to children residing in the State; -

"(2) amounts of support ordered (or agreed) to be paid by parents employed in
the State; and
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"(3) amounts of support collected or paid with respect to such children or
from such parents and the dates upon which it was paid (either to the State or
to the child's custodial, parent or guardian);

and to provide for the orderly receipt and dissemination, both within a State, and to
the appropriate agetfcies or cooperating States, of information relating to support
obligations of and payments from, parents residing or employed in the State.

"(b) The Secretary shall by regulation proscribe the required characteristics and
capabilities of an information management system to be funded under this section.
Any State desiring to receive a grant hereunder shall submit an application, in such
form yid containing such information as the Secretary may require, and including
a description of the proposed s3.1em, and the planning and analysis necessary to
establish that system.

"(cX1) Grants under this section may be made for such period as is specified in the
grant award; grants for the continuation of the project in subsequent years may be
made, but only if the State has providedsuch information as the Secretary may re-
quire on the development- or improvement of the *Mem over the period for which
funding had previously been provided.

"(2) The Secretary shall specify the share of the project costs, over the period for
which the grant is made, to be required in the form of a financial contribution from
the ,State (other than iii the form of goods, services, use of facilities, or similar in.
kind contributions) in an amount at least equal to 10 percent, but no more than $0
percent, of the total cost of the project for such period. Payments under this section
may be made at such time or times as the Secretary may determine, and may be
made in advance or by way of reimbursement (with necessary adjustments on ac-
e tint of previously made overpayments or underpayments), and in such install.
ments and on such conditions as he may prescribe.
. "(d) Thu* are authorized to be appropriated such sums as nay be necessary to

carry out the mrposes of this section. Amounts appropriated pursuant to this sub-
section shallremain available until expended.".

(2kA) Section 452(d) of the Act is repealed.
(B) Section 452(e) of the Act is amended by

redesignating it as section 452(d), and
(ii) striking out "section 455(are and inserting instead "section 458".

(C) Section 454 of the Act is amended
(i) by repealing paragraph (16) thereof, and
(ii) redesignating paragraphs (17), (18), and (19) as paragraphs (16), (17), and

(18), respectively.
(g) The amendment made by this section shall become effective October 1, 1983.

IMPROVED EPPECTIvENERS OP CHILD SUPPORT RNVORCEMENT PROGRAMS

Sac. 3. (a)(11 Section 454(6) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out
all after subparagraph (A) and inserting instead: "(BM) an application fee of at least
325 shall be imposed for furnishing such services, except that such fee shall not
exceed such amount greater than $25 as determined to be reasonable under regula
tions of the Secretary, and (ii) the State plan shall specify the class or classes of
cases in which the fee will be paid by the State, and those in which it will impose
upon the individual applying for such services, -(C) any costs of providing collection
services may be collected (orif the absent parent owespasklue support (as defined

iin section 464(c)), such costs shall be collected). by the imposition of charges, in ac-
cordnrice with regulations of the Secretary, etc to at least 3 percent but not more
than 10 percent of the current month's suer obligation, or of the current month's
obligation and such past-due support, against the absent parent, and (D) the State
may continue to collect support and impose collection charges for such period of
time as the Secretary may by regulation prescribe (and State law shall provide for
the imposition of liability for such collection charges ROO the absent parent owing
past.due support with respect to support payable for months after the enactment of
the Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1983, and lbr the provision to such
par.nt of advance notice of that liability), except that,. in establishing the amount of
support for which the absent parent is obligated, or in collecting charges from the
absent parent, the State shall take no action which would have the effect, directly
or indirectly, of reducing the support which would otherwise be distributed, in as
cordance with the provisions of this nart, to or on behalf of the child with respect to
whom the support is owed;"

(2) Section 455(aX1X8) ur he Act (as xended by section 2 of this Act) is amended
by striking out "fees colic. ed" and inseing instead "fees collected (including fees
paid by the State pursuant to section 4540
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6A I) Sect ion 454 of the Social Secarity Act is amended
IA) by striking nut "and" after paragraph (18h
IB) 1.. striking out the period at the end of paragraph (19) and inserting in-

stead "; and"; and
IQ by adding at the end the following new paragraph:
"(20) provide that the State will adopt and fully implement the procedures

designed to increase program effectiveness, as set out in section 467.* .
(2)(A) Part D of title IV of such Act is further amended by adding at the end the

following new section:

4...PROCEDURIZ TO IMPROVE EFFECTIVENESS OP CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

"Sec. 467. In order to comply with the provisions of section 454(20), each Mate
shall adopt and use the following procedures, consistent with regulations of the Sec-
retary and in accordance with State law, to increase the effectiveness of the pro-
gram it administers under this part:

"(1) Procedures for carrying out a program of withholding from wages
amounts payable as support under which

"(A) in the case of each absent parent against whom a support order is or
has been entered by a State, so much of his wages are withheld as are nec-
essary to comply with the order (but not in excess of amounts permitted
under section 303(b) of the Consumer Credit Protection Act (15 U:S.C.
1673(b)), and such withholding begins as soon as is administratively feasible
and without the need for amendment of such order not later than the date
that (i) such program becomes effective, (ii) such support order becomes ef-
fective. or (iii) the payments which the absent parent has failed to'make
under such order equal the support payable for two months or longer,
whichever of the three is latest, or (iv) such earlier date as the State may
select;

"II3) the State provides advance notice to each individdal to whom vile-
pamgraph (Al applies regarding the withholding that will occur and the

, procedures her must follow if he believes that withholding (Including the
amotint to be withheld) is not proper in his case because of mistake of fact
or, if applicable, payment by him of the arrearage;

'(C)(1) the employer of an individual to whom subparagraph (A) applies,
upon the State giving notice, is required to withhold from the individual's
wage the amount specified by such pollee (which shall include a fee to be
paid to the employer unless waived by him) and pay it instead (after de-
ducting and retaining any portion of such amount designated by the State
as a fee for the employer) to the State (unless the State directs that pay-
tient be made to another public entity);

the notice given by the State to the employ er will specify the amount
to be withheld from the employee's wages and the amount to be-retained by
the employer as a fee for effectuating the withholding, which, in the case of
withholding to satisfy an arrearage shall in addition to the amount with-
held to satisfy such nrrearage, the amount of such fee to be established by
the State in accordance with criteria prescribed by the Secretary;

"(D) provision for terminating withholding is made, consistent with such
circumstances a° the Secretary may by regulation prescribe;

"(E) provision is made for the imposition of a line against an employer
who discharges such an individual from his employment because of the ex-
istence of the wage withholding and obligations which it imposes upon the
employer;

IF) the employer is liable foil the amount he fails to withhold (up to the
amount of the arrearage) from wages following his receipt of propel, notice;

"(G) provision is made for giving notice to, and requesting the enforce-
meat of a State support order entered against an indi dual by, the child
support enforcement agency of any other State in which such individual is
employed;

"(H) provision is made under State law for the priority of support collec-
tion under this subsection over any other legal process against the same
wages;

121 Quasi-judicial 'or administrative procedures for entering child support
orders in the State, which orders shall have the same force and effect under
such State's law as orders entered by a court, and for enfo-cing support orders
entered through the use of judicial, quasi-judicial. or admi strative procedures,
whether under the procedures of that or any other State, and for limiting the
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use of the State's generally applicable judicial procedures to review of the
orders entered or enforcement action taken only upon request by a party or by
the parent With whom the child is living;

"(3) Procedures under which, at the request of the State child support en-
forcement agency to enforce a support order of that or any other jurisdiction,

'refunds (if any) of State income tax which would otherwise be payable to an
littlividual are reduced, after notice to him of the proposed reduction and the
pAxedures he must follow-if he wishes to contest the reduction, by the amount
of nay pastdue support (as defined in section 464(c) owed by such individual for
the benefit of a child receiving aid to families with dependent children (or, at
the option of the State, any child with respect to whom collection services under
any other provision of this part are made available) and the amount by which
such refund is reduced is paid, for distribution i tr-e4Eorda.:ice with section 457,
to such State runless the State directs that payment R-made..to another public
entity) and notice of the individual's home address is furnished to the State
agency administering the plan approved under this part.

If a State demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary, through the present
tion to him of such data pertaining to caseloads, processing times, administrative
costs, average support collections. and an other actual or estimated data he may
specify, that the use of any one or more of the procedures required by or pursuant
to this section will not increase the effectiveness and the efficiency of the State
child support enforcement program, he may exempt the State, for-a specified perickl
of time or, in the case of paragraph (21, with respect to a specified political subdivi-
son of the State, and subject to his continuing review should circumstances change,
from the requirement to use such procedure or procedures.".

(13) Section 454(9)(C) or the Act is amended by striking out "a court of competent
jurisdiction" mid inserting instead "judicial, quasi-judicial, or administrative proc-

to The amendments made by this section shall become effective October 1. 1983,
except that if a State agency administering a plan approved under part D of title IV
of the Socinl Security Act demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Secretary of
Health and Human Services that it cannot, by reason of State law comply, with the
requirements of one or more of such amendments, the Secretary may prescribe that
In the case of such State such amendment or amendments, as the case may be, will
become effective with Ill the first month beginning (tiler the close of the first ses
sion of such State's legislature beginning after September 30, 1983 (or, which -began
prior to October I, 1983, and remained in session at least twentylive calendar days
after such date), or 12i The date upon which the State enacts enabling legislation,
whichever is earlier. For purposes of this subsection. the term "session of a State's
legislature" inclikles any regular, special, budget, or other session of such State's
legislature.

PERIODIC REVIEW OF Eritc-nvErniss OF STATE PROGRAMS; MODIFICATION OP PENALTY

SEc. 1. tam]) Section 152.1ax4, of the Social Security Act is amended to read as fol.
lows:

"(4mM conduct a review of each State's program -pursuant to such plan, no
less frequently than once every three years, in order to determine such program
substantially complies with the requirements of this part and to'eveluate its ef-
fectiveness in carrying out the purposes of this part;".

(21 Section 402(a1(271 of the Act is amended by striking out "operate a Shad sup-
port Program in conformity" and inserting instead "operate a child support. pro-
gram in substantial compliance".

13) The nmendments made by this subsection shall be effective with respect do
years beginning after September 30, 1982.

(WI; Section 03(h) of the Act is amended to read as follows:
"ily In the case of any State whose program operated under part I) was found by

the Secretary not to meet the requirements of such part, and with respec to which
corrective actien, within such period or periods as the Secretary may by re ulation
prescribe, has not been adequate to result in the program, after such period peri-
odic. substantially complying with all such requirements, the amount-payable nder
this part for any quarter beginning after September 30, 1983, and after the el of
the applicable period for corrective action, shalt he reduced by

"IA, not more than 2 per centum, or
"iflo not more than 3 per centum, in tho finding is the second consteutive\

sftch finding made. or

.
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"(CI not more than 5 per centuni, if the finding is the third or subsequent
consecutive such finding made,

and such reduction shall continue until the first quarter throughout which the pro-
gram is found to meet such requirements.".

12) The amendment made by this _subsection shall become effective October 1,
1983.

INCREASED AVAILABILITY OF FEDERAL PARENT LOCATOR SERVICE TO STATE AGENCIES

SEc. 5. (a) Section 453(1) of the Social Security Act is amended by striking out ",
after determining that the absent parent cannot be located through the procedures
under the control of such State agencies,".

lb) The amendment made by subsection (a) shall become effective upon enactment.

EXTENSION OF SECTION MS DEMONSTRATION AUTHORITY TO CHILD SUPPORT
ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

Sec. 6. Effective upon enactment, section 1115(a) of the Social Security, Act is
mended--

11) by. striking out "part A" in the material preceding paragraph 11) and in
serting instead "part A or D",

(2) by striking our"402" in. paragraph (1) and inserting instead "402, 454",

MI by striking out "403" in paragraph (2) and inserting instead "403, 455".

MODIFICATION IN TIMING AND CONTENT OR REPORT BY SECRETARY

SEC. 7. ta) Section 452(aX10) of the Act is amended
(I) in the matter preceding subparagraph (A), by striking out "three" and in-

serting instend "six' and by striking out beginning with the year 1977";
12) in subparagraph (A), by striking out "and local";
Oil in subparagraph (C), by striking out "collection of spousal support" and

inserting instead "interstate child support enforcement" and by striking out
"(including the transitional period beginning July 1, 1976, and ending Septem-
ber 30, 1976, in the case of the first report to which this subparagraph applied':
and

141 in the matter following subparagraph (Hi, by striking out "(Al" and insert-
ing instend "(A) or (Cr.

do The amendments made by subsection (a) shall apply to reports due after Sep.
tember :30,1982.

CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT FQR CERTAIN CHILDREN IN FOSTER CARE

SEC. N. (no Section 457 of the Social Security Act is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:

"tel Notwithstanding the preceding provisions of this section, amounts collected by
the State as child support for a month on behalf of a child for whom a public agency
is making foster care maintenance payments under part E _shall be paid to the
public agency responsible for supervising the placement of sucif child, to the extent
that the amounts collected exceed the monthly foster care maintenance payments
but not the monthly amount required by a court or administrative order to be paid
on behalf of the child or agreed to by one or both parents of such child. The respon-
sible agency may use the payment in the manner it determines will serve the best
interests of the child, including setting aside such amounts for his future needs or
making all or a part thereof available to the person responsible for meeting the
child's daptoday needs. Amounts in excess of those required to be paid monthly
shell be retained by the State to the extent they do not exceed the total of past
foster care maintenance payments (or payments of aid to families with dependent
children, ihade on behalf of such child (and with respect to which past collections
have not previously been retained); any balance shall be, paid to the State agency
responsible for supervising the child care placement. ".

ib) Part D or title 1V-of the Act is amended-
11, by inserting immediately after "such an assignment is effective", in sec-

lion .15.84slio. ", including an assignment with respect to a child on whose
behalf a State ngency is making foster care maintenance payments under part
r. and by inserting "or E" immediately after "part A";

921 by inserting ", in the case of an assignment under section 402(aX28)." irn
inediately after "except that" in section 454(5); and
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(3) by inserting immediately after "section 402(aX26r, in section 456(a), "or
secured on behalf or a child receiving foster care maintenance payments".

to Section 471(a) of the Social Security Act is amended- -

12)
by striking out "and" following paragraph (15);

12) by striking out the period at the end of paragraph (16) and inserting in --
stead "; and"; and

(31 by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:
"(17) provides that all steps will be taken including, where appropriate, coop-

erative efforts with the State agencies administering the plans approved under
parts A and D, to secure an assignment to the State of any rights to support on
behalf of each child receiving foster care maintenance payments under this

TheThe amendments made by this section shall become effective October 1, 1983
and apply to collections made on or after that date.

Chairrhan FORD. Madam Secretary, we talked about the incentive
to pay to the States. I am concerned as to how attractive will the
non-AFDC collections be to the States. We understand that with
AFDC payments it will reduce their AFDC costs.

My concern right-new is with the incentive pay. Do you think
ithat s going to make it that attractive to the States to go after the

non-AFDC portion?
Secretary HECKLER. I do. There is no doubt in my mind that

what we really need is a strong emphasis on both AFDC and non-
AFDC payments. The President will create a sense of priority on
the issue, and as Secretary of HHS, with jurisdiction over enforce-
ment of the program, I also intend to enforce it very stringently.

I think that there, is a feature in our bill which is extremely sig-
nificant to this issue; for the first time, the incentives would be
equally divided between the States performance for AFDC and non-
AFDC, so that the State would be rewarded for its superior per-
formance in each category. This would equalize the incentives and
create a balance, because, as you know, undir the current law only
the AFDC collections are subject to the incentive reward. So we are
changing that to cover both cases. Sit

Chairman FORD. That is correct. And also, you have mentioned
in your testimony today about the enforcement techniques. You
know tinder present law, with AFDC cases, the States can go to the
Internal Revenue Service when the parent has refused to make the
Payments and can work with them directly.

My concern now is that you talked about withholding from
wages and you talked about the four points here dealing with the
States.

What about the non-AFDC? Would you be willing to incorporate
in the legislation or support the legislation that would also make it
mandatory for the non-AFDC to go directly to IRS for the with-
holdings?

Secretary HECKLER. We feel that the" techniques we have includ-
ed in our bill will be extretnely effective in collecting f both
AFDC and non-AFDC families. We mandate State wage ithhold-
ing for non-AFDC as well as AFDC families.

The issues can best be resolved by stringent enforce nt at the
State level, and therefore we feel that is the right a_p ch.

Chairman FORD. Well, what about the withhoi ings from the
IRS?

Secretary HECKLER. We feel that the State enforcement is really
the right approach to take and that there are many problems in
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terms of a Federal withholding;. The State is most knowledgeable
about the amount of funds overdue; our proposal allows the States,
the jurisdiction closest to the family, to impose the penalty and the
sanctions.

Looking at New York, for example, when they instituted with-
holding, the increase was from 40 percent to 80 percent, an incredi-
ble increase. --

We believe that setting a priority on child support enforcement,
creating a focus on it as a national obligation which should have
been recognized by parents anyway, and mandating the steps we
have suggested, will, with good enforcement, achieve the goal we
seek.

Chairman FORD. But under current law States can notify the IRS
for these tardy payments.

Would we be willing to support a provision within this legislation
if it is marked up in the subcommittee and reported out of the Con-
gress to also let that apply to non-AFDC?

Secretary HECKLER. We feel that the State emphasis Is the right
approach, and that is what we support, the State emphasis.

We just don't think it is an effective way to achieve those 'savings
because the child support determinations are somewhat fluid and
the jurisdiction closest for the local enforcement agencyto the
family--will have better acces to the current situation.

By tightening and indeed upgrading the techniques for enforce-
mentmandatory wage withholding; State income tax refund in-
tercept, as well as the other proposalsand establishing the com-
puterized ft.nd, which allows for 90/10 money to create a clearing-
house or other State mechanisms, we are creating a net around
each State which can best achieve the goals 'of the program. A fur-
ther Federal answer is simply not going to be nearly as effective as
what we have already suggested.

A."

Chairman FORD. What penalties will the administration or HHS
use to enforce this legislation in applying it to the States?

Secretary HECKLER. Well Mr. Chairman, I was quite surprised as
a new Secretary of HHS to find that I had the authority in law to
withhold 5 percent of all a State's AFDC money. But that was my
only authority; it was all or nothing. So if a State had serious
AFDC problems, then withholding AFDC money, at the rate of 5
percent, was a very, very steep penalty.

At first, I thought it was an attractive opportunity to show my
concern for enforcement of the law, but then I realized that the
other Secretaries have never used ,it for the same reason, that it is
to severe. I am sure they were concerned about children, too.

feel that we need a graduated scale of penalties which will
allow me the discretion of looking at the States problems and
indeed, creating a set of options which would not really be as in-
flexible as the 5 percent was, but would be effective.

As part of our legislation, we are proposing administrative dis-
cretion, and I certainly would be glad to priv.ately consult with the
committee in discussing how this discretion would be utilized. But I
think we need the flexibility to look at different State circum-
stances so that the penalty can meet the crime.

Chairman FORD. Well, we talked about the incentive amounting
to $200 million for both AFDC and non-AFDC performance. Are we

go
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.

talking about those penalties for AFDC as well as non-AFDC per-
formance? .

Secretary HECKLER. Right, total State performance. We want to
make no distincdon between AFDC and non-AFDC performance.

Aside from ,the fact that the Federal. and State Governments
have a special interest in AFDC, because this is a cost borne by the
taxpayer, there is the social question of the concern for children.

Many of the children whose families may not be AFDC can be
pushed into that category simply for the -!act of child support en-
forcement. Aside from that, we have the whole issue of children in
America and I think the responsibility of the Government to re-
spond to children's needs.

I have to look at the needs of the women who are the single
heads of households. Many are -not receiving AFDC benefits, but
they have very, very difficult circumstances.

I think that as a matter of policy, we intend in our legislation to
enforce the laws equally and-stringently for both.

Chairman FORD. You mentioned the 5-percent withholding for
the States is already current law. I am concerned whether or not
that would apply to non-AFDC performance?

Secretary HECKLER. I am looking for the authority to impose pen-
alties on a graduated basis for boti AFDC and non-AFDC because I.
think we have to have a balanced system. I really do.

Chairman FORD. Well, you know as a father of three and sup-.
porting all three of my boys, but like you say, we surely wouldn t
want a situation when we have unemployment today at a..rate of
10 percent, fathers who have no jobs. We certainly wouldn't want
the penalties to be so stiff that when court orders or whatever they
might just go out and throw these people In jail and all. We want
those who are earning livelihoods to protect and provide for the
children.

Secretary HECKLER. That is why I say we want to have the abili-
ty to impose penalties, but we would like to have the discretion to
look at the justice of the situation and I think that in that case
flexibility is important. We hope to achieve the enforcement of a
program through incentives, not through penalties. If we create a
priority, which this subcommittee is starting to, doand I commend
you for thatwith the President's support, with the support of the
Congress, with my support it a cing it, I feel we can create a
sense of urgency about child sup rt enforcement. We should
-ward the effective States, especial y when we see the statistics

enforcing

showing that only six States ach' ed 88 percent of the savings.
Those six States are doing an outstanding job.

In those other cases, such as those in which the return ou a
dollar is 16 cents, let's give those Statesall Statesa sense of pri-
ority about child enforcement as a social goal for this society.
Second, let's give an enducement to make it worthwhile to invest
in a good procedure. We think that the techniques we have sugest-
ed wills achieve a really effective child support enforcement pro-
gram. --

Chairman FORD. I am a bit concerned about, the States having
too much control without thinking in terms of the funds -that we
are trying to collect for the children and what would be imposed
upon those fathers who will have to meet these obligations.. .
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'Secretary HECKLER. Well, I just would like to say that the only
funds we are talking about are financial obligations that-the court
has established. In those cases, in which there is a change of cir-
cumstance, it would be the father's rightand I would presume it
is largely fathers although maybe there are a few mothers in
volved to have the opportunity to go back into court. Again this is
the reason not to use an offset from Federal income tax because
there are continuing opportunities in the nonAFDC areas to have
decrees, modified if the circumstances warrant that.

And we feel that State jurisdiction, enforcement close to the fam-
ilies, with an administrative process faster than the usual legal ap-
proach, which can amount to delay for many families, creates a
fast track. This administrative quasi-judicial process will allow for
fair adjudication for both parents and protect the interest of the
children. ". - -

We are only interested in protecting the children's rights as the
courts have decreed them, not in getting into court decisions. That
is between the parties and the court.

Chairman FORD. Thank you very much, Madam Secretary.
At this time the ranking minority member, Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mai..im Secretary I was interested in one line of questioning by

the chairman and I have before me some testimony that was given
before the Senate Finance Committee on June 20 and 21 in which
an administrator of a support enforcement division in a certain
State at that time gave the following testimony. She said

In none of the child support conferences I have attended have I "heard a Federal
official tell us that we should put nonAFDC support enforcement or paternity de-
termination at the top of the priority list. Rather, we were advised to tell applicants
they must expect to get very little service.

Now I want to congratulate you because as I hear your testimo-
ny and see what you have presented, you area in fact, departing
from the past way we have operated since 1975 on this matter and
are saying that every parent has the obligation to provide support
and that the obligation will be enforced regardless of income
status. Is that correct?

Secretary HECKLER. Absolutely.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, I think that that certainly is a major depar-

ture by the administration and the department and I want to make
sure we stay with that.

Secretary HECKLER. I have to say this particular provision was
the subject of a discussion at the White House yesterday at which
the Congresswoman and I met with the President and asked for his
support. I recommended that, and he strongly supported it. We feel
very strongly that this is a very significant departure. It will be the
first time there will be a total child support enforcement program
that looks equally at the interests of children whether they come
from the welfare family or the nonwelfare family, and incorporate
the same incentives for both.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Just for a minute to pursue that. Isn't it also very
true that oftentimes when a family splits up, the financial circum-
stances become such that unless the child support obligations are
met that family is forced into an AFDC or welfar. situation?

Secretary HECKLER. Exactly. s

j I
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Mr. CAMPBELL And we are seeking to prevent that and also, of
course, seeking to prevent the children from being pushed down to
a lower subsistence level.

Secretary HECKLER. Yes. As I said, even in the cases of court-or-
dered support payments, 53 percent are not enforced fully, In a
third of the cases, there is no enforcement of the child support pay-
ment at ailnone. And indeed, many 'of-the nonwelfare families
can be pushed into the welfare category due to a lack of these es-
sential payments for child support. We are not talking about ali-
mony. We are just talking about narental responsibility, as decreed
by a court, to take care of and contribute to the financial well-
being of the child.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Absolutely..I couldn't agree more. -

Let me speak of some specafics, though, that I have some concern
with and see if perhaps you could entertain part of them as some
changes to the administration bill.

We have in our legislation a garnishment provisionswhen the ar-
rearage reaches 2 months' worth of child support. I am concerned
with the nonsalaried person, the person who owns property, the
person who gets dividends, the person who has wealth and can
avoid this withholding system and still not pay. N.

Now, I am wondering if perhaps your legislation could be
changed.' There are two ways to get at that type of person. We hope
you would discuss this with us. One is to provide liens against real
properties held by that person for payments. To me, if people have
wealth in holdings and are not meeting their obligations, then liens
against their property so that they cannot dispose of it until sup-
port obligations are met will, of course, be an insurance policy. I
wonder if you would have any comment on that-particular propos-
al.

Secretary HECKLER. Well, on both the subject of garnishment and
liens from the data compiled at the Department, we have separated
ut the techniques that have, through experience, been most effec-

tive; mandatory wage withholding, the intercept of the State tax
refund, these are very effective procedures.

We would mandate those procedures is well as the new quasi-
judieial processes to speed up and accelerate the dispensing of jus-
tice by the courts. Although we do not mandate these other proce-
dures, we are amenable to having States use whatever techniques.,,
they wish. We are also open to the discussion of that subject. We
have already proposed three such requirements be placed on the
States. We did not wish to overwhelm States, but felt that what-
ever techniques the State wishes to use beyond these should also be
employed. Some States might wish to use that approach.

Mr: CAMPBELL. There is one other thing that I think we should
do. Bear in mind X am spealcineof the non AFDC population. I am-
speaking of the people that have the means but aren't meeting
their obligations. It is iy strong feeling that we ought to be report-
ing \arrearages to credit agencies and that it ought to show up on
credit reports of people who are active in the business

the
and

deal in finance because they, in many instances from the statistics
we have, are not meeting their obligations. Those are the two
things that I thought we ought to look at the liens on holdings for
arrearages and credit reports so that people will know that, well,

.63
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they aren't going to get around this law just because they aren't
salaried.

Secretary HECKLER. Well, I think you made a good point. It is
quite shocking to learn, as we do in looking at statistics and data,
that there are some very wealthy fathers who are not contributing
to their child support, It is very shocking. But at-the same, time, I
think these approaches are additional techniques that the States
could , employ if they chose to and put into their own State law.
What we do is allow the States to have that atthority; we feel that
is the right way to handle the issue.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I should hope that we could encourage them
c strongly to use these techniques.

The issue that was brought up by the chairman about the offset
of refunds from the Federal income tax is something that I think
we should keep open. I am interested in looking at 1982. We col-
lected $166 million from the Federal income tax refunds that was
owed on AFDC. It is interesting to me to see that included in those
from whom we took the refund was one Member of Congress, just
to show you the income levels that we are talking about'in pushing
people into poverty from time to time.

Now, I would ask you again, and I heard your testimony, to con-
sider the pos,sibility of this offset from refunds for non-AFDC cases.
We are using it in the AFDC situation already. Perhaps we are
going to have to look at it because we have an interstate problem. I
am .not going to pursue this. I heard 3tour testimony and there ii no
sense in going through it, but I do think we ought to look at what
this issue is.

That brings me to this final thing: My bill uses an incentive ap-
proach to deal with the interstate problem that we have. Looking
at your legislation, I believe, and I would -ask you if you would
agree that we might consider an additional incentive to the States
for their interstate collections.

In other words, an additional encouragement to pursue interstate
cases because .it is easier foe States to handle cases at home and
the interstate cases have the lowest level of collection of any group
that we have. I wonder if you would have any objection to that?

Secretary HECKLER. Yes. I want to say that in our bill, we do
stress interstate collections. As a Member of Congress, I always
supported the so-called runaway pappy bill, which is a precursor to
the most recent Federal law. The fact of the matter is I believe we
can best deal with the interstate problem by creating an incentive
for collectionnot in the State in which the family residesbut in
which the delinquent_ parent resides. And what I would hope to do
by regulation is allow for a payment to each State so that the.State
that enforces the collection will be rewarded for its effort as well as
the State in which the benefits are then received. And I think that
equalizes it and also creates the incentive for each State to cooper-
ate with the other.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I think that is an excellent suggestion and I think
it is something we should pursue.

Madam Secretary, I have one other point that I would like to
cover: Garnishment or withholding. I .understand, of course, that
your bill permits paying the expense of an employer when a gar-
nishment is made. This won't force a burden upon any small busi-
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ness or anyone for dealing with the garnishment if in fact a gar-
nishment order is given, will it?

Secretary HECKLER, Yes, you are right on that issue. At the same
time, I think that the best way to handle the garnishment andllien
question is by giving the States the options to devise those extra
techniques they feel are important and essential.

We feel that the basic procedures we would mandate would do
the job,

Mr. CAMPBELL. The fee could be levied by the State so the em-
ployer would not have any cost in case they didn't?

cretary HECKLER. Right.
Mr. CAMPBELL. One closing comment. I know that you probably

have the ability by regulation to do this. One area of concern -to me
is the medical support for children. A working parent has insur-
ance in a group plan. If the job is lost, the children lose their medi-
cal insurance. Row can we get the other parent to pick those chil-
dren up? Two ways that I wonder if you would speak to. One, re-
quire the parents to buy a policy which they may not be able to, or
if the custodial parents are working under .a group plan to have an
open period so that those children could -be picked up under the
custodial parents' group insurance and not fall through the cracks.
Have yoU looked at this issue?

Secretary HECKLER. Yes. We are at the present time working on
a regulation to deal with those areas of the issue in which we have
the authority to act. And we feel that through regulation we can
make a difference in the AFDC cases.

Mr. CAMPBELL. We have some concern. Group policies have only
an open period only once a year, things of this nature. So there
could be a major crack there that children could fall through. I
should hope that we can work together to see if we can't put a
plank across that opening in order to make sure that the parents
who have insurance would at least have the opportunity to open
their group policies to pick up their children rather than having to
wait until their open period.

Maybe we can discuss this with you.
Secretary HECKLER. We are looking at both AFDC and non -AFDC

and this regulation will be forthcoming in the Department within
the 'week.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Madam Secretary, I again want to commend you
and the administration on the fine job you have done on this legis-
lation. It is most comprehensive. There are many things we look
forward to working with you on and I feel that you are right on the
point on this. You are going to have to be the one that is overall
out front: The House and the Senate and other committees will try
to get into this and we are looking to you and the administration to
help us. We certainly want to work with you.

Secretary HgCKLER. Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. Thank you, Mr. Campbell.
And before I recognize Mrs. Kennelly, I would like to say that

Congresswoman Pat Schroeder is here and as a leader in the House
in a few minutes she is scheduled to testify before the committee
soon after Madam Secretary tinkles her testimony and responds to
the questions by the committee members. She does have a bill and
the bill is before the committee now and the Chair would like to

'fr
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recognize you for 30 seconds, Ms. Schroeder for any comments you
would like to make.

I know you will not be able to testify. I do have your statement
here and it will be made a part of the record at the appropriate
time today.

STATEMENT OF LION. PATRICIA SCHROEDER. A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1 really want to
thank you.

Madam Secretary, it is wonderful to see you here today and hear
what is going on with child support. I know that the chairman and
Congresswoman Kennelly have been working very hard on this and
we have a bill in on it. 1 must say in all honesty the only disap-
pointment I have is that none of us who have bills on our side of
the aisle were invited yesterday to

_who
White House. I must say

alio I am disappointed that we are not using tax refund setasides
by the Internal Revenue Service for non-AFDC cases in which
there are arrearages. I think 'that the deadbeats at the rich end of
the scale are really the worst. To say that you have to go on wel-
fare and stigmatize children to be able to get past due support col-
lected by IRS is most unfortunate. I really hope we can reconsider
policy. It is in the bill that I support, H.R. 2374.

1 also hope we can continue b., work on this in a bipartisan
manner. 1 know members of this committee have been very inter-,
ested in doing it.

[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF HON PATRICIA SCHROEDER. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF COLORADO

AS cochair of the Congressional Caucus for Women's Issues and chair of the Eco-
nomic Security Task Force of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Fami-
lies I would like to salute the subcommittee for holding hearings on the important
issue of child support enforcement.

A new Census Bureau study confirms, in numbers, what we in Congress have
known for quite a few years by reading the heartwrenching letters from women
and some menunable to collect child-support payments.

The Surrey. covering 1981 and released lost week. found that 8.4 million, women
had children under 1 whose fathers were absent. About 4 million of those women,

4 by court decree, were supposed to receive child-support payments.
But only 17 percent received the full amount owed to them. and 25 percent re-

ceived only part. One-fourth of those women received nothing.
And the money involved is not a great sum. The average annual payment was

82.106 One recent study in Colorado showed that spouses there pay more each
month on their car payments than they do ip child support.

Failure to pay child support is a national problem that affects every member of
society Another study showed that more than SO percent of the people who receive
Aid to Families with bependent Children are receiving that aide because of nonpay-
ment of child support.

01 course. it is the children who suffer most because of our twisted, confused. dis-
organized systeni that our country calls childsupport enforcement.

It is time to get tough The oki solutions have not worked Dragging the nonpay-
ing spouse to court only crowds our courts and charges an already emotional issue
with bitterness and anger We need innovation and creativity and progressive solu-
tions to the problem.

The amendments to the child support progrtfm proposed by Representative Ken-
'selly are big steps to solving the childsupport mess. Her bill would make it clear
that the intent of state enforcement programs should be to help both AFDC and
nonAFDC families collect their court-ordered support payments.

29-338 0-41-.-5
_
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The bill would expand current law under which states can notify the Internal
Revenue Service when absent parents owe past.due child support. The IRS lifts the
power now to withhold the absent parent's income tax refund for tardy child sup-
port payments. but this applies only to parents of children receiving AFDC. This bill
would permit the withholding of federal income tax refunds for all absentee par-
ents.

All States have child support enforcement programs. but what is needed nation.
wide is consistency and use of methods that work Congresswoman Kennelly's bill
requires States to implement procedures that have proven successful in a number of
States. Those techniques include:

Withholding of child support from wages;
A state child support clearinghouse which tracks childsupport payments and trig

gers appropriate mechanisms when payments are late: and -
State tax refund setoffs to collect past-due payments.
There is concern that child support enforcement is a punitive program to penalize

fathers. But as policyinakers, we much consider the rights and needs of children and
make policy as if they matterbecause they do. Parents should support their chil-
dren and the Government should supplement those families who are unable to pro-
vide the task necessities.

Chairman FORD. The Chair would.like to reiterate that. I certain-
ly would hope that would be the case in the future. As chairman of
the subcommittee, I certainly did not get a call being invited to the
White Hoits4 yesterday with the other Members of the Congress
who were invited along with Madam Secretary and the administra-
tion. As chairman of the committee, I certainly would like to have
been invited. I hope we can continue our work in a bipartisan way,
but it doesn't seem it will come from the White House.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Let me speak to that. As the ranking Republican
member, Mr. Chairman, I was not at the White House either, but
that did not mean that we didn't confer back and forth. Mrs. Ken-
nelly, who has an excellent bill on this, and I have talked back and
forth. I have talked with Mrs. Rotkitema about it and with the Sec-
retary back and forth. I wasn't in on the particular meeting, but I
certainly have been working on both sides of the aisle' as have all
of us in trying to develop this, and I don't feel real badly that I
wasn't there yesterday.

I understand that the group that they had was because of some
difference of opinion within a small group which they wanted to
talk to them so I didn't feel real left out.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Campbell, by no means am I saying I am
disappointed because I was not invited. I am so delighted to have
the Secretary here with us today. I can assure you that not being
invited to the White House yesterday that your presence, here
today will make up for that.

Secretary HECKLER. Well, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate that. I 4would like to say that the Congresswomen requested meetings at
the White House on a variety of subjects; it was in pursuit of that
agenda that the meeting was held. It happened to occur yesterday
by chance. since it had been scheduled earlier.

Chairman Fenn. I don't fit in that category.
Secretary HECKLER. They have legitimate interests in a number

of subjects and had requested the meeting. Other subjects will be
considered as well. It Just so happened that your hearing was oc-
curring today and I felt it was very important that we incorporate
some of the ideas advanced during the meeting. I think that we
gained the, support of the President on some very importar. issues.
But, please. do not feel this was a special invitational event. It was
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not. It was in pursuit of consideration of issues they wanted to
raise.

Chairman FORD. Your testimony and your presence today clearly
indicate that it was not and I again thamk you for coming and at
this time the Chair will recognize Mrs. Kennelly.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Madam Secretary, I did not expect to be invited
to the White House. We all understand these things and do disre-

i gard that, please.
Why don't we clarify something right now that I am it little con-

fused on. There was an administration bill and then the piece that
I introduced on the Women's Economic Equity /Vet was introduced
In March and Mr. Campbell introduced a bill yesterday.-Now, is it
my understanding that you are supporting Mr. Campbell's bill or
do you still have a bill?

Secretary HECKLER. We have introduced H.R. 3546 and this is
our bill.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Ms. Kennelly, the administration has a complete
bill. We had worked on it. There are some differences in ours. We
did sponsor their bill because we felt that the Secretary had taken
into consideration many of the earlier points that we had concerns
with and incorporated them and that they hachan excellent bill.
However, there were a couple of small differences and we felt that
the best thing to do was to get,every item before the entire commit-
tee. That way we could start using the very excellent points in
your bill, many of which I agree with, and Mr. Stark's and ours
and the administration's bill when we draft our committee's legis-
lation.

Mrs. KENNELLY. To clarify, we have three bills. Eventually, we
will have one bill, the" three of us working together.

Secretary HECKLER. When I became Secretary of Health and
Human Services, a new bill was being drafted, based on earlier pro-
posals.

Subsequently, we worked on that bill, and I wanted to see some
changes in it. As a result of all of this, and of getting the Presi-
dent's approval. especially in terms of the enforcement for non-
AFDC families, we have now perfected a bill that has been intro-
duced with a number of sponsors. We want to continue the dialog.

We feel that our bill is excellent, there are always differences
.and changes that can improve even a very good bill. So we want to,
on a bipartisan basis, continue this dialog and take into account
and consult with the subcommittee on changes you might consider
desirablein designating and crafting a bill, and in the subsequent
regulations I would issue..

So, please feel that you have an open invitation to work with us-.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Campbell and I have had that agreement.
I was glad to see that you dropped the original formula for

States. because both of us realize it was a disincentive to go after
anything but an AFDC case, and that is a plus.

There is a great concern by people who are representing States
that some of the ideas of both of us, Mr. Campbell and I, are sug-
gesting, will cost money.

Do you think that because of the interest and because of this
nonpartisan approach, that you can assure us that you will contin-
ue to go to the President. so that we can have adequate funding to
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make this proposal work because otherwise we are all wasting cur
time.

Secretary HECKLER. We feel that the funding directed to ,the pro-
gram has not been effective.

Look-at that chart, if you want to see how ineffective a program
can be. There are some States that have been outstanding, and I
acknowledge that. But, looking at the fact tha' the 10 best States
can collect $2.J7 and the 10 worst, 16 cents fo. h dollar speht in
terms of the nonAFDC, the current funding program as it is on
the books, is not effective.

Looking at this chart, six States are responsible for 88 percent of
the savings, and _use,only 32 percent of the resources. The other 48
States and jurisdictions use 68 percent of the funding and collect
only 12 percent the total collected nationally. So, the current
funding system is not effective. And that is what GAO said as

We propose to change the distribution formula from the 70/30
ratio, which is not working, to 60/40, covering the States costs by
60 percent, but creating a new incentive pool.

The money that we would have spent at the 70 percent rate for
administrative costs would be put into the pool. We also create a
new tee for the entering non-AFDC family of $25, and a second fee,
the collection fee charged to the absent parent Often, if the custo-
dial parent gets the payments at all that were in arrears under the
current system, the collection costs were taken out of what she re-
ceived.

All of this creates funding for a new incentive pool of money
which will be in the vicinity of $200 million.

Firsrof all, this is not going to cost new money this year, and it
will achieve savings through the new enforcement techniques; we
think about $66 million. In the long run, we are just going to have
a very cost-effective program, and I don't see the need for new
funds at all.

We can make this program work and recapture money for the
. worthy families that are deserving of it.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Those States that are so dismal--
Secretary HECKLER. Loot! at 48.
Mrs. KENNELLY Non -AFDC and AFDC, have you discovered any

infbrmation, personnel problems, lack of computers?
11-Secretary HECKLER. First of all, you know that we have never

had a focus on child support enforcement in this Congress before. I
speak from my It, years experience. We did pass the bill in 1975
which created the existing program, but there was by no means the
recognition of the seriousness of the problem- .

We need a really serious focus on child support enforcement and
certainly dm 'dent will give it a sense of priority. It must come
from the Presto ..c on down, and then from the Governors. I have
already spoken to a nMmber of Governors on the subject.

Why hasn't the existing program worked?
There was no sense of urgency. Some States were aware of the

proLlem and created the priority. They were excellent.
For many, many of the others-48 were asleep at the wheel.
Tile Government was paying for everything. States got more

mor.ey just by having the program without doing anything, without
reAgly collecting the money.
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What is thedifference in management techniques?_
We want to see A really important improllinent in management

of the programs creating the enforcement- techniques that our bill
suggests; we think that, with the kind of priority we are going to
stress, this will achieve the kind of savings, and tile kind of really
effective enforcement that the program deserves.

Mrs. KENNELLY. You are taking it from 70 to 60, so ,that is minus
10 percent.

I have a fear that if this is not handled with a beginning period
that those States that are doing very well will welcome this, be-
cause they will get rewarded, but the bad States are not doing any-
thing, anyway, and they see the Federal input ge down 10 percent,
and they say, why bother?

Secretary HECKLER. Our bill mandates changes in State legisla-
tion, so that every State wishing to take part in this program will

....have to look at its laws and bring them into compliance with the
mandates they are establishing.

Our plan is based on mandating the most effective techniques
that have worked, giving the States an option to do other things.

That creates an ensuing need for changing State law.
We also intend to bring the new priority on child support and

the need for itthe national disgrace, that the program actually is
now in terms of effectivenessto the attention of Governors and
ask them to create a focus on it..I have already mentioned this,
and with great success, I find the Governors very receptive.

Through the change. in State law, through the change in mariage-
ment techniques, and then through the penalties that I am also
asking for the program will be strengthened. While we provide the
cerrot, the incentive pool, we also ask you to authorize something
of a stick to allow for the impositicn of some penalties that are just
any will also encourage enforcement.

I just think that we have to change the pace, the priority and
due awareness. The legal changes will also make a difference.

Mrs. KENNELLY. We have had the penalties, and We are going to
try .o work that out. It is going to take more than us saying we
want it and cheerleading, to make this thing work, and we have to
look at financial support from the Federal side as well.

This is something we are going to try to build in with the formu-
la.

I am concerned and like the clearinghouse. I come from the State
of Connecticut, and already I have heard from our IV-D director,
how can we afford a clearinghouse without more help from you?

Secretary HECKLER. We are going to be giving 90/10 support for
the establishment of clearinghouses. The Federal Government will
fund those proposals and innovative approaches at the 90/10 basis.

We are more than generous in terms of encouraging and helping
a State develop a clearinghouse.

Mrs. KENNELLY. The .interstate collection is another positive
thing we must do.

I do hope that we can stay in touch, because I hope the funding
you are talking about is adequate, but I have some question about
it.-Your presentation was great#nd your patience, also.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Moore.
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Mr. MOORE. As the second ranking Republican on this committee
and the coauthor of one bill before the committee, and author of
the amendment allowing the garnishment of the wages of people in
the military service, I was not invited to the White House, either.

Chairman FORD. That is because you are front Louisiana.
Mr. MOORE. That is probably right.
I don't think that for 1 minute that precludes the possibility of

this being a bipartisan effort. You are seeing very close legislation
coming out of both sides of the aisle.

The fact that the White House is endorsing it means we have a
green light for everybody to go to work on it.

Madam Secretary, I wish to. compliment you. This has always
been a matter of concern to you. The fact that you are now bring-
in this legislation to address it in a far stronger fashion than ever
before, is something we can owe in no small part to you, and I com-
pliment you for that.

I see no reason whatsoever that should prevent this body from
moving very quickly to pass very strong legislation.

In I961, we addressed it in this subcommittee very briefly. /
I think that a lot of our people across the country and our col

leagues here in Congress will express some concern that we are
really getting into a State government area.

It is the State government's-responsibility to see to it pe6ple are
paying Stateordered child support payments, but there is a Feder-
al connection. . -

As you have testified, a large number of these single-parent fami-
lies are on welfare because child support orders are not being paid.

To a great extent we are subsidizing the Federal taxpayers. This
nonsupport disease seems to be spreading across the country, and
we have every right to step in and begin to do something about it.

I will be working very hard to.see that legislation passes.
Do you have any figure, or can you get a:figure for us, of the

amount of money it is costing the Federal Treasury because of this
lack of child support payment across the country?

Secretary HECKLER. We could probably get a figure for you, Con-
gressman.

[The information follows:)
Unfortunately, Federal programs which serve the economicalfdisadvantned do

not collect information of this kind about their participants. Therefore, the total
amount of Federal money being spent as a consequence of failure to pay child sup.
port is no known.

However, there are several indications that the cost to the Federal Treasury is 4high. As I have already mentioned, pastdue courtordered child support amounts to
S4 % Ilion. Although we do no know how many participate in Federal programs, we
know that 2.6 million women caring for children from an absent parent were living
in poverty. in 1981. And according to the Census Bureau, one -half of all families
maintained by women receive some form of public assistance.

In Addition, we know that 87 percent of those families eligible for the Aid to Rim
ilies with Dependent Children Program are eligible because of the absence of a
living parent and that only 10 percent of these parents nre paying child support.
Excluding the Unemployed Parent Program. the Federal Government spent S6.5 bil
lion in benefits to Al.DC families in 1982, of which approximately 5 percent was re
covered through the Child Support Enforcement Program. Approximately one-third
of Medicaid expenditures and nearl_y one-half of Food Stamp expenditures are for
recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children. In addition. undetermined
nmounts are spent. for other social services on behalf of children who are not receiv.
ing OW support but who are not on welfare.
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Secretary HECKLER. In a figure I cited earlier, the amount of.
money that is in default in the last recorded year by the Census
Bureau was $4 billion in 1981; $4 billion is owed the children of
America because of nonsupport. There are also many, many cases in
which there is no legal award at all, because the woman did not have
the funds to go to a lawyer; although she was deserving of child
support, she just did not have the means to use the legal process.

I can search our records, and try to get you a figure, but we are
looking at this as a family and as a woman's and children's issue;
the AFDC problem is extremely great, and it is costing the tax-
payer..

There are many families pushed into welfare status due to lack
of that enforcement, but there are other children who are doing
without, and we feel their interests have to be advanced also. So
our proposal encompasses both the non-AFDC as well as the wele
fare families.

We hope to create a very strong enforcement climate in which
the decrees of the court will be honored. I can say, as a lawyer,
very often when a woman receives a child support decree from a
court, she receives an empty paper bag that cannot be enforced.

We are working on a bipartisan basis to help her, and we want a
strong law.

Mr. MoORE. I would ask your department to research that I am
led to believe that the figures are ver' convincing, ' .tons of dol-
lars.

Secretary HECKLER. The billions of dollars are of no doubt. I am
wire it is a shocking number.

Are also have, of course, food stamps. Some of the people who are
receiving partial payments qualify for some other Federal program
because they are not being paid. I would hope the message gets out
across America that this is an attempt for the Congress to step in
and take- over.

We are stepping in to see that in State and Federal law, Federal
funds do not foster some parents having a free ride.

It is time to pay the fiddler.
Thank you, Madam Secretary.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Pease.
Mr. PEASE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Madam Secretary, welcome back to Congress, and I would like to

join with my colleagues in expressing my thanks to you for your
work in this area.

It obviously is an area vihere Democrats and Republicans can
agree that the children of America are being cheated, and, second,
the Federal Government being cheated, so we do have a role to
fulfill.

Could you be a little more specific about your ideas or plans to
make use of the health insurance policies of absent parents to pro-
vide coverage for children when the child's present guardian be-
comes unemployed and does not have health insurance?,

Secretary HECKLER. I will have to provide this for the record.
There is a regulation working its way through the Department to
my desk, and I know that it is going to be coming to me very, very
shortly. A.s of now, though I simply will have to provide that for
the record.
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It will be issued in the next veek.
[The information followil ....

A proposed regulation of theOffice of Child Support Enforcement lOCSE), pub-
lished in the Federal Register on August 4, 1983 (copy attached), would require
State and local Child Support Enforcement (title 1V-D) agencies to perform the fol-
lowing activities during .the processing of 1V-D cases:

Petition to include medical support in new or modified court or administrative
orders few- support if employer-based medical insurance coverage is available to
the absent parent at reasonable cost or if current coverage could be extended to in-
elude the child(reno in question.

Ensure that any medical support coverage required by esupport order is obtained
by the absent panint.

Provide these services to AFDC recipients and also to non-AFDC recipients who
request them.

pur-
poses

health insurance coverage information to the Medicaid agency for p?r-
poses of collecting third party payments to offset medicaid expenditures.

.,.
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Mr. PEASE. Well, in this committee just recently, we reported out
a bill on health care for the unempLied. One of the things we
found was that if there are two spouses working in a family, and
one becomes unemployed, and the insurance, health insurance, is
gone, it is-difficult for the other spouse to pick it up because of en
rollment periods.

I would hope your regulation would deal with thatfequiring
open enrollment periods, and if regulations cannot do it, that you
would seek to have us include in this bill some statutory language
which would make that provision.

(The information follows:)
No. The proposed regulation refers to establishing and enforcing a medical sup

port obligation if employer-based medical insurance coverage is available to the
absent parent. The statutory authority for this regulation does not extend to requir-
ing the health insurance industry to provide open enrollment periods for the unem-
ployed

Secretary HECKLER. I certainly will respopd.-As you might recall,
the President did say that he supports creating a permanent open

ienrollment season for the unemployed, so that in those families
the very large number of families in America in which there are
two working membersthat the employed member's insurance
could be opened for conversion to a family policy in the case of the
unemployment of the other. This is something that he has support-
ed.

If this regulation does not go that far, or is not capable of going
that far legally, then I will report it to the subcommittee and sup-
port your bill.

Mr. PEASE. I notice you will repeal the 12 percent incentives to
the States and reduce the amount of administrative costs paid by
the Federal Government from 70 percent to 60 percent. I am inter-
esting in knowing how this all turns out in the wash.

States have been a little unhappy over the last couple of years
about various administration proposals with block grants when the
bottom line wound up that the States were getting less money than
the Federal Government had been spending for a program and yet
were expected to fulfill the same -responsibilities.

How do these changes net out for the"States in terms of whether
they get more or less money from the Federal Government than

, they are getting now?
Secretary HECKLER. Well, first of all, Con,gressman, we are going

to have toI think that the first _point to be made is that the cure
rent system of funding is not producing enhanced collection in suf
ficient numbers to warrant its continuation.

Some States are very effective producers, and do enforce the
child support laws. Other States are very, very ineffective. As you
can see from the chart, six States achieved 88 percent of all collec
Lions. This is so shocking. I was not aware of this until I went to
HHS, it shows that what the States have already received has not
really done the job nor achieved a mission.

We are proposing a decrease in Federal funding to States for ad
ministration costs from 70 percent to 60 percent, the 40 percent in
the future to be paid by the States.

The extra 10 percent will go into a new incentive pool. In addi
tion to that, (finding for the former incentive bonus of 12 percent
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for At which was a bonus only for AFDC, so a State had no
incentive to collect the non-AFDC family's support payments,
would again be put into the incentive pool,. and we have also added
the application fee of $25 or more, and the collection fee.

This creates an aggregate of approximately $200 million, which
is the new incentive pool. Then, by. regulation, we intend to create
standards, criteria whereby we can judge the performance in AFDC
and non-AFDC performance separately, and reward the States pro-
portionally on that.

This is something on which I issue an invitation to the subcom-
mittee to consult with me on the creation of those criteria, so that
we .can devise fair ways of looking at State performance.

In the end, how does it wash? I think that when you consider we
are also providing the 90/10 money for the establishment of
clearinghouses or other new techniques, management systems, et
cetera, we will be able to achieve really cost savings. Certainly we
will continue the funding at the current level, because that is.an
entitlement. We will also, through aggressive collection, have the
opportunity to reduce the taxpayers' burden and create a very ef-
fective program for the non-AFDC families, too.

I don't think the States are going to be penalized. The high per-
formers are going to be rewarded.

We will also have, we hope, a series of penalties. The penalty in
the law now is too rigid.It allows no discretion.

Mr. PEASE. Yes.
Can you tell us roughly how much money is involved currently

in the 12-percent bonus?
Secretary HECKLER. $116 million.
Mr. PEAsE. And what would be the differ. ce between the 70 per-

cent and the 10 percent, that amount of money that goes into the
new enforcement?

Secretary HECKLER. $57 million, I am told by the experts.
Mr. PEASE. $57 million.
Secretary HECKI2R. The balance will be the fees. That makes up

the V00 million
Mr. PEASE. I see. The net outlays, then, that show up in the Fed

eral budget, are they likely to be higher or lower than the current
net outlays?

Secretary HECKLER. Approximately the same, because we are
using the same amount of money..

Mr. PEASE. Well, if that is the case, obviously some States will be
winners, and some will be losers, because, as you point out, the
new system will be designed to rpward the good producers and not
the others.

is there any danger at all, or any possibility, that some of the
States that are the poor producers, thO. are not likely to get much
money anyhow, and have their administrative cost payment cut
from 70 percent to 60 percent, will decide to drop out of the pro.
gram altogether?

Secretary HECKLER. I can't imagine any Governor in America de-
Ming that, this is not a priority.

I intend to alert the Governors to the emphasis we are going to
place on child support enforcement, both through the organization
of Governors, and through my Individual contacts with them. I
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really believe that the States will still receive their 60 percent of
administrative costs, and there will be new emphasis on the estab-
lishment of this. If you draft a bill that allows for the imposition of
some kind of a graduated penalty, there is a possibility that a State
could lose under a penalty that might be

AFDC
by HHS, which

would deny them some of their other A money; so there is
going to be strong encouragement to the States to create a very ef-
fective enforcement program.

Mr. PEASE. Do you have any idea at all what percentage of the
$200 million incentive program will be going to these six or eight
high-performing States that are already the leaders?

Secretary HECKLER. No. As I said, this would be done by regula-
tion, and I would consult with the committee in terms of devising
clear criteria, because we are anxious to see broad comprehensive
enforcement of the program across the country. I intend to use all
the powers of persuasion to bring the issues to the Governors of
some of the less-effective States.

We are beginning today with emphasis on what is happening in
the States; if we all go back and every Member of Congress who
votes for the final bill takes it upon himself or herself to make a
commitment to work for enforcement, together, I am sure, we can
accomplish the goal.

Mr. PEASE. It may require all of your considerable powers of per-
suasion. Obviously, a number of Governors in a lot of States have
not made the decision to this point to devote much time or atten-
tion or resources to this collection problem, and yet under this pro-
gram we will be saying to those States which have not performed
in the past, you no longer get the 12 percent of your AFDC conic-
dons; you have to fight it out with these six or eight States that
are high-perfor ancers, and you are going to reduce the Federal
payment for you administration down to 60 percent.

Persuasio wonderful, and I think you have great powers' of
persuasion. .

I wonder if you consider the stick at allany penalty in terms of
reducing the Federal match, for example, for A IFW- to States
which do not make a substantial effort?

Secretary HECKLER. Last year, with the passage of TEFRA, there
was a 5-percent decrease, from 75 percent to 70 percent. We saw no
discernible difference. ../

With the kind of money the Federal Government has invested
and the lack of performance from a lifrge number of States, there
is an incredibly broad spectrum of difference in performance.

The funds invested have not 'produced the goal. We hope to
create a sliding scale of penalties, giving me the opportunity to
create the scale and allowing that discretion.

Under the current law, the Secretary of HHS does have one pen-
alty, and that is withholding 5 percent of AFDC money from a
State. Now, that is incredible; it is a very, very strong penalty, so
strong that no Secretary has used it.

I feel if I have a graduated set of penalties that I can use with
discretion, therein lies the stick. There is another factor here, and
that is, as the States become aware of the fact that if they rigidly
enforce the AFDC family's payments, the-State will benefit, too
because they, of course, make a contribution to AFDC
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At all levels, State and Federal Government, we share a strong
interest in enforcement, not only on the basis of social policy, but
also in terms of-financial interest.

Mr. PEASE. Thank you,'Madam Secretary.
Chairman nab. Mrs. Kennelly.
Mrs. KENNELLY. You know and I know that even if the women

got full payment, they would not be that well off.
There are other parts of the Equity Act that we have to work on

together, but this is a start.
Secretary HECKLER. This gives us an opportunity to work togeth-

er and to really make a difference for the women and children of
iAmerica, and it is a beginning.

Chairman FORD. That
good

concludes the questions from the subcom-
mittee members.

I would likeo make one request that you, as Secretary of IIHS,
and the President, would go back and review the IRS withholding
from all absentee parents. We think that is a crucial and impor-
tant area to be considered, because I wand hate for us to give the
appearance that we are trying to protect the rich.

If we would look at it again and see if there is any way that we
might get your support and that of the President, it would be very
kind of you to recoaider that.

We request from NHS to provide the subcommittee with tables
comparing the distribution of Fedqral child support enforcement
funds among States: One, under the curtent matching level, incen-
tive payment; and, two, under the reduced matching rate, new in-
centive structures proposed by the administration.

This comparison should' be based on States' collections in the
most-recent years that you would have the information 'available
and report that to the subcommittee. We would appreciate it.

[The information follows:]
. _ . ... AM.

We are currently studying various formate options for the new incentive structure.
When this analysis has been completed, we will provide the comparative tables bn a
State basis for the distribution of Federal child support enforcement funds under
current law and our performance funding propisal.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr. Chairman.
Madam Secretary, in looking at the offset on the Federal income

tax refund to all people, I understand your concern. I share it as to
where our authority comes with the States; under AFDC, we have
a Federal program.

Would you consider that in three aspects: the AFDC, where ve
qbvivsly have Federal authority and intervention; the States,

ht I.: people live inState, but consider interstate as '.1nother possi-
jty. Even if we cannot go to the in-State cases because of the

States rights issue, which I am concerned about, certainly there is
an interstate right from a parent across a State line to deal .with
this with Federal collection. I hope you would explore this possibil-
ity. Perhaps you could give us some other figures on interstate pay-
ments. ' -

What percentage are we talking about that are interstate?
[The information' follows:]
We believe that

-
there ar

e
many preigems associated with implementation of a

Federal tax °filet program for nonAFDC cases. gsgardloss of ..esidsncy of the absent
parent, support arrearages for nobiAFDC *amities are difficult to deter
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mine. Accurate arrearage amounts are necessity for a nonAFDC tax offset ro°.
ess. Hearings may be required" to ascertain arrearage amounts. Here, as elsewhere,
interstate cases are mike complicated due to the possibiity that the absent parent
may haVe successfully sought modification of the support order and reduction of the
arrearage. In such cases, the State filing on behalf of the custodial parent would
have great difficulty in determining the arrearage.

The States reported for the fourth quarter of fiscal year 1982 an average non..
AFDC caseload of approximately 370.000. For the same petiod, they reported having
sent 26,841 nonAFDC requests for assistance to other States. or about 7 percent of
the reported total nonAFDC caseload.

Secretary HECKLER. We will search our records and examine the
issues. We have looked at the most effectiveenforcement tech-
niques, and that is what we Aloe in the bill, to mandate withhold-
ing and the intercept at the State level, because that is going to be
verb, very effective. It has been in our experience.

In terms of the Federal issue, there are greater difficulties, be-
cause on AFDC our department keeps very detailed records; we
have all the records of the exact costs and what is owed. We know
this with precision. In terms of the non-AFDC families, you have
individuals whose records are not before the State, who, say, could
be in the middle of another change, the modification of a decree.
They are susceptible to so many different pieces of information
that we don't have the same kind of a track record and tracking
ability with the non-AFDC that we have with the AFDC cases.

For these reasons we have felt the most effective approach is
going to be at the Siasite level where the tracking system can take
into account what is happening,locally.

Chairman FORD. Your presence, yourstestimony today, and your
response to the questions is ja clear indication that we have .an
issue that is before this subcommittee and the Congress that we
must move on, and it is a bipartisan effort to move this legislation
through the Congress, and, once again, as chairman of the subcom-
mittee, and speaking for all members, we are very. appreciative of
your testimon,y and Your presence today before the committee.

Secretary HECKLER. Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. The committee will call ar the Honorable Clar-

ence Long, from the State of Maryland, as the next witness before
the committee.

'The committee will recognize you at this time, Mr. Long.

STATholENT OF HON. CLARENCE D. LONG, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS PROM THE STATE OF MARYLAND

Mr. LONG.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for Allowing me to t :stify
in support of my bill, H.R. 216, to help nonwelfare families collect
past due child-support payments kom deadbeat parents.

I am delighted that provisions of my bill were incorporated into
title V` of the Economic Equity Act by Congresswoman Barbara
Kennelly.

Appearing later today before this subcommittee is my constitu-
ent, Elaine Fromm, president of the Organization for the Enforce.
ment of Child Support, who inspired me to introduce this bill; and
who will speak to the need for this aqd other.legialation to improve
the enforcement of child support.

Mr. Chairman, failure to pay child support is a serious problem
that affects all of us. When absent par Its do not support their

2.438 0-44$
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children, in many vases, taxpayers have to do this instead
through welfare and other related programs. In fact, 80 percent of
welfare recipients are on welfare because their ex-spouses are not
paying child support.

Women come to me all t. ime. and they are unable to supp.ort-V
their kids because the father.. won't carry out their obligatiops.

Many payersmostly fathersare people ofmeans who could
afford to provide supportbut do notforcing their own children
and former spouses to either resort to,welfare or live in near pover-
ty on the mother's earnings.

An estimated 2 million fathersmore than half the men legally
obligated to pay chid support give less than required or nothing
at all, cheating children out of $4 billion a year in support, accord-
ing to the latest census figures.

Although Federal and State laws have been enacted to assist in
the collection of child support, huge gaps and inequities still exist
in these laws and their enforcement. In January, I reintroduced
my bill to fill one of these gaps. My bill, H.R. 216, would extend the
IRS tai refund, offset program to nonwelfare families.

In the 1981 Budget Reconciliation Act, Congress gave the IRS the
authority to grab income tax refunds of those who skipped out on
child support responsibilitiesbut only for welfareAFDCfami-
lies.

This effort, known as the tax refund offset program, has been a
great success, collecting $166 in child-Support payments
from nearly 263,000 absent parents in the 1981 tax year alone. Al-
though all the figures for the 1982 tax year are not in yet, it is esti-
mated that up to $210 million could be collected.

How does the program work?
Every January, the Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement

pi ovides the IRS with a magnetic tape containing the 'names and
social security numbers of the deadbeat dads certified by the var-
:ous States as being delinquent by 3 months or more in child-sup-
port payments. This tape is automatically checked against IRS
records. If the delinquent parent hKruretund coming to him, the
IRS file is flagged, and the refund is intercepted_

The money recovered, averaging $637 a tax return, is used to
reduce Federal and State welfare costs; any remainder is sent to
the family. The costs of making these collections. according to the
;RS, is only $11 per tax offset..

My.bill, which now has 47 cosponsors, including Bill Frenzel, of
the subcommittee, would simply extend this successful progir to
nonwelfare

The advantages?
It would stop parents from getting away with abandoning their

responsibilities to their children and shifting the cost to the tax-
payer;

It would be cost effective, since the program is already in place
and any addod expense would be paid for by fees charged to the
delinquent dad or the nonwelfare family not the taxpayer;

It could help families remain self supporting, saving millions of
Federal and State welfare dollars.

Above all, it would help those most in needthe children who
suffer the mast from nonpayment of support. For the sake of these
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children, I hope this subcommittee will be able to approve my bill
to help them receive the full support which they are due.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, a d members of the cramittee, fo
your consideration. I look forward to introducing Elaine Fromm to
you later day.

This is something that has bother.xl us all for a long time, and
there is only one way in which to address this problem.

When a man deliberately wants to avoid his respr bility, lie
can be incredibly ingenioub at doing it, and I have been led at
the ir.ability of the local law enforcement to go after the . . hers.

After the courts have made the aStards, they don't collect the
amounts. They claim they can't find the fathers. Frequently, the
fathers are in the locality. My office finds them for the local law
enforcement agencies.

Mr. Chairman, and, .members of the committee, thank you for
your consideration again.

Chairman FORD. Thank you for your testimony, Mr. Long.
The staff has raised one question that has been brought to their

attention with regard to when that dirbeat dad remarries and
files a joint return, and part of that re nd from the IRS is jointly
with his new wife. The otner spouse has sniv problems with por
Lions of her funds going to child support:

I think the questions have been raised to IRS, but there is no
mechamsni at this time in place for IRS to deal with that particu-
lar problem. Hopefufly it will, and I think it is an area that we
have to talk with IRS about to develop policy changes and try to
protect those new spouses who had earnings and deduct some of
their refund for tke purpose of the child support.

Mrs. Kennelly.
Mrs. KENNELLX. Thank you, Congressman, and I know that yiu

were one of the ariginalsinnd here we sit with the hearing, and Ale
impetus came many years ago from you.

Have you got any icloas how the States can verify the lion-AFDC
arrearage when the pervon Sets behind?

Mr. LONG. I am notsure I understand.
Mrs. KENNELLY. We have reference for AFDC.
Secretary Heckler told us they can watch it
How does a State get the adequate infora about what the

nonAFDC father owes?
Mr. LONG. I would hope that this Would b. matter of the

record t of the local childsupport enforcement agencies, and that
they can make that available.

Mrs. Kb:MELLY. You just feel that if we had the cooperation of
the IRS, we could do it

Mr. LONG. I think without question.
jIn fact, a large part of my job as Congressman is to get the IRS

to do things they ought to be doing.
Mrs. KENNELLY. That is where we need you.
Thank you.
Chairman Foam Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for being here, Mr. Long.
Chairman FORD. Thank you. for coming before the committee,

and we thank you for your testimony.
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The committee will recognize Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Welcome before the subcommittee, and the

Chair recognizes you at this time for your testimony. .'

STATEMENT Or 110N. MARIO BIAGGI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mt. BIAGGI. Let me commend you for holding this hearing, be-
cause it is, an issue that has certainly been plaguing many people
in this country, especially thope affecting it.

It has never been really given that priority. that it morally de-
serves, and the action by the Secretary and the President, with the
introduction of this legislation, is salutary. .

I do not believe that the legislation offered is the alpha and
omega; however, clearly it focuses on the problem today; but I
think we should ask ourselves one question, and what is it we are
trying to, seek? What are we seeking?

That iS,. to compel a scoundrel, an immoral scandalous scoundrel
to meet his obligations.

The AFDC is one problem, and that has been addressed in some
measure. Unfortunately, the bill introduced by the administration
seems to focus on Hist area, and there has been some modicum
measure of success in recovery, but the area that the real scoun-
drels, the people that don't seem on top of society because of their
fiscal position is the non-AFDC individuals.
\liere you have individuals who Congressman Long indicated

iengage in ingenious devices to avoid their responsibility.
It essential the IRS get involved. Absent that, the whole proc-

ess wo Id be meaningless. t.
Ther should be a device or regulations, or whatever instrument

is required to create it, in.oidor to meet this specific problem.
know4ases where men have married, have children, left, were

subject to court decree, paid nothing, went on, married others, had
children, had others, and subject to court decree and did not pay a
single cent and continue to live in a very lavish fashion.

Those individuals thwart the moral sense of society, but, are
laughing at the face of government.

This hearing today is so essen ial and I am delighted that it is
here. I am not so sure what le slative product we will have ulti-
mately, but, clearly, Mr. Chair an and members or the committee,
Whatever we do, let's make c rtain it has teeth and not involve
ourselves simply with the in OA problem, because that is mini-
mal. We must devise a way to deal with the intrastate problem pnd
find a way to pierce the corporate veil that p.rmits an ind: al
to live on a very lavish fashion on one side of town, where his end-
dren and his wife live another side of town impoverished.

Vitt is what we are looking at, and that is the individual we
seek.

The answer to that should be found in this committee and in this
Congress.

I am delighted that the administration has finally, and that Gov-
ernment rather can focus on the administration; I think the admin-
istration is to be commended, and so is the chairman and this sub-
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committee, and the Secretary, for finally focusing in on this prob-
lem.

I have recommended, Mr. Chairman; I will submit my testimony
for the record.

Chairman FORD. Without objection.
Mr. BiAGGI. Before there was any sign of interest in this issue,

introduced legislation to create a national commission to look into
the entire problem in the same fashion we devised one for so many
other intricate and complex problems, and I don't know that this
legislation will be as comprehensive as it should be.

We may be required to settle for less. I am not so sunk, but in
any event, the .nci.;..in of a commission to continue to devise ways or
look into the complex areas of this problem is, I believe, one that
has considerable merit.

It had more when I irtroduced It than it does now, because clear-
ly we are underway, but I exhort you, Mr. Chairman, and the
members, if we are to deal with the problem, let's deal with it as
comprehensively as possible, and think in terms of that scoundrel,
and I say scoundrel, because we are in the Halls of Congress, and I
would rather t more earthy, and, I would feel more released in my
passionate feelings about this issue.

We all know the differences men and women have, but adults
have a basic obligation to children, and even to their wives who
have born those children and are compelled to take care of those
children and be virtually imprisoned and prevents them from going
out and having an individual life.

Whatever means necessary, that is what we should do, and I
know that Government has the ability and Members of Congress
have the creative genius to develop legislation, as well as the
miristration, that would meet this very imperative moral need.

I have asked the GAO to audit the non-AFDC children, the
Senc.te Budget Committee has asked for an audit for the AFDC
children, and I think that will be ready in December.

I don't xnow if we will wait that long for this legislation.
I can only tell you that I would like to commend Mrs. Kennelly,

and all the women Members of Congress, for their concerted effort
and all of the. others who have taken an interest in thiffissue, and I
would pot be stymied simply becausl we look and say we don't
have jurisdiction. Find jurisdiction.

If you look for it hard enough, you will find It. Get Lehind that
corporate veil, and get at those immoral individuals who continue
to live the good life while the children are being denied and sub
jetted to the worst form of life.

(The prepared statement follows:]

STATER NT nor. M* do BIA401. A ReettESI-TATIVF. IN CoNGIMS FKOAt
or NEW Mot

appreciate the opportunity to join with my colleagues and testify on an issue
who solution must be t.onsidered n lop priority concern of this Congress. The issue is
nonpa:.ment of thud support. In a very rent sense, it represent, a festering sore on
the itationni conscience

According to a new Census Durniu studymore than half of American men legal-
1) obligated to pay child support are in default of nil or part of their payment As.
torushingl:t. 2b percent of the I million women eligible for child support payments
are receiving nothiag.

s STATE
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Yet the nonpayment of child support claims more than one set of victims. The
same Census Bureau study charges than non or under payment of support affects
some 13 million childrenboth from AFDC and nonAFDC familiesand these chi]
dren are cheated out of almost $4 billion a year in support. Let us put that last
figure in perspective. This child support can be vital to k ne economic well-beingof
the child, especially waen one considers that one year after divorcemothers suffer
a devastating 13!percent reduction in income.

Perhaps the most galling aspect of this issue is that some of the most flagrant
abusers are from the ranks of the nonAFDC parent. It is well known that failure to
pay child support is not related to income. While mothers suffer a sharp decline in
income after divorcefathers experience a 42-percent improvement. One recent
study found that men who never plaid child support at. all had higher incomes than
those who made partial payments. The idea that a person making a six-figtrft
incvme can act with impunity by escaping their child support obligation incite this
Congress into corrective action. .

The subiominittee has convened these hearings to examine some of the 11 billi
which have thus far heen proposed aimed at improving our woeful record of child
support enforcement. The overriding issue iswe must find an effective method of
ensuring that child s port laws are fully enforced so that those Rho would violate
their provisions would of escape punishment as too many do now.

I consider this to be a onpartisan problem demanding a bipartisan solution. It is
in that spirit that I ask th' subcommittee to give early and favorable consideration
to my bill. II.R. 1014. It uld establish a.bipartisan national commission to both
study and make recommendations on improving Federal and State efforts to enforce
child support obligations and recoup delinquent child support payments.

The Commission would be established for only 1 year and would be charged with
the specific responsibility of examining the federal role in collections. it would in-
dude but not be limited to. An examination of the existing Federa1State formula
and a feasibility study to establish on a nationwide basis a formula for assessing the
amount of a support drder. A study of the possibility-of establishing a federally
based wage deduction or garnishment system.

The Commission would also examine the State role in terms of ite role in collet-
hon. This would Include but not be limited to Administiative and judicial problems
in processiog and coordinating activities related to collections.

All of the aggregate recommendatipas of the Commission would be tionslated to
C -ingress within one year and would form the foundation for substantive legislation.

Various approaches to solving thiscproblem are embodied in other bills before this
subcommitteesome of this I havecosponsored. However.) feel the approach in my
bill may prove the most expeditiouo method toward resolving this problem. We have
seen fit to submit other national. problems and crises to bipartisan commissions such
as the one which nroduced the socilittEcurilY Fellfrir Fill passetly rotigiess ear ier
this year The issues to be resolved if we are to improec our child support collections
are complex and multifaceted. Thcy need -to be fully examined by a commission
which is politicaly insulated and would be committed to finding the best possible
solution.

The consensus of opinion would unmistakably lead us to the conclusion that
Present child support enforcement activities leave much to be desired. Some of the
problems can be remedied with more adequate funding levels for the Federal and
State offices administering the programs. Others may ix resolved by better direction
and formula changes to remove the disincentives against pursuing delinquent non-
AFDC fathers.

Clearly we must do something. We must translate a growing public outrage into
sensible policy which can do what we all wantget child support payments to those
who are to receive them. To proceed toward a policy solution without a complete
examination of the interrelated State and Federal role could produce a problem
worse thanthe one we have already. Therefore, I urge this subcommittee 10. pass
II.R. 1014 as soon as possible so the work of a bipartisan expert Commissiotr-ea
achieve the quality solution we all want.

.....1.1

STATEMENT 0? 110N. MAIN° BIAGGI, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CoNOE1SE Rost TM STATE
or New Yogic

At this time 1 wish to provide some preliminary reactions to the bill H.R. 3546
t hicli embodies the Adminstration's latest initiatives in the area of Child Support
Enforce nient.
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First, let rae commend the Administration for their initative and let me make the
further assumption that this IS the likely legislative vehicle that will move through
the House. Therefore, I wish to evaluate the bill and propose some improvements.

In a general sense, I am deeply concerned about the direction this bill takes in
terms of abrogating Congrestional responsibility to HHS regulations. Regulations
are not supposed to be substitutes for legislation, instead they are supposed to im-
plement legislative intent as reflected in bills. Throughout this bill there is a tend.
ency to defer far too much to regulations.

Let me be more specific. The Secretary of HHS would be under this legislation
emoowered to devise a formula to reward states for exemplary eorformance; develop
criterion for measuring performance and thus judging the "beat" record of state col.
lections; the particulars of three critical enforcement techniques viz. wage withhold.
ing, quasi judicial or administrative procedures and withholding for past -tee child
support from state income tax refunds would be written as regulations, These are
now powers that C ogress hasto turn them over to HIS is to seriously hamper
the oversight responsibilities of Congress.

The reduction of funding to the OCSE at a time when it is being asked to di more
than it has done since its inception is unrealistic. This is not the time to reduce the
FFP from 70 to 60 percent nor is it the Limo to change the program from an entitle.
ment program as a whole to irf part a discrlionary program subject to ceiling limits
and possible further cuts.

Two further points of the proposal just don't make sense in light of the latest
Census Bureau figures: (1) to change an audit to Wen-Malty from annually wilt not
allow Congress to chlinge direction should this be warranted; (2) to charge an appli
cation fee to nonAFDC to trigger enforcement of child support orders appears to be/ discriminating against ronAFDC families-,are nonAFDC families not entitled to
the same services as AFDC families free of charge?

I propose that all three collection techniques be written into the language of the
bill and moreover, be automatic. Specifically, wage withholding should be automati
catty triggered by court orders and written as such into the bill. Similarly, withhold-
ing for past due child support for state income tax should be automatic and be writ-
ten as language of the bill itself.

In summary, I believe that the OCSE should not be subject to the dilatory tactics
of regulations issued by the Secretary of MIS and that the FFP should not be re-
duced. I am opposed to the intent and to the language of this Administration's pro-
pa-al. Lip service is paid to nonAFDC families. With the rower of oversight trans.
[erred to the Secretary, Congress will not have the power Insure enforcement of
Child Support. This is a responsibilityindeeda duty that Congress cannot shrink.
We, in Congress are accountable to the 8.4 million women in need of child support
and we must continue to pursue effective legislation to respond to their needs.

Chairman FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. Your comments were totally accurate to the first ad-

ministration bill. That bill was scuttled last night and a new one
was introduced today which addresses a more balanced approach
and is not solely aimed at AFDC.

Because this has caught a number of witnesses in the lurch, I
ask that you hold the record open for any witnesses that would like
to supplement any additional statements.

Chatrman FORD. Without objection, we will leave the record open
for a period of 5 days for members to submit any written testimony
that they might like to submit.

r

Mrs. Kennelly.
Mrs. KENNELLY. In the bill that I introduced last March, I imme-

diately saw that I had not done something, and I wanted to say I
followed your support of grandparents, and I received this from a
small article that I had in a smalltown newspaper; I received let-
ters who would say mothers have given up, and this bill will ad-
dress a child living with other individuals, especially grandpar-
tents, where people have gone through their life and end up with a
child to support and often are living on very limited income. You
have encouraged me to do that here.
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Chairman Folio. Thank you very much for your testimony before
the subcommittee today, and thank you for your appearance.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you for the opportunity to be here, and I am
thankful to Mr. Moore that there has been a more balanced ap-
proach, but really what concerns me as a practitioner of the legis-
lative process jg that we develop a piece of legislation that falls
short of totality. This is one opportunity which we will have to do
the job completely and correctly, and I hope we Jo not settle for
'half a loaf.

Thank you very much.
...Chairman FORD. The committee will call on Hon. Dan Coats from
Indiana.

We are delighted to have you before the subcommittee today.

STATEMENT Or how. DAN COATS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM TliE STATE OF INDIANA

Mr. COATS. I appreciate the opportunity to testify before the corn-
tilittee. I am here representing the Republican members of the Eco-
nomic Security Task Force of the new"Sefect Committee on Chil-
dren. Youth, and Families.

I will summarize my prepared remarks, and if you would make
them part of the record, I would appreciate it.

The Seleet Committee on Chili. en, Youth, and Families pub-
In its first report in May entitled "U.S. Children and Their
Families, Current Conditions, and Recent Trends.'

A number of Startling things were indicated in that report, but
perhaps one of the most alarming statistics was the one showing a
significant 'rend toward 0^gle parent households.

We see a picture of single mothers struggling to enter and make
their way in a marketplace in which many lack the necessary
training and experience to successfully compete. The burden for
the mothers in providing economic and emotional security for the
taunt) is nearly an overwhelming task but even more complicated
when they don't /..ceive adequate child supjort from the fathers.

The Census Bureau has documented a pitiful record for child
support payment. Fathers don't pay their support. The Republican
members of the E ,,nomic Security Task Force feel that it is our
responsibilitt to do what we can to alleviate this shameful child
support re, d. recognize the :it llity of this conurittee to ad-

th/. 1): oblem, and we wish II rfpr our assistance in any way
which pan be helpful.

A number of effective Sint programs have been implemented.
can learn from shot. A number of States do not have effective

pruj kst: should be strengthened. The Federal Govern-
ment also ha a role in this area by r _ling uniformity and en-
forcement mechanisnit in the laws.

I think ultimately we are :ed with a twit of reawakening our
population t. .A accepting and fulfilling the respon-
sibitiq of caring for chilo,en that are brought into this world. That
re,pont ility does not end upon separation or (tree but contin-
ues to an even greater degree.

Fathers ha e .t legal and .1 moral .bligation to provide child
support, and we ..hould do what we tan to insure that that is done.

8
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I was pleased to learn of the administration's proposal that was
completed just last night. I'm sure it incorporate3 a number of the
things that we are talking about. As cosponsor of Congressman
Campbell's bill, I think we are finally moving forward in address-
ing this very critical problem.

Again, I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you and look
forward to working with you in any way possible.

[The prepared statement follows:].

STATEMENT or HON. DAN COATS. A DEPRESENTATiVE iN CONGRESS FROM TNE STATE OF
IMMO:A

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before the Committee and represent the Republican members of the Eeo.
noniic Security Task Force of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Fang.
lies. We would like to convey our concerns about child support enforcement laws.
The Select Committed on Children, Youth, and Families published ite first Deport in
May entitled "U.S. Children and Their Families: Current Conditions and Recent
Trends." I believe 1 speak for all our committee members in stating that one of the
most discouraging espactsVof this report was the alarming trend toward single-
parent.households. Today, dearly one-fourth of all children are living with only one
parent and one out of two children spend some part of their childhood in a one-
parent family. Recent studies show that 90 nercent of single-parent families are
headed by women and that these singleparent mothers earn only about 65 percent
of the income a singleparent father makes.

Bruce Chapman, Director of the Bureau of the Census, testified before our comit-
tee that" . poverty is increasingly a function of family composition rather than
economic condition alone" The family composition Mr. Chapman is alluding to is
that of the single parent households headed by ivomen. These households represent
about one-third of ali fumilies below the poverty level. One-half of the families
maintained by women receive some form of public assistance.

Divorce. separation and out.of.wedlock births all produce heavy emotional and
economic stress for both children and parents. Between 1970 and 1982. the number
of children living only with their mother increased 68 percent. This increase is
largely a result of a r22percent increase in divorce over the same 'period, and an
alarming 4:31 percent increase ui never married mothers. What we see is a picture
of single mothers struggling to enter and make their way in a marketplace in which
many lack the necessary training and experience to successfully compete The
burden of providing economic and emotional security for the family is for many a
nearly overwhelming task, greatly complicated by the tact that many mothers do
not receive adequate child support from absent fathers.

The Census Bureau has documented a pitiful record for child support payment. In
1981, mere than half of the 8.4 million women with children t nder age 21 and an
absent father, did not have an agreement for payment of the father's finanCial obli-
ga ion. Of the four million parents with legal orders for support, less than half (47
peicenti were receiving the full amount. Twenty.eight percent received nothing, 25
percent received some partial payment. One third of all AFDC families with an
absent parent should be receiving child support, but only one in seven of these fami-
lies does.

The many studies on the subject all pint to the same conclusion: fathers don't
pay their child support. Between a quarter and a third of fathers never make a
single court-ordered payment. Not one stTeihas found a state or county in which
inore than half the fathers fully comply with court orders. Many fathers pay, irregu
iari) oral are often in arrears. Lois Drake of the Indiana Child Support Division re.
aptly told me, that the er. Element psychology has become so pervasive that eta.
hides and expctations of o.'lliono of adults have been altered to the point where
the are actually incensed by the idea that the' are expected to make any effort or
sacrifice to provide for the ..luldren they bring into the world. Mrs. Drake also indi
carted that without adequate orders and enforcement, the children in these families
base Intl_ thence of breaking out of the welfare cycle. We teach them that society
does nut expect parents to provide for their children and that no one really cares
about the child's wellbeiag.

In order to address is serious problem. the Federal Government in 1975 %tab
lisbed the Office of Child Support hnforcement. This program was t good beginning
but. mare needs to be done to help women who are seeking child support for their
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children. Under the IV-D program. States were able to collect on only ten percent
of the AFDC caseload of 5.5 million and only 30.6 percent of the non-AFDC caseload
of 1.6 million. Although the program collected $1.8 billion ($1 billion for norAFDC
families and $800 million for AFDC families) in 1982, not one State or county had
even 50.percent compliance with court orders. Obviously, our cur rent efforts are not
sufficient.

As members of the Selecs ..:ommittee, we believe it is our responsibility to do what
we can to alleviate this shameful child support record. We recognize the ability of
the Ways and Means Committee to address this problem and we offer our assistance
to you in any way that could be helpful. In the coming months, you will be examie
ing effective state programs and efficient enforcement mechanisms. Indiana has al-
ready benefited from two federally mandated programsthe Federal income tax
offset and withholding of unemployment benefits if child support payments are de-
linquent for AFDC cases. My State anticipates collection of more than $4.6 million
during 1983 from the IRS tax refund intercept and collections in 1984 could almost
equal the total from all other collectic- -.cavity. Under the withholding of child sup-
port payments from unemployment compensation benefits, Indiana is currently col-
lecting $4.000 per week or one percent of total IV-D collections. Additionally, Indi-
ana utilizes a State tax refund offset in order to collect delinquent child support ob-
ligations and hopes to net $150,000 during 1983 from this intercept, Other States are
above the national average in terms of the effectiveness of cdilections and adminis-
trative costs. We can, and should, learn much from those who are successfully deal-
ing with this problem.

White Federal and State enforcement efforts are already in place, there is still a
wide discrepancy in the effectiveness of child support collections, For instance, in-
terstate enforcement is spotty in some places, nonexistent in others. A stronger,
more uniform tnterAtate system must be developed. Many State laws need reform
and should adopt mandatory wage assignment, an offset of State, income tax re-
funds. and better administrative procedures for AFDC and nonAFDC families.
Courts are crowded arc f backed op to the point of inefficiency, where child support
claims, especially .ho-- for norAFDC families, are often given low priority. Then
too. there are no guidelines to even determine that the child's support needs and
allowances are fair.

We are faced with the task of reawakening a large segment of our population to
the responsibilities of parenthood. State legislatures have to be convinced that their
child supporiand paternity laws require strengthening. State judicial bodies must
be convinced that making adequate provisions for and stressing enforcement of
Add support is essential The legal system has to be convinced that paternity and
support cases are as important as other civil or criminal cases. The public has to be
convinced that absent parents should be contributing to the cost of ,raising their
children.

Parer.ts !Fee 4 moral and responsibility to care, to the best of their ability,
for their elpldri We should all recognize this fundamental obligation to support
and awe for she children we have brought into this world. Mr. Chairman, I would
again like to offer the wbrvice4 of the Select Committee on Children. Youth, and
Families in order to improve the performance of our State and Federal child sup-
port efforts. We look forward to working with you on this most important matter.

Chairman FORD. Thank you, Mr. Coats. Thank you for appearing
be "ore the committee as a Republican member of the Economic Se-
curity Task Force on the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and
Families.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I, too, would like to thank you for joining us in

this effort from the beginnirg, in the sponsorship of the legislation,
and your v on the task force.

The administration bill that was introduced late yesterday is
similar in many points to the legislation that we introduced.

There are some minor differences. They hPve some better points
on a couple of items than we have, and we think that they have
some points that we don't.

The other bill., Mrs, Roukema's bill, which is also an excellent
bill, has some very good points.
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We really have an effort by several individuals on a bipartisan
basis to address this issue in a comprehensive manner, and, of
course, your input lends itself toward a solution to this problem..I
think that this subcommittee, with the support of the administra-
tion, the chairman of this subcommittee, and both sides of the
aisle, will come out with comprehensive legislation that will deal
with this problem. I thank you for your participation.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Moore.
Mr. MOORE. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Kennelly.
Mrs. KENNELLY. No 'questiods.
Chairman FORD. Thank you again.
The Chair will recognize Congresswoman Roukema at this time.
Mrs. Pat Schroeder was here, and she left her testimony in writ-

ing to be a part of the record.
The Chair and the committee would like to recognize the gentle-/. woman from New Jersey at this time.

STATEMENT OF HON. MARGE ROUKEMA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY/

.1.
Mrs. ROLIKEMA. I will submit for the record a morecomprehen-

sive statement.
Chairman.FoarilIt will be made a part of the record.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Today, I would likkto highlight some of the dis-

tinctions lin my bill, H.R. 3354, and commend you for holding this
hearing. /

This is a national problem that we are facing.
We aile, all aware of the statistics which demonstrate the prob-

lem. We have heard them enumerated today. The most recent
Census Bureau figures graphically illustrate the growing propor-
tions of the problem, and an interesting study done by Dr. Lenore
J. Weitzman, in California, found another interesting aspect of the
problem that is appropriate for us to consider, and that is in Cali-
fornia, the 'income level of women dropped after divorce by "73 per-
cent, while the men's income rose by 42 percent.

It is obvious that we now need effective measures for those chil-
dren who are represented by the numbers thai we have been talk-
ing about, and they .ore being deprived and, let us not forget it,
they are being deprived materially and emotionally as a result of
parental disregard.

Existing programs, as the Secretary has graphically illustrated,
have proven to be of only minimal success. We know the dimen-
sions of the problem.

Let me put it in some human terms. Each of our colleagues could
look in his or her own district and find hundreds of cases which
illustrate the need for stricter enforcement. In my own district, I
currently have a case where a mother has five support orders from
the cour,Lsaying that her husband owes the support as well as the
delinquiWy.

The husband haS moved out-of-State and continually fails to
make his court hearings.

That situation is obvious.
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I could point to other examples and, in fact, I will submit here
for the record an article that recently appeared in one of our
papers that clearly points to an example of another growing prob-
lem, and that is the problem of the middle and upper income
family which has fallen into arrears.

The article clearly illustrates, in fact, interestingly enough, both
father and Mother said if the Roukema bill had been in place, we
would nothave had these court snags.

The examples are typical of the revolving door cf justice through
which these women pass.

The judge says "pay up or else," but there is no "or else."
The courts currently brave no strong enforcement. measures to

insure that the delinquent fathers or spouse, pay what they legally,
and I stress legally, owe.

I have introduced my bill, H.R. 3354, with the bipartisan support
of 41 Members of Co.gress, in response to these children.

I would like to stress some of the distinctions in my bill.
First, my bill would require mandatory wage withholding from

the moment of the court or administrative order. It is not a new
idea, and many of the bills before us today include similar propos-
als. However, I want to stress that an important difference in this
bill; and that is that withholding would not wait for delinquency to
occur.

Why should, I ask you, the custodial parent wait f'r 2 months, as
in some of these bills, before receiving the support?

The 2 months actually end up being many months before the
system begins to work.

The bills in the meantime do not stop coming.
The children still need to eat and be clothed and credit ratings of

the family are seriously in disrepair.
This waiting time adds to the emotional stress between the par-

ties involved, as the article that I have submitted will indicate.
This is a signifioaftrttlifference in my bill and one that I hope

that the committee will consider very carefully and it may, Mr.
Chairman, relate directly to your concerns about IRS. I would also
like to emphasize that my bill would not in any way affect existing
State divorce or alimony laws or the judge's determination on ,the
child support decree: There is no I repeat, no infringement here on
State jurisdictions' under my law. What it will do is require
through mandatory withholding automatic payment of -legally de-
termined child support. It will not prejudice any further judgment
made under State laws on future appeals of the spouses, indica-
tions of job changes or whatever changes there are, legitimate
future appeals that could change that court order.

This bill only triggers in after the judgment is made and does not
prejudice any further judgment or change.

Second, my.bill does not discriminate between child support col-
lected for th,dse receiving AFDC and those not currently receiving
such assisrce. As has been discussed, our current laws do not do
that. My ill would mandate equa" collection t behalf of all those
who are/ due child support. There is no d* :rimination between
AFDC and nonAFDC and at this point, I wi,ad like to refer back to
some of the conversation, Mr. Chairman, regarding the White
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House meeting yesterday on this particular subject and here I
must say mea culpa because I forced the issue at the meeting.

A was most concerned that the administration would not report, a
bill that would be successful in this regard and I am happy to say
that the President listened and as you have heard today, was re-
sponsive and I think that is a breakthrough and a good step for all
of us as we seek to reach a bipartisan solution here.

Now, I realize that the committee is going to examine these var-
ious proposals and make many alterations and I just want to plead
with you in the strongest possible way that the nondiscrimination
is featured. I want to emphasize the need for stricter enforcement
and in order for that to work I believe that we need to make the
adjustment as easy for the States as possible. Of all the pending
bills, I believe mine is the simplest and the most direct and while it
may seem rev Ilutionars. in concept to some, that is the immediate
mandatory withholding i'- is efficient and effective and a simple
way hr the States to enfoice. It uses existing mechanisms, the IV-
D programs and Ocits up no new bureaucracy.

Ilife need to change the existing laws so that withholding is im-
mediate and automatic. We must also give the States realistic
guidelines to follow but with strict penalties, otherwise they will
not comply. I realize that in the bill I have suggested withholding
totally the title AFDC moneys and-that is stringent, perhaps too
stringent7Bat-the point is that unless the States have a significant
stake in this and a loss involved of significant proportions beyond
what is presently in, the law, we are not going to have much great-
er compliance.

Any bill that comes from this committee must have incentives
and penalties that are credible and will be a significant enforce-
ment and compliance weapon. I agree that the administration's
proposal to institute a graduated penalty, for noncompliance has
substantial merit. I question whether or not the auditing criteria
are adequate and I know that your committee has this concern,
too, because this is essential. Those criteria are essential quite
apart from the way the graduated penalties are employed, but I
would suggest to you that the proposal the administration has
made is not severe enough and I would ask that you look at that
because if after all of this we don't have a system where the-States
are, really going to be in compliance, where the Federal Govern-
ment uses its authority to enforce that compliance both through
bonus incentives as well as penalties, then we haven't come very
far which is what I think Congressman Biaggi has previously
stated.

And I would suggest that in doing that, I think there may be a
third level of review beyond those that are mentioned in the ad-
ministrative law that could withdraw substantial funds if the
States are in noncompliance and there I think it is the will of the
Congress and the will of the Secretary that will make that work.

We, as legislators, must remedy this shameful situation. No
mother, no child, no family and I emphasize familyI am glad
Congresswoman Kennelly pointed out the component of this' which
is the grandparents because grandparents have written me in
droves about the costly expense that they are incurring in attempt-
ing to, keep their grandchildren off welfare. These families should
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not be subjected to endless and debasing legal battles before they
can receive the rightful support which the law has decreed.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you. I would
like to commend Mrs. Kennelly for her leadership and the ranking
Republican members on the committee, Mr. Conable, Mr. Camp-
bell, Mr. Moore for their help. And certainly, although I have
taken exception to some of the proposals made by the administra-
tion, I must commend Mrs. Heckler, the Secretary, for her efforts.
She has really shepherded a breakthrough as far as moving the
legislation forward in a timely manner and bipartisan manner and
one that I thinit leaves us with the hope that bill will come out
this year

(The prepared statement follows:]

sTATFAINNT ON HON. MARGE ROVICEMA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM MR
STATE OP NEW JERSEY\

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to discuss with you the growing
national problem of child support enforcement. We are all aware of the statistics
which demonstrate the problem and they are disheartening. The recent. Census
Bureau figures egverifig 1981 found that 8.4 million women had custody of minor
children from an absent father. Approximately 4 million of these women were
awarded child support, but only 47 percent (1.9 million) received the full amount
due them. Of those remaining women, 25 percent. received' only partial support and-
the remaining 28 percent received nothing. Mrs. Lenore Weitzman in her study cone
ducted in California found that the income level of the Women dropped after di.
vorce by 73 percent and the man's income rose by 42 percent. We now need effective
measures for those children who are represented by those numbers and are being
deprived materially and emotionally as a result of parental disregard. Existing pro-
grams have proven to be of minimal success in actually collecting child support and
with noncompliance at epidemic levels litterally millions of families in all economic
situations are unable to provide for the basic needs of their children and grandchil-
dren.

Each member of this committee could look at his or her own district and find
huhdreds of cases which illustrate the critical need for stricter enforcement. In my
own district I am currently Involved in a ease where a mother has five support
orders from the court saying her husband owes the support as well as all the arrear.
age. The husband has moved out of State, and continually fails to make his court
hearings. I could point to many other examples, in fact I have here an article which
describes another case which is telling and I would ask that it be inserted in the
record at du% point. Clearly this is not right. These examples are typical of the re-
volving door of justice through which these women passthe judge says "pay up or
else" but there is no -"or else ". The court currently have no strong enforcement
measures to insure that these deliquent fathers pay what they legally, and I stress
legally owe.

I have introduced H.R. 3354, the National Child Support Enforc merit Act with
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the bipartisan support of 41 of my colleagues in response to these children. First my
bill would require mandatory wage withholding (tom the moment of a court or ad.
ministrative order. This is not a new idea, and many of these bills which are before
us today include similar provisions. However, I want to stress an important differ.
enee which is that the withholding would not wait for a delinquency to occur. Why
should the custodial parent wait two months or more before any:support is re-
ceived? Further, by the time the system works months pass. The bilis do not stop
coming in, the children still need to eat and be clothed.21us waiting time adds to
the,' emotional tension between the parties involved. This is. a significant difference
in the bills and one I hope the committee will consider carefully.

I should also like to emphasize that my Jill would not in any way affect existing
state divorce or alimony laws or thq judge's determination on the child support
decree. There is no infringement hero. on State ,jurisdiction. What it will do is re-
quire, thrqugh mandatory withholding automatic payment of legally determined
child support, It does not prejudice any further judgment made on appeal of the
spouse.

Second, my bill does not discriminate between child support collected for those
receiving AFDC and those not currently receiving such assistance. Our current laws
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and incentive payment' for perfornumee have been geared toward the AFDC collet-.
tions. My bill would mandate equal collection on behalf of all those due child sup
port. Ii we are to reduce the welfare roles, we need to aid those who do not wish to
have to go on to them because of the noncompliance of a child support decree. I am
very pleased to note that every one of the lour child support bills pending before
this committee now has this feature. I talked with the President about this yester-
day prior to introduction of the administration bill. and I am proud of the fact that
he agreed and the legislation reflects this

Now, I realize that the committee is going to examine these various proposals and
Make many alterations. But I just want to plead with committee in the strongest

0. possible way that these feature of nondiscrimination between AFDC and nonAFDC
recipients must be kept. It is in every proposal and it should be retained.

in order for stricter enforcement to work, I believe we need to make the adjust-
as easy for the States as possible. Of all the pending bills, mint is the simplest

and direct. While it may seem to some revolutionary in concept, it is in fact efficient,
and effective. It uses existing mechanisms and sets up no new.bureaucracy. We need
to 'change the existing laws so that withholding is immediate and automatic. We
must also give the States realistic guidelines to follow, but with strict penalities
should they not comply. I realize that the losing of title XIX monies in my bill is
very stringent. and I would be willing to discuss flirther with the committee gn that
point at the appropriate time, but I do feel that states should know they will lose a
significant amount of money if they do not comply. Any bill that comes from this
committee must have incentives and penalties that are credible and will be a signifi-
cant enforcement and compliance weapon. I agree that the administration's propos-
al to institute a graduated penalty for noncompliance may have substantial merit.

It would impose a 2 percent for noncompliance after the first review, 3 percent for
the second and 5 percent for the third. If we are going to have such a system, why
not go further mid mandate that should compliance not occur after the third review
that the State would deny all funds%until changes are made so that they conform
with the law?

We as legislators must remedy this shameful system. No mother, no child, no
family should have to bear the burden of endless and debasing legal 'battles before
they can receive the rightful support which due process has decreed.

-In closing, Mr. gamma, let me commend you and the ranking minority member
iMr. Conablei a .4'a:foliar and every member of this committee for the commit-
ment you have shown to this issue. 1 also want to thank Secretary Heckler for her
efforts within the adminestration. This is a crucial issue and I look forward to con-
tinue working with nil of you as we move along.

Chairman FORD. Thank you. The Chair would like to thank the
gentlelady for her testimony and I think, it goes without sayink
that it is a strong bipartisan effort in this Congress to move fine
legislatipn. I would like to thank you for your efforts and reco nize
Mr. Campbell.

Mr, CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. /0

I, too, Want to commend the gentlelady for her untiring 'fforts in
4 this field. She was on the cutting edge along with Mrs.. K in

bringing this matter to a head. The meeting at the Whi, House, I
think, proved something that a lot of us have known/ for a long
time. That is that when you can get directly to the President, his

4 instincts are pretty good. The gentlelady got-to the President and
didn't get bogged down in the bureaucracy where people were
saying you can't do this and you can't do t..at. She went to the top
and got a decision. I commend her for that and I commend the

-President because I think once he was made aware firsthand of the
problem that we were facing, he moved immediately.

Let me pursue this I mingita. I understand that withholding up-
front is in the gentlelady's bill. have raised some questions of
States rights. I understand the simplicity and the effectiveness, of
it. Some of us have incorporated a couple of other 'things that say
that a Mate must do it within the 2 months, but may do it immedi-
ately. We leave that option to the State because some States al.

-
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ready do it ihunediately but under our bill they all have to do it if
there is an arrearage tat accumulates up-to 2 months of support.

I know the gentlelady. has a stronger one. Ours lets. the State
make the decision. I wonder what your thoughts are.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. We examined that very carefully, Mr. Campbell;
and I was very sensitive to that particular problem but I deter-
mined that what we are talking.about here are real flesh and blood
issues and if we are not violating the divorce laws of the She in
consideration of the interstate problem. By. tilt way,ierhafs I mu-
mated or neglected to mention, whatever bill comes out has to be
very strong.in terms of requiring reciprocity between the States
that has to be fkm and clear in the language of the bill. But the.
point:J.44a as long as the State divorce laws are not violated, as
long as this is triggered only after the judgment is duly made
under those existing laws, I see ho violation and I think the nation-
al nature and the interstate nature of the problem overwhelmingly
argues in favor of this kind of direct approach, particularly if you
recognize 2 months does nest sound like much but in the first place
for families that are living so close to the edge it is a long time. .

But even it we had the confidence it would be 2 months, I don't '
really have that confidence because by the, time the system works
and with the overburdened agencies, it isn't 2 months. It extends to
6 months and more. And you have infinitely complidated the whole
ureaucratic.machinery- that you need for enforcement in my opin-

on and that is the reason I came down on the side I did.
-Mr. CAMPBELL. I respect very much the gentlelady's opinion and

certainly what shels trying to do. Some of us are trying to not pe-
nalize the people who are_meeting their-legal obligations. For that
reason we left several options, one, die State could order it upfront,
two, the absent parent could request withholding immediately be-
cause it iA.easier for some people to do, and three, that they had. to
do it iritiecakne an arrearage.

The othe concern that we had was the parent who doesn't work
for a wagePlf the person has assets, we can take a lien against his
or her property for nonpayment. The person who is getting divi-
dends, the person who is clipping coupons, the person who is self-
employedwe felt that we needed to deal with that type of person
somewhat differently.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Well, we do. Of course in my bill, there is a pro-
vision for a bonding proposal and you know thetahnica\lities of
that far better than I and I would look to this committee and the
expert'. ittee to establish that. J think that is an es-
s ntial ingredient of any legislation.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, I again thank the gentlelady for her efforts
on this.

Mrs. ROUKEMA. Will you 'allow me to make'a correction because I
neglected to mention it in my testimony. There is a technical cor-
rection needed in my bill as submitted and I think everyone would
recognize that. Certainly I do and a simple amendment or deletion
would be needed and that is that medicaid withholding was also in-
cluded .and it was a technical error and inadvertent and that
should be eliminated from the bill.
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Mr. CAMPBELL. Well, again I thank you for all of your efforts. We
will certainly look forward to continuing to work with you as we
develcip our legislation.

MrS.ItOUKEMA. Thank 3rou.
Chairmah FORD. Mrs. Kennelly.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Congresswoman Roukema, I listened quickly

and havett had a chance to really read your bill, but my concern
is are you using a weapoh of _.withdrawal of AFDC payments to
many needy people because a State doesn't carry out its job? Secre-
tary Margaret Heckler said previously that in the present law
there is a 5Tercent penalty. Now, did I hear it right? Did you
really say 100 percent in your bill?

Mrs. Rouic.Ettm. I said 100 precent in the bill. In my testimonY, I
said I understand the stringency of that and how revolutionary
that is and t would recognize that perhaps a sliding scale might
prove to be more appropriate but my, concern is that in the present
administration, if 100 percent it too stringent and not workable in
the judgment of the Secretary and the judgment of this committee,
then let's not however, 4e so lenient that there are no real teeth in
this in terms of getting Toth not only the bonds incentives but also
some penalty weapon?. And in my opinion, the first reading of the
administration bill I don't think it is stringent enough in terms of
forcing compliance through the States because there is nothing in
this bills in my judgment, that will get those same States that are
presently in default and in noncompliance into compliance.

I think we need stronger weapons and it is our problem together
to find out where that is most workable and most dohble.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Such as making mandatory withholding in New
- Jersey? I notic_eyour_atate_doesn't have it.

. Mrs. RouitEmA. Well, I absolutely agree.
Mrs. KENNELLY. I don't want to have us go in the direction of

punishing poor people for what the Government isn't doing. $

Mrs. ROUKEMA. No, what we want is quite the opposite to have
the appropriate carrot and stick balance.

Mrs. KENNELLY. So balance is what we are looking for?
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Yes.
Thank you.
Chairman FORD. I thank you very much. I thank the gentletady

from New Jersey for her testimony before the committee.
-Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you,Mr. Chairman.
(The following was subsequently received:]

AbINTIONAI, STATEMENT OP !JON. MAR w. ROUKEMA A REpRESENTATIYE IN CONOKEES
Flt0At THE STAIR op NEW JEltSKY

Mr. Chairtnan, I thank you for the opportunity to discuss with you the growing
national problem of child support enforcement We are all aware of the statistics
which demonstrate the problem and they are disheartening Last week the Census
Bureau teleased its figures covering 1981; it found that 8 4 million women had etas
tody of minor children from an absent parent. Approximately 4 million of these
women were awarded child support but only 47 percent million/ received the
full amount due than The mean amount of child support received by women im
creased from $1.8eil in 197$ to tt2.110 in 1981 However, after adjusting for inflation,
the amount of ppytnents decreased br lii percent an real terms. These appalling fig.
ures are the basis of my legislation.

We now need efkdove measures for those children who are represented by those
nombertond are being deprived materially and emotionally as a result of parental

... \ '
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disregard. Existing programs have proven to be of minimal success In actually col.
letting child support mid with noncompliance at epidemic levels literally millions of
families in ail economic situations titre unable to provide for the bask needs of their
children and grandchildren.

Each member of this committee could look at his or her own district and find
hundreds of cases which illustrate the critical need for stricter enforcement. In my
own district i am currently involved in a case wher,e a mother has five support
orders from the court saying her husband owes the support as well as all the arrear-
age. The husband has moved out of State, and continually fails to make his court
hearings. I could point to many other examples. in fact I have here an article which
describes another case which is telling and would-ask that it be inserted in the
record at this poiat.

Mons the Easton Express, July 10.1903)

CHILD SUPPORTONE COUPLE'S STORY

(By Dave Schiff,

Wituams TowNsiim.When Mary Lou McGinley married the heir to the.McGim
ley Mills ribbon manufacturing firm, she never expected that one day she would
find herself accepting food stamps.

But then she never expected her husband, James McGinley Jr., to file for divorce
and leave her with a magnificent home, two sons and no job skills. -

*Vou can't put an ad in the paper looking for work as a housewife:* said Mrs.
McGinley. 31. a slim. attractive blonde.

Her husband, 32, earned $178,400 during HMI as executiveeNice president of
McGinley Mills in Phillipsburg, according toe copy of his tax return for that year
which Mrs. McGinley made available to The Express.

The McGinleys were happily married for nine years, she said until. Mr. McGinley
moved out of the house in April 1982, and filed for divo the following August,
according to his vt fe.

During the first s of the separation, Mr.,McGinl have his wife $900 per
month for househol expenses, the same amount he h wen her each month
when they we together: according to Mrs. McGinley. In addition' he paid. the
$1,400 monthly mortgage payment. He did this voluntarily, and neither spouse
sought to involve the minty domestic relations office.

Int in January came the inevitable and unavoidably painful custody hearing.
After that, Mr McGinley reduced his household expense payments to his wife to
SPA a month,

"Here 1 was paying all of this ,tuff and I cut back a couple of hundred dollars a
month in the cash payments, Mr. McGinley said. "I did it because I warted her to
move things into court."

Mr. McGinley go; his wish. Mrs. McGinley tiled a child support claim and after
the couple couii not come to an agreement at a private hearing in the domestic re-
lations office, they appeared on Mardi 18 before Northamliton County Judge Mi.
chael Franciosa. 0

At that court hearing. Franciosa issued a temporaiw order requiring Mr. McGill.
ley to pay his wife $L317 in child support plus-$10500 for mortgage payments each
month.

'Then I didn' get any money," Mrs. McGinley claims. "I went to the welfare
office and filled' ut papers."

Although she ever processed her welfare npplicatioa, Mrs. McGinley said she did
receive $90 in emergency food stamps at the end of March.

Mr. McGinley was ordered to appear on April 8 for a noncompliance hearing
before Northampton County Judge Franklin S. Van Antwerpen to explain why he
hfid not made his child support payments.

"TM/ chi* before the hearing he sent a check," Mrs. McGinley said. "He waylay.
ing a cat and mouse game with me."

Nil.. McGinley said he handed Van Antwerpen a list of things he had paid for
heating and iIlctric bills and drug store billsand these things amounted to more
than he allegedly owed his wife. Mr. McGinley asked the judge to accept these pay.
meats as child support credits.

According to Mr. McGinley. the judge accepted the credits for the duration of the
temporary order which was to run until the court scheduled a hearing for a perma-
nent order.

9 9
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"The judge said from that day forward I was to pay the domestic relations office
$1,317 a month plug the mortgage:* Mr. McGinley said. "I had already made a pay-
ment for April"

But Mrs. McGinley said the judge simply said he would not address- the matter of
the credits until a later hearing and the credits were not accepted at all. A copy of
Van Antwerpen's order on file at the county domestic" relations office makes no
mention of credits.

"He took that Ithe credits) to mean that he didn't have to send me any paymehts
for a whole month." Mrs. McGinley said. "That's whs, I had to get food stamps." By
the middle of May Mrs.-McGinley had received no further payments foam her hus-
band. On May 13. the domestic relations office sent Mr. McGinley it letter asking
him to pay his back payments.

Mr. McGinley said he went to the domestic relations office and spoke with Jean
Cook, the hearing officer assigned to the case.

"The arrearage turned out to be the credits," Mr. McGinley said. "The domestic
a relations office showed a deficit, that the credits had not been accepted. I told her

exactly what had happened (that the judge had accepted the credits).
Mr. McGinley said that on July 1 he sent this month's payment to the domestic

relations office. Mrs. McGinley said ihat as of Friday she had not received that pay,
ment.

"I bought $60 worth of groceries today," Mrs. McGinley said. "I now have $40."
"I'm not really impressed with the domestic relations office and how they handle

things." Mr. McGinley said. '"It could be five or eight days before she gets it (the
Jul ypaymenti.

Cook was on vacation during the past week and could not be reached for com-,
mew, Joseph Hoffsehwortdoer, director of the Northampton County Domestic }tele-
Lions Office could not be reached Thursday or Friday for comment, in spite of re-
pealed attempts to contact him.

Mr. McGinley said he would be in favor of the ;Rational Child Support Enforce-
ment Act, a bill that has been introduced into the House of Representatives by Rep.
Marge Roukema, R-N.J. The bill would automatically garnish the wages of non-cus-
todial parents who have been ordered to 'hake child support figments.

The bill would eliminate much of the red tape that Mr..McGmley contends caused
the problems between him and his wife. -

"I would be 100 percent in favor of it," he said. "I know a lot of people don't make
child support payments."

Mrs. McGinley. said she believes that the wives of many. well -pall executives could
\fi nd themselves in the same straits she is in if their marriages break up.

"I would like to see women become less gullible. When he (Mr. McGinleyVmoved
out, my.lawyer wanted his Social Security number and I didn't even have it. We
didn't jointoint bank accounts, everything was done through this) office," Mrs.
McGinley said. "I even drove a car that was leased by the company."

Clearly this is not right. These exdraples are typical of the revolving door of jus-
tice through which these women pass. The judge says "gay up or else' but there is
no "or. else". The courts currently have no strong enforcement measure to insure
that these delinquent fathers pay what they legally, and I stress legally, owe. 1

I have introduced 33.14. the National Child Support Enforcement Act with
the bipartisan support Of 411 of my colleagues in response to these children. My bill

_ . would require States to implement and enforce laws whereby child support would-be
collected through mandatory wage withholding from the moment of a Court or ad-
ministrative order. Should a State fail to comply they would be in jeopardy of losing
di. title IV-D and XIX money. The key difference between my bill and the others
which are before us today is that my bill does not wait for an arrearage to occur
before withholding would take effect. Why should the custodial parent wait 2
mouths or more before any support is received ? - Further. by the time the system
Works months pass. The bills do not stop 'coming in. the chihfren still need to est
and be clothed. This waiting time adds to the emotional tension between the parties
involved. This is a significant difference and one I hope the committee will consider
carefully

I should also like to emphasize that my. bill would not in any way affect existing
state divorce or alimony laws or the judge's determination of the child support
decree. There is no nii..:110mInt here on State jurisdictjon. What it will do is re-
quire mandatory withholding payment of legally determined child support. It does
not prejudice any further judgr vnit'made on appeal of the spouse.

A second point is that this legislation would force States to work together in col-
ecting out .or State cases Currently. we "technically"' have a reciprocal system be- ¢"
tween the States to enforur.n.t of State collections The system, however, does not

V
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etoilkaits it should hider my bill States which did not cooperate with the State of
primary jurisdiction wisuld also risk losing their IV-1, and title XIX money. The ra
tionale behind this provision is that it has become far too easy for persons to move
from State to State in order to avoid paying their child support. I believe that with
stronger Federal laws waxen reduce the prevailing attitude of "it's not our State's
problem".

Third, this legislation would toyer all 'child support cases., both AFDC and non.
AFDC Many States, presently gear their collections toward their AFDC caseload.
This ivadmirable, but what about those nonAFDS cases which have an equal right
to access and help from the State IV-D agency? There are often application fees
attached to nonAF.DC cases to cover administrative coats and this has in the past
been deducted from the actual amount of the support. payment. H.R. 3354 would col.
lest unv such fee from the non.custodial parent iwaddition to the support due. I am

." very pleased to note that every one of the four bills pending before this committee
now has this feature I talked with President Reagan about this yesterday prior to
introduction of the administration bill, and I am proud of the fart that he agrees
and the legislation reflects this,

A fourth point is that the collection of any past due support would be through an
additional garnishment of wages either in the full amount of the arrea rage or 2ri
percent of the non.custodial parents wages, whichever amount is less. There are pro.
posals before us which address this facet of the problem by collecting these arrears
through Federal and State tlix refunds. This its a good idea. However, 1 feel that a
loophole could be found whereby those owing the support could get around having a
refund to be used in collecting this support.

The actual collection of support payments would require some implementing rept
lotions set by the Secretary of Health and Human Services. It is my hope that these
regulations would specify who shall contact the employer that support is to be with
held. where the support shall be senVin the State, and how the State will distribute
the money collectixl. I believe that, s we currently have existing IV-D agencies in
place which collect and ditribute AFDC money, we can expand upon that system to
include all support collected, thus not creating the need for an additional bureaucra
cy I also do not want employers to feel t' at the onus has been placed on their
shoulders and. therefore. I would not be adverse to an additional fee being placed on
the noncustodial parent to defray any cost. to the employer tolcomply with this law.
There are provisions in this bill to ensure that the employer can not use this for
any disciplinary or discharge action against the non.custodial parent,

The bill also addresses those eases in which a person is sellemployed or has
incoint from sources other than wages. In these cases the posting of n bond would
be required to insure that support would not become delinquent; should this happen
the bona would be used.

"kw, I realize that the committee is 0oing to examine these various proposals and ,
make many alterations. But I just want to plead with the Committee in the strong
est possible way that the features of nondiscrimination between AFDC and non.
AM' recipients must be kept. It is in every proposal and it should be retained.

In order for stricter enforcement to work, 1 believe we need to make the adjust
ment as easy for the States as possible. Of all the pending bills, mine is the simplest
and most direct. While it may seem to some revolutionary in concept, it is in fact
efficient and effective. It uses existing mechanisms and sets up no new bureaucracy.
We need to change the existing laws so that withholding is immediate and automat,
ic. We whist also give the States realistic guidelines to follow. but *ith strict penal.
ties should they not comply. I realize that the losing of title XIX monies in my bill
is very stringent, and I would be willing to discuss further with the committee on
that point at the appropriate time, but do feel that States should know they will'
lose a significant amount of money if they do not comply. Any bill that comes from
this Committee must have well defined audit criteria, incentives, and pens ties
which are credible and will ben significant enforcement and compliance weapo% I
agree that the administration's proposal to institute a graduated' penalty for n
compliance may have substantial merit. It would impose a 2.percent penalty for
noncompliance after the first review. .3 percent for the second and b percent for the
third If we are going to have such n system, why not go further and mandate that .
should eompliace not occur after the third review that the state would be denied
all funds until changes are made so that they conform with the law?

We as legislators must remedy this shameful situation: 4o mother, no child, no
family should have to bear the burden of endless and debasing legal battles before
they can receive the rightful support which due priicess has deereed.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me commend you and the ranking minority member
iMr. Conablei in particular and every member of this committee for the commit,
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ment you have shown on this isitic I also want to thank Secretary Heckler for her
efforts within the administration. This ., a crucial issue and I look forward to con.
tinue working with all of you as we move ahead in getting corrective legislation
passed on this most important issue.

Chairman Foito. The Chair 'at .this time would like to call on
Hon. Bruce Morrison from the State of Connecticut.

Mr. Morrison, we are delighted to have you before the coMmittet
and we recognize you at this time for your testimony.

STATEMENT 00 HON. BRUCE A. MORRISON, A REPRESENTATIVE
1N CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT-

Mr. MORROON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would
like to Submit to the committee additional written. testimony fol-
lowing this appearance.

Chairman FORD. Without objection, it will be made a part bf the
record.

Mr. MORRIsON.- 1 first want to start by commendirig the commit
t and its chairman for taking the initiative Va-move this issue
for rd, and particularly to my colleague and friend from Con-
necticut, Congresswoman Kennelly, for 'her leadership in putting
together this bill and taking the initiative to seek the Congress
action in this area:

I have asked to testify today because I have some particular ex
perience with the fissues that you are dealing with. In the 10 years
before I became a Member of the House, I was a legal'services at-
torney. In that role I represented people on both sides of this prob-
lem. Many of my clients were par women faced with a problem of
nonsupport, who had elsewhere in the community arid the State
and,across the Nation former spouses and.fathers of their children
with res onsibility to pay support.

I also have presented individuals who come within the ambit of
the enforceme t provisions that we already have under title IV-D

. and under St to law. Some of them are individuals who can and
should pay, S me of them are people whose financial situation is as
bad or worse than the persoh to whom they have the obligation.

The proble of-net is%pport is a significant one. We need a more
comprehensive, more appropriate set of Federal statutes to .deal
with it. We also need to look very carefully at the realities. In
other words, our goal should be to target this law effectively. Those
who can pay, should pay. But we must recognize that there are
ttiose who can't who should pay in a sense of responsi-
bility for their o "Idren but who, in fact, are unable to pay signifi-
cant amounts. e have to be careful that the law that we craft t
puti the energy of the States ,and the Federal Government to' work
in 'collecting the meaningful sums of money that can be collected.

Frankly, too often I saw that while the mechanisms were set up
to collect from those who were well-t9-do and should have paid, the
actual enforcement net fell upon those who cduld not, who often:
had second families to support. The choice was not whether the
person .would pax to support children, but which children he would
pay to support. That is not a nice situation, not a good situation,
but' -we live in a society thgt condones openness with respect to
changing partners, which condones the fact that when one family
breaks doyen, people move on and form new families. That is a re-
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ality of our society. Some may decry it, but it is a fact. And if we
don't recognize the fact that it is true, we will sometimes make
mistakes about our priorities and we may hurt a new family in the
name of helping the first one.
. That is not to say that we shouldn't have enforcement. That is
not to'say-that we shouldn't change the laws, It is to say that we

, should be aware of these facts while we are crafting the new provi-
sions.

I would ask you to look at title IV-D as a wholenot. just.to sup-
plement the existing system by applying it to those not within the
AFDC system, but to look at it as a whole and try to balance it and

4 come ouf with a comprehensive rational system for collecting child
support.

It is important to remember that sometimes what we are dealing
with in the AFDC situation is not so much the family, the mother
and children, versus the absent father, but with State reimburse-

. ment versus the absent father.
Now, that is another issue. We may decide as a matter of public

,pOlicy that the States should be reimbursed, but it is a different
,issue, with different ramifications, and we should understand that
it is not a situation of a family that will be better supported if the
payments are collected.

Another ;area that we should be awarq-01 t think, is to make
sure the system is flexible enough to matte sense in the situation
where a ramily becomes reunited frequently. families separate, the
children go on AFDC, an AFDC-originated order for support is cre-
ated, and then the family gets back together and the enforcement
machinery goes to work collecting the arrearage, against the interl"
ests of the newly reunited familyin fact, taking money out of thl
family at a time when that puts another strain on Aheir ability to
stay together.1 think the law needs flexibility to respond to that,
and to understand that the future viability of the family is more
important than the State's concern with collecting a past arrearage
for AFDC. Under the current law, that is a problem that does exist.

Another area. that I would like to talk about is how our present
system works in intercepting tax returns to repay support arrear-
ages. Certainly for those who actually owe.back supportrond who
have a tax refund coming to them, there is nothing inappropriate
in trying to secure that money to pay it ti5 the person to whom iris
owed, However, I know that in our State of Connecticut we had a
serious problem in which tax refunds were taken under the system
without any prior notice or opportunity for the person whose tax
rerund was being taken to demonstrate that, in fact, lie ur she did

14 not owe the money. And many, many people did not owe the
money. Some were current in their support payments. Some were
spouses of someone who owed the support payment, but they were
not themselves liable. It was their spouse who had some obligation
and/they happened to have a tax refund.coming because they had
filed a joint return.

The point here is not any inapprop riateness in the attempt to
secure the payments due, but the need for a procedure thatipro-
tects against abuses, because those abuses can be very damaging to

_other families and other children. It is no one's interest to play oAe
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family and group of children off against another. Our goal should
be to get equity for all of them.

Let Me also say that we should look carefully at the numbri
that we hear about in discussing this problem. I am sure the
amounts of money involved are substantial, but 1 am also sure that
they are inflated by some of the problems administration of the
system that we have.. For instance, I know in Connecticut that
family relations .officers, carry caseloads of 1,000. Many of the
records that they keep are inaccurate, as it turns out. Many pay-
ments are not recorded. Many informal payment agreements are
not recorded, and some of that 4.5 a problem.

In addition.to that, under the welfare system, w$ have a situa
tion in which often thq support order as a matter of State law, and
this is trine in Connecticut, represents the entire total of AFDC.
payments made to the family. You will have people very quickly
running up arrearages of thousands and thouiands of dollars which
no court would ever realistically order those individuals, to pay.
Yet, as a matter of State law, that liability exists. and you will
read of tens and twenties of thousand" of dollars °Vied by-people
whose income has never been more than $100 a week.

Finally, I an very concerned when I hear about the penalty pro-
visions that are being talked about, because certainly the worst
thing that we could do would be to, cause AFDC recipients to re-
ceive smaller allocations because the State didn'ttgo out and do its
job properly. o

In summary, Thy concern is that as we move ahead, as I hope we
will to confront this problem, that we understand that it is not a
black and white situation. It is essential that we look closely at, our
present system before using it as a cure-all for the larger problem.
It isssential that we focus our priorities.

So that kind of balance! I think is critically important. be
happy to consult with Mrs. Kennelly in particular to try to give
her the benefit of my direct experience, to try to foctis this legiski-
tion to do the job that we all want donewhich is to see to it that
those who can pay, do.

Chairman FORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Morrison, for yout
testimony.

The Chair will recognize Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very sensitive to the point that you made on the withhold-

ing of income tax refunds. I believe that matter has pretty well
been resolved since the first year under the AFDC, though. There
were problems. HI-IS has since changed regulations.

I think Connecticut has since changed its law so there is a re-
quirement for notice, and there should be,. You are absolutely
right. We can't have something go into effect that does not in fact
give due notice for such a procedure taking place. I appreciate that
comment very much.

Regarding the statement about the figures being inflated or non
inflated, I think we have two groups that we need to look at. Per
haps your AFDC figures are inflated because of the way- that it is
handled, and what has been focused on.

But it0 my belief that the non-AFDC payment in nonsupport
cases arcs not inflated. %!s a matter of fact, they are probably undir
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estimated because k matiy ,parents dont...even try because' they,
kink it hAs been, hopeless in the past'to get help from the court.
And also there it the fact that many wonrien remarry and drop out.
They make no further effort even though there might still be a
legal obligation of the absent parent. In cases where thereis not an
adoption, they still have an obligation.

So I think that even though there may be some inPated figures,
the enormity of the problem is such thatwe need to deal with it in
the largest sense. ""'

But I thank tie gentleman. I think you.rait:e some very good
points and some points that we certainly will consider in drafting
our legislation.

Mr. Mc/Ramo:4. Thank you. I would say I certainly do not mini-
mize the existence of the problem, and I hope we will set priorities,
so the problem will get smaller.

Chairman FORD: Mrs. Keane/1y.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you, Mr. Morrison.,
I am glad to see as a Congressman you have not forgotten your

ledal aid training of remembering the individual. I agree with you
on four out of five points; and we will have to talk about that fifth.

On joint returns, our chairman brought that up earlier today
and that is something we will be very aware of. Families reunited
is a new idea to me and it is something I will be aware of.

The arrearages, we have seen those cases where it builds op
beyond any thought that it could be paid up and that is something
we have to address. Of course, obviously I am worried about
making poor people have the penalty for the ineptness of the State
organization.

However, the first. point you mentioned, I think we are trying to
do something. We are certainly not trying to be moralizing in this
bill or preaching in this bill, but you mentioned the word aconden
ing" an individual who has one family and has another family and

; has to choose which family you support. F.

think one of the things we are trying to do with these hearings
and make the public aware of and put it in the Congressional
Record is that a person has to realize. hat once they have had one
family of children .that they have a duty to suppprt, maybe they
should not have another family until, they can do for that first
family.

I think that is something } would like to have come out loud and
' clear in this. You can't just go on and on. You do have responsibil

ities once that child is borq. -

Mr. Moiutisobl. I agree with you, you have those responsibilities,
and I would hope that individuals would !nuke their life choices
with that sense of responsibility.

I do wonder at the extent to which this particular piece of law /
and this particular kind of legislation is going to affect how people/
make those decisions. I think they are much more complex an
they have a lot more to do with other things going on in our soci
ety than they do with how..we run our support laws.

I want us to be properly humble about our ability to affect th t
behavior and be careful that we don't put the penalty where it (lots
not belong, which is on the second set of children who, regardl =ss

1 O5
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of the fault of their parents, at with Cis and need to be supported
every bits-mqch as the first set of children.

Mrs. KENNELtY. We are going to have to argue thib out later.
Mr. CAMPBELL. The her thing I Nas.interested in, I notice that

recent study of per capita incomes after divorces in California
showed that the wifg's income dropped by 13 percent oq the aver= ,
age while the husband's rose by 42 percent a year after the divorce.

I think that we need to be keenly aware of that and when we
talk about a second family or a moving on by that husband, we
tieed) to be aware of what happened to that first family in the proo.
ess.

I think that even though we certainly can't and don't hold out
that this is going to influence tfrie .second decision, certainly we
should not .relieve an obligation. We should leave no impression
that we would encourage people to abandon an obligation.

'
in fact,

we intend to make them live, up to that obligation within the law.
Mr. MORRISON. I think we should do that to the greatest extent

possible. It is a question of exemptions, really, in the end.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Morrison, to show_ you that I am and can be

realistic, I would like to point out that when I began looking into-
and studying this question, that study that was done in California,
the 3,000 people where.the woman went down and _the man went
up, it was so startling to me that I went to a corporation head and
asked itim, could this be true? Had he seen any examples of this?

He said, "Yes, of course I have. Once the man drops the family
and drilipi-the wife, he does not have to go home. He can work
harder and work longer hours."

So I have become very realistic on this subject.
Chairman FORD. Thank you, Mr. Morrison.
Mr. MORRISON. Thank you, sir.-
[The follpwing was subsequently received:1

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT or CONGRESSMAN BRUCE A. MORRISON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the opportunit to
be more specific about some of the comments and suggestions I made in my ral
testimony.

First, 1-would like to share with the Subcommittee information about some real
individuals from whom support is being sought under the IV-D program. I hope
That this will help 'to put some of my ufgumentb in a meaningful perspective. As I
mentioned in my oral testimony, there have been significant pecititanis with the tax
&and intercept program as it has been implemented in Connecticut. These prob.
lemo resulted in a lawsuit. Nelson v. Regan. Civii 5ctions N42-173 (D. Conn. 19821,_
in which individuals whose tax returns were taken for allegedly unpaid support
hallenged`the IRV% procedures. I would like to quote from District Judge Ellen.

Breve Burns description of the circumstances of the plaintiffs in that case:
"Elinor Nelson's.entire refund, almost $3,000. was intercepted eveq though she

oared no support at all. inasmuch as the state's action against her for support had
been dismissed in June 1981 'Similarly, Dorothy Whitfield, who was jointly entitled
to a-refund of almost $990, received no refund though her husband. not she, owed
the pastdue support. All the Whitfield's 1981 income was earned by Mrs. Whit-
field Edward 0,4arlzik's entire refund of $410 was intercepted even though his
pastdue support obligation was discharged in bankruptcy in November 1978. Simi.
lady, Philip Corso's expected refund of about pa, intercepted although some
part of his obligation had been discharged in bankru c (. . . Even though Dennis
Eaton had been wised by his caseworker not to wor u out making support pay!
ments when he was hospitalized for traumatic Ittg amputation, his entire 51(9

refund was intercepted Douglas Speffs.caseworker also told him not to worry about
making paylnents whole hekwas unemployed, but his entire $938 refund was inter.
cepted.

1*
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"Elinor Nelson earns $250 every week: she has savings of $200 ilia bank account.
Ms. Nelsoli receives no public assistance. She has four dependents, none of whom
contnbute to household expenses; she owes a light bill of $2.50. flad she received her
income tax refund she would have purchased a bedroom set for her severyear old
daughter, who sleeps with her now. She would have paid her light bill 'and pun
chased a washing machine !she now goes to a Laundromat) and clothes for her chil
dren, who "need everything." Tho state acknowledges its error and indicated it will
forward a refund to Ms. Nelson whenever it receiveepayment from Internal Rev
nue,'

"Because his leg was amputated, Dennis Eaton cannot wctik and collects $43 bi
weekly from the City of New Maven, which also pays his rent_ He has medical bills
not covered by insurance; his savings were depleted by °titer medical costs. Mr.
Eaton owes his father money and needs funds to purchase a prosthesis. without
which he cannot undergo physical therapy or work. Mr. Eaton recently filed a
motion to retrospectively suspend support payments.

"Douglas Spells found a job in June 1981, which paid $145 per week after having
been unemployed for seven months; he currently makes $166 per week. His wife
does not work and he has three children living at home. He is currently payindltp-
part arrearages pursuant to a voluntary wage execution. During the months he was
out of work, Mr. Spells was attending school: he had $525 per month income as a
veteran and received a student loan. His monthly rent is $205, which does not in
elude utilities; he is behind in payments for his student loan and he owes a $400
hospital bill. lie intended to pay bills and purchase clothing for his children with
this reftind.

"Edward Madzik earns $150 every week. He fives alone paying $54 rent per week.
ilie has no savings and owns nothing. He intended to pay his adult children s debts

with his rellind
"Philip Corso earns $334 per week; his wife does not work. The Corsq's monthly

rent is $.100. which does not include utilities. He has savings of about ,$690 and out-
standing bills of about $675. Mr. Corso would have apparently spent bi refund on
clothing and automobile repairs of about $250.

"Dorothy Whitfield works on two jobs and brings home about $150 evty week to
support her two children and her, husband who is unemployed because of is disabil-
ity. Her monthly rent is $158, which includes heat- The Whitflelds live in housing
apparently owned or managed by the Department of Housing and Urban Develop.
client. which has threatened to evict the Whit fields because they owe $400 back
rent. The Whitlields have no savings; Mrs. Whitfield testified she planned' M use her
refUnd to pay bills, purchase clothing and for car repair." Id., Memordndum of
Decision on Nlotfop for Preliminarylniunction, June 4. 1982, Slip OpinionApp. 6-9.

These people are not doctors and lawyers. Some are women, some are men. Some
have second families. Some are living with their otiginal families. All are prior. And
the funds from the- tax returns that were intercepted were not taken to provide cur
rent support for needy children. They were taken to reimburse the State of Con.
necticut for welfare benefits received in the past.

In dealing with this legf!iation, I hope the Subcommittee will take a look 11 some
of the problems with the existing system and at some of the ways that it catitwork
against the interests of nee children and families. I believe that the Subcommit
tee will find. first of all, that changes need to be made in the existing IV-D program
as it relates to children on AFDC. and secondly. that some of its standardsrelpro-
eedures should be changed before the system is given additional application to hoe.
A FIX' situations.

I would like to suggest a few areas which I think Would be fruitful for the Sub.
committee to examine:

Norm AND PROCEDURAL PROTECTIONS

As the intercept program worked in Connecticut, the state agency responsible for
implementing the .1V-1) program gave the illS a list of individuals supposedly deli.
quent in their support obligutions. The IRS intercepted the tax returns of these indi-
viduals and instead of sending a rellind check. sent a notice that the check had been
taken to satisfy the arrearage. In a number of cases, the claim that there was an
arrearage was, in fact. incorrect.

People should have an opportunity to contest the claim that they owe an arkear
age before their money is taken. And people who do in fact owe on an arrearage
should at minimum receive prior notice that their reftind will be intercepted, so
that they' can plan accordingly. Most people have plans for the use of their tax re-
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funds, and for low income people, disruption in those plans can mean utility shut.
oil's or evictions.

I believe that the statute should require state agencies, prior to giving the IRS the
name ef any individual deliquent is a support obligation, to notify the individual
and offer him or her the opportunity for a hearing to contest the claimed arrearage,
(This is precisely the relief ordered by the Court in the Connecticut case, which
found the lack of such protections to be unconstitutonal. However, the IRS has ap-
pealed this case and has not changed its policies except in Connecticut. I understand
teat similar cases haeb been brought across the country.)

Similar due process protections should be required prior to imposing a wage ex.
ecution or any other government-imposed taking of property for a claimed arrear
age. I believe such protections are mandat by the Constitution, as the federal
courts have rules in a number of cases. Sniadich v. Family Finance Cori /. 395 U.S.
377 (1969): lynch v. Household Finance, 405 U.S. 538 (1972); Asentes v. Shevin, 407
U.S. 67 (1972).

COLLECTION EFFORTS FROM INDIVIDUALS CURRENT ON COURTORDERED SUPPaRT

When an individual falls behind on his or her support payments and accumulates
an arrearage, the courts will often order a regular payment towards the arrearage
in addition to regular current support payments. In deciding the amount -that the
individual should pay towards the arrearage, ,the courts look at his or her total fl.
aancial circumstance.; Yet it is IRS policy that even if such an individual is up-to--
date in making court-ordered payments on the arrearage, as well as current support
payments, he or she is still considered tq owespast.due support, and is therefore sub
ject to the intercept. Under these circumstances, the IRS is taking funds beyond
what the courts have determined the individual is able to pay. I urge the Submit].
mittee to amend the intercept provision io eliminate this inequity and to ensure
that it is not repeated in other analogoussitutations.

RETROACTIVE MODIFICATION

Arrearages can accumdlate when an individual is laid off, misses work because of
a period of disability, or Its unforeseen expenses. Spouses, welfare workers, family
relations officers, and others charged with collecting support payments often make
informal a.greements to suspend or reduce payments under these circur stances,
without going back to court for a modification or formally amending an administra-
lively imposed support order. Nevertheless, the underlying obligation continues to
accumulate and remains "past.due" even when the individual resumes regular pay-
ments. Under current practices, such arrearages cannot be retroactively modified,
even if the individual could show that he or she had no ability to pay at the time, I
would urge the Subcommittee to permit retroactive modifications of arrearages as
part of any federal system to collect past.duesupport.

DEFINITioN OP PASTDUE SUPPORT

ti ' As I stated in my oral testimony, under Connecticut law,a IY-D support obliga
tion is considered to include all AFDC beaelits paid on behalf of a child, without
any determination of the individual's ability to pay. As a result, many individuals
who have never missed a support payment are considered to have huge arrearages.
Under these circumstances, I believe that it is inappropriate for the government to
take steps to attach an individual's tax return or other property. I suggest, for the
purpose of the federal program, that "past.due support's should be defined to apply
only to support orders based on ability to pay.

EXEMPTIONS

The most important step that the Subcommittee could take to ensure that federal
efforts to improve the collection of child support are appropriately targeted would
be to develop a reasonable system of individual and family exemptionS for use in
defining ability to pay. Such a system would protect the well-being of needy children
in situations where the individual has a second family or has reunited with his or
her original family and the obligation is owed to the state for reimbursement of
AFDC. Most importantly, it would focus our federal eftbrts on those situations
where we can really make a difference in childrenss lives.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I have centered my comments
on those who owe support obligations rather than on those to whom they are owed.
I have done so not because I minimize the problem of unpaid child support, but be-
cause I believe that the federal government cannot take truly meaningliii steps to
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solve that problem without looking carefully at the widely differing circumstances
of those from whom support )s sought. I hope the Subcommittee will take account of
my suggestions as it proceeds in its consideration or this important legislation. ...

Chairman FORD. The Chair will recognize the first panel: Ms.
Gail Fork/the from Selmer, Tenn.; Ms. Elaine Fromm, the Organi-
zatkon for the Enforcement of Child Support, introduced earlier by
Contwessman Clarence Long of Maryland, who testified here before
tI2 committee; also. Ms. Bettianne Welch, president and cofounder
from FOCUS [For Our Children's Unpaid Sumprt); also, SPLIT,
Inc., represented by Ms. Virginia Ingle; and Trbm the National
Woman's Law Centbr, Ann Rolker. . ,

Ms. Forsythe is fo my fai. right; is that correct?
The Chair willAecognize you in the order that you are listed on

the panel. f . .
Ms. Forsythe.

«. STATEMENT OF GAIL PORSYTIIIE, SELMER. TENN.

Ms. FORSYTHE. Thank you. / ,.
.

I ant Gail'Fomythe. I am a single mother of children. I am
also a teacher. Mx work, and my own experiences have awakened
me to the problems of single mothers unable to provide adequately
for their children.

For years I have dealt with the children of mothers working in
low-paying jobs v.,io can' afford to leave work to care for sick chil-
dren. It is so depres..ing t see children whose single parents can't
afford eyeglasses and den I work because they make too much
money to qualify for medicaid; latchkey children left alone to care
for smaller children so their mothers can hold down a series of
part-time jobs to make ends meet.

As a teacher I marvel that they surviv , much less reach their
academic potential.

After divorce the father's income rises, the mother's drops. It is
sad and frustrating that all the time these children are suffering
hardships, many of their absent fathers can afford Caribbean
cruises, new sports cars, and motorboats.

Socioeconomic background is the most critical factor in determin-
ing_schootsucgess,_ yet_ thousands__of children_are_tue..ed_into de-
prived living conditions because their recalcitrant fathers won't
pay for their support. Children's attitudes about themselves and
the world are formed in the family setting.

We shouldn't wonder that learning problems, underachievement
and social problems are especially prevalent among children from
broken homes. As the divorce rate has climbed, the problems have
become more obvious in the schools. Schools cannot make up for
the lack of a decent standard of living.

Traditionally, it has been assumed that a single mother would
find another husband to provide for her and her family. This
doesn't happen often. Even where it does happen, a second hus-
band can resent and even abuse stepchildren.

Sadly, many Mothers accept this abuse, because they know that
they will have to give up thew economic security if they leave.

In other cases, the, natural father is allowed to make unreason-
able demands and disrupt the normal lives of the children because
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their mother fears that otherwise he will 'a-ease...ming the child
support. ,

Because of the failure of the courts, the threat to withhold child
support has become a weapon that fathers can and do use to fors*
mothers and children to comply with their demands. I lierscrally
have been placed in this unpleasant position.

My own children, like thousands of others, have been denied
their economic birthright by a father who swore he would never
pay a dime in Wd support, and by courts that have failed to en-
force their own caers.

The Muth is that if a father chooses to be uncooperative, there is
little a mother can do.

A recent report shows that only 47 percent of women get the hill
*mount owed them. The father can move to another state, or an-
other country. Child support orders must be enforced in the -fa-
ther's home court. If the mother is managing to keep off AFDC,
she is expected to foot her own bill for collection.

My ex-husband is a noted professor of nuclear physic& at an Ivy
League university, and a consultant and lecturer. I worked while
he was in undergraduate and graduate school. I typed his doctoral
dissertation.

Upon leaving my husband 11 years ago, I borrowed money to
finish college. I couldn't get a tuition grant because I had been out
of high school more than 5 years. Sincel was receiving no support,
and had no income, I tried to get AFDC. If I had been given the
same money, I cofild have qualified for AFDC.

Because of the lack of educational opportunity, most, mothers
give up trying to better themselves and are stuck at the Sottom of
the income ladder. However, with two children, I completed 3 years
of college work in 2 years and graduated cum laude. I paid off my
last college loan after my son entered college.

I don't qualify for a low interest home loan through the Federal
land bank because I don't make enough money. But I make too

sumucph

Roney to qualify for legal aid to help me collect my child
port. ,

I am told that many other mothers are caught in this situation.
. I went to court five times between 1972 and 1979, traveling to a

_ - distant State and_ paying attorney fees. The last trip in 1979 cost
me $1,300. That court in Media, Pa., raised The supportand re-
quired that my former husband pay all medical bills plus almost
$2,000 in arrears in a lump sum.

When my former husband didn't obey that order, I was told to
come back into courtagain at my own expenseand sue him for
contempt of court. I was told that, even if I did this, I had no guar-
antee that he would be made to pay. I decided that I -couldn't
afford to collect my support.

Also I learned from IRS that if I spent, say, $4,000 collecting,
say, $2,000 in support, my former husband could then claim the
two exemptions for the children on his income tax return. I would
then ,have to file as "single" rather than "single head of house-
hold.'

This means that I would have to pay much more income tax, /
with no credit for the $1,000 I incurred in collecting the support. I
Because of this unfair quirk in the Tax Code, countless mothers

1
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have lost money collecting child suppdrt, and have decided to give

_ . it up. . _ _ _ .My former husbariditirliZ -bi-firl-tax returns for several years.
He went abroad on sabbatical leave, and I am told that the pass-
port office never checks to see if income tax returns have been
filed, or if child support has been paid.

Later,-.1- found out that I could use the Unifoim Reciprocal Sup-
port Act to pursue my case further. My district attorney in Tennes-
see has worked untold hours on my case. As oor as it is, Tennes-
see has one or the best records for child sup rt collecgon in the
Nation.

As tl.;-. act requires, we prepared a petitio and forwarded it to
..'the Philadelphia, Pa., court because my forme 'husband had moved
v., to that city. The court in'Philadelphia did not follow through with

the petition. Neither did they review the recor of the hearing that
had been held in Media just months earlier.

In° a hearing held without notifying me or representing me, they
accepted testimony given by my former husbalid and ignored dose-
mentation which.would prove that testimony to be false.

This. court ordered the support reduced and allowed-pny former
husband to pay off all arrears at $2 per weelt my son would have -

ibeen 34 when it was paid. off. There is never any interest on past-
due child support, and courts too frequently choose to completely
throw away all or portions of past-due supportas they did later in
my case.

y district attorney was shocked when he read the transcript of
t hearing, but an attorney irk:Philadelphia told me later that the

adelphia court does- everybody this way.
ile my former husband has had his wages attached on several

occasions, he soon learned how to avoid this penalty. Because
wages are attached only if three consecutive payments are missed,
he simply missed no more than two in succession. By skipping pay-

----- ments in this way, he built up an additional ebt-of-$2,500 in 2
years.

In 1982 my district attorney and I again prepared a petition and
fiirwarded it to the court in Philadelpt exactly as they instruct-
ed. Upon reading the transcript of the nearing, we noted that it
wasn't even mentioned.

All the approximately $4,500 in past-due support was thrown out,
I was required to pay half the old medical bills, and the child sup-
port was again reduced.

'Again, my district attorney was incensed, but he noted that he
has seen similar things happen in some other courts, and some-
times feels like he is wasting his time preparing cases.

Attorneys don't like child-support cases because they are messy,
they don'e.pay as-well as' other cases, and because the outcome de-
pends more on the pleasure of the presiding judge, than on the
merits of the case or the skill of the attorney.

According to attorneys, judges favor people who live in their ju-
risdiction, which is a disadvantage to the mother following a father
to another State.

There are no cost-of-living increases in child support, just as
there are no standards relating to how much a father should pay. 1
knowa teacher who earns less than 1 and whose wife earns double

I.
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that, yet he is required to pay more in support for two preschool
children than m_y former husband is required to pay.

The $10 per weekhilloEner-jitaand is now ordered to pay 'is
less than he was paying for psychological counseling for his son
and marriage counseling when we were living together.

Up until school was out, 1 had been working up to 85 hours per
week for almost a year. While a full-time teacher; I also taught a
night class for a junior college, and worked nights and weekends at
a department store at minimum wage. was off Christmas Day and
Easter to be with my children. My daughter gave up extracurricu-
lar activities in order to help out at home.

My former husband, like many others, allows his children to see,
his high standard of livifig.*The last time they visited .his home
they mart'eled at how much better he lives.

He -sends my children postcards from all over the country and
virtually all ever the world. The-last time illy daughter received
one, she tore it up and 'threw it away.

The 14th amendment guarantees "equal justice under the law."
In view of this, will someone help me explain to 'my children and
many pthers why the are being penalized because their, father is
alive?

orn-Wrhas and were dead, my children and I wouldbe re-
ceiving $1,500-pei month frotn social security. Thousands of others
yould-filso be better off financially if the father were dead.

How many of us would pay our bills on time if we had to pay no
interest or penalty? Child support is no less important than income
tax and social security for which we have mandatory withholding.

For thousands of children and mothers now living from hand to
mouth because of the laxity of the. courts, the expansion of child
support enforcement and mandatory withholding is a step in the
direction of improving their standard of living.

Chairman Posh. Thank you, Ms. Forsythe.
I received a phone call from y r Congressman, Don Sundquist,

who indicated he wanted to be re with you this morning. He was
unable to make it because f conflict, but-he did phone me earli-
er.

At this time, the Chair would recognize Ms. Fromm.

STATEMENT OF ELAINE M. FROMM. PRESIDENT. ORGANIZATION
FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT

Ms. FROMM. Good morning.it is an honor to have been invited to
be here to speak with you on this vital issue.

The Organization for the Enforcement of Child Support was
founded in 1979 as a result of the many fiustratiors faced by par-
ents trying to obtain their child support. As individuals, we felt we
could get no help and could do nothing to help ourselves, but joined
together as a group, we could seek out the problems involved in
child-support enforcement and alp seek solutions to those p(ob-

* lems.
I person Ily have fought the system since 1961 when I was ab'ari-

done onths' pregnant. and having three babies aged 1, 2, ind 3.
The SStruggle to survive was impossible, but worse yet was the
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struggle to enforce the court-ordered child support of $7 a week per
child.

I, like so many others, finfilly gave up,thesfight, Now, through
this organization, I have my revenge. I wish to avpnge my chil-
dren's plight by doing all possible to rectify the problems for all
other children in the Nation.

Child support has been a little known and much misunderstood
social problem. It has for decades been kept under wraps as it in-
sidipusly swelled like a cancerous growth.

The welfare system is bursting with nonsupported families. In
our Nation, 86 percent of the people receiving AFDC are eligible
for that program due to nonpayment of child support by an absent
parent.

However, this 86 percent .figure does not account fc.r the many.
families who choose to attempt to maintain their self-sufficiency by
refusing AFDC. Such people find that through legal loopholeethey
are often penalized for being employed.

Federal and State programs have been established to help collect
for the'welfare families, but help for the non - public- assistance fam-
dies is practically/nonexistent.

Congress, in years past has acknowledged is problem by gra-
ciously passing legislation to help. The 1.1 fprm Reciprocal En-
forcement of Support Act and title IV-D were ,enacted. More re-
cently, the tax refund offset program, IRS' full collection process
unemployment intercept, title XIX, military garnishment, and the
new military allotment programs have all been improvement
mechanisms.

Our organization sincerely appreciates all of these qfforts en the
part of Congress. However, it remains for these programs to-fle im
plemented on tht state levels. Most of these programs are not

.._ -_, available in n'on -AFDC cases.
Our primary goal is to see that title IV-D becomes enforcedn

the States. Congress intended that title IV--D should be available to
all childrbn in the pursuit of their child support. However, the
States do not comply with IV-D regulations. Limitations and re-
strictions are placed upon individuals in all of the States. Examples
of such limitations would, be: Persons who do not receive AFDC are
not eligible for..--ctild enforcement services in some jurisdictions,
and in other jtiriAdictions unreasonably low income limitations are

. placed upon the applicants. ...
Many times people are not even given the opportunity to file an

application for :services. They are denied or discouraged at the
I point of entry jil the State agencies and the local jurisdi,ction.

Title IV-D provides a penalty for noncompliance. Five percent of
the welfare grant would be taken from the States. To date, accord-

i ing to the Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement, no State
1 has ever been penalized the-5 percent even though various audits

have proven nationally that States are out of compliance.
1 The Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement, rather than
) impose the penalty, has softened the regulations to allow for sub-
,

stantial compliance. The points that are considered in determining
Isubstantial compliance do /hot even include nonenforcement for
non-AFDC people.
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It ap ars that theStates are only interested in enforcing child
-support in AFDC cases so that the States may be reimbursed for

the welfare grants paid.
Our. organization-wholeheartedly agrees -with reimbursement to

the States, but.we think the most important-thing of all is to see
that &Oren get their support. The Federal Office of Child Support
Enforcement and the State offices were originally set up to do that
job and it is not beingAlone.

Statistically the charts show that States are proving a high rate
of collections for non-AFDC cases, but when you investigate a little
more closely you find that the lack of an application to start with,
coupled with the lack of enforcement on the applications which are
accepted, show that no work is being done to enforce cases for
those oon-AFDC families who do not qualify under various State
regulations.

Therefore, our organization considers that the Office' of Child
Support Enforcement was probably mistitled and could very well
have been called the Office of State Support Enforcement instead.

It would be very cost effective
people, because soon as money started flowing in to

effective to implement the laws. to cover

the children, there would be an immediate decline in the influx of
AFDC applications..

Some great proportion of the 86 percent of the people who are
receiving AFDC could even ually be cut from the rolls. The money

. that is saved on these wel re programs told be applied to the
non-AFDC collection programs.

An easy start in on-AFDC knforcement Ivould be with.Congress:
man Long's bill, use Resolution 216.

Earlier, there ere several questions pos d that I would like to
address. Ch an Ford asked about obligors who remarried and
filed joint returns and the intercepting of the joint return, half of
which would belong to the new spouse.

I understand that there is a plan -in progress whereby the second
spouse could apply to get her half of the income tax back because it
was not her obligation to start with.

Further, we believe that if the second spouse had worked and
contributed to the income for that year and filed a joint return
with her husband, she then would be entitled to her half of the
income tax. But if she were not employed and they filed a joint
return simply because they were married, I can't see that she
should expect to receiveJlack half of that income tax refund.

Mrs. Kennelly asked about the States verifying arrearages. To
our knowledge, it seems as though the States plan to first work on
the cases which have had orders whereby the money is paid
through the system. There, of course, would be a record of what
money has been paid in and what arrearages are due.

On the other cases Aerein the court has ordered money paid di-
rectly from the obligor to the obligee, it would be based originally
upon an affidavit by the obligee as to the amount of arrearages and
the fact that she wants to pursue this case through the TROP pro-
gram Then the obligor would have to be contacted to verify wheth-
er,or not he has proof that he has made payments. It would be
more complicated. To date, I don't think plans have been finalized
on this procedure.
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It would be easy to implement TROP for non-AFDC people, be-
caust, the system is already set up and operating.

It would be no problem to 'imply add on the non-AFDC cases.
TRIP collected-$170 -million-in its-first

Our organization has prepared written, testimony on Congress-
man Long's bill, in addition to House Resolutions 2374, 926, and
3354, and also Congressman Campbell's proposal.

We wholeheartedly support all of these measures,I with some sug-
gested amendments.

We have also prepared written testimony on Congressmac Biag-
grs-bill which would establish a commission to study child-support
problems. We have submitted all of this written testimony to you i
today, and I am prepared ,to answer any questions you might have.'

(The prepared stateqtent follows:]

STATEMENT Or ELAINE M. FROMM, PRESIDENT, WILLIAM E. f RONK &MALTA IT AND
ASSISTANT TREASURER, CLARE HARRIGAN, RECORDING SECRFART AND 1.F.O tATIVE
CHAIRMAN, ORGANIZATION FOR THE ENFORCEMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT

Thank you, Congressman Long. Good morning, Mr. ChairMan, distingushi d com-
mince members, and ladies and gentlemen. It is, indeed, an ;honor to ha7e 'peen in-
-vitedtto speak with you on this vital issue.

The Organization for the Enforcement of Child Support (OECS) was founded i
1979 as a result of frustrations on the part of many custodians of mince
who had straggled for years, in unsuccessful attempts to collect their children's
f:eurt-ordered support.

1, personally, have fought the system since 1961, when I was *bom:Med, 8
months' pregnant, and with three babies whose ages were 1, 2, and 3. The struggle
to survive, coupled with the struggles within the welfare system, were horrendous.
But the fight to attempt to enforce the support order of $7 per week per child was
impossible to win. I, like so many others, gave up the fight. Now, through this OW.
nization, I have my "revenge". I wish to average my children's plight by correcting
the injustices in the system for the benefit of all other children.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Child support has. long been a little-known and inuchmisupderstood social rob-
tem. ft. has, for decades, been kept under wraps as it insidiously. swelled li con-
cerouc growth. The welfare system is bursting with non.supported famill Federal
statistics show that 86 percent of people receiving AFDC are eligible f _r that pro-
gram because of non-payment of child support by an absent parent. However, this
figure does not account for many nonsupperted families struggling on a day-to-day
existence who reject welfare and choose to remain self-supporting. Such people, be-
cause of their pride and sense of fairness to their fellow taxpayers, find themselves
penalized by the iimititions of our Fedora' 4nd State laws,, policies, and procedures.
State governments have established program after program in attempts to reim

burse themselves for welfare moneys expended; but help for the non-welfare chi!.
dren is practically nonexistent. Many of these non-AFDC families are the "thresh
old cases." They subsist on the brink of falling into the,public assistance caseload if
they tatould become faced with any setback, such as soma medical or dental need, or
a custodial parent's pay cut, or a home maintenance or repair expense. Many
others, who enjoy slightly higher incomes, still bear the brunt of severely lowered
staadards of living, as illustrated in the attached story, '"A Kids.-Eye View."

SOCIAUAMIFICATIONS

The social ramifications of non-support are highly significant. After all, we are
t,really talking aboiit the children's money. However oftentimes children suffer peer

ridicule because cif their poor clothing, lack of material possessions, scarcity of
money for school field trips, and having to use free lunch tickets. Countless children
buffer psychologically, hiding their feelings that perhaps they are to blame for the
parental problems and that they are somehow at Inuit since their absent parent
does not love them enough to hopped 'tem Some of these children. upon reaching
majority, express negative attitudes alit at traditional tbneepW of marriage and par.
enthooa.
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. When custodiaies must work more than one job to make ends meet, the children
are left. unsupervised, and have the opportunity toeget into trouble. 1 ask you to
consider the problems of teen-age drug abuse, crimeand promiscuity cooling un-
wanted pregnancies or social diseases, and then consider the taxpayers' burden of
paying for the arrests, the ;dais, thetincarcerations, the rehabilitations, or the sup-,
port of the resulting illegiMate children. Norepay meat of child support is a self-
perpetuating, subtle form of child abuse. now and for future generations.

When a person's house is on fire, one does not have to meet financial criteria to
have the lire department come and pat out the fire; if a citizen is mugged, there is
the representation of the police and the State's Attorneysan'd the courts. Every child
in the nation is entitled to a free education, regardless of the family's income. Why
cannot every child in the nation be entitled to collect child support, independently
of family income? Fainjlies are taxpayers, too.

The taxpayers are tired of assuming other people's obligations. Additionally, we
have long overlooked the dilemma of the financial burdens to the extended families.
Numerous grandparents assume large portions of their grandchildren's support.
Stepparents often shoulder the burden of a reacb%macie family while the natural
parent lives a life of luxury and ease.

STATE SUrPlETNOT CHILD SUerculT

Although- nonviyment of child support is a problem viewed as "a national dis
grace," in reality, the system itself is a national disgrace. In the Office of Child Sup-
port Enforcement's Sixth Annual Report to Congress the records show that, in most
States, expenditures are nearly as great as collections. Only a few States report sit
nificantly more collections than expenditures,. while several States collect less than
the, spend. That is a disgrace! Who is accountable for these expenditures of taxpay-
ers money' Where is this money going? Why are the children still not getting, their
support? It appears that this money is used to keep the enforcement agencies in
businessto keep the bureau personnel employednot necessarily to collect sup-

Mt for children.
A further analysis of the Report shows that the reported figures indicate a good

collection record fur non-AFDC cases. However, it must be borne in mind that, in
numerous cases, child support is paid through the system froth the original court
order. Mnay norcustodians pay regularly, so no enforcement mechansims need be
e ployed. Usually, the only expenditure in these cases is the checkprocessing cost,
c

cost,
by_ the processing fee, which is generally _deducted from the children's

oney. These "collections are counted as noreAFDC collections for reporting par-
ses. It is in other norAFDC cases, where the court order direct payments from

the obligor to the obligee, that the greatest problem arises. These families are the
hardest hit because most of the programs financially disqualify them from enforce-
ment services. The Orgathzation for the Enforcement of Child Support suggests that
the entire 'program eras mistitled and might have been titled, "The Office of State
Support Enforcement?'

A1iCATiNG RESPONSUauTILI

It has long been common knowledge that a parent who does not wish to pay sup
port does not have to. It is easy for a parent who is in arrears to make a rather
lame excuse in front of a lenient judge and be let off with a warning. Some of the
more' affluent obligors will hire highiriced lawyers to avoid paying child support
and. ironically,.will SereltimeS pay fees ;in exceSS.Or_the.arrearagesMany-nolt-cuss
dians keejt moving one step ahead of the law or flee to more liberal' States and core
tinue their luxurious lifestyles while their children exist in poverty. In this country
it is very easy to transfer one's responsibilities to the taxpayers.

The saddest and most expensive cases of all are those in which the care of the
child is relegated completely to the State. Both parents have completely abandoned
the child or for some reason the single parent has had to give up the child either
voluntarily or by court order. The Stow must then maintain the child in a foster
home at conSidernbly more expense than ordinary public assistance. Some effort
should be made to collect, child support from both absent parents in those cases
where both are capable of Paying support.

So long as the laws remain deficient and so long as the laws which are on the
books are unenforced. this problem will continue to grow at the expense of the tex-
pavers.

flow frightening it is to know that in our land a court order can be disregarded
with impunity and, in some aces. court orders cannot even be obtained because of
statutes of limitations. Even vith court orders, there is the formidable task of locat-
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mg absent parents who keep on the move; the sometimes impossible onus of service
of process and the Gordian Knot of interstate procedures. -

PRIOR LEGISLATIVE ACTION

Congress has demonstrated its concern with these problems over the years by cre-
ating innovative programs. Our organization sincerely appreciates all of those fine
efforts.

The Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act (UREA) and Title IV-I)
provided the impetus necessary to begin the improvement process. The Tax Refund
Offset Program ITROPI, IRS Full Collection Prodev, Unemployment Intercept, Title
XIX. Federal Parent Locator Service. GarnishMenk of Military Pay and the floe Al-
lotment Program are remarkable legislative changes.

Our Federal legislators are to be commended for passing such progressive law$. It
remains for the Executive Branch and the Mates to fully implement them.

APTIRMATiva Ac-not-i ay TINE ORGANIZATION FOR Tim ENFORCEMENT OP GUILD SUPPORT .

1. Since the beginning of the Organization folk, he Enforcement of Child Support
in 1979, the members have consistently pursued of self-education and are
actively dispensing child support information toilie public. To our knowledge, there
is no similar available resource in.t he public sector.

We have (Mind it necessary to plan and present a series of self-help workshops
wherein people are taught ht,w to represent themselves In_Proper Person. There is
an old saying that goes, "He who represents himself in court has a fool for a
lawyer." In child support cases, there is no alternative. The high cost of legal repre-
sentntiortoften overruns the gains realized from the co. fection arrears.

2. Through an effective public relations program, OECS has maintained a quality
relationship with Federal, State, and local officials in the three branches of govern.
ment and acts as liaison between those officials and the general public.

3. We' ave undertaken. on a small scale, an educational progritm in the judiciary.
4. The primary thrust of our legislative efforts on the State level have focused on

bringing Maryland into compliance with Title IV-D regulations. We do, however,
have other legislative priorities.

.i. Our organization has assisted in the formation of organizational chapters in
other States. We also maintain open excitanges of information by communicating
with similar organizations nationwide: - .

6. We have begun a research survey in several Maryland jurisdictions to gather
information about obtaining enforcement services, denial of enforcement services,
the kinds of services offered, and availability of applications for enforcement serv-
ices. With some funding, we would be able to expand this research to include all of
Maryland and then progress on to th'e same kind of survey across the country.

e

w
SPOGIFIC PROBLEMS WITHIN ME sYSTEM

1. Funding is a major consideration.
2. Although the goal of URESA is uniform enforcement across State lines, States

have adopted various amendments to it or dropped whole sections from the version
tfmt was first adopted. In many cases, avenues for prosecution are closed because of
the differences in the laws of each State. Some States do not reco,..aue arrearages
niready due to URESA petitions.

t3: Title IV-D, ns originally passed by Corigress, provides equal-enforcement serv-
ices for all children, The law also provides a peruilty for noncompliance with its reg-
ulntions. After several audits proved general noncompliance nationally, the Office-of
Child Support Enforcement softened the regblations to allow States to be in "sub.
stantial compliance" rather than impose the penalty. Furthermore, the Office of
Child Support Enforcement doernot acknowledge failure to provide nonAFDC serv-
ices ns a point to be considered in applying the penalty. Although the IV-D Pro-
gram has been in effect for eight yenrs, no State has yet been asessed the 6 percent
penalty. .,

4. Due to State laws and departmental policies and regulations, too many people
are denied enforcement services. Many people are being denied even the availability
of an application form. WhOn'there are no applications on file, those cases are not
accounted for in the Federal audits.

i. Collection fees are being deducted from the children's money. Since support
orders are usually unreasonntly low to stnrt with, nny amount deducted is a further
cut in the children's standard ...f living. If collection services are required due to nn

N
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absent parent's failure to pay. then the obligor should be req,uired to assunte the
responsibility for the fees.

6. Some inconsistencies in Federal laws add to the confusion and permit large seg-
ments of the population to be bypassed for enforcement services. As- an example,
TROP was passed and implemented for AFDC cases only, while the IRS Full Collec-
tion Process is supposed to be availabie to everyone. However, upon closer investiga-
tion. the Full Collection Process is only available to the State agencies, and when a
State denies services to whole classes of poi* based upon income limitations or

-based upon receipt of public assistance, then the Full Collection Process is denied
those people. ,

sucogsreo soLvittotts

L Some funding can be obtained by fees collected for services. However. it mus
Irstressed that collection fees should not be paid from monies due to the Aildren.
All fees should be collected from the obligor.

2. Full compliance with Title IV-D would be cost effective because, as money
begins to flow in to the children, there would be an immediate decline of the influx
of public issistance applications.

3. Require the Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement to exercise its rights
io penalize the States for noncompliance with IV-D regulations.

4. Require'Srsciai Security to provide current information on absent parents expe-
diently.

15..,Iteq;.ire conformity in URESA laws among States; require conformity, in the
phsfram of services provided in jurisdictions withineach State.

iHays the IV-A language in CFR 45 §231.1id) also included in IV-D, causing
the child abuse and neglect lawsto include non-payment of support.

T. If a family must receive governmental support payments because of non-pay-
. meat of support, require the person who has not paid forego his/her Social Security

'benefits to repay the government.
8. Have the States report to the Federal government that part of their caseload

for which no money has been expensed or collected. These data should he included
in t he Annual Report to Congress.

9. Establish a reporting system whereby all periodic payments, such as Work-
men's Compensation, Retirement, Pensions, Social Security, etc., would be reported
to the IRS and the Neal support enforcement agencies for purposes of garnishments,
lines. etc.

10. Require the IRS to nssume all child support colleitions. 11 child support could
be token from wages in tUzame manner that is in use for fleeting income tuxes..

PLITURE LEGISJ.ATIVS ACTION

RR 216
The problem of c.aild support enforcement is one of epidemic ptoportlons. It her

been an insidious specter overshadowing the youth of our nation. With the increase
of the national child support enforcement caseload that is caused by the unwilling-
ness of many absent parent&to accept their legal and moral responsibilitieor as-
sistance, our welfare rolls swell with those who have suectilhbed to the fruMation
of trying to collect their support through a system thjt, at best, is till ineffective.
Inequities at the State level have created blockages within the svistees which,
through a "domino" effect, reach the custodian, who must then bear not only his or
her own frustrations but those of the systa. a as well.

It has fallen upon Congress to legislate nationwide equity for the system. New
avenues must be opened whereby both the system and the custodians may avail
themselves of competent services to ensure effective collection of their debts.

One bill that nddresses one of those avenues is MR 216, sponsored by Co
man Clarence D. tam, which has the purpose of extending the Tax Refund Offset
Program to nonAFDC famine's. This service, currently available to AFDC recipi-
ents, would be a means to quell the sharp increase in welfare rolls. Since a large
proportion of the single parent households are bordering on poverty, the money
gained may well prevent them from slipping over the poverty line onto public assist-
ance with a resulting traumatic loss of self respect. It has been statistically proven
that the deciding factor in the eligibility of 86 percent of AFDC cases was lack of
child support. In other words, a decent wage and consistent child support would
remove that family from the welfare rolls, resulting in a far greater savings of tax-

- payers' money than the amount that would be spent to implement the program.
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As the law littind; now, TROP an be utilized by the States to collect from parents
who are in arrears to satisfy accrued by assignment of support rights to those
States. Many States have their own Tux Intercept programs for State taxes, as well.
Though. in a sense, the children are turviving, they do not benefit directly from
those collections and the stigma of poverty remains. However. the nonAFDC.family

_Joes_not_even have the recourse of attempting to collect on-the delinquent parents
tax refund The custodian must struggle to make ends meet in a trying economy
and may even hare to work multiple jobs to make up the gap that thelack of, child
support leaves. It is small wonder that so many families slip over the poverty line so
easily to the promise of a steady income when the tall is the erosion of one's pride
mid self respect. Congressman Longs bill will extend a service to those children who
will benefit directly from the collection of arrears. The money may come at a time
of great need. whether it be for clothing or medical expenses or to pay the mortgage
on the house to keep it roof over their heads. It would retain the-pride of family seIf
veliance that has made our nation strong.

Some Members of Congress have thought that HR 216 is unnecessary because we
already have the IRS Full Collection Process. However, the.Full Collection Process
is so structured that its application is prohibitive. The requirements to obtain the
Full Collection Process :we so costly 18122.60 per collection, as compared to $17 per
collection. for TROPt and so onerous that it is seldom used. In addition, the IRS Pull
Collection Process is available only fa the State.sigencies, When State services are
restricted by State laws and procedures, according to.ipcome limitations and/or re-
ceipt of AFDC, then the Full Collection Process becomes unavailable to most chil-
dren. Please see the attached information from tie Federal Office of ChildSupport
-Enforcement.

There will be many Other bills pertaining to child support enforcement placed
before the various committees of Congress. There is little doubt that most, if not all
of them will go far to tighten loopholes against those who would shirk their moral
obligations and ease the burden on those children who are caught up in the compli-
aitt0111 of their parents" divorce. We only ask that yokt weigh these documents care-
fully for these yaw& will shape the future world of-many of America's youth, and
their future is our future, too.

11.R. 10)3

The Organization for the Enforcement of Child Support welcomes the introduction
of 11.1t.4014 which would establish a bipartisan national commission to study ways
of improving child suport enforcement. The issues which the commission will inves-
tigate include areas that have always been a major concern to OECS.

Section litbX11 requires the commission to investigate and. make recommendations
on ""the Federal role in the collection of child support payments, including examina-
tion of Fed eralState formula . . ."' OECS has long recognized-a problem with the
current Federal plan for contribution to State support call n programs. Under
the current pro,gram ahere are built-in financial incenti or the States to collect,
'AFDC money- "J"he State will be given 70 _percent administrative costs, will
recoup the money st has expended for AFDC collections, and the Federal govern-
ment will also give the States 12 percent of the collection. On the other hand there
is absolutely no financial incentive for the State to provide nenAFDC collection
services: Rather there is a disincentive since the State must pat l0 perciat of the
administration costs for providing support enforcement services m eon -AFDC cases.

The current formula for Federal/State involvement in child support enforcement
is a major component in Fokral financial participation that gives little considera-
tion to the cost avoidance benefits of increased nonAFDC work. Because-there-is-Off
immediate financial incentive to prioritize-AFDC work, most State programs con-
centrate their efforts on those cases. The formula ignores the long range bentifits of
collect.ng support for non.welfre families.#

Case prwritszalson.The Office of Child Support Enforcement has proposed feder-
al regulations that permit States to prioritize certain types of cases, even though

ithis appears to be in direct conflict with Tide IV-D. Title IV-D requires that all
children be provided support enforcement services. Had Congress intended to allow
States to prioritize cases based on the cost-effectiveness of each collection, it surely
would have included this requirement in Title IV-D. Additionally, the proposed reg-
ulations on case prioritization do not require that the States make their prioritize-
twn scheme public information. The State may refuse to inform a person why his/
her case is of low priority.

Some Stales have already begun procedures for prioritization of ihild support
eases. Using such procedures, these States ure choosing to pursue the; easiest cases
with the highest probability of producing the greatest collection 'totals; disregarding
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the more difficult cases involving smaller amounts of money. It must be pointed out
that every child should obtain his support whether' or not it will ptoduce substantial
sums of money for the State or demonstrate that the State has an improved collec-
tion rate for statistical purpoge& Collection records, as reported, do not provide food,
shelter, clothing, or medical care for children whose cases are disregarded.

Maryland, like other States, has a Statute of Limitations for establishment of pa-
tereity Should the State decide that a paternity case is of low priority and that case

, is disregarded, the Statute of Limitations could run and that child would have for-
ever lost the opportunity for paternity establishment.

IRS method.The AFDC vs nonAFDC controversy could be eliminated by having
all child support handled by the IRS in the same manner as taxes are handled.

Taxes are "pay-as-you-go." Kids are "pay-as-you-go " also. Kids can't be put in,:a
catatonic stale until the parent decides he will. pay, if he's going to pay at all. The
government knows the most effective and least costly way to collect money is to
withhold it from the wages. We use it to support the governmentwhy.nokyse it to
support the kids?

H.R. 2374 (also title V of S. 8S8 and H.R. 2090)
Although OECS acknowledges the concept of H.R. 2090 and.S. 888 in their entire-

ty, restrictions contained in the By-Laws of the Organization preve t OECS from
comment or 'concern with"those parts of these bills not pertaining to hild support
enforcement Therefore, the following testimony will confine itself to t the bill or sec-
tions of bills directly relating to such enforcement, techniques and policy.

We are happy to find that the sponsprs of all three bills see many of the deficien-
cies in the current child support. enforcement program and wish to make improve-
ments in the system. We thank each sponsor for the commitments made on behalf
of the children of our nation.

The purpose of the program is well-stated and strengthens the IV-D language to
emphasize that enforcement services are assured for non -AFDC children, as well as
those receiving AFDC. 'Htivrever, the language, "living with one parent," is too re-
strictive since some children. entitled to child support live with other custodians,
such as grandparents, other relatives, or foster parents. We suggest the dtetion of
the phrase, "living with one p nt."

It is of utmost importan that the Tax ltgfund 0
nonAFDC' families. Since OP has been 1lSghly s
public assistance cases, it s quid yield a g
ate° families who are ow arrearages as w
'l'he establishment and maintenance of

scribed in this bill, would beagreat heir,
all States in interstate enforcement
all support orders would create excess
requirements. It would also penalize the
by imposing the payment of cnforceme
and no problem has-arisen and enfo
that this section should only apply

t Program be extended to
ful in itrdoeferations for

portion f income to nlirepublic assist-
1.

a child support Clearinghouse, ds de-
the Federal government and will assist

However, in Sec. liaXIOkA) inclusion of
rwork and additional staffing and office
ligor or obligee in nonproblematic eases

fees (where the obligor pays automatically
ent services are snot required). We suggest

cases where a problem has arisen and that
cases in which the obligor pays regulifrly should be exempted from inclusion in this
plan. Sec. 9la1(10)(11 seems to be modeled after successful programs already used in
some States and would contribute to/the ease of enforcement proceedings.

In Sec. 61a)(3X20) this_biWimpa_
care for children. However, OECS
restricted to employment-related
vately-paid insurance. General)
drcn to a family plan policy.

Sec. 5121), (23), and (24
wo stress the importance o
available to nonAFDC fain)
assignment for paymeffito
tory wage assignment w

Sec. 6 deletes obiecti
strictive. By striking

on_the_verysevere_problem.of providing- medical
uggests that such health insurance should not be

policies, but could also include other forms of pri-
, insurers' costs are no higher when addition chit-

proVide strong measures for improvements. However,
assuring that, without doubt, these programs will be;

ies. (25XA) should be amended to read "voluntary wage
support obligations at the onset of the order and mends-

n an arrearage problem has arise&"
iable language in the bankruptcy' aw which has been re-

nt, "in connection with a separation agreement, divorce .
decree, or property sbtticment agreement;' the law will prohibit the dischargo of '
any child support oldigation irsbankruptcy. .:

The Organizatidri for the Enforcement of Child Support supports this bill with the
foregoing suggested amendments.

1 2
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DRAFT Or CHILI) SUPPORT mantles:so:NT PROPOSAL BY HON. CARROLL #. CAMPBELL; JR.

Since this proposal was introduced in the House of Representatives just a few
days ago and only a summary was available for advance review, the Organization
for the Enforcement of Child Support is submitting written comments only on the
draft. After we have reviewed the printed bill, we may mail in an amended testi-
mony.

Section l
The purpose of this program should not be to assess need, but to display entitle-

ment. AB children are "entitled" to child support. The program should be broad
enough to encompass the entire spectrum of possibilities. Several simple solutions
may offer more relief thari a single complicated one. The end would be the same,
but th'e political and social paths would be shorter. It is' recommended that the
"Purpose" read:

"The purpose of the program . .. is to assure that all children in the United
States, entitled to child support, be afforded equal services in the assistance of se-
curing that financial support from their parents. Furthermore, this service shall not
be restricted by the economic status of their custodial parents or guardians."

It follows that if the collection of child support is secure, only a small segment of
these families would become a burden on taxpayers.

Section
Unfortunately this section does not extend 'coverage to a very significant segment

of the constituency for child support enforcement services. It is those people who
choose not to resort to AFDC payments,but eke out an existence irie *tying mono,
my in order to maintain their pride and self respect. These indiv is are to be
commended. However, commendations do not pay, the rent or on the table:
An incentive system must be devised to create interest in non-AFDC collections and
to encourage the States to initiate programs in this sector. It is inequitable to
dangle a carrot from one end of the stick and an onion from the other.

Section 4
It is true that States could limit their non-AFDC activities to arrearages accrued

after application to seek support by TROP. However, these limitations should not be
strongly adhered to. In many cases, the certifiable arrearages extend far into the
prior history of the case. It is not common practice for private collection ageneies,to
disregard that part of a debt accumulated prior to contract. Therefore, the State
should strive for the entire sum. The children are as much entitled to all the area-
ages as they &re to all future collections.

Section 5
tli "Withholding from Wages" should be broadened to "Withholding from

Income." Often an obligor has no real "wages" per se but has an investment income
or a business interest that could be construed as income but not salary. California
Statute CO1701-1980 i.gives an excellent criteria for determination of income and
could be used as a basis for regulations within this program.

Maryland has a 30day past due period. It is possible that a shorter period could
ibe mandated. Allowing State option in this area may be opening the way for further

equities in the system, thereby'slowing enforcement processes. '
t2eet is imperative that any Judicial refinement, quasi or real, be made available

o both AFDC and nertAPDC. Mediation boards, family courts, masters panels, or
any other Court of qrbitration could be beneficial in reducing caseloads by dispelling
controversy at thionset. This plan would free higher judicial procedures for More
complicated cases.

tilt A Tax Refund Intercept Program for each State would be ideal. Perirps all
States will follow Maryland's lead. The non-AFDC phase of Maryland's TRIP will be
implemented in early September.

iii Rules for enforeirtljeas against properties and material possessions ishould
follow IRS criteria in order to create equity from State to Stfite.

15; Legislation was introduced in Maryland in 1981 to initiate a program of. report-
ing past due support to credit agencies. Although it faired, it illustrated that the
need was apparent. Child support is a debt that should be treated as any other debt.
It is a travesty that some individuals can lose their credit rating for not paying a
few hundeell dollars to a loan company while there are.parents who owe thousands
and have ^ ' credit rating.

1
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Oil Although there is a greater availability of employmentrelated health pro-
grams, medical support should not be limited to these narrow baricis. Self-employed
individuals often participate in private plans at the exclusion 4f the children-of
their broken marriage. Cleating an all-encompassing requirement of medical sup-
port in divorce decress would carry this segment of the program to a successful con-
elusion.

Section $
Clearinghouses and central registrie s could possibly be created out of a computer

network among the various State child support agencies. Equitable U,RESA enforce-
inent would become' a reality and many- AFDC cases could be terminated. This
would be a reasonable investment, as possible more than that would be saved by the
reduction of AFDC expenditures.

(Exuma-13

A Kto's Eva Visw

(By Elaine M. Fromm) .

The questions began at about the age of four. re asked, "Mommy, how come we
don't have ailaddy like the kids do?" My response to him was, "You do have a
daddy. He just lives somewhere' Some time later the queries began again, but
what more could I say? Could I tell him that his daddy ran away and apparently
didn't care about him? Never would I let this child hear that he and his siblings
were unloved and unwanted.

As the years went by, he and his brothers and sisters had more questions from
time to time. "What does our daddy look like?": "Why doesn't he come to see usr;
"Why can't we go to see him?"; "Why are we so poor?"; "Why do you have to go to
work all the time?" -

They studied his photo. They sought that face on every man in every public place.
The questions about their father ceased after his sister had pleaded, "Can't you

buy us a new daddy?" and here brothers had given her the news that the kid next
door would share her daddy with them all.

"I hate wearing these old patched clothes to school ", he said, "can't we buy some
new ones?" He ached for normalcy. I ached with the inability to provide normalcy.
Adequate foods shelter, clothing, and medical care were financially unattainable. He
and his brothers and sister walked in the snow to school wearing tennis shod; with
holes in them and pants with patches on the patches. They never knew that I had
stolen food for the table. They did know the shock of having their faMily split up
itmong friends when their mother could not find affordable housing; and the shame,
when it was finally found. of housing with d slum lord. They tolerated the humili-
ation of peer ridicule at their material deficiencies,

Soon he was ten and got his first job. it wad gardening work and he 'was hired
because he was big for his age and looked older. He:brought home a couple of dol-
tars each Saturday. With the money he bought shoes and pants. Then came another
opportunitya newspaper route! Now be was_making lots-of money:-Nrav-hreould
get %Ve-shT:qiiied at goodwill and he bought his bike.

His sisters and brothers followed in his footsteps.
They took jobs in gas stations and retaurants and worked long, hard hours to buy

their clothes and school supplies. They could buy a few luxuries now, and help to rill
the family refrigerator. But they had little time for teen-age social lives or alter-
school activities. Finally, I told them about their father's desertion and my unfruit-.
ful attempt to collect child support.

Twenty years passed since that first question; the kids are grown. In their child-,
hotel they knew the suffering of abandonment and non-support; in their maturity
they haw' learned the truth about governmental negligence. Now the questions are,
"flow could the govenment, whose purpose is to protect all citizens, allow these
atrocities and what can we do to rectify the situation'?"

Though his life has long since changed dramatically, he will not forget the hot%
rors of his childho6d. in his manhood, he and his siblings are making their own con-
tributions to the Organization for the Enforcement of Child Support and to society.

1 2 z
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES,
OFFICE OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT, '

Rockville, Md., December 16,1982
Ms. ELAINE M. FROMM,
Reisterstown, Md.

DEAR Ms. Fitomm: This is in response to your letter of September 30, concerning
the Full Collection Process and the Tax Refund Offset Program. Please accept my
apology for the delay in responding.

The IRS Full Collection Process has been available for child support enforcement
(CSE) since August 1, 1975, but was initially used to collect support owed on be
of individuals receiving Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC).
Social Security Disability Amendmentanf-1980; Pnblic Law 96-265, contained a pro-
vision for the use of IRS to collect child support for non-AFDC families which was
effective on July 1, 1980. Only the State CSE agencies have the authority under Sec-
tion 402 of Public Law 96-265, to use the IRS Full Collection Process to collect child
support. Enclosed are two charts which fist IRS collection statistics for fiscal years
1980 and 1981.

The IRS Tax Refund Offset Program was effectuated as a result of the Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981. Section 2331 of Public Law 97-35 of the Act pro-
vides for the collection of delinquent child and spousal support by implementing an
offset process against Federal income tax refunds. This process may be used only to
collect support owed on behalf of individuals receiving AFDC and cases may be sub-
mitted onl by the State'CSE aencc . The program was established October 1, 1981.
A fee of per otl'se t-Wi orthrciffettcriecurring-in-19327.4 'proxi-
mately $169,000,000 had been collected through the month of August bar the
submittal of 265,508 cases.

We appreciate your interest in this matter. Additional information is enclose(' to
answer any other questions that you may have about either of the programs. Please
feel free to contact our office if you need clarification or additional information.

Sincerely yours,
FRED Scum-mare
For Deputy Director,

Office of Child Support Enforcement).

Mrs. KENNELLY. We will do the panel and then-come back with
questions.

Just because it is only two of us sitting here, everything is being
taken down and will be read. by the committee before we have
markup.

The next witness is Bettianne Welch, and you are accompanied
by Gerald A. Cannizzaro.

STATEMENT_ BkT:1`2.AN_NE WELcH,__PREIDENT _AND CO.
FOUNDER, FOCUS [FOR OUR CHILDREN'S UNPAID SUPPORT'
ACCOMPANIED BY GERALD A. CANNIZZARO, VICE PRESIDENT
AND COFOUNDER

Ms. WELCH. This has been an exciting morning.
We were delighted that the Secretary was here. It was very excite

ing to be here at a time when someone is' finally saying we hear
your problem: we are going to do something about it. And we are
glad we are here today.

1 am Bettianne Welch, and I am founder and president of
FOCUS (For'Our Children's Unpaid Support).

We are a group founded in July 1981 in Virginia.
By 1982, July, we had a mandatory wage assignment bill through

in the State of Virginia. We do believe in it.
I am currently. an advisory member of the interstate child sup

port enforcement study, being conducted by the Center for Human
Studies; under a grant-from the Social Security Administration.
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FOCUS appreciates this opportunity to .appear today in regard to
the Child Support Improvement Act of 19,88. We appreciate the op-
portunity to be here.

Gerald Cannizzaro is with me. He is cofounder and vice president
of the FOCUS.

FOCUS is founded on the ptemise that all children are entitled
to the financial support necessary to meet their basic needs. This
support is the moral and legal responsibility of both parents.

As you are aware, an-alarming number of parents choose not to
honor this responsibility. Instead of two parents providing support,
the custodial parent is carrying the entire burden. Most often, the
custodial parent is making the lesser salary, and the burden be-
comes unmanageable.

At this point, outside assistance must be sought, in the form of
food stamps, subsidized housing, aid to dependent children and stu-
dent aid for education. The taFpayeri in fact, picksbup the burden
of the parent who is delinquent-inithe supporti,of its child. The
most recent survey_ by -the U.S. Cepsus BureauJune 1983esti-/
mated $4 billion -per year in delinquent support has not been col-
lected.

We-endorse-any-measures-that will-establish an improved nation-
al system of monitoring and collecting child support to be estab-
lished.

We in FOCUS are personally aware of the weaknesses in the
present system of enforcement and collection of child support. The
statistics that are being presented to your committee overwhelm-
ingly illustrate that unpaid child support is a problem of a national
magnitude.

Statistics often do not show us where the problems lie; only that
they exist. Our personal experiences with child support collection
may be helpful to you. For illustration, I will present, in brief
sketches, three real cases.

I would like to present these two cases that we are aware of:
One, a custodial parent has experienced the phenomenon known

to those of us in the trenches as State-hopping. She has attempted
collection of child support in five States in 6 years, With very little
success. The procedure for obtaining a judgment in each new State
is so lengthy that relocation occurs before collection. The new State
will, of course, need to establish its own order for collection, and
often waives prior arrearages. This has proven to be an effective
method for the delinquent parent to avoid paying support.

Two, in another case familiar to our group, the custodial parent
has attempted collection from a self-employed former spouse.
Wages cannot be attached and true income cannot be proven. She
has withdrawn from the child support system because it does not
adequately address these problems. She is now grateful for the
small amounts of support which are sporadically sent directly to
her. She, as most custodial parents, makes no attempt to budget in
her child support payments as a regular source of income. She re-
ceives each payment as a bonus.

Three, since 1979, the custodial parent of three children has been
actively pursuing her case within the URESA system. She has re
ceived three payments to date. She holds five support orders, has
had thousands of dollars in arrearages held in abeyance, and has
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had the original support award reduced from $650 per month for
three children to $400 per month to $300 Or month and most re-
cently to $100 per month.

To date, she has employed the intervention of two Members of
Congress, and the gratis intervention of two private attorneys. As
stated, her three children have received three payments in 4'years.
The documents in this latter case are available to the committee at
its request.

These cases vividly illustrate the inability of the current system
to deal effectively with specific problems: Self-employed noncusto-
dial parents, the actual collection of support orders; and the State -
hopping delinquent parent.

Most custodial parents cannot afford private attorneys; they
must depend on the child support system to obtain their payments.
The pursuit of their cases within the systerri becomes frustrating
and time-consuming. With support officers handling 600rases,
and this isa minimum, and with.the overcrowded court ockets, it
is no wonder that these cases become a lengthy and often fruitless
pursuit, It is also no wonder that many parents are forced to drop
out of the systi. i in despair. These families are no longer even a
part of the national statistics on delinquent child support. There
are large cracks in the present system. Unfortunately, children are
the ones falling down the cracks.

At this point, Gerald Cannizzaro will continue.
-Mr. CANNIZZARO. Thank you.
As previously stated, we believe the Child Support Enforcement

Act is a very positive step in strengthening the effectiveness of our
national child support collection efforts. However, the experience of
our members has shown us that State jurisdictions do not always
cooperate in collecting or enforcing child support awards.

We have found that a lack of uniformity in State laws and judi-
cial rulings lends itself to various interpretations of a child's basic
rights and needs. Therefore, in many instances it is most difficult,
if not impossible, for a spouse to collect child support payments
when the nonpaying spouse moves from State to State.

The act, as now written, will be most beneficial to those child
support collection efforts based within an individual State. Howev-
er, it will not solve the collection problems of thousands of spouses
whose partners willingly move from State to State avoiding their
child support obligations.

In addition, if spouses who are collecting child support with the
assistance of a State agency move to another State, they create a
nightmare of problems. Their new State of residency may delay or
reduce their child support payments due to differences in its child
support laws or in their collection agency's effectiveness and proce-
dures.

FOCUS believes that the only way to resolve the frustrating,
problems caused by interstate noncooperation and legal differences
is to make it a Federal offense to willingly not pay or avoid basic
child Support payments. Making the failure to pay child support a
Federal offense would greatly help to eliminate the millions of dol-
lars of lost support payments and, subsequent Federal assistance
money, that now escapes interstate collection loopholes.

125.; ':. '
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Therefore we urge the lowing-recommendations be adopted as
part of the Chihli Sup Enforcement Act you are considering
here today: :

One, establish a minimum child subsistence payment level which
must be paid to every custodial spouse for each dependent child re-
gardless of parental, welfare, or residency status. This payment
should be an amount adequate to supply the dependent child with
its basic needsthat is, adequate food, clothing, education, and
Medical ard. et cetera. The creation of such a payment level would
act as a standard for State courts to award and defend minimum
child support payments.

The creation of this minimum payment would not deny the re-
questing spouse from .seeking a higher support award. It would,
however, disallow any reductions below this minimum at a later
date. It would also provide the respective attorneys with a financial
obligation that must be resolved prior 'to the final settlement of a
child-related divorce or marital separation.

We further" recommend that this child subsistence payment
should be indexid on an ann al basis according to the changes in

Pricethe National Consumer Pri Index. The Federal Government al-
ready has the adequate stati ical resources and personnel tnestab---
li-h this minimum subsistence payment.

Two, as previously stated, we believe that the Federal Govern-
ment should make it a Federal offense to deliberately avoid paying
child support. This offense should be punishable by a substantial
fine, levied and enforced by the Federal.comts and revenue collec-
tion agencies. It is FOCUS' belief that the creation of a Federal
fine will be greatly instrumental in motivating those chronic non-
payers to recognize their arental responsibility.

an and resources in elping State jurisdictions to attach both
Three, we believe the ederal Government should offer its assist-

ance
''

ce
wages and property by honoring their valid support orders. This

. Federal assistance would greatly help the State agencies in collect-
ing child support payments due from nonpaying spouses who hop
from State to State to avoid their parental obligations. In addition,
the use of Federal resources coupled with a Federal fine would
make it more difficult for those nonpaying, self-employed spouses
to avoid their support responsibilities.

We understand that there will be expenses incur red by the Fed-
eral Government in providing our recommended assistance. Howev-
er,

..
they would be more than offset by reductions in the amount of

Federal assistance payments now being paid to nonsupport receiv-
ing spouses.

If the Federal Government does seek direct reimbursement for
its services, we urge that the non ing spouse be charged and not
the child - supporting one. The b de s and frustration responsible
spouses now endure In trying t raise their children with their own
resources is ample reimbursement for any Federal assistance.

In conclusion, we ask the Federal Government to enforce the
payment of child support awards as aggressively sas private. indus-
try pursues delinquent financial obligations for titttomobiles,
homes, and credit cards. The child support collection industry
cannot remain a vehicle for employing people who only comfort
those in misery. It must be an industry which becomes effective in
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ending the poverty and uncertainty now facing responsible spouses
and their dependent children.

In behalf of the millions of children who are nO receiving sup
port payments, we ask you adopt the recommelfdations we have
made today.

Mrs. NNELLY. Thank you.
'Is Vir inia Ingle here? .
M GLE. Yes, I am.

STATEMENT OF VIRGINIA INGLE, ADVOCATE, SPLIT, INC.

Ms. INGLE. Raving been involved with the problems of uncollect-
ed child support since 1971 and being responsible for the three-pay-
ment wage deductions in New York State, we see the financial
impact and the severe toll it exacts in human misery. Here are
some of SPLIT'S Separated Persons Living in Transition, Inc.] rec-
ommendations to improve the system to collect child support.

The original intent of Parent Locator was a sincere effort to
insure collection for maintenance and support for our Nation's
future: our children. The reality of this legislative act is another
overwhelming obstacle in a frustrating, no-win situation for moth-
ers and a. financial Windfall 'for bureaucratic administrators and
loca governmen , w
vation of women and children is demonstrated in the 980 census.

Current incentive awards encourage local government to delay
and ignore enforcing contractual agreements or judicial stipula-
tions by mandating assignments of, support that result in lower
court order, usually to the aniount of local governments ADC
share, locking a family into poverty.

This reduced collected amount will be bountied by Federal Gov-
ernment 12 percent, who also will pay the 85 percent administra-
tive costs of the CSES and insuring her poverty.

By mandatory assignment of support, local social services do 'not
have to evaluatetot investigate his ability or capability to pay, but t
are free to negotiate and offer a bargain-basement price to him and
effectually void her rights of due process.

I have beer, present in court when a woman on social services,
attempting to enforce her contract and enlighten the.cousi, as to
his ability to pay, was informed by the judge, "You are just a wit-
ness to this action, not an involved party." The judge then proceed-
ed to reduce her support, and directed payment to social services.
Since when dyes the humiliation of one s family being locked into
social services make you a noninvolved party?

We often see the county attorney in the courtroom who is inter-
ested in pursuing the county's portion of ADC expenditure negoti-
ate over her head, you know, as to what he will be willing to pay,
even though she has a surviving contractual agreement and a Gov -
ernmept agency is not suppwed to put itself beyond a contractual
agreement between two parties.

Perhaps the most important aspect of nonsupport is a recogni-
tion of the serious nature of the problem. If half of the children
born in the United States will not live in a home with both parents
until emancipation is the end result, one-half of our country's chit-
dren will be raised in poverty?

1 2 7
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Social services is a complix and economically lucrative industry
that is protected and insulated by rights of privacy and incompre-
hensible jargon. Incomplete statistics are meaningless public rea-

ps tions. Suffolk County is the best collection county in New York, col-
lecting only 11.4 percent of its capability of modifiedreduced
orders, at enormous cost to taxpayers.

But the real costs are what we are doing to our future by impov-.
erishing our Nation's youth:

One what is needed is a countrywide mandatory wage deduction
for eniployed parents enforcing original contractual and judicial
orders upon separation or divorce with direct payment to custodial
parents and following to future employers by social security
number.

Two payment through estimated income tax for self-e ployed.
Three, Federal liens against property and estate of, elinquent

parents.
Four, standard realistic guidelines for support ildren with

direct payment subsidy by Federal Government to custodial parent
creating a cushion when support cannot-be collected and insurtng
that children will ne+ be deprived of food, clothing, shelter, and
medical care.

Five, a Government fundlngiormula which does not encourage
benefiting itself and -a- dipendence on social -servicesPossibl
bounty on collections which are above ADC standards.

We also have additional recommendations: Important to a suc-
cessful program of child support collection would be a totally na-
tionwide uniformed approach under the department of law, not
under the department of social services, because it is beneficial to

g them to create and enlarge themselves.
Through our past experiences we have found that having the de-

partment of social services administer the collection' is a. very defi-
nite conflict of interest. At the local level, successful collection sup-
port results in diminishing the numbers who need dollars and the
accompanying services of the welfare department.

A lessened client load in ADC cases would mean a declining loss
in Federal resources. It is of benefit to the local government to en-
courage people to be locked into social services, plus a -loss of the
proportion)/ administrative costs.

If local chil4i support enforcement agencies seek only to collect a
local portion of the grant in court procedures, as we have seen, the
end result is a continued growth upon dependents, on' welfare for
single-parent households, and the inability of those families to ever

, become free of the social services system.
The reason for this fact that nationally women make 69 cents for

every dollar made by her male counterpart, the end result is pover-
ty living for innocent children.

The development of an automated system for paper preparation
intakewe see in our courts it takes 6 weeks to prepare a peti-
tionour petitions are one or two sentences. OK, and it takes 8
weeks to get through.

You talk about a clearinghouse system. It takes 8 weeks from the
time he makes payment to the time she receives'payment.

That money could possibly be invested in mteregt,bearing_ ac-
counts and possibly offset initially some of your problems.

12
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Our country alone collects 11 percent of its modified orders, was
capable of modestly invested, collecting $70,000 in revenue, which
ifs did not do.

We believe in the creation of resolution and mediations and for
establishing support agreements-kw-dying both parties prior to or
after a divorce. This will reduce the adversary system and prevent
numerous delay and court appearances. This would be under a de-
partment drjew rather than a department of social services, and
we believe if? using the criminal procedures to prosecute the non-
payment of child support.

In New York, there exists a hundred-year-old law that we have
encouraged our district attorney, who is the only DA in the State
of New York to use it; it was created 100 years ago and has never
been ehforced.

We believe that all arrears should be converted to judgment
upon due date. This eliminates additional paperwork and court pro-
cedures. Abolish the fixing and wiping away of arrears unless ap-
plication to modify preexisting nonsupport petitions.

AU support orders are to be retroactive to the..time_ of filing, not
the date of hearing. We have had hearings that took place 11
months after the petition has been filed because of the numerous
delays. _ _
We-believe-temporaiy _support_Trders_should be issued with-any
adjournments or also with orders of protection We believein the
greater use of the sequestration process and administrative evalua-
tion and investigation of financial assets with the power to subpena
and make recommendations to the court with credit checks on a
defendant as a fair credit ruling.

We believe supplying notification of rights under law as to the
enforcement of contract to plaintiff where there is a separation
agreement.

Semiannual announced roundups and jailings of violators with
media coverage and publishing of names, addresses, and:occupa-
tions, as is done in California.

We had occasion to do this in our county. Nobody even went into
jail. One man remained an hour and was capable of getting $8,000
when the banks were closed.

Expanding the IRS program to include collections for all unpaid
child support where the family receives social services, very often
the collection of additional funds means a family's freedom from
dependence on the welfare system.

These suggestions would mean improvement in the quality of life
for children and lessen the marital breakup and the monetary bur-
dens of supporting a welfare system for the taxpayer.

I have some other things that I would like to comment on that
were discussed this morning, if I have time.

There seems to be a great dependence upon the State's capability
of administering the support enforcement. program. I can tell you
what exists in my. county. We live approximately 80 minutes from
New York City. If a petition is filed in Suffolk County, to be heard
in New York City courts, the petition will be taken, and there is no
knowledge upon the part of child support enforcement or probation
services thtit a non-ADC parent is required to have personal serv-
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ice. There will be no service upon that petitioner. She will wait 11
months to get into, a New York City court.

The judge will the adjourn it, because he will have notice ihat
there has been nq se ice.

He will createilan ther court date, and then eventually ,dismiss
the petition, because there has been no service.,

1 have notified .our probation depart mept-; and they ',said that
they do not'have the capability to collect money to make service; so
it is a futile effort that you are going through, 1 year's action),Wait-
ing,- hoping, and it is never going to -get anywhere, but be\dis-
missed; then usually a letter back to the Woman as to your infor
mation as to location was incorrect, and 1 really don't think that-1
think that this has to be approached on a Federal level, and par-
ticularly to go after the parents who are self-employed.

[Attachments to the statement follow:]

SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS OF SEPARATED PERSONS LIVING IN TRANSITION, INC..

1. Important to a successful program of child support collection would be a totally
nationwide uniform approach to the collection of support under a department of
law. Through our past experiences, we have found that having the Department of
SociarService Administer the Collection is very definitely a conflict of interest. Un
fortunatel/at a local level to successfully collect support results in. diminishing the
numbers who need the dollars and the accompanying services of the welfare depart- .,

ment. A lessened client load means in A.P.D.C. cases a 15 percent loss in revenues
from state and federal sources, plus the loss of a portion of ad in"_

ova 1 . S co ec on y the local portion
of the grant in court procedures, and we ve seen this to be the case, nib end
result is a continued growth of dependence upon welfare for single parent headed
households and the inability of those family's to eve rbecome free of the social eery
ices system. The reason for this is the fact that nationally women make 59 cents for
every dollar made by her male counterpart. The end result is poverty level living
for countless innocent children.

2. The development of an automated system for paper pretiaration, intake, collec-
tion, and enforcement similar to a computerized system existing in San Luis Obispo,
California. This will eliminate paper delay, error, and allow staff to upgrade investi
gative and financial evaluation skits and techniques.

3. The creation of resolution and mediation centers for establishing support
ment involving both parties prior to or after a divorce. This will reduce the=
sary system and prevent numerous court appearances. --

4. Using criminal procedures to prosecute e nonpayment of child support.
5. All arrears to be converte o judge is upon due date. This eliminates addi-

tional paper work and court proc ur
6. Abolish the fixing and wiping ay of arrears unless an application to modify

pre-exists a non-support petition.
7. All suppor' orders are to be r troactive to time of filing, not the date of the

hearing. .

8. Temporary support orders shall be issued with any adjournments or also with
Orders of Protection.

9. Greater use of sequestration processes.
10. An administrative evaluation and investigation of financial assets, with power

to subpeona and make recommendations to the court. Credit checks on offenders as
in Fair Credit Act ruling.

II. Supply notification of rights under law as to enforcement of contracts to plain.
tiff, where there is a separation agreement.. (This is a constitutional right.)

12. Semiannual announced round-ups and jailings of violations with media cover.
age and publishing of names, addresses, and occupations as is done in Colaernia.

13. Expanding the I.R.S. Intercept program to include collections for all unpaid
child.support whether the family receives social services or not Very often the col-
lection of additional funds couI.1 Mean a families freedom from dependence on the'
welfare system. These suggeitions would mean an improvement in the quality of life
for the children of marital breakups and a lessening in the monetary burden of sup.
porting a welfare system,

29438
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JANUARY 12, 1983.
To whom it may concern:

My original support order frzn my husband, a police officer win' $75.00 per week
for 2 children. As a recipient of social services I never had my day in court. Al-
though there was no change in my husband financial circumstances, other than a
substantial increase in his salary the dept. of social services took it upon themselves
to lower his support to $32.50 per week.

I found employment and supplemented by social services, who collected the $32.50
per week from my husband, I managed to survive with my children. However cu
in social programs placed me $16.00 per month above the national standard of need.
Had the original $75.00 per week order beep in effect, I could have kept myjoh and
lived with my children and not have been a welfare family. The final result to just
survive was to leave my job and become 100 percent dependent upon the taxpayers.

Social services made me apply for unemployment benefits. They in turn said I did
not leave my own* choosing, but rather I was coerced into quittinga victiin of soci-
ety's effort to save laxl.syer dollars. Civil Service opposed my receiving benefits and
the result was a judicial hearing. The judge's decision was, I made every attempt to
remain employed, however outside circumstances made this financially impossible
and I deserved the benefits.

My budget for a family of 4 in $119.00 per week unemployment insurance, $25.96
per month from social service, $124.00 per fnonth in food stamps.

My family lives at proverty level, while the police officer is at the minimum
payed support and is at the moment $9,000.00 in arrears. He enjoys a high standard
of living, financial comfort, atd community respect. Where then may I ask is.jui-
flee?

MORE 1PARENT FAMiLIM

Ufie717verytiVetiiiiihAwietictriast-year-lived-in-a-orte-parent-fami
per cent jump since 1970, the Census Bureau reported yesterday.

The figure, a reflection of increased divorce and more births but of wedlock, in-
chides all children under age 18. Of 62.9 million such children, 48 million lived with
both parents, 12.6 million with one parent and about 2.2 million with neither
parent.

Although the national total was 20 per cent for children in oneparent families,
the proportion was much higher among blacks than among Whites. About 15 per
cent of white children lived in one-parent families, the Census Bureau figures show.
For blacks, the figure was 45 percent. In each case, the overwhelming majority lives.
with the mother. -

The study. "Marital Status and Living Arrangements: March 1981" also found
that since 1970, that number of people living alone rose 75 percent and the number
of women aged ?5 to 29 who had never married doubled to 22 per cent.

{From Newsday, Dec.). 198Ij

A GIFT 0 F CHILD SUPPORT

It is commendable that Newsday is again running the Adopt A Family series for
the holidays. However, as a worker at SPLIT (Separated Persons living in Trans'.
tient which helps people ajdust to divorce and enforce orders of support, I particu-
larly notice the large number of families who are in the series because they are not
receiving child support.

The best holiday gift these families could receive would be tough legislat ion,
strictly enforced, that would ensure them the support they are due so they would
not need any more holiday handouts.

And since many of these families are on 4id to Dependent Children because they
are not receiving support, such legislation and enforcement would be a welcome gift
to the taxpayer, too.Susan Parato, North Bay Shore.
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INFLATION AND CHILD SUPPORT
'Hurray for Annette Michaels, attorney Steven Kraft and Judge Jack Cannavo

who, against all odds, are trying to change case law that has served to punish chit
dren M this state since 1977 I"Sult Links Support, Inflation," Sept. 291.

Mrs. Michaels' request for an increase in child support anpears tb 'rest, under the
1974 case of Bodin vs. Bodin on whether or not she anticilmted double-digit inn&
lion in 1973 when she signed a separation agreement. If she had been blessed with
that kind of foresight, as the father's lawyer claims, she would have a Wall Street
office, a six-figure salary, and no need for financial relief. And perhaps that was
why Mrs. Bodin was turned down in 1977 when she asked the father for more help
with their daughter's college expenses. At that time she was earning $45,000 a year,
and the Court of Appeals must have felt she could manage 1J:A what she was re-
ceiving.

Unfortunately, judges have denied poorer women an increase in child support be-
cause, like Mrs. Bodin, the terms of their separation agreements were "fair at the
time" and there had been "no unanticipated change of circumstance."

For example, one woman was told In 1978 thaNhe would have to be content with
the total of $35 a week for three children) that she had negotiated with her bus-
band in 1971, and the court denied her petition for $25 per week per child on the
basis of New York case lee/.

It was not just the high inflation rate that wss unforeseen by these mothersit
was the Bodin decision itself. Who would have thought that the court, our parens
patriac. would deny a child the right to necessary support from a financially able
parent? Certainly Pot the many custodial parents who agreed to a certain amount of
child support only because their attorneys told them they could always go back into
court if the chips needs increased. (It should be mentioned that noncustodial par -
eats have not been denied their right to ask the cold for a downward m6dification
if they run into financial difficulty:)

Hopefully, the members of our highest court will see a flood of petitions not as
reason to defer justice for children, but as an opportunity to redress an ill-used deci-
sion. As the administrator of SPLIT, Inc., an organization that works to help those
with support problems. I hope the Court of Appeals will rise to the challenge of the
Michaels case.Marilyn Meadows, North Bay Shore.

HALF OP MATRIARCHS POOR

NEW YORK (LIPTIMOI'D than half the women who run families on their own are
in poverty, the U.S. Commissioner of Labor Statistics said yesterday.

Commissioner Janet Norwood said this means that one out of every 12 families in
the nation is in poverty.

At present, one out of every six families is maintained by a woman who does not
have a husband. Ms. Norwood said the median annual income of those families is
$6,179. The Census Bureau lists $8,414 as the poverty level for a family of four.

"Women who maintain families on their own have a very difficult time in the
Tabor market," she said.

In an address to the Industrial Relations Society of New York, Ms. Norwood said
such families have 'risen in number from less than 5 million in 1960 to almost 10
"minion today.

In addition, she said, the marital status of the women involved has "changed con.
siderably." In 1900, she said, about half the women maintaining families were wid
owed Now, she said, only 30 per cent are in that category, 50 percent are separated
or divorced and 20 percent never married.

Ms. Norwood said the unemployment rate is considerably higher among these
families than among traditional families-15 percent compared to 9 percent/

In addition, she said, unemployment tends to run in families.
"That is when one family member is jobless, there is a greater likelihdd that on

other person in the family may also nemployed."

Be Asszazive ON CHILD SUPPORT

The article ott Suffolk County's Child Support Enforcement Unit "High Marks for
Suffolk Welfare Unit" April 20) had the tone of a press release. That self-congratu
latory air proves to be unwarranted when the facts are examined. In calendar year
1981, 8,142 families were receiving Aid to Families of Dependent Children (ADC) in
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Suffolk County Fur these families, the enforcement unit collected $4,833,913 in that
calendar year. This amounts tu roughly $311 per family pei month. The unit's ex
penditures were L45.578, resulting in the collection of $1.49 for every one dollar
spent. .

These figures are unimpressive but could be improved if only the unit did not
frustrate its own purposes. It is more willing to accept a delinquent parent's vague
verbal claim of "financial problems" than to do a thorough investigation of assets
and ability to pay. It consistently neglects to utilize the various means available to

. obtain information on a delinquent parent's location and fin racial profile, such as
credit data reports and tax returns. Also, it completely preclu 1es a parent from our
suing his or her own remedies, such as suing upon a separa on agreement or peti
tioning the family Court. Public assistance is humiliating nough without having
all rights to collect child support assigned to a government a ency.

Our organization's criticism tems from 10 years experience as a child.supporten
forcement advocate dealing w' the support enforcement unit and personal contact
with many hundreds of perso with support collection problems through our corp.
nixatiou, SPLIT. We are eager to give praise where due, but accolades self-conferred
are taintedVirginia Ingle, Advocate, Separated Persons Living in Transition Inc.,
North Day Shore.

Couscrutc PARENTAL. BAD DEBTS

Kudos to Suffolk District Attorney Patrick Benry., agreeing to enforce a lawthat
has always been on the books by pushing for criminal prosecution of parents who
fail to pay child-support commitments [ "Suffolk DA Pursuing Complaints on Child
Support: Mar. 101. Perhaps now, some elbow fathers, at least in Suffolk County,
will have to follow through with court - ordered child support for their offspring.

It is truly, ironic thaka man can be jailed on a bad debt charge when a complete
stranger is involved, yet when it's his own flesh and blood, the court will, look the
other way.

It is a pity that there is just one humane-district-attorney-in-the-State-oc-N
York who understands the injustice meted out to tens of thousands of children in
this country, many the children of affluent fathers, existing at, or below, the pover
ty level, supported by the taxpayers of this country. Why can't every DA in the
state, and indeed in the nation, reach out and prosecute these fathers rho have
abandoned their children?Evelyn P. Pike, Jericho.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you very much.
I want toinake clear that we would not be having this' hearing

today if members and staff, both sides of the aisle, had not agreed
that the emphasis has been up to now on AFDC cases.

We know that the original charge was AFDC and non-AFDC, and.
we are attempting to bring the non-AFDC on an equal basis in the
collection process.

Also, Pwould like to say that each timeI have only been here 2
yearsbut each time I go through a hearing like this, it is incredi-
ble the testimony of those who have experienced something, and
those that have not lived it.

The National Women's Law-Center.

STATEMENT OF ANN KOLKER, POLICY ANALYST, NATIONAL
,WOMEN'S LAW CENTER

Ms. KOLKER. I am delighted to be here. I will try to summarize
my remarks, but I would like to first call your attention to the fact
that today I am testifying on behalf of 28 other major national
women's and civil rights organizations, and it is such an extraordi-
nary first group, that I would like to read it into the record right
now: American Association of University Women; Citizens for Fair
Child Support, Davison county, North Carolina.; Displaced Home-
makers Network, Inc.; Federally Employed Women, Inc.; Kentucky
Infants Deserve Support; Leadership Conference on Civil Rights;
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Mexican American Women's National Association; National Center
for Women and Family Law; National Council of Jewish Women;
National Council of Negro Women; National Institute for Women
of Color; National Federation of Business, and Professional
Women's Clubs, Inc.; National Organization for Women; National
Urban Leag. ue; National Women's Conference Committee; National
Women's Party; National Women's Political Caucus; Nebraska
Commission on tthe Status of Women; NOW Legal Defense and
Education Fund; Office of Public Policy; Women's Division, United
;fiethodist Church; Older Women's League; Organization for the
Protection of America's Children, Higley, Arizona; Parents Organi-
zation for Support Enforcement, Bakersfield,. California; People's
Alliance for Children's Equal Rights, Louisville, Kentucky; Rural
American Women; Unitarian Universalist Women's Federation;
Women's, Equity Action League; and Women's Network of Mont-
gomery County, Pennsylvania.

We are pleased to offer our support for title V of the Economic
Equity Act, H.R. 2090, and the companion bill, H.R. 2374, intro-
duced by Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly.

As members of this committee well know, a child support en-,
forcement program has been in effect since 1975, when Congress
passed the child support enforcement program as a new part 1) of
title IV of the Social Security Act. Each State has set u a child

ercemen o ace, nown as e T-1 o
Collection efforts on behalf of families owed support payments

are currently being made in every State. While the National Office
of Child Support Enforcement points to the growing total of collec-
tions nearly $1.8 billion in 1982as evidence of the success of the
program, there are othersincluding the 28 groups supporting this
statement and the sponsors of the EEAwho believe that there is
great room for improvement. We are pleased to see that many of
the deficiencies of the current program have been addressed by
titld V of the EEA and are here today to share with the committee
our views on this measure.

It is altogether fitting that provisions to improve child support
enforcement are part of the Economic Equity Act. For when one
compares the statistics on the economic burdens experienced by
single- female- headed households with statistics on collections, of
child support payments, it is clear that the inadequacy of child sup-
port payments contributes to the low income levels of so many
female-headed households.

So much attention has been given to these figures that I am
going to skip over them, but call your attention to a couple of fig-
ures recently released by the Census Bureau on collection of child
support payments.

Only 35 percent of the 8.2 million women bringing up children
with an absent father received any child support payment in 1981,
and only 22 percent received full payment.

These figures speak for themselves. They make a compelling case
for the need to strengthen the child support enforcement laws, so
that parents can achieve for their children the economic security
that the children are entitled to Although the economic circum-
stances of the absent 'parent may have some impact on the pay-
ment of support, the fact that nearly two-thirds of the individuals
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bringing up children from an absent parent do not receive any fi-
nancial support cannot be explained away so easily. Passage of title
V of the Economic Equity Act is vital to assuring that children re-
ceive the support to which they are entitled.

The scope of the child support enforcement problem makes it im-
portant that State child support enforcement offices handle cases
of all familiesnot just those receiving public assistance. There-
fore, we are pleased to see that the new bill continues the current
requirement that States serve all families seeking assistance in en-
forcing child support.

Despite. the current' law requirement, many States have, in fact,
limited their enforcement to families receiving AFDC. Because col-
lections for AFDC families are simply used to offset a family's wel-
fare grant, the current child support enforcement program offers
more fiscal relief to State budgets than assistance to needy chil-

, dren.
The Na 'bowl Council of State Child Support Enforcement Ad-

ministrators, in their February 1983 report, acknowledges that
States are strongly encouraged to emphasize collections for families
on AFDC to the exclusion of other eligible families.

Additionally, many women across the country seeking help from
the child support enforcement office within their State report frus
tration in obtaining agency cooperation if- they are not welfare
cases. Nonenforcement for non-AFDC families is a problem of sig-
nificant proportions:

Moreover, the administration, by proposing a restructuring of
the Federal reimbursement formula, has sent- a clear signal that
AFDC collections should be emphasized over nonAFDC In con-
trast, title V of the EEA, by requiring improvements in State col-
lections that will benefit non-AFDC as well as AFDC families, is a
significant step forward for all families in need of prompt, regular,
and adequate child support from absent parents.

In recognition of the importance of serving all families with child
support enforcement problems, the purpose clause of Mrs. Kennel-
ly s bill has been amended to restate that the program must serve
all children. We applaud the objective here, but note that the new
clarifying purpose language merely restates rathel than revises the
intent of existing law. .

We suggest one minor change in the language 9f the amendment
to the purpose clause to insure that all children are served. This
clause reads, '.'The purpose of the program authorized by this part
is to assure compliance with obligations to pay child support to
each child in the United States living with one parent;"

The phrase "living with one parent" may exclude children owed
support living with grandparents or other relatives. Henbe, we sug-
gest that the phrase "living with one parent" be deleted. This
change will clarify that every child owed support is entitled to col-
lect it through the program. '

The act now covers collections of child and spousal support for
individuals with whom a child is living. We believe it should be ex-
panded to include individuals without dependent children seeking
to enforce alimony or spousal support. .

Few women are awarded alimony, and those who are, are usually
individuals with severe need. These women are often disabled or
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have been out of the labor force a very long time and have no way
of obtaining financial independence. Yet the financial security that
alimony provides them is every bit as critical to their economic sta-
bility as child and spousal support is to women with dependent
children, and they, too, are entitled to the assistance of the State
IV-D office.

We also support the provisions of the legislation expanding the
income tax refund intercept. In 1981, Congress amended the child
support enforcement program to permit the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice to deduct past-due child suPport owed to families receiving
public assistance from income tax refunds of absent parents.

Section 502(aXbXc) expands the IRS authority to deduct past-due
support payments from the refundi\ of all absent parents, even
those whose children are not on AFDC

We are concerned, however, about th bill's provision permitting
the IRS to charge a fee for the costa inV bred, particularly because
the act already authorizes States to as ss fees for serving non-
AFDC families.

This is a heavy dose of fees and could substantially cut into pay-
ments that women expect to receive. To the extent that a provision
for a fee is included, we urge that the legislative histor rake
thattlielee-be-charged-against-th an at a. equate
guidelines to insure proper notice to this parent are developed.

One problem with the existing intercept Trogram has recently
come to our attention, namely, that refunds from joint returns
have been intercepted when only one parent is liable for the past-
due support. We lieve the statute should mandate that IRS regu-
lations require ance notice to joint filers about refund intercept
for past-due sup ort and specify procedures for protecting the por-
tion of the refun accruing to the nonliable joint filer.

The heart of itle V is the requirement that States establish a
clearinghouse o comparable procedure to coll4ct and disburse sup-
port payments, to monitor the timeliness of payments, and to trig-
ger enforcement mechanisms if arrearages develop.

This clearinghouse appears to be modeled on successful State
programs. We are pleased that all States will be required to estab-
lish the kind of enforcement program whose effectiveness has al-
ready been proven.

The important aspect of the clearinghouse approach -is that it
permits separating and divorcing parents to remove the issue of
child support payments from any emotional tumult between the
parents.

The clearinghouse provides a kind of neutral mechanism to col-
lect and disburse payments, and thus insulates the obligations
owed the child from the discord that the parents are experiencing.
The absent parent makes his or her payment directly to the
clearinghouse, and, more importantly, if a payment is not forth-
coming, the clearinghouse notes the deficiency and initiates action,
relieving the parent to whom the obligation is' owed Of hiring a
lawyer to-enforce the older. Because complete and timely support
payments are so vital to a child's well-being, the establishment of a
child support clearinghouse in every State is important to insure
that complete and regular payments are received by every family
owed child support.
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Timeliness of the payment is critical, especially for families
being terminated from AFDC who may get lost as they are moved
from AFDC to non-AFDC status. The bill should specify that the
clearinghouse must disburse funds in a timely fashion to assure
that all children are in prompt seceipt of the funds due them.

Another important feature of the clearinghouse is that it will
help to ameliorate the problem of arrearages which often build up
to th point where even the most vigorous efforts cannot recover
the full amount of support owed.

A carefully setup computerized monitoring system will track all
payments received, will be progr'med to flag delinquencies imme-
diately, and trigger an appropriate enforcement mechanism.
Prompt action must occur. This will prevent the accumulation of
past-due support which plagues so many families and puts such a
strain on the enforcement efforts of the IV-D offices now.

On the critical issue of enforcemcnt, we think there is a need to
_clarify that arrearages confirmed by the clearinghouse should

iresult in timely enforcement actions. Both the language ofieCtion
503(a)(10)(D) and the legislative history should be written to reflect
that prompt enforcement actions such as mandatory wage assign-
ments must be triggered when delinquencies of 2 months occur.
This will not only insure immediate and regular assistance to fami-
lies owed support; it will also send an important message to other
n o n sup po iting-parents-th at-nonpayme ntwill_not.ba_tolerated

Section 504(a) of the act spells out procedures which States must
devglop in order to improve collection efforts. The provisions set
for in this section are generally sound, though we are not clear

iwhat criteria were used in making some of the procedures =tide-.
tory and others optional.

Careful consideration should be given by the committee to insure
that the most needed of these procedures are the ones that are
made mandatory.

Sections 504(a) (21), (22), an (23) are essential for the strengthen-
ing of enforcement efforts. They would require States to: Imple-
ment mandatory wage withholding laws when arrearages of 2
months or more occur; provide procedures for imposing liens
against property.for past-due support; and, for States with a State
income tax, require that a refund intercept be authorized to collect
pastdue support obligations.

The use of the word wages is too narrow and should be expanded
so that moneys from consulting fees, moneys earned by the self-em-
ployed, et cetera, would be included.

Section 504(a)(24), which requires States to provide quasi-judicial
or administrative procedures-4n the establishms,modifiation
and collection of support obligations an the- establishment of
paternity is problematic. There is oubt that an administrative
or quasi-judicial procedure is usually speedier than a judicial pro-
ceeding and therefore expedites the whole process for individuals
seeking support payments. In this sense, administrative and quasi-
judicial procedures are beneficial.

On the other hano, removing the establishment of paternity and
support obligations from the courts and turning over these impor-
tant matters to an administrative body may not be a good idea.
First, there may be State constitutional problems. Second, these
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agencies nifty lack the requisite experience to do the job adequate-
ly. .

Indeed, such a procedure has resulted in disparities in support
awards between those established by administrative and quasi-judi-
cial bodies and those established by the courts. Hence, the lan-
guage should be changed o clarify that the aar9inistrative body-is-
not authorized to assist in the establishmentivart of the collection
effort.

Finally, we have some questions about the last provision,
%MAME), which would require the States to use:

An objective standard to guide the establishment and modification of support obli
gallons, by measuring the amount of support needed and the ability of an absent
parent to pay such support, such that comparable amounts of support are awarded
in similar situations.

We recognize that there is an enormous variation in the awards
which similaly situated people receiveeven in the same jurisdic-

_ tionsand we applaud the intent of the drafters in attempting to
rectify these disparities.

"Comparable amounts in similar situations" is an important and
admirable objective. However, research indicates that there are
several approaches used to guide courts in the setting of awards.

A commonly used method is to base the award level on the rea-
sonable needs of the child. A problem with this method is that it
results-in-a-dramatic decline in the standard of living for the chil-
dren and mother while the father enjoys an increase in his living
standard. --.

A better approach r cognizes that if there is a reduction in
income because two households must.now live on the funds previ-
ously available to one household, each household should bear the
brunt of that reduction. This approach is generally more equitable
for women and children.

What is important for the purpose of this bill, however, is that
improving criteria for support awards is just getting underway. As
a result, we think that it is premature to require the use of objec-
tive standards. We recomrqend that the legislation reflect the im-
portance of developing apprivriate standards and that provision be
made for a study to come up with guidelines that could be adopted
in the future.

There are two further problems with child support enforcement
that are not addressed in the Economic Equity Act. First, as has
been previously pointed out, when support is collected for AFDC
families, the payment goes to the State welfare office and simply
offsets the family's public assistance grant.

The main beneficiary of the collection is the State, unless the
support collected is greater than the welfare standard. Therefore,
the family receives no real monetary benefit from the collection.

Moreover, if the family is rendered ineligible for AFDC, they
may lose medicaid eligibility as well, although the support award is
insufficient to cover their medical costs. Several options are availa-
ble to increase the monetary benefit of support collections for
AFDC families.

A disregard of part of the award could be provided. This was
done when the child support enforcement program was originally
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enacted, as an incentive for 'women to cooperate in identifying
absentioarents.

Anotffer option would be to continue medicaid eligibility for sev-
eral months for the families whose child support payments remove

ithem from the public assistance roles. This is currently done for 4
months when AFDC families are rendered ineligible for assistance
because of earnings.

Another obstacle to effective child support enforcement exists in
some States that impose statutes of limitations in paternity ac-
tions. These pro-visions preclude many children born ouof wedlock .
from ever pursuing their rights to support.

In recent years, the Supreme Court has struck down as unconsti-
tutional several State statutes which deny an illegitimate child the
same right to support and to establish paternity that a legitimate
child has

Just last month, in Pickett v. Brown, 51 U.S.L.W. 4655, June 7,
1983, the court declared unconstitutional a 2-year statute of limita-
tions for paternity_ actions. State courts in at least six StatesAr-
kansas, Florida, Kansas, Montana, New Mexico, North Carolina
have also invalidated statutes of limitations for paternity actions as
unconstitutional.

The Supreme Court, of course, can only decide the cases before
it. Statutory limitations on paternity actions of longer than 2 years
remain a problem in several States, however.

According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, asof
1981 a majority of States required that paternity actions be initiat-
ed within a specified time period ranging from 1 year after birth to
6 years after majority.

We therefore urge the committee to add to the bill a requirement
that States insure that limitations on the right to file for chid sup-
port be no greater for children born out of wedlock than fo, other
children. To insure simple and equal justice for all children seeking..
support, special statutes of limitations on paternity as distinct from
other support actions should not be permitted.

In conclusion, the failure of nearly two-thirds of today's absent
parents to support their own children should encourage this coun-
try to makeia national commitment to strengthen child support en-
forcement. tFiitle V of the Economic Equity Act, which requires
States to improve their child support collection efforts, represents
an importa t step this direction.

We urge romp passage of the measure so that children begin to
receive th financial support from both parents to which they are
fully entitl d.

Thank y u.
Mrs. KENNELLY. I had a copy of your remarks before the Senate

Finance Committee, and we have already begun to look at many of
your changes.

_ Ms. KOLKER. I am pleased to learn that.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Mrs. Fromm, you talked about lack of applica-

tion. T
Did you mean that in the real sense of the word? There is no ap-

plication?
Ms. FROMM. I mean an application form which is required to be

held on file so that when the Social Security Administration does
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its annual audits of the individual State's plans, they can see the
number of applications on file and determine what work has been
done on those particular cases. When the individual jurisdictions in
a State fail to provide an application form to an applicant, there is
no record of that case on file for the audit purposes.

Mrs. KENNELLY. It is really that basic, that we need an applica-
tion form?

Ms. Fsomm. Yes, that is the way to substantiate the number
of cases in the caseload for the State.

I

Mrs. KENNELLY. You had a situation, three cases? One woman
had her payments reduced?

Ms. WELCH. I am the woman. It was suppopedly a change in the
economic circumstan which really were never proven, in the
court. It was what s said to the judge who modified t ,he order.
This is very norms Most women who go into court, Whether it is
under the URESA ystem, where someone appears in irourt_on my
behalf, when she oes in and establishes arrearages, and it happens
all the time, an the judge then feels that the arreat'ages are puni-
tive and he w' . discourage any payment; so he will hold the ar-
rearage in ab ance, and then reduce the award §6 every time you
go to court, you not only don't get paid, but yo, now have a sup-
port order for less money than you hats before/Which you will not
get, either.

It is a catch-22, but it is very, very severe.
The dropping of support awards seems to be the way it happens.
e judges seem to feel, well, yes, this is establishing a pattern. We

will bring them in this year and next year and each time we will
reduce the award.

Mrs. KENNELLY. I have a question I would like to ask all of you,
and I know it is not fair to ask for an answer today. I heard it yes-
terday, and you heard it today, and that is reducing from 70 to 60
the' Federal input and spreading that. around and rewarding the

'good States.
You people have your organizations and have your experience.

Could you write the committee with what you think about that,
and maybe some changes that should be made. That is going to be
a very big part of what we are doing, and I would like to have your
experience.

Mr. Campbell is going to have questions, and we have a quorum
call, which we will have to go to, and then there is a vote following
that vote.

We will be back immediately after that, so I hope the next pane:
will n-t leave.

Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I am not going to have time to pursue the ques-

tions that I have.
TAro things I would like to point out: One was the past-due pep

melds.
Somebody suggested they be indexed to the CPI.
Wages of the working people often do not steep up with the CPI.
I would ask you to consider the possibility of the indexation to

wage increases with no opportunity for decreases.
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The second thing is, that you seem to make a point even after
the on-AFDC custodial parents pursue the court-ordered support,
in several States the net result is nothing, no payment at all.

Are you really telling us that presently existing laws and private
remedies do not work at all?

I don't have time f r you to answer it.
Mrs. KENNELLY. T ey are all shaking their head no.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Do this imply that a parent must turn to AFDC

in order to get child upport help?
What in the preset law is working, or could be improved upon?

We all know some of the problems and im ing this in a broader
sense. I wish we could discuss it.

Please discuss with me the custodial fathe and the obligation of
a lower ware-earning spouse. From that standpoint, a remarried
spouse, either male or female, and the obligation and the tax de-
duction. Mr. Conable and Mr. Rostenkowski have a bill in that
gives the tax deductions for dependents to the custodial parents.

[The following were subsequently received:}

NATIONAL WOMEN'S LAW CENTER RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ON CHILD SePFORT
ENFORCEMENT

...FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT FORMULA

The Administration has proposed' restructuring the federal reimbursement formu-
la by reducing the guaranteed federal payment to the state from 70 percent to 60

_pement..iepeahng_the 12 percent incentive to the states for AFDC collection, and
making the approximately $200 million "saved" bTf ehiFOrPbi atrraysilable to the
states on a performance basis. Those states with better collection records for both
AFDC and non-AFDC families would be entitled to more federal dollars than states
with lower collections.

While the Center believes that the inclusion in the reimbursement formula of
non-AFDC as well as AFDC families is an important step forward, we also believe
that the proposal advanced by the Administration is insensitive to the needs of both
these groups of realities. The problem with the proposal is that there is enormous
variation in collection and enforcement procedures among the states, and that the
states with the least sophistication are those which at this point need federal assist-
ance the most. It is families not receiving support in states which have not even
begun to computerize their recordkeeping, or have inadequately tAiined personnel,
who are least likely to get their orders enforced at presentand *lio will be even
less likely to under the Administration's performance-based reimbursament scheme.
If any change in the federal match is proposed, and we are not covihced that any
is necessary, it should be in the direction of. bolstering the ost in need
rather than rewarding those that have developed an effective prograp o their own.

CUSTODIAL PATH ER AND THE OBLIGATION OF THE LOrEARNING SPOUS

This is certainly not the usual situation because the vast majority of custodial
parents are women who suffer a disproportionatetdrop in income when the family
splits up. (One California study found that after divorce, a husband's income rose 42
percent while a wife's dropped 73 percent.) Furthermore, when women are em-
ployed, even in an intact marriage, their earnings are considerably lower than
men's. They make only 69 cents for every dollar that men make. Hence, even when
the father is the custodial parent, the mother is unlikely, to have resources equal to
those of the father. much less sufficient Rinds to support chilkpn in another house-
hold. The Center believes, however, that the support laws should-be gender neutral
and that women financially capable f of supporting children living with a custodial
father should ammo that responsibih

DEPENDENCY EXEMPTION TO CUSTODIAL PARENTS

Under current lait, the custodial parent is entitled to treat the child as a depend-
ent for purposes of claiming an exemption on income taxes, unless either the di-
vorce/separation agreement specifies otherwise and the non-custodial parent pro-
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vides at least $600 m support payments, or the non-custodial parent provides $1,200
in support and the custodial parent does not provide more.

UR 3475, §04, currently before the Ways and Means Committee proposes.chang-
ing current law to permit the custodial parent to claim the child as a dependent i
all cases, unless tho parent waives in writing that claim. This change may benefit
some, or even many, women. However, without data, which breaks down custodial
parents at varying economic levels and correlates this with this size of their chil-
dren's support award, it is difficult to ascertain the number and economic level of
women the proposed change will benefit. Furthermore, cuskOial_pareins, primarily
women, often have much lower incomes and are coilsequehtly in a lower tax bracket
than their former spouses. Knowing that the dependency deductions might be
"worth" more to their ex spouse in a higher tax bracket, they might prefer to forgo
the dependency claim in order to achieve a higher monthly award. There may be
good reason to alter the tax lay. to provide a better chance than exists under cur
rent law for custodial parents who elect to claim the dependency exemption. But at
this writing, we do not have sufficient data on the impact of the change to support
the provision currently before the Committee.

, THE OBLIGATION OP THE REMARRIED srousx

Remarriage of either custodial or absent parent should not affect the support obli-
gation of the absent parent, though to the extent that the financial needs of the
children change, the award levels are subjectto revision and modification. A. child
who -incurred, unexpected medical expenses may, for example, require a higher
mom* payment for a certain period, just as the child who began receiving sub
stantial income from sources other than the absent parent could be subjected to a
reduced payment.

Remarriage of the absent parent should in no way absolve that parent from pro-
viding regular support to their children, That responsibility_ transcends other finan-
cial obligations which an absent parent may incur When child support is reduced
or withdrawn because an owing parent spends his or her money on the new spouse
or house. it is the children who suffer. Fairness to children dictates that their finan-
cial needs must take precedence over the changed marital situation of their parents.

W PRIVATE neuteniis Ner NOTHING TO THE CUSTODIAL PARENT, IS AFDC TUE ONLY
RECOURSE

The fatt that private remedies to enforce support obligations so often produce
nothing on its face makes the case for strengthening the enforcement process. Man-
datory wage assignments, prompt action when delinquencies occur, security bonds,
and property hens for owing parents with a history _or nonpayment all are essen-
tial to assure that child sup rt is paid regularly. When enforcement is so indiffer-
ent and inadequate that chit ren must wind up on public assistance before the state

t is harmful to the children and a sad commentary on
the states concern for children. The Center believes that states must be required to
service non -AFDC families ns well as AFDC families. To do anything less in'ites the
economic deterioration of single parent families and adversely affects the very chil-
dren the state is mandated to assist.

takes their plight seriously,

lion. Mimi) Foal),
Chairman. Subcommittee en Pablsc Assistance and Uncmplovment Compensation.

Committee on Ways and Meam, House of Representatives, Washington, Ile
; Di.ne Citniemnst Font]. At the hearing on July 14, the Subcommittee raised sever-

al questions. requesting the panel on which I testified to respond by mail.
We wish to express appreciation to the Subcommittee members for their atten-

tiveness to the stories and testimonies presented by the ninny advocacy groups who
%ere represented. We hope thnt we have been able to shed some light on the extent
of the child support problem and its frightening consequences.

The Organization for the Enforcement of Child Support i0ECSi was very pleasant-
ly surprised to see members from distant organizations, who traveled far to partici-
pate in this important hearing It was certainly a great hnrdship for some of them
to have token time off from work and met the expenses of the trip. Our organize-
hoe is aware of the existence of 33 such organizations across the country and has
been engaged in mutual exchange of newslettors with them. Had they n11 been able

OECS,
Reisterstown, Md., July 18, 1981
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to aFord the time and cost involved, we feel sure the hearing. attendance and testi-
monies would hove been overwhelming.

Not only OEC.S, but all the grassroots organizations and every person who has
stood alone on the horns of the dilemma, wholeheartedly agree that the time is now
for Congress to act. We will try,lto the best of our ability, to answer the questions
put before us and to interject any suggestions that our analysis of the situation
deems prudent.

I H.R. 216

In expanding our previous testimony on Congressman Long's Tax Refund Offset
Program (TROP1 bill, our organization is submitting excerpts of a.paper, prepared
by the Maryland Child Support Enforcement Administration, showing the proposed
implementation of Maryland's non-AFDC Tax Refund Intercept Program (TRIP).
(Please see attachment, #1.) It is conceivable that the federal nonAFDC TROP
could be implemented in much the same way. However the Maryland TRIP is
faulty in that it only providesthis service in cases where the payments have been
ordered through the State agency. Maryland requires that the arrearages must be a
public record. This still severely restricts the services given and large numbers of
cases will be bypassed. The reasoning behind the limiting regulations is that inclu-
sion of cases in which the money has been ordered to be paid directly from the obli-
gor to the obligee would be too time consuming and would slow the system down.
Maryland officials have concluded that far fewer cases would be certified. OECS has
pointed out that a simple affidavit from the child support recipient, coupled with a
esponding affidavit from the payor could begin the process of certification. If the

two do not agree, a hearing officer could call them in for a deciding conference,
asking the obligor to bring proof of payment.

Another fault in the Maryland procedure is that when the public records of ar-
rearages and the obligee's records do not agree, the lower amount will be automati-
cally certified. In pointing qut the inaccuracies of the State's recordkeeping system
and in requesting that the custodian's and noncustodian's records be admitted.
OECS has been told, again, that this procedure would be too time consuming. Mary-
land officials say that State tax refunds are small compared to most arrearages and
that accuracy makes little difference. Our organization feels that accuracy will be
far more important in the federal TROP, because the individual refunds are much
larger. The State will be doing the certifications for TROP.

In addition, one invaluable benefit of both TRIP and TROP is the ability to locate
absent parents through the information given on tax returns. If a person cannot be
located, he or she cannot be served process; hence, a court order cannot be obtained,
enforced, or modified. Surely, through a person may successfully remain hidden
front a child support obligation, he or she will certainly put the correct address on
the income tax return.

It must be stressed that governmental regulations should not discriminate against
any child for any reason and all children should receive the support which is legally
and morally theirs.

60 micas? PBDKRAL PaIrriC(PaTION (PPM

Reducing the FFP to GO percent of the total cost would further strain an already
fiscally everbardened project. We are aware that the country is in the throes of eco-
nomic difficulties but, unfortunately, it is those very difficulties that are feeding the
initial problem. It is quite possible that some "carrot-on-a-stick" legislation might
encourage the States to streamline programs within the system. This could possibly
save enough to allow the federal government to sustain the current level of partici-
pation. Redaction of FFP would only tend to decrease the cost effectiveness of some
already troubled programs. Suggested legislation would deal with; (1) Contractual
participation with credit bureaus for determination of assets and location of default-
ers; 121 Revision of IRS Full Collection Process guidelines, allowing more liberal
access to the procedure, (3) Revision of TROP guidelines; and (4) Increasing IV-D
FIT and strict imposition of the T, percent penalty. This would not interfere with
the action on II.R. 216, but deal with a point entered in another question raised on
joint returns by the obligor and new spouse. A definitive ruling would satisfy more
of those involved and expedite the transfer process. For example, simple mathemat-
ics would determine what percentage of the return was contributed by each person
and the TROP commitment could be calculated accordingly.
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TUE CUSTODIAL. FATHER AND TER OBLIGATIONS OF A LOWER WAGE EARNING EX-SPOUSE

This-is a unique problem fraught with suppositions In many families today there
are two wage earners. When a divorce occurs and the father retains custody, there
is usually reluctance to even order child support payments by the mother. Because
of the disparity of wages, it is quite obvious that the woman's financial contribution
was not large when the family was whole. Now the woman must survive on her
income alone. There have, however, been a few cases where the custodial father has
brought suit againbt his ex-wife for contempt.

OECS contends that child support should never be sexually biased. It is the legal
and moral duty of both parents to provide for their children to the best of the 'par-
ents' capabilities. Regardless of which parent retains custody, the non-custodial,
parent should still remain a parent in all respects. By this we mean that it is the
moral duty of the non-custodial parent to participate in the lives and nurturing of
the children. It is also the legal duty of the non-custodial parent to participate in
the financial responsibilities. It does not matter whether the non - custodial parent is
the father or the motherKids Need Love and Child Support.

OBLIGATIONS OF A REMARRIED SPOUSE -

Many times, when an ex-spouse remarries, he or she makes new obligations or
accepts the new spouse's obligations, "because he feels he must care for those whose
needs he sees and hears about daily".I OECS v.-Intends that the first obligations
should alwnys takeArecedence over newly and voluntarily created ones.

STEPPARENTS OBLI(3ATIONS

For many years, non-supported children, whose custodial parents have remarried,
have been denied 8E00 and other governmental college grants based upon their
stepparents' incomes and assets. In the last few years, stepchildren have been
denied AFDC grants based upon their stepparents' incomes. OECS does not advocate
unnecessary receipt of governmental moneys. However, it is very unfair to throw
the burden upon stepparents who have no legal responsibility to the stepchildren

--wkirrargovernimatd-efforts-ar-e-made-toforce-the-natural-parents-tolissurne-their
obligations. Some Congressional action should be taken to assure that all children

' will receive enforcement servjees, removing the burden from the stepparents and
placing it where it belongssquarely upon the natural parents.

IRS DEDUCTIONS (EXEMPTIONS;

The issue of who gets the deduction is often settled in the divorce decree. Howev-
er. it doesn't always work any hotter than the child support payments do. If the
noncustodial parent ge,fis the deduction and doesn't pay support, there is a. double
bogie in which the kids and the IRS both lose. Add to that the fact that the custodi-
al parent has contributed 100 percent (or more, by IRS minimum-deduction) of the
support of the child and cannot deduct any of it, there is another loser. To really
complicate matters, sometimes both parents take the deduction. It is no wonder so
many CPA's are prematurely gray. Legislation or guidelines creating a reporting
system that would add trigger notations on accounts might ease the problem at the
onset. or to insert this as a data request on TROP forms could alleviate a large pr
lion of this confusion. Again. we feel it would Mem definite positive fiscal results.

IRS rules and exceptions in support of dependents lean heavily toward benefitting
the non custodial parent. According to IRS Publication 604,

"The parent who does not have custody, or who has it for the shorter time is con-
sidered to have provided more than half the child's support if either one of the fol.
lowing two exceptions applies.

"First exception: You do not have custody and you provide at least $600 toward
the child's support during the calendar year, regardless of the amount of support
the custodian has provided. The decree of divorce or a written agreement between
the parents states you can take the dependency exemption for income tax purposes.
The agreement must be in writing.

"Second exception: You do not have custody and you provide $1,200 or more of
support for each child for the calendar year. Your former spouse does not show that
he or she provides more for support. You can take the child's exemption even
though the decree of divorce or separation, or a written agreement, gives the exemp-
tion to your ropier spouse. The parent not having custody, to qualify under this ;

David 1. Chambers. ")laktng Fathers Pay." Chicago. The University of Chicago Press
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ent
exemption, must provide at least Sh200 support for each child claimed as a depend-

" -
Therefore, 4/e feel that the IRS rul are discriminatory and deserve special Cone

gressional attention and revision.
Because of high attorney fees, the res Itii-of going to court often nets nothing, or

evekereates a deficit situation. Therefore, is the only recourse AFDC?
This question is a study in bureaucratic paradox..Rather than spend a lesser

amount to collect child support, agencies encourage the more expensive alternatives
of private litigation and/or AFDC without further investigation. A few legislative
changes would identify a large percentage of cases at the onset of divorce and would
automatically set certain legal processes into operation swiftly, _painlessly, and
cheaply. These would be simple options like voluntary wage assignment at the
onset, mandatory wage liens at the first indication of default in suport (not, two or
three years and prodigious legal fees later). Uniform interstate enfbrcement and
uniform in-State services would reduce red tape and expedite procedures.

No, AFDC is not the only recourse. A custodial parent may work three jobs; or
the extended family (grandparents or other relatives) may continue to pitch in rent
money and food permanently; or the churches may distribute food and clothing
more liberally than they already are doing; or more soup kitchens could open; or
Goodwill stores could stop selling clothing, fiirniture, and appliances and start do-
nating these items to non-supported families; or doctors and pharmacists, could a
donate all medical treatments and medicalsupplies; or, most of all, more emergency
shelters could open so that all homeless, non-supported families may ake refuge.
Please see Attachment No. 2.

AFDC-is not find should not be the only- recourse.-There-is-too -such money; tool"
much manpower, and too much good old-fashioned American Pride al.-stake here.
Title IV-D was drafted to guarantee services to non-AFDC families. Reinfareligthis
legislation will ensure that all children will get their money, not the lawyers who
must plead the pain of need of these children. These lawyers will not be out of a job
or long, however. They will likely defend those who seek to defy their court orders.

sUMMASY OS RECOMISEONATIONS

ROP-fol\-6W cnndren 0161-fotiEFDIC- cases, only; and not to exclu e ce
classes of people) should be mandatory.

TRIP in the States should also be all inclusive
TRIP and TROP have the marvelous extra bonus of locating absent parents. This

is a benefit that would be an invaluable aid to every non-supported child in the
Nation if those programs were made available to everyone.

Reduction of FFP to 60 percent would further weaken the already flagging IV-D
program. The program should be strengthened by an increase in FFP and strict im-
position of the 5 percent penalty for non-compliance.

Non-custodial parents should be financially responsible for the support and main-
tenance of their children, regardless of the parent's sex and regardless of their level
of income.

Remarriage and new responsibilities of the non-custodian should not become a
valid excuse for child support delinquencies or modification of court orders',

Remove child support burdens from the stepparents and place thdm where they
belong-upon the natural parents.''

IRS rules and exceptions discriminate against custodial parents and should be
quickly_amended.

AFDC should be the last resort, rather than the only recourse. By providing all
enforcement services to all non-AFDC children, the AFDC rolls would rapidly de-
cline.

No child should be discriminated against for, any reason (i.e. mother's income, re-
ceipt of welfare payments, court-ordered direction of payments, etc.) and all services
should be offered to all families.

CONCLUSION \

We hope that these recommendations are, at Ale least, food for thought. We
cannot profess to have all the answers nor can every law cover every case or situa-
tion. The best governing body in the world cannot legislate morality. We can only
seek the best possible solution and hope and pray that our best will be good enough.
Best of luck, and God speed.

Sincerely, s**:

ELAINE M, Fileans.
President.

WILLIAM E. FROMM,
secretary.

-
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NAFDC TRIP IMPLEMENTATION, JUNE 16, 1983

GENERAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Background
The Max Refund Intercept Program, established under Chapter 569, Laws of 1980,

intercepts State income tax refunds in full or partial_ayment df delinquent. upport
obligations. The law authorizes the Child Support Enforcement Administration to
certify fay the Compfro11firorthe-Trosurratimialirtiwiiiimeeofiersons-64klays or
more in arrears on court ordered support obligations. This originally applied to fain-
flies whose support obligations were assigned to the State because of receipt of Aid

ito Families with Dependent Children. The law has since been expanded to include
NonAFDC families.

System description
The NAFDC: TRIP system is an enhancement to the existing TRIP system which

allows NAFDC obligors to be certified. Certification of NAFDC cases differs from
AFDC since the arrears are due the NAFDC obligee rather than the state. It is our
experience that NAFDC obligees occasionally accept direct payments from obligors
without notifying the local child support agency. Consequently arrears amounts in
these cases are not always accurate. In some cases the parties in the case may be
reconciled and the NAFDC obligee has no further interest in the case or the ar-
rears. In order to assure the accuracy of certified arrears, the NAFDC obligee will
be required to submit an application requesting NAFDC TRIP certification for his
or her case. The obligee will be asked to confirm the state arrearage figure or to
supply his or her own arrearage amount. No NAFDC cases will be certified without
an application from the NAFDC

The NAFDC certification process has thrie major steps:
Step One: The local certifying office will submit a list of NAFDC cases to the

State office which will be used to send applications for certification to NAFDC obli-
gees.

Step Two NAFDC obligees will return applications for certification which will be
used to identify NAFDC cases to be certified.

Step Three: NAFDC certifications will be merged with AFDC certifications to
make a united TRIP file.

NAFDC cases will not be certified for federal offset.
File maintenance documents allow local offices to delete a certification or to

reduce the certified arrears of an obligor. This option will be available to the local
office as soon as the NAFDC certification applications have been sent to obligees.

Intercept procedures for NAFDC cases are the same as those for AFDC .
TRIP collections from NAFDC cases will be distributed in the same manner as

other NAFDC collections, with the exception that there will be slightly more than a
fifteen day delay from the date the obligor is notified of intercept to the date that
checks are sent to the obligee. If the obligor files an appeal-within that time period
the distribution will be delayed until the disposition of the appeal.

TRIP appeals for NAFDC-cases will be handled in the same way as those for
AFDC cases with the exception that NAFDC-obligees will be given the opportunity
to attend appeal hearings and will be notified of the disposition of all hearings and
record reviews in their cases.

NATDC CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES

Cases are certified to TRIP by magnetic tape from local-offices with automated
files and by TRIP I forms from local offices with manual files. The enhancement to
TRIP to accommodate NAFDC cases has required a change in the magnetic tape
format and in the design of the TRIP I form.

The revised file format with instructic.,. may be found in Appendix E. This
format will be used when certifying both AFDC and NAFDC cases.

The new TRIP I form also will be used when certifying both AFDC and NAFDC
cases. A sample form with instructions may be found in Appendix C.
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The criteria ibr NAFDC certification are that a case must have a court order and
be at least 60 dnys in arrears from the date of the last court order. An additional
limitatioe has been imposed that the case must have at least $25in arrears. How.
ever, the ei.tire NAFDC caseload shall be submitted on the certification tapes and
TRIP 1 forms since an automated process has been established for editing the non-
certifiable cases from records submitted. The non.certificable cases will be used in
forthcoming procedures to identify cases eligible for unemployment insurance bene-
fit intercept. -

The NAFDC records submitted will be combined into a statewide file. Those cases
whith have 60 days arrearage, and a sufficient address for the obligee will be placed
in a preliminary NAFDC TRIP1ileglaDCTRIV applications will be sent to thc
obligees on this file and a list of the cases will be sent to the certifying offices. A
sample NAFDC application with the accompanying information sheet may be found

'in Appendix C.
The automated editing process does not determine itt he 60 days arrearage is from

the date of the last court order, nor does it determine whether these cases have a
court order. In order to eliminate cases which do not conform to regulations from
the preliminary NAFDC TRIP file a list of the preliminary file will be sent to the
certifying office. The certifying office will review the list and submit deletes for
those cases which should not be certified. Forms may also be submitted to reduce
the arrears in cases in which obligors have made substantial payments. The form
used to delete cases or reduce arrearage amounts is, the TRIP 23A. A sample of this
form may be found in Appendix C. This form will be used throughout the collection
year to delete cases and reduce arrearage amounts as required.

Applications from obligees requesting NAFDC TRIP certification and TRIP-23A'
forms will be used to update the preliminary NAFDC TRIP file. Deletes from local
offices will supersede applications from obligees. A final NAFDC TRIP file will be
constructed of those cases for which a NAFDC TRIP application has been received.
Cases which have been deleted will be shown as deleted on this file and will not be
available for intercept. A report will be sent to the certifying office listing the cases
on this file.

The final NAFDC TRIP file will be- .merged with the AFDC TRIP file to create a
master TRIP file. This file will be used fintercept state tax refunds-and getter.
reports.

DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES, CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION,
TAX REFUND INTERCEPT PROGRAM

The Tax Refund Intercept Program (TRIP) is now open to families who are owned
arrenrs.of support money and have not been able to collect them. TRIP enables the
family to get any State of Maryland income tax refund that is due the taxpayer who
owes the support arrears.

TRIP FACTS

You can apply for TRIP each year for thetfollowing year's tax refund.
You must sign up no later than tho date stated on the application form. Other.

wise you must wait until the Following year.
The support obligation must be payable through a court or a public support collei-

tion agency. If its payable directly to you, TRIP cannot help collect for you.
The arrears must be at least 60 days overdue.
TRIP cannot collect regular support payments: only amounts overdue.
You can apply by mail.
You can collect arrears from a State of Maryland income tax refund only, not

from a federal income tax refund.
We cannot' tell you before you apply if the person who owes you support gets a

State income tax refund. However, most people who file Maryland State income tax
returns do get refunds (about 70 percent).

The average Maryland State income tax refund is about 3200.00. We cannot tell
you, however, if you do collect th fund, if you wiil get that amount, or more, or
less.

No matter how high the ar ue you, you can only collect through TRIP thc
amount of the taxpayer's Suite income tax reflund.

If the amount of the income tax refund is more than your arrears, you will get
only the amount of the arrears.
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If the amount of arrears you claim is different than the amount printed on the
enclosed application, the amount certified to the Income Tax Division will be the
smaller of the two amounts.

You will have to be very patient about getting the money. It will take until about
two months after the taxpayer files his income tax return next year. If the taxpayer
appeals, it will take longer. .

A taxpayer whose income tax refund is taken by TRIP has, by law, a' right to
appeal to the Child Support Enforcement Administration. You should know this:

If the taxpayer appeals, the State may notify you to appear at a hearing. If you
are notified and you, fail to appear, you may lose your right to get the money:--

If an appeal hearing takes place and your presence is requested you will be given
advance notice of the time and place of the hearing. If the time and place is not
practical for you, you may request a change.

If the decision on the appeal is that the taxpayer has a right to get all or part of
his refund, you will not be able to get that amount.

If you believe that the person who owes you the arrears does not file a Maryland
State income tax return, it probably is not worthwhile to apply.

If you intend to file a joint income tax return with the person who owes yod the
money, DO NOT apply for TRIP.

HOW TO APPYNPOR TRIP

Complete the enclosed application. Do not leave anything out.-
o_apply...you. must know_the taxpayer's social security number if K is not already

on the enclosed application. You need not know his address. ,.

Mail the application no later than the date stated on the form.
If you have questions you may call the Tax Refund Intercept Program Monday

through Friday, 8:30-4:30 p.m.
In the Baltimore, Metropolitan-Calling Area, on 383-7965v
Elsewhere in Maryland, toll free on 800-492-5676,
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IAITACHStENT No. 2]

(Rom the Evening Sun, July 12 19831

CHILDREN SUFFER BODILY, MENTALLY NOT HAVING ADDRESS TO CALL HOME

(By Blair Claflin, Evening Sun Staff)

For three years, a boy named Carl Cross has been waiting for the day he again
will have an address of his own.

When his mother, Cheryl, was laid off from General Motors in 1979 and fell
behind in the rent for their apartment, they moved in with a family friend. The
overcrowding strained their welcome and the two were forced to move againthis
time to a room at the YWCA Family Shelter on West Franklin Street where they
have lived for tho past month.

Carl is 9 years old. His life lacks the stability most children have. He missed his
last two weeks of school, for example, because of the recent move.

"I know that it (being homeless] is something he will never forget," Cross said of
her son's experience. "He wants to have an address. He wants to be like everybody
else."

Many people associate their notion of the homeless with the men and women who
wear layers of wrinkled clothes and walk the streets. But last year a far greater

_ percentage of the homeless-were childrem
More than 2,250 childrentwo-thirds of them age five or youngerwere homeless

in Baltimore and surrounding counties for at least part of the year, according to a
report issued recently by the Health and Welfare Council of Central Maryland. Chil-
dren accounted for 20 percent a the total number of homeless in the survey.

Not only do homeless children suffer from the lack of stability, but shelter direc
tors say they also have poor diets and need medical care.

"I think most reasonable people would agree that changing jiving arrangements
\ is a realltbiLsicalloradults..ancLthat-the-seriousness-wouicHse-rnagriffied-for chi -

\ dren,"Tiaid Joanne Selinake, director of the YWCA shelter.
\ Many homeless children come from families shattered by drugs, alcohol and child

d spouse abuse. The psychological damage done by those problems can only be
in aced by homelessness, the directors agree.

' he children who come from Kum* with alcohol pioblems or from homes where
thel mothers Were beaten are usually the ones *ho show the most stress," said
Patti nn Rogucki, who oversees activities at Viva House on South Mount Street, a
shelter r women and children. "They are often practically non-verbal and they are
constan clinging to their mother's dress."

Carol nna, one of two professional counselors at the !souse of Ruth, a shelter. lauded for i work with battered 'women and children, said the children they see
tend not to tr t many people and find it difficult to make friends.

Often they have been thrust into the middle of a domestic argument that eventu-
ally splits up their family end they blame themselves for their homelessness,
DeAnna said.

The House of Ruth is the only shelter in the area that provides professional psy-
chological counseling for children. DeAnna said she would like to have several
months to work with children at the shelter, but most of the time she only has
about two week*

"We see 350 children a ,ear in the shelter," DeAnna said. "It would be a miracle
if we could undo all the years of mistrertment."

More immediate and tangible problems for homeless children include a poor diet,
according to Katharine LeVeque, president of the Greater Baltimore Shelter Net.
work Inc., a coalition of private and kl4pu....c groups.

A transient lifestyle often doesn't allow for three balanced meals a day. And even
if the homeless child's family has moneyoften it doesn'tthe funds usually are
Spent on candy or snacks because the family doesn't have a stove.

She said that if money for food is hard to find, then the homeless usually cannot
afford regular medical checkups for their children.

While most shelters can put a roof over a child's head, at least temporarily, and
give a child two or three good meals a day, shelters can't meet all the needs of those
children, especially if they have been abused.

Viva House, for example, has nine beds and two cribs, but it can shelter people
for only seven to 12 days.

"They work very hard to create a warm, loving atmosphere," LeVeque said.
"Please don't misunderstand me, they do a wonderful job. They do a lot of healing,
but they are all volunteers.'
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Selinske is trying to establish services at the YMCA shelter which will help home-
lesschildren. but she does not have the resources to do the complete job.

"We are very good at providing a warm, safe, reasonably attractive place to live
and three nutritious meals a day," Selinske said, but we can do better and we will
do better in the future."

At the YWCA, Sehnske said, 64 families v ere turned away in May. Qhe had room
for only 14 new families to move M. The shortage of space and volunteers, tough
zoning regulations and financial constraints all serve to slow solutions to the prob.
lent. --

The Craws say they are lucky. If all goes well, they soon will be moving into a
public housing project. After three years, Carl finally would have his own address
again.
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First edition November 1982

THE ORGANIZATION F011 THE ENFORCEMENT
OF CHILD SUPPORT

The Organization for the Enforcement of Child Surt (OECS) is a
Maryland nonprofit organization which seeks to enhance tEttn(orcemsnt
of child support. It was formed in 1979 as an educational, selfhelp group of
volunteers. The members study Federal, State and local child support laws
and procedures, monitor changes, and disseminate this information to the
public through newsletters, minted kterature,, telephone contacts, fairs,
workshops, public meetings, referrals wand from other organizations, and
the rnedui.

The Organization at tively e ngages in a public relations program, exposing
support enforcement obstacles a nd inequities and fostenng needed changes
through the administrative, legislati)e and judicial systems on the Federal.
State and local levels of government.

OECS advocates the formation of chapters in other states as it approaches
the threshold of becoming a national organization.

For further information: Telephone0011/833.2450
(Feel free to call evenings and weekends)

THE MARYLAND COMMISSION FOR WOMEN

The Maryland Commission for Women is & statutory state agency which
identifies problems, defines issues and recommends policies and solutions
that would change those practices which pr event the full participation of
women in today's society,

For further information: Telephone (301)/305608
TTY 383.6994

(8:30 AM to 4:35 PM. Monday through Friday) ,
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Dedication 0,
The problem of child support enforcement affecisevelyoneinthisCountry

people of every race, aced, color, social and economic status and educe-
hone! background However, those. moat directly affectedthe ones who
pay the mostare the "non.supported4 children. This booklet is dedicated
to them with the hope that future efforts on their behalf will improve their
chances of, one day, receiving the full support to which they are entitled.
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Preface
This booklet is intended to provide reference information on the laws and

regulations governing child support and its enforcement in Maryland. Its
purpose is to advise relder sof then kgal ngh ts and responsibilities and to aid
them in the collection of child support. To ainst you fn understanding the
material in this booklet. there is a glossary of terms in the Appendix.

&thus is a general made, it should not be used as a substitute for the advice . N.

and assistance of professionals trained to deal with the various aspects of
child support enforcement and able to deal with the unique problems of
individuals.

The laws that relate to child support enforcement have in recent years
been in a constant stale of change on both the Stale and Federal levels.
Insofar as possible, the materials contained herein were current as of
October 1982

..
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I. AWARENESS OF THE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION
All children have a legal right to be suppo rted by their parents Ina manner

consistent with the parents' capabilities. However, lack of adequate child
support awards, payments, and collections ma problem of mmor significance
in this country today Millions of children receive either partial or no child
support payments from their non custodial parents.

Only one hall of custodians are awarded chid support as recently pub.
Joshed Census Bureau statistics illustrate. in 1978 (the most recent data is
from that year), only 3.4 million of the 7.1 million women with one or more
children under 21 years of age in a household without the father present,
were awarded and were supposed to receive child support payments, hi
addition, about 11% had been awarded but were not supposed to receive
payments in 1978 because of a variety of reasons, such as presence of
children past the age of dogi....ity for payments. The remaining 41% were
never awarded payments for reasons such as disappearance of parents who
thus avoided service of process, failure of some states to require fathers of
children born "out.ohwedlock" to pay support, statutes of limitations which
prevent many c hildren from obtaining court orders, and the custodians' tack
of knowledge about their rights.

Moreover, many of the women who were awarded child suppos payments
did not receive the full amount that they were due, In 1978, only about
oriehalf of the 3 4 mullion women due child support payments received the
lull amount, about 33% received less than what they were due, and 28%
received no payMent at all i Consequently, only about one - fourth of the
bindles willed to and in need of child support receive it from non custodial
parents.

The present divorce rate is at nearlycne out of every two marriages. The
National Advisory C sure don Et *moue Oppot tinny has reedit ted that" d
the proportion of the poor whoate infemaleheaded families were to increase
at the same rate as it did from 1967 to 1977. they woukt comimre 100%of the
poverty poodation by about the year 2000 "I Indeed, Census Bureau data
demonstrates that, in 1978. for the2.5 million women who actually received
some child support payment, the average annual amount was 81,800 Their
total money income for that year averaged $8,940. Thus, the payments
constituted only about 20% of the total money income. For the 970,000
women awarded child support who received no payments, and foe the Q
approximately 30 million women who were not awardedchild support,
obviously, child support payments committed 0% of their total money
income .$ Other Census data shows that child support payments per family
do not increase in proportion to the number of children in the family (e.g., a
family with four children is unlikely to be awarded four times the amount
awarded ro a fam.iy with one ch8d).4
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The non custodian's non payment of child support or qiily partial payment
of the amount doe leaves many custodians and their families m severe
economic situations. These families cannot afford the legal costs to prose.
cute non custodians vvho do not pay. Free legal representation is available in
Maryland to a relatively small percentage of families and many of those who
prosecute with private lawyer representation C. id their expenses to be in
excess of any financial gain.

. PREVENTION: ISSUES IN SEPARATION
AND DIVORCE PROCEEDINGS.

Obviously. the Tost effective way to deal with i problem situation is to
prevent its occurrence. Alicustockans wool the Pleased lobe ableio clOitist
that with respect to child support enforcement. In this section. you will find
suggestions on handhng separation and divorce proceedings which may
prevent future problems born arising.

Family Mediation
One option that is available and beneficial in some cases m family media.

ion Family mediation is a process which a trained p,ofessional guides
structured discussions between family members and encourages them to
reach an agreement that is acceptable to all parties concerned, and with
which (loth patties would be willingsocomply. Mediation attempts to foster
cooperation between the parties and sets the stage for an amicable
agree men(

When Manly mediation is deter mined by hot h parties lobe the appropriate
process to engage in and a couple is able to work out their differences
through the mediation process, the benefits are many. Not only is the
agreement one wth whichthey are incirekkely to comply, but coming tosuch
an agreeme n t can often eliminate the need for more costly, or lengthy, legal
actions and c.ut prockdings at a later date.

A word of caution is necessary, however, to those considering mediation.
Although an excellent way of working out differences for some topples. it is
not for everyone. If the.< us todsan is significantly unequal in economic and/or
emotional,itsa9lh. she or he maydo beti er with an advocate, such as her or
his own lawyer, than with a mediation process. Nowlawyer mediators, also,
may not consider the tax consequences in working out an agreement.
Moreover, since this ma relatively new area. professionals, such as lawyers.
psychologists. social workers and marriage and peso-nal< ounselors. arefust
now teaming about and involving themselves in this process.

The use of family mediation in separation and deZme proceedings has
been increasing in recent years and it now is being accepted and recom.
mended by some atiorneys.judges and other professionals. if you decide you
would like t o learn more about this option, one way tofind a trained mediator
is to contact the Family Mediation Association (5530 Wisconsin Avenue,
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Suite too. Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815301/654.7708), a privatiorganaa
Leon which makes referrals for mediators.

Choosing Lawyer ^

Another way to attempt to prevent or minimizelutureproblernswithchild
support enforcement is to choosea lawyer with whom you can discuss y
needs, and who can represent your interests in DIM edkSs to determine
aspects of the agreement- custody visitation, child support, clovisio,
property and other financial arrangementsin a way appropriate to your
needs,,iind enforceable with respect to the other parent.

Once you decide the' legal advice is appropriate, ydin next step is to
choose a lawyer. If you have a family lawyer, contact that person. Although
she or he may not choose to take your case, your family lawyer can recom
mend another lawyer who specializes in domestic relations. if you do.not
have a family lawyer, you might seek the recommendation of friends, busi
ness associates.your minister or counselor. If you do not know the named&
lawyer you should catlike Lawyer Referral Service of the Macy/land State Bar,
Association*, of your county or Baltimore City. You will be given the name
of an attorney who can help with your particular problem. For a small fee, you

are entitled to one consultation with the lawyer. After the first interview, the
lawyer will usually charge according to her br his fee schedule.

Before you hire a Sawyer, it is advisable to interview the person. This
interview may be conducted by telephone or 1.4 dice appoititment as little or
no cost. Important questions to ask are:

"How much experience have you had in this field and how succestful
have you been?"

"What are ycur fee arrangements fur this kind of case?"

"What about extra charges, such as secretarial fees, court costs, filing
feet, etc.'"
"Wdivougve meznestintate of the max:muin cost to hande thiscaser

"Can you estimate! he length Amen will take to c omplete this matter?"

Based upon the results of the interview, you should be able to make an
ye intelligent choice of a lawyer. Remember, the lawyer will be working for you.

If you do not like the terms, do not hire the lawyer. Also, if there is a
disagreement about the handling of the case, you are free to hire another
lawyer However, it is best to avoid having to replace a lawyer, since beSin
mg again with a new lawyer can significantly increase the cost of your legal
services.

If a lawyer proves to be grossly mcompetent or negligent. the problem may
be referred to the AttorneyGrievanceCommission. District Court Building,
Annapolis; Maryland 21401.
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Consideration of Custody and Visitation
Although in the recent-past the cowls often awarded custody of minor

children to mothers, today the law stet ?Mal in the determination of custody
neither parent is preferred merely because of his or her sex. Custody may go
to either parent. with the decision based on the best interests of the child,
Thefault" or general misconduct of a parent irrelevant to the determinane
olcustody only rd the extent, if any, that it a deersely affect s the welfare of the
child If custody is not disputed, the parties can settle the matter by agree.
ment. However, the coon, in determining the best interests of the child,
always makes the haul decision on c ustody no matter how the parties a gree.
Also, custody is never final, it may be changed if circumstances change.

A number of options exist in relation to custody and visitation arrange.
ments. When one parent is awarded custody, the non custodial parent may
be awarded very specific visitation times or the terms may be broader and
more general, such as at "reasonable and appropriate times." A couple may
split custody if they have more than one child and the court determines that
such an arrangement is m the best interest of the children involved.

Another option being chosen by some separated parentetoday is that of
joint custody. In joint custody situations the child may either live with each
parent on an equal or split tune basis or may reside primanly with one parent.
In either case, however, each parent has an equal say in and an equal
responsibility for /flaking decisions that significantly aftezt the child's welfare.
If both parents are fit custodians, if they are willing to cooperate, if it is
physically possible for the child to have two homes instead of one, and if the
homes are in close proximity for schoolage children, joint custody may
enable the chid to maintain a close and meaningful relationship with both
parents Some people believe that a parent who is a joint custodian, rather
than just a 'moor, maybe more satisfied With hoot her involvement with the
child and therefore less likely to default on child support payments. Others
feel that this syst ern can hinder child support collections because the Agee
mend is usually general and unclear and may be a defense for nonpayment.
Moreover, joint custody can be raised as a defense to any kidnapping
cha rges of one parent against the other. Since joint custody may not work in
all cases, parents contemplating such an agreement should seek the advice
of a counselor or lawyer.

Regardless of which parent has actual physical custody of the Child, it is
important to remember these facts. First and foremost, under Maryland law,
both parentsare responsible for the support of the child in accordance with
their respective financial resources. If child support is awarded, the parent
ordered to pay the support is required by law to do so. Second, that the
payment of support and the right of visitation are not dependent on one
another. Nonreceipt of child support does not justify the custodian's refits.
mg to allow visitation A custodian who refuses to allow visitation may be
cited for contempt and subjected to a fine or jail. Conversely, not being
allowed visitation does not justify withholding support payments. Although
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dissatisfaction with visitation agreements is often used as an "excuse" for
non payment of child support. it is not a valid or lawful reason.

Upon petition by the custodian.under very rareand unique circumstances,
the court may order restreted visitation Pit is in ise best interest of the child.
Such an order may place restrictions upon where the child may or may not Se
taken by the non-custodian or may restrict overnight visits if the non
custodian s living arrangements are morally questionable.

Ideally, if arrangements for custody, visitation, and child support can be
agreed upon by the parents and the courts, with all parties believing that the
decisions are fair andiust, a cooperative situation can develop in which each
Parent upholds her or his part of the agreement and intervention Into the
situation is not required.

Making Arrangements for Child Support
Child support payments may be incorporated into the divorce decree or

may be provided for in a separation agreement. Whatever the form used to
detail child support responsibilities, it is important to always consider the
present and future needs of the child.

(0 Child support should be spelled out carefully in the agreement. There
are obvious advantages to listing a separate amount for each child;
however. where a lump sum is agreed upon for the support for more
than one child, the amount will not automatically reduce when the
older child reaches age 18. Additionally, child support should be listed
separately from alimony or other obligations. Failure to do so may
result in added taxes and in (attire court actions. Alimony is taxable
income;. whereas child support is not. Where alimony and child sup-
port are not divided, the IRS views the enure payment as alimony.
Alimony ceases upon remarriage; whereas child support does not.
See a lawyer or accountant about this.

12) The agreement should also spell out, separate from the child support
amountsorovisions for the medical care of each child. This should
include the child's medical and dental bills and/or medical add dental
insurance. Medical costs are often the most difficult problem for
custodians of children to manage. For all cluldren,including those for
whom paternity must be istablishedot is stroneyrecommended that
the agreement contain language to provide for the payment of all
medical bills outstanding at the timeottheagreement (including those
for which the Medical Assistance ProgramMedicaidmay have a
cause of action) and that provision be made for obtaining and main-
laming health insurance for each child. While some attorneys and
Judges maybe reluctant to add this provision to the agreement for fear
it may add to the difficulty in reaching settlement, others are more
willing to do so. Unfortunately. to the detriment of both children and
the State (which bears the cost of medical care for thousands of
unsupported children), this has been one of the most neglected areas
of child support.
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(3) Be aware that Maryland law provides that under certain circa.istan
ces the custodial parent and the minor children may remain in the
family home for up to three years and may require the non custodian
to continue mortgage payments. Provide for this in any written
agreement you enter it you wish to preserve your right to it.

(4) Make provisions for child support payments from the non custodian's
estate tri the event of her or his death li the non custodian has no will.
make sure she or he drafts one If there is a will, have it changed. if
necessary If avail cannot beexecuted or c hanged quickly, execute a
"will contract" in which the parent agrees to provide for the childin
the parr/nesting. All details concerningchild supportamount, when
to be paid. how tong payments are to continue. how medical support
will continue lobe providerkel c.should be stated clearly in either a
veil or a will contract-Moil there would be little money in theestate of
the non custodian, you should have the child named a s beneficiary on
tile insurance policies and consider joint ownership of property or
properly in trust for your child. Think about a trust fund for the child's
support, and provide for an irrevocable beneficiary clause on the
non custodian's life insurance. Also you should require the non.
'custodian to maintain disaliility insurance until such lime as the
obligation for child support terminates.

(5) Consider the child's education. Where possible, provide for tuition
and support beyond age 18, whole the child is attending'high school
and college.

16) Provide for a salary lien in case the norcustoden ceases payment in
the future.

(7) Include an "escalation clause," providing for an automatic or cost4
Mang increase in the amount of payments when the non.custodian's
income increases or when the child's need increases.

(8) Be aware of the fact that the person who contributes more than 50%of
the support for the children usualki may claim those children as
eXempuons.However, the IRS rules makes several exceptions which
should be considered when making a child support agreement. The
exceptions are brieffy outlined here, but It is strongly suggest eil that
you obtain and study Tax- Information for Divorced or Se aced
IndnAduals (IRS Publication $04) for complete information.

If the parents are divorced or separated dut ins the year and had joint
custody of the child before the separation, the parent who has tits
Cody for thegreater part of the rest of the year is considered to have
custody of the child for the tax year.
The parent who does not have custody, or who has it for the shorter
lime, is considered to have provided more than half the child's sup
port it either one of the following two exceptions applies.

20488 0-84.--11'
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First exception: You do not have custody and you provide at
least $600 toward the child's support during the calendar year;
regardless of the arnoi,mt of support the custodian has provided.
The decree of divolik or a written agreement between the par-
ems states you can take the dependency exemption for income
lax purposes. The agreement must be in writing.

Second exception: You do not have custody and you provide
$1,200 or more of support for each child for the calendar year.
Your former spouse does not show thakhe or she provides more
for support. You can take the child's exemption even though the
de,ree of divorce or separation,or a wriftenagreernent, gives the
exemption to your former spouse The parent not having cos-
tody, to qualify under this exemption, must provide at least
$1,200 support for each child claimed as a dependent.

;Necessaries provided in addition to the child support payments may
be counted in reaching the minimum payments, but do not allow fora

. reduction in regular support payments. Gifts to the child (bike. TV,
etc.) gendrally are not support and usually canoot be deducted from
support payments unless bolls parties agree.

Support provided by a third party for a <Interceder separated parent
is not included as support provided by that parent, However, if you
area divorced parent whohascustody of your child and you remarry,
the support provided by your new spouse is treated as provided by
You.

(9) If the divorce decree or separation agreement does not provide for
child support, including medical support, an action may be brought
later to obtain it. In this respect, child support differs from alimony
because the duty to a child dolrenot terminate upon divorce. The
obligation to support one's children continues until certain terminat-
ing events have occurred. Generally, these include when the child
reaches age 18, enters the armed services, becomes self-supporting,
or marries, whichever occ Ins first. In Maryland, however, the parents
of an adult, destitute, incapacitated child may be compelled to pay
support if they have the ability.

(10) Child support decrees may be modified as to future payments either
by the consent of both parties or by court order. Modification is
allowed where there is a significant change in circumstances. &mar-
nage of the custodian will not terminate payments by the non-
custodian unless the stepparent adopts the chdd.Subsequent roam-
rage and added financial burdens of the non custodansvail never
terminate the duty to support.
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CHILD SUPPORT: NOT SOLELY A DIVORCE ISSUE
There are many people who do not face their responsibilities; who do not

remain faithful to their family units; and who do not maintain close relation.
ships with their chddre n.Those are the runaway parents who abandon their
families; yet do not seek divorces or separation agreements. Runaway par.
ents, in many instances. establish new identities and make new obligations
without divorcing their previous spouses. Consequently, hundreds of thou.
sands of children are left without emotional or financial support from their
absent parents. in these cases, the responsibility of locating the absent
parents, serving process, obtaining support orders, and getting the orders
enforced falls directly upon the custodians (br the State. in AFDC cases).

REASONS FOR NON-PAYMENT OF CHILD SUPPORT
In spite of efforts made to foster and encourage the timelyand lull paymen I

of child support, a great number of non custodians fail to fulfill their oblige.
lions. Mk; would non custodians choose not to support their children?
Professor David L. Chambers, of the University of Michigan Schoolof Law.
has explored this question. In his book .MokinSFolhets PaY. he 9ives several
reasons. (Although his book focuses on fathers, these reasons ar e evoke able
also to mothers who do not pay child support. Professor Chambers chose
this title because fathers constitute thegreater proportion of noncustodial
parents.):

(I) AngerAngry at their former wives, angry at judges who mistreated
them in court...men may feel that they have few ways to cornmunic ate
thew feelings effectively except through non payment.

(2) Remorse and DepressionThe writing of a check is a weekly stab
from the past. One avoids pain by not thinking about payments.

(3) PowerUnpredictability in payments induces anxiety in the woman
and is thus a source of power for the male. assuring him at once of her
dependence on him and her comparative lesser worth.

(4) InadequaciesArguments over money may have been a festering
sore within the marriage, contributing to its dissolution. Some mai
may be subject to an especiaily strong need to repress a recollection
of their financial obligations to their children. .... '

(5) Weak Attachments to the ChildrenIn America today, mantik4 hers
live in the same home with their children, but participate very little in
their upbringing. Many men regard marriage as a contractual agree
mem in which the wife agrees to take care of the husband and the
husband agrees to support her and her children. Upon separating,
she stops caring for him. He may feel at some level that hew nolonger
obliged to support her or "her" children.

(6) SellNYHe finds hitrisell out of the house that his salary paid for.
living in an undecorated unfamiliar apartment. Even if he recognizes

t
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' , that he has, n (act, more income available to him in relation to his
needs than he did whenliving with his wife and children, he does not
feel comfortable and happy. He dsesn't recall that his wife and chil-
dren are struggling on a tiny frao&n of the past income previously
raulable to them.

(71 Othetexcuses come easily. she's not takinggoodcar eel Meth :Idler.,
she's sleerilogwehlitm,"lerhim* support her, the ludsdon'l have to
obey me any more, so whal do I really owe them?

(8) Visitation - If the mother, for good or bad reasons, !makes visiting with
The children difficult or refuses to permit wins at all, the father may
well respond by educing payments to a trickle or cutting them oil
altogether

(9) New ObligationsIf he reattaches himself, and his new partner
already has children, he will probably begin to support them. Or he
and his partner may conceive additional children of their own. He will
have expenses on behalf of children whose daily needs he sees and
hears about.>

THE EFFECTS or NON-PAYMENT
OF CHILD SUPPORT ON THE FAMILY

Almost all of the custodians and their chicken who receive only partial or
no child support payments are seriously affected by the absence of this
income The court, in determining the amount of the child support award,
lakes im o.xc °um the needs of the children and the amount of support 10 be
provided b% each parent When vie parent does not provide his or her sha-e
of that support, the children's needs are okays not met

In some instances, this results in a minted lowevng of the family's stan
dud of living National statistics on family income show dirt when the
husband was the oily wage earner m a two parent family, the (amdy's median
income in 1979 was 518015. The median annual income of husbandale
families in v.lech both partners were employed was $25,290 a 1979. How.
ever, (or families mamtmed by women, th e median int ome was onlyS9,784!
(NOTE The Bureau of Labor Statistics estimate for a low standard cf living
for an urban family of Sour was $10,481 in Artumn 19774'

What is even more disturbing, however, is the number of families who are
at or below the poverty level because of belt of child support payments. Aid
to Families Wet Dependent Children (AFDC) has become a reality 'or
women and children who never dreamed the" would ever be in such a
situation Yet, many women who might otheronseescape the gretof poverty
are fated to remain on AFDC.because of the lack of child support payments
from the father of their children

For custodians who have no other tecourse tut to beer --. AFDC recip-
ients, the resultant se u ition contains mood bles sings. Indeeu.when a cyst*,
dean must *hen work more than one lob to meet expenses, the strain
becomes overwhelming Wi di e hddren at home, child care Ise major problem

. I.
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which often makes finding and keeping a job impossible. If the custodian
qualifies for AFDC: hi or she_may also receive food stamps, Medicaid,
subsidized housing or rent subsidies, and fuel subsidies Also, in limited
instances, he or she may qua* for tree or seduced price school breakfast,
and lunch programs for the children, WIC supplerriental foods for preschool
children. lob training. transporCation and child case allowances while being
trained. college grants or special emergency grants.

However, State and Federal laws and regulations proinde some serious
disincentives for custodians to begin to rec ewe AFDC and Medicaid (Medi
cal Assistance). Inaddition to the shame anddiscomlort felt bymanypeople
when they have reached a financial cress and find it necessary toiecave
public assistance, theyalsoftnd that thelawsgoverning the coltectioncichild
support from absent spouses and 'Scums of AFDC recipients are focused
primarily on reimbursing the Stale and Federal government- If a person is
receiving AFDC. the services of the Office of Support Enforcement in the
State are available to the AFDC recipient for the collection of child support.
In that case, however. the collected child support is used to reimburse the
St ate and Feder al governnsents for AFDC payments-The same thing is true
for Medicaid recipients. Under sett ain circumstances. the Medicaid program
claims us sutance settlement benefits as repayment for medical care provided
by the program.

ln order to receive public assistance, the applicant must assign all support
rights to the State including prior orrearages which have accrued under a
court order If a court order exists for many years and the absent parent
owes substantial arrearages to the custodian prior to opening the AFDC
case, that part of the arrearages up to the amount of unreimbursell public
assistance may be colleded and kept by theSta te or countedas adebl to the
Slate- What happens. however. in pracbc e is that most local departments do
not collect for the State beyond the encamps established by the support
order even though the State interprets the assignment to allow for the
collection of ollunteimbuti ed pablicassistance. If standingniedicalbas
are owed to either private pt.' ider sof the State, these arrearages may have
to be paid concurrent oath the could support arrearages (though at a lesser
rate since child support is thy primary debt).

If there is no prior court k ter and the custodian qualifies for public
assistance, shear he will be required to sonperate in ob tabling a cow t order
for support. Any arrearages Ammo/Ming under that order which are equal
to or less than the total grant may be collected and kept by the State or
counted as a debt to the State.

In paternity cases, the mother must cooperate in establishing paternity
and support for the child in order to be eligible for public assistance; except
when such action maybe da ngerous to the mother or chtld (threat s of bodily
harm in retaliation or emotional harm).

Under a new Federal law, ila mother remarries. the stepfather's earnings
are takeninto c sideratiws Indetermong AFDC and Medcaideligibilay for
her children
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U. ENFORCEMENT TECHNIQUES

LEGAL ASSISTANCE ALTERNATIVES
Private Lawyers.

A good lawyer can provide the best enforcement services if she or he is
sufficiently experienced in the domestic relations field. Such private lawyers
can give as much time to the case as is necessary to down effective job. The
biggest drawback IS expense The lawyer will c barge for the time re quired for
personal interviews, telephone calls, necessary legal research, and the PR
arauon of pleadings. Many times contempt actions handled by private law-
yers cost hundreds of dollars and may result in the receipt of barely enough
money to cover the lawyers fee If the custodian cannot afford a lawyer, the
non custodian may be ordered to pay reasonable attorney fees and court
costs if he or she has the means to do so. However. it is up to the Judge to
decide how much, if any, of the legal fees the noncustodan may be nretred
to pay if a petition is Med Therefore, see a lawyer even if you think you are
unable to afford the fees. Explain your Waft*, conchtum. Ask fora reduced
fee and ask about having the court order the noncustodian to pay for some
or all of your legal expenses. Some lawyers we take cases on a contingency
fee basis

Legal Clinks
Services offered in a legal clinic may be less personal than those given by

Private lawyer Costs here are likely to be lower, which would be a P advam
Cage However, if it is a large clinic and your case takes an extended tune to
settle. personnel changes may result in a change of lawyer in the middle of
yob: case. which could be detrimental to your interests.

Office of Support Enfot -ement
Although the Office of Support Enforcement isresponsible for administer-

ing support establishment and enforcement services to all children, it is
severely hampered by the limitations of our Slate laws in providing such
services to children not receiving AFDC. The following chart shows the
income limeationsofthe non-AFDC families to qualify for support enforce
meat services as of 1482 The chart is revised periodically,

is
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Family Size Income Level

I persons 6,418.
2 persons 8.393
3 persons 10,368
4 persons 12,343
5 persons 14,318

6 persons 16,293

7 persons , 16,663

8 persons 17,034

9 persons 17,404

10 persons 17,774

For each additional family member above
ten,add3%to the incomelevel for a family
of ten.

Services available from the Office of Support Enforcement are:
(1) Receipt, disbursement, and recordkeeping of child support pay-

ments.

(2) Absent Parent Location.
(3) Referrals to States Attorney's Olfices._and other enforcement

agencies

14/ State Tax Refund Intercept Program, Federal Tax Refund Offset
Program (not yet available for non AFDOpersons)And Unemplop
nient Intercept CerVications.

(5) Establishment of sum we orders by consent, when possible

(6) Enforcement.
(7) Referrals to IRS for collection services.

State's Attorney
The State's Anorrieyis the prosecutor in criminal nonsupport. paternity

and URESA cases. The State's Attorneyalso provides legal services on civil
proceedings for child support cases referred from the Office of Support
Enforcement in most counties and Baltimore City. Many of these offices have
one or more attorneys who have expertise In the e stablishmen t and enfo rot-
men! area.

. Legal Aid Bureau
The Legal Aid Bureau provides statewide services tot/winsome dents in

selected cases, as determined in the local offices. It primarily deals with
domestic cases (Involving children). housing issues, consumer law, and cases
affecting rederaldnii State benefits if a chent is financially eligible. there Is no
fee. The Legal Aid Bureau's income hmitations are similar to those of the
Office of Support Enforcement. locations and telephonenumbers of the

Legal Aid Bureau, Inc. in your are are listed on the following page.

.1 8
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Central Candler Building. 7th Floor.
714 E. Pratt Street, Baltimore

Allegany County (Cumberland)
Anne Arundel County (Annapolis)
Baltimore County (Towscn)
Calvert County (Prinee Frederick)
Carroll County (Westminster)
Cecil County (Elkton) 0

Charles County (LaRue)
Frederick County (Frederick)
Milord County (Bel Air)
Howard County (Columbia)
Montgomery County (RocIsville)
Prince George's County(Mt. Rainer)
Queen Anne's County (Centreville)
St. Mary's County (Leonardtown)
Washington County (Hagerstown)
Wicomico County (Salisbury)

539.5340

777.7474
263 8330
823-7666
5350278
8484669
398 5544
932-6611
694.7414
8368202
9924660
588-7367
277-3777
758.2543
884-5935
791.2499
5465511

i

,1

Representation In Proper Person
Ziome Clerks o) the Court provide forms and instructions to the public for

hints enforcement proceedings without the service of a lawyer. If your court
clerk does not provide this se rvicaii is still possible to represent trnerseirlin
Proper Person) in court. The Annotated Code of Maryland, Maryland Rules
of Procedure, and sample forms may be found in public libraries andlaw
libraries Refer to Maryland Domestic Relations Forms by Ann Turnbull and
Joseph Wase (see Suggested, Reading Section-in Appendix) for a clear
explanation of the law and sample forms of pleadings. There are time limita-
tions mandated by State law for filing various forms. When pursuing your
case In Proper Person, it is imperative that you research the Maryland Rules
of Procedure, famillanze yourself with those deadlines: and be prepared to
take action within the prescribed tine frame. In understanding and research-
mg the law, check the pockets in the back of the Annotated Code for recent
changes in the law.

Sections of the Annotated Code to read Mein& Article 16Sections 58,
SC, 28, and 66, Article 27Section 88, Article 72ASection 1; Article 88A
Sections 48 and 69; and Article 89C. Also review Chapters 100through 800,
and the F. P and S Rules in Chapter 1100 of the Maryland Wesel Procedure.

Forms with which to become familiar art Petition for Contempt, Show
Cause Order.Petitron for Hearing, Petition for Modification, Expense Sh eet,
Petition for Wage Lien, Petition for Garnishment. Petition for MoneyJudg
mot. Prayer for Relief, Motion for New Trial, and Petition for Rehearing.

Representation In Proper Person should not be considered if you have
other legal alternatives. h should be used only as a hst resort, sine e ir may pin
you at a disadvantage in cases where you may be opposed in proceedings
and in court by a lav)iter representing the other party.
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COLLECTION METHODS AND DETERRENTS
There are two court systems to which one can turn for redress: Criminal

and Civol. It is possible (or cmilitigation and crimmatprosec iition to proceed
at the same time. Therefore, it .nay be best to pursue both remedies. Ask
your lawyer or the State's Attorney's office what you should do. But
remember that the State's Attorney's ;ACC, while able to handle your
criminal case.can only handle your civil case if your children receive AFDC
or you qualdyfor non AFDC services pursuant to theincomeebgibilityleveh
outlined on page 12. The State's Attorney will handle URESA and paternity
cases, which are civil, but will tat handle separation or divorce proceedings.
The Legal Aid Bureau will handle such cases, f you qualify.

Civil Enforcement
Wage Lien

in a Civil case a wage Fen may be requested when the person ordered to
pay support is more than thtrtydaysbehmd mpayments. Nocontempt need
be found. The Civil hen is good for at least twelve months (longer if the
arrears are not pall up), Matytand's wage ken law only applies to cases in
which the obligor resides m-Maryland. lithe obligor resides in another state,
check to seed that state has a wage lien law.

Garnisbment
Garnishment is a remedy used toattach a portion of a debtor's income to

satisfy a oebt, including settlement of arrearages in child support cases.
There are limitations, however, on the amount of a debtor's income that can
be taken through garnishment. The garnishment affects all earnings except
Federal employees workere.disabdity benefits and includes annuities, pen-
sions, Social Security, rionFederal disability income, unemployment corm
pensation, railroad retirement, Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA's),
wages and retirement of arMed services personnel, and Federal employees'
wages and retirement.

Judgment
This is an order giving the Plaintiff the right to attach the respondent's

assets to collect the obligation. The Plaintiff may ask the court to rile the
lodgment, as a hen, m the Circuit Court of any county where the debtor has
real estate, a bank account, car, land or lend interest and/or any other tan-
gible assets The judgment may be set at the amount of arrearages plus
Interest.

Judgment also can be used to secure a voluntary wage hen or lump sum
payment. A debtor laced with imminent loss of a valued possession may tend
lobe more amenable to an agreement or payment detrain by other means.

lie money judgment is awarded.after a 30day appeal period it becomes a
final recorded judgment. The lodgment can then be used to obtain a Writ of
Fs Fa (property attachmentpronounced Fi Fa). The clerk of the court
provides this form Upon receipt of a court lee and the completed form, the
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clerk issues the Writ. Then the Sheriff can physically attach the property of
the debtor The person obtaining the Writ thus t pay the storage and auction
costs.
, Property which is titled as Tenants by the Entirety (minify owned by
husband and wife) is judgment free and cansiot be attached unless the
judgment Is against both. Property which is titled as Tenants in Common or
Joint Tenants (even husband and wile) or in the non custodian's name only
con be attached. If a house is to be attached, the land records must be
obtained from the county first. The Sheriff can force the sale of the house.

Jaik Work Release (Minimum Security)
In some prison facilities, under the Department of Corrections and certain

local correctional programs, a program known as "Work Release's opera-
toe. The program enables a prisoner to take a job in private industry, leave
his prison quarters in the morning and return for the night. Her or his wages
are paid to a prison official, who credits the inmate's account. Deduction fs
made for room aid board and for petty cash allowance. The balance is
payable to the inmate upon his departure from the facility.

When there is a court order for support, the coffee tional facifity should be
notified and the matter referred to Court where a judge, upon receipt of the
details of the case. can modify the order andfor authorize the correctional
facility ro deduct the woolen of the support order from the inmate's wages
and forward that amount to the Office of Support Enforcement or to the
custodian.

If the inmate fails to return to jail, he or she becomes a fugitive and is
subject to criminal arrest.

Suit for Breach of Contract youhavea written child support agreement)
An agreement, if ptoperly written and executed, is a contract. Failure to

pay child support, including medical support where specified, is a breach of
contract and a court rnayenter a money judgment fur unpaid arrearages and
also order that payments be made in the future. This method re quires actual
damages beyond the non-payment. suchas loss of credit rating. The statute
of limcations on contracts is usually three Yeats. but if the Agreement is
mcorporatedin the Court Deere,. or if the signaturesare followed bvSEAL,
the time limitation is twelve years.

Suit for Specific -Perla ance (if you have a written child support
agreement)

An Equity petition ns ibef led to enforce the contract for child support or
methcalsupport.w e specified. This is most effective where no court order
for support exit ts, t an be used .n lieu of a contempt action. As an equity
matter, t he ac gone subject to 'aches. That is, If the non custodian has been
prejudiced by an Unreasonable delay in filing, thepetitionwill not be hanoied.
By this method, the Court can invade a spendthrift trust create. :o protect
the non custodian.
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Action at Law for Necessaries -
When extraordinary necessary expenses arise that exceed the normal

child support amount, the custodian may do either of two things if the
non custodian refuses to help: (1) The custodian may pay for the necessary
and bang an actionat l . against the non custodian. The court may order
reimbursement for any amount paid that was in e xc ess of the payor's share of
the expense (2) The third party involved (doctor, dentist, etc.). may be
asked to bill both parents. If not paid, the third party can bong an action at

jaw against both parents and get a judgment for eacharent's share of the
expense. (Today in Maryland, the parents share the responsibility for child
support in accordance with their respective financial resources).

Writ of Ne Exeat
If it can be shown that the non custodian is preparing to leave the State.

and arrearages exist. :he custodian may petition the Court for a Wm of Ne
Exeat. This Writ orders the non custodian no to leave the State. A bond
must be posted. usually in the amount of the art 'erase. If the non custodian
then leaves the State. the bond may be forfeited and the money turned over
to the custodian.

Contempt of Court
A Petition to Cite for Contempt is the most commonlyused method of awl

enforcement of child or spousal support. It may be bled by anyone having
direct knowledge that the support order is not being obeyed. Contempt
cases are usually heard by a Master, who then recommends an appropriate
action to the Judge. Contempt in child support cases is constructive civil
contempt. That is. it occurs outside the courtroom and is not criminal in
nature As such, it is punishable by a citation for contempt. fine. imprison.,
mem for antridefinue time. or anorder to pay upthearrearages, either within
a set time, or by an addition to the regular payment.

Where tailing is ordered by the Judge. the sentence must allow for "purg
mg." i e..Treedont upon payment of all or a good part of _the arrearages.
Arrearages in contempt casesarebased on theamount owed on the hearing
date, rather than the petition date. Judges art reluctant to impose a tail
sentence upon a first offender. Some people, however, feel that shorerm
piling is an effective toot in collecting strearages, not only horn the person
jailed. but also from others, who may hear about it through the news med:a.

To be found in contempt. the non custodian must have had the ability to
pay when she or he derailed. Quitting a lob without a new one or voluntarily
changing jobs to one which pays less is no excuse. However, closing a
business in order to retire is not contempt. if the non:custodian is of normal
retirement age.

A person foundin contempt moybeprecluded from filing for modification
or other counteractionson the discretion of the Chancellor. at least until the
contempt is purged.
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If a contempt petition Las been filed. but has not gone to a heating. either
because service of process was 110i obtained or because of an indefinite post.
ponement, n should be revived rather than a new petition being filed. The
Maryland Court of Appeals has viewed the new petition as an abandonment
of the older one which may mea n losing any arrearages if the pnor pe tition is
more than three years old when the new petition is filed.

It there is no previous court order or decree, contempt of court is not
available as a remedy. Contempt echoes hove ó three year malt of
imitations in Moryland.

Some Advantages of Contempt Proceedings

1 Collection of arrearages by coal contempt can be enforced up to three
years poor to the institution of contempt proCeeclings.

2. A Circuit Court order for support is permanent until the child is einem
cipated and this order does not have to be renewed.

3 Proceedings in Circuit Court are usually handled byp lawyer hired by
the custodian. This generally increases the custodian's control over the
proceedings.

it A finding of contempt may result *jailing for an indehmte period until
the offending person purges himself or herself of the contempt (usually
by paying part or all of the arrearages.)

5 The standard of proof for civil proceedings only require a preponder-
ance of evidence.

Some Disadvantages of Contempt Proceedings

1 Court costs and lawyer fees can make proceedings costly, unless the .
court orders the non custodian to pay a portion of the costs.

2. Service of process in Circuit Court cases is usuallydifficutt and nearly
impossible in some cases, but private process servers can be hired or
anyone over It not a party to the action. may seve process.

3 It often takes a long time to have a hearing scheduled and the matter
disposed of.

4 A Body At t achment can only be issued after service of process has been
made and the non custodian has failed to appear.

5. The time allowed in which to fie a contempt charge is limited to three
years from the date of default

Criminal Prosecution
Criminal NanSupport

Article 27, Sec. 58 of the Annotated Code of Maryland makes the willful
failure to support a spousior chide misdemeanor punishable byafsnedup
to 5100 and or a sail term of up to three years. It has a one year Statute of
Limitations

To file criminal non-support charges, one must appear before a District
Court Commissioner andswear out a complaint, under oath. Because some
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counties mune a screening by the States Attorney's Office,it is advisable to
call the Commissioner or States Attorney's 011iee before visiting the Corn-
missioner's office. In filing a Cnminal Action, the custodian has a choice
between requesting a warrant or a subpoena. Once a Criminal Action has
been entered, the custodianshould notstop theaction, sincehe or shecould
be subject to a suit for abuse of procesi.

As a n alter nativ e to sen teneing. th e defendant maybe placed,on probation
for three years upon condition of-paying support in an amount set by the
Court. Where there is a support agreement between the parties, the Court
can order that amount. Failure to pay is a violation of the probation.and upon
conviction of the violation, the defendant either stands trial on the criminal
non support charges or is sentenced, as the case may be.

The statute allows for a lien on earnings from the date of the support order.
However, fudges are sometimes reluctant to impose a lien at the beginning of
the order. It is more Rely 'to be imposed upon a finding of violation of
probation.

Some Advantages of Criminal Prosecution

1. Action is in the form of criminal prosecution. which is handled by the
State's Attorneyat no cost to the claimant.

2 The case normally would proceed faster, service of process would be
MOM effective, and a subpoena could be issued for any records,etc.

3 No prior order is neededto fie a criminal action. It can be put on the FBI
interstate computer through the local police department.

4. Ha warrant is issued.auth °titles in other jurisdictions may be alerted so
that locating and arresting the offender could be speeded up substan-
tially. If the non custodial is arrested on other charges, the warrant file is
checked out. .

5. The stigma of a rowninal conviction may prompt many of the offendmg
parents to start supporting their children.

Some Disadvantages of Criminal Prosecution

1. If the non custodian pays a fine or serves time in jail for non.Palmtsol of
a criminal support order, the criminal conviction may result in wiping
out arrearages which have accumulated under the criminal order. If he
or she serves t he wh ale se menet or gets paroled before completing the
sentence, the court may reduce, change, or modify the order.

2. Sentences may be shortened by prison officials without notice to the
custodtan. When the nontusiodian is released, the custodian is
responsible for reopening the case.

ke r3- Imprisonment usually eliminates or reduces a person's income. i e
fore, imprisonment can have the unfortunate effect of making ft ven
more difficult for an incarcerated parent to pay child support.

4. The court ord sr is e Ifectiveonly fora maximum of three years and must
be renewed for each additional three-year period.
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S Criminal conviction may affect employment m some occupations.

6. Criminal action for non support must be taken within one year of the
. date of the offense.

T. The standard of evidence required for conviction is that of beyond any
reasonable doubt.

_

ABSENT PARENT LOCATION AND
_ SERVICE OF PROCESS

There area number of ways to locate absent parents. either by yourself or
through Absent Parent Locator Services. The Motor Vehicle Administration
has addresses of all Maryland drivers, anti vehicle owners on (de. These
records are open to the public (or viewing Imo' may oe obtained by make
a small charge.

You can check with any labor union to which the absent parent may
belong. II you can get access tome& bureau information, you may fond an
address plus a list of attachable assets. Also, if the absent parent's phone
number has been obtained by the custodian but is unpublished, the court
may get the address from ihe.pobce department's crisscross telephone
directory.

Sometimesa phone call mall employer vall help in the location of onabsent
parent. Simply say, "I wish to verify employment."

Once the absent parent has been located, the next step is service of
process. Maryland law requires that an individual must be informed of the
charges filed before an order can be issued. No remedy is available unless the
individual has beenpersonally servedwith a ShowCauseOrder or Subpeona
or has been arrested under a warrant or body attachment.

if the absent parent lives in another stale and owns property in Maryland,
the papers can be served by tacking i hem o n the door of that property. lithe
absent parent is not in the military and does not file an answer to the
complaint, the custodian can seek a default judgment. If the non custodian
resides in Maryland. he or she must bepersonally served. A person may be
served at th e workplace. Anyone over the age c.f 18 who is not a pa rty to the
case may serve the papers. Proof of service must be presented to the Court
directly by the person who served the papers, or by a notarized affidavit
signed by the individual who affected service. =0.

A Criminal Complaint for Non Support may be filed through the State's "
Attorney's office or, in certain jurildictions, through the Domestic Relations
Division. A warrant will then be issued for the arrest of the absent parent. II
the absent parent is stopped or picked up for any other reason. even a oralfic
violation, thewarrant file will be checkedout.The warrant canalso be put on
the FBI interstate computer,

..
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OTHER FACTS ABOUT
ENFORCEMENT PROCEDURES

The Custodian's Responsibility
The major responsibility of the custodian is to provide accurate informa

lion to all people involved in the case, and to keep the court, the Office of
Suppo,'t Enforcement. lawyers, etc. appraised of changes in circumstances
as they occur- In addition. it is important to knows hat talking tIth ot visiting a
Support Enforcement Office.a lawyer. or administrative personnel does not
constitute legal action. The custodian must beam that the necessary forms
hale been filed with the court which has jurisdiction over the case and the
court has served for attempted to serve) notice within the lime limitokons.
Also, where appropriate, the custodian should be aware that a body attach.
mentor warrant has been issued and the Sheets office has attempted to
pick up the non custodian:.

Motion for Rehearing
If a fudge has clearly erred m a decision, or if there is new evidence which

was not available at the time of the hearing to be offered to the court, it is
possible to request a Rehearing. The request must be made within 30 days. .
Grounds must be stated. If a master eus.you can either request a Rehearing i
or request a hearing before ffidge.

s:-...
Motion-tor a New Trial

If a Petition for Rectearingisdenied by the judge, a Motion fora New Trial
may be entered if there are sufficient grounds. A request may be made to
have a different judge, but this could bq refused. A judge is not required to
give up jurisdict The Judicial Disabilities Commission investigates seri.
our complaints ag nst the behavior of judges.

Appeals
The appeals process is only useitforil legal issue, such as a finding of

contempt. It is not used in determining amounts of money.

PATERNITY DETERMINATION
According toe 1980publication"Techniques for Effective Management oi

Program Operations":

'In the United Stales, the rate of illegitimate births is increasing and
currently exceeds 1$ peicent of all births. Onethird of all children
receiving assistance under the AFDC program are born ou t of wedlock.
Unless paternity is established, and the father is ordered to pay child
support, the entire cost forprovidingthesethildren with the necessities
of life falls directly upon either the mother or the taxpayer.
Support is only one consideration. The d el ermination of paternity opens
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the possibility for the child to claim many other rights. Inheritance,social
secunly.workers-disabdity, tort claims, and the hke,whiche dependent
normally claims through either parent, may become available once
pater nuy is established.Though not assuted,t here is even the chance of
a real relationship developing between the father and the chid:'.
The new HLA blood and tissue typing tests are quite accurate. These

modern sophi skated blood tests allow many paternity suits to be set tied out
of court, since a man faced with evidence Of 98% probability from the HLA
tests usually recognizes that he is the father.

The court's procedure is to dismiss paternity proceedings where blood
tests exclude the respondent. The court decides who must pay for the test.
An individual accused of paternity may ask for a jury trial.

In Maryland, a %vernal% must begin paternity proceedings no more than two
years after: a) the birth of the child. b) a written acknowledgement of pater-
nity by the father, or c) the last support payment. If the mother is underage
18, the twoyear statut9'of limitations begins when she becomes 18. The
State's Attorney. the custodian or the respondent may request ablood test.

In Matyland, the father of a child born out of Wedlock may be required to
contribute to the medical support of the child, including neonatal expenses.
Also, he may be required to pay all or part of the mother's medical and
hospital expenses for her pregnancy, confinement, and recovery, for the
funeral expenses it the child dies, and the counsel fees of the attorney
representing the mother.

Once paternity is established,the parties may e nter into a Voluntary Agree-
ment for Support,and Maintenance setting out the rights and obligations of
each party. A lien es 'rulings may be imposed from the date of the order. If
custody is denied the putative father, visitation may be established for him.

MODIFICATION
The amount of child support due under a court ordef I always subject to

review upon petition to the court. The primary considerations are the needs
of the children and the capability of the non custodian to provide support.
The court is not required to make a change even if the aon custodian and
custodian have agreed to a neivarnount if th e court feels that the needs of the
children will not be met.

Either party may file a pet it ion for moddicat ion. Usually t he rion.c ust °flan
requests a reduction or the custodian seeks an increase.

The most commonly listed reasons for a modification are:

1. A significant change in the income of either party. (However,. reduced
income caused by purely voluntary acts is not usually allowed.)

2. A significant increase in expenses of the custodian in raising oho child
... ten. These include: a) unto vs' .n chronic medical, dental, or mental

health needsita/ spec assott schooling to meet special se ober to
develop special tale ') ,''ceased age and size causing increased
expenses in clothing, ration, food, etc.
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3. Loss of medical insurance for the child or children by either the now
custodian or the custodian through involuntary action on either's behalf
leg, being laid off. etc.).

4. Inflation. This is more persuasive where the support order is older,and
thus could not have contemplated the inflation rates_ollecent-years.
That is, a 1970 order is easier to change on this basis thana 1980 order.

5. Increased expenses of the 61:71 custodian. However. where these are
voluntary expenses, such as a more expensive house or apartment, or a
high priced automobile, they are not persuasive. Also, the ex pense of a
new spouse and new child are often looked upon by the courts as
voluntary.

6. A decrease in earni ng capacity due to disability. This can be persuasive,
unless there is significant investment income.

Combinations me more persuasive than single reasons. An increase or
decrease may be grantedretroactive to thedate that Illepention to increase
or decrease was filed.

TERMINATION
The parental obligation to pay child support ends for any child upon the

emancipation of the child. This occurs upon the earliest of tiles* events as
relates to the child: (aldeatht (b) marriage; (c) becoming selfsupporting;,(d)
eighteenth birthday;M(e)entering the arined services. Howeverdf the child is
destitute and is not capable of being Selfsupportin, because of mental or
physical disability existing on the eighteenthbirthday, the support continues
until the disability ends or the child becomes self supporting.

Where a support order fists one ainoun t of support for all the ch Wren. the
amount does not reduce in proportion automatically upon the emancipation
of each child, but continues'at the total figure until all children are emanc
gated, unless modified. Where anamount is awarded on a per child basis. it
does automatically reduce Upon emancipation of each child.

Where emancipation occurs prior to the chddVeighteenth birthday, if the
Parents cannot agree that child support has terminated, it is wise to petition a
court and have this issue resolved. If arrearages are owed, it is best to have
the order continue the total payment at the same total amount until the
arrearages are paid off.

The obligation also terminates upon the death of the norcustodianA
arrearages are owed, the custodian should submit a claim to the estate and
Ithould seek an order setting arm ages due. It is recommended that an
attorney be consulted in sts.h casts.

2-1811 47-84-12
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III. GOVERNMENTAL
'NVOLVEMENT

INTERSTA"!. ENFORCEMENT OF SUPPORT
Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Mt (URES/4

MESA modes the opportunity for a custodian to file a pelison in his or
her home slate II is sent to the court of the stele in which the absent patent
Lves.sr/i/4.: then dockets the petition and nooks the local proseodor tote:sr
the non cusoxlian The case iv then earned oil beer sen the two courts
URESA ha« been adopted by a'.1 of the states and several territories Also,
Maryland provides wantons) 414o:cement of support orders vatic eome
foreign esommes. ng Erejand. Germany and Frame An agreement
seh Caro& regures each 3tait to agree with each potence

Under a normal MESA proceeding. a petition is bled in the state of the
custothan and sew to the state and county of the non custodian Prepared
lesAnony ol the custodian is ntriuded Met senact. a htanng is held and a
support order is created in that state The amount may be more. less. or the
saute is the existing oak., Once established, it is enforceable as any other
mipport order

In Maryland. as most states. the State's Altos ,ey represents the t-ustr.
than The Petition must whs.* the street address of the non castochan's
home or pub,and income and e %Dense information on both the non-custodian
and rustochan ft may iricladt a photo. physical description. ataset, social

way number. or other data tho could aid in locating and identifying rite
non custodian

When 4 %CpOli order slogs. URCSA allows the choice of reg.-stape Me
support order in the state of the 1104 Cuatoclon Once registered. the order is
created though is an order that staler cowl Because the amount of
stiPPott is nett changed bs thi> method tt should bo considered allele the
amount of suepeot rs hgh

Artho igh the grid) is uo Jurm eufarcrattnt JC1OSS 5:34t Imes. stares base
.adopted ar.ous amendment s to (MESA or dropped whole sections from
.-enoontf-st was lost adopted In many cases. aimiwer for oreoLuitein are
dosed because of the differences in I helawsol (-dd. stare. Some states donor
reLognize arrearage«.dready due in (MESA petitions and some donor recoq
fuze Nirtly

SV:e the piutir.vms dn.:Iliad in sat vial. enforcement 1st support art so
mot cared. it a always better tv...o.d the use of these statutes if you have a

choice for examOtt. Ike par ctS 1we in nerghbonort states. or c *ant*,
.414 a date. c ought be wise to 4,t1 toile or herrursidicson..1posuble. to

bar.dle the c se r monally and sertaltaneoutly .anon the satrieeouriroo It it
is 'irtancedly yossdle and the wine can be walled. handleig the cast 1 the
non custodian swots c non c an gr catty expedite the proe eed/ngs by efennat
erg t''e »eel) to gel ir.voked tit the URESA process
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Long Arm Jurisdiction
Long Ann statutes have been used for some time in .aces of au to eccident s

or busy:cis asputes when one party resides outside of the state where the
claim atv...e Recently. states have been increasing thou king arm statutes to
include clworce. child support. and paternity matters and tv estabhsi iou er
At. r spouses w ho desert their families end fal her s of illegaimal e c Mdre n who
flee the slate The Stale of Maryland has such a statute

Extradition
It a DOrk01$14dIan Pees the state or county to avoid meld or

prosecution. he or she can be extradited bath to th original isdichon
under criminal charges This is a easily method arid. the used
Since non support is a misdemeanor. extradition loom other states is not
generally used In is usually reserved for cases involving felony charges

GARNISHMENT 01 MILITARY PAY
Federal taw authorizes legal process against the United States Military

Fortes for garnishment of pay to c cake chile support (and ab mons+, anger
ages This taw provides a limit al 50 1. on the amount which'is subject to
surfishment,or similar process. for chddsupport rendaumonylfore person
supportinga second la wily and 60 ' for a person who as not The percentages
are increased by an additional 51' in . situation if there are outstanding
arrearages mory than 12 weeks old

Thematarycreates /oremedvior garnishment A garnistimentorder may
be ohiamed through the State court and served to me proper military
old date either by certified or registered mail or personal service The
process. preferrably to 'linbc age. must demonstralethat collection's sought
torchitdsupport idr alimony. or both) 11 must also show the non custodian's
Soc tat Sec tine y number . date of birth. branch of ,r Nice. rank or grade, and
the r roe and location of current duty status, if known It must also indicate
when r the persoo is retired,rs on reserve. National Ouard.or acute doto,or
6 a 1.0011an mployee

In addition you must al _ seise the following dor itments It a copyof the
original order, tudgment. or decree end ol any rinnblicahor s, ,deluding
('RESP. orders. 2i a <cm of any pleading for arrearages and a copy of any
ruder ri .slung i refruni..3) ampleadtha.atidalat.or application requesting
iatonforene process, and 4/ the supporting esecurion, if any The door
mini. are to he seised to Ow applicable branc h of military service as follows

Commander
U S Army Finenr e and AO wowing Center
Ara: FINCL
ndianapolis. Indiana 4620?
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Commander
Air Force Accounting and Finance 'center
ATTN. JA
Denver, Colorado 80279

Commanding Officer (Code AA)
Marine Corps Finance Center
Kansas City. Missouri 64197

Commanding Officer
Navy Family Allowance Activity
Deoattment of the Navy
Cleveland, Ohio 44199

TITLE IV-D
Title IV D is an amendment to the Federal Social Secumy Act It was

enacted by Congress in 197San an attempt to relieve the taxpayets of the
burden of supporting childten who are not receiving support from their
absent parents oral was intended to be an incentive to the states to widen
their scope of work in the held of child unison enforcement.

IV D tegulations 'aqua. that the State enter into agreements with the
subdrasionsIOT the purposeol locating absent parents. establishing

support orders, enforcing the support obligationsowedbyabsem parentsto
Mew children, and establishing paternity. It was the intent of Congress that
the States ptovide these services for all ,children. Maryland offers these
services to A Fag recommend to non AFDC families whose income is less
than one halt the state islcdiari income

Federal Parent Locator Seri/Ices are evadable to custodians in efforts to
fixate absent parents upon payment 01 certain fees

amendments to Title 1V D require that m any casein which child
sup and spousal support payments are owed by a member of the atoned
set. es on active duty, the member shall be required to make allotments
/40tIV l'oeS..4 her pay and allowances when lie or ,:se has failed to makc periodc
payrocvs under a suppott order and the resulting delinquency is a total
amount squat to support payable for two months or longer

TITLE XIX
Title XIX is another amendment to the Federal Social Security Act ft was

enacted by CortMess I ci provide needed medical care for the poor, including
unsupported custodians awl their children Nationally, it is known as Medi
said of Title XIX and in Maryland as the Maryland Medical Assistance
Program iMAt All s, rtes excer At itona have similar programs though t)...t
names may differ Medic al regulations p tovide the: the states e stablish "third
Paris cone. .on units" to terovet Medicaid payments from other sources
*kepi appropriate. and thus reduce the burden of Medicaid costs to the
taxpayers Patents are 'minded as "other sourco4," as are insurance bend



its In Maryland this third party colleceion unit is known as the Division of
Medical Assistance Recoveries tDMAR1o1 the State Department of Health
and Mental Hygiene MINH, Within its Legal Liabildies Section. there'll,
Paternity Child Support specialost whose duty it is to interact eat h the Of(ke
ia &Trig( intorcement tIV D). the States Attorney's Others and w
Courts to toy and get medv sl rembutsement court ordered to the A
Program as part of pater nay and child support actions, and to try to get
obligation of parents to prossde medisal insurance. where feasible, court
warred. oho lessening the debt and obligation of the MA Program This
effort has expanded tremendoqy since 1976 and will continue to do so

Then are also instances in which oche specialists in DMAR become
involved with insurance settlements and other income of custodians. non
custodians. and children receiving MA Some of these eases are AFDC and
some 04 invoice the MA Program In many suc h ca ses. payments collected
go to the Division of Medical Assistance Recoveries to reimburse the Pro
gram for its payments rather Lon to the custodians. non custodians or
children Therefore. whenever feasible. the custodian should seek I o n her or
his own or welt the assistance of the/non custodian) to obta in any commis

ial insurance I especially tow cost employment related group insurance)
seasonably mailable Payment of medical bills by the MA Program should be
looked on AS a last resort, with the knowledge that some repayment c ould be
renuaeci White both Federal and State laws acknowledge the primacy of
child support over medical support. Idle XIX regulations encourage the
States to maximize recovery through entering intocooperanye agreements
with IV D agencies. Inset governments. prosecutors, enforcement and col
feclion units. etr as appropriate. Follow up enforcement with regard to
medial reimbursement is encouraged

RECENT GOVERNMENTAL INNOVATIONS
Tax Refund Intercept program (TRIP)

T!,,s program allows the Stateroom, Tax Moven to inlerce pt Maryland
in( (VW tax refunds dye to non custodians who are at least 60 daysai Alecto
in chid support PaYmenti and to pay ttese monies to the Seate or to the
custortan This program is available to both AFDC recipients and to those
persons not kerma mg AFDC whose child support payments are made
through the State system

Tax Refund Offset Program gROP)
r The. program, which is only asailable in AFDC cases. allows thy IRS to

ai.err rot lederat inc one tax rebinds. du e eis non custodians who are at least
$15.3 iv three months in at rea rs on 411001)011 payments, and t4 pay these
/DM rsto the State rsGery theobl'gaiion i5 due Legislalion has 'et ends, been
introduced to extend TROP to non AFDC cases, as well However, it has not
ystbeierierulid

7
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Unemployment Intercept
Unemployment benefits are now being intercepted in cases %here the

unemployed non custodian be agreed or the court has of dered a lien This
Piostamts availableinAFDC and nee AFDC cases where tbechildsupport
payments are made through the State system

Internal Revenue Service
The State may apply for the IRS kill collection process to collect till

supportin AFDC and non AFDC cases after another collection means have
been attempted The IRS may enforce a levy for child support obligations
,ga.no income or assets of the non custodian Property may be seized and
cold for pat mend of e delinquency The IRS charges 512250 as the fee for

sert.ce For funk information. contact your county child support
ag, 3"

bankruptcy Rule
Chid support obligations ate not dischargeable in bankruptcy if there ma

legs' separation. divorce decree or property settlement

MARYLAND'S 24 JURISDICTfONS:
DIFFERENCES IN OPERATION

There are 24 tunrdetions in Maryland 123 Counties and Baltimore Ctly)
vac h with a,slighthr tor. in some cases. dcashcally) different way of handling
t bird support case s and medical support cases Child support in Maryland is
State administered and State and locally operated with court agencies con
;meted to perform camel hinctions In most tut isdic bons the Stales A ttor
sic y the law enforcement official cesPorible lot indiamig action to estabhsh
Paternity and establishing and enforcing the support obligation In BaIbmote
City and Anne Arundel County the, lrmeshc Relations Dissions, each a
part of the :.'r,cuit 'our! System. also renders obese senates In Monigo
wets County it is pan of the Clerk's Mime In Baltimore County. collections
are made tsti the Support and Cuftodyr.oppon of tharObalinuDenattment

The Office of Support Enforcement in localsocral servwes departments
usually Pettornts the location of absent patents, and thicitlecttori function
that of ft c essi n 9 and disbursing money paid by non custodians to the proper
payer u' .ether it be 51w non AFDC caretaker telature.other poison. or haa
stale a-ancy 9.ah assigned rights to the money However. this may not be the
case in all of Matyland's local Jurisdictions Contact a nelson from your
county court clerk's care or department of social services More you
begin this process and ask for an owslanaltou of how the system works in
tow particular iunsdiction

*15
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. . ,IV. CONCLUSION
The non support of children affects families of every race. acad. color,

social and economic status, and educahonal backgrou nd When children are
denied support. they are likely to suffer grave hardship, such as lack of
suifh, «tit amounts of food and clothing, substandard housing. inadequate
medical cart arid lack of adequate parental supervision. suttee the custodian'
must often work tong hours in order to try to roz ends meet to pay the
families' bills

Moreover, the children who are unsupoorted by their noncostothans are
not the only ones who lose. Lack of adequate child support payments and
enforcement is a problem all citizens share. When nun custodians do rat
support their children, tax - dollars do. The total AFDC benefits paid to
Maryland families in 1981 were 3459,000,000:9 Over 80% of the families
receiving AFDC are eligible because a living parent is absent from the

. home "
The overall chmplesthes of dull support enforcement laws and prat.

dunes Olen cause stumbling blocks in the paths of all parties. The vatious
intricacies. impediments, stipulations and loopholes serve to prevent ode.
quate utilization at the available enforcement methods and,eve n when used.
Mien prevent benefits actually accruing to custodians and their children

We hona.vutb this booklet. to help custodians of children in their efforts to
collect child woport to which they are entitle° Fauber, N is our hope that
examination of h e intricacies of the system will encourage administraors,
tau/rakers. and advora tes to continue working t o Improve and simpHy child
support enforcement laws and procedures for the benefit of the non,
supported children of the State of Maryland

184
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Information Check List
Frain rhtfollovsnetntormaironfor your caseand heepirin a sale place for

future reference Do not lose the non custodian's Social Security Number
- ,

NoCustodian:
ScicialSeturity Number

Physical description

Barhdate

Union fkomberst

Place of business

lwr D...eriptme Informat

lienwo Hangouts

Divorce Decree or Court Order Information:
Re number -

Docket

Pew

Court

Where to go for help:
Aliwat Poem La:rotor Una

11.,.

Stat. . Attorno,

SU% Off cE Of Support EnrorceMenf

CenitiN Support Agent. --
Pmary Attorn41, _

Support Era.acrinent Ott cer -

ai Dm won oo hrytt rJo A4.3atanc Recol.erie, _
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Glossary of terms
ABSENT PARENT. A parent who no longer resides with the children
ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE A method by which support orders are

made and enforced by agency personnel, rather than courts or judges.

AFDC. Aid to Families with Dependent Children (welfare). NONAFDC:
Non welfare

APLU Absent Parent Locator Unit
ARREARAGES Monies past due endowing under anAgreement or amyl

order
ASSIGNMENT OF RIGHTS A recipient assigns all of his or her support

rights to the Statein exchange forrecopt of theAFDCgrant and other re.
fated benefits

BODY ATTACHMENT. Proceeding by whit ha person is re tamed in acco r
dance with a directive of a civil court to secure payment of a judgment.

CIRCUIT COURT The 4041 court for domestic relations matters, and in
some subdivisions, also for criminal non support cases

CIVIL ACTION. Suits or actions instituted to compel payment or some
other redress affecting individual rights whit h are not considered comes

COOPERATIVE REIMBURSEMENT AGREEMENTS: Contracts between
federal, state, and local support enforcement agencies.

COURT OF APPEALS The highest court in Maryland.
COURT OF SPECIAL APPEALS The second highest court in Maryland.

CRIMINAL NON SUPPORT A misdemeanor punishable by up to three
Fears m tad and'or a glal line

CUSTODIAN_ The person with whom the child hues, whether parent,
relative. or otherwise

DHMH Maryland State Department of Health and Mental Hygiene.

DHR Maryland State Department of Human Resources.
DMAR Maryland State Denson of Medical Assistance Rceovenes loan of

Department of Health and Mental Hygiene)

EQUITY COURT The court vpich hears cases dealing with a divorce or
separation, custody, and support The court ts governed by the c oncept of
fairness to all parties

EXTRADITION The surrender of a criminal. prisoner, or !walnut by one
State to another

FrP Federal financial participation Funding methanismused bytheFederal
Onaernmen* to reimburse State and beat political subcInns es performing
child support services

GARNISHMENT TFe court (sewed seizing of money heed by one person
for or owed to a second in order to pay a debt or obligation owed by the
second to the third

aj
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HHS U S Depar>ment of Health and Human Services (formerly the
Department of Health. Educatioi and Welfare). The parent agency for the
Social Security Administration

IMA Income Maintenance Administration of the Department nf Human
Resources Oversees the disbursement of money for AFDC grarsts.mecti
cal assistance. and food stamps .......

INTERROGATORIES A set of up to thirty written questions (tom one natty
to another. seeking information important to the case

JOINT TENANTS Persons who each own an equal interest in the same
On:0ml% either real or personal. where the survivors acquire the interest
of any owner who dies. ,

JUDICARE A system whereby the state pays legal ker. under certain
circumstances.

JUDGMENT. The formal only of the court's decision The person to w horn
moneys to be paid is I ketudgment creditor The one who owes the money
is the lodgment debtor

LACHES An unreasonable delay in enforcmg a right that p rein& esanother
person's interests

LEGAL AID BUREAU An agency which provides free legal services to the
poor

LEGISLATION Proposed new laws or proposed changes in ousting laws.

LIT.N A claim upon property or on wages or other periodic payments.

MASTERS (Masters in Chancery). Court officers who hear cases and make
recommendations to the lodges They cannot pass sentences They can
hear divorce, cualaded support. modification. ancrcorstempt cases

MEDIATION. A non legal process which attempts to bring about aconsent
agreement

MEDICAID iTitleXIX) A Federal Stateprogram ploys:Imo medicalcarefor
the poor and non suppridecL The State program is called the Maryland
Medical Assisttricc Program IMA)

NON CUSTODIAN The Parent whodoes nor have cow t ordered or actual
custody el a minor child hi some cases both parents are non custodians

OBUGEE A posers to whom a duty of support is owed
OBLIGOR A person owing a`cluty of support

OSE State Office of Support Enforcement (formerly Bureau of Support
Enforcement)

PARENT The hicitolical or adoptive father or mother. include:43 a father by
paternity dectre

PATERNITY DETERMINATION Doom-eat:9 u child's Lubec when the
mother is unmarried

POLITICAL SUBDIVISION In Maryland. die 23 counties and Balm:lore
City

liPREJUDICE A liar T.1 (elm> ache
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PREPONDERANCE OF THELVIDENCE Evidence which 'emote credible
awiconv mans to the court than the opposing tvidence.teading t o findings
that the fact is more probable than not. The standard of proof in Civil
cases

REASONABLE DOUBT Evidence nicht be so conclusive and complete that
all reasonable doubts of the lacts are removed from the mind The stand
and of proof to Criminal cases

SEAL A particular sign, made lu *noes+, in the most formal manner, the
execution of an mstrameni

..

SPENDTHRIFT TRUST A trust created to f rowdy a fund toe the manic,
nance of a beneficia:y whom is so restricted that a is beyond Ow rea..h of
'he beneficiary's creditors

STATE'S ATTOMEYS Elected attorneys whir proto.ute nonsupport,
paternity. and reop. veal support actions on behalf of AFDC and non.
AFDC people. Sovices vats in each untsActwin

STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS Any lawwlis.h fixes the time within which
patties must take rudwiat action to enforce rights In else be thereafter
barred froth snforcir them

TENANTS BY THE ENTIRETY. A husband and wife who have an equal
interest and ownership in property. with survivorship oftbls, attachable
only for debts of both together.

TENANTS IN COMMON Persons who have ownership to the same prop-
erty. without survivorship rights.

TITLE IV D A federal law, part of the Social Security Act. enacted in f97$
specifically to improve child support enfonernera programs.

TITLE XIX ISee Medicaid?

TORT A private or civil wrony t: ninny The existence of a legal duty owed
by defendant to plaintiflbeach of that d uty,and a causal relation between
defendant's conduct and the resulting damages to plaintiff.

TRIP Tax Refund Intercept Program TRIP intercepts the state income tax
refunds of obligors who are in arrearages.

TROP Tax Refund Offset Program. TROP intercepts the federal me ome tax
refunds of obligors who are sn atrearages in AFDC cases

URESA Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act Requires cooper
ation among states :ft support enforcement

WARRANT A process of a cantina' caw! which authorises search or
seizure of persons or properly

WILL CONTRACT. A will which cannot be changed without the consent of
another person

WRIT OF Fl FA (Frei Fasts, Parted i he pedgment proceis. The method of
platirg a levy on property

WRIT OF NE EXEAT judicial order prohibiting a defaulting obbgor from
leasing th Slate and requiring him or her to post a bond as a guarantee
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Suggested Reading
Divorce. Child Custody. and ChddSupport.. Special Studies, Series P.23.

No. 84. Current Population Reports, U.S. Department of Commerce.
Bureau of the Census. June 1979.

Child Support and Alimony 1978. Special Studies. Senes P43. No. 112.
Current Population Reports. US Department of Commerce. Bureau of
the Census. September 1981.

A Legislator's Guide to Child Support Enforcement. published by Nation'al
Conference of State Legislatures. 1125 Seventeenth Street. Suite 1500.
Denver. Colorado 80202.

The Cinderella Complex. by Collette Dowling. Summit Books, Simon and
Schuster Budding.Rockefeller Center. 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New
York. New York 10020.

Malang Fathers Pay. by David L. Chambers, University of Chicago Press,
5801 S Elks Avenue. Chicago, Illinois 60637.

What About the Children?by Francine Spike, Crown Publishers. Inc.. One
Park Avenue, New York, New York 10016 -

Alone Together by Sherrye Henry. published by Doubleday Press. 501
Franklin Avenue. Garden City, New York 11530.

Intcrstote Enforcement of Family Support, 2nd Edition, by William J.
Brockelbank and Felix Watts*. published by Bobbs-Merrill Company.
Inc . P.O. Box 7587. Charlottesville, Virginia 22906.

Ch4dSupport w America LegolPerspectare by liarry Krause, published by
Bobbs Merrill Company, Inc., P.O. Box 7587. Charlottesville, Virginia
22906

Moryland Zomestic Relations Forms by Ann McKenrick Turnbull and
Joseph J Wase. pubhshed by Maryland Legal Publishers. 406 W. Redwood
Street. Baltimore. Maryland 21201.

Notional Roster and URESA/W D Referral Guide, published by National
Reciprocal and Family Support Enforcement Association, 503 East Fif
ieenth Street, Des Moines. Iowa 50316

AMPS. Legal Outlines. Maryland 'name for Continuing Professional
Education of Lawyers, 500 W. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, Maryland
21201

Tax Information for Divorced or Separated Individuals. Internal Revenue
Service Publication 504 (Revised November 1980
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The followmg pi.blications are available free from The National Child
Support Enforcement Reference Center, 6110 Executive Boulevard, 91h
Fleet Rockville. Maryland 20852.

Guide to State Child Support and Paternity Laws.
Chad Support Report, a monthly newsiest et.

Techniques for Effective More ement aj Program Operatives (TEMPOS).
periodicals.

The Runaway Parents, by Bill

Abstracts of Child Support Techniques, periodicals.

Men Who Pnow They Ate Watched. Some Benefits and Costs of Joihng for
Non Payment of Support. by David L Chambers.

An Assessment of AVM First Four Years, by Leonard J. Schouten

Program Corillteis and Human Castanets:00n, by Judith J. Cassetty.

Staff Data and MatenalsonChidSupport,by IheStattof the Committee on
Finance. United States Senate.

Child Suppott Enforcement: Annual Reports to Congress. by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. Office of Child Support
Enforcement.

Information Sharing Index.

The following publication is available free from: The Maryland Commis.
non for Women. 1123 North Eutaw Street. Room 603. Baltimore. Maryland
21201

The Legal Rights of Women in Marriage and Dino -: Maryland.
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Maryland Commis Sion for Women '
-01123 North Eutaw StreeVRoom 603

. Baltimore. Maryland 21201 :
Jeanette R. Wolman, Honorary Chairwoman' v

---GQMMISSIONERS
Chairwoman .
Martha Wyatt Anne Arundel Canty
VicsChairwoman
Diane E. Weaver Washington County

George E. Men. Allegany County:Bruce C. BMW° Anne Arundel County
Lorraine Q. Cecil Prince George's County
Ardyth D. Coleman Dorchester County
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. Mrs. KEIINELLY. There are two votes. So we will resume at 1:15
p.m.

[Recess.]
Mrs. KENNELLY [presiding]. We will reconvene the subcommittee.
Our first panel will be made up of John,Abbott of the State of

Utah; Dan COpeland, the National Council of State Child Support
Diforcement Administrators; Anthony DiNallo, State o'f Connecti-
Mt; Bonnie L. Becker, State of Minnesota; and Mary Ann Cook,
State of Wisconsin.

Thank you very much for coming before us today. I think we will
proceed as we did on the last panel. We will start from my right
and.e+erybody will testify and then we will have questions.

STATEMENT OF JOHN P. ABBOTT, PAST PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
RECIPROCAL AND ,FAMILY SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ASSOCI-

.. ATION AND DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF RECOVERY SERVICES,
STATE OF UTAH

Mr, .Assort. Thank jou, Madam Chairu3an. It is indeed a pleas-
ure to be here today. I am here today representing the Stateof
Utah as well a.t the National Reciprocal Family Support Enforce-
ment Association with over 5,000 menibers nationwide.

As you indicated, I am currently the director of the Office of Re-
covery Sences for the State of Utah. I am also the immediate past
president the National Council of State Child Support Adminis-
trators.

We are very pleased with die-interest, and the consideratitn that
the child support program is currently being given. We t4ve re-
viewed in various depths bills introduced by Mr. Stark, Mrs. Rou-
kema, yourself, Mr. goates, and recently Mr. Campbell. We sincere-
ly applaud and appreciate this large amount of interest currently
being generated in the program. We believe it is very timely.

We are in general support of many of the provisions of all of
these bills. I should indicate to you, however, that some of the pro-
visions will require additional fiscal commitments. We' should not
proceed to pass legislation and through that process give the
women and the children of this country any false hopes about what
may, occur and not have the same degree pf commitment to finance
what we say ws are doing.

I would likto briefly comment on Mr. Campbell's bill and I am
sorry tHat hg is not here.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Excuse me a minute. I do want you 'to know that
the rtlikior person on the staff who was working with Mr. Camp-
bell's bill is here and we have got-a recording of it. Don't worry
about it. We are al] very interested in Mr. Campbell's bill.

Mr. ARROW. OK, super.
We are in general concurrence with most of the provisions of Mr.

Campbell's bill. We do have some concerns, however, with his in-
centive proposal pursuant to that.

I Just became aware of this biil yesterday in terms of its detailed
provisions and it requires a concept called perfect cases and there
is a benefit that a State would receive once they reached the 20-
percent mark in terms of perfect cases for both segments of the
caseload.

29-338 0-84--,18
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I contacted my staff yesterday in Utah and asked them to do
some compute': runs if possible to examine this proposal. Unfortu-15'
'Lately, they respanded.to me that alter I explained the situation, it
would take at least a week to 'even program the computer to kick
out this kind of information. So instead of a cumprehensive review .

of that sort, they did do some quick checks on about six of the large
teams. Unfortunately we came to the realization that we actually

. only have about 6 percent of.our cases which are in the perfect
case category and I would like to point out to you if you are not
aware that Utah has one of the more effective and efficientchild
support programs in the country. We have continually led the-
Nation for the past 7 years i the percentage of AFDC, that we re-'
turned. . . .

In terms of the adequate c categorization,' that requires that .

you have at least 70 percent of your cases in that paying mode
before you g t an incentive.

Again, I h to to report but we Only have 9 percent ofour cases in
the adequat ase category.

I am encou ged by Mr. Campbell's- cavearhrhis introduction to'
his bill that .he does allude to, the fact that these amounts and
these benchmarks may not be the final figures and I certainly
would hope that he would beAvilling to work with us in coming up '
with some definitions that might, in fact, apply to a few more
States. I don't know of any State in the Nation that would have 70
percent adequate cases or 30 percent perfect cases.

I ould like to address. for a moment the administration's new
pro sal. I would, however, like to applaud their withdrawal yes-
terda.. f the net collectiong concept and all of- you who have
worked with them to relieve thi, child support program of the
burden that proposal has created for the last two years.

We are indeed supportive of many aspects of the administrption's
. proposal. We believe that the mandatory laws relative to wage as-

s:gnment, State tax intercept, the administrative and quasi-judicial
process will be tnost beneficial to the program. We also duly note
that these concepts are included in many of the bills being prom
gated by yourself and others.

We have also worked extensively with the administration.in de-, I
veloping the audit criteria that is currently being promoted in
their bill. We, in fact, believe ,that this audit criteria by itself will
bring about the needed increases in program performance over a
period of time. Now true, it may take 2 to 3 years to do thtt and
Oat everybody seems to be after is a'quick fix.

I would submit to you that in reality there are no qUick des for
the kind of program we are dealing with here today.

The new proposal by the administration causes us great concern
in the reduction of thc Federal financial participation to 60 per-
cent. We applaud Mr. Campbell in his realization in his bill that
landing should be left at 70 percent. I believe that was considerable
wisdom on his part to leave that in place. The elimination of the
I;5-percent incentive and the redistribution of that may be a valid
concept. We are anxious to we:irk with the administration and with
thc Congress to come up with some way of divvying that out on a .
fair basis but we are very concerned with the reduction in the FFP
rate.
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The $200 million-that would be saved with this propoial would L.

be split equally between AFDC and non-AFDG activities. This, of
course, finally gives recognition to the non-AFDC. portion of the
program.. This is certainly timely. It is certainly 'beneficial and I
am sure you have heard the ladies that testified before this panel
who would be very encouraged by -this type of approach. On the
other hand, it represents a 180-degree turnabout from the adminis-
trations' philosophy over the last -5 to 6 years. This took place in a
day. Most of the programck in this country-- I

Mrs. KEiiNELLV. Excuse me. What took.place in a day?
Mr. Assurr. The thrust from an AFDC-orientied program to

really a non-AFDC-oriented program.
Mrs. Kr OINELLY. Why do you say, that?
Mr. Assam The reason I say that is based on the direction the

administration has been pushing the program for at least the past
2 years, and an examination last night of what this proposal would
do to the State of Utah.

Mrs. KENNELLY. I would like to point out that we have had a bill
in since March that didn't- have this proposal on it so I don't want
all the emphasis to go on the brandnew bill when we have had a
bill in for some months.

Mr. Aalyrr:Yes. I am aware of that. I guess the concern that we
have is if you are going to endorse the administration's proposal on
how they divvy up the incentives, you really ought to look at that
in terms of a phase in over a period of time. States cannot react by
October ;983 to a 'radical turnabout in the whole concept, the
whole direction of their programs. Many States are budgeted 2
years in advance. The increased emphasis on non-AVDC is going to
require additional staffs additional fiscal commitments not only on
the part of the Federal Government but also on the part of the
State, county, and local governments. And you have, as you knows
processes in place where budgets are established well in advance of \
the actual spending. -

So I would urge you to consider a phase in if, in fact, this propos-
al is pasted.

We also have some concerns in regards to the application fee and
the fee against the absent parent. The administration proposes to
charge a $25 application fee to the plaintiff or the needy individual
in need of child support and a 3- to 10- percent sliding fee to the

, absent parent.
We would encourage y9u to totally discard this whole area of

fees. We have tried this in the pat. It has not worked. The rev-
. enues that have been produced from the fees have been insignifi-

cant. Thev have been extremely difficult to administer in terms of
the State's program and additionally, and probably the biggest
factor is that the judiciary, consistently disregards these kinds of
fees anyway and they are reluctant to reduce the amount of sup-

sport being given to the mother and they are also reluctant to in-
crease the amount of support being paid by the absent parent. So
generally speaking, they do not award these fees to anybody.

In essence, we believe that the foe concept is a bad one and
should be discarded.

We are also concerned in the adminirtation bill as well as some
of the other bills before this committee today that there is no in-
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centive for paternity establishment. This is a chronic problem in
this Nation. It is getting'worse instead of better all the time. Atha-
tionally, we are concerned with the-interstate enforcement, When
absent parents cross State lines there ought to be some incentive to
go after them. The administration bill and none of the bills, in fact,
realispcally address this chronic issue. to .

We beliae that trying to expand and trying to improie the pro-
gram-g.vithout a commensurater fiscal commitment can only result
in frustrations for all of us. .

If you would insteachleave the funding at 70 percent, develop a
realistic incentive proposal that will give States, counties, and local
jurisdictions the wherewithalt and the desire to achieve program
success, then I think we may =be well on our way. But -what is
really needed in many/States to increase the performance is to
change the status of the IV-D agency in that department.

I hate to report to you, but many of these agencies are viewed as
the literal 'ugly duckling of .the department of 'social services in.
their State. They are the last one,to receive any priority for any-
thing and I am talking about staff. I am talking about legislation. I
am talking about general commitments to their operattott That
must be-changed.* ord
to this morning tbIe-ber

for the S tes that Mrs. Heckler alluded
rought up to seed.

Finally, I would like to once agai express our appreciation to
you, Mrs. Kennelly. We' have &viewed your bill. We think it has
some extremely good features. We are in support of it and we
would like to once again convey to you that we are willing to work
with the Congress and the administratiot. to bring about the

-needed' improvements and perhaps changes in the child support
program. . ..,

Thank you.
[The prepared statement folldws:j .

,STATEstrsilr or Jour: P. Assorr, Parr Per.siberrr, Norormt. RsciAtocaLaNa Fastit.y.....----
s- Surroirr Euro:ice:4am Associarom arm Dniscmg or Rscovelfr StavICES, SOTS

or than
Mr. Chairman, it is an honor to appear before this Committee today I am JAbbott.

Director of the Offico. of Recovery Sen.ices for the State of Utah, and im e.
oin

diate Pastfesident of the 'National Council of State Child Support Enforcement
Administfatovs. I am also on the Legislative Committee for the National Reciprocal
and Family Support Enforcement Association ilsiRFSEA). I am here today to express
the views of NRFS,EA and the State of Utah in relards to the Administration's pro-
!sisal. Ilit, 2371 (Mrs. Kennelly,. II.R. 924 (Mr. Stark), H.R.1114 (Mrs. Roukemaf,
and the child support program in general.

In reference o the Administration's proposal for child support enforcement, let
me emphasize t t it must be viewed in two parts:--.

(It The propos. mandates three state laws to enhance child sappae: collections.
We strongly support this concept. The proposed laws are exactly the kind of help
the program needs in order to change the odds of absent parents meeting their sup-
port obligations. In Jnany instances, there are insufficient mechanisms in place to
bring about Payment if absent parents choose not to pay. We urge your support of
this initiative which includes mandatory: State tax intercept; administra.tive or qua.
sijudiciai procedures for the establishment and enforcement of child suppert obliga-
tions; wage assignments for past due support.
--i2i gerfohrlance Funding, the other Issue 1 the,Adminisirationts.proposal of last
year with a new dame. Regardless of the name cllange, this Committee rejected it
last year and we would hope you would ditso again this year. The funding proposal
requires states to fund both aspects of cheprogram iADC and NonADC1 from AFDC
Follectioris. The federal government would' basically participate in any profit or loss
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-for laseses.
which may occur. To help stimulate performaqethe Raiding proposal also provides

.

Our criticism of the proposal is two-fold. First, it gives only a small amount of
credit for Non-AFDC case work. Second, the proposal is void in the area of paternity
establishment and interstate collections.

We want to reemphasize that the program was originally created in .1975 to ad-
dress four National child Support Enforcement concerns: (1) AFDC collections, (2)
nonAVDC collections, (3) paternity establishment, and (4) interstate coordination.

Performance funding totally ignores the high'cost and mandatory nature of pater-
nity establishment. The interstate coordination effort is also ignored and only a
token effort has been given to NonAFDC collections which leaves us with only one
area where the proposal addresses the program's original intent .. . AFDC collec-
tions. Wfiile this is an important area, the others have equal importance.

I would like to briefly address these issues from Utah's perspective, which would
mirror to some extent -the situations in other states. I would point out, however,
that Utah is one of the more effective and efficient states and has cobtieually led
the nation for the past 5 years in the percentage of AFDC funds recovered through
child support collections. Yoa may well wonder why a state with an effective AMC
support program would object to a funding scheme which purports to award
such activity. The reason is the funding proposal is a "wolf dressed in lamb's cloth-
ing" and offers very little incentive to do nonAFDC work even though you have
heard in previous testimony regarding et high level of need for this service. In the
Utah program, if the Administration's bill -were-enacted, federal contributions
would drop to only $40,000 or a loss of-$170,600, for this important part of the pro-
gram. This is true even though we target our nonAFDC services on a first priority
basis to those individuals who would probably be on public assistance were it not for
the child support collection. This effort, as you may know, avoids AFDC expendi-
tures that would otherwise be made at.a significant oost to both the state and feder-
al government. If anything is done in the nonAFDC area, it should be to increase
the federal commitment certainly not decrease it!

An equally significant oversight is the total lack of any consideration being given
in the funding proposal .for interstate work. The net result will eventually be the
elimination of child support enfdrcement work for other states. The impact of this
oversight is overwhelming in the.sunbelt states,-but even in Utah with a fairly
stable population. 24.6 percent of our total collections come from other states. That
equates to a dollar low to Utah and the federal government of $3.4 million in this
small state alone. Imagine the impact to states like New York and California.

The performance based funding proposal being advocated by the Administration
will trul devastate the child support enforcement program and the progress that
has bee made in the past seven years.

In reg rds to H.R. 2374 (Mrs. Kennelly's bill), let me make it quite clear that our
orgam tion is in basic support of this Bill. You should be aware, however, that
there a fiscal and programmatic considerations that must be adequately addressed
in raga to the: 1. Purpwe statement, 2. clearinghouse or central registry concept,
3. the 1 tax ihierce t-la nonAFDC cases.

In ge Limplementation of these three areas along with the mandatory laWs
will lead to a better program. The three areas of concern I have mentioned, howev-
er, Will also require increased fiscal commhments to the program by this Commit.
tee. If additional.financial supped-can be pfovided, then H.R. 2'74 certainly has our
strong support. Without that financial commitment, however, you will be offering
false -hope to millions of women and children with no potential for followthrough. I
am Atm that is not the desire of this Committee.

We are also in strong support of H.R. 926 (Mr. Stark's bill) and H.R. 3354 (Mrs.
Roukema's We would recommend, however, deleting the Section in H.R. 3354
which directs the absent parent to pay the fees imposed to cover cAsts of collection.
This has been tried Ind failed in the past. While it sounds good an reality, it does
not work.

In closing, I would like to stress that those I represent here today stand ready to
assist both the Administration and Congress in 'developing thq means to enhance
performance within the child support and to. in reality. "Make a good pro-
gram better.

Thank you for allowing me to express our views.

Mrs. KENNELLY, Thank you, Mr. Abbott, and I am very aware of
your program-and that is why we are very glad to have you here
and want to work with you because you have had the experience.

Mr. Copeland.
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STATEMENT OF DA R. COPELAND, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF STATE CHILl SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ADMINIS-
TRAT" RS, AND DIRECTOR. ALASKA CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCE-
MEW DIVISION

Mr. COPELA ND. Good afternoon. I am Dan R. Copeland, president
of the National Council of State Child Support Enforcement Ads
ministrators. I also serve as the director of the Alaska Child Sup-
port Enforcement Division. Our national council )ncludes the oper-,
ational head of each State child support enforcement agency. This
provides the council with the unique %roved. the program* We see
the. day-to-day destructive impact that the lack of child support cre-
ates. We also see and work with the State legislative bodies in Con-
gress and theradministration.

All three . of these organizations form the direction for the pro-
grim. With the original legislation, the direction from Congress
was straightforward. This body wanted the program to address all
child support. However, the consistent direction from the adminis-
tration has been that the program should aim at the child support

-which the Government can keep and use to make a profit.
narrow focus has created a massive hue and cry from the custodial
parents.

As you have. heard this morning from Secrefary .Heckler, this dr-
"rection is to be radically changed. Our council heartily endorses
this conceptual change. Now as bad as the problem may seem from
the custodial parent's point of view, it is also quite hard on the
absent parent First, the welfare .programs tend to lead the absent
parent to believe that the Government will take care of his chil-
dren. While there are millions of children currently receiving some
form of assistance, there are more out there that start out above
the poverty line. Their 10E3 from the lack of child support is in
their standard ofiving, their self-esteem and eventually some type

"of welfare or even worse, the delinquency programs.
By the time the child requires some form of Government involve-

ment, the father has developed twa significfmt items. First, he is
facing an arrearage that appears too large and in his mind unfair..

Second, he is well into the habit of not paying child support.
Even in the best of circumstances we all find changing an estab-
lished pattern to be very difficult. The children are the ultimate
losers but as he sees less and less of them, that becomes Jess and
less apparent to him.

From the custodial parent's viewpoint, each day the financial
.hard facts of life force her to at lease consider applying for welfare.
She must constantly decide whether it is bad enough to give up
and apply for the services of welfare. She must constantly decide
whether or not it is bad enough to give up.

Fier inner sense tells her thfit getting out of the welfare cycle is
almost impossible but the immediate needs of Mr children often
leave her with no choice at all. In any event, the two separate par-
ents find themselves in adversarial positions, with child support in
a delinquent and bitter status. Visitation or anything requiring
adult-like communication becomes virtually impossible. Once
things reach this-stage, and they usually do, enforcement or collec-

.
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Lion is far more expensive. Both parents feel rotten about the
entire situation and the children, agtin are the ultimate losers.

To correct this situation as it now stands, the enclosed survey rg-
sponse indicates that the ,administration's current child support
prbposal has to be scrapped. Again, I am pleased to see that that

- proposal was scrapped. ' ...
(The survey referxed to follows:] .

NAIONAL,COUNCIL OF STATE. CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATORS SURVEY
RESPONSE -MAY 1983.$

The National Council of State Child Support Enforcement Administrators polled
each of its 54 members for their position on major current program issues for fiscal
year 1984. That survey information is presented below.

1. The Council should take the following position with regard to the OCSE "Re- Istructuring or Performance,funding" formula: 43 Oppose: 2 Support tone total sup-
port and one support with change): 3 No Opinion; 6 No RestionseL64 Total States
.and Jurisdictions.

2. The Council should take the position noted above because: ahe following expla= I
nations were.offered most often in the survey and are the mayor reasons for wadi-

' teoners opposition to restructuring.),
Restructuring penalizes those states that are effective now and pays incentives to

those that have been ineffective in the past.
Restructuring does not provide stable funding.
Thig year's proposal has the same (laws that last year's proposal included.
Restructuring will have a negative impact on the entire national program.
Restructuring is not cost effective.
Restructuring will discourage or prevent interstate work.
Restructuring will discourage or prevent nonAFDC services for custodial parents ^

and children. 4 I
ROStliktUring will discourage or prevent paternity establishment work.

Mr. COPELA1$D. It has to be replaced with a funding plan that is
in line with the child support purpose statement in the Child Sup-
port Improvement Act in H.R :.2374. This plan shoilld include fund-
ink for paternity establishment, interstate collections aid all as- i
pests of non-AFDC and AFDC work. .

To stimulate performance, the Administration's proposed collec-
tions to cost ratios for audit criteria.could be used.

These ratios would have to exclude the paternity establishment
costs and include all interstate collections.

.

In an effort to emphasize the paternity establishment and non-
AFDC work, the administrative match for these activities should
be raised from. 70 to 75 percent. Separate cost centers could be re-

.quired or the lower 70 percent could be ftmded. The increase in the
required Federal funds would be minimal-while the impact would

- be substantial. '1
I would like to address the administration's current proposal just

briefly. Obviously we have just seen it. My concerti withthe odium-
istrationt's proposal starts with the same concern that Mrs. Fennel-.

. ly add several other people raised earlier. No additional funding is
offered. That is a complete statement in itself. Many of the pro-
gram enhancements will require funding to implement them. Re-
ducing the FFP rate from 70 to 60eperent, ignores dist basic oper-
ational fact. While the Vprious bonus arrangements will bring in
both improvement and operational funding, this funding will not ...
come in time. The excellent ideas as presented in the various pro-

' posals will ii:t work unless adequate stakielfunding is provided.
I.
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In ciosing, I would like to simply point but that there are a lot of
children waiting to see what we in this rodm are going to do.

[A report submitted' by Mr. Copeland follows :]
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THE CMIED SUPPORT ENFORWERT PROGRAM
A STATUS REPORT - FEBRUARY. 1983

os 'HIVE SUMMARY

The National Council of State Child Support Enforcement Adminis-
trators has prepared this report to present its Alen regarding the
support enforcement problem that exists for the many children affected by
divorce, separation, or the lack of established paternity. A brief
history has been included to aid the reader in understanding the scope of
the problem and the program accomplishments. Recommendation for the
future of the program must include therestablisheent of a national ethic
that children have a right 'to be samnrted by both-parents. The net is
basic . . children_need-their child support: ,

It is important for the reader to understand that practitioners in- the field of support enforcement believe that the wrong approach has been
used in the attempt to address the inve of poverty among
Although well meaning, the vast network of social legislation addresses
the symptom of the problem rather than the cause. The system provided
welfare first, and later as an afterthought . . child support
enforcement. This course of titian was taken in spite of the fact that
at least, BOX of the reasons-for eligibility for Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) has been insufficient child support from the
absent parent.

It is obvious to practitioners that if the national effort to try to
fix the AFOC and other related welfare Programs had instead been invested
in curing the. disease neck of support), the nation would not be paying
an estimated $30 billion annually for public entitlements. The primary
reason for the 30 billion dollar problem was and still is caused by the
lack of child supnort. Tha problem is not isolated to Omildren receiving
public assistance. Regardless of the income level, millions of fonfolia's
Children are being eConomfcaIly- deprived and cannot *thieve true
potential if financial support is withheld by one or bon parents. .

In 1975 when Congress established the Child Su Program (Title
IY-0 of the Social Security Act), the establishment o a comprehensive
support enforcement system was. envisioned. In mend tine state- to
provide AFDC and non.AFOC related services. it appeared the purpose of
the pro ram was to provide an rtunitr for all ildren to receive
support Iroe their parents through more Effective enfojc men-t of Mate
and federal child t lots. %lie tIlie primary objettive was to
directly reduce the increasing burden on the taxpayer of maintaining the
AFDC program, the law also required states to provide ichild support
enforcement services for all applicants that were, not in tIv MX program.

Child support practitioners are of, the opinion that the program's
focus from the federal perspective has changed.. Instead of encouraging
states to collect child support for children. AMC collections for
governmental reimbursements .are now emphasised. The law createo two
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programs to 'tddrels' the One issue of non-payment of child support.
However, the federal government began to concentrate more than ever on
the public assistance aspect of the Child Support Program by consistently
recognizing only the AFDC related accomplishments. Faced with this
situation, states are placed in a position of either following the letter .t
of the law while ignoring the operational directives of the federal
government. or deemplasizing regulatory requirements to adheri to the
federal directives.

Actual collection history indicates that states vary considerably in
their approach to the two services. Some states concentrate- on AFDC
collectiens while others focus on non -AFDC seprogram

collected 11.628.894,466 at a cost of 181 817.943. this 3.18 to
in FY 81. the

1.00 ratio is obviously successful. A tot of 1958.286.541 was
collected in the non -AFDC portion of the program and ;670.637.925 in the
AFDC portion.

Several studies done by individual states indicate that the non-AFDC
child support prograi is responsible, for saving millions of dollars each
year in welfare costs avoided. The non -AFDC portion of the progiam
encourages independent child support payments. This reduces the need for
governmental dependency while helping to curtail financial deprivation in
general. Federal law allows states, at their option. to charge a fee for
these services. However, fees are not universally charged and experience
has shown that when they are, they do not,cover the cost of the non-AFDC
portion of the program.

000fgion makers neat( to realize that both portions ,of the program
are cost effective land vitally important. Sufficient funding must be
retained to adequately address both AFDC and non -AFDC thild' support
cases. The establiihment of paternity. -Interstate collections. and the
many facets of the total prOblem of child support enforcement are common
to both caseloads. in the final analysis, there is no substantial
difference; it is a matter of children and their right to be supported by
their parents. Oeciiion makers need to ridirect their priorities to
address this vital root cease of poverty among children. Both parents,
not governmental aid programs, need to be responsible for their
children. The current Child Support Prdgram is in the infant stage of
returning this responsibility of all childrin to the parents.
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PISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
4

The first question to be answered was, 'Whose obligation is it to
support children?". Come law has historically failed to impose on
absent parents a civil obligation to support their children. Although
custody of children has traditionally been given to the mother, 'and the
absent parent was the father, comma law had not expanded much pest that

%point. As late as 1953, the Suprude Court of New Jersey had difficulty
`grinding a legally enfgrcaable suPPOrt obligaticn which' bound the father
to hi. children. The need was so basic but the remedy only referenced
'natural law."

Viewed as a stets and local problem for many years, federal
attention was attracted as costs in the Aid to Females with' Dependent
Children (AFDC) program continued to escalate: Inadequate laws and a
lack ofifunding were producing low child support collections while over
80% of 'About receiving AFOC were eligible due to the non.payment or
insufficient payment of child support obligations. Contributing tb the
problem was the prevailing attitude that goverment, rather than the
absent parent, should support abandoned children by of the AFDC
program.' 1 Unfortunately, this gave more credence to the concept that it
was the: custodial parent's responsibility, (usually the mother's) to
support the children. Oue to the social acceptance of this trend,

sr thousaIds of single parent families (even those not reliant on AFDC
__benefits) were left without a viable means of support.

-4 To address this problem, Sene101-iissell Long, then Chairman of the
Senate Finance Committee, and Representative Martha Ogiffith. then .

' Chairwoman of the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic,
Comittee. developed and pubvitlisif an analysis of the welfare system.
Both were dedicated to impro of child support intercom.; laws and-

. practices. Changing social mores and the complexity of the problem
helped to convince Congres to relyve the plight of the eagle parent by
creating a federal office with o rsight responsibility, the Office of
Child Support Enforcement, (OrSE) was created effective August I, 1975.
The Title IV.0 amendments to the Spcfal Security Act created a funding-
mechanism to address this Atonic national PrOblei.

In their deliberations on the creation of the Federll Child Support
Enforcement Program, the Senate Finance Committee stated:

"The Committee believes that all children have the right to
receive support trap their fathers. The Committee 1 al. like
the identical provision' (H.R. 3153)%is designed .o help
children attain this right, Including the right to have'tfisfr
fathers identified so that support can be 'obtained. lha
immediate re it will be a lower walla o t to e
o L more m 10 O ye super co SC on

syysStem is establlshedfatbers 1011 bQ deterre from deserting,
their taffies to welfare and children will be soared the
effects of rally breakup.', (Emphasis ended).
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Since the late 19504: the number of slept parent families has
increased dramatically. That growth is direct11\,attributable to the
escalating numbers of divorce, marital separation and out-of-wedlock
births. Then as well as now, the custodial parent, usually the mother,
faced with a financial crisis often seeks financial assistance th-ough
governmental outlets. Since'eost heads of single parent households enter
the work force at an inadequate wage level, they -fled theli loom.;
insufficient to meet ordincry household expenses, day care, clothing and
the transportation expenses related to working. The combination of the
burdens of daily work, which provides an inadequate income, and the
complete responsibility for rearing the children, often overwhelms the
custodial parent. These factors. toppled with the lack of financial
support from the absent parent, often place the custodial parent in a
position of financtal dependency upon governmental programs.

Current nati al estimates indicate one mit'of every three marriages
i. the United Sta ends in divorce. There is an obvious correlation
between the increes g divorce rate and the increase in the number of
welfare families with

all

parents heading the household.
Seventy-eight percent of all welfare households consist of a single

parent, usually a woman. whois providing the basic needs for her faaily
through an assistance grant because the father-Withdrew or never provided
financial support. When absent parents defaultand avoid their financial
responsibilities, the chance of their children bele. supported by a
governmental aid program is muchliigher A study presented to the Senate
Finance Committee by M. Winston ,,and T. Farther, "Mon-Support of
legitimate Children by Affluent Fathers as a Cause of Poverty and Welfare
Dependence', stated that non-support of legitimate children by affluent
fathers was often a cause of .poverty and welfare dependence. Another
conclusion in the study was /that many attorneys and public officials
found child support issues boring and in some instances were even hostile
to the concept of fathers being responsible for Teir children.

1

The Scone of the Non-support iitoblem

-c,
Now serious is this problem of non - support -of families by absent

parents? Over seven militon chtldren are' - presently receiving public
assistance in the United States through the various federal and state
welfare programs. Of greater concern is the possibility that the very
existence of the welfare program has caused some of the absent parents to
conclude that if they have marital difficulties. they need not worry
about-the consequences of financially abandoning their families. From

their perspective, the government will provide assistance for their
children while they establish new lifestyles and often become parents of -.
gore children.

t
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Ihe lumber of children Ingle parent households is growing at a
rapid rate. the 1970 census' figures showed 6,265,500 children living
with only one parent. ily 1980, the number had grown to 12,163,600,
nearly a 50% Increase: The problem from a financial perspective is that
nationally less than half of these custodial parents received the money
due to them.

-
In the early stages of the welfareprogram, little. was done to

recou0 the welfare dollars expended. As a result of this lack of action,
many absent parents who may have been capable of paying became remiss in
their obligation to support their children. For a considerable period of
time, they were not made to beer the costs of supporting their children.
Society simply 'picked up the tab. the cost of the tab, however, has
become incredible. In 1956, the total ,cash benefits expended in

1 assistants to children was Just over $617 million. By 1982, that figure
Increased to an eiloe"4in9 112 billion annually -- a 2000% Increase in 22
years. 'As staggering as that figure may be, it is 'not all inausive.
Addjtional billions were spent on food stamps, medicaid benefits, star
cal. Juvenile institutions, and other related programs.

TOE CNILO SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT (IV -0) PROGRAM .

Because of the Immensity of the problem, in 1975 Congress enacted
Public Law 93-647. Maintaining ad child support program became an

"Individdal state eligibility requirement to receive federal watch funding
in Aid to Families with dependent Children (AFOC). The Fedeyal Office of
Child Support Enforcement (GCSE) proulgated regulations Covering the
maintenance of case records, the establishment of paterelty, the locating
of absent parents, the enforcement of support, and the use of cooperative
agreements among the states. The administration of the ilrogram was left
to the state child support units, which are required to function within
the parameters of federal regulations, local and state laws, county,

and/or judiciakprerogatives.

Originally,federal financial participation provided for 75% of the
administrative tosts of operating a child support program. The remaining
251 was prOvided by -the state and or local government. With the 1982
changes in-federal law, effective 10/1/82 financial participation is now
a 70% 30% split.

To encourage cooperation between states, local governments, other
political Jurisdictions, and'to increase AFOC collections, the federal
government also provided .for a 151 incentive payment on 'AFDC

collections. This 15% payment is deducted from the federal share of the
AFDC distribution. However, the 1982 legislation -provides -that vs of
October 1, 1983, the 159 payment rate will be reduced to 12%. Lowering
the. incentiva percentage rate will actually provide a disincentive to
state programs.

07
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A financial commitment is Accessory to begin revirsing the trend
toward lack of cooperation between states that has developed. Continued
and expanded support-at the national level will result in-future growth
and success in the program. At the same time, the Individual families
will move toward lessl dependence' upon the federal and state government.
for financial support.

There are two categories of cases; AFDC and non -AFDC. For children
receiving AFDC, collections are distributedtack to the state and federal
governments. These collections are distributed between the two based
upon the matching grant rate which the federal government provides to
each state for their medicaid and AFDC programs. For families who are
not receiving AFDC, collections are sent directly to the custellal
parent. neither the state' nor the federal government receives any
portion of nonAFDC collections ,except fees), but both directly benefit
because the collections do sig.ificantly reduce the potential for AFDC

In FY BI, 1.6 bil;son dollars 1i child suppo/rt payments were
recovered from absent parents. This recovery effort represents a step in
sne right direction, but many barriers still exist which inhibit
effective and efficient child support collections. The major ben-fors
have been the lack of enforceable laws and resources to handle the
incense mature of the problem. The difficulty is compounded by the large
number of absent parents who cross state lines in an attempt to avoid
payment of support. Nationally, only:211.3A of the alma parents whose
children are on welfare are actually paying child support. Reliable dist

now exists which indicates that this figure can be greatly increalpd.
nenber of states are already receiving payments on over 201 of to r
cases.

The =most- current information available to the states demonstrates
contlfluoas progress in program effectiveness. The ~data below has been
extracted from the 6th Annual Re ort to Con ress, published by the
Department of Neal an man ces, ce of Child Support
Enforcement.

TABLE t

14/6 1St7 14/0 1174 1,40 1461

T0[41,0114 Syppoft $56 ill. 1$44 011. $1.044 ees. 11,122 nil. MAIO ell. is.a:, est..

AFDC 2011442144s 2114 1111. . 42S all. 672 811. 14/ 011. AOS 811. Ail ell.

600A1.4 C41144 00000 SOf 141. 641 211. S76 011. 716 Dtl. Aft ell. 410 ill.
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Non-AFOC Collections
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It Is worthwhile to note.-in reference to the figures on the graph

below, that the funds collected in the non -AFpC category are distributed

directly to fail** not on public Assistance. Several independent state

studies have estimatirthat 15% to 25% of thesamilles would be on
public asslstance.if the child support servIce were not in

place. This translates into substibtiat savingS AFOC, food St400, and

medical assistance expenditures.

Table 11 depicts annual collection totals for the non -AFDC portion

of the Program.
Collections increased nearly 117% during the five year

reporting span and the effect from this collection effort is a reduction

in individual: receiving MC assistance. While terued *cost avoidance*,

the AFOC reduction reflecti a substantial savings in all welfare program

e xpenditures. There would 0 a significant increase in the number of

AFDC applicants if the non AFDC dollection program were allowed to
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NomIAERE ColJItionLJMdirest1y offset the costs of the public
assistance program. Table III shows the costs compared to collections in
the nonAFEE program. It is significant to note that while the non -ARE
collection total is now one billion dollars annually, this collection
figure has not been used !n the evaluation of the-oedemas acnievemeWt.
On the other nand, the cos or operations has been used as an in rat
part of the program evaluation. Practitioners are concerned about this
and puzzled y c fact of compliance with congressional Intent.
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ARC Collections

AFOC collections directly offset the costs of the public assistance
programs. Table IV 'reflects significant annual AFOC collection increases
during the periods FY 77 to FY 81. The groggy has experienced a 59%
increase in funds recovered. favorable legislative action or iapioved
enforcement techniques at the federal, state, and local level, are
directly attributable to this trend:
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AFDC sad NonAFOC Collections

A texhined chart iTabliiishi;iiitie eifii tageiioftheAileini-------
- - - - .

orx-AFOC initiatives .provides dramatic illustration of the program's

success. Ibis showsthe difference between collections and expenses.

Clearly, collections are runoffs, ahead of 'expenses by a 3 to 1 ratio.

Fro' FY 77 to FY 81. aspOal collections have.iocreased hi MOM thao 750 0

million dollar utile the corresponding figure for expenses shows an

increa e of about 200 million-.
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Interstate Collection Difficulties

Oue to the Nation's transient populaEion, some states are

experiencing a large influx of absent These states are
collecting an increasing amount of child me t whith Is.seakto another

state where the custodial parent and children re living;"-In many cases
there is a considerable differente in the. amount that is sent out of
state as opposed to what is returned. The local Jurisdictions within the
states are experiencing similar probleml:'---

4 The state and local Jurisdiction- that actively pursue collectiin
work oe.behalf of others, must deal with a distorted and ;often negative
collection to expenditure ratio. This problem is complicated even
further by the lack of uniform laws and legal requirements. .It is
Imperative for the absent parent population to recognize that moving to
another state does not eliminate their child support oblicetion.

Currently OCSE has initiated a contract to the Natlinal Institute-of
N Child Support Enforcement (N1CSE) to survey and study the intersta

collection problem. This will include contact with approximately 10.
joriidictions and/or organizations ,which perform child support r*rvic
nationwide. Work on this contract will start, in early 1983.

Establishing Paternity

Pi. significant factor which has contributed to the increased
of oghe welfare program (AFDC) is the number of children born
out-of -wedlqck. According to statistics maintained by the Nations)
Nealtt Centir in 1979, there were an estimated S97,000 out-of-wrdlock
babies born in America. Inis was approximately 17% of all births. b.t is
even more striking when compared to statistics nfa decade ago. in 1970.
unwed mothers had 399,000 babies, or 10.71 of all births for that year.
OCSE reports that the,large increase in the non - marital birth rate has

It brought a cerresbeneing increase in the cost of AFDC funding.

The 'inherent right' of the child starts with paternity
establishment. Legally identifying the father establishes potentiel
Social Security, veteran's assistance benefits, intermite benefits, and
potential inheritance rights. It is the first step in shifting the
burden of support from a government program back to both parents.

Currently, OCSE has initiated two contracts to study the cost
effective aspects of doing paternity establishment. Work on these
contracts will start in early 1983.

-----___- -

;
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Table VI indicates a 6$ Increase is paternity determinatIOns dieing

the four year period, riding 1981. This demand for, paternity
establishment should be paramount in every child support unit, niwever,
the task is engpmely expenSive. These costs are 'mediate while the
benefits are of I log term nature.

'25
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Locatfna Absent Parents and Establfshina trort Obligations,

In order to increase collections during the short history of the
program. states have had to work on locating absent parents and

establishing support orders,

Before a case can be established as an enforceable order. the absent
oarent must be located. Tablet/II inaicates the number of absent parents

located for the establishment or enforcement of a child support

t obligation.
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Once the absent parent is located, a legally binding child support
obligation must bt establfshedl Table VIII Indicates the number of
obligations that have been established.
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Increase-In Cases Paying

The combined factors of locating the absent parent and establishing
an obligation to pay has led to a significant Increase In !ha number of
cases paying each month. Table IX illustrates this trend for both AffiC
and noo.AFCC cases over a three year period.

This chart points out the number of AFOC and non-Jibe cases paying
and should be compared with mounts of looney collected astindicited in
Tables II and IV.
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RESTRUCTURING

In 1982. operating undir the premise that the program could be made
more effective, 'financial restructuring" was sought by OCSE within the
Reagan administration. There was, however. a considerable difference of
opinion with regard to "Restructuring" between OCSE and the practitioners
lovolved inthe work, GCSE believed that "Restructuring" provided an
incentive requirement that would force states to improve their child
support programs. The practitioners in this field were convinced that
"Restructuring' had major operational geficfencles that would hurt the
program and set it back to pre -1975 levels. Although the dramatic
restructuring sough y OCSE was not implemented, it is mentioned here
since a modified vers currently before Congress.

Federal fording for th Supper: Program should be provided to
ensure services for all dy children. The costs of establishing
paternity cases should b recognized for their ;*Mediate nature as

compared to their long r benefits. The AFDC cost avoidance aspect
and other services prov ed in doing non -AFDC work as well as the
transient or interstate ture of the absent parent should be considered
as major factors in opt ing the child support network.

Instead o restructuring, the federal funding participation was
reduced from 75% to 70% effective October 1, 1082. Effective October 1,
1983, "incentive payments' will be reduced from 15% to 12%. The concern
of practiti s in the field is that these reductions will cause program
atrophy. The p am. may dwindle because state and county budget; are,
In many Instances, not able to carry the load.. This reduction in the.
federal portion conveys a message to all absent parents that non-payment
of debts, like child support, is acceptable. Rather than crippling the
program by changing the financial structure; emphasis should be placed On
ehlMinCing -program -efficiency-through --improvect-progr.am_directiOn.eentr

laws for the rights of the child, stronger recognition of exisiting lawS
by the judicial branch, and improved enforcement will bring the savings
needed to continue a very effective program.

TA" DILEMMA OF NON-AFOC PROGRAM OIRECTION

A major problem facing all states at this time is how vigorously tb

pursue the non -AFDC program. The regulations which provide for fediral
financial participation require the states to provide .chktd,suppert*service to both the AFDC and non-AFOC families. However, Ip Isis is on

AFDC collection. Caseload comparisons indicate that .0;V:states vary

considerably in their approach to working both caseloads«, loon states
concentrate their main effort in the AFDC aftag while others torus onthe
non-AFOC caseload. Reasons for this vary widely; some ,states react to
State statutes which provide .their guidance, while others' operate from
administrative direction. The paradox each state nest face is whether to
follow the letter of the law or the direction from the Office of Child
Support Enforcement.,

218-
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The wide variaAce in the state programs is illustrated by the fact
that in Bile state only 0.9 percentage of their cases are non-AFOC. At

the opposite extreme, another state has 81.3 percentage of its cases in
the non-AFOC category. The dilemma is highlighted by the tact that both
states are apparently ameting federal compliance requirements.

It appears that the reason AFOC has been emphasized over the
non -AFDC work has been the difficulty in measuring the cost avoiding
aspects of the non -AFOC program. It is noteworthy that a federal
contractor, Maximus Corporation, in their first year study of the Child
Support .Program, concluded that approximately $323 million a year in

costs of AFOC assistance were avoided through the states' pursuit of
non -AFDC collections. Converse*, in their second year study es
published in 'February 1982,¢ they denied the existence of this cost`
avoiding aspect and indicated that any savings obtained were essentially
lost through increaselk_participatfoe by marginal income households in

food stains andspegiald benefits. lased on the contradictory nature of
-their-reports from year-to-year, it must be concluded that their data at
this point is certainly inconclusive.

Currently, OCSE is preparing a contract to determ.ne the cost
avoiding aspects of the non -AFDC program. Work on this .contract is

schediled to start during the summer of lges.

One of the-primary groups affected by the non-AFOC program are
former AFOC recipients who are working in marginal income Jobs.
Obviously, if child support can be collected for these individuals, than
very frequently even minimum wage jobs will preclude their need for
assistance. Therefore, the need for strong non-AFOC collection efforts
has never been greater or more beneficial.

While both programs are funded at the 70% FFP rate, many states are
'unsure as to how vigorously to pursue the non-AFOC effort given the

current federal philosophy of emphasizing AFOC. Practitioners believe
that some direction should be initiated by the U.S. Congress in this area.

Several options are available:

Increase federal funding for expansion of -non -AFOC and
interstate services. Required with this is a clear statement
that this is the direction to be pursued and that non-AFOC
services are important and necessary.

Continue federal funding at the surrent level for non -AFDC and
interstate services with optional state tees tor recovery of
costs. Required with this is a clear statement that this is
the direction to be pursued and that nonAFOC services are
important and necessary.
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Limit program participation to some prescribed' level of
ncome. Required with this is a clear statement that service
is limited to low income Individuals.

Mandate recovery of costs by some uniform deduction from
collections. Required with this is a clear statement that the
custodial parent is to bear part of the costs in operating the
program.

Separate federal funding for the AFDC program from the
nonAFOC and interstate portion of the program. Each segment
should stand alone.

Problems Within the Pretent System
-------

The present child support enforcement system lacks reliability and
is very slow to react to children's needs., It takes months after a
family has separated tp procure a child support order and in over 50% of
the cases the court order produces little or no results for the child.
In comparison, whew-Indiana applies for AFOC, rules and regulations
ensure that within a '45-day processing period, the eligible applicant
will receive money. The AFDC grant is reliable; it comes in monthly and
generally the amount is consistent. Thus, the child's Subsistent' is
assured. On the other hand, the custodial parent will often find that
the. child support order and the enforcement efforts say' not produce a
Niyment in tine to do any good. Private- legalrepresentation is

lebut--mosttustodial parents--find itdifficult to meet their
basic needs, much less afford legal services.

,,

At first both the child support and AFOC systems appear complicated
and intimidating. However, the AFDC system is easier to learn while
allowing the client to function independently. This syttem also provides
food stamps and medical care. On the other hand, lay person has
difficulty functioning within the child support syst and often has to
depend upon legal representation with no guarantee of ayment where their
children are concerned. It is hard for the custodial parent to
understand the delays involved in enforcement and 00 process for the
absent parent. Thus, the child's *mediate needs often supercede
allowing the child support system a chance to work.

The Child Support Program does offer some relief from these
complications for the custodial parent. All the del ciencies and delays
are still there but the program does assist the custodial parent with the
enforcement process. The practitioners recognize tiat a child support
system that speaks to those problems must be developed so the AFOC
Program does not appear to be so attractive.

\\
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Strengths end Accomplishments Within the Present System

More children than ever before receive child support and a larger
number of paternity establishments are occurring. Simply stated, the
program has created substantial results. States are recognizing the
positive influences and are trying to enhance their programs by passing
more effective legislation. Wage assignments, chemical analysis to

establish paternity, enforcement of support orders through administrative
processes and intercepting state/federal toe refunds are *proving the
efficiency of the system as a whole. Steps have been taken in the area
of paternity to reduce blood testing costs and legal fees. Performance
measures are being initiated to focus on collection goals.

POLICY DECISIONS

Considerable progress has been made in the seven year history of the
program. Still, challenges remain and basic questions need to be

addressed.

. Should the Child Support Program be viewed as a service or
revenue generation oriented Program?

Should child suPPart, coupled with an employment readiness and
placement pr gram, become the safety net for custodial parents,
and children who experience financial deprivation when the
absent parent leaves the home, or should they depend on AFDC/

Should a complete sys..o reform occur?

For purposes of discussion, when giving consideration to any type of
system reform, it is:Ampertant- to ,recognize two factors. State
administration, resources OW environmental factors will vary to such
extremes that development will vary within each state. At this point in
Um., the Title IV-0 Child Support Enforcement Program doss ant represent
all children. When reviewing the system as a whole, the variances in
each state should be recognized and all children must be considered.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

. A congressional oversight committee should be established to study
the ongoing needs of chfldren deprived of child support.

ik
Initiation of congressional hearings to provide an opportunity for
an analysis of the nation's child support network and recommendation
for program enhancement.

. The system must obtain initial support payments for the child in
less than 4S days.

. National guidelines should be established to determine the child's
support needs and allowance.

. A stronger interstate system needs to be developed.

. Legislation must be passed requiring states to have mandatory wage
assignments for child support payments.

oislation_austbINIsietTovide for an
administrative or quasiJudicial system..

. Legislation must be passed requiring states to provide for offset of
state income tax refunds.,

There must be a move from a passive to an active system. C

0)..
. The emphasis needs to be on collections.

All employers must be required to provide locate and employment
ihforation.

222
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SWAIM

In the Fast, federal, state and local governments have not placed
enough emphasis on child support enforcement programs. It cannot be
overlooked that this lack of emphasis was attributable to the fatt that
recoupment programs were not compatible with the existing social

philosophy. As those times have changed, It may be helpful to refer back
to a quote that is well over 100 years old and is still true today.

"If we first knew where we are and whither we are attending,
we would better know what to do and how to do it.'

-Abraham Lincoln

It should be the policy of this Administration and Congress that the
federal government be actively involved in working with the states to
develop more effective and efficient pVograms. With increased national
enphasisi the Child Support4Provam will get the additional support sad
recognition so greatly needed at the state and local levels.

1
Over 13 million children need a system they can depend on. The Vast

nature of the problem requires attention at the national level. Absent
parents cannot be allowed to ignore the most basic obligation -- that of
supporting and caring for their children.
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NATIONAL COUNCIL 5F STATE CNILO SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATORS

Purpose

The Council was formed to promote the development of legislation
and/or policies which would have a positive effect upon the state and
national Child Support Enforcement program. The Council provides a for
far the State Child Support Enforcement Administrators to discuss common
problems and solutions associated with program administration. It also
pro' des a structured medium _for continuous communication with the
Federal agencies as to the views. consensus and professional opinions of
state practitioners.

Membership,

Membership in this Council is open to each state's Child Sup rt
Enforcement Administrator.

Information f

For 'additional information about the Chil Support P am in a
particular state. please contact that state's progr Main stor.

For more information about this report, contact one of the Council
Officers listed below or the State Administrators within your region as
listed on the next page.

Ilan R Copelsid Jerrold N. Orocknyre
Council President Council Vice President
201 E. Ninth Avenue, Suite 202 P.O. Not 30037
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 Lansing. Michigan 48909
(907) 276-3441 (517) 3734570

Barry Fredrickson John P. Abbott
Secretary- 'surer Past President
Post Office 2960 3195 South Main Street
Austin. Teem 769 Salt Lake City, Utah 84115

(512) 835- 0 (801) 486 -1812

S
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Connecticut Contact:
Maine i MO, Anthony DcIallo, Chief
Massachusetts u Child Support Division
New Hampshire iog IN, lartnoloare Avenue"
Rhode Island Hartford, CT 06115
Vermont (203) 5E6-3033

_ Renton II

Ned Jer Coact:
New York

sey
Mr.

nt
1Madon Kelsey, Director

Puerto Rico Office of Child Support Enforcement
Virgin Islands 40 North Pearl Street

Albany, NT 12143 ,

_(518) 474-9279

Region Ill
, . #4

001Yr It Contact: 4
Maryland . Mt. Sandra More, Director
Pennsylvania Office of Child SopportAnforcement
Virginia 1900 Washington Street, East
Vest Virginia Charleston. WV 25305
Washington, D.C. - (304) 34$ -37$0

Ration IV

Alabama Contact:
florid. Ms. Susan Smith, Chief
Georgia Child Support Enforcement

-Kentucky 443 N. Harrineton Street
Mississippi Raleigh, NC 27603 .

North Carolina (919) 733-4120
South Carolina
Tennessee--

Ration y

Illinois Contact:
Indiana Pr.-Jerrold Drockmyre, Director
Michigan Office of Child Support
Miio

Suite
nnesota 300 South Capitol Avenue

Oh
Wisconsin Lansing, MI 48909

(517) 373-7570

2
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Region VI,

Arkansas Contact:
Louisiana Mr. Barry Fredrickson

New Mexico Assistant Comnissioner
Oklahoma Child Support Enforcement Branch

Texas P.O. Box 296
AustIn.41 708769
(92) 835-0410

Region VII,

Iowa Contact
Kansas Ms. Betty Noel. OlreCtOK
Missouri Child Support Enforcement Program

Nebraska Perry Building 4 First Floor
2700 West 5ixth'Street
Topeka. KS 66606

. (913) 296-3237

Region VIII

Colorado Contact: -/
Montana -AY. Ray Lindar. Bureau thief

North Dakota Child Support Enforcement Bureau

South Dakota P.O. Box 6955

Utah Relent; MT-59601

Wyoming (406) 449-4614 -

-.

Region IX

Arizona tact:

California 001! John Ahl, Program Adeinistrator

Hawaii Child Support Enforcement

Nevada P.O. Box 6123 - Site Code 966C

Guam Phoenix. Ai
.

(602) 255-3465
0.

Reoion X

Alaska Contact.

Washington Mr. Dan Copeland. Director

Oregon Child Support Enforcement Division

Idaho 201 E. Ninth Avenue. Suite 202

.. Anchorage. AK 99501

(907) 27644)1..-
. -

..e.af

;
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Mrs. KBNNELLY. Mr. Abbott, who comes from the State of Utah
which has one of the best programs in the United States, carefully
spoke just before you came in, Mr. Campbell, and has a very impor-
tant point. If you don't mind, would you just summarize what you
said abotit the penalties and the funding for Mr. Campbell before
he leaves and then have your questions because it is very impor-
tant that he hears what you have to say.

Mr. ABBOTT. Yes, sir. I would be happy to review that once again.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I have to be at the White House in a'minute. So

if you can run it up in a hurry.
Mr. Annorr. In terms of your concept of perfect case and ade-

quate case, I contacted my staff yesterday and had them do some
quick analysis of the viability of this proposal.

tinfortunately, in the perfect case category, in your bill you indi-
cate a 30-percent-requirement needs to be met before-any incen-
tives are given. We only have 6 percent perfect cases.

That is by definition a case that is paid each and every month in
ithe past 12. The fact of the matter is, they simply don't pay that

regularly. .

Now, in the adetsiatcase category, your bill requires a 70-per-
cent achievement there before any incentives are paid. That is de-

_____fined_aa_cases that pay 80 porrpnt of_the_time_in.thetas
Again, unfortunately, we only have 9 percent of our cases in that
category.

So I gueis the message is that perhaps we do need to relook at.
the perfect and the adequate case categorization and maybe modify
it downward somewhat.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I appreciate that. We also have to look at the en-
forcement that is in the bill, which you don't also have right now.

The provisions for garnishment of wages and provisions in my
bill for liens, the provision for income tax refund offsets and things
of that nature, we did take those into account and what impact
they would have.

I could say yes, we can stay with those dismal figures. However, I
had to tpke into consideration the overall impact that we were
trying to seek, not to say that they are set in stone or anything,
but that was the reason for the usage of those figures.

Mr. ABBOTT. I already have all those provisions within my state
plan that would be made in your bill for other States.

Mr. CAMPBELL. How did you start taking Federal income tax re-
turns in the State of Utah?

Mr. Aanorr..You mean for non-AFDC?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes.
Mr. ABBOTT. Obviously, I don't do that.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I did not think so.
Mr. ABBOTT. But you see that would not really improve the per

feet case category and very doubtfully the adequate.
Mr. CAMPBELL. It could improve the adequate a great deal, I

think. Thcre are a lot of provisions. 0
Mr. Anson. It would only be a once-a-year payment.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Yes, and I am not arguing that those figures are

specific and should be on that basis.
w;
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What I am "saying is that with the tools for collection, you may
have *IR excellent situation in your State. I don't know what you
are doing with your interstate stuff... I have no idea.

You are not doing too much in non-AFDC, so I am just informed.
Mr. Ahhcrrr. That could be argued somewhat, but it's true our

non-AFDC program is not our major thrust.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I think that there are two things we have to put

in here.
No. 1, we have to give you, the State, the tools that are going to

make the program work.
The second thing is the provision we have just mentioned on

funding of clearinghouse or information systems. We havp to have
it._

There is funding in my bill and there is implied funding in tip
administration's bill because it is in their budget, $20 million a
year in each of those two bills-So don't let me sky that there is no
funding in them:

I totally concur with your statement because they had included
it and you had no way, looking at their bill,' to look back at the
budget to see what Was included there. But we are going to.try to
refine from the various formulas that we have here what we can
come out as with a proper incentive.

The--incentivais--obviouslT going to have-to- require- States- to - --- --
move on in otting their act together.

Yours is a good situation, I understand, comparatively, speaking.
I hope we can improve the whole so that yours will have to im-
prove accordingly, comparatively speaking, to stay outs front. That
is essentially -what we are talking about in the non-AFDC particu-
larly-

But I do appreciate the -figures that you have given' on the
AFDC. They are predominantly AFDC, and they Are skewed to
AFDC.

We have already had testimbny that most State figures on AFDC
are overestimated by the last panel, and obviously non-AFDC is un-
derestimated in cases because many of them are not even in there
before the agencies. So we are trying to get all of this together.

I wish I could pursu4 it a little further. I apologize for this. I got
called out.

Mr. Anson. Could I make one point?
Mr. CAMPBELL. Go.
Mr. ABBOIT. The interseting thingis that in the non-AFDC case-,

load, a much higher percentage of those people pky. We are looking
at 52 percent in the State of Utah of the nonAFDC individuals
that we are able to collect child 'support frail..

Now yoh turn that around and look at the AFDC side and it is
only 19 percent.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I will appreciate that, that the non-AFDC is the
better potential for collection.

You have to also, ourse, look at that 48 percent and how
many of those you can ke out of AFDC by going early on it. That
is what we are trying to look the ole problem.

It is going to take a joint e rt. frankly, no matter what
we do here at the Federal level, nless t States have a tbtaltom-

2280.. (,
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mitment through their Governor, through the programs there and
make it a tap priority, it ain't going to work.

Mr. Assam That is ver true, -

Mrs. KENNELLY. Would you just tell him I said you can't da more
for less no matter what?

Mr. CAMPBELL. OK.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr! Copeland, Ad you finished your testimony?
Mr. COPELAND. Yes,-Ma am,
Mrs. KENNELLY. The gentlethan froptiConnecticut.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY MALL°, 4HIEF, CHILD SUPPORT EN-
FORCEMENT DIVISION, CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF
HUMAN HES,911HCES

Mr. DINALLo. Madam Chairman, gOod afternoon. I am here to
testify an behalf of my commissioner, dames G. Harris, Jr., com-
missioner of the department of human resources. .

I am Anthony DiNalla, chief of the child support program in the
State of Connecticut. I also serve as the chairman of the National
Child Support Advisory'Council and I am a member of the execu-
tive board of the National Council of State Child Support Enforce-
ment Administrators.

I arichlte7today'to express the views of the State of Connecticut
in regards to House Resolution 2874, the Child Support Enforce-
meet Improvements Act of 1983.

I will not attempt. to review with you the extensive statistial .

data available regarding the child support program; the bottoni
11.

line is that the majority of absent parents da not pay their child
support. It is therefore with great excitement and pride that we
support H.R. 2374.

The State of Connecticut is one of the most effective and efficient
States.and has been one of the top 10 States for the past 5 years in
the ratio of total collections to total operating expenditures, per-
centage of AFDC absent parents making payments and collection
of money awed to non -AFDC families.

We believe that some of the support enforcement tools included
in this bill are part of the necessary foundation for a successful ap-
proach to the child support program,

Connecticut has been using some of these tools for many years.
For example, we have mandatary laws for execution an wages, over
25 percent of our child support obligors for AFDC cases are under a
wage execution order; we have a procedure Tar imposing liens
against property, estate ar claim of any kind for amounts awing
under any court order for support; quasi-judicial procedures are
available in the establishment and modification of support abliga- .

tions and in the determination of paternity; we use voluntary wage
deduction authorizations for support. The list can go an and an.

The proposal to require certain mandatory Statalaw,s is probably
the kind of help the child support program needs to encourage
States to pursue more effectively absent parents not meeting their
child support obligations.

In many States there are insufficient ar inadequate laws' to en-
force child, support orders, and the enactment of the mandatory

tot.
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State laws conained in this bill would certainly go a long way in
correcting this` problem.

However, I must caution you about the far-reaching impact of
some of the provisions contained in the bill and the need to careful-

, ly , . the feasibility of implementing certain provisions .with-
out adequa funding and within the proposed timeframe.

Specifically, while we agree that Congress intended the child sup-
port enforcement program to benefit all children owed support pay-
ments, v0 believe that the establishment of a clearinghouse to
monitor the timeliness and accuracy of payments in all child sup -
port-cases %wild require substantial equipment and personal re-
sources, which tEe States do not have and cannot afford to pur-
chase.

We believe also that a clearinghouse to monitor.all support cases
could be an infringement on the privacy of those' persons who do

, not want their personal affairs monitored.
To develop and implement a clearinghouse Or a comparable pro-

cedure within the proposed timeframe is unrealistic. r ought to
know; in Connecticut we have been trying for over 3 years to devel-
op a more comprehensive computerized system to deal with AFDC
and non-AFDC cases.

Currently, the billing and collection function for AFDC cases is
computerized. Over the, past 3 years, we have worked with the
office of child suppOrt enforcement and two Federal contractors,
and what wehave toiehow for our efforts are only a general system
design and a detailed system design. Weare a long way from im-
plementation. .

Perhaps a system of gradtii43 incentives could be developed to
encourage States to participate on a timely basis. Perhaps the
clearinghouse should be made available only to those persons who
need it, or want it:

With regard to the collection of past-due support from Federal
tax refunds for non-AFDC cases, we support the idea of making the
IRS intercept program avilable to non-AFDC families. .

We are concerned, however, with the following questions. Should
the amount of Past-due support in non-AFDC cases be reduced to a,

I judgment before such amount can be certified to IRS?
I If the amount of arrearage in non-AFDC cases is to be reduced to
1 :-. a judgment; who must initiate the action?

\
Will the courts be able to handle such a large volume of cases?
Where will the States get additional resources to implement this

ptovision of the act? Or perhaps I should rephrase that question:
I Will the States get the additional resources to implement the provi-
!, sion of this act?

, The timeframe for implementation and I am referring to the
\ IRS intercept program for non-AFDC casesalso seems unrealistic.
' There has been a tremendous amount of oversimplification in the

IRS intercept program.
The fact -is-that in the intercept program for AFDC cases, States

have had to spend considerable time and effort to identify cases,
botify payors, hold hearings and finally distribute the money re-
cpived from IRS and issue refunds when appropriate. ..

'Contrary to what Mr. Morrison stated this morning, Connecticut,
. in fact, was one of the few States that sent out notices to those

.
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payors who were certified to IRS for the intercept program even
before the Federal Government.changed its regulations to provide
for such notices. I believe that point needed to be made.

Most States are spread very, thin already. Unless Something dras-
tic is done, there will not be resources available to deal with the
additional workload generated by the IRS intercept program for
non-AFDC families.

In conclusion, we strongly support strengthening of State child
support enforcement procedures, only let us be a little more cau-
tious with the timeframes for implementation and be mindful of
the additional financial burden imposed' on the States.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD [presiding]. Thank you very much.

-The. Chair recognizes Ms. Becker.

STATEMENT Or BONNIE LEE BECKER, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT, MINNESOTA DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WELFARE '
Ms. BECKER. Mr. Chairman and mgmbers of the subcommittee,

my name is Bonnie L. Becker, and as director of the State of Min-
nesota Office of Child Support Enforcement. I submit this testimo-
ny on behalf of the-State of Minnesota Department-of-Public-Wel
fare, the Minnesota County' Attorneys Association, the Minnesota
Family Support and Recovery Council and the Hennepin County
attorneys office, all of which are united and firm in their support
of H.R. 2374, the Child Support Improvements Act of 1983.

We give you two reasons to support the child support enforce-
ment provisions of this bill. One reason is the outrage over the irre-
sponsibility of large numbers of parents in Ot contributing to thec,
support of their children. The second reasofi is the need to control '
welfare costs in this nation.

One of every eight families in the State of Minnesota is headed
by a single female parent. One-third of the children in these fami-
lies under 18 years of age is living in poverty.

Most fathers are not paying adequate support, if they are paying
at all. In fact, in over 50 percent of public assistance cases in Min-

, nesota, the absent parent is both employed and paying no child
support.

A humane society _provides for its children. Our society does this
by providing the AFDC program for families who cannot meet
their own needs.

A just socleity insists that the absent parent face his responsibil-
ities for his family. The Child Support Improvements Act speaks to
that concern. This was the rationale behind the recent Minnesota
legislation to strengthen child support enforcement, and is the ra-
tionale behind our strong support of the child support provisions of
H.R. 2374.

Child support collections in the State of Minnesota have in-
creased from $14.1 million' in 1977 to over $43 million in 1982.

Clearly this is a dramatic increase. Minnesota's increased collec-
tions program can be attributed largely to its progressive legisla-
tion.
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Minnesota has had a State tax refund interception program in
operation for 3 years. This program has allowed the child support
agencies to intercept the State income and/or property tax refunds
of any person whose family is on welfare and who has become de-
linquent in his support payments.

This has saved Minnesota taxpayers nearly $3 million in 1982
and collections of more than $3 million are expected- in 1983. The
intercept program has been so successful that in 1982 the program
was expanded to include delinquent support owed to families not
on welfare.

Minnesota has had 4qe 'Withholding for child support since
1971. Recent amendmen have broadened the definition of income
subject, to withholding fo child" support and maintenance, and
mandated that every sup rt or maintenance order provide that
the support be withheld fro the obligor's income if the obligor de-
faults in payment. These a ndments have provided the child sup -4
port agenciesrvvith a most eff ctive and expeditious enforcement
tool.

The omnibus child support e orcement bill passed in Minneso-
ta's 1983 legislative session a es a strong statement on public

, policy and the rights of ch ren to be supported by their natural
parents.

That Minnesota omnibus bill requires that the courts appI7 uni-
forin in establishing-the-level of the-child support °blip-.
tion. Furthert_that support orders must be adjusted periodically by
the increase in the- cost of living. Thus, a child will be guranteed a
consistent and fair standard of living.

Further, the Minnesota legislature has provided the child sup
port agency with additional remedies for the collection of support
arrearages. Accrued arrearages will operate a lien on the obli-
gor's real property.

In addition; the court may order that payments on arrearakes be
withheld from the obligor s income and submitted to the child sup-
port agency.

The importance of statutory mandates such as these have been
recognized in the Child Support Improvements Act. State judicial
bodies must be convinced that child support enforcement is essen-
tial. The public must be convinced that absent parents have a re-
sponsibility to contribute to the cost of raising their own children.

Clearly the title IV-D program provides an alternative to public
assistance. The title IV-D program provides child support collec-
tion services to both public assistance recipients and those custodi-
al parents not receiving public assistance.

In Minnesota, 37 percent of all- child support collected through
the title IV-D program goes directly to custodial parents to aid in
supporting children.

The nonpublic assistance portion of the title IV-D program does
not return dollars to Government. However, it fulfills an important
Government interest in assuring that parents, not the Government,

. are the primary support of children.
The Child SuppOrt Improvements Act would provide a- clear

statement of purpose for the title IV-D program. It would state
that the purpose of the program is not only to reimburse public as-
sistance but to secure child support for all children.
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The Child Support Improvements Act would strengthen the
intent of the program and would provide additional tools to assist
in collection of child support for nonpublic assistance recipients,
such as the expansion of the tax intercept program and the estab-
lishment of State clearinghouses.

The substantive legislative enactments in Minnesota in recent
years were targeted at child support enforcement problems. That is
not unique to Minnesota.

In fact, in numerous other jurisdictions throughout our country
the situation is even more critical. Delays in interstate support
mattes of 9 months and beyond are not uncommon when one
State is dependent on another for enforcement action.

In approximately 15 to 20 percdnt of our child support cases,
Minnesota must rely on another jurisdiction for enforcement be-
cause the absent parent lives or works outside of the State.

Whether or not a Minnesota family receives child support in
these cases depends largely on the statutes enacted by the other
State or territory. If little or no emphasis is placed on child support
enforcement in the other State, our bands are tied and our offer of
enforcement services to the family becomes merely a gesture.

In conclusion, 8 years have passed since the enactment of title
IV-D of the Social security Act. These 8 years have taught us that
State legislatures have co be convinced that their child support and
paternity laws need to be strengthened.

Increased national emphasis will gain the title IV-D child sun-
port program the additional support and recognition it needs at the
State and local levels.

For these reasons, the strong remedies of the Child Support Im-
provements Act of 1983 are essential to the overall child support
enforcement effort in this country.

Thank you.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you.
[The statement of Ms. Becker follows:]

STATEMENT OP BONNIE L. BECKER, DIRFATTOR, OFFICE OP CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT,
DEPARTMENT or Punic WELFARE, STATE or MINNESOTA

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee: My name is Bonnie L. Becker and
as Director of the State of MinnesotaOffice of Child Support Enforcement, I submit
this testimony on behalf of the Minnesota Department of Public Welferi, the Min
nesota County Attorneys Association, the Minnesota Family Support and Recovery
Council, and the Hennepin County Attorneys Office, all of which are united and
firpkin their support of H R. 2374, the Child Support Improvements Act of 1983.

We give you two reasons to support the child support enforcement provisions of
this bill. One reason is the outrage over the irresponsibility of large numbers of par-
ents in not contributing to the support of their children. The second reason is the
need to control welfarekIsts in this nation. ---

One of every eight families in the State of Mi nesota- headed by a single female
parent. One-third of the childrenit.th esmilies under eighteen years of age is
living in poverty. Most fathers-are riot paying adequate support, if they are paying
at all. In fact, in over 50 percent of public assistance cases in Minnesota, the absent
parent is both employed and paying no child support.

A humane society provides for its children. Our society does this by providing
the AFDC program for families who cannot meet their own needs. A just society
insists that the absent parent face his responsibilities for his family. The Child Sup-
port Improvements Act speaks to that cokcern. This was the rationale behind the
recent Minnesota legislation to strengthen child support enforcement, and is the ra-
tionale behind our strong support of the child support previsions of H.R. 2374.
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Child support collections in the State of Minnesota have increased from 14.1 mil.
lion dollars in 1977 to over 4 million dollars in 1982. Clearly this is a dramatic
increase. Minnesota's success 1 collections program can be attributed largely to its

ive legislation.
Minnesota has had a stet tax rellmd interception program in operation for three

years. This program _has a lowed the child support agencies to intercept the state
income anator p y fax ielundsOrailyperson whose family is on welfare and
who has become loquent in his support payments. This has saved Minnesota
taxpayers nearly 3 million dollars in 1982 and collections of more than 3 million are
expected in 1983. The intercept program has been so successful that in 1982 the program
was expanded to include delinquent support owed to families not on welfare.

Minnesota has had wage withholding for child support since 1971. Recent amend.
merits have broadened the definition of income subject to withholding for child sup
port and maintenance, and mandated that every support or maintenance order pro-
vide that the support be withheld from the obligor's income if the obligor defaults in
PaYinOnt. These amendments have provided the child support agencies with a most
effective and expeditious tool.

Minnesota's experience with tax refUnd intercept and income withholding has
provided a model for The comparable components proposed by the Child Support En.
foreement Improvements Act.

The Omnibus Child Support Enforcement bill passed in Minnesota's 1983 legisla-
tive session makes a strong statement on public policy and the rights of children to
be supported by their natural parents. That Minnesota Omnibus bill requires that
the courts apply uniform g-idelines in establishing the level of the child support
obligation; further, that support orders must be adjusted periodically by the in
crease in the cost of living. Thus, a child will be guaranteed a consistent and fair
standard of support. Further, the Minnesota legislature has provided the child sup
port agency with additional,remedies for the collectior. of support arrearages. Ac-
crued arrearages will operate as a lien on the obligor's real property. 'In addition,
the court may order that payments on grrearages be withheld from the obligor's
income and submitted to the child support' agency.

The importance of statutory mandates such as these have been recognized in the
Child Support Enforcement Improvements Act. State judicial bodies must be con-
vinced that child,support enforcement is essential. The public must be convinced
that absent parents have a responsibility to contribute to the cost of raising their
own children. Clearly the Title IV -I3 program provides an alternative to public
assistance.

The Title IV-D program provides child support, collection services to both public
assistance recipients and those custodial parents not receiving public assistance. in
Minnesota 37 percentof all child support collected through theTitle 1V -D program gees
directly to custodial parents to aid in supporting children.

The non-public assistance portion of the Title IV-D program does not return dol-
lars to government. However, it fulfills an important government interest in assur-
ing that parents, not the government, are the primary support of children. The
Child Support Enforcement Improvements Act would provide a dear statement of
purpose for t he Title 1V-D program. It would state that the purpose of the program is not
only to re blic assistance but to secure child support for all children. The Ch ild
Support Enforceme rovements Act would strengthen the intent of the program
and would provide ridditio is to assist in collection of child support for non-public
assistance recipients such as the expansion of the tax intercept program and the
establishment of state clearinghouses.

The substantive legislative enactments in Minnesota in recent years were targeted
at a child support enforcement problem that is not unique to Minnesota. In fact, in
numerous other jurisdictions throughout our country the situation is even more
critical. Delays in interstate support matters of nine months and beyond are not ur
common when one state is dependent on another for enforcement action. In approxi
mately 15-20 percent of our child support cases, Minnesota must rely on another
jurisdiction for enforcement because the absent parent li yes or works outside of the state.

Whether or not a Minnesota family receives child support in these cases depends
largely on the statutes enacted by the other state or territory. If little or no empire.
sis is placed on child support enforcement in the other state, our hands are tied and
our offer of enTo-cement services to the family becomes merely a gesture.

The aforementioned issues and many others were studied in depth by a Child Sup-
port Enforcc'nent Task Force created by the Hennepin County Board of Commis.
sioners in July, 1981. Hennepin County has a population of 948,470 and includes the
City of Minneapolis, the largest metropolitan area in the State of Minnesota. Task
Force members were selected whose positions and experience moved them to con-
tribute to the resolution of the issues surrounding the child enforcement program.
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They were charged to review the county's current policies and procedures in the
child support system; "compare those policies and procedures to those in effect in

A other jurisdictions; determine what changes would be appropriate; and develop rec-
ommendations for effecting those changes. Many of those recommendations give
impetus to the enactment of Minnesota's 1983 Omnibus Child Support bill.

Eight years have passed since the enactment of Title /V-1) of the Social Security
Act. These eight years have taught us that State legislatures have to be convinced
that their child support and paternity laws need to be strengthened. Increased na-
tional emphasis will gain the Title IV-D child support program the additional sup-
port and recognition it needs at the State and local levels. For these reasons the
strong remedies of the Child Support, Enforcement Improvements Act of 1983, H.R.
2374, are essential to the overall child support effort in this country.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Next.

STATEMENT OF MARY ANN COOK, DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND
IhIPLEMENTATION FOR ECONOMIC ASSISTANCE, DIVISION OF
COMMUNITYSERVICES, WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
AND SOCIAL SERVICES

Ms. COOK. My name is Mary Ann Cook and I am the director of
planning and implementation for economic assistance for the Wis.'
consin Department of Health and Social Services.

I think I am a pretty fair bureaucrat, and I explained all the
stuff about timeframes and money in my written statement, so I
won't report it here. Except I would ask' you to ignore any refer-
ence to the administration's proposal because it apparently
changed some time while I was over the Ohio River this morning.
We referred to the bill that was on my desk when I prepared my
testimony.

I would like to use the time I have to talk to you to describe a
little bit about the new legislation which has just been enacted in
Wisconsin and what we are trying to do in the new child support
initiative, and explain briefly how I think it relates to the bills that
are before you today.

Wisconsin's child support system already incorporates most of
the features proposed as national policy which ara considered
today. The State has a family court system which has commission-
ers who use administrative guidance to determine support
amounts.

We already have the equivalent of a clearinghouse in terms of
procedure: All child support payments for all child supporters.
AFDC and non-AFDC are made to the clerk of courts who records
and disburses them. .. .

The IV-D program works with the court commissioners and local
law enforcement in every county. The State uses wage assignments
for delinquency. We began to implement medical support liability
on January 1 of this year.

In the State fiscal year ,which ended last June 30, Wisconsin's
IV-D program collected $38.2 million for AFDC recipients and that
is 11 percent of the AFDC regular program costs. It also collected
$14.5 million for nonrecipients.

By most standards, we seem to do a pretty fair job, but we think
that when considered against a standard of children's needs and
parents' ability to pay, it is not nearly good enough.
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We therefore have asked our legislature and have recently re-
ceived authority to conduct demonstrations of the child support
programs in the State.

Essentially we have until 1987 to prove we can do it.' The provi-
sions of that new bill include providing that all child support obli-
gations will be paid through automatic and immediate wage with-
holding, no delinquency day one. The determination of Support ob-
ligations through a percentage of income standard that will be
based upon absent parent gross-income and the number of chil-
dren, that is created in the statute as an option, for the' court may
either order a flat percentage of income or may consider theguid-
ance for individual factors.

We have judges in 10 counties who have agreed to cooperate in
using this percentage in every case where they think it is reason-
able_and if it is not, if they really have an equity prbblem, then
they would document for us why they deviated fron/the percent-
age.--We -hope in this way to-be able to learn a lot more about how
to apply it and improve it. /

We also receive authorization to contract with out-of -State collec-
tion agencies and attorneys to recover delinqpent payments for
persons obligated to support resident children hick is a commentchildren

interstate collections because when we go private cRIlection
agencies and attorneys, the legislation provid for everyone. ,

This is not really a pilot and interest penalty the same as master
charge, 11/2 percent a month for delinquencies and provides for
liens against property.

The State also has begun to automate part of collection proc-
ess and build child se nort data system which will have the ability
to record, track and disburse and we expect that this capacity will
increase collections with certainty and speed particttlarly by in-
creasing the speed of response to delinquency.

Automated capacity is essential to large-scale wage withholding
if you are going to disburse the payments in a timely manner.

I want to stress that these measures are just the first phase of a
. longer range plan to reform the child support system, including the

part that supports the children not just the part that collects the
money.. We think we must first demonstrate our capacity to in-
crease collections rnd therefore to limit public costs.

Our long-range goal is to propose to our legislature, once we have
collected a lot of money, creation of a uniform child support pay-
ment system for all children in single-parent families and that
would include a guaranteed minimum benefit for all children with
public subsidy payments for these children whose parents kck suf.
ficient income.

If the(percentage standard was applied and the percentage :Mill
did not yield a minimum Standard, then we are proposing to estnb-
lish a public subsidy of the difference.

We think that for the subsidy portion we will also have to consid-
er custodial parent income. We are not talking about using public
fillids to support an affluent child. There are situations whert the
custodial parent is affluent and the 'absent parent is not.

When this plan reaches fruition, all parents of absent children
will receive payments through a source that is indistin-
guishable. Our obj tive is to reduce or remove the welfare stigmP
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and all that is associated with that from both the custodial parent
and the child.

If a supplement to a child's support payment enablesiiomeone to
getout of all the problems inherent in AFDC, work disincentives
and that stigma orklb_e,children,_eicetemthat is a major goal.

Parents will be expected to share their inectheiiiththar chil-
dren on the same basis that intact families do. In fact, families
share income in the course of daily living. Children's living stand-
ards fluctuate with the family fortunes. They are supported every
month and they are cared for off the top, not postponed until other
obligations are met.

So our goal is to try and create situation for the children which
is as close as we can get to the s andard they would have enjoyed
had there open no separation. -

The University of W.,sconsin Institute for Research on Poverty
has conducted extensive research for the National Office of Child
Support Enforcement and for our department, and their analysis
has suggested a standard for support payments which would be 17
percent of absent parent income for one child and 25 percent for
two, 19 for five and 39 for four. That describes basically what the
proposal is trying to accomplish.

The proposals that you have before you today to support collec-
tion mandate procedures that are already implemented in Wiscon-
sin and which doWtcreate substantial problems for us.

There are really two key concepts in the reform legislation which
would be affected by the proposals here.

The wage withholding system: We propose to withhold support
from day one for all parents in all cases, even though we will phase
this in, because everything everyope has told you about you can't
turn turn the key and have the systemshange overnight was true.
We are going to apply it in 10 counties to start and apply it to all
new, ases to start and phase in other cases as they are scheduled
for action for some other reason. A

The lawyers concerned with these cases are already questioning
the constitutionality of that decision. They\are citing the Supreme
Court decision which overruled the State taw which allowed com-
mercial creditors to garnishee without a he tins.

Now, clearly to me this is distinguishlib e. There is a big differ-
ence between a child support order which h . due process in the

teation of the order and signing a purch oement at heaven
knows where and subsequently not making the payments.

However, there is this decision and they are developing whether
wage withholding is constitutional for tax purposes.

The reason I raise this is speculative. They are saying you need
another hearing. You need a hearing that shows the guy is delin-
quent, and that means back to court and q second whole series.

The reason I raise this is that I am 4.fraid the language chosen to
ienforce child support collections nNtonally may be used to

strengthen it.
H.R. 2374 provides fi r wage withholding when support is past

due for 2 months and includes providing for voluntary assignments.
H.R. 3354 requires the State system of mandatory withholding but
does not get into a lot of the detail that the lawyers ask. They come
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up and say, "What does `do' mean?" And I thought I knew what
"do" meant, but apparently not.

Should the Congress choose to mandate withholding for overdue
payments only, we would like to see the flexibility contained in
Representative Campbell's proposal with language allowing for a
mandatory system at State option.If the option is not included,
some attorney is going to take up implementation of a mandatory
system on the grounds that Congress clearly intended only a volun-
tary syStem.

So we would very much like to see that language incorporated in
some way. That means we wait until it is litigated before we can
implement it.

We dothink that if you want to pursue a mandatory system as
others have said, it will take a long time to phase it in.

We also support those provisions in H.R. 3354 which prohibit em-
ployers from taking adverse action against individuals whose wages
are assigned, and I think that is very appropriate when the system
is voluntary.

The other major concern is the determination of support amount.
The language in the proposal requires an objective standard to
guide in the establishment and modification of support obligations
by measuring the amount of support needed and the ability of an
absent parent to pay such support, such that comparable amounts
are awarded in similar situations.

We totally agree with the concept of trying to get LJme compara-
bility in court orders. There is no absent parent who cannot tell
you about someone with a higher income and a lower order, and it
creates a lot of diSaffection with the system.

I have less concern with this language as it sits than with horri-
ble speculations about the possible regulations which may insue
about what you have to consider, so that some recognition that a

_ percentage of income is an objective standard to meet such a test
and would be very helpful from our perspective.

We have seen courts determine father's ability to pay on the
basis of money_ left over after all other obligations are met includ-
ing payments on numerous States, and we think a State ought to
be able towe have seen absent parents go out 'and load up the
consumer debt deliberately.

We think the State ought to be able to provide an expectation
that parents be able to provide for their kids.

The percentage of income approach does have-its problems. We
are going to be doing some experimenting with the cooperating
judges. In Wisconsin, a big issue-is farming, but we are leaning
toward using adjusted gross and some add-backs, including things
like depreciation.

Do you know what the real money is, we are trying to find a way
of finding real dollars. ,

I would like to for a minute address the question of the incen-
tives which reward the non-AFDC cases, the question of the perfect
cases and the acceptable cases in the Campbell bill. I don't know
the numbers for our State but they are not any better thari Utah
and probably are not as good. In terms of how many cases are in
perfect status, how many cases are in that acceptable status, 1
don't know. There is a desire to make it an incentive to reach for
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something higher than you now achieve but I think this formula
needs some more development because it does not define what a
caseload is.

It could create an incentive for a State to pick off the easy one,
take the AFDC and all the clearly garnish able, and non-AFDC's
and forget the rest and you don't want to create a situation where
the percentages are, not to go after the relatively hard.to collect. It
doesn't say hat a State does when someone comes in, do you
accept, reject, how many do you get to ignore?

My parochial concern with that is thatil could penalize a State
like Wisconsin trying to crpate a universal system. If you are not
selective in your caseload, your percentages are going to be differ-
ent. Some kind of factor to also consider the universe out there to
be collected as opposed to what the State does would be a fairer
measure for the development of that kind of incentive.

I hope that this committee and staff with whom I have talked
will stay interested in the Wisconsin Initiative. We hope to come
back and bring you some reports on how well it is going. We would
be greatly assisted if there were an expression of congressional in-
terest in *his kind of experiment, particularly as we get to the
stage wht.ie we will be looking at a payment system.

There is now no clear waiver authority which would allow us to
use the FFP,or AFDC for this kind of system as opposed to the cur-
rent welfare system. -

Thank you.
(The prepared-statement folloWs:]

- STATEMENT OF MARY ANN COOK, DIVISION OF COMMUNITY SERVICED, WISCONSIN
DEPARTMENT OP HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVICES

For at least live years, researchers and policy analysts across the country have
pointed to the rapid growth in numbers of children living in single parent families
and to the growing incidence of poverty among these children. These studies have
been confirmed by 1980 census data. While Analysts differ in methodology, perspec-
tive. and detail, some common and commorabnse conclusion are evident:

Divorce and separation are pandemic. They normally reduce the living stand.
ards of children and raise those of absent parents.

t2) A slim majority of these dependent children are entitled to receive pupport
under a court order. Only a minority receive any support. Very few receive the full
amount ordered.

13i Support awards vary substantially. They bear no necessary relationship to The
needs of the child or the income and assets of the absent parent.

(.11 Absent parents can pay substantially more than they do pay.
These_conclusions point to a crisis in the system for assuring that parental oblige.

(ions are met. The failure to meet those obligations is at least partially responsible
for the growing AFDC rolls. To the extent that child support improvement can
reduce dependency on public aid, some of the problems associated with AFDC (rising
costs. work disincentives, stigma for the children) can be reduced or eliminated.

I. WISCONSIN'S CIIIt.D SUPPORT EXPERIENCE

Wisconsin's child support system nlready incorporates in some form many of' the
features proposed as national policy which are before you today. The State has a
family court system with commissioners who use administrative guidelines to deter-
mine support amounts, All child support payments are made to the clerk of courts
who records. tracks, and disburses them. The IV-D Program works with the family
court commissioners and local law enforcement in every Wisconsin county. The
State uses wage assignments in many cases of delinquency. It intercepts both State
and Federal tax refunds. We began to implement Medical Support Liability provi-
sions on January 1 of this year.
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In the State fiscal year which ended June 30, 1983, Wisconsin's 1V -D Program
collected $38.2 million for AFDC recipients which is 11 percent of AFDC-Regular
Program costs. It also collected $14.5 million for nonrecipients. By most standards,
we seem to do a pretty good job. But when considered against a standard of chil-
dren's needs and parents ability to pay, we know it is not nearly good enough.

11. THE CHILDREN'S SUPPORT INITIATIVE

Wisconsin's legislature has recently enacted reform provisions intended to test
several basic concepts to improve support collections. These concepts will be imple-
mented first In demonstration empties whose judges voluntarily cooperate. They in-
clude:

All child support obligations will be paid through immediate automatic payroll
withholding.

Determination of support obligations through a "percentage of income standard"
based upon absent parent gross income and the number of children.

Authorization to contract with out-of-state collection agencies and attorneys to re-
cover delinquent payments from persons obligated Jo support resident children.

An interest penalty of 1.5 percent monthly for delinquent payments.
Provisions for liens against the property of delinquents.
The State has begun the process of automating parts of tt.0 collection process and

is building a child support data base which will provide the ability to record, track,
and disburse payments. We expect this capacity to increase both the certainty of
collection and the speed of response to delinquency. An automated capacity is essen-
tial to our proposal for large scale wage withholding.

These measures are the first phase of a 1$ ng range plan to reform totally the
system which supports our children. After we have demonstrated the capacity to
greatly increase collectioilh and thus to reduce public costs, we intend to propose to
our legislature:

Creation of a uniform child support payment system for all children in single
parent families.

A guaranteed minimum benefit for all children,,with public subsidies of payments
for those children whose parents lack sufficient income. This portion of the proposal
will also consider custodial parent income to assure that public funds do not subsi
dize children whose families have adequate income.

When this plan reaches fruition, all children of absent parents will receive sup-
port payments whose source is indistinguishable. Children whose parent's payments
exceed the minimum guarimtee will receive the larger amount. Those whose par
eats have little or no incomeswill receive a minimum payment which includes some
public funding.

Parents will be expecteLto share their income with their children on the same
basis that intact families do. Intact families share income in the course of daily
living. Children's living standards fluctuate with family fortunes. They are support-
ed every month and are cared for "offthe-top" not postponed until other obligations
are met. Research conducted for our Department by the University of Wisconsin-
Institute for Research on Poverty, state has produced a "normative standard' for
support payments: 17 percent of absent parent income for one child. 25 percent of
absent parent income for two children. 20 percent of absent parent income for three
children, 31 percent of absent parent income for four children.

The goal of Wisconsin's Initiatives is to approximate for the State a clear societal
expectation, api)lied uniformly to all divorces, separations( and paternity cases. Chil-
dren are entitled to the standard of living which they would have enjoyed had the
family remained intact. Where parental income cannot provide a minimal standard
foi the children, tax dollars would supplement their payments to meet that stand-
ard.

III. DRAFT PROPOSALS AND THE WISCONSIN INITIATIVE

The proposals before you intend to enhance support collection. They mandate
some procedures which are already implemented in Wisconsin and which have not
created substantial administrative problems for us. These include tax interecpt,
medical support liability, sophisticated testing for paternity cases, procedures for es-
tablishing paternity when alleged fathers refuse to cooperate, and administrative
procedures to assist in establishing, modifying, and collecting support.

The two key concepts of the State's new reform legislationautomatic wage as
signment and the percentage standard may be inadvertently limited by some of the
proposed requirements. We are concerned that if specific procedures are mandated,
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these may be construed as limiting the State's ability to implement its own more
stringent provisions, at least to do so using the IVD collection system.

A. Wage withholding
Wisconsin proposes to ithhold support owed from all absent parents without

waiting for arrearages to velop. The new provisions will be implemented initially
in up to 10 pilot counties and will be phased into the case load. The 'll be applied

----' to all new cases and to all cases in which any new court action is ta . This stat-
ute does allow judges the discretion not to withhold upon a showing good cause
not to do so.

The lawyers concerned with these issues are already questioning the constitution-
ality of these provisionsciting a Supreme Court decision which overruled a state
law allowing commercial creditors to garnishee wages without a hearing. Clearly,
the cases are distinguishable when due process is afforded in determination of the
obligation. A child support obligation originates with a court order not a pyrchase,
agreement. Clearly, wage withholding is constitutional for tax purposes. Nonethe-
less, an argument is being developed that no wage withholding is possible without a
separate hearing and order on the subject, one which would require the court to
find some reason for this procedure such as failure to pay other bills. Since our goal-
is simplifying this process, assuring uniform and timely collection, and reducing the
delays and court time involved, any requirement for two- hearings would be counter-
productive. Evidence that someone might not pay would be difficult to establish in
thany- cases. -I -am so expert on-consumer credit_problems,__but given the widespread
non-payment of support, I And it hard to believe that payment of other-billris any

indicatorndicator of payment of support obligations.
This argument is still spevilative. I raise it because I fear that the language

chosen to enforce child support collections nationally may be used to strengthen it
H.R. 2374 provides for wage withholding when support is past due for two months
and includes provisions for voluntary wage assignments. H.R. 3354 requires a state
system of mandatory withholding and does not definitively answer some of the ques-

onsraised_by_the_lawyersi.e, what does "due" mean? Should the Congress
choose to mandate withholding for overdue payments only, we woOltlike-nrsen-th
flexibility contained in Representative Campbell's proposal with language allowing
for a mandatory system at state option. If the option is not included, some attorney
is going to tie up implementation of a mandatory system on the grounds that Con-
gress clearly intended only a voluntary system, unless support is two or more
months overdue.

Should the Congress choose to establish a mandatory system, some provision must
be made to allow for phasing in its implementation. We firmly believe that distinct
tions should not be made in collections policy between AFDC families and other
children in need of support. But all of the case load cannot be converted quickly. An
extensive effort at automation (which always takes twice as long as you think it
will) is necessary to really manage all cases. Thee practical consideration involved,
including the need to design systems compatible with employer payroll procedures,

-are the reason we have chosen to implement in selected counties at first and to
begin with new cases and those scheduled for action of some kind.

Finally, we also support those provisions of H.R. 3354 which prohibit employers
from'taking adverse action against individuals whose wages are assigned. These pro-
visions are appropriate whether the system is voluntary er mandatory.

11. Determination ofsupport amounts
H,R. 2314 would require states to choose three of five optional procedures, one of

which is " ._ . an objective standard to guide in the establishment and modification
of support obligations by measuring the amount of support needed and the ability of
an nbsent parent to pay such support. such that comparable amounts of support are

iawarded in .similar situations.' We agree that disparity in court orders in one
reason for widespread disaffection with the system and may contribute to failure to
pay. Very few absent parents cannot tell you a story of someone else with a higher
income and a lower support ordeh, For the past few years, Wisconsin has been using
guidelines to assist courts in determining support which are designed to take the
factors described into account. We believe they have been a considerable improve-
merit and have brought more equitrto these determinations. Judges and family
court commissioners assisted in developing them and have applauded the results.
Nonetheless, we do not believe that they go far enough. The extensive research we
have done provides convincing evidence that a percent of income is a much sim-
pler standard and is more equitable. We wiih,to avoid ituations in which "ability
to pay" becomes "discretionary income available after all other bills are paid, in-

t
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chiding the payments on the new air." States should be able toitpect parents to
provide for their children first and to adjust other aspects of their , inancial situa-
tion accordingly.

There are some problems in the "percentage of income' approach. 'We believe it
will work well for wage earners. But more refinement is needed. It n clear how
this approach should be applied to farm and entrepreneurial income, fo example.
We are leaning to using adjusted gross income with some addbaeks such depreci-
ation. The new Wisconsin statute, therefore, creates a presumption in fav of the
percentage, but allows the court-to ninke a separate finding when appropri e and
to alter the order. Judges cooperating with this initiative have agreed to u- the
percentage in all cases possible nnd to document-the reasons for variation en
they believe it is necessary. In this way, we hope to improve and refine the sys m
and to modify the implementing rules over time.

Our immediate concern is lew with this language than with the possibilities i
herent in its subsequent administrative interpretation. We believe that some lan-
guage which acknowledges that a percentage approach as meets the objective stand-
ard of H.R. 2374 would resolve these concerns.

IV. ADMINISTRATION AND FUNDING

Every good bureaucrat arrives at last at administrative problems and funding.
Federal financial participation and the criteria which determines a state's share are
fundamental to the ability to implement program improvements. Both the Campbell

; ----bill-and the- Administration's-proposal radically alter current arrangements. The
Administration reiterates last year s proposals to deduct administration from collec-
tions and to share the remainder in the same proportion as the AFDC match rate.. The compromise achieved last year reduced both federal administrative cost sharing
and the incentive. This year's proposal Is even less acceptable because it specifies
neither the amounts nor the criteria for "recognition" payments. No state can plan
to expand its activities without some assurances of what funding levels will be.

The Campbell concept of creating incentives which reward nonAFDC and inter-
tnte eniteetianalastealmeritaslonaLlials. the_datti..en_easts. PeciBC...Performance

necessary to comment intelligently on the adequacy of the specific measures and
threshold established for these incentives. From the summary, however, it appears
that more attention is required in defining "case" and developing criteria by which

, a state accepts, rejects, or ignores non-AFDC cases. Incentives based on the percent-
age of case load in "perfect" or "acceptable" status could have undesirable effects.
They could serve as incentives to reduce support orders or to process only the easily
collectible. These provisions could penalize an attempt like Wisconsin's to create a
universal system. Perhaps the addition of a factor reflecting the proportion of peter'
tial case load served would ameliorate this difficulty.

The incentive funding provided for development of automated systems contained
in both the Campbell and Administration proposals will have a positive impact on
systems development. I would urge you to provide that these funds be granted on
the basis of performance standards tspecifications nbout what the system must be
able to do) rather than on detailed prescription of its design. This will allow the
states to adapt and innovate while meeting the law's intent.

We do support the Administration's proposals to increase the availability of
parent locator. services, to extend 1115 demonstration authority to child support en-
forcement, nnd to recognize collections for foster care payments. The requirements
of 11.R. 2374 that states provide for withholding support from residents whose child
lives in another state are most welcome. These may be difficult to implement, but
are essential to assuring equity nationally and to eliminate the option of avoiding
obligations by crossing n state The Wisconsin Reform Package includes author-
ity to contract with out-of-state attorneys and collection agencies. This tool will be of
limited volue, however, since the fees for such services run up to one-third of the
amount collected. It is more useful as n deterrent than as A practical collection
device, We would withhold for other states and request similar _practices from them.

Three of these proposals mandate wage reporting systems. Wisconsin employers
now report wages only in the aggregate. Opposition to it.) -ling individual reports
stems from the fear that additional paperwork burdens will contribute to employer
decisions to leave the State. A national requirement would eliminate that concern.

Finally, I have already alluded to the problems of implementing wage sith holding
on all cases in a limited period of time. H.R. 2374 requites the states to maintain a
clearinghouse or comparable procedure through, which all payments are made,
tracked, and disbursed. We have a head start in that direction with clerks of court
providing the function nnd systems design underway. But I doubt if it wit' be fully
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operational by January 1, 1985. I am sure that no state which has not begun al.
f ready can meet that deadline.

As..... V. LONG RAN= MANS ,
4 have described briefly our plan to move from enhanced collections to an univer

sal payment system. Wisconsin cannot proceed in that area without two precondi
tions. First. we must demonstrate through' the effectiveness of our collections that
the_proposed subsidy will be cost effective. Second, we will need federal cooperation
to use federal funds which would have been paid to AFDC recipients to assist us in
providing the child support payments when parental resources are inadequate. No
clear authority to waive the complex provisions of federal regulations governing
AFDC eligibility for purposes of piloting a child support alternative exists. You
could greatly assist us in pione6ring this approach through an expression of Con-
gressional interest. I am sure we Can work cooperatively with DHSS to assure that
federal Rinds are not at undue risk in developing such a pilot proposal. We would
like to be able to return with more concrete demonstration proposals after we have
begun to establish the necessary collections record and to work out_more details on
a payment system.

Chairman FORD. Thank you, Ms. Cook.
I want to apologize for not being here wiierithe panel first start-

ed to testify and apologize to each of you.
Let me commend you for your testimony, and I again apologize

for not hearing all of it. I will gb through it.
Mrs. Kennelly had to go vote.
Listening to parts of your testimony, are you responding to the

nonAFDC?
Ms. COOK. Yes, to makit universal, everybody top to bottom.
Right now we do some AFDC collections but it is not as good as

it should be.
Chairman FORD. 'You seem' to be off to a good start but I don't

want the fat cats to get away and run away.
We don't want to give the appearance that we want to enforce

this legislation and let the rich walk away.
Ms. COOK. There are real technical problems when yo ti talk

about how to divide money at the very high levels of income. How
do you deal with the tax laywers, these kinds of things? If we could
get a State system that got 95 percent.of the folks, people who have
a flotilla of lawyers on each side can probAbly take care of them-
selves, and the vast majority of people do not.

A percentage of income is a percentage of income regardless of
how well-to-do you are. That is one of the thingsitthat created some
opposition when this was proposed in Wisconsin, because there are
some people whose philosophical approach is that as long as the
kid's minimum needs are provided for, as long as this child is not
on AFDC, then it is nobody's business, and the parent has met the
obligation.

You support the child, as the child would have been supported
but for the split. If you have an upper income family and you got
an upper income child. The support is greater than mere survival
for children whose parents earn incomes at those levels, is the con-
cept behind this proposal.

Chairman FORD. A working mother earning income who could
not qualify for public assistance; we are just as concerned with

Ithose who are' neglecting their obligations to t e children of this
country who are from the wealthy side as well.
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Ms: COOK. e have proposed that this be _universal. Every di-
vorce grante in our State would fall under these provisions.

Chairman FORD. How do you respond to the unemployment prob-
lem?

The father is out of work for a period of 2 years, does he have to
pay back for the 2 years?

Ms. Coox. Right now we do in fact intercept unemployment com-
pensation payments but then the amount would go down if the
father were unemployed. We are trying to approximate what hap-
pens in an intact family. That includes tile percentage of income
theory which .includes down as well as up.

Chairman FORD. How do youwhat do you do about the "unem-
ployment benefits?

Ms. Coots. We intercept them at the State unemployment office.
We do that now.

Chairman FORD. I am all in support of thelegislation, but we
don't want to go tothe extreme with this.

Unemployment compensation benefits?
Ms. COOK. In Wisconsin they may be attached.
Chairman FORD. You are denying them their public assistance

benefits?
Ms. COOK. No.
Chairman FORD. Basically, recipients who receive unemployment

compensation in many States, unless they are homeowners --well,
unemployment compensation in most States is a minimum. I know
what you are trying to do is remove recipients off the AFDC roles,
but what happens if a person has exhausted those benefits and
there is no longer any income at all?

Ms. Coox. We do not attach unemployment compensation for ar-
rearages but currently due support when there is an order now,
but that order could be adjusted. When we tall about percentage of
income, no income means no obligation, and the State money
makes up the difference, if it is really no income, but the concept
enacted by the Wisconsin Legislature goes in both directions.

The obligation in that sense would benefit-an absent father who
is genuinely out of work, if he was ordered to pay 15 percent of his
incoene, and he had no income, 15 percent of no income is zero.
When he went back to work, you would want that 15 or 17 percent,
whatever it was.

Chairman FORD. What about the 15- or 18-month period in which
the father is out of work, and he is only 15 percent, and the unem-
ployment compensation is $110, 15 percent of $110, but what hap-
pens for the 15-month period?

Ms. Coox. That would not begin to be enough money to meet the
needs of the child and we propose a subsidy during that period.

Chairman loan. Fifteen percent is still deducted?
Ms. Coox. Yes.
Chairman FORD. What if he has exhausted all of those benefits?
Ms. Coox. He would have no obligation and have no ailrearage.
Chairman FORD. When he is employed 15 months later he would

not come back to pick up the arrearages?
Ms. Coox. If his income is zero and his court order says 15 per-

cent of your income, then there is no obligation for that period.
There would be no arrearage created through that period.
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Chairman FORD. Wi at happens in a severe hardship case, $110 a
week, $450 a month, utility bills in my hometown are $250 a
month, average bill, and what happens to that father who is not
able to pay his rent and utility bills alone, let alone the fact,that''
he cannot eat?

Ms. COOK. The position of the legislature--- -
Chairman FORD. Severe hardship cases?
Ms. COOK. There- is-not a prevision that creates an exception for

severe hardship cases. There are other sources of public funding to
assist those people but it is our feeling that those other public
funds should be used for that purpose rather than saying that the
'first thing Opt goes is the child support. It doesn't mean that; I
don't think that Wisconsin has been traditionally very generous in
its social benefit system, that is severe hardship would be as
severe.

Comparable to the number of hardship situations that exist for
dependent children and custodial parents, at least they would not
be building any arrearages during that peen() of time as long as
the percentage standard were met. There would be no obligation on
a person who really had no income which would prevent the prob-
lem of people building huge arrearages and the problem that cre-
ates. - _

Chairman FORD. What if he is self-employed?
Ms. COOK. That is a real problem. We are proposing that all

wages be subject to withholding.
Chairman FORD. You have State law now?
MS. COOK. Yes, it is.
I brought copies of the statute with me.
It is allowable now, we have several judges who have agreed to

use it. Our legislature has said you got to 1987 to try this out and
prove it. It is a sunsetfing law.

Chairman FORD. The professionals and the nonsalaried weekly or
'monthly people would not be affected by this?

Ms. COOK. You cannot garnish someone who does not receive a
wage. You can establish a percentage of income as the arriout"

Chairman FORD. State income talc?
Ms. Cool. -Yes, sir.
Chairman FORD. We talked to the Secretary earlier of HHS, and

we talked about the setoff with IRS to support the withholdings
from the IRS?

Msk_Coon.'Yes, sir, we do.
Chfirman FORD. Non-AFDC?
Ms. COOK. Yes, non-AFDC from income tax now. We do do it for

State.
We do it now on the State income 'tax. Any parent with an ar-

rearage may apply for certification.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Abbott.
Why are some States JV-D programs so much more effective

than others? The Secretabf testified earlier today. She talked about
nailing some of the States which were much more effective than
others. Would you-respond?

Mr. Anson. I would just like to touch on the unemployment
benefit compensation problem, and what it amounts to in most
States is that when a defendant is receiving unemployment com-
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pensation, the duty of support does continue to go on bid what we
try to do is basically get some kind of token payment out of him
during that interim period. In the State of Utah, we will indicate
to him that we would accept payment for between 15 and maybe as
high as 25 percent of his unemployment compensation benefit.

In other words, we certainly don't want to go after the whole
thing and leave him destitute. That is clearly not our intention and
I think most States would mirror that situation.

In terms of the other question relative to why are some States so
much better than others and the converse--

Chairman FORD. The program is a lot more effective in some
States.

Mr. Aancrrr. The main reason is in terms of the.support States
receive from their Governors and from their legislative bodies. In
my testimony I alluded to the fact that in many instances, the IV-
D, the child support agency, is in fact the ugly dUckling.of the de-
partment of .social services, and they are the last to get legislation,
staff, computer programs, and all the kinds of things that they
need to operate, and I believe that that is the most significant
reason in terms of States success or fail Ore-in-this-program.

Chairman FORD. Do you support the IRS withholdings for non-
AFDC?

Mr. ABBOTC. I certainly would. You must look at itather care-
fully.

Several questions: One, should you in fact only go a r amounts
that have been reduced to judgment, therefore, assur g yourself
that you are not going after more than is ordered. Second, if you
have central registry information systems built up and all the sup-
port orders flow through that system, you will have a viable means
of knowing how much is actually ordered, but in the alternative, if
you are simply taking an affidavit from an, individual as to an
amount ordered, you could get yourself into.all kinds of legal en-
anglements and lawsuits when it turns out that that was no the

c rrect amount.
hairman FORD. Do you think the child support-enforcemen-t-pro--

. gram could be significantly improved without additional increase
in Federal funds?

Mr. ARROW. I think it wak, Mrs. Kennelly who Said you don't get
more for less, and I would certainly concur with that statement.

The proposals that are being advocated, many of them would in
fact increase the fiscal commitment needed for this program. I am
concerned that the administration, although well-meaning, is again
trying to march to a budget mark, and if we are going to improve
this program, provide the women and children of this country their
child support, we are going to have to invest a little bit more into
it, I am afraid. So inianswer to your question, I don't think that
you can build a better national program without increased finan-
cial commitments.

Chairman FORD. Thank you very tnuch.
Mr. Copeland, would you respond to the withholding with IRS for

non-AFDC recipients? Tell me the position of the National Council
of Child Support Enforcement. You might have mentioned. it in
your testimony, I don't know. I was not present.

t
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Mr. COPELAND. Certainly. There are a lot of us that heartily sup-
port the concept and a lot of us who are concerned about getting
into tht. program because it will attract more people into the pro-
gram.

We are not saying that people shouldn't be coming in but we are
asking Congress to recognize what is going to happen. We are con-
cerned that people are taking the approach that by simply getting
more efficient, tomorrow morning, we can have a better child sup-
port program. That is simply not the case for the program as a
whole.

The intercepting of the IRS refunds possibly is the best example
of that. The nature of child support is that it is a cumulative proc-
ess, and you are building on the records that have been established
for quite some time. As you move into a court of law or anyplace
where you ate getting ready to attach or seize someone's property,
you have to be correct and accurate in the seizure process. If not,
you end up damaging the attachment process itself. We are very
concerned that while the idea is an excellent idea.,..the funding is
not going to be provided to build a mechanism to go in and do the
attachments.

Now, in the State of Alaska, we have a program where we dis-
tribute revenue. Last year we distributed $1,000 to every man,
woman, and child in the State. We intercepted that process for
AFDC and non-AFDC cases, very similar to the interception of an
IRS refund.

1 have extensive records on all cases that I ha4 in the system
that made it very possible to go in and snag the $1,000 for every-
body. If I only had the records computerized for the AFDC cases, it
would have been virtually impossible to go in-
tercept.

and' make that n-
tercept.

That same set of circumstances would apply to the IRS refunds,
so you are going to have to take a look at just how accurate are the
arrears. You have heard some calls for reducing them to judg-
ments. Basically what they are saying is make sure that the at-
rears are accurate. I think it can be done. Possibly you could set it
up so that only arrears that accrue from the effective date of the
law are only arrears t...at are under Judgment are subject to IRS
intercept. I think it is very possible to set it up and do, but you
have to look at the arrearages, and the mess that t lot of the
records are in.

Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Mrs. Kennelly.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Having chided the gentlewoman from New

Jersey, I would have some trouble with the gentleman from Con-
necticut, really, you did not sound too excited about clearinghouses.

Do you have a clearinghouse in your State, Mr. Abbott?
Mr. ADROIT. We do have a clearinghouse for the cases that are

on our system, that being the AFDC and non-AFDC cases on "Air
systes . We do not have a clearinghouse in general terms.

TI:3 State of Minnesota does have a clearinghouse, if I am °or-
rect.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Do you think the concept in the bills that we are
presenting, the clearinghouse is a good concept?
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Mr. Amon'. Yes, clearly the clearinghouse concept is a viable
idea, and again our only concern with that proposal is, are you
wi'ling to in fact go for the extra funding to finance those kinds of
systems, and estimates I recieved from the Office of Child Support
Enforcement indicate that the cost of that nationally would be be-
tween $150 million and $200 million to finance across-the-country
clearinghouse kinds of system.

Mrs. KENNELLY.. This morning Mrs. Heckler said it would be a 90
to 10 match, would that be adequate?

Mr. Aaaorr. I don't know if she did indicate or not but there was
only $ go million set aside each year for that and I don't really
think that is enough.

On the other hand, it is an entitlement program, so perhaps the
money could be srent and reimbursed later, but I suspect that
HHS would be reluctant to approve money over their $20 million
original budget allocation.

Mrs. KENYELLY. Is your clearinghouso mandatory?
Ms. BECKER. We began our clearinghouse in Minnesota a couple

of years ago when we expanded our wage withholding statutes to
income withholding, income regardless of source. The way our
income withholding statutes work is that every order coming out of
the court, every n_ ew marriage dissolution or any action that is
brought back into court for enforcement, it must come out of court
with an income withholding order.

If there is a 30-day default in payment on that order, we imple-
me- he order automatically without returning to court. Also in-
ch n the statute is a mandate that the non-public-assistance
per.. , file an application with the State child support enforcement
agency to receive our service and we pick it up from there. We
were not able to, because of due-process eeno,derations, grandfather
in all of the old divorces. We svarted out 2 years ago with only
those that default and all new orders.

If a private attorney brings a case into court, it must come out of
court with an income withholding order. If there is no default, we
never see that case in the child support enforcement agency. If
there is a default of 30 days, we see the case and pick it up from
there. That is how our clearinghouse works.

These components are all tied in together. I wanted to make a
comment on the nonpublic assistance intercept, expanding it on a
Federal level.

We fully support that, ;Jut we like too the provisions of Congress-
man Campbell s bill that allows us to intercept for cases on which
we have kept arrearage records If we have not kept track of the
arrearages, kept the counting of those arrearages, we get into a
situation where it is mom's word against dad's on what payments
have been made. I could see is getting into situations where we
would be potentially liable for incorrect or erroneous submissions.

Chairman FORD. Excuse me for a minute, you are talking about
making it retroactive and if we triggered it in the date of the legis-
lation, it would not create the same problems?

Ms. BECKER. If you started it from the date of the legislation for-
ward rather than attempting to grandfather, that would be prefer-
able.

Chairman FORD. I am sorry.
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Mrs. Kennelly, go ahead.
Mr. ABBOTT. Could I just say a couple words about the clearing-

\ house concept in 4eneral, and these are negative views but you
\need to hear both sides.

They are not necessarily my views but they have been brought to
my attention.

First of all, usually in this country we allow people the opportu-
nity to perfonn under their own wilLkefoie we subject them to a
systemized way of doing something, anti- SQ that is one problem
with the clearinghouse unless you simply add people after they
have fallen delinquent and not performed in paying their child sup-
port.

I know lots of people who pay their child support diligently, and
have for 10 years, and they would be very upset if they were ell of
a sudden placed in a State, local clearinghouse and that money or-
dered to flow through that and the family ended up getting some
kind of a government-printed check and it depersonalizes the whole
concept.

There is some benefit to the visitation of the children, a lot of
absent parents may come over to the house, deliver the check, and
visit the children. The children are aware that daddy cares and he
is paying his child support. He is concerned with their well-being.
If you go with a clearinghouse, I would suggest that you only go
with it where nonperformance is the case rather than penalizing a
lot of individuals who do pay their support.

Mrs. KENNELLY. I would like to ask all of you this, and you may
write me the answer. I saw the Secretary come and be very positive
and upbeat, and some of us were so delighted to have a hearing,
that we were positive and upbeat and congressional people came
and spoke. Then we had a panel of women who had experienced
the whole process that we are talking about and I guess it was Mr.
Campbell that said, what we just saw was that the process is not
working for non-AFDC.

If we could find one piece that would be the most important
centerpiece of what we could do to begin at least to make it work,
because we don't want to turn away from the AFDC, but this is the
emphasis, and this is why we were able to get together. You claim
you have the best _program. What is it we have to do to make it
work for the people who need it?

Mr. ABBOTf. First of all, don't cut the funding.
Mrs. KENNELLY. I am with you on that one.
Mr. Almon. I think if you look at the administration's proposal,

and not in terms of the 60 percent FFP rate but leaving it at 10
percent, you can create a system that will perform with the other
$150 million. That has a lot of possibility. We are looleng forward
to It over the next couple of weeks.

We met with the deputy director of the program and oping to
work out some viable alternatives for the distribution of that
money but we are still up against that'FFP cut and that is ing to
devastate many of the programs in this country. I don't say t at to
be an alarmist. It is not going to hurt my program. I can a apt
either way, but some of the smaller States who don't have as of cc-
tive a program, and I am talking about Kansas, Wyoming, LouiSi-
ana, and you will hear testimony later on from Louisiana that will
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substantiate what I am saying, they are going to be devastated by
this FFP cut.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Funding is your answer?
Mr. Assorr. Funding along with some carrots and some sticks.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Ms. Becker.
Ms. BECKER. I believe that we have to be very clear in statute

that the strong remedies are for both kinds of cases, and that is the
legislative intent. This is a problem that we had had in Minnesota
originally where we had some remedies available to AFDC cases
and not available to nonpublic assistance cases.

In the past few legislative sessions we have been able to make
those changes but in what you are doing now those changes should
be made up front.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Right out have it there?
Ms. BECKER. Very clear within the language of the statute.
Ms. Coos. 1 agree and the expectations that State cooperation for

non-AFDC should be made clear. There was draft language that got
to that point. We have just happily received from our legislature
the ability to contract with private attorneys and collection agen-
cies out of State, but they charge about a third of what you collect,
so it is really not a cost - efficient collection mechanism. We have
done it as part of the initiative, because we don't want people to
think they can get away with it by crossing the State line, but it is
a deterrent, not an effective device.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
Excuse me.
Mr. COPELAND. I heard you refer to the State of Utah as one of

the most efficient programs and so forth, there are a lot of us that
tend to bristle when we hear that, because part of the reason that
the State of Utah is claimed to have such an effective program is
that they have primarily targeted the program in the direction
that the administration has wanted them to go over the past 3 or 4
years and then in the presentation of efficient State numbers, so to
speak, their goals have been what has been presented.

The Secretary presented the fact that there are 10 States at the
top and 10 at the bottom. A lot of the States that are heavy into
the non -AFDC caseload are in these bottom ten States and we end
up there, because we end 'ip applying the law as we see that it
should be, AFDC and non-AMO, so that has been one of the big
factors, that there has be::11 different signals, different messages
coming from Congress, then from the administration, then frOm
Congress as to what we should be doing, so you can count the col-
lection of child support several different ways, and then present
any sort of effective program you would like in any direction you
want.

First, you all have to establish clearly what you want us to do.
Apparently this committee here is saying do both non-AFDC and
AFDC. Once you get that down you can come back and hold the
State accountable. That is one of the reasons the audit penalties
have not been invoked.

The Fedei al Office of Child Support clearly recognizes they won't
be able to make an audit penalty stand up because the message has
been so scattered as to wnat we should do with those Federal
funds.
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A lot of States run Federal programs that the Federal audit calls
ineffective and just opposite also, of course.

Chairman FORD. The director of the staff is from Utah,,and he
already made a request to go home and look at the program.

The other part of the staff is saying the committee ought to go. to
Germany and England to really, get a goodlook_at it.

The Chair will entertain both of those motions.
Mr. THOMAS. I got here right 'at the right time.
I apologize for not being here. Mr. Abbott, you mentioned briefly

something that has been of concern to me, and that is the relaticn-
ship.between visitation and payments.

It is almost always presented iri terms of an adversarial relation-
ship, you don't pay so you cannot see them, et cetera.

I believe thatout of sight, out of mind. But if you are able to be
there, you can involve yourself. Do you have any reaction to a posi
tive kind of reenforcement approach rather than waiting until it
breaks down on this relationship between visitation or payment.

Mr. Assort Clearly the visitation issue is relevant, although the
courts and the administrators, the bureaucrats, I guess, have tradi-
tionally said there is visitation and then there is payment, and
they are separate issues. Ideally, if you can keep them joint issues,
and keep them flowing, the children are much better off. I don't
really know how realistically you place them together and make
them work side by side, through legislative efforts or any other
real way.

I really don't know how to deal with that problem.
Mr. THOMAS. You mean the best State hasn't.gotany?
Mr. COPELAND. The best State isprimarily an AFDC State.
The area that the visitation isse develops and becomes the larg-

est problem is in the area of nonAFDC. That is a basic fact of
doing nonAFDC work.

The problemends up four out of five guys that tell us I want to
see my children and if I could, I would make any payments, no
problem. Four out of five are just lying to us straight across-the-
board,'no question about it.

However, the one out of five that wants to see the children des-
perately, he probably becomes the most difficult collection case we
have. However, if we could deal with his visitation issue, he prob-
ably would turn into one of the best paying cases we have so we
end up creating one of the most difficult cases we have got with
visitation, and in part of the testimony in my testimony I spoke to
that issue.

Mr. THOMAS. If you could clear it up, so you have no solution
either in terms of linkage? Have you had experience, any pro-
grams?

Mr. COPELAND. Most States deal with or have got some form of
State legislation which says that visitation and child support are
two distinctly d'fferent issues.

The State of .. aska's legislation in that area actually says some-
thing to the effect, obstruction of visitation is cally OK. It actu-
ally uses the term "obstruction of visitation."

There are remedies that the absent parent ca go through which
can bring about a fine againtt the custodial parents. It is really lu
dicrous to expect that could ever coin about. As we get into the

. .
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non-AFDC area which we are goingo have to do, we will have to
addtt4ss that issue and it is much bigger than anybody is willink to
give the issue credit for, primarily because our*cus has-been col-
lections, let's 'go get the money and part of what we do is collect
from people. We are constantly given one excuse after another and
our business is to strip away the excuses.

However, of those excuses, one out of five people that come out
at it is so ligitimate, it hurts. It is a really painful thing to the guy
that cannot see the children and it creates a major- collection prob-
lem.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Becker, we were certainly not overlooking

Minnesota, it is just too cold up there.
The Chair would like to thank each of the panelists for appear-

ingbefore the committee today.
The next panel will be Hon. June Galvin, judie.

'
Lucas County,

Ohio, Court of Common Pleas, Division of Domestic Relations; Lou-
isiana District Attorneys Association, Sue Hunter; and the thifor-
nia District Attorneys Family Support Council, Ms. Edwina Peters,
president.

I wish to welcome all three of you before the committee.
I would like to recognize any members.

STATEMENT OF NON- JUNE GALVIN, PRESIDING JUDGE, LUCAS
COUNTY, OHIO, COURT OF COMMON PLEAS, DIVISION OF DO-
MESTIC RELATIONS

Judge GALVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-
mittee.

I am June Galvin, presiding judge of the Court of Common Pleas,
Domestic Relations Division, in Toledo, Lucas County, Ohio. I am

. also on the Child Support Enforcement Committee. They have
unanimously passed the following resolution:

Whereas, this Nation was founded with sta ed constitutional purposes which in-
dude securing the blessings of liberty and happiness to ourselves and our poster-
ityour children; and

Whereas, the preservation and protection of the family is vital to the existence
and future of a free nation; and

Whereas, the greatest social problem of our society, other than crime is the fail.
ure of parents to support their children, thereby endangering the future strength of
this Nation; and

Whereas, juvenile and family court judges in every State and territory recognize
the devastating and farreachiag effect of nonsupport and the unfair burden im-
posed on the taxpayer to provide for such children; and

Whereas, the Congress of the United States has previously enacted legislation to
fund a Child Support Enforcement Program; and it is now indicated additional legis-
lative initiative is necessary to fully accomplish the Congressional purposes;

Now, therefore, be it Resolved That the National Council of Juvenile and Family
Court Judges endorses the following proposals:

1. That payment of all court-ordered support shall be mandated through the State
Court, or as the Court directs by its order.

2. That procedures be established to aid in the collection of suppOrt obligations,
including, but not limited to:

a. Withholding of wages in the amount of the current support order and a sum
certain determined by the Court as payment on arrears if a payor fails to make pay-
ments for four VI) weeks, either consecutively, or cumulatively, with specific statu-
toi'y direct.n as to due process;

b. That t Courts shall develop quasi judicial or administrative processes within
constitutional requirements for entering and enforcing support orders;

,
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c. That each State Mall develop legislation to intercept its income tax refund,
and/or unemployment compensation, where-applicable, to pay support arrears, to be
equally available for AFDC and nonAThe recipients;

d. That provision be made for voluntary wage assignment for payment of support.
obligation;

e. That the use of the latest scientific methods for determining paternity shall be
utilized.

Speaking-on my own behalf now, I am here today to support leg-
islative proposals for mandatory wage withholding administrative
or quasi-judicial process for establishing and enforcing support
orders, and to support the State tax intercept.

In addition to the duties common to judicial office, I have been
responsible for establishing a child support collection agency which
became operational in 1979 when the Ohio General Assembly man-
dated each Ohio county establish such an agency.

Other major provisions of the actO.R.C. 2301.35include a re-
quirement that the Bureau of Support file the motion at the re-
quest of the payee, that the court order a wage withholding in
every case where there is a failure to pay of 10 or more days, and
that an employer may not discharge an employee when the court
orders a withholding.

I had been on the bench for 2 years prior to this act, and have
had, therefore, the opportunity to witness the impadt of strong en-
forcement legislation on support collections and receive parental
reaction, to withholding of wages, in our community of some
465;000 residents.

Our current support caseload is 17,755. Prior to the Bureau's ex-
istence the average annual increase we.s $500,000 Collections the.,
first

increase
increased $11/2 million to $10,007,715, the second yeari

the increase was more than $3 million, to $13,046,195; and the
third year, the increase was $V4 million, to $15,722,329; and last
year, an increase of $11/2 million, to $17;318,009.

The Bureau initially files a case upon complaint by the payee, or
where thereis money owed to the welfare department. As yet, sup-
port is not enforced automatically. -

The court has long utilized the services of referees to establish
support orders prior to final hearing, and the court developed an
administrative hearing process at the Bureau for the initial step in
enforcing support orders. In addition to the mandate of a wage
withholding in every Bureau-intitiated case, the court decided to
order a wage withholding on its own motionO.R.C. 3113.21 ins
every case brought by a private party after a divorce involving any
issue but change of custody and visitation: Our court, therefore,
has a history of usage o; procedures recommended for legislative
action and before this committee.

Prior to 1979, the statutory authority for a wage withholding was
not in common usage in our court. When it became mandatory as
provided by statute and court policy, most payors were extremely
resistant, fearing employer reprisal and termination of employ-
ment. In 4 years, we have not yet been notified that any employee
has been discharged as a result of the court ordering, or an employ-
ee volunteering, a wage withholding.

Payees were somewhat resistant for the same reasons. After 4
years, we find that a small number of payors are voluntarily re--
questing a wage withholding when the court makes its initial order

253
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of support, and many attorneys offer a wage withholding as the
routine method of solving nonsupport cases.

For the first time I have received complimentaq letters from
custodial parents, indicating what the regular receipt of support
has meant to them and the children.

One of the angriest payors I had before me final): thanked me
for ordering a wage withholding. He related that every week when
he wrote his check for support that he was reminded of his ex-
spouse and the trauma of the judicial proceedings. Once the sup-
port was deducted from his pay, the unpleasant and recurring
memories, ceased.

The reaction of the majority of employers was that the deduction
would be handled by their computer. The only reai problems have
been with small employers in that some refused to obey Ithe court
order to withhold.

One of the important provisions which is necessary to include in
the act is that everyone who notifies the employer of a wage with-
holding should include notice of the Federal Consumer Protection
Act.

We have had numerous other problems which the passage 'and ,
the enactment of that statute have resolved.

My reasons for recommending the mandatory wage withholding
are the following:

One, the national statistics now indicate that only 25 p'ercent of
single.parents receive a part of moneys due them, with 28 percent
receiving nothing.

Two, the Federal Government is reducing its financial participa-
tion in the pregram, leaving local governments, many pressed to do
so, left to pick up a greater portion while the numbers of cases
needing supporkenforcement are not decreasing.

Three; the least expensive method of securing payment of sup-
port as a wage withholding, in the vast majority of cases.

Four, there are other methods of securing payment. One is for
the custodial parent to refuse visitation, which may well produce
the payment, or it may cause the noncustodial parent to become so
frustrated that he or she ceases all contact with the child, and sup-
port ceases indefinitely. Or the parent who is trying to foster a
close relationship between the child and other _parent may be
forced to bring the absent parent back to court. This may entail
outof-pocket expenses for attorney fees and court casts; and per-
haps lost wages due to court appearances. The usual remedy is to
request that the parent be jailed, which is hardly conducive to
proving relations between divorced parents.

Five, my last observations are more philosophical in nature, but
I believe there is a growing attitude on the part of parents that
welfare assistance is a right to which they are entitled without any
obligation for either to repay society. Finally, my last observation
results from the number of cases referred to our court counselors
who Min& visitation problems, where persons who were contacted
by the Bureau and had not seen their children in years. As a brief
example as to tht effect that enforcement has on a family, I would
relate one story. A very young Couple who had two daughters, ages
1 and 3 at time of divorce, separated, divorced, with the father
having no contact with the children for 3 years. He remarried, and
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his new wife encouraged him to reestablish a relationship with his
daughters, only after he became employed. His ex-wife, unem-
ployed, began living with a boyfriend who was employed and sup-
ported the two children. When- the mother initiated proceedings
through the Bureau, a wage withholding was ordered, and the
father initiated visitation which was ordered with a phasing. in to
allow film to get to know his children, and the mother returning to
obtain her high school diploma with the father caring for the chil-
dren. After obtaining her diploma, she eventually ended her rela-
tionship with the boyfriend, who had been abusive to her. She was
able to support herself and her children thereafter, and the father,
has reestablished a relationship with the girls, as much as 'Can
occur in a divorce situation. Wage withholdings nip possible visita-
tion problems in the bud in many cases.

There is no provision in present legislation concerning visitation,'
but I urge you to consider the needs of noncustodial parents to en-
force visitation rights concurrently with the present legislation.
The right to receive support and the right to visitation cannot be
conditioned upon the happening of the other; however, neither
should be given legislative priority, either.

My reasons for recommending a quasi-judicial or administrative
process for establishing and enferrcing court Ordered support are:

First, public pressure and State statutes to dispose of criminal
cases in the judicial system have left insufficient docket time to
handle the volume of support cases in a timely fashion.

Second, the process costs less. It disposes of more cases and re-
sults in larger collections. The administrative process enables a
staff to devote its time uninterruptedly to a single issue, to become

i expert at it, to try innovative solutions which do not necessarily re-
quire legislative approval, and to avoid changes- in philosophy as
may occur when a judge rotates out of a family court division.

Third, the administrative piocess makes it possible to focus on
the AFDC caseload; therefore, reduce the escalating costs to tax-
payers to maintain the families of absent parents.

Finally, the use of the State tax intercept is one more useful tool
for the collection of support that is needed, if it is cost, effective.
However, if this proposal is adopted, I urge you to require that the
moneys collected from the intercept program, be forwarded to the
agency required by the court order to collect support.

In conclusion, our local experience, as well as impressive statis-
tics from other States using the wage withholding routinely, indi-
cates that there simply .is no other more effective solution to the
problem of nonpayment of support. To date, there have been many
actors paiticipating in the process: Courts; prosecutors, welfare de-
partment directors, IVD directors, the Federal and State 'Govern-
ments, county commissioners. But the child support program is
necessarily and permanently fragmented due to constitutional re-
quirements of separation of powers and federalism.

:None of us can or would change those provisions:Congress alone
has the power to make a major impact in support collections and
costs to taxpayers by solving a dilemma that those of lis in the pro-
gram have been unable to efficiently accomplish. The courts are
the key to the enforcement process and need uniform tools.
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The Federal, State, and local governments long ago deemed it
wise fiscal policy to withhold taxes due them from taxpayere
wages so the Ship of State would run efficiently. Children deserve
no less a priority or consideration. If the debts that were owed to
American businesses, and the taxes that were due all levels of Gov-
ernment were in default at the rate that child support is, this prob-
lem wouldlong ago have been solved.

Thank you for your concern with this national problem.
Chairman FORD. Ms. Hunter.

STATEMENT orite P. HUNTER, ADMINISTRATOR, SUPPORT EN-
FORCEMENT DIVISION, OFFICE OF JEFFERSON PARISH DIS-
TRICT ATTORNEY, AND PRESIDENT, LOUISIANA CHILD SUP-
PORT ENFORCEMENT ASSOCIATION, ON BEH4LF or LOUISI-
ANA DISTRICT ATTORNEYS ASSOCIATION

Ms. HUNTER. Thank you. I am very grateful to have the opportu-
nity to be here. I am Sue Hunter.

I am administrator of the Support Enforcement Division in the
office of John M. Mamoulides, district attorney in Jefferson Parish.

That is a suburb of New Orleans.
I speak for the Louisiana DiStrict Attorneys Association, and I

am president of the Louisiana Child Support Enforcement Associ-
ation.

Since the administration hill was introduced, after my testimony
reached Washington, I would like a chance to revise that for the
record later on, but the two basic premises that I was making in
that testimony still hold. We are willing and we want to give equal
treatment to all of those who need our services, but we must have
dependable and ongoing Federal resources to do it.

I am concerned because in Louisiana we think we have a pretty
good program going now. This proposal that I have heard this
morning could foul it up, and let me tell you why in just a
moment. But I want you to think about this first.

What other Federal program with less than 23,000 employees do
you know of that collected $1.7 billion from the Government in
1982?

Do you know of any?
There is a further note to that. Forty percent of that 23,000 em-

ployed, according to the report to.Congress from OCSE, are under a
cooperative agreement for the purchase of service.

How are they going to react to the proposal that we heard this
morning? Are they willing or able to take this kind of change?

I am looking at what is going to happen in Louisiana on October
1, 1988, if this comes into effect.

Let me say initially that I am delighted that we have the concept
of equal treatment for nonAFDC and AFDC, but what is going to
happen in Louisiana is we will be wrecked, absoluteiy wrecked, in
less than 3 months, 21/2 months.

There we get: the State gets, the Federal match assistance pay-
ments. They only get 6 percent of the incentives.

District attorneys get half as much money as the State, but we
get 94 percent of the incentives that go into Louisiana, because we
are the produers, we are the enforcers, the collectors.
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Eighty percent of our cases in Louisiana are criminal, under
criminal orders, both AFDC and non-AFDC, and the State Office of
Support Enforcement Services has told us that 64 percent of the
collections are due to the DA prosecutions.

What we will have with going into effect on October 1 would be a
gap of $1.8 million.

Well, let me try it this wa} The cost to the DA's would be $4.5.
million.

By bringing that FFP down to 60 percent, we would be reim
bursed $2.7 million, so there N a gap of $1.8 million there.

The local government is not going to pick up that kind of money.
They just can't.

We already have an agreement with the State up until October 1
at least to continue, for them to fund 5 percent, so we are supposed
to be getting our 75 percent instead of 70 now.

Some of the district attorney's offices are totally self-supporting;
in other words, they don't get any money at all from the local gov-
ernments.

They get their office run by the incentives and the FFP.
Am I coming through?
Mrs. KENNELLY. Yes.
Ms. HUNTER. All right.
The- incentives that have been figured' out at the 12 percent

would be 1.2 million, so you see there is already a gap there.
If we go to 1.8 million, there is no way in the world, and I am

sorry, but the DA's have higher priorities than child support en-
forcement; they are going to gay goodbye.

They are going to pull out, and when they do, the support en-
forcement services in Louisiana will have to get all new judgments
and lose that 64 percent of their collections, and they will not be
able to collect $24 million in arrearage.

Instead of $24 million for total collections that they are project-
ing for AFDC and non-AFDC collections this year, take that back
down to 36 percent of that, and Louisiana could expect to collect
less than $6.2 million at a cost of $12 million, because they are
going to have all of the costs, but they are not going to have the
money.

Now, Louisiana is not one of those 10 great States we have been
hearing about, but we a e doing better.

If the DA' pull out, it certainly won't put us down into the 10
worst Stato, but there is going to be a lot of competition for the
dubious honor for the 10 worst States.

My point on that is I really think you all ought to think long
and hard before you go forward on this at this time. There is great
merit to this program, but it should not go into effect in 21/4
months. Wait until 1984. Keep it at 70 percent now.

Arrange for the problems in advance instead of just throwing the
whole thing into chaos. You have not had time to hear from the
rest of the country, since this just started; it was introduced yester-
day.

Louisiana has just finished their legislative session. Their budget
is set, so this is going to really feu things up.

There are going to be different m uations even within a State, if
we go to this kind of formula.
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Shreveport, La., is going to be absolutely ecstatic about this, be-
cause they have been griping. They have a very large ni-m-AFDC
caseload, so they should do very well. New Orleans and Jefferson,
we have been trying to follow the mandates of the Federal Govern-
ment, collect AFDC, so we probably won't do so well, so you need to
make some adjustments as you go along.

Let me talk a little bit about' the incentives. I know that we are
-going to have them in some form for us to do the job, and I realize

ithe system that is included in the Campbell bill is merely a start-
ing place, but I don't thinlelhat that incentive formula will be at-
tainable in Louisiana.

It is too complex, too involved. .

It would be very involved to track, and while this perfect case
that' we are hearing about, would you lose it all if somebody paid
$5 less 1 month of the year? That is the kind of thing; it really
would be pretty cumbersome, I think.

I heard Mr. Abbott talk about his Utah situation. I had the book-
keeper in my office yesterday to go through and sort of pull out
things. She said that only 3.8 percent of our caseload has been on \
time and in full for the 12 months. Some progress' has bee4,,rnade
in the past few years to really realize even this limited succdss..

Another thing I was not clear about under Mr. Campbell's pro-
posal is about the arrearage, and we get quite a lot of collections
from arrearage, but that sounded like they were talking about on-
going support only, and I was curious about that.

Of course, the unemployment, the other thing that was in there,
was awarded, if your grants were met or exceeded the needs for
two people.

Yesterday, I signed off on a number of cases that were going onto
the mechanized system, and I noticed that of the 13 cases, the aver-
age of that came to $116 per case.

The average grant in Louisiana is $138.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Per month?
Ms. HUNTER. Yes. That is for a mother and child, two people.
Chairmari-FORD. For the mother and one dependent?

' Ms. HUNTER. Yes; right.
Another point about the incentives is, We would like to see them

paid on a monthly basis. I am saying, wejust like we are going to
continueI don't know, but anyhow, back to the situation with the
DA's office, if they are self- supporting, they need it; or self-sustain-
ing. I should say; they need their checks coming in monthly to
meet payroll. They can't wait to pay their people once a year.

So, tncentives really should be done monthly, if possible.
We do not have an awful lot of non-AFDC cases in Jefferson

Parish, but we are charging a $10 fee for locate services, even if we
don't follow through on the full collections thing, and I don't be-
lieve that that $25 fee would reallybe so terrible.

You would get an awful lot of Service for $25 if the payee went
ahead and put in that much money, and we have had no com-
plaints on the $10 fee that we have been charging and forwarding
on to the State. We do not keep it.

Once we locate the absent parent, w' give that information, so
that she, in turn, can file her own charges and can get her support.
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I really think we would be opposed to the collection fee on the, or
for the, absent parent. That was introduced in a special session of

... the legislature and died a very early death in committee, so devas-
tating a death that the Department of Health and Human Services
would not even bring it up again, and it would be very difficult to
pass, even if it is mandated.

We would need to know more about incentives, how they are de-
termined, what they would be based on.

I understand the. administration bill is kind of under regulations.
Now, I have questioned whether that is going to give us reliable
ongoing funding, if we are not going to know what we are going to
be judged on and how we are going to get our incentives.
`In terms of .the Federal budget, we are a very small fish in a

very large pond.
I read that State and local governments have received $314 mil-

lion in revenue last year, and the Office of Child Support is trying
to save $100 million; so I really think we need to compromise and
do more to make the program more effective.

In terms of the $30 billion spent in.AFDC, medicaid, food stamps,
this is a very small thing. _.

There is a dilemma. This has to be a national program and can
only be carried.out by people at the State and local level, and we
must work together.

Mrs. Kennelly had asked what we thought might be done to
change. I think it is going to take a long time before it ever does. I
think there has to be aational change in attitude to make paying
child support accepted and the necessary thing to do rather than
the reverse situation.

I think it is going to take a lot of publicity, a lot of public rela-
. tions.

This is not the kind of publicity perhaps you would want, but at
least it focused on the point of child support. This was in the San
Antonio Express of July 8, so that is the kind of thing thatre

Treally need to come out.
I hope we can get all of those Members of Congress who are

members of the Congressional Caucus on Women's Issues, to sign
up for Child Support Enforcement Month, so we could get a nation-
al proclamation for the President. That would almost seem the nat-
ural thing for them to do, but I am told we are very short of co
sponsors for that, Child Support Enforcement Month.

They are trying to get August 1983 designated by President
Reagan, but they need a whole bunch more cosponsors in the
House to make that work.

Those are the kinds of things that I see thbt are going to take a
lot of time and a lot of people, and I think it can be done. '

Thank you very much.
(The prepared statement follows:)

SfrATEMENT OP SUE P. HUNTER, ADMINISTRATOR, SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT DIVISION,
OFFICE OF JEFFERSON PARISH DISTRICT ATTORNEY, AND PRESIDENT, LOUISIANA
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT ASSOCIATION ON BEHALFOF LOUISIANA DISTRICT AT.
TORNEYS ASSOCIATION, i

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: We are grateful Or this opportuni-
ty to testify on proposed changes to the Child Support Enforcement Program.
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I sin Sue P. Hunter. Administrator of the Support Enforcement Division in the
office of District Attorne,y John M. Mamoulides in Jefferson Parish, Louisiana. I
speak for the Louisiana District Attorneys Association and as President of the Lou-
isiana Child Support Enforcement Association.

We are pleased that the Women's Congressional Caucus has seen fit to include
child support in the Economic Equity Act. It opens the door for a genuine national
debate on the future direction of the support enforcement program.

Senator Russell Long has described IV-D (child support) as the Ugly Duckling
while IV-A (AFDC-Welfare) is Santa Claus. It's an apt description.

We are all aware of the enormous sums (same $30 billion annually) being spent
through IV-A on Aid For Dependent Children, Medicaid and food'stamps. It well
may be time that Congress rethinks its approach to the issue of poverty among chil-
dren. The decision could be made to shift focus from treatment of the symptom to
the cause of the problem lack of child support. If so, the Ugly Duckling will come
into its own.

In comparison to the resources devoted to IV-A, Congress's investment in IV-D is
miniscule. Yet the IV-D program collected almost $1.8 billion in child support last
year $2.99 for every $1 spent.

While child support enforcement has moved quite a distance in the past seven
years, we take no pride in knowing that less than 50 percent of the women who
were due support payments in 1981 received all they were due.

We should be doing better and we will. Proposals before Congress would give us
more effective enforcement techniques which will further increase child support col:
lections.

But to us the most significant point of the proposals is the eniphaiis shift from
child support collected for welfare reimbursement to equal treatment for all ehil-
dren who need child support. The conflict- of equal treatment will exist so long as
federal funding continues to be dependent on the dollars collected for only some of
the recipients who need our services.

Congress must make a basic public policy decision:
Will there be a cost effective child support enforcement program? Or will there be

an effective national support enforcement program benefitting all the children who
need support services?

Is it of greater public interest to have a program where the federal government
receups much, most, or all of its immediate investment or one which will recoup
only some immediately with the sure knowledge that the long term investment will
be repaid over and over?

We are greatly concerned that while sweeping changes are being pro for
child support enforcement (both in techniques and in numbers of individuals served)
that proposals for reductions in the funding formula seem to be also going forward.
If both should occur, state and local governments would simply not be in a position
to carry out mandates of the federal legislation.

If Congress is not willing to fund the non.welfare portion of child support enforce
ment and the Administration pursues further changes in funding. either by going to
a 65 percent Federal Financial Participation or to performance funding, the entire
program could be in jeopardy. Expections of women across the country will be
raised while services are more likely to be cut than expanded.

Louisiana may be typical of other states. Local governments cannot increase local
match. The state relies heavily on district attorneys for enforcement. With reduced
funding they will either reduce personnel or drop the program entirely. Our State.
Enforcement Services Office projects a 64 percent drop in AFDC collections without ,

the district attorneys. Without them there would be interruption of services, in-
creased welfare costs, and increased cost to the State. This in turn ,would translate
to higher cost to the federal government through increased welfargrants.

Odr request is that we be given the financial resources to do a good job. The fund-
ing formula must be adequate to cover the work involved. A realistic appraisal of
money saved the federal government in welfare, medical benefits and food stamps
for service to non.welfare cases must be completed. Thfu factor should be figured
into a new funding formula, allowing room for growth as resources become available
for us to properly handle all those who need our services, and,the women know we
will provide them.

The issue of paternity establishment should also be considered when a funding
formula isdevised for equal treatment. With the growing percentage of out of wed-
lock births, efforts should be stepped up in this field. Instead, we must be quite se.
lective. A major factor in our determination of a paternity suit filing is the work
history of the alleged absent parent. Even if only 2 percent actually go to traias
the Department of Henith and Human Services avers, that 2 percent can be ex.
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trenielv expensive to a local office We estimate up to $4.000 in cost for a paternity
suit which goes as fur as appeal. with the probable return to the taxpayer taking
years. it ever. Without adequate funding. this aspect of the program will continue to
log.

We hope Congress chooses an effeetise national support enforcement program for
all. This seems to us the most correct politically, morally and business

Congress would still decide if non-u Aire recipients should pay anything for such
services. Opening the gates for everyone regardless of ability to pay for services will
arouse immediate opposition from private attorneys who with domestic matters
and will be threatened by loss of income.

Avails-1:e statistics show the plummeting financial circumstances for the woman
whet: divorce occurs. What a woman can afford to pay for an attorney for services
one year may be totally wiped out the nexi because no one can locate that absent
parent to get him to pay the child support he was supposed to.

On the other side of the coin. if a man agrees to pay child support and does so-
faithfully, why should he have to pay court costs or administrative fees on top of his
child support?

Some states have set up fees for handling non-welfare cases, but we understand
results have not been at all satisfactory. In other states, such as Louisiana, proposed
legislation for fees met an early and decisive defeat in committee action From all
indications, a similar fate awaits all such future Iegisla "on in our slate

There is little doubt that many of the legislative remedies offered in the proposals
before you will give badly needed enforcement techniques.

We support the automatic withholding of child support payments legislation intro-
duced by Representative Roukema and co-sponsored by Representative Lindy Boggs
and others However, there are problems with fees on collections as discussed above
Louisiana enacted a mandatory wage assignment for delinquent child support last
year Or..:e the Jefferson Juvenile Court Judges ciercame their initial mistrust of
Lou ana's new law. they have willingly signed court orders for us Since employers
are authorszed to take $:t per paycheck for handling expenses. there has been little
resistence from them. Even some payors have seemed relieved to have the :ssue set-
tled for them.

Louisiana's state income tax oftset.on refunds will become effective January 1,
1914 While an average state tax refund of $120 is fnr less than the $500 from feder-
al tax refunds we hope to collect $210,000 in child support from that source

We continue to have reservations about administrative procedures While they
may appear effective in some states, serious questions about due' process remain We
think that justice a better left to the courts, not to bureaucratic procedures

One of the reasons advanced for this process is an overburdened court system But
if the court is moving as rapidly as the administrative process would, is it desiratle
to destroy a working system simply for the sake of creating a new system"

Another reason advocated for administrative process is escape from emotional
confroutations found in courtroom situations. As a matter of fact, many, ii not most.
of the agreements which we obtain for child support now are voluntary and never
go into court unless there is non-compliance with the agreement W. edict that
enforcement through the courts will continue to be an essential pat, of the pro-
gram.

The Department of Health and human Services has focused on the above named
measures as saving the federal government ?Sr million during each of the next
three federal fiscal years.

Logic disputes that estimate. It would tali, one fiscal year for tea to enact
the mandatory state legislation A second year goes by before p. Aires are in
place. By the third yeti- savings would be reihred, which should then begin to grow,
Rather than remain at the same specified level

We totality our support for federal income tax offsets for non welfare cases unless
there is a posito v verification of delinquent support before the offset request is sub-
mitted to Cie Internal Reienue Service. Without this, there is no means of verifica-
tion for support payments or past due support

While we understand the limited nature of the medical support requirement, we
still have serious questions about this proposal It woe Id be a nightmare to adnunis
ter, and costs could far outweigh benefits This would insolic both the employer and
the insurance company as well as the absent pare'.t 11 medical benefits become a
part of the child support order. would we not be Ander the same obligation for en-
forcement' And what party would we seek for redress if support is paid but not
medical benefits'
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Filing hens against property and estates wittquire specialized staff to research
the matter to deternun if there is enough equity to justify the expense of seizure,
sale. sheriff's costs, clerk of court fees. etc. Though probably effective in certain in-
stances, its use may not be as widespread as some other techniques. We do need to
be aggressive and innovative in pursuing different means of enforcement.

The child support clearing house concept is the most far reaching proposal of all.
It seems to us that it will require the most painstaking attention to detail, take the
longest to implement and be the most expensive. There should be an escape hatch
for those who do not want or need IV-D services.

The sheer volume of adding practically every child support order or agreement in
the country to the IV-D caseload almost boggles one's mind. As one small example,
the IV-D collections in Jefferson Parish Juvenile Court was only 16 percent of the
total amount collected there in 1982 for child support. Add the orders in 15 Jeffer-
son District Courts, and you can better appreciate the volume. Even with an excel-
teat automated system, a greatly expanded 1V-D staff will be needed. The organiza-
tional aspects to convince every local court system to come under this mandate will
present major challenges.

There are many variable factors which determine the effectiveness of the Child
Support Enforcement Program within an individual state. Among these are its state
laws, support enforcement history, organization, staffing, enforcement procedures
and unemployment statistics. In carrying out new mandated provisions_, we ask for
caution and restraint rather than inflicting a super system designed in Washington.
Each state has its unique circumstances, strengths and weaknesses and should be
best equipped to make the necessary adjustments to provide effective implementa-
tion of new requirements.

Previously, the feueral government Aught to improve state performance by pro-
posing funding changes. Perhaps this could be accomplished by taking a different
approach analysis of performance. While other states issued job descriptions and
summary of duties, Louisiana established minimum caseload performance standards
for different types of assignments. A staff member is expected to dispdfe of a given
number of cases or collect from a given percentage of assigned cases during a
month Using such a system in connection with the number of referrals, one can not
only track individual, office and state performance but can also determine staffing
needs and allocation of resources.

There are production standards which could be up in any state, regardless of
the system Louisiana will seem have reviewers for quality control independent of
the State Enforcement Services Offices They will establish acceptable error rates on
the production standards Other federal programs, sue' as IV-A, Medicaid and food
stamps. have established minimally acceptable error .ates. The Office of Child of
Support nfi.ireement might want to look at federal r?gulations used for compliance
audit purposes and compile error rates instead of faulting at each state independ-
ently

Some points in conclusion:
No one remedy can provide the total answer. Automation, streamlining and

strengthening enfuriement procedures are extremely important and badly needed.
Still, if e%et. y proposed amendment passed Congress and was signed into law this
w,t k. support enfumemeat would nut become 100 percent effective by the end
of Itis:1

Both , Oki in Congress who make the la and the millions of women who need
support fur their children must recognIz- :he time lag before benefits begin to
.inure The autital will probably be minimal at first, and questions coming
from heightened expettetions will be togh to answer. Even after all the laws are in
full operat:an. much will remain to be done.

The prime point that would make the difference is a national change in attitude
to make paying ilia support the accepted and necessary thing to do rather than
the mem situation as it exist, today This ivdt take art enormous education effort,
particularly among those who owe child support.

Stale legislators and all Close concerned is ith the judicial system need to be more
iniolved in finding solutions for the problems of child support. State laws and their
Itmlim..At ton help or hinder the national program. Variations in laws and interpreta-
tion also make a great difference an the handling of interstate eases. So even though
Gational sulutunn. are essential. implementation at the state and local level will con-
tinue to have a great deal to do with the effectiveness of the )rogram.

ISt. Kg,' that the Administrution .nd Congress will change its emphasis from re-
, uupmt-nt of federal funds to seri ice fur all those who need child support. We think
that an investment null 1..oduie long lasting benefits for the taxpayer as well
as for proem and future generations of children.
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Thank you for the opportunity to express these views.

SUMMARY OE TESTIMONY

The Jefferson Parish District Attorney, the Louisiana District Attorney's Associ
ation and the Louisiana Child Support Enforcement Association support a purpose
statement which assures equal treatment to all *those who need child supportpPro
vided that sufficient federal funds are allocated on a dependable, ongoing basis td
carry out the needed services.

Congress must make a basic public policy decision about the future direction of
the support enforcement program. A shift to an effective national program for all
will produce the most benefits for all concerned.

Changes in funding-should include provisions to cover costs of paternity, suits
where necessary to go to court.

We endorse additional enforcement techniques which will help us to do a more
effective jpb In particular, we support wage withholding and state tax offsets.

Questions about quasijudicial or administrative process remain. A strong role of
enforcement through the courts must be maintained

The cleaning house concept will take a very long time to Ailly implement and will
be exceedingly expensive. It is worthy of pursuit but will require many federal dol.
lays.

Laws passed at the national level must be carried out by state and local officials.
These are the people best equipped to make the necessary adjustments to provide
effective execution of new requirements.

Analy4s of performance through a federal quality control program could assist
Office of Child Support Enibroement in determining effectiveness of operation.

No one remedy will provide the total answer. A national change in attitude to
make paying child support the accepted and necessary thing to do is basic to sue.
cess.

Chairman FORD. Ms. Edwina Peters, you are recognized.

STATEMENT OF EDWINA PETERS, PRESIDENT, FAMILY SUPPORT
COUNCIL OF THE CALIFORNIA DISTRICT ATTORNEYS ASSOCI-
ATION, AND ADMINISTRATOR, LOS ANGELES C4ANTY BUREAU
OF FlAbIlLY SUPPORT

Ms. PETERS. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I, too,
like the other people who came from all across the United States
was on the plane yesterday when the administration's proposal was
changed and I did send written testimony and I would appreciate
changing that.

I am the president of the California Family Support Council and
the administrator of the Bureau of Family Support for Los Angeles
County and in that capacity I come in contact with a great marny
child support cases. We have 320,000 active child support cases in
our jurisdiction, 56 percent of those aises are nonwelfare.

Permit me to be redundant and reitrate. There is a sorry state of
affairs that exists in the United States. Parents are not living up to
or shouldering their responsibility and that is supporting their chil-
dren.

The figure that was quoted this morning out of the Census
Bureau, 40 percent of the parents, only 40 percent of the parents
are paying is an overstatement. That figure is for those cases
where a child support obligation has been established. There are
many numbers of children out there who do not have an order for
their parents to pay support. They do not have an order establish-
ing, paternity.

A great portion of the responsibility of the child support program
is to establish paternity and the support of obligation and nation-
wide when you talk about the 40 percent they are paying only
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slightly over 11 percent. Of the children who are on welfare have
their parents paying support. And to that point I want to point out
that Mrs. Kennelly 's bill, H.R. 2374 contains a clear statement of
the purpose of the child support program. This is very much
needed.

Some would say that the current law states the purposes of the
program, and I think that it clearly does state that we will provide
this service for people who are receiving welfare assistance and for
those who apply for the services who are not receiving welfare as-
sistance.

However, administrations do change and bureaucrats in their en-
thusiasm interpret the written word differently as has the bureau-
crat that we are dealing with at this time. They belie that the
measure of a successful program is how much welfare are they col-
lecting related to the cost of the total program and, of course, as
you have heard from Mr. Abbott who has the most successful pro-
gram, I beg to differ. I think that the program that may be most
successful is the program that establishes the greatest number of
paternities. The program that serves both segments of society,
those parents who are supporting their children without benefit of
welfare assistance, as well as those who are on welfare.

The language in Mrs. Ken nelly's bill is a clear and concise state-,
ment which leaves no doubt about the purpose of the program, I
don't think that subsequent administrati. its and bureaucrats can
change that statement into something that they would like to see.

We must have offsets from the Federal tax refunds. Yes; I be-
lieve Mr. Campbell pointed out this morning in Connecticut, for ex-
ample. that there were pr9blems with notice. Did the absent parent
get notice? There were problems with amounts that were submit-
ted for arrears, and I will come back to that in a minute, and prob-
lems with new spouses.

You will recall, however, that we collected over $166 million
from recalcitrant parents on welfare cases alone. And if we collect
the same amount for children who are not receiving welfare assist-
ance, the trouble that we incarred is well worth it.

I want to point out that the trouble with arrearages and whether,
of not the amount was accurate, I want to clarify that a little.

At the time that we have to submit welfare arrearages, and I
. don't know what it is Or other States, but in California we have to

identify the amount of a welfare arrearage by September 1 of the
year prior to the intercept. When you do that, it is possible that an
absent parent can reduce the amount of the arrearage before the
intercept is made. Under regulation now, it is necessary that any
amount that may have been intercepted, if the arrearage has been
reduced by subsequent payment or collection or enforcement ef-
forts, will have to be refunded to that person unless he is willing to
apply it to his nonwelfare arrears.

Now you tell me how many of these good guys are going to be
willing to apply his tax refund to his nonwelfar. arrears? There
are very few. And as I said before and I state it again, the trouble
that we had with the tax intercept program is well worth it if chil-
dren who are out there being supported by one parent have the
benefit of that tax intercept program.

1
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I must agree with Mrs. Roukema's bill, H.A. 3354 and her com-
ments on the mandatory wage assignment. In California, we have
had a wage assignment law since the Welfare Reform Act was cited
under the Reagan administration in our State. We have had
attliges to the wage assignment law that now make it mandatory
or at least not discretionary with the court if the person is in ar-
rears in an amount equal to 2 months over a 24-month period, then
it is not discretionary with the court that a wage assignment will
be ordered.

However, there is a notice requirement. We have to serve the
payer, the obligator, with notice that we intend to do that. I think
that Mrs. Roukema's bill goes a long way to make a statement
about how the Nation feels, how Congress feels, how the.practition-
ers feel and the public at large feels about-the problem of child
support. A ""-

Someone said this morning about waiting for that 2-month
period because you really shouldn't penalize the good guy1who is
making his payment. Let me tell you that the good guys are few
and far between and anything that changes his circumstances can
make him or render him no longer a good guy. And you give him a
chance to make a decision about whether he will pay his child sup-
port when something has caused him to chinge his mind or atti-
tude, he will make the choice that he will let that child support
payment go.

The person who pays his child support and has every intention of
paying his child support upfront has no problem at all. The child
support payment will come out of his check just as his taxes and
his social security payment and his car payment to the credit
union. He suffers to disadvantage. He has a child support obliga-
tion which should be his first obligation right upfront. There is no
disadvantage.

We are pleased to hear about the change made yesterday in the
administration's funding proposal. Basic funding on which local
governing bodies can make intelligent decisions on allocation of re-
sources and appropriations for carrying out the program as neces-
sary. If incentives are granted, they should be clear and credible. If
they are not, local governing bodies cannot base the program or
the appropriation on betting on the outcome, so to speak.

It should continue to be paid on the welfare cases because any-
time we see that we are measured for performance by taking one
section out of the program, we find that the rest suffer from that.

We should pay and receive incentives on the nonwelfare case be-
cause the local program earns nothing other than public support if
they are working on cases where welfare is not being received and
no incentives are received.

We should see that incentives are paid to the collecting jurisdic-
tion on interstate cases. At the present time in welfare interstate
cases there is an attempt at paying incentives and a sharing of
that by the receiving jurisdiction and the collecting jurisdiction. It
has been so cumbersome that many jurisdictions have never re-
ceived incentives from that mechanism. If th incentive was paid
at the, jurisdictional level where the collectio is made, then they
are going to be willing and eager to establish and enforce that obli-
gation and everyone benefits from that.
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Incentives should be paid on establishing paternity. I do not at
this time suggest a formula for that incentive or a percentage that
should be paid, or if it should be off the first payment or what. But
the benefits of establishing paternity are long range and go much
further than merely the issue of support. This is an expensive ac
tivity and there has been considerable pressure on States to meet
the cost effective measure used by the Office of Child Support En-
forcement and that measure is what is the cost of your program
related to welfare collections, not what is the measure of your suc-
cess in establishing paternity and working on interstate cases
where no incentives are paid and serving the nonwelfare client. We
have not been given credit for our effectiveness in that area.

Our council has serious questions about the mandating of quasi-
judicial or administrative procedure. There is no certainty that an
administrative hearing officer can handle a greater volume of cases
than a judge can. Funding for such an expensive revision is an-

_ other cost for this program and it is an overlaying or another layer
on the court system that already exists. In California, we had an
administrative procedure to establish support obligations and pa-
ternity which was overturned by our court of appeals and our Cali-
fornia Supreme Court. We have had problems with paternity estab-
lishment, stipulations taken to judgment without benefit of a court
hearing and on contempt matters when a person is not personally

o served or the hearing has been made by a commissioner rather
than a judge.

It would be foolhardy to think that we could establish a quasi-
judicial hearing that would take the place of that if our courts of
appeals and the Supreme Court would simply overturn it after a
period of time and then those judgments would be in question or
void.

One solution to that would be to mandate time limits much as
they have in the criminal cases for child support matters.

California has before its legislature now proposals for nonwelfare
tax intercept. We have had a tax intercept program in the welfare
area for 4 years now. It is doing very well and each year, no matter
what those people who felt that, well, next year the collections
would be lower, it has increased year after year.

We have legislation now going through that body for mandatory
wage assignment, for support schedules and the Governor has ap-
pointed or is now in the process of appointing a blue ribbon com-
mission for the study of the child support program.

We do intend and have a strong desire to improve the child sup-
port program in every way we can in California and I think that
we are working toward that goal.

As to the public trustee or central registry of child suppdit
orders and child support payments, we feel that the concept cannot
be implemented until metropolitan accounting systems are pre-
pared to handle the volume of payments. We do not disagree that
it is a wonderful idea. We do feel that it will be costly. We do
know, we have great experience in transition or implementation
times and we would hope that any legislation or laws that would
be passed would take that into consideration that there must be a
period of time to load data and go through that transition period.
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The statute is written in terms of the State having the depository
and in California some of our jurisdictions are very large. I spoke
to-you about the size of ,my jurisdiction. In a reasonably populous
State, it would seem appropriate, perhaps that the depository
should be at a local level. And as it is in Michigan, by express judi-
cial approval, some cases should be permitted to pay outside the
system and it should be only so long as there is no default and it is
mutually desirable.

We appreciate the recognition of Congress and the problems and
the strong display of their interest in doing something which will
serve to improve the quality of lire for the millions of children
living in single-parent families in the United States.

Thank you.
Chairman Fop. Thank you, Ms. Peters and thank you to each

member of the panel for the testimony today.
[The prepared statement follows:]

STATEMENT OF EDWINA M. PETERS, PRESIDENT, ON BEHALF OF THE FAMILY SUPPORT
COUNCIL OF THE CALIFORNIA DISTRICT ATTORNEYS ASSOCIATION

SUMMARY

The District Attorney's Family Support Council supports the efforts of the spon-
sors to expand the child support program.ilut it offers in this testimony suggestions
to improve specific proposals and several concepts not considered by the sponsors.

Specifically, testimony is being offered in support of proposals on central informs-
tion clearinghouse, garnishment of tax refunds, medical reimbursement, property
liens, state tax refunds garnishment for n orewelfare cases, administrative proce-
dures, wage assignments, blood tests, security bonds for support, obtaining default
judgments, guide for support amounts, bankruptcy reforms, federal allotments,
quarterly reportiak of wage withholding information, and reporting past due sup-
port. to credit agencies.

Importantly, testimony is included expressing opposition to a proposal aimed at
restructuring funding for support enforcement programs.

Lastly, suggestions are submitted for further program improvements.

STATEMENT

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I want to thank the Committee for this opportunity to present this testimony to

you on behalf of the California District Attorney's Family Support Council. I am
Edwina M. Petrs, President of that organization. The purpose of-this testimony is
to support thu provisions of the legislative proposals before you that expand and
strengthen the procedures for enforcement of child support obligations. Hawe%;r. we
must express opposition to the attach on the current funding mechanisms. Further
we offer suggestions to improve and expand on the concepts being considered here.

Background
The problem of child support enforcement and public welfare expenditures has

been recognized as a national concern by Congress since 1967, and by the states long
before that. Early attempts at the federal level to encourage support enforcement
were examined by the General Accounting Office 1.0.A.0.) In 1973, and pronounced a
failure because of weak leadership. This was caused in part by lack of fiscal incen-
tive at the local level.

In 1975, Title IV-D was passed, providing 75 percent federal financial participa-
tion and 15 percent of support collections that repaid welfare costs being rebated to
local government. Support enforcement began to pay dividends to the taxpayer. It
cost $450,000,000 in 1980 to do this work, but under Title IV-D, $603,000,000 in
A.F.D.C.-related support was collected, and an additional $900,000,000 was collected
to keep families off welfare. Even without the cost avoidance factor, the taxpayer
received a dividend of $00,000,000. Further, the rate of A.F.D.C. growth decreased.

In California, welfare dependence is eliminated by support enforcement in-ap-
proximately fifty percent of the state's non-welfare cases. The taxpayer benefits by
redubeci welfare expenditures.
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H.H.S. proposal for funding of the chrld,support enforcement program
The proposal out forth by the Department of Health and Human Services (H.H.S.)

requires that alter program costs are met, the excess, if any, of collections
over cost be split with the federal government based on the A.F.D.C. matching rate.
In states that do not collect enough to equal total cost, the federal government
would pay part of the difference based on the,A.F.D.C. matching rate.

In jurisdictions that do not collect enough on A.F.D.C. cases to cover costs, the
promise of a partial federal subsidy will make no difference. The program will be
cut back to equal A.F.D.C. collections. While tins group of states includes New York,
at leesttome of the jurisdictions in question are smaller and poorer. Arkansas, West
Virginia. Louisiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee all fall within this group. Others,
such as Nevada, have been so effective in reducing the welfare caseload that they
have very few cases left on which to collect.

The followiminegative results will occur under Office of the Child Support En-
forcement's (0C-5ElProPesal:

(1) Reduction in paternity establishment. If this effort is reduced, future support
rights of a whole generation will be lost. A significant factor which has contributed
to the increpsed growth of the welfare program (AFDC) is the number of children
born out-of-wedlock. According to statistics maintained by the National Health
Center in 1979, there were an estimated 597,80Q out-of.wedlock bies born in Amer-
ica. This was approximately 17 percent of all births, but is even more striking when
sompared to statistics of a decade ago. In 1970, unwed mothers had 399,900 babies,
or 10.7 percent of all births for that year. OCSE reports that the large increase in
the non-marital birth rate has brought a corresponding increase in the cast of AFDC
funding. The 'inherent right" of the child starts with paternity establishment. Le-
gally identifying tik: father establishes potential Social Security, veteran's 'assist-
ance benefits, insurance beaefits, and potential inheritance rights. It is the first step
in shifting the burden of support from a government program back to both parents.

(2) Reduction in interstate enforcement. Since the enforcement agency's job will
depend solely on skimming the cream off local A.F.D.C. collections, substantial fees
oilt have tole expected or cases will be put o the back burner. This may create
individual state havens (or parents unwilling to pport t eir children.

(3) Effort on norewelfare cases will be reduced, notwit landing H.H.S.'s efforts to
impose a fee nationwide. Relegating such cases priority invites reapplica-
tion to IV-A for welfare benefits since then th d support will'be enforced with.
out a fee. This savings in IV-A txrant costs wil lost. The cost of administering a
non-welfare child support case under Title IV-D is infinitely cheaper than a title
IV-A (A.F.D.Cdwelfare) case In 1980, in California, a non-welfare IV-D case in Cali-
fornia cost $116.15 per year to administer, based on H.H.S. statistics. The average
A.F.D.C. (IV-A) case in California cost1480 per year to administer. In terms of ad-
ministrative costs, it is much cheaper to keep a family. off A.F.D.C. If only 47 per-
cent of the nonwelfare child support cased in California went on A.F.D.C. for only
one month, the IV-A cost would exceed $35,000,000.

(4) The dollar saved by the states, even in the short run, will quite probably never
find its way out of the state. The revenue Office.of Management and Budget
(O.M.B.) projects is a chimera. This is because the H.H.S. proposal will induce the
states to keep and spend all the collections.

(5) It is axiomatic that in government, expenditures rise to equal any fixed pool of
cash available. But in the present funding system, no such threat exists since there
is no fixed pool of cash. Each budgetary increment now requires a new and separate
appropriation of-local or state funds equal to 30 percent of the item. Thus, each
budgetary item must stand on its own merits. At present, the program managers
take a certain level of pride in holding down costs. Under the H.H.S. proposal, if
cash collected on A.F.D.C. cases is not fully used, the local jurisdiction will have lost
available funds. This will encourage overspending.

16) The proposed "performance incentives" cannot be compu ed or relied upon
until after the fiscal year. Thus, there will be no incentive to the states to keep pro-
gram staff active. Incentives will simply be unbudgeted revenue. Further, H.H.S.
uses economically unsound and unproductive ratios as benchmarks. Instead of the
criteria of comparative rate of return on investment (comparing the rate of return
with the market rate of Interest), they use the spurious criteria of cost versus collec-
tion The protection in the present program from excessive stato costs is removed
and no alternative less costly alternative is available. Therefore, federal costs will
increase, To try to prevent the- expen fiture of the taxpayers' $150,000,000 on Wel
vent items, the federal government will have to put in the field an army of inspec-
tors general. The inevitable lawsuits would follow, with government lawyers on both
sides arguing whether any individual appropriation could be reasonably related to
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paternity proof or mid Auppurt enforcement. A budget approval system would like-
wise be expensive and burdensome to establish and maintain.

at Lack of credible and workable funding mechanisms will weaken n vigorous
support enforcement program. Generally, failure to enforce support while taxing
people to pay welfare to the unsupported family encourages procreation without
regard to responsibility on the part of those who are unwilling to support their
issue

is, The propriety of charging a fee in non-welfare support cases to enforce crimi-
nal and quasi-criminal statutes is open to question in itself. In urban areas, the fee
has inhibited cooperation in the 1V -I) program for the low-income, single parent and
often proved more costly to collect than it was worth. Many urban areas observed
that the clinic-like atmosphere of IV-D offices screened out middle and high-income
cases and that for low income families, the offer of this service avoided welfare de-
pendence. In no case has it been determined that a fee produces significant revenue.

Public trustee or central registry
This proposal would pattern the nation's child support system after the Michigan

program, by requiring that all support be paid through a public agency. The Michi-
gan system continues to set the pace nationally in collections on welfare cases,
showing the efficiency of a system that keeps track of every support case from the
time it is filed. The concept minimizes duplication of effort and results in cost sav-
ings as a result of a constant monitoring of the support case without regard to de-
fault. Since non-support is a crime, it also functions as a crime prevention unit.
Such a concept will be independently investigated in California this year with an
increasing number of varied interest groups in support thereof. The foregoing not-
withstanding, the proposal for a central registry does have problems:

First, the concept cannot be implemented until metropolitan accounting sys
ferns are prepared to handle the volume of payments. There must be an adequate
implementation time period.

t2i The sti.tute is written in terms of the "state" having the depository. In any
reasonably populous state, the depository should be at the local level.

131 By express juthcal approval, some cases should be permitted to pay outside of
the system. This is permitted in Michigan only so long as there was no default and
it is mutually desired.

Gorntslirnent of lax refunds for nontrelfare cases
The District Attorney's Family Support Council enthusiastically supports this core

rcpt However, the statute should be reviewed to make clear that the monies are
being -;eized under a garnishment concept and not a set-off of mutual debts. It
should be clearly understood that the right the public has to set-off takes priority
over private rests. Sec. 630:iibi of the Internal Revenue Code, consigning private
litigation to the appropriate state court, should be incorporated.

Sledual reunbursezent
So Wag as the iV-D funding structure is kept intact, this should be a manageable

program requirement. However, there may have to be a separate structure orga-
:wed to litigate dams against the instis,er. The statute does not define the coverage
01 the medical insurance tie amount of deductible, if any, exceptions to medical
needs provided for, etc. P.

Property hens
The Family Support Council supports this proposal. This statutory requirement is

manageable since ever% to has some vehicle for recording a judgment lien. How-
mer. the language may be improved by cl.rifying whether the lien applies to prop-
erty acquired after recording or whether continuous recording is necessary and by
defining the terms "property" and "estate".

State lox refund gurnuhmet for nonwel fare cases
this proposal u. a logical extension of the sot-off eon( trit and is supported by this

council. However, it must be conceptually distinguished from set-off in the statute
Claims of lack of due process have been raised in federal court in the existing pro
gram. Federal courts do not seem to be well versed on state divorce procedure and
are publishing rulings that denigrate the process. Because of this somstates may
be reluctant to extend this program until these federal questions are rnsoived.
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Administrative procedures
The California Family Support Council seriously questions imposing this concept

as a federal mandate. While some small states have found administrative courts
helpful, other states function in a timely manner through their judiciary. To create
a separate level of judiciary at the state level that can inpose permanent obligations
on individuals raises the potential of a whole new series of due process problems.
There is no certainty that administrative hearing officers will be an improvement.
A non-judicial procedure would be useless for paternity and contempt proceedings.

Funding for such an extensive revision of the state s judicial system is another
problem. As an alternative, it is suggested that state courts be mandated to grant
hearings on support matters within limited time frames. The state's obligation to
comply with time limitation could be incorporated into the grant in aid pmfram
surrounding Title IV-A. Thus, the time problems that resulted in the administra
tive process suggestion could be met with this less expensive alternative.

Wage assignmentsmandatory and voluntary
The California Family Support Council supports this concept.

Use of scientific tests to determine paternity .

The decision as to which genetic tests are scientifically acceptable has until now
rested with the courts. This bill would vest this authority with the Secretary of
luta It is submitted that this is one area which judicial discretion should not be
invaded to the degree this statute suggests.

, Security bond for support
This concept is already found in the revised Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of

Support Act tURESM tadopted nationwidel, and in the Uniform Desertion and Non
Support Act iodopted in :10 states.l. California includes this m its civil support laws.
Conceptually, it IS a proper part of a support program and is supported by this coun-
cil.

An ability to obtain a dclisult judgment
The procedure as available implicitly in any civil proceeding and, under certain

circumstances, in some criminal procedures. Due process considerations arise if the
refusal to cooperate was based on a correctly formed legal opinion that the court in
which, the action was initiated did not have jurisdiction. Adding, after the words
"carried out", the phrase "in a court or administrative tribunal of competent juris
diction" should cure the defect.

An object we guide on a state.bystate basis for supporl orders
This provision will have difficulty in being accepted by the states since it intrudes

directly into judicial discretion at the local level. If it were rewritten to make state
receipt of IV-A funds conditional on using a scale of support orders that would
assure the federal government of significant recoupment of those funds, it should
withstand judicial scrutiny. *

. k
Bankruptcy reform \

This council endorses the bankruptcy reform measures pioposed by current leg's.
lation and suggests that Chapter X111 be reviewed for reform. Recoupment of delin
quent support has been thwarted under Chapter XIII plans by continued plan re
newel and prevention of tax interception by some bankruptcy courts.

Federal allotment
While in California this appears unnecessary because of powerful garnishment

laws, this allotment will simplify support collection where statutes are less progres-
sive. It is, therefore, endorsed.

Quarterly *stem of individual wage withholding
This council supports this proposal. It will improve the potentinl for location of

absent parents and determining their ability to pay support.

Reporting of post due support to credit agencies
A delinquency in paying on a support order is no less a bad debt :han a failure to

pay on consumer credit. Privacy statutes ought to be reviewed to permit a free flow
ul this credit information. This would encourage individuals whose business depends
on credit, notable the seltemployed small businessman, to give greater priority to
his tor her) support order. The council supports this concept.

-- t.
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Suggestions

Below is a listing of suggestions developed by members of the California Family
Support Council for improvement of program techniques.

(II Reevaluate and reinforce the tax intercept program, whereby a tax refund is
set off against past-due mid support owed on a welfare case. A realistic assessment
of «Apected recovery is $60,000,000; $100,000,000 of which would end up in the fed-
eral treasury. Thus, the federal shortfall would be made up by a system already in
place. If the present, IV-D funding system stays in place. it can be expected that
more state governments will participate in this program. Also, once a set-off proce-
dure 13 established, the money continues to roll in during succeeding years without
further administrative costs. Therefore, for the next several years, this collection
tool alone should make up the difference between federal expenditures and costs.

124 Federal court registration of orders, 42 USC 660 authorizes use of the federal
court to determine support controversies limited to cases where there is a court
order and the case has been rejected by the state of resitl4nce of the obligated
parent. The approval process is cumbersome and the statute should be revised to
permit registration with the federal court-without prior H.H.S. approval. Also, it is
suggested that: (1) nationwide garnishment should issue from the district court on
the registered order; (2) the district court be authorized to refer to state court sub-
stantive issues of family law; (3) restrict revenue to the district where the order was
entered; and (4) provide this remedy to private counsel. By using the federal court,
due process rights would be protected and the scope-of enforcement enhanced; (5) as
to those cases where no order had be. 'n entered some consideration ought to be
given to creating Article 1 courts, comparable to Bankruptcy Courts. These courts
could be limited by the review now required under 42 USC 660 without the "prior
order" requirement.

;31 Deductibility of'child support. As an incentive to the obligated _parent, child
support could be treated similarly to spousal support for tax purposes. Where collec-
tions repay aid benefits, there should be no tax consequences by statute. The right
to this deduction could be conditional on a documented tack of delinquency.

Encouragement of family counseling through unions and employers. Family
problems do impact job performance and employability. The Family Resource
Center, providing counseling and emotional support for the family, is the military
answer. It is suggested this program be carefully studied and that federal effort en-
courage its duplication by employers and labor unions which deal w.th a significant
segment of the population By encouraging family stability and responsibility, sup-
port collection is made easier.

Any changes to the existing incentives structure should be evaluated for work-
ability The council concurs there is always a desire for improved program perform-
slice Incentives paid on improved performance are a viable method for effectuating
this result. Preferred options for incentives are: (al Continue to pay an incentive on
collections made on welfare cases; (h) pay incentives on non-welfare collections. This
encourages obtaining support orders in an amount sufficient to avoid welfare de-
pendency; lc; pay incentives to the collecting agency on both welfare and non-wel-
fare interstate cases: (di pay incentives on establishment of paternity.
Conclusion

According to Census Department figures, single-parent families receiving child
support increased during the period 1975 to 1978 (the last year for which figures are
available, from 1,200,000 to '2,200.000. Welfare growth has stopped, or appreciqbly
slowed, and the taxpayer is now receiving a dividend of $150.006,000.

Governor Reagan. in March 1971, stated to the California Legislature:
"Too many families are on welfare because of the failure of parents, usually the

absent father, to contribute to the support of their children. Where a parent is cape-
Me of supporting his children but refuses to do so, the fairest soheion is to legally
enforce his obligation rather than force the taxpayer to make up for the parents
unwillingness to provide adequately for his own offspring."

The vast majority of states and counties have responded to this call to action. Tice
rtsult has been the only form of welfare reform in the last forty years that has
worked. To now permit O.M.B. and H.H.S. to undercut this effort by their illcon-
ceived funding scheme neither serves the President nor the public.

Child Support enforcement has advanced in this country in just seven years, but
the social problems that produced Title IV-D are also growing. The authors of the
held support enforcement bills have made an important contribution to the dia.

logue over these social problems by recognizing the key to their resolution is ex
pandit); the protection for all single parent families. In so doing, they have given
substance to the statement of President Reagan earlier this year:
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We intend to strengthen enforcement of child support laws to ensure that single
parents, most of whom are women, do not suffer unfair financial hardship."

Such has also been the goal of the California District Attorney's Family Support
Council and the purpose of my testimony today. It is hoped that this testimony has
furthered that goal.

On behalf of the Family Support Council, I thank the Chairman and the Commit-
tee for permitting me to present these views.

Chairman FORD. I want to go backand you mentioned it, Ms.
Peters, and others mentioned that there are the absent parents in
this country who are meeting their obligations and obligations at
what rate, and in certain States it varies.

In California, is there any such help that can be given to those
who would like to submit their child support payments but at the
same time were never notified of a child that was born out of wed-
lock? I am referring to the case in California with LeVar Burton
who has offered and is trying to get the courts to let him pay $600
per month in child support after he learned that he had fathered a
child.

Ms. PETERS. I suppose in the LeVar Burton case, that case is from
my jurisdiction and I want to mention that Mr. Burton would have
us all believe that he is a perfect example of a father willing to
support his child and so on. I want you to know that we filed that
paternity lawsuit over 3 years ago and we have been dealing and
negotiating with Mr. Burton and his attorneys for that period of
time. We obtained a stipulation for support in the amount of $600
and for the payment of a health insurance plan and then and only
then did igiaeol3urton see fit toille a lawsuit to establish paternity
and pay support and obtain visitation rights.

Chajriprr FORD. Maybe we ought to strike that from the record
then.

Mr. THOMAS. Maybe he is a model case. -
Ms. PETERS. What I am saying is that that is typical. Once you

finally come to the realization- -
Chairman FORD. Well, I was only going on wfi'at we had read in

the media that he was unaware of the fact that he had ,fathered
the child.

Ms. PETERS. Well, he was served with a notice that he was being
sued over 3 years ago.

Chairman FORD. Well, he has publicly indicated that he is will-
ing to pay.

Ms. PETERS. We have obtained a stipulation and judgment in that
case and he should be willing. He had better pay.

Chairman FORD. Is the dollar amount set by the court or did he
set out the dollar amount per month? Did the courts make that de.
cision?

Ms. Prmas. It is a judgment.
Chairman FORD. It is a judgment?
Ms. PETERS. Yes.
Chairman FORD. Mrs. Kennelly.
The staff better get me a batter case than that.
Mr. THOMAS. If that is the high water mark, we are really in

trouble.
Mrs. KENNELLY. You began by reading a resolution, YOur Honor.

Did I miss clearinghouses in there or is that not in there on pur-
pose or how do you feel about a clearinghouse?
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Judge GALVIN. The judges felt very strongly about the present
system of many of us like the State of Michigan, the State of Ohio
have an agency which is either an arm of the court or controlled
by the court in some fashion, in the particular case of a place to
collect support, keep records of it and disburse it. hi many cases
there is already and have been for years statutes to do that and I
think that is one of the reasons Michigan has done so well is they
have a longstanding tradition of collection and recordkeeping in
child support cases. .

We continue as the judges to control that function because it be-
comes very difficult if someone says their supporter hasn't been
paid to agree on arrears. People just don't keep records. We have
found that over and over again. Just to give you an example, one
day an attorney walked in alleging defense that this man had paid
all of his support and brought me a garbage bag one-third filled
with cancelled checks and it became my time to spend my time at
home because there is no time anywhere else to go through and
make sure the check was paid to the person it was supposed to be
paid; that it wasn't paid for Christmas gifts, birthday gifts, general
gifts. utility gifts and so forth and it was in fact the order.

We felt that all support payments. should go to one place, prefer-
ably local or if' the judges in a smaller State wanted to refer it to
one clearinghouse in that State, not to deal with it, that would be
fine, too, bit we felt strongly that :4 should be through the court.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Are you saying that the judiciary could be the
clearinghouse?

Judge GALVIN. Yes. ..-
Mrs. KENNELS. Ms. Hunter, you were negative in some of your

comments, particularly from the 70 to O. How about both bills,
Mr. Campbell's bill and mine and leave it at 70?

Ms. HUNTER. Seventy would be just fine if we can't get 75 which(
is what we really would like to hatie.

Mrs. 'KENNELLY. But you can work with 70?
Ms. HIRVIT:R. Yes. I think we are going to be able to work with

70. You see, what has been happening in Louisiana, and I am sure
this is not unique at all, is that the district attorneys or the local
governments are not participating in the money that the State gets
over and above what is termed their saving;.

Mrs KENNELLY. But yon can live wit' it.
Ms. HUNTER. We can live with it' ut very comfortably.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Just one more question, Judge. I watched your

face'during some of the other testimony and I can see you have
had a lot of experience in this area. I would like to ask you that
question. Clearinghouses remain with the judiciary. Is there any-
dung else that you would like to highlight as the N. 1 thing we
should be looking at having looked at these proposals?

Judge GALVIN, The only other comment I think I would,make is
a major issue with us is when the wage withholding goes on at the
time of the initial order and for the sake of discussion, let's say the
initial order is the time of the final hearing and you know the case
isn't, going to e dismissed and so forth because the parties are
going to reconc le versus after a default. And quite honestly as
strongly enforc ment minded as I am until about 3 months ago I
would not have favored anything but waiting until a default had
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occurred even though I know The number of tremendous tax dol-
lars that go into it.

We became fully computerized in October so I asked the compute
er operator to run all the cases that were finalized between Octo-
ber, November and December, and December is notoriously a high
paying month so we were singling out high pay times. And we took
one-third of all the caseloads and we vaited-3 months so that we
knew we had at leasu .3month period of time of payment and I
wanted to see what the rate of payment was in a strong enforce-

' ment oriented situation where all the staff was encouraging sup-
port and there was the ability to voluntarily enter into it and the
statistics absolutely shocked me.

Nineteen percent of the total caseloads were in total compliance
or ahead for the first a months of the year. Of the total caseload,
14 percent were already on a voluntary wage withholding.on their
own. So that meant only 5 percent of the caseload was paying their
support order with the ability to write the check and that turned
me around in my thinking.

Chairman Foam Mr. Thomas.
Mr. THOMAS. And that is a mixture of both AFDC and non-

AFDC, the total caseload?
Judge GALVIN. Yes.
Mr. THOMAS. So what. you are saying is after this experience with

the review and the benefit of the computer that you are now' a
much stronger supporter. Are you an advocate of or are you consid-
ering looking at wagq'withholdling atthe time?

Judge GALVIN. First off, keerrin mind judges are like police offi-
cers. We follow the law. The law in the State of Ohio does not pro-
vide for the order until there is a default. I believe that it should
initiate it at the final order at that point in time.

Mr. THOMAS. Would you advocate it at the final order? You
would not put much stock in the check-in-hand relationship that
was described by Mr. Abbott from Utah in terns of handing the
check to the spouse.

Judge GALVIN. It usually happens on Stu 'ay night or Friday
night because he thinks his spouse isn't going to let him see the
children unless the support is paid. Yes, I support the clearing-
house.

Mr. THOMAS. Ms. Hunter, what was the 3.8 percent? Collections?
Ms. HUNTER. No. What I said was we were trying to decide how

Mr. Campbell's bill would affect on the incentives,
Mr. TtiomAsk You stated 3.8 percent in terms of collection?
Ms. HUNTER. %NO. We had 3.8 percent of our cases in our office

that we checked on that had been paying in full for the past 12
months.

. Mr. THOMAS. You don't have wage withholding?
Ms. HUNTER. Yes, we do have wage withholding. That was passed

in Louisiana a year ago and we have Started that and contrary to
what the judge said, we have had some people who have been laid
off because of it. But we are finding it a very satisfactory system.

Mr. THOMAS. The district attorney's -department in your State
probably has higher priorities than child support services. I have
heard some people say welfare departments have higher priorities
than children's services. Maybe sanitation departments have

89 436 o- 54--18 rgit4
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higher priorities. I think maybe we ought to really begin focusing
on the parent's and children s roles. If we don't have an agepey or
department that places it at a relatively high priority maybe we
ought to create another one. That is coming from a-conservative
Republican in term' of another layer of administration.

Ms. HUNTER. We are all the cor ts here. All we need to do is
figure out how tr, jet all these Wu r eople to church.

Mr. Nous. Ms. Peters, very quickly, what percentage do you
have of volunteer payments?

Ms. PETERS. Volunteer? I don't think there are any volunteer
payments.

Chairman FORD. You mentioned earlier that there xere those
who write their checks every--

, Ms. PETERS. If you are saying without paying thorugh a wage as-
signment or writs or whatever--

Mr. THOMAS. Just volunteer?
'Ms. PETERS. We have a very low percentage of people paying at

the total.
Mr. THOMAS. As the gentleman that the chairman thought he

had in hand, how many of them are there who really operate that
way?

Ms. Pstzits. I would say that we probably take in the neighbor-
hood of about 1,000 stipulations or agreements during a month.

Mr. THOMAS. Again this is coming from a Republican. I guess you
can hope that people will charge. I think if anybody looked at the
records and had thom computerized for some period of time, the di-
rection is away from rather than toward compliance. I really think
that this is not only a useful role for Government but an absolutely
necessary one. You indicated the items that you check off on your
checkbook and you have all of these nee-wary items. Lcan't think
of anything more necessary in terms of responsibility than honor-
ing this obligation.

Chairman FORD. You keep mentioning that you are a Republi-
can, Mr. Thomas. Are you trying to raise the question of whether
Republicans pay theirs or not?

Mr. ThomAs. No. I think this is sometimes viewed as a partisan
issue because it gets all wrapped up with welfare and other items. I
really don't believe it ;s partisan and it ought not to be. And I
think the position of he administration in terms of the fact that
everybody wrote their testimony on a different bill would indicate
that the^e has been some pressure t' try to move in a convergence
pattern to come up with a program and a bill we caa work on in a
bipartisan manner.

Chairman FORD. Yes, Judge?
Judge GALVIN. I Just thought of one other thing that the Judgis

as a whole thought was extremely important to carry to you. They
thought that all of th e proposals of 2 months were far too long.
First off, we would ask this Most computers work in terms of
weeks. We would ask that you 'consider weeks because we can't
work in terms of days. That is mil

Second, you have to understand that most of us make our, court
orders, I think, weekly. At least in Ohio v,s do. You are automati-
cally giving a legislative veto to a court order. Every order that is
issued after the effective date of the statute you are really giving
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them a grace period of whatever this is because no judge, I don't
think, in the Nation is going to at that point say, "Well, if this is
what the Federal Government has said, we are giving you an extra
grace period." If you do itthe judges felt veil), strongly that 4
weeks, and I would also say in the State of Ohio we did a survey,
and for 4 weeks the State of Ohio was 90 percent overwhelming::
in favor of that period of time. Keep hi mind in Ohio it is only 10
days.

Ms. PETERS. Could I say one more thing?
Chairman FORD. Yes.
Ms: PETERS. You had some testimon earlier about the unem-

ployment intercept program and so on a d you expressed some con-
cern about whether or not we had en taking money from a
person who was living at a mihimum level, you might say. I
wanted to point out that if a single mother was earning $110 every
week, she would not be eligible for AFDC because her earnings
would be too great and yet that same mother would have to sup-
port the children no matter how many there were on that $110 a
week if she didn't get any money.

Chairman FORD. I understand that.
Ms. PETERS. So the intercept program for unemployment benefits

is not the total unemployment check but as a percentage of the un-
employment check and for current support.

Chairman FORD. I think we acted on some legislation in the last
Congress to make that possible. I was concerned about States being
relieved of their public assistance and welfare responsibilities to
the families like this to go to one side of the family and draw that
15 percent of the unemployment compensation when we know that
even with those funds and drawing them for a year that person
that lived below the poverty level just t... save the States an 4ddi-
tional $15 or $20 a month. That is the poiht I was trying to make.

We passed the legislation to make that possible. You know, you
win some and you lose some. I lust here today.

We thank you very much, Ms. Peters and all three of you for tes-
tifying before the committee.

We will call the next panel. The Organization for the Enforcement
of Child Support, Metro and Northern Virginia Chapters, Ms. Mar-
tha Mallardi, judicial chair, and we have FOCUS, Long Island, N.Y..
Ms. Fran Matters. president and founder; Parents Without Partners,
Inc.. Ms. Connie Mallett. president; KINDER (Kids in Need Deserve
Equal Rights). Ms. Marge Johnston, president, Detroit Chapter; and
the Children s ?oundation, Ms. Worth Cooley, project director.

Before you start. I have 4 minutes to vote on the House floor. I
was waiting for another member to get back. Let me say that we
are going to stand in recess for 2 minutes. That will give Mrs. Ken-
nelly time to get back. It is about 3 minutes before the vote is over.
If the witnesses will keep your seats at the witness table, Mrs. Ken-
nelly will be walking in any minute now and we will resume the
session.

[Brief recess.]
Mrs. KEIOIELLY. The first witness?
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STATEMENT OF )IARTHA %%MARDI, JeDICIAI, CHAIR. ORGANI-
ZATION FOR THE EIVORCENIENT OF CHILD SUPPORT. METRO
AND NORTHERN VIRGINIA CHAPTERS

Ms. MALLARD!. Good afternoon, Mrs. Kennelly. My name is
Martha Baker Ma Nardi and I am representing the Metro Chapter
of the Organizatio' 'or the Enforcement of Child Support and my
own non-AFDC State-represented I. hild support case in Prince
Georges County, Md.

My two children, Gina, age 14, and Terra, age 6, are presently
being deprived of basic necessities due to the shortcomings and in-
efficiencies of the present system of child support enforcement. I
am pleased to see the combined diversity of credentials and I feel
that my firsthand experience with the child support enforcement
system will add an otherwise missing element to the expertise.

Many testimonies of today,are the result of extensive studies pre-
pared by competent statisticians and other professionals. Their sta-
tistics and facts have proven to be invaluable in substantiating the
magnitude of the child support enforcement problem. Without
these studies we could not have captured the Nation's attention
but our orgnization is attempting to insure this continued ie2rest
by introducing the personal side to the otherwise impersonal stud-
ies.

I would like to do a case summary of my own happenings in the\ esstem.
Upon my petitioning the noncustodian parent herewith referred

\tu as defendant into the Montgomery County courts, the hearing
Master would register my California decree which is a child
sipport disorce order and set arrearages of nearly 2 years. At the
time I was employed and represented by attorneys who requested
the ,naster to make the defendant pay some moneys for child sup-
port, fee., in..urred for petitioning, a wage assignment lien, a con-
tempt finding or a modificItion for the monthly child support
amount which was then $105 for both children, since the master
knew of the defendant's steady employment.

A smack on the hand was rendered und the case file was lost. it
was never signed by the judge. My persistence found a clerk 3
months later Vo, hd then had it signed but told me I .nust repetition
the defendant for any enforcement of this registered Montgomery
County order.

In MO and 19bi, I worked three jobs to maintain my household.
This is addressing Mr. Ford's question about the hardship case. If I

orked the three jobs to sustain the family, I think that he could
t.hosel snow of cut grass or do. house work as I did to supplement.

After this, ill he 1th found me and I applied to social servic, by
filing then form, and meeting their interviews only to be told by a
caseworker I lAtib ineligihIc for services other than food stamps
_based on the scales set fat eligibility. Child support amounts were
tabulates; into niy inwme for eligibility although no moneys were
being paid and child support enforcement forms were never proc-
essed.

At this point I wro.e to the Governor asking that he review the
criteria for eligibility for services and the ...appenings in the child
suppoit hearings in Montgomery County. His timely response re-
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ferred me back to the same agency that then had me again fill out
the same forms cis I had done in my initial outreach for serv;
but this red light referral found me eligible this time for emergen-
cy funds and State's attorney representation.

I wrote a letter to the social services department supervisor who
admitted my prior application had not been properly handled but
could spend no more food from the table to appeal this issue, as he
suggested. My case has since been handled by the State's attorney's
office ;n Upper Marlboro, Md., who has represented me in seven
hearings since the inception of the child support order into Prince
Georges County. The first of the Prince Georges County hearings
wus held in July 1982 ending with the registration of the child sup-
port order, a pendente lite order of $200 a month to be paid toward
child support and the rescheduling of the case again in 3 weeks. No
child support moneys were paid.

The assessed arrearages of the Montgome ry County order were
totally unaddressed and the defendant was only scorned by the
master for his behavior. At the request of the master, this case was
only to be heard by him.

At the second hearing in the Prince Georges County courts, the
defendant appeared again, proper person although the mastir had
suggested that he obtain representation. The defendant told the
courts that he was unemployed with $150 weekly coming In from
ur?inployment Lompuisation and that he had only made one $50
payment on the pendente lite order. The master then set a perma-
nent monthly amount of child support of VOO, plus $50 toward the
arrears.

ftle master tu:.. the defendant to obtain epresentation and con
tinued the cage until September. Again no child support moneys
were pa. 1.. My State's attorney's request for a wage lien or unem-
ployment garnishment and any other relief was denied.

- The September hearing was rescheduled fur October where the
defender.. again, appeared proper person and was found in con
tempt fur haring only made one $50 payment on the child support
order. He was sentenced to 179 days in the House of Corrections
with a $2,000 bond and a purge figure of $1,000 for child support.
Tha crenclant bonded for $200 2 hours later and no moneys were
paid for chard upport and no work release was imposed.

At our fourth hearing ;n November, to show cause why the de-
fendant shouldn't Commence to serve the contempt order, the de-
fer-lamas public defender entered a plea of incilgency and t it re-
quest for anotner continuance was acknowledged. My Stat s attor-
ney argued against the continuance because the defend t did not
Lump]) with child support payments nor did he file exc -ptions. The
SLA:. attorre 's pleas were ignored as was my request for an un-
emplo mint lien. The defendant did not meet Maryland criteria
for public defense wbik.h was an income of $125 weekly yet he had
public iefense.

No I. i ild support relief was rendered in in, verbal appeal to
Judge MacCullum who signed the order. Hie statement was that

the man is literate and he doesn't belong in the House of Correc-
tions' which meant no incarceration with work release

Our fifth hearing was held in January where arrearages were as-
.a-ssed at over $2,0110 The defendant paid at that time $765 on the
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$1,000 purge figure. He promised the master he would comply if
the case was continued. Sentencing was not imposed and the con-
tinuance was granted until May 16. Again, no implementing of a
wage lien or unemployment lien or tax interception although the
support collections unit, which is our clearinghouse arm for the
courts and the State's ,attorney's office, met administrative process
requirements.

"We have no budget for non-AFDC tax irterception cases," said
...---..Human Resources in Baltimore.

The defendant petitioned me then to court for modification of the
permanent child support amounts in April. There I submitted per-
sonal financial statements, Federal scares and estimates of ability;
for both of u to pay child support based on his minimum wage and
my income. is hearing was the only one held by a different
master who ack owledged all and denied the modification.

At our sevent Prince Georges County hearing, the defendant
paid $1,620 and came into compliance with child support. A pat-...
tern was established at that time to pay only upon the threat of
incarceration. Imposition of a contempt sentence was again contin-
ued and the defendant promised futtire compliance.

My State's attorney's plea for the wage lien was denied and the
case was continued until August 1. ..

Without dwelling on any one problem area in particular, our or-
ganikation has addressed the majority of issues that are now affect.
ing' the custodial parent in their plight for the collection of child
support moneys and have suggested remedies which I have submit
ted to p in written form. Although I have climbed the mountain,
1 have unfcrtunately returned many times to my children as the
emptyhanded veteran in our fight for their rights.

Ai most broken homes where. the_aancustodian parent evades the -

responsibility of the child's welfare.,_the family unit struggles and
zunflic's are compounded further by The inequities of this current
system. The child's rights are the least focused upon in the consid-
erations the judicators render to the evader. When the decisions or
recommendations are final in the first case or after seven as in .....:-/#

mine. where have these children's needs been placed and are they
actually the issue being acted upon?

Child support evaders have given up their rights for protection
by law because they are breaking it. Yet, in many cases, the evad-
ers have acknowledged rights over the children's. The outcome
many times gives protection of the constitutional rights of the
ta.ader told at the same time wanes in viewing the children's con
stiturional rights. - ....._ _

I hate cooperated with the sherriffs department in Upper Mar -
burt and personally served the defendant for the second time.
There hate been nonAFDC budgeting reasons why they can't cross
county or State lines so I have cooperated in this way. This time I
lifAte putitsuned him for a wage lien pursuant to an article 16-5(10
ant: this will be heard August 1.

lit the courts 1 hope that it will not always take a red light to
,:latilt that the issue is child support enforcement, The child
cannot earn a lit ing and the parent must and can. There is pres.
tle* hood legislation and laws but there is no monitoring system .....
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at the judicial ievel on the implementation- of diem or the decisions
rendered by these judicators.

At the agency level I hope that future non-AFDC clients seeking
child stippor.t will be rendered the same avenues of aid that are
available for the AFDC cases. Better funding for the non-AFDC
cases could be a revenue as in State moneys sought after in the
welfare cases. The non-AFDC, as in my case, end up sucklings at
some point and get an emergency check or food stamps while the
nonpaying parent also feeds from the unemployment lint_

I cannot express succinctly the blood end guts and food from our
table spent in my personal plight for child support enforcement at
all levels. As in my alternative to the court system, I went to Stiny
Royer whose office was able to have the Maryland procedure of the
Federal and State tax interception investigated only to find im-
proper utilization of laws and budget barriers for the non-AFDC
cases. There is a need for penalties and merits to be federally im-
posed to States that do and do not comply with child support en-
forcement laws for the non-AFDC client as well as the AFDC cases
for the nongovernment employee as well as the Government em
ployee.

-- I would like to, upon your request, comment on any of the issues
that are here today if you would hr..e.t to question what my remedida
or ou: organization's remedies would be at any point.

[Ms. Mallardi submitted the following:]

TINTEMONT ON H.R. 244. PREPARED ST RUTH E. MuitFliv. COORDINATOR OF vint
Mend' asin NORTHERN VIRI,SNIA CHAPTER OP THE ORGANIZATION OF TSB ENFORCE-
MENT OF CHILD SUPPORT

BACKGROUND

There 1. d new smut! disease that is attacking the mainstream of our social struc-
ture An epaleina of twn support which previously was associated pit .arily with
Winire recipients has nu* filtered into both the middle and upper classes. The non-
+uPPortitia Parent shows nu discrimination. The recent increases in desertions, sepa
totems, di% orces. and ihildren born out of wedlock, coupled with lark luster enforce,
merit of existing .bald support coders, have .reated a national disgrace. Confronted
wait tAerrusded dockets. Judges continue to exhibit a great reluctance to strictly
enforce the existing laws. Instead, child suport can are often subjected to broad
and imensatent interpretation. making a mockery of our judicial system The most

septet of thu entire tragedy a that parents are unnecessarily subjecting
their own children to substnndardlevels of living.

All states halm statutes establishing a child's right to ;triancial support from bath
prents As an exami k of the mlignitude of the problem, there are over 200.000,

.hill supiport cases in the State of Virginia. Assuming an average or 2 chil-
dren per there ire appreximately 400.000 children in virgins*. 'done, who are
nvedles.sly being deprived of the basic necessities of life.

Both the nun pitying parents. as well as the Legistative and judicial brrinches, are
at !dull in ties nlibt,drrIdgt of justiCe Jorisdicttonal disputes, non e0CipTOCEI101., due
profess dbudrf. and d host of other techri...41ittes reinforce the prevailing attitude of
fedi paying parents that out bUciety as not 1301/1/8 about the problem or its solution

Dui- to the abundanf.e of final, state, and federal agencies- em,h maintaining its
own figures -the total extent of the problem cannot be accurately ascertained. One
fisf.t is f.ertain, nu minter what bt.lip4t. s are thied, the problem has reached stagger.
tug ToplAkIns

INITIAI EXPECTATIONS

TO think then:r1AN aho nuke been awarded %had support. it should realistically re?
swat .1 4i-pendoble soun.e of imeme and should be factored into the post-divorce
budgeting of both part iv'
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!tusks lv ihiai surprise, budgets are often dealt an unexpected blow after a few
months tu ,t year Fut a 441rito) of reason some grounded. some not, child support
payments begin tu dwindle Jaw end abruptly it is now quite evident just how
insecure their finamial future is The effects are far reacning and traumatic.

The harsh reul.ty of the situation causes frustration and disbelief on the part of
the .ustkelial parent, viten resulting in a substantial loNs of valuable time before de-

to Lilo? legal ai.tiun to reixwer outstanding child support. This hesitation
tAusc a IUt flat' 4114,44141Jatagr where enforcement proceedings begin. Financially
weakened, they cannot dived the luxury of an attorney. Most are not eligible for
free legal aid or Welfare On the other hand, the delinquent parent has an entire
paycheck available for legal fees

A point ul interest that is frequently u.erlootied by our judicial sectoris if delin-
quent parents paid then Auld support, Lin attorney would not In needed. A parent
has chosen to support an attorney, rather thnn.the children.

By alluving delinquent parents to evade child support, either through the judicial
systems lai.k of enf4.44.ement or the iustodial parents reluctance to begin legal pro:
reedings, the attitude Ls perpetuated that the children are surviving without chili,
support and therefore, du not wank need it Er entually. child support is viewed and
referred to as the "eibspoir.es money" -

When the kustudial :eareto dues .ern tu legal counsel, they often seek ad. ice from
the original di'vrce attorney r being advised of the fee. which is typically. 05 or
more of the artearages, the .ustoiltal parent may oekide to review other edterna-
tires

li is made to the Lurie the case would normally be referred to
.1w eulirk rein enit ut4 04 extreme fitiamial .ases, the Welfare Department.
Des I asthe .4 Lollto ion begins wan a .tarning Liter wont the attorney or
3,e11',4' I. "stet nit t.. the delinquent parent If payment is not then receked,

it st.p isutij be T. !ghat petition fur a hearing. After issuance of a notice
..i heariog, one wk.ola reasunably ..pect pp.-rent.. to resume What one might

ha( receii,L is not aleays the same. One would also
a ; -el 4.1 erinasluree and a -,.iipatheli: court clerk In spite of

ill .4>lit ,11111S S. 11,110 in.. itl belief that the C urt will etfuree the
p eve.,

It -tarer tae n.ifea th,41.. fey air non-AIV. parents i it :4.11.1ri:. that are
Ix. This is n, au: Cacho that deters many needy

p.itrii, omi further poesiniq: tollettion

tarifa riaX'Eat'at.s
Jai prow,. is Implemented ir. 4%,its flt-pnclifig en wt.re

the :rent r rit
II buth paretic, ,m(14,- in the same 11.4 .4. on, there I- no qaestieri of jur.sdietion

.cad !vs.: prblem.. with 41.0 -
Jun,. neat problems arise when the isArnt rA -tde,, in a d.::t rent sire.

! .rear. It the parent s whereabouts is known. the acadabl rot.. ire VRESA.
liViirs 1 awl logg arm statute*. - 1.1 to the hearings in ti spia.dirn. states

- ,t,i. ^ Is)ssibit It is, 44 not the maid. pr.. k. for the respeding
1. milli. viitimi. .1 pa ... .t the date of Ina nr ihtr. WM, one has to be

...fleet with the Court
, there r- soy; presenting tf delinquent parent from tne.t

4r late Ilia- Thus. it becomes t. --ars to 10%err

agai in ni 1, (1, a slates and cvontie t. laced Alith
she, .iffM UM -. amine. without any hope of isatistnc
t,

IL; ato2 frustrating set $ Or1;Unittant eb Pa when flu- absent parent
11 1- iii-aery Eire utlislirug .nl.chl kontakt through honer employer-.
t told: 4 1 t,41411.1114 I r. at Locator 541%4. es. Oar . Ito Ls might alt, fI . I 'dui. It ,.u d.e kin e. then t. LUNA. ttk can be used

al,. I.,; ,T t 101-1 exi..tifini III. mly alternatires More
snit we ' *01 e Arent- t the extratrl t .e 4S home. adding es.. a fi

is r ' and or friend-

IN at atcit 4 14(4N

0 I. n eat a. type o caused by fitht 0.0 114 ilniCallift pre
1.441 f Ir 2, .t Et! Li! dud,: at 4 .tabl

Are r.i.in It% o. - in what sit=s!
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Close encounters with Court personnel have shown that some internal problems
are founded on a shortage of experienced, qualified and interested personnel. The
rapid increase in child support cane over the past few years has left us with an
overburdened staff in our court systems. It is quite unreasonable to expect high
quality performance from one counselor who may be responsible for the mainten-
ance of uer 600 eases.

The possibility of a series of continuances is ever present. Request for interroga-
tories before Initial hearings can be u valuable tool, but is too often misused as a
delay tactic by the defense. Delays and continuances often benefit the delinquent
parent by forcing the custodial parent to give up their battle.

Varying circumstances sometimes prohibit cases from being heard in a timely
fashion. thus resulting in a period of ninths before the first hearing is scheduled.
During this time unpaid child support continues to mount. An inexperienced child
support recipient usually assumes that, after registering a petition with the Court,
child support will be forthcoming immediately. Surety anyone being issued a "Show
Cause' notice Or Notice of Hearing by the Courts will be intimidated by such an
action. Everyone knows that you can go to jail if you do not pay child support. But,
in fact, do they?

The scenario of the nearing usually brings the customary first offense wristalap-
pine or suspended sentence. The "token' partial oayment only creates further disre-
spect for the system and sets the stage for modification of the existing monthly obli-
gation. Brinksmanship is used many times by the delinquent parent and unfortu-
nately is allowed by the Judge in the process of enforcing a child support order.
When am-wages have been allowed to reach an amount deemed by the Judge to be
punitive to the delinquent parent, they are often modified Or forgiven. This decision,
in leatty. is punitive to the children,

ReCOMMENDATIONS

There are many areas in need oe improvement. Judges should make a sincere
effort to strictly enforce existiag laws. Emphasis should be given to the narrowing of
judicial latitude. wage assignments, registratioi. of foreign judgments pad liens, and
the application of incareration and work release programs.

With the overwhelming increase in child support cases, many Courts nre overbur-
/lewd and caiinot perform their required duties effectively. Hitang and trnit.ing ode-
quote numbers of personnel should be a high priority.

Through the use of curnputcrs..i logical move would be to institute a "self-start-
mg- mechanism for collections. Much of the burden of initiating the legal process is
placed direetly on uniformed and frustrated custodial parents. A self starting mech-
anism would eliminate much of the delay caused by the show cause process that is
used in most states.

Information resources ..uuld be improved throng.% the use of Credit Bureau Data
Banks. Los Angeles County, California has experienced a significant increase in col
!moons since its implementation in 19K1 Operative costs arc extremely low and
eventually become self-sustaining.

Repeated delays in hearings cause a substantial amount of lost time from work
Many parents, who are now the sole support for their children, are prevented from
purstune cullection of child support because they can ill afford to jeopardize the only
source of income for their diddrenNight Court is a possible solution to this prob-
lem and aim would alleviate the overcrowded daytime docket

Lad, of uniformity is not limited from state to state, but county to county, and
ewn agent, to agency within counties. Standardization of Federal Regulati
serces intmedia t attention with particular attention to interstate cases The ,.-eels
radio of interstate case% could he increused through federally enforced compliance by
the State-4 of existing and future reciprocal legislation.

isuntoven mono: DMItEeS .

Lets new return to where the problem originates divorce. The introduction of Di-
come 1 ;maven., ty the Elutes could preclude some of the inevitable results when
.0. i ...ui ". are not --(Nally ...Jr.-sited pre-divorce. The following are sug,ested: III

nn -ill ration, o hen 421 defined visitation !this not only en-
...wage- quid support pwatrit%. but eliminates a familiar battleground4 MI strict
per.. r,ertwilf of 1, .teen (-1; provision for payment problems eg interest,

tor: fees, athitmems, judgments, and provision for child support during eiSi
tat toil
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PARENT LOCATOR SERVICE

the State Parent Locator Service is successful in most of its ei.orts to
locate yorents. it is self-limiting by not using every available resource for obtainiag
locating information. Most locator services rely strictly on Social Security and IRS
information The utilization of Credit Bureau Data Banks is a relatively new idea
and is being ap 'reached cautiously. Data Banks contain,the most recent informa-
tion regarding current address, employment and bank account data. lnfcrmation
from presently used sources is sometimes as old as 2 years. Further delays in start-
ing your search can be caused by the tremendous overload of cases. Response times
quoted are as much as 6 months. Only after all other resources have been exhaust-
ed, is a request filed with the Federal Parent Locator Service. Addresses are not
difficult to ascertain but this doc not insure exact physical location for valid serv-
ice of legal documents.

IOWA

After finally obtaining an address you are able to commence a URESA action.
Your success will be based solely on the 1 1 of reciprocity between the two states
involved Many non -IV-D states arc experiencing resistance from total IV-D states.
iSee attached chart »I i There have been reports of complete rejection of URESA
cases, attempts to charge fees of 40.00 per hour. assessment of fees ranging from 5
percent to 13 percent Fees are assessed norAFDC parents by the initiating state,
and again by the responding state. These fees are being deducted from the child sup-
port collected, therefore further penalizing the custodial parent and children in
their efforts of collection.

It is 4. to important that parents are advised that their child wept. is put in
jeopardy by URESA. A URESA order is, in effect, a new order and not bound by
existing orders The existing amount of child support can be modified or completely
dismissed by the responding Court This is usually due to testimony given by the
defenduat, who is present at the hearing. The plaintiff, on the other hand, has to
rely on representation by the State Attorney's Office, who has no pertinent facts
before him, other than the financial sheet filed with the petition and takes no steps
to request additional information from the plaintiff Child Support is rarely ever in-
creased during this process.

CRESA was not designed to address arrearages and therefore, they do not revive
adequate consideration Even so. the outstanding amount of arrearages is frequently
allowed to be introduced into testimony by the defendant or his attorney, and at the
discretion 41- 11-e local Judge, be dismissed or reduced. Ar.:arages it be completely
erased his action can produce devastating .:recta for the custodial parent who has
relied on the Courts to collect what would appear to be a lawful obligation Under
the Common law, such modifiun sues are allowed A number of States have pasesd
statutory restrictons on the. powyg. thereby reducing or eliminating the judiciary's
piesei to muds() or dismiss nrrearages. Federal legislation mandating all States to
pas% ccmparalde statutes would significantly benefit timusands of children annually.

A reasonable response time to URESA cases is considered to be 90 days, but this
Again depetel.- on tie level of priority placed on inco,-.ng cases Lack of communica-
tion and co.. ration between states or jurisdictions have been known to cause
delays of in. to 1 year. snich malts in dismissal in many cases. Due to out mobile
iitiety. it is very uniiktly that a child support evader would remain stationary for
very itYOK.

rroregarrrioNs

There is always the postiibility of halite, acknowledge the severity of the prob
Itn. seal to huh our heads .z. the -and By failing to clarify the intentions of
the IV D program and continuing to disallow non AFDC cases to avail the same
ir% ices pros ided to AFDC. se cusld remain status quo Attempts at some form of
uniform payments or suprt lttf.. would result in extreme opposition and
rightly so rhis type ot legielatiiin lacks dear tho.'sing and is not in keeping with
our judicial doctrine of fan

CuNriA.:

A ithk.4.1% tht pilitni, 4 held 'support hod primarily been uomsdersd a woman em
problem, <aid tin inroduitin and plpularity of joint custody, and
the father be gro ' costod, we are now faced with a non.
discriminator! profit *In
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Failure of remarrieds to enforce child support obligations further condones this
crime. It is unfair to allow a stepparent to assume the financial obligations of a
stepchild. This attitude has been incorporated into the formulas used by the Feder-
al Government in determining the Family Contribution regarding the financial aid
to college applicants and eligibility for Welfare. The step - parents inconv is also in
eluded in the formula for the fees charged to non -AFDC cases under the 1V-D pro-
gram. The Federal Government. on one hand, is expending enormous amounts of
money and energy 1 an effort to enforce child support obligations and on the other
hand, encouraging id condoning the assumption of the biological parents responsi-
battles by the stepparents. This is contradictory to say the least and contributes to
the overall continued delinquency of the child support evader.

The brunt of the financial burden continues to rest on the shoulders of the custo
dial aarcnt as cvmenced by the following:III sole suaport of the family, d initiation
of legal action, attorney's fees. Or fees for IV-D services, and t5). loss of pay or
jobdue to constant absences from work te.g., child-related problems, unnecessary
court continuances, other child support related situations, etc.).

Serious consideration should be given to the proposals of a mandatory wage as-
signment in cases of delinquent child support and requiring all States to implement
voluntary wage assignments. Following the established deductions for Federal With-
holding tax and Social Security, child support obligations could become an automat-
ic deduction. The child support order would follow the obligor from job to job. By
identifying the child support obligor through a Social Security number, employers
would check with a centralized computer data bank before issuance of thc first pay-
check Although there is the possibility of an evader changing his Social Security
number or havi4 several numbers, the risk is relatively low. With the existing con-
tact between the computer systems in key Federal agencies, such as IRS, Social Se-
curity Administration and bederal Parent Locator Service, and in addition Credit
Bureau Data Banks, it is likely that Child support evaders would be forced into
meeting their responsibilities. These key computer systems would also be utilized by
the child support clearinghouse.

The proposed recommendations of the Economic Equity Act are probnbly. the
strongest that our society can cope with at the present time. We, therefore, strongly
encourage the passage of the Economic Equity Act.

Tzsrimoror oP RUTH E. Mvartiv, RF.GIONAL COORDINATOR, ORGANiZATiON FOR TIM
ENPaRCESIENT OF CniLn SUPPORT REGARDING TITLE V OF S. 84

This testotony will outline the events that frequently occur an a child support en-
forcement a.ticn. The inadequacies of the zurrent system are presented by means of
a brief case history.

Establishment of child support orders as a consequence of divorce:
Development of non-payment patterns;
Initial attempt. to hate support orders enforced;
Financial pressure created by lack of enforcement;
Interstate obstacles URESA. lack of reciprocity between States;
Self-represeatation in child support cases;
Resultsboen positive and negative:
Need for stricter legislation and enforcement; and
Recommendations relative to the Economic Equity Act.
I wish to thank the Committee for allowing me to present testimony regarding

Ch !el Support Enforcement. Speaking from a personal viewpoint, I have experi
enced many of the inequities that exist. Because_of the complexities it is difficult to
adequately. address every problem,,out I will attempt to give you an idea of what
one can realistically expect when trying to have a child support order enforced,

After several years of counseling, my first mart age ended in divorce in 1977. My
farmer husband could not cope with the divorce and separation from family life. Ile,
therefore. resorted a.. .hholding child support in an attempt to force me into re-
marriage with him. When this failed he began hers forms of harassment, first di-
may to me. and then through my three children. Withholding of child support pay-
ment...-. continued to be a major weapon.

Many times my financial situation worsened to the point %here .1 had to depend
asaistarke from my family and friends. My salary of 510,500,00 excluded me from

any help through Legal Aid or Welfare, and I was advised to retain an attorney
Since I had 4,ery little smings, the only other anticipated money would be their

t, if colleted T. experienced guilt a. limp about the use of my children's
a.oney to prod the Court into enforcing a child support order. At that time f be-
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heed that I had no other chum and retained an attorney. whose fee amounted to
' of the child support collested This was the beginning of many child support nc-
tiow, It dawned on nit that a pattern had begun that would continue for the next
twelve yearsuntil the youngest child same of age.

During the next two years. along with sporadic partial payments. there were
many months where nothing was received. I felt hopeless dealing with an inept

stein such as we ha.... I was determined that I would not beilriven to the Welfare
rol...s.e.en of I had to work at two jobs During this time my former husband persist-
ed to barrios the tamely in many ways. As frustrated as I Was. I continued to en-
courage him to is ho cisildren. lie preferred not to exercise his visitation rights
on as regular basis. and therefore only widened the gap between him and his chil
&en-

In 13x0 I entered into marriage with a man who has three children. We faced an
extreniely difficult financial situation with the responsibility of supporting my three
children. has three children,, ourselves, and an ex wife, but we were determined that
we could do it. There was always the possibility that some day the child upport
would be forthcoming. The failure of second mnrruiges is oRen attributed to this
type sit financial :dress It was quite evident that with our financial outlny of totally
supporting nine indoiduals. I could no longer allow the system to continue in the
negligent way as it had for the past four years. There had to be a way to make the
system work for my children.

There wore man) obstacles to overcome. II first wasted five months attempting an
interstate action through MESA. During this time I was told by the State of Geor-
gia that because my case was not a -new" case it dod not deserve immediate docket-
ing and, as a result of the delay, my former husband was able to move across the
country hues This caused him to be removed from that jurisdiction and the case
was dismissed. I was then advised to begin all over again. At this time arrearages
had mounted to St.700.00 he had made no attempt to pay child support for a year

I was further discouraged by court personnel in attempts to deviate from the es-
tablished IJRFSA process. One visit to an attorney only reinforced my decision to
pi-tamed on my own. Because of my complex situation. I was told I could not expect
the first hearing in less than six months. I first had to obtain my ex-husband's home
address to begin an% legal process. The personnel office of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Sa.annal District advised they did not have a home address on file. I
was forced by this negative response from a Federal Agency to file for parent loca-
tor se r)ices. through the State. If I had not had an established case, a fee of $43.50
would hare been charged for this. serace presided to Non AFDC cases under the
IV I) program After locating my hornier husband. the first hearing was scheduled
only two mono... after an attorney had advised that it would take at least six
months

With mural support Qum my children and my husband. I began to pursue the
Akadable avenues for self-education. Many hours were spent researching law books,
writing and coma-Amu agencies and orgio.aations imolved in child support enforce-
ment

With the permission of the Court. f proceeded to represent myself successfully at
..s.n hearing., in as num) months. Sfs former husband, an the other hand, could
avail himself of the ...ury of professional legal counsel.

During the followirib months a petition was filed by my former hUsband to reduce
child support payments front $300.00 to $100.00 per month for three children. The

curt, in its infinite wisdom, reduced the child support to $250.00 per month and
ga.a him twenty two months to pay arrearages totalling $c.l00.00. This decision was
not acceptable to him. and he appenled to a higher court. At the appeal hearing it
was disclosed that my former husband had incurred legal fees of over $4,000 00
fighting au annual child support obligation of $3,G00 00. It with clear tint his rea-
sons for not visa% child support were not solely financial. but for other reasons as
well

success was limited in collecting sully a portion of the past-due arrears
clirough.ingarnishrownt process Ti, woad meeting his child support obligations
%Wow* include user $3,000.00 in arrears. my former husband quit his federal job
of millet) years and muted to another state. Now I am faced with n new chnl-
lenge -a challenge thut would not exist if it were not for the lack of Importance
placed on child support enforcement

Although child support unit rs arc legally binding contracts, the all too often re-
Pit e. jUdllial enforcement than that afforded other civil debts, or for that

mato I. minor traffic 1.1olations This lack of enforcement of child support orders.'as
*exemplified by my own personal cast... should not be allowed to continue. You now
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have the opportunity to help end this national disgrace by the enactment of the
Economic Equity Act. I strongly urge you to vote for its passage.

(Attachments'

STATEMENT Or ALEXIS KURSTEINER. Rssroto.

in September 198I, I left Michigan and moved to Virginia with my two girls, aged
II and RI. because of my husband's continued abuse and threats. I retained a
lawyer in Michigan who advised me to try to establish my six month residency in
Virginia before filing for divorce. However, in late December my husband filed a
divorce action against me in Michigan and in February 1982 the Friend of tete Court
4'00 awarded lac temporary custody and a weekly child support payment of $351
child. No child support was paid after this order, and after several contacts with the
Fee a show cause heath* was scheduled in Jute May At that her4 the judge
11 led that all arrearages would be teld in abeyance until the final hi aring in Ju137,
at which tune the arrearages (approximately $1,0001 were forgiven and ..y echits
band was ordered to begin paying child support from tl.at .tme ferwaro. Despite
semtweekly phone or letter correspondence with the Fee, I received only one child
support payment until another show cause hearing was scheduled in January 1988.
The January hearing was eancelied. which I learned of after the 'fact, and my ex-
husband was Issued a one month continuance contingent on his fleeting his support
obligation during that time. We were both alto required to submit proofs of our
income and expensesa questionnaire, pay check stubs, and previously filed income
tax formsby a specified date. Although my e. .husband did not pay the support or
meet the timeline. he was granted two,extensions. At one point, when I contacted
the Foe to voice my dissatisfaction at the delay, he totplained that he was allowing
my ex-husband ample time so that he could make an equitable decision and asked if
I had considered reconciliation since I was having so much financial difficulty. An-
other show cause hearing was Really scheduled in April. At that time my ex-hus:
band purposely did not appear in court oven theugh his lawyer and mine were both
present. and a writ of body attachment was issued for his arrest. Nevertheless, the
writ was never served and my ex-husband appeared in court unbeknowst to my
lawyer or myself the following week. He claimed he had never received notification
of the hearing and was not found in contempt of coort by the judge. Also at that
time the judge, upon the FoC's recommendatioq, lowered the support payments to
$2 /week per child with an additional $20 per week to be paid toward arrearages
which amounted to approximately $2,000. This readjustment was made despite the
fact that my eiohushand had reported a gross salary over double my gross salary
and $9,000 more per year after deducting his bosiness expenses. StiR no support
payments were made except for one payment just before the girls left to Spend the
summer in Michigan. My co husband is currently $2,300 in arrears.

BuremeNT OF MELISSA S. Owens .

I was separated from my ex- husband IRobert D. Owens) in July of 1978 at which
time I was five months pregnant. My son, Ryan Steven Owens, was born on 12 No-
vember I978. hi November of 1979, my divorce became final. My ex-husband was
directed, by ray attorney, to pay $150/month in child support. These payments came
directly to me. For the most part. these payments were late in arriving. Back in
March of 19112, he started falling behind in his paymentsone to two months. As of
the presentlime, he is seven months behind 41,0501 I have attempted to reach him
iby teleplionehe had has number changed to an unpublished number: by. mail
certified mail was returned), but with no success. He recently sent me a brief note
expressing his (biome over finances and how in debt he was and that he would try
to send me some money at the end of June. There was no return address on the
envelope, but it was mailed from Lesage, West Virginia this mailing address is An-
nandale. Virginia). I have received nothing from him. He has never asked nor
shown any concern for his son, whom he has not seen since Ryan was five months
old I ant a single working mother who has to watch every penny. I live from pay
day to pay day, and Ryan's care while I'm at work runs me $200+ a month. Need-
le-4.a to say, his clothing and food costs set me back. He will be attending kindeigat.
ten m September of this year, and I desperately need financial assisgance. I cannot
aflc'rd au attorney. even though my divorce papers state that my ex.husband would
be responsible for .in j legal fces required should he be delinquent in his payments.
Chi, occurred when I retained an attorney for my divorce. My ex-husband was sun-
pasediy respoieible fur one-half of the legal feeshe did not pay promptly, so I was
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asked to pay his part until such time as he could pay my attorney, whereupon I
would be reimbursed this amount.

Where do I go from here?

STATEMENT OP PAMELA L. CHAPPELL, FORMWILLE, MD,

My daughtei, Shannon Marie Chappell, was born February 23, 1977. 1 was sepa.
rated from her father, Robert Kevin Chappell, on May 9, 1977. At that time he was
ordered to pay $25.00 per week toward Shannon's support. On May 9, 1979, I was
divorced from Mr. Chappell and a "lien order" was placed against Mr. Chappell's
place of employment, United Airlines I his "lien order" was ordered due to the fact
that he would -'ot mako his support payments, P paid $809.00 in attorney's fees. On
August 7, 1981,1 again went to court and a "petition to cite for contempt" and "pe
tition to amend lien order" was placed against Mr. Chappel, On January 14. 1982. a
"show cause order" was drawnup. The attorney's fees amounted to approximately
$400,00.

I received support for approximately 10 months because of the May 9, 1979 "lien
order". These payments stopped after Mr. Choppers employment with United Air-
lines terminated.

Robert Kevin Chappell is a veteran and attends school on the GI bill. He claimed
his daughter, Shannon, for approximately 1 year before it was discovered he was
receiving an additional $48.00 per month for his dependent child, whom he did not
support. I took action and filed papers with the VA. This was not an easy task. The
VA gave me many obstacles, and without an inside source at the VA central office,

would not have received any satisfaction. Please note the attached questions that
the VA sent to me after I had already submitted the appropriate approved forms. .
These questions has nothing to do with the fact that the court orderedMr. Chappell
to pay child support. Mr. Chappell received funds from the Government

My next step was to locate Mr. Chappell's whereabouts. Haas living an San Fran.
cisco, California, but moves from county to county. Before papers can be filed, I
must know his exact whereabouts. The only solid address I have belongs to this par-
ents, who sympathize with me, but love their son . . . need I say.more.

All these obstacles and little or no help from the Government (I did try tip IRS,
no one there know of any way to help), or social services, (I had help with parent
locator, bdt still needed an attorneyl has made me very discouraged and to the point
of giving up . . bat you see, I can't, 1 have a 6.year.old daughter to raise, educate
and give the best life I can offer. I can't do it alone. Instead of help, I get more
obstalces (such as the fees taken from child support checks received at the P.G.
County support collection unit). This fee should not be paid by our children. The
delinquent parent should have to pay Why should our children be the ones to
suffer.

VETERAN'S ADMINISTRATION,
San Francisco, Calif,. November zg 1982.

Mrs. PAMELA L. CHAPPELL,
Forestville. Md.

DEAR MRS. CHAPPELL. We need more iaformation before we decide whether to pay
you a part of Mr. Chappell's benefits.

To help us make a fair decision, please use the attached form to give us the fol
lowing information:

1 Are any of the veteran's children living with you? If so, list their names.
2. Give the names and relationships of anyone else living in your household.
3 Show the average monthly income for yourself and the persons listed in Items 1

and 2.
4. Itemize the monthly living expenses for your household.
6. Show the value of your assets as follows: Cash Stocks and

Bonds-----Savings and Checking accounts Real estate (not your

6. Itemize your debts by type and amounts owed.
7 flow much has the veteran contributed to you or for the children each month

during the last three months?
8. flow much do you feel the veteran should contribute each month?
9. Why do you feel he is able to contribute this amount?
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If we do not hear from you within 30 days, we will make our decision on the evi ,
dence we have.

Sincerely yours,
T. A. VERRILL,

Adjudication Officer.

STATEMENT OF ELIV.EATII (CRICKET) MOORE, PALLS CHURCH, VA.

I am a single pirent of four school age children. I am the sole financial and emo-
tional support for these children, who are aged 131/2, 12, 101/2, and 7. Their father
has not seen them since October 1979. He has writ n or called various of them Op-
proximately six times since then. For the first two years after we separated he sent
the support payments of ''I2.50 per child per month ($450) which was stipulated in
the separation agreement. During 1980 and 1981, the payments became irregular
and/or incomplete. In September, 1981, he wrote a rambling, incoherent letter an-
nouncing that the only way he could "get to" me was to stop sending support pa_y-
ments. Threats of legal action brought a payment in December, 1981 which brought
the payments up to date through October, 1981. He has not sent any money since
then. In March of 1982, I obtained (without benefit of a lawyer) a judgement for the
arrearage. In March of 1982, he quit hie GS -12 job with the General Services Ad-
ministration to avoid garnishment of his salary. Evasive and lying responses to my
questions by his supervisor, colleagues, and the GSA legal counsel's office ensured
that my attempts to garnish his final paycheck and his retirement contributions
would fail. My paperwork was two weeks to late in each case. In the springer 1982,
a series of harassifig phone calls were traced to the telephone he had at his accom-
modation address in Alexandria, Va. He was arrested, and after Oiling the.police .
that he Waned to move to West Virginia, was released upon his own recognizance.
He failed to show on the court date (I spent a full day of annual leave): and was
fined $750 in absentia in June, 1982. On July 4, 1982, he was seen sitting in his car
across the street from my house. When the Falls Church police were called ( I me
somewhat afraid, as he had previously made threats against me and threats to take
my son), instead of picking him up, they merely told him to mow ,n1 The support
nrrimirages now total almost $10,000, the man is self-employed as a home improve,
ment contractor (unincorporated, unreported) and my children are suffering. Sin},
last fall, two ladders. the wheelbarrow, the sawhorses, the insecticide sprayer but
none of my brother's extensive carpentry toolshave disappeared from my linlocka-

'We garage.
Most recently, MasterCard, having lost the record of my change of status and ac-

count, attempted to collect over $3200 from me when they could not locate my. ex-
husband. I was compelled to appear in court twice (taking annual leave each time)
to protect my credit rating and myself from his debt The resolution (tiobsuit for me
and judgement against him) leaves me vulnerable should the company not be able
to collect from him.

1 have not attempted another judgement for the last fifteen months' support_pay.
ments. When he 1S served at the Alexandria address, he merely moves to his West
Virginia address tHedgesville, about 2 hours froni DC). My attempts to learn wheth.
er the W. Va. courts honor Virginia judgements have met with little success. The
staffs of the W. Virginia Congressmen whom I have contacted' have been of little
assistance and it appears that I would have to pursue him throligh the West Virgin-
ia court system. At this time, I do not have the emotional, financial, or temporal
resources to do this.

STATEMENT OF CHRISTINE STEGALL, ANNANDALE, VA.

"I'm sorry, but we can't go to see 'Return of the Jodi.' kids. We don't have the
money." Who would ever have thought I'd be saying this to my children when every
kid in.the world will see this movie7

Today's date is June 25, 1983. 1 have not received the $200 child support check I
have been getting this past year. This payment is due on the fifth of each month,
being channeled throught the J D. court with Linda Bozoky being the recipient.
From the time my former husband, David Church. was ordered to pay the $200 sum,
he has been constantly late in his payments. There has been continual correspond.
ence with Linda Bozoky, attempting to retrieve the needed income. 1 am now sup-
porting niy daughters, Kim and Heather, on the gross amount of $16,000 annually.
The net figure would be betweeen $12,000 and $13,000 which is used to cover the
following expenses. $500 rent for the apartment, a $138 car payment, C mite,
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Penny's, doctor and dentist bilis, a college loan, gas and food payments: It is no
wonder that the "Jedi" had to be completely igitorecefor the time being. The only
bills that have been tel. 'n care of Ads month liave been the rent and the car. What
money is left has gong to food. Thank God for the swimming pool. It has been the
main source of entertainment for the children. The reason for the stop in.child sup.
port was brought on by my action in court last month. David, the children's father,
was denied visitation. The reason for this ruling: David had physically attacked his
girlfriend in the presence of the children. Needless to say, visitation had to stop.

Since this has transpired, I have threatening phone calls: "I'll blow you away
with a silencer." "Why don't you and .those cing kids get on a boat?" After having
been physically abused for years, there is no doubt in my mind that it will be cone
tinued.

I have been calzeentrating on finding work with more money, and have even con.
sidered relocating (New Mexicto. There are many things to be taken into account at
this time. I don't know how or if this organization can help but, if not for me, I will
devote time to, help other women, as I have had a sixyear straggle. I don't cry any

I channel my anger in other waysworking, playing, writing, sewing, and
continual busyness.

My priorities now are: (1) More money in a new job; (2) selling joint property; (3)
new location.

1 hope, fortherchildren's sale and mine, that I can continue to strive. for my
goals. I will not know until July 14th. court date for show cause, if I will receiveltny
child support. This is ;i long time to wait to pay all of the necessary bills.

Many decisions must be made based on the outcome of this date. rpray fur all
involvyl that they will be the right decisions.

I .
STATEMENTIOP MARIAN M. MCNICHOL, SPttICPIELI), VA.

I was born in Honolulu and raised by my lawaiian-Poltolgoese Father an( my
California born IrishIndian Mother. Although my parents were divorced, I h9d a
happy childhood, living with both parents at different times and with my Hawaiian
Grandmother. , i

At eighteen I married a inan in the Mr Force and started raising a family. We
had six children, on of whom died at the age of seven weeks in Japan. We were

forced my husband i to civilian life. When the children were small he-decided to go
shuffled around by t e Air force and the pressures of a large family and two jobs

back to school, using his WA benefits. ,...-.
I had previously taken three years of art studies and one year of early childhood

education and was able to start a child care business in hour home. We had a good
lifethe children were happy and healthy and were-never in any kind of trouble.
They attended parochial school in-Alexandria and got good grades.

.in_1975, we decided to move back to Honolulu and I went ahead of my husband;
he was to join us after he got his business degree.

In Honolulu, the kids and I got a condo and I worked as a supervisor in a pre-
school and taught art. I did not know my husband had been running around with
other women and had stepped up his drinking habits until he joined us and started
in with the recriminations. The verbal abuse-started then. I realize now he felt inad
equate so he had to act the big shotputting his family down in order to boost his
ego and feel less guilty. I was a door mat. believing everything he sold me, that I
was stupid and ugly and a failure as a wife and mother. (You name ithe said it.)

He left for Virginia late in 1976 to take a job as an insurance salesman. In Janu-
ary of 1977. I returned with the children, in an effort to try to save our marriage. I
got a job at a 7-11 Convenience Store and was promoted toassistadt. manager
di/Alain three months. - 4

The abuse got worse. Mac overdraw our account, Ticked onrne' and the children
and it got to the point where I was afraid to come home at night'because I'd Wear
how rotten I was until helpassed out. The physical abuse started hnd -I finally got
enough courage to start fighting back.

/ a, I was then thirty live. 1 moved into the twins' bedroom, bought an old ..gar and
Thaurance and learned to drive. I got my own checking account so that the rent

checks couldn't bounce and found myself a boy friendone who boosted my ego in-
stead of tearing it downand started my long light through the courts.

It was only after Mac had socited one of the twins in the face, and left a black eye
and bruises (after several-convictraa-of wife abusel that the judge put him 6iit of
our home, I had the lease put in my name so that he could not come back without
trespassing. The judge issued u court order stating that/ Mac could not visit the

J .
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minor children unless Ii posted o $500 bond to insure he would not injure them'. I
was awarded custody and Mac was ordered to pay me $400 monthly child support.
Our older son graduated from high school and the girls were fourteen and thirtein
(twins)and Phillip was eleven. 1 was working 6-7 'days a week at the store, tryiag
to keep the kids fed and the problems of nonsupport and trying to be a mother add
father began.
, I also had to take the children to family therapy and started in with group ther-
apy trying to feel better abpat myself. But I founa out that while I felt inadequate,
everyone put me as the strong personthe leader of the groupbecause orthe way
I'd_plodded ahead and resolved many of the issues.

The kids and I managed to keep laughing at the inequities of lifeit sure beats
crying although we dud too.

At any rate I have gone to court mbre times *an I can keep track or'-- sometimes
6-9 times a yearit took me over.a year to save up for d get my divorce. The
part awarded me $100 a month alimony. At times my ex d disappear for nit"
months without any support at ali and I would have to track im down with thetmd
of police officer friends ho had "connections" in Prince William County. When we
are able to-Joe-ate him sometimessometimes takes months to get the warrants served. And
then the phone calls resume. I mustn't persist or he will sue for custody of Phillip,
and skip to another state. Mae has been jailed several times for abuse and nonsup-
ivot- iI have never been able to...afford a lawyer and have made "too much" money to
qualify for legal aid. Tell me how clearing $9,000-$10,000 a year with four children
in high schoolInd one in college is too mucIrmoney1

4 I did not gualify for foodstamps or welfare'end wouldn't accept it if I didas a
matter of principleI was able to work I did have to sell my grandmother's silver,
jewelry /and one karat diamond to help offset expensw3 in raising the kids and at
times nif husband's family and my dad helped when we had financial emergencies

The girls have graduated and moved out and are working and saving towards col- -..

lege. Phillip (now 15) and I share a modest 8 bedroom ovmhouseand 1 drive
get ...-

on-the
oft

boy having medicalnd dental care and give him fresh fruits and vegetables,
My ex tells me to send him out to "Work".

Mac currently owes me approximately $3,000 through the Juvenile Family Rela-
tions Court and I held a back judgment of $4,800 (support) which Ianderstand must
be collectig-by lhe District Court through garnishment of wages. Last:year when we
Went through that hassle my 'husband switched jobs and it took me some time to
locate him (agaili through friends). We went to court in April and go again next
month in July.

My ex tells me I will not get the back support because I would take Phillip to
Honolulu to visit my father (who is dying of cancer) and I shouldn't use child sup-
pork for that purpose. He forgets I sold all my valuables to pay for the kids' support,
when he wouldn't.

As far as the courts go, I wish there were more counselors available to tell me
which avenues to pursue with the limited resources at my disposal. (lm now work.

.. ing two jobs to keep me and my son in our pleasant neighborhood and quite frankly,
I'm pooped!)

I realize that I've been one of tha lucicy onesa survivorI've manageto avoid
the welfare trap--and when one door'cloeed, another openeda cliche but true. But
there ought to be some way to protect the kids' rights and my own too, without air- A
ther hassle from my ex husbands' irresponsibility and disregard. At times it has
seemed that the man has had more "rights" than his minor children. Why? I didn't
have them by osmosis, he is their father and one way or another there must be e

49 way to ,force him to own up to his responsibility and obligation to his family.

STATRMEN1 or MARTHA BAKU MALIARDI, HYATIT cia, Mc. I
Upon Petitioning the Non-Custodian Parent, herewith referred to as defendant,

taccreteke

Montgomery County Courts, the Master would only register the "Foreign
Decree" (Child Support (CS)/Divorce Order) and set arrearages of nearly two years.
At the time I was employed and represented by Attorneys who requested the
Master to make the defendant pay some monies for CS, fees incurred far petition-
ing, a wage lien or assignment, a contempt finding and/or modification of monthly
CS amount (then being $105 for both children) since the Master knew of the defend-
ant's steady employment income. (A "Smack on the Hand" was rendered and the
case file was lost/never signed by the judge. My persistence found a clerk three

29438 0-81-14
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months later who then had it signed but told mel must repetition the defendant for

1 any enforcement of this registered Montgomery Co. Order.)
1 applied to Social. Services for aid by filing forms, Intervieeirk, etc., only to be

told by a worker I was ineligible for services other than the 2 time $50 worth of food
'stampsbased on she scales set for eligibility. (CS Order amounts *ere tabulated
into .iny,income though no monies ,were being paid, CS Enforcement forms were
neveirocessed.) . .1

1 wyete to Governor Hushesasking that he review the criteril for eligibility PR.
services and happenings in CS hearings in Montgomery Co. Courts. His timely re-

- sponse referred me back to the same agansy (Soc. Servi who then had me again, fill
out the same forms as I had done in my intfial outreach for services, but this "red-
light" referral found me eligible this time'for Emergency Funds'and States Attor-
ney (SA). (I wrote a letter to Soc. Serv. Supervisor who admitted my prior applica-
tion had not been properly handled but 1 conk) spelt(' no Tore food from the table to
appeal the issue.as he suggested.) - -

lily case has since been handled by the State's Attorney's Office, Upper Marlboro,
MD (MO) who has represented me in 7 hearings since our registration of the CS
Order into Prince George's Couunty. .--

The first of the P.G. County hearings was held Jolly_ 13, 198rending with the
registration of the Mont. Co. Order, A fendente Lite Orcler of $200 monthly CS, and
a rescheduling for August 3. 1982.1NetSmonies were paid, the assessed arrearages
of the Montgomery Co. Order were totally dismissed, and the defendant was only
scorned by the Master for his behavior. At the request of the Master, this case was
only to be heard by him.) 0"

...../At the second hearing in P.C. Co., (August 3, '82) the _defendant continued to
appear proper personthe the Master had suggested his attaining representation:
Defendant told tne courts he was then unemployed with $180 weekly income and
said he had only paid, $50 on the Pendente Lite Order. The Master then set a per
manent CS amount. at $300 monthly plus $5n to be paid toward arrearages. The
Master again, told the defendant to attain r,..easentation and continued the case .
until September. (No. CS paid, SA request for Wage Lien/Unemployment Garnish.
ment and anY'othsle relief denied.) .

September Hearing was rescheduled for October 29, '82, where defendant again,
appeared proper person and was found hi contempt of court for not hcving paid CS
other than one $50 on the Pendento Lite Order. Tin Master sentences the defend-
ant to 179 deys in the gouge of Corrections with a 62000bond and purge figure of

' $1,000 CS. (The defendant bonded for $200-2 hours later, and. no monies for' CS
oa were paid --No Work Release imposed.) .

Our fourth hearing was set for November 22, '82 to Show Cause Why Defendant
. shouldn't comt enee to serve contempt order. The defendant's Public Defender (PD)

entered a plea of indigencyr and their request for another continuance was acknowl-
edged. My SA argued against the continuance because defendant did not comply

. with cs nor file exceptions. (SA's pleas were ignored as was my request for unem-
ployment liendefendant did not meet MA criteria for. PD of less than $126 weekly,

- income -'No CS. relief was rendered."The, man is literate dnd does not belong in
the House of Corrections" (Judge McCultough).= No inearcbration with Work Re-
lease.) - (i.i

Our fifth hearing was held on January 3, 1983, where arrearages were assessed at
over $2000. The defendant paid $765 VS on purse figure, promised to comply if
Master would continue icase, Sentencing web not imposed'and continuance granted
til May 16, 194. (Again, noAimptementincof lien or tax interception. the Support
Collection Unit (SCth and SA met administrative procpss requirements . . . "We
have no budget for NON-AFDC tax interception cases'IHHS Baltimore.) .

Defendant petitioned me to court for Modification of CS amounts (April 20, 1983)
where I submitted Federal Scales, Personal Financial Statement and Estimates of
Ability for both to pay cs based on his plea (minimum wage) and my income. (This
hearing was the only one held by a different Master pho acknowledged all and
denied the Modificatioq,)

.
Our 7th P.G. Co hearing was held on May 16, 1983, where.defendant paid $1,620

and came into compliance with CSpattern established to pay upon threat di incar
ceration. Imposition of Contempt Sentence again continued and defendant promised
Piture compliance. (SA's plea for wage lien was denied, and case was continued to
August 1, 1983.1 a

..... s
I have cooperated with the Sheriff's Department in Upper Marlboro with personal

service for the second timethis time with a Wage Lien Petitipn pursuant to Art'.
de 16 Jib, to be heard at hearing August 1st.

.....

CI
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In the Montgomery and P.C. County Courts. I will hope that it will not take a
"red-fight" to clarify that the issue it child support enforcement, the child cannot
earn4i livingthd parent can and must support these children until they can. There
is presently good legislation and laws but there is no monitoring system at the Judi-
cial level on the implementaton of them or decision, rendered by Judicaturessuch
as custodian and non -custodian personal problemsses. child survival: --

Through my experiences at the Agency level (Soc. Serv., State's Attorney, etc.) I
hope that future nonAFDC clients seeking CS will be rendered the same avenues of
aid that are available for AFDC casesBetter Funding for rionAFDC eases could be
a revenue asset also as in State monies sought after in the Welfare casesthe Non-
AFDC cases end up sucklings at some point, i.e. Emergency Check, Food Stamps,
etc. while the non-paying parent feeds also from Unemployment, etc.

I cannot express succinctly the Blood and Guts and Food from the Table spent in
my persofial pursuit for child support enforcement 'at all levels. As in my alterna
tive to the Court Process .__. . Steny Hoyer's Office was able to have the Maryland
Procedure o'1 Federal and-State Tax Interception investigated only to find improper
utilization /budgeting barriers for nonAFDC cases. r

The Crunching Economic Spiral is ever present in the Child Support IssueThere
is a need for Penalties and Merits to be Federally imposed (funding and fines) to
States that Do and Do Not Comply with child support enforcement laws for the non.
AFDC as well as AFDC cases . . . for the noovernment employee as well as the
gdvernment employee.

1 have come to know my own "power to be heard" of these problems in coopers e.

Lion with all of all. Less the intimate experiences with peoples involved, I herewith
.submit,to you. the Senate Finance Committee on the Economic Equity Act, another
"red-light" case study and am proud to support Title V in hope for your continued
interest in our children.

This father left the family in the summer of 1976. tfiled a motion for support
shortly niter he left. I did not know Lis whereabouts, but was told by a third party
he was in another part of the state. This is where I had the subpoena sent. It was

' returned with the notation that he was not in that area this coesin was the sheriff).
The judge in the county where I resided threatend me with contempt of ccurt if I
returned in two weeks without a "good" address for him. I went back and dropped
my petition. I had no intention of going to jail or facing a fine for trying to obtain
_support for my daughter simply because I could not dragster father into court by
his eeck..1 filed a second petition for support while I was in anothei state, he was
livieg in the northern Virginia area at that time. I was able to get him into court
and was awarded, $10.00 per month plus Medical expenses. This support was paid
only after my realm to this area five months later. He has yet to pay the medical
expenses. He would generally pay. one mirth and then-not pay until-I-obtainap-an------,other "Show cause". I was in court on the average of once e three months. The
people in the support section of J &D court for this aortic r county showed great
displeasure in my. insistence for court dates to try and gb in support.for my dough.
ter. Finally, in late 1978 I was no longer able to work and I had,to apply for welfare
until my Social Security -was approved. I again petitioned the toad for support in
1979. At the time the support was upped to $225.00 per month with me paying the
medical bills. Ile never paid. I located him again and went to the state support en-
forcement agency. The individual I had to,see was very upset that I appeared with-
out an appointment. I asked her to get a subpoena as soon as possible because I
knew he would disappear again. She said she would handle it her way and she had
no intention of speeding things up because he had rights under the law to be noti-
fied after he had missed d believe) three payments. So Ii3dtitioned the court myself
(the case was transferred to the Circuit Court by my chi d'S father on appeal of the*
5225.00 amount that was previously ordered.) I was able to-get him before the Cir-
cuit Court judge ig_August 1980. He appeared with Iiis'expensive attorney 4175 per
hour!!). 1 of courstAcould not afford an attorney, and so he managed to get over
$1.990 dropped from the arrearage. Without my knowledge the state support en-
forcement had my case transferredinck to juvenile and domesc relations spurt the ,
next month. The state enforcement individual I had to deal with informed me "she
was a personal friend with judge ---- and, he told her how to get the case back
into his cowl 1 was informed by a friend who worked in the J &D court that my
attorney was cursing me out because I had already taken my husband to court the
previous month. The attorney.was not MY attorney but represented -the state on- *
forcement agency. 1 was unaware that when I signed up for welfare that I had also
signed my rights away regarding anything about my daughter whatsoever!, I might
add even though I had supported her while moat of this arrearage was accuring I

. hadkaettially signed up my rights to any of this arrearage. This was never explainer'
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to me. Therefore, 1 reCeivedtnothing but a hard time for all my efforts. 'Wit the
law is changed giving back the government ONLY what they give ,to me I will
refuse tp put her on welfare. I have had a long tangle with my eligibility workers
over this. They cannot understand why I woldd deprive'her of $73.00 per month'
when I eve.ntuaIly hope to receive $225.01' owned to me`by'her father!! After jo;ning
The Organization for the Enforcement of Child Support they gave me the courav to
light Again. I located her fetter in yet another state and the case is still pending vn
the arrearagg. I di receive two months support though. My child's father claims to
"love" her and w Id like custody. He believes he is a fit and proper father. How
does sh4 feel? "If addy loves me he would help support me and visit me."

SO
Mrs. KENNELLY. What was the time spa* in that testimony from*" ,

the beginning to the end, where you are today? No end? '
Ms. MALLARD'. Pardon?
Mrs. KENNELLY. In your testimony, what was the cumulative'

lime sparywontlis, weeks, years?
Ms. MALLARDL In Prince Georges County alone, since my apPlica-

'ion to social services, 1' /2 years. Cumulatively for both county sys-
terns, 21/2 years. This does not include the years spent' in out-of-
court appeals to the noncustodian parent for child support.

Mrs. KENNELLY. So you were 21/2, going on 3 years?
Ms. MALLARD'. Yes.
Mrs. KENNELLY. If you (vill excuse me for a minute,' I hive 5

minutes to.make it% to-the Capitol and I will be back and Chairtnan
Ford will be back, too.

[The following was subsequently receivedi
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PRINCE GEORGE'S COUNTY. MARYLAND

Otiaillati011:

X

WHEREAS. the failure of parents to provide child support for

their children has become a major problem in the UnitellStattg and

"
WHEREAS. this failure to meet obligations to children is costing

Hamer* Millions of dollars each.year in child support payments; and

CObtoritArCtriln
1..-01 (....SA.1 until such time as the public demands that deli Pam= meal

(outgrew:Ku ticir obligations:prod
wk.,. Is p.......

fl.e.11 [swat WHEREAS, one way to stimulate such awareness is to publicize .

MO." Irv.. the problem and solicit the cooperation of alt citizens; and
Java .4 Pos _ . -- _ ...-
....V 14a4 ....

1414
t
1 res......

WHEREAS, the Prince George's County Government wishes to doisk,a s...,

WHEREAS, this drain on the Mimes of the nation will continue

All It eta to bring this problem to the attention of the public; and

WHERkAS, public awareness can be stimulated by naming one

- month each year when emphasis is pieced on the child support problem.

HOW, THEREFORE, licit Proclaimed tg the Prince George's

County Council and the County Executive that August, 1553 is 'Child

Support Month" in Prince George's County end all (Mew ale wired to
auppert efforts to require weals to essurne their limeade) obligation

to their children.

gltt 4K"
couiiiir:ovonmoue county cxcanwE

a
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: gis1 off. ..
Organization for tZe Enforceptot'of0.120 Support
P. 0. Box 33367

..

Washington, D.C. 20033 4

- 41-1 INC ,..4,

Air 0 f eve'Ate 4

FOR IMMEOIAIE RELEASE

July 20. 1983

AUGUST 1983 "CHILD SUPPORT ENfORCEMENT MONTH"

Throughout the Ration. at all levels of the Government, Legislatures are

being called upon to proclaim August 1983 as Child Support Enforcement Month.

The National Reciprocal and family Upport Enforcement Association (NRFSE01)
. .

has introduced Joint Resojutions to the-Mouse and Senate to have August 1983

Proclaimed as National Child Support Enforcement Month (Senate,fesolution 56 -

House Bill 273). Proclamations by the State of Virginia and Prince George's

County, Maryland are being presented to members of the Northern Virginia and

Metro Chapters of the Organization for the Enforcement of Child Support (OECS).

-
Contact: Ruth E. Murphy. Coordinator.'

'OECS. Metro/No. VA Chptrs.

703/201-2146

Martha Bakerinallardt--
Judicial Chair, Metro OECS

301/5594172

Elaine from. President
OECS -Maryland

3011833-2458

In response to a reemest.subnitted by Ruth E. Murphy, OECS's Metro, and No. VA

Chapters, Virginia Governor, Charles S. Robb has recognized August as Child

Support EfifOrceneot genth.in Virginia. State Ceremonies to be announced. 611

July the 22 1983; Public Hearings will be held before a Joint Subonmaittlee

studying Virginia's Support Laws (HJR74).

more)

1
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A television Program will be shown in the BC Metro area deyotsd to Child

Support knfOrcemenk on WED Channel 26, i1/4 -.9 :00 pm, 8/5 -1:00 pm, and

' 8/7 - 3:00 pro The Maryland OECS is a featured Participant in an hour long

discussion. MD OECS is a non-profit, tax-exempylrporation sponsoring a

series of workshops in Baltimore, September 22-27, on "How to Obtain, Enforce,

and ModifYilhiid Support Orders in Court throughSelf,Representatitnk.

OECS's Metro and northern Virginia Chapters ore Peer SupbOrt, Self Educliting

Grass Rots Groups with goals of insuring the enforcement of the existing

'Citi10.SuPPort laws. increased Public awareness, gufdence to those pursuing

their rights under Present system, and assistanc&vith rei ources and referrals.

In Cooperation wifertWe Commission for *men, Metro GECS will be givinli

workshops at the Annu'al }omen's fair Noiterber 6. for further information
0

contact Susan Helfrich. P.G. County Commission for Women, UPPerMaribono. NO

. $

4-
On Julio 26, fn P.G, County Maryland, a Joint'Executive and County Council

proclamatiowlerAugmt 1983 being Child Support EnforcemeniMonth will be

presented to Martha Baker Mallardi, Metro OECS with, ceremonies to begin 10:00

a.m. atthe Count* AdministratiOn Building in Upperltailkoro, MD.

I.

further Prince George's County Maryland awareness of the Child Support Enforcement

problem is demonstrated by their recent Resolution JCR -92 -1983) to appoint a

17 Member Child Support 'Usk forie to study the process by whichviOld Support

0

Vir

N.

( more )
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payments aro made. This Task force will be comp rised of the Executive, Judicial,

Legislative branches of the gover.mtnt. the State's Attorney's Office, Sheriff's.

Department, Bar Association, and the General Public. OECS's Metro Chapter urges

your support to their request for rseats to represent the public knowing our

children are the heart of this social and economic issue and that our first-hand

experiences are the otherwisevaissing elemeht to a complete analysis of the Child

.='
_Support problems. Direct your responses .6 the Honorables:?arris U. Modelling or

Frank P. Casula,P.1. tol;nty Council, Upper Marlboro, Ma;ylini.
..

Recent tevOmenies presented by the Metro. Maryland and Northern Virginia Chapters

of OECS at the Senate Finance Committee Hetrings on Title V of the EconOmsc

Act IS 888) and House Was E Means Committee Hearings on Bill 2374 have helped

in substantiatf4g the magnitude of the Child Support Enforcement protlems today.

Through the success of OECS interaction with Elected and Appointed Officials

and Agencies. we hope to encourage other Grass Roots Organizations:and the

General Public to request lheir Legislatures to also observe August 1983 as

Child Support Enforiement Month throughout the Nation.

m
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Chairman Foal). The committee will. ome to order.

STATEMENT OF FRAN MATPERA, PRESIDENT AND FOUNDER, FO-
CUS, FOR OUR CHILDREN AND US, INC., HICKSVILLE, MY. ,

Ms. MATTERA. My name is Fran Mattera, preident,Of F9CUS,
For Our Children and Us, Inc.

1975, whqn _Congress established the child support program,
title IV--D of the Social Security Act, the establishment of a com-
prehensive support enforcement system was envisioned, in mandat-
ing Stated to provide aid to faMilies with 'dependent children and
non-AFDC related services.

It appears the purpose of the progrhm was to provide opportuni
ty for all children to receive support from their parents through
more'effective enforcement of State and Federal laws.

While the primary objective waikto directly reduce the increasing
burden.on the taxpayer maintaining the AFDC program, the law
also required-the-States to provide child support services to all ap-
plicants that were not in the AFDC program.

It is important to undertand that practitioners in the field of
support enforcement believecthe wrong approach has been used in
the attempt to address poverty among children. Instead of encour-
aging States to collect child support for children, AFDC collections
for Government reimbursements are now em asixed.

The law created two prograrak to address t one issue ignon-
. payment of child support. However, the Federal ernment Megan

totconcentrate more than ever on the public assistance aspect of
the child support program by consistently recognizing only AFDC
related accomplishments.

A study presented to the Senate Finance Committee by M. Win-
ston and T. Forsher, "Non-Support of Legitimate Children by Afflu-
ent Fathers as a Cause of Poverty

. stated thlit nonsupport of legitimate .c
was often a cause of poverty and welfa

Another conVlusion in the study w
officials-found child support issues bo
even hostile to the concept of fathers
children.

This was my bible in 1974 when dppearing before legislators,
much of it holds true today. Over 7 million children are presently
receiying public assistance in the United States through 'various
Federal and State welfare programs.

Of greater] concern is the possibility that the very existence of
the welfare program has caused some absent parents to conclude
that if they have marital difficulties, they need not worry about
the consequences of financially abandoning their families. The Gov-,
ernment will provide assistance while they establish new lifestyles
and often become parents of more children.

The 1970 census figures showed 8,265,500 children living with 1
parent. By 1980, the figure has grown to 12,163,600 nearly a 50per-
cent increase. In 1956, the total cash benefits expended to assist

_children was just over million.

nd Welfare Dependence,
Oren by affluent fathers
dependence.'
that attorneys and public

ing and in some instances
being responsible for their

298"
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By 1982, that figure has increased to $12 billion- annually, a
2,000-percent increase in 22 years. Additionally, billions were spent
on food amps, medical benefits, and other related programs.

The present system lacks reliability and is very slew to react to
children's needs. On the local level, it takes anywhete from 6 to 8
months to procure a court order for child support and in over 50
percent of-the cases, the court order produces little or no results
for the child. .

The interstate reciprocal procedures take even longer and be-
cause enforcement procedures vary ikom State to State, -if they
exist at all, the results are even more frustrating.

FOCUS, For Our Children and Us, Inc., a New York Statefunded
paralegal agencyyhas 'as its primary objective the enforcement of
court-awarded child support, to avoid the experience of women and
their children having to sustain themselves on the public assist-
ance rolls at the expense of the taxpayer.

In the 12-month period April 1, 1982, through March 31, 1983, a
total of 3,212 clients were served in our 3 offices. Of course, 94 per-
cent were women and 6 percent men.

FOCUS, For Our Children and Us, Inc., endorses and supports
H.R. 1014, Congressman Biaggi's proposed bill to establish a bi-
partisan national commission to study ways of improving Federal
and State efforts to enforce child support obligations and recoup
delinquent child support payments.

FOCUS, For Mr Children and U& Inc., makes the following rec.
ommendatmns:

Under IV-D Federal regulations, the rights to support payment
are assigned to the department of social services so long as there is
an active public assistance case. This in its strictest intepretation,
that is New York City, denies the individual welfare recipient
speedy access to the court to peti ion in her own behalf for support
adequate enough to remove her and her children from the welfare
rolls. .

Only department of social services can file these petitions. We
recommend that these title IV regitilations be amende&to allow the
welfare recipient free access to the 'courts.

Although some States use payrq11 deduction for securing child
support payments from salaried individuals, not every State does.
so. FOCUS recommends that a Federal mandatory- wage-deductions
law be enacted and enforced with that wageldeduction to follow the
obligated parent from State to State 'for whatever job he may hold.i

At this time, there is no wagereduction or any other means of
securing support from the self-employed person who is delinquent
in child support payments. We rec9mmend that the IRS be empow4
ered to coll-vt child support paymehts in the same manner as quarT
terly estimated taxes are collected frorri the self-employed.

The department of social services can now seize the IRS refund
check of an obligated parent whose family receives public assist-
ance. FOCUS recommends that families not on welfare have access
to the refund checks of tho4e who are in arrears of their chil4 sup-
port and/or maintenance payments.

FOCUS propbses that Federal enforcement of child support laws
be strengthened to mandate: One, where violations are willful, 'in-
carceration of violator; two, undertakings, or bonds to insure future
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payments; and three, Federal law for sequestration of property re-
gardless of Stag in which property is located.

We propose that the Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of Suppirt
Act be made truly uniform, that is, in the adherence to provisions
of divorce decrees from other States and in consistent enforcement
of court orders.

We recommend that there be a Federal, centralized computer
system for keeping records of those responsible for .child support
wir are deiinquent in their payments and .adequate means to im-
pltment the collection of the arrears.

Thank you very much for your attention.
[The information follows:] I
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1OB1 New York State Temporary Commission to Recodify the Family Court Act)

TRRNDS IN THE ADMINISTRATION OP FAMILY LAW

LAY ADVOCATE PROGRAMS

A number of nons-erciat agencies attempt to fill some gaps in services in
York. They are FOCUS 1For-.Dur Children and Us), SPLIT (Separated Persons
Livin in Transition), and the Viairrislcereices Agency.

FOCUS provides paralegal iervices n matters of child and spouse support. Its
principal reason for existence is "to facilitate the enforcement of court-awarded sup-
port, to avoid the experience of women.and their chilaren having to sustain them
selves on public assistance rolls and placing tile burden on the taxpaypr."58

FOCUS s rationale for existence sound similar to those expressed in Michigan in
support of the Friend's system: .,

"A primary need of our clients is to attempt to acquire spine or child support
and/or to enforce the support provision of a divorce decree. Because they have ex-

- hausted their resources or do not possess the resources to engage a private attorney.
and because free legal services are unavailable to them on support matters, we are
their last resort.'

FOCUS'S paralegals counsel clients on family court procedure and act as advo-
cates In court, to both file petitions.and to appear as a "friend" at hearings. The
paralegals go to family court on issues of support, custody, visitation, and family
offenses as well as enforcement of court-ordered support. A panel of volunteer attor-
neys provides:guidance to the paralegal staff.

Their experiences can be summarized,as follows:
Of the 1,958 clients seen in 198142, 31 percent were me led, 36 percent sepa-

rated, 30 percent divorced, and 4 percent unmarried (onl 9 percent were men).
The income levels of the wives were-substantia han the husbands. A

large number of clients were-Seeking enfottement of family court support orders or
divorce judgments. 1

Many of the clienpt were unaware of their rights before coming to FOCUS,
even if they already filed petitions in family court

In family court, they encountered longidelays (of up to six months), forgiveness
of arrears, denial of access by probation and incorrect information, uncxecuted war-
rants;.dual orders' of protection, problems around the division of support between
AFDC and private, DDS personnel misinforming recipients concerning support, and
a general lack Of public intermation.84 (Attached as Appendix B is a copy of recout
mendations made by FOCUS in its 1982 Annual Report.)

Focus, POVERTY AND DIVORCE

o
(By Marilyn Goldsteifi)

THE POOR AMOUNG US

About 10 years ago, when a group.of divorce and separated Long Island women
picketed the family Courts, claiming their husbands had routinely ignored orders to
support their families, the worqen were hooted and jeered by passersby. -

When they complained to ligislators, they were greeted with condescension and
disbelief. Their friends and families believed them, but ennsidered the cases unique.

The concept then was that men were gettinjetuck., women were alimony drones,"
said Fra*Mattera recalling the early years of a group she founded with other pick-
eters called-FOCUS, For Our Children-and Us.

A decade and many _studies and.surveys later, statistical evidence has backed up
the contentions of FOCUS that divorced, separated and abandoned *omen end up
impoverished because support awards are unrealistically low and often never made
or never paid, because it takes months to move cases through the devils and be-
cause provilig a man's financial worth is often difficult. Now, when FOCUS talks,
people listen.

The 1980 U.S., Census was only the latest national study to confirm the relation-
ship of broken marriages and abandonment to poverty. According to the census,

$3 FOCUS. 1982 Apnual Report, p 2.
36 Although we do not have statistics as to the dual use of Family Court. sad Supreme Court,

the experience of FOCUS suggests that as many as 95% of petitioners In Family court have
been divorced or will be seeking divorces in the future in Supreme Court.

3 04:i 1.; ,soe
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there are 13.174 -female-headed house Ids with children jn poverty on Long Island.
a 08 per cent increase from the 1970 it, ,835. Arthough the percentage re-
mains nearly the same as that of a decade ago, because divorce has increased astror
nurnically, the numbers of poor has increased astronomically, the numbers of poor
women affected by it surged, Almost one u,qt of every threejamale-headed house-
holds with children was in poverty in 1980, according to the celtisus. In-urban areas.-- ----
a large part of that group is made up of women with children who were never mar-
ried. But on Long Island, the bulk of such women are divorced. - -

The census results paralleled (hose of federal statistics released in 1978, during
the international Women's Year. The figures showed that only 14 per cent of di-
vorced women are ever awarded alimony and of those, only 4o per get their pay-
ment with any degree a regularity. Only 45 per cent of divorcing mothers are
awarded child support, and less than half receive it regularly.

The biggest. jolt to the bureaucrats was that large numbers of formerly middle-
class and upper-class families had been iaducted into the female poverty corps. .
Their economic situation is not nlways amiliorated *hen they get jobs because of
low wages earned by women, according to experts. Phyllis Borger, director of Dis-
placed Homemakers in Levittown, said, "Women heads of households are poor even
when they do get jobs. They start at the lowest salary while their ex-spouses have
20, 30 years worth of senority, job skills and contacts.'

A 10year study by a Stanford University research team found that after divorce,
the income of women and fheir children declines steeply. Interviews with more than
200 attorneys and judges and 238 recently divorced men and women showed that
wives of men who earneti more than $30,000 a year averaged an income of $12,000
after the divorce Many, the study said, were surprised to find themselves below the
poverty level.

In some cases, it is a matter of economics. There just is not enough salary to sap-
---porLtwahnuah_okb_allayegokerty- l rethers-itis.n..matter-cd-casint-getting-tien up

in the courts. Mnttera puts much of the blame on the court, which she says still
frequently forgives arrears when a husband filially appears in court, allows adjourn-
ments that are sniffing tactics and awards women inadequate sums.

William J. Dempsey, administrative judge of Nassau County Family Court, said
the courts do the best possible given "the court overload and the need for due proc-
ess." in 1981, 1,335 support petitions were filed in Nassau County Family Court and
2,230 in Suffolk.

:LThe majority of cases are disposed of in timely fashion," Dempsey said. But he
-saidthat determining assets can be difficult and time-consuming, particularly when
a husband is self-employed. -

Some_progres's has been made. In New York, courts can now automatically gar-
- nishie wages when a husband violates support orders, deduct arrears from income
tax refunds, locate runaway husbands, and sometimes provide a destitute woman
with.a lawyer.

On the other ,hand, the so-called equitable divorce law, which became effective-
July, 1980, has gotten mixed reviews. It allows a judge to distribute nssetrffi both
parties even if they were in the husband's name, although _me, nernisarily equally.
The law also elimmatedulfinony and-awarded" womeo-ntatntenance, usually for lim-
ited period of time.

Stephen Gassman, former chairman of the Matrimonial and Family Law commit-
tee of the Nassau Count,' Bar Association, said "The law says the maintenance
period can be given foi indefinite period. Too often it is assumed by the courts
that it should be for a deunite period . . Where you have a dependent spouse that
has no mark6table skills, the maintenance should be for an indefinite period."

Mineola lawyer Lois Ullman, a family law specialist, said, the law works in cases
"where there were substantial assets and they were all 'in the husband's name. The
woman doesn't get half, but at least she gets something." Where assets are in both
names. "women aren't getting anything like half. I believe it's because the judge
still looks at is as the husband's money, the husband's property, the husband's bush
ness. Marriage is still not looked at as a partnership."

Women's groups are springing up to meet the needs of the growing number of
divorced women in financial straits. One, Displaced Homemakers, offers divorced
and separated middle -aged women a seven-week program of individual counseling,
workshops in employment and employment counseling-But even its succeses are
limited.

Barbara, 43, a mother of two hadn't been employed for 20 years when, her bus-
band loft I8 months ago. She took the Displaced Homemaker's course and get a
310.000a year job with a social service agency. With all that she and her children
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live just above thkpaverty level, "l'm proud of myself haviig come so (al in a years
and a half," she said, "Buj where do I go from here? I'm 43 and jusestarting out."

Last year, FOCUS served 1,958 clients in Nassau, Suffolk and its recently opened
'Queens office. The group advises clients in dealing with the Courts and social service
agencies in cases involving nonpayment of support orders, child - support awards and

Mattera, who was abandoned 15 years ago and had to live on welfare for a while
said; "We have had some new laws, -the public is becoming aware of the fact.thete is
a problem collecting child support. but we still have a long way to go . . .' ,

- Mow Newsday. Oct. 2S.19801

STUDY FINDS PoviarrY cv.DivoRcE

CENSUS REPORT SAYS MANY MOTHERS' LIVING STANDARDS FALL MITER SEPARATIolk.
DIVORCE

P

(By Henry Spatzer and Lawrence C. Levy)

Barbara Simpson was 20 years old when she got married in 1976. But she says
that her husband began "seeing another girl," and after attempts to work out their
differences failed, they got divorced in March.

She said she as led for n4alimony an hastily accepted only $200 a month offered
by his lawyer to support children, ages 3 and 1 "because 1 wanted, to get as far
as I couldand fast." ,

Then she went on welfare.-
"It was kind of hard to live on $209 a month," she explained. "1 couldn't get it job

hecpuse I didn't want to leave the kids alone . . 1 had to move in with my parents,- is hard on..thern. too old to have them feeding and clothing me and my
-kids. lsifitn't have anon to do anything else."

And in July the $200 month stopped 'coming. Her husband, a soldier who was
transferred to Germany at his own request, claims she didn't let him see the two
boys enough when he was home on leave/tt-44 summer. Ha has since promised to
resume the payments.

According. to,a U.S. Census Bureau study to be released today, Ms. SimPeon is
among millions of divorced or separated American inotheis whose standard of living
has been sharply lowered after divorce or separation. f

While the study, based primarily on 1978 data, did not include information on the
economic levels'of the husbands, it is considered by demographic experts to be one
of the first major economic portraits of families headed by divorced or separated
women.

The study found that of 7.1 million divore4d'or separated mothers in the United
States in 1978, 4.2 million had agreements for alimony or child support. But-the pic-
ture for them is dismal:

Getting the money from ex-husbands often is a porblem. Of the 3.6 million women
ivith voluntary or court-ordered agreements for receiving support payments in 1978,
1.2 Million or one-third were paid lees than they were supposed tomany of them
got nothing at all. (About 600,000 other women who didn t get paid had agreed to
some form of deferment until the following year.)

Of those with support agreements, 17 percent or 1.2 million were living below the
poverty level or earned less than $6,600. The study did not say how many of them
had lived at poverty level before their divorce. In 1979, 2 million divord mothers
were below the poverty level.

In 1978, child support or alimony was about 20 per cent of the :werage income of
$9,000 for all divorced mothers and one-third-of the income of poverty level mothers.
The crunch is worse for black women, who received one-third less in payments than
white women.

And as far as getting relief in the courts, the report found, "a court order did not
seem to be an effective method of ensuring full pkvment since only three-eighths of
the women with court ordered payments received the full amount, ancl, about the
same proportion received no payment at all." Women supposed to receive support
under a voluntary agreement "fared better than women awarded payments by that
court.' MatriMonial lawyers, counselors and others familiar with the problem
blame the poor economy for the large numbers of husbands not paying support or
alimony. Some blame it on revenge or vindictiveness, "A man (feels) hurt or may be
he's angrysat the settlement or his wife, so what does he do?" said a counselor with
the Nassau County Department of Social Services. "He rebels. He says, 'to hell with
them. Let 'em sweat for it."
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And some blame judges for being too lenient with ex.husbands who lag behind in
payments. They believe that judger pre too hesistant to hold a man in contempt of
court. Others, however, argue that a contempt decree doesn't necessarily put money
in the.hands of the woman and might make collection harder.

And some women who don't hare child support agreements du not seek themein
many cases there is t6o much animosity_"_between the spouses, said Sidney Siben, a
matrimonial laqer from Suffolk. Attorney LilliartAader added: "They want the
man completely oat of their life and thdir children's:" And, said Gerald Friedman,
some women feel they can't afford counsel or don't want to confront their hug:
bandipersoiis who may have dominated and controlled their lives for years.

i "1 weft from
Debra Recine, whd lives in Sufi:fp

c impact of a broken marriage.
said she doesn't need, the census bureau or

experts to tell her about the econ
married, pregnant and Workingto separated, pregnant and,on welfare," said Ms.
Recine, who was married in 1976 and separated two years later while she was prek
nant with her son.

Vtier separation agreement called for her to receive a week in childsupporL
According to FOCUS, a private hicounty agency that elps people with divorce, all.
many and child support problems, Recine appealed that agency when her hus-
band didn't pay. Recine said she couldn't afford a wyer to make im pay, and
she's also afraid of takiag time off from her $168 a week job to go to curt. She said
the support payments Would mean not having to live with her mother as she is now
or in the mice- and TO4pbinfested apartment above a store in Babylon that'she re
cently abandoned.

Matrimonial' lawyers, counselors, Wall service agencies and other experts on
Long'Island say the census bureau figures reflect thpir own experiences.

Jim Barlow, director of the Nifssaq, County Social Service Department's office of
child support enforcement, said that abotit 40 per cent of the 11,000 women the

'office handled this year are receiving,some form, of welfare. Figures from Suffolk
County and Queens are much the same.

In 1978, the year the census study drew upon, about 25 p.fr cent of the 525 women
who went to FOCUS had difficulty getting payments for' themselves and their chits
dren. FOCUS i"For Our Children and Us") found that more thita 76 per cent of the
total had incomes below $16,000, that most had b'en housekeepers for 10 to 20 years
and had never worked andthat most of the husbands earned more than $15,000:

The situation on Long Island hasn't changed.much since.
Last month, FOCUS saw 71 divorced oraseparated women, who had a total of,110

children, and 29 of the women, or 40 pets cent, needed help in getting payments
from their husbands and said they could no longer afford a private attorney. Only
one woman had an income over $15,000 aril about 25 of them had incomes below
$10,000, including 14 women who earn less than $5,000. Halt of the women had
been married more than 10 years (one- xth bad been married More than 25 years).
lialf gave their occupation as housewife while one-fourth ware secretaries or clerks:

Meanwhile, two-thirds of their ex-h sbartds had incomes of $20,000 og more; A
inird were professionals, skilled techn 'ling or owned a business; half were service
or blue collar workers.

' Many times they're (divorced] from'a p al or higkly-paid technician and
they're not getting-enough money to rup the useholdy' said Fran Mattera,
FOCUS' founder and director.

Chris Akin, who handles FOCUS cases in §uffolit, aid: "It's not even a matter of
the style to which you re accustomed When they g jobs the (salary] is so low that
it's not even enough to subsist on."

"1 was -left-with -a beautiful home with a pool," said Evelyn Pike, 50, who was
divorced from her daetor husband four years ago after a 25.year marriage. "Hitt I
aan't'egit the pool orihe bricks in the house?' She said her liiisband, whom she said
she put through medical school, moved in with a female patient. and despite l'Epeat-

,ed court judgments against him frequently missed the monthly $250 payments. "I
was on food stamps for 10 months. LILCO threatened to cut me of He stopped
paying the mortgage, and the bank threatened to foreclose." Luckily, the threat was
never carried out,

States don't have reciprocal enforcement agreements in alimony cases, and al-
though there are federal laws that apply for child support, getting a judgment often
takes 6 to 8 months. Then there's the time and expense of traveling back and forth
to out.of.state courts.

Local court appearances create enough problems for women who are "trying to
put their lives together," Mattera said. 'When she finally finds a job and then. has
to take off for filing (court records', for hearings and adjournments wq11, after two
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or three times the employer says. 'sorry, I need somebody dependable, and she's
back othere she started."

"They'll tell you, 'you have too many personal problcms." added Toby Wessel--
man, FOCUS coordinator for Nassau. "And sometimes when you get a job (the ex-
husband) goes into court to try to cut off your payments."

FOCUS "FOR OUR CrLDREN AND Us"; INC.

PURPOSE

To provide paralegal services to individuzils in matters of divorce, separation, rus-
tody, visitation, enforcement of court-awarded child support, alimony/maintenance
and related legal informitki under the guidance of a panel of volunteer attorneys.

SERVICES INCLUDE

Court advocacy..

Paralegals accompany clients to Fainily Court and acquaint them with the proce-
dures. Paralegals assist the clients in filing petitions and also on the hearing date(s).
These advocates inform clients of their rights under the law and how to insure en-
foreement of the laws. i.e.: how to apply for sewage deduction order, serve supoenas
or secure a judgment on the arrears.

Panels and workshops
Panels and workshops are held several times a year. Legislators, judges and attor-

nos participate.

imeefings - . r
i-meetings are held at various locations in Nassau,fiuffolk and Queens. An

mom y is present to answer legatquestions relating to matrimonial situations.

Newsletter

Published bimonthly, the newsletter informs and educates the community `on
Family Court procedures, legislation and news of general interest. Articles are writ-
ten by members of the staff, guest attorneys and concerned citizens of the oommuni-
ty. .

v - .
Inforip\ipeand.referral ..,..1.

. -

$ Clients are informed of their tights and are referred to attorneys or appropriate
communitydgencies or resources.

. ,
menial(

FOCUS, "For Obr Children and Us", Inc. is an innovative program a nd the only
one of its kind on Long Island and-in the nation.

In 1972, Fran Mattera brought- together a group of attorneys, social Workers and
community leaders who were committed to the enfbrcement of court-awarded sup-
port through amily Court. An educational program was instituted which' leeks to
nform the average citizen of his rights tfrid options under The matrimonial and
family laws of New %ork State.

In 1979, FOCUS, For Our Children and Us,'" Inc. was "ncorporated as a non-
profit agency under the laws of New York State. At this me, paralegals were
added to the staff to give assistance to clients confronting the plezities of the
Family Court system.

FOCUS now maintains offices in Nassau, Suffolk and Queens 85unties. Although .
the major source of funding comes 11-om New York State, FOCUS also relies heavily
on the inkind services of professional volunteers and on the generous contributions
of clients and friends.

Cholib. man FORD. Thank you.
-Mrs. Mal lett.

59.155 0-84-.-20
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STATEMENT 4W CONNIE MAI.1411T, PIASIDENT, PARENTS
WITHOUT PARTNERS, INC.

Ms. Mach.. I am Connie Mallett of Novi, Mich., and the presi-'
dent_of Parents_Without Partners Inc -which is a nonprofit-inter-
national organization'. of 214,000 single parents comprising 1,100 .4.
chapters in all 50 States and Canada.

We are hAv-larges and oldest organization for single parents in
the world, with affil tes'in Australia, WA.5t Germany, and Great
Britain. We are. the my national orga mation admitting single
parents of all religion , races and types parat,ed, divorced, wid-
owed, and never marriedboth men- And omen, both custodial
and noncustodial. . I

I am honored to be here this morn ing to represent our organiza-
tion and the interests of single parents. We have been in existence
since 1957, and in the last 26 years more than a million single par-
ents have passed throug&Patents Without Partners with their
hopes, fears, and probleins. One of the big problems ingle parents..
Face is with child support enforcement.

You will have heard\ the statistics about the income problems of
the single parent, and about how few of them ever receive the child.
support their.children Ore supposedly entitled to.

Even if singleparent families were not economically' disadvan-
taged for other reasons, the child support enforcement situation
would still be a disgrace .in this country, because our children the
not receiving justice in the courts.

But our families are' economically 'disadvantaged, and are even
more deprived of justice because we cannot afford the ,best lawyers,
we cannot afford endless litigation, we cannot afford the second,
third, fourth hearings and appeals.

We are a special interest group that is becoming 'increasingly
alienated from a system_ofjustice that has little justice for us. Pen -
elope-Toth, a member from Norristown, Pa., expressed .the feelings
of too many of our members when-she wrote:

It may well be that our present judicial system will cause or, at best, play a major
role in our country's moral deterioration and eventual downfall. I am a divorced
mother of two children. To settle the matters related to my divorce. I have had two
Protection from Abuse orders, six hearings to resettle custody. over 20 hearings on
child support. a divorce granted on personal indignities. which comes to a total of at
least 30 hearings in the last two years; over a period of three years he accumulated -
arrearages of more than $11.000. The end result was that I got $4,000,in child sup-
port and I was forced into personal bankruptcy.

I savour Constitution being laughed at, attorney's one-upsmanship, too much
brothfrhood and soppiness, in our judicial system. The middle and poor classes do
not gerequal jOstice because they cannot afford it. Criminals laugh at the system,
knowing all too well that they can boat it.

So, we enthusiastically support the provisions in each bill before_

'you today that would provide for mandatory wage assignments in
each State. We regard mandatory wage assignments as an essential

.underpinning of any effort to collect child support. As long as the
absent parent works. this technique is the easiest and most effec-
tive way to collect support for several reasons.

First, when a single parent knows that she can obtain a wage as-
signment, spending money on an attorney becomes an investment
in the future, not a drain on diminishinvesources.

I
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One of our staff members, who was unable to persuade court per-
-sonnel to prosedute her case, finally tealixed that the arrearages
wauld.pay_attorney-fees-if-she-could-obtain a-wage assignment.-She
was successful in joining the 204fercent of the child support recipi-

ents' in her county who actually receive payment only because this
_ mechanism, was available tenet

Second, although some-States do haveyrovisionsfor wage assign-
ments, it is still possible for an abderit parent to go 'to a State
which does not, thus avoiding child support payments. This State
hopping_ creates an additional problem for the parent left behind,
because interstate litigation is difficult, eicpensive, time consuming,
and all too often unsuccessful. I

Morn attorneys tell us the% during interstate litigation, the
absent parent is more likely to receivsoympathy 'because he is the
only person the judge sees. The custodial parent and the children
left -behind become nonpersons as opposed to the one parent at the
hearing.

So, by letting the absent parent know that he will not be able to '
work 'and avoid child support by this means, we may be able to
reduce State hopping and make child support enforcement more
uniform.

Third, a recurring problem that we hear about too often is that...
the sukess -of child support enforcement efforts .dbpends on the ".
judgmeik of one individual: The quasi-administrative offpial or a
judge.

Such power in enforcing the law, such allowance for individual
prejudices, leads to such situations as the, court personnel who told
a me ber that her $75 a month support was too small,an amount
for m to pursue; or the domestic master who refused to issue 'a
w e attachment for a '01,000 arrearage accumulated over .11,

dyears because the nonpaying father had a drinking -problem an
the master felt sorry for him; a member from Chicago who took in .

ironing in the evenings after her full-time lob in order to save the
money for an attorney,...only to be told by a judge that if she could
afford an attorney, she didn't need child support; or the district at-

. torney in Oklahoma Who publicly announced that child support
cases were too unimportant for him to prosecute, and so on.

We hear so many of these stories that they_skem_to_be.t.he-rule,_
not The exceptiofi. Mandatory wage assignments for pastdue and
ongoing child support would correct this disg-ylceful abuse of laws
tequiring;parents to support their children, and we poinout that
they are abused by judges, not just absent parents.

We would like to see mandatory wage assignments put into place
from the very figt court order for child support. We understand
that many indivilluals objectito having income, withheld without
first being in arrears.

W. can think of no reason for this objection other than that such
an individual wants an ppportundy not to pay in the Future. Our
State and Federal taxes anti social security payments are withheld
from our paychecks, whether or not we intend to pay. We would
like to see child support payments elevated to the same level of im-
portance.
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Second, we would like to point-out that the first child support
hearing and the first child support order are part of the due proc-
ess and equal protection we are all entitled to.

Why should our single parents have,to go through the trouble
and ex -courtg-second-time-to-collect-what was--
or' ered_in the first place?-Why sflould they have to wait 2 months
before initiating further court proceedings?

At the very least, a coinputenzed clearinghouse with an accurate
third-party record of. payment could automatically initial a
demand for a wpge assignment after an. arrearage, so that the
parent does not have to go back to court.

We also support with enthusiasm provisions to require liens
against property in each State for past-due child support. Child
support is a debt of the first importance, more important than car -
loans, credit card debt; and home mortgages because it is childred_ :
who suffer?

We fully support provisions in the Kennelly and Campbell bills
to allow non-AFDC parents to take adiantage of the same enforce.
ment procedures now allowed the Federal Government to reim-
buse itself lot welfare expenditures. A

It has been argued that while Government can collect.debts owed
to Government, it ,should not intervene ha private debts: We say
that Government has an obligatioh to enforce its own' laws, and
that it has a special:Obligation to enforce laws supporGngchildren.

A recent Supreme eourt opinion, in Pickett v. Brott4,vegarding
paternity laws in the State of Tennessee, examined briefly the dif7,
ferences in treatment of children receiving welfare who were enti
tied t6 sue for child support and the children born 'outside mar'
riage who were governed by a statute of limitations. The Court
said:

The State u n questionably has a legitimate interest in proles public revenue.
However. the State also has an interest in seeing that lustice done" by "ensuring
that genuine claims for child support are satisfied('

The gap between the treatment of welfare and nonwelfare par-
ents has been the subject of several communications from our
members recently. Roxanne Burton of Maryland writes:

Will there ever be help for those af ils who a , unwilling to rettclily ,

accept welibre_pay.ments.bemuse..mare_able-to-wo k-and-wanuo.be-selkuflicientl--
W520-flee every right to child.support because so y of us make enough money
to disqualify us frp AFDCmmqnts,m,Leurexemouses_rectalejo_pay_es_ihe.courts_.
*erect, or do not pa'y at all.

Susan Speir, a member from California and the chairman of
SPUNK (Single Parents United **1 Kids] writes, "It is no wonder
that a iot of women go on AFDC because they _know it is a steady
income, while child support enforcement is not."

Please give us the same tool to collect child supportthat is now
reserved for the AFDC child support offset program.

And in line with these arguments, we strongly. support all other
measures that would assure equal protection for the children of
nonwelfare recipients, including incentive paymOnts for the Feder-
al Office of Child ,upport Enforcement efforts folrnonA-PDIC collec-
tions.

We are afraid that hrthis time of budget cutting, our nonwelfare
. . parents will be sacrificed because they are somehow making it. But

ot
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while, they may or may not be st 4ng off the Welfare rolls, their
children are still suffering for hot bnipsupported..

Thank you-for allowing us to' be here today.
Chairman FORD. Thank you.

-_ Mrs-Johnston_
STATEMENT OF MARGE JOHNSTON, PRESIDENT, DETROIT

CHAPTER; KIDS IN NEED DESERVE EQUAL RIGHTS (KINDER]

Ms. Joursirrors. Thank you good afternoon.
I ;would like to thank you, Mr. Chai#nan, and-the members of

the 'committee for allowing people like ourselves,. users of the -1
'system, fo bring forth our opinions.

My. name is Marge Johnston. I am president or the Detroit area
chapter of KINDER, Kids In Need Deserve Equal Rights, a nation-
al lirganization of indiyiduals concerned with the rights of children
of divorced and single- parent families.

Kinder is'a German word for child, and also stands for Kids In
Need Deserve Equal Rights.

I am also .a 36-year-old divorced mother of three teenaged chil-
dren who has found it necessary to move back intrmy parents'
home with my children in. an effort to continue caring for my
family without relying on AFDC

My circumstances are similar to millions of others across the
country. In many cases, custodial parents are women who have re-
mained at home during their children's early years only to find
themselves ill - prepared to be sole-support of a family after divorce.

Even in the case of a previously working mother in a two-income
family, the- increasing costs of raising children plus her lower
income nntential will guarantee a decline in income to.the family.

A California study" of 3,000 divorced couples found that 1 year
after the diiorce, the .wife's income dropped by It-percent while
the husband's rose by 42 percent. The full collection of child sup-
port is the difference between poverty and self-sufficie'ncy for most
families. -

The systems as it exists, encourages welfare dependency. Work-
ing mothers not on AFDC fincr little help in collecting back child
support while many finajcial incentives are offered by the Federal
Government -to-enforce -AFDC-collectionit-

Children who are effected by the failings of the child support_e
forcemaip in come, not only fm families on welfare, but

also from middle and upper income families who have had to make
A%0 drastic adjustments in 'heir at*, of life, often struggling just to put

. food on the table.
In March of this year KINDER voliinteers'were involved in a

nationwide call-in survey in which custodial' and noncustodial par-
ents from 48 :.fates responded. During 1 week's time, nearly 3,Q00
people, were interviewed and it is estimated that almost 80,000 call
attempts were.made.

Of the survey respondents, 51 percent reported that they had
been 9n AFDC at one time or another since their divorce. Of these,
two-thirds had applied for welfare because of lack of child support.

Eighteen percent of the respondents are currently AFDC recipi-
ents. Two- thirds of the AFDC recipients stated that they were cape-
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ble and willing to work, had a plan for child care and would be off
the welfare rolls i1 their child support were collected.

To insure that all children receive the maximum benefit of full
collection of court-ordered support, it is imperative that we provide
ever., mailable avenue for enforcement. Incentives must be ex-
tended to non-AFDC cases.

Although the problem begins at a local level, it becomes national
in scope when noncustodial parents move across State lines. Feder-
al guidelines must be mandated.

An existing Federal program provides for full collection of back
child suppo'rt for the IRS. This program is applicable to both AFDC
and non-AFDC cases. After. all resources within the ate have
been exhausted, a case can be certified and the IRS acts as a collec-
tion agency.

Collection can be enforcdd against the absent parent's i come or
assets. The IRS has the authority teattach wages, put a lien on
property, and attach bank accounts, or an installment agree ent
for payment can be secured.

Each State has the option io adopt this program. Ace.11?ding to
the Vice of the IRS liaison for child support enforcpment, during
1982,160 cases were certified in the United States.

Of these cases, 62 originated in Massachusetts, 1.1n the State of
Michigan. Without' Federal mandates, options such as this are ig-
nored and unused by the majority of enforcement agencies across ,
the country.

It is the responsibility of the Federal Government to provide de-''
finitive guidelines that will insure effective enforcement of cdurt-
ordered support. K

We have a system in our State, Michigan, and th is still room j
for improvement but it is a start.

Income withholding policies must take into account assets,
income producing properties and investments. Collection of past
due support from State and Federal tax refunds must be applicable -
to both AFDC and non-AFDC cases. .

Income from workmen's compensation cases, civil cases, and in-
heritance should be intercepted by a centtal agency until a distri-
bution hearing can be held_ This has been.tried in certain countries
fiful-hai been very effective. The central egency, the friend of the
court, has the records and has the abiliff through computers to
pull oat these cases and act as an intercepting agency...

Past-due. child support shouts be 'reported to credit agencies.
While'iarrearages accumulate, t1, custodial parent's credit suffers
and the absent parent's iis not affected..

I strongly urge passe of these provisions which will be a qtep
.

toward putting the financ responsibhity of raising children back
with the parents, where it righly. belongs.

Chairman FORD. Mrs. Cooley.

STATEMENT OF WORTH K, COOLEY, PROJECT IMPREC7OR, THE
CHILDREN'S FOUNDATION

Ms. COOLEY. Thank you. 4'

My name Is Worth.Cooley, and I work with the Children's Foun-
dation, a national advocacy organization for children and families.
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DUritig our 14 years of existence, the Children's Foundation
concentrated on the problems of low-income children and h
always been particularly concetned about those who are bein
raised by women alone, a group currently estimated tO include, at
some point during childhood, approximately half of this country's
children.

We see a direct and urgent connection between the Nation's di-
vorce rate, the increasing feminization of poverty, and the present
alarming weaknesses in the child support enforcement system.

A frequently cited California study of 3,000 divorces found that 1
year after divorce, the average man's standard of living rose by 42
percent, while that of his. former wife and their children fell by 73
percent.

The runaway pappy at whom earlier decades' child support legis-
lation was aimed is no longer the unmarried, unemployed father
whose children bnded up on welfare. He is now the former husband
and father, frequently middle cldss or better, who simply leaves his
financial obligation to his child rti behind.

It appears that millions of Armerican fathers somehow include
the continuing needs of their children among things left, behind
when a marriage dissolves, rather like old furniture.

General public awareness of the child support problem does
appear to have been increasing in recent months, although we feel
that there is still a common tendency to view childsupport difficul-
ties as individual domestic issues rather than as a national social
and economic issue which places an unprecedented proportion of
America's population at risk of poverty.

About one-half of our children living in female-headed house-..

holds now live in poverty. All children are entitled to the financial
suPpoilsof both parents. Although specific statistics vary, there is
general agreement that very few children receive the-financial sup-
port due from their fathers once these fathers leave the household.

Census Bureau figures show that in 1981, only about one-third of
8.4 million American women raising children alone received any
pa ment from the fathers-of these children.

hus, the economic burden._ of caring_for_the_children_falls on
tfi it mothers, whose earning power is less than 60 percent of the
average father's, or on the taxpayer in the form of welfare pay-
ments.

These millions of children, and their mothers, already struggling
with the emotional and social traumas associated with divorce are
thus subject to often severe economic privation as well. Formerly
middle-class families can be plunged into poverty almost overnight
when child support goes unpaid.

Several specific categories of reasons are common when the ques-
tion of why a national problem of such huge dimension and such

. grave consequences exists.
Economic hardship, certainly no stranger to many of us in recent

years, is one of the most commonly cited. Research over the last
decade, however, agrees on several points:.

Fathers can pay child support; fathers ca usually pay more
than courts order; of fathers who do pay, mg 3, do so irregularly
and incompletely, creating continual economic chaos i

in

the chil-
.
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dren's household; between one-fourth and one-third of fathers
never make the first court-ordered payment.

Another commonly cited defense for nonpayment seeks to cone
nect child support with custody and visitation issues. We would
like to point out that a child's needs for food, clothing, and shelter
continue regardless of the parents' ability to agree on custody and
visitation,.

Fathers say that the needs of their new families come first. Di-
vorced men do remarry more often and more quickly than divorce&
mothers with children. A father's new responsibilities, however, do
not erase ones he already had to children he already had. ,
-The fact is that fathers don't pay child support because they

don't have to. In its present form at all levels, the child support-
enforcement system looks to the mother to pursue enforcement of
child support obligations.

Lacking time, money, and information necessary to address the
system in its present complexity, millions of mothers simply give
up. The system thus supports the nonpaying father's attitude that
it is really easier just to let the matter-go.

We strongly support all legislative proposals seeking automatic
payroll deduction of child support, most especially those which do
not wait for a delinquency to occur. If paying our income taxes
were functionally optional, we believe that many of us would, pay
period after pay period, have numer *is wonderful reasons why we
simply couldn't pay those taxes

The Treasury Department would quickly find itself in rather the
same position as millions of custodial mothers do now.

We further believe that payroll deduction of child, support would
significantly decrease the problem of collecting support when the
parents reside in different States.

We also support the development of State clearinghouses
through which child support payments are made. In addition to
monitoring compliance and presumably. setting enforcement mech-
anisms into action immediately when a delinquency occurs, such
systems would serve to decrease the ongoing emotional conflict be-
tween former spouses that can so easily occur when angry people
must exchange money.

_

We are concerned that disbursements of funds received be made
in a timely manner and that custodial parents be informed, when
problems occur, as to what enforcement remedies will be pursued.

We feel that any fees for enforcement services should be assessed
against the obligated parent rather than the custodial parent. Any
investment on the part of the custodial parent in getting a court
order enforced should be nominal at most.

We support proposals to include requirements that obligated par-
ents provide health insurance when stIch is available through their
employer, but feel that the custodial parent should have the option
of providing such insurance if her employment-related coverage is
more convenient or otherwise prefeileble.

We support proposals that requirf administrative procedures to
establish and enforce_ support obligations, collection of past-due
support from Federal and State tax ,refunds, and liens against prop-
erty for pastdue support.

(.43
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We feel' that requiring States to report past-due support to con-
sumer credit netweril is an excellent policy, one likely to haie def-
inite impact on the self-interest motivations of fathers, particularly
those of middle class and better economic status, to keep their pay-
ments current.

We feel that establishment of an objective standard for child sup-
port is a worthy goal but one which needs significant further study,
given the complexity of this issue.

We would support a national commission to address this issue
with the goal of creating a fair and objective formula that balances
the standards of living of all the parties.

Finally, writtrongly support clear statements of purpose which
- affirm the right of all children, not-just those receiving AFDC

funds, to the financial support of abpent parents.
Aethe child support enfOrcement system currently exists, the

nonwelfare child becomes too easily nobody's baby. Nonwelfare
mothers report a generally unresponsive attitude on the part Of
IV-D agencies; sometimes fees for such services would be compara-
ble to those involved in hiring a private attorney.

There is a sort of a welfare Mercedes myth around, and an IV-D
official was reported to have said at a meeting last year- that he

'--didn't know where all those middle-clas women got off-driving up
to the 'State agenciesin their Mercedes Benzes, trying to rip the
State off for free legal services. .

If children were mugged on the streets, we would not as a society
look to their mothers. to hunt. down the muggers and prosecute
them at their own expense. -

Nor would we require our police to inquire first as to whether
the children were receiving welfare funds before even taking a
report on this hypothetical mugging.

Nonpayment of child support, given its impact on a child's daily
life, might be. viewed as a sort of financial mugging by an absent
parent. Our legislation should clearly reflect a recognition of hoW
gravely serious a matter child support payments are:

I would like to step away briefly at this point from my role with
the Children's Foundation and into my role as a mother with a
heedful of memories of my own and my friends' experiences with
the court and IV-D systems.

I don't know what Federal legislation might address the problem
of what judges in child support cases actually do in courtrooms, but
I do know that the first risk mothers seem to face upon going to
court for enforcement of a support order is that the amount of the
support may well be reduced as an incentive to the father to pay.
This seems particularly true in interstate cases.

If a man owed IRS a given amount of money, say $200, and were
so remiss in paying it that he 'found himself in court, I think' it is
very unlikely indeed that the presiding judge would decide that
maybe he should just pay $150 since he didn't seem to be paying
what he owes.

Indeed, penalties would be added. I feel strongly that some
system should exist to make judges accountable for what happens
to our children's money. We non-AFDC mothers are out here
trying to raise our kids with some semblance ).1 nonpoverty mien-
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tation, and we can't do that consistently without support from the
system that is not there now-

It also seems, based on repeatqd and familiar stories from moth-
ers who have gone into court tilde after time, at repeated economic
and emotional expense, thatjedges are all too often extraordinarily
lenidllt with a nonpaying father.

Continuing a child support hearing for months in order to give
the father a chance to make payments gives the children and their

-mom several chances to be evicted or have the telephone discon-
nected or the lights turned off. 6

However fine our laws may become regarding Child support,
unless they include a change in the amount of discretion individual
judges havq in these cases, our children will continue4o face pover-
ty and all its negative consequences as surer as they face chicken
pox and runny noses.

Mrs. KENNELLY. I thank you.
I think it was Mrs. Johnston that mane the point of thanking us

for letting you be here. Don't. You are the lobbyists for this bill. I
serve on the Ways and Means Committee, and nobody apologizes.
They come in and they know what they waht. They ask for what
they want, and they work for what they want. .

You are here_today with us, Mr. Campbell has a new bill in since
yesterday, and we are geillY1Foltireg-lre direc-
tion, and people who have experienced *Hs life you have.

Also, you. people have people behind k this is just a 'beginning.
All of it is building up. If it is just dropp 4 after these hearings,
then nothing happens. I thank you for coming. I 'urge you, don't
stop today. Monitor us, and watch us and help us, so we get a piece
of legislation put together, and on the floor.

It is a long fight. Don't apologize. Your testimony was strong, but
that is fine. This is a tough subject:

Ms. COOLEY. I know.
Mrs. KENNELLY. You emphasized exactly what the other panel of

women did. We are here to bring something together that will
work. I thank you for staying out the day so you could testify.

Mr. CAMPBELL Madam' Chairman. let me apologize. I was called
away from the hearings a little i.arlier, and I did not get to hear
your testimony. I do apologize for not being here, but let me tag on
to what Mrs. Kennelly has said.

It is a tough subject. It is going to take a lot of long, hard work
to get the legislation, through dt the Federal level, but it is also
going to take a lot of work at the State level to make them aware
of the responsibilities that exist there, to try to get the job done, to
est good people in- the jobs, and topflight effort being put forth at
the State level. I am not saying there are not good people in the
job, but we have to make sure that this is a top priority. The battle
is going to be fought at two levels.

I would urge you to continue that State fight.
Mrs. KENNELLY. Cesar A. Perales; Irwin Brooks; James L. Feder-

spiel.
. I thank you for your patience.'
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STATEMENT OF IRWIN BROOK'S, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER,
OFFICE OF INCOME SUPPORT, NEW YORK CITY HUMAN' RE-
SOURCES ADMINISTRATION

Mr. BROOKS. I m assistant commissioner of the Human Re-
sources Administration of the city of New York.

I submitted written testimony, which I hope you will accept for
the record. I wouid like to make some additional comments. I ttink
we have all heard today about the immense problem from tiro
point of view of mothers, custodial parents, State administrators,
district, attorneys, and judges. We are all aware of the problams
that exist, and I want to caution the policymakers that the zIrob-
lem is growing.

The recent figures from the census department indicate the mat-
nitude of the problem in terms of numbers. We have tremendoe
caseload in the city of New York and we try to deal with it in the
best way we possibly can.

The mayor is completely behind us in our efforts.
I would like ta divide the problem into two areas. On one hand,

wahave a problem with the judiciary. Mr.. Campbell is correct, and
that has to be addressed on the State level,

The other problem We have is the enforcement of those orders
that have been_issuedby-the-courts,_ and ]pthink that if we could

lick that problem, we would pretty much gain in terms of helping
the custodial parent.

Unfortunately, I think the administration, after hearing the Sec-
retary's testimony, is geared to reducing the Federal outlay of
funds. I did not really hear a strong commitment in terms of aiding
the nonwelfare population.

In New York City, the average payment for a nonwelfare family
is $180 a month. That is borderline, and if we don't take care of
those hard-working women who are trying to keep their heads
above water, they will be on the public assistance roll, and be a lot
more costly to the taxpayers. I would like to see some additional
efforts made for the nonwelfare population.

Back in 1976, when we first started this program, we were col-
lectinrabout $12 million in New York City for the Aid for Depend-
ent Children population. I am proud to tell you that this past fiscal
year, we wound up with $28 -million.

In 1977, it was New York City who came to the administration
and requested and suggested the tax intercept program. Simulta-
neously, we did it with the State legislature. It has taken us 5
years to get it enacted, and it is working.

This past year, we had the State legislature enact the legislation,
and I EiTri-proudVoport that already, we have received $1.6 mil-
lion with mor-t7) conie on tax intercepts from the State.

From the Federal IRS we have achieved a $3.5 million. in collec-
tions. I would like to see this extended to the nonwelfare popula-
tion. We have created a two-tiered approach here.

On the one hand, we are concerned about debt recovery, and on
the other hand, we are leaving out the population that we really
should suppOit to make sure that they will not become dependents
of Government..
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Some of the issues raised here today such as visitation and other
issues that relate to support' have to remain separate. There is an
obligation to support the children. If we start on that premise, and
we all agree that our children should be supported, then we could
come up with a system that would help us reach that goal.

We hear of support orders being ignored, and we hear of a lot of
processing of paperwork from payments on a 'weekly basis. We
process 3,600 payments a day in New York City for welfare -and
nonwelfare people. We try to get the checks out for nonwelfare
families within a 48-hour period and we are successful in most
cases.

However, I would like to suggest that right up front, when an
order is issued from a court of proper jurisdiction, that that order
be a withholding similar to withholding for taxes.

We withhold taxes for the purposes of supporting our Govern-
ment, and I think we should withhold from wages also for the sup-
port of our children.

By doing something of this sort, and I think that it is going to
take additional study, but I think that such a system will certain1r4
cut the cost of Government. One further suggestion is that these
payments be made directly from the employer to the custodial
parent, -thereby avoiding a lot of administrative processing, and
also assuring that payments are received on a timely basis.

There are some localities that take 3 to 4 weeks before they get a
payment out, and the family struggles within that period of time to
maintain themselves.

I would like to see this study, and listening to Congressman
Biaggi here this morning, who recommends a commission, perhaps
we should look at that in terms of studying this problem a little
more deeply. I think the Congressman also expressed a very strong
desire to help the nonwelfare people and I support that whole-
heartedly. I think that Congress should enact legislation or recog-
nize that there is a child support problem and declare August as
Child Support Month.

Let's get more publicity about this. I think in the last few weeks
we have seema lot of this going on.

You are -the polio makers, and we are the administrators. We
have to administer the laws that you enact, and by working togeth-
er, we certainly can come up with some viable means to really
make this a priority, and a successful one, to help all the children
of this country.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement follows:)

STATEMENT OF IRWIN BROOKS, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER, OVPICE or INCOME SUPPORT,
HUMAN RESOURCES ADMINISTRATION. NEW YORK CITY

I um Irwin Brooks, Assistant Commissioner or Income Support of the Human Re.
sources Administration of the City of New 'York. I am pleased to appear before you
today to discuss child support enforcement in New York City.

Just last week. the Census Bureau reported that more than half of the American
men legally obligated to pay alimony or child support are in arrears on all or4part
of their payments. Only 46.7 percont of about 4 million women who were supposed
to revel* child support payments in 1981 received the correct amounts. Clearly,
Federal legislahon is needed to strengthen our existing child support programs, to
extend enforcement tools used for Aid to Dependent Children (ADC) cases to all sup-
port cases and to provide better methods for enforcement of support orders for all

t*,
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child support cases. Such initiatives are vital if we are to help mothers and children
collect thl nearly $4.5 billion that goes unpaid arr.:ally by fathers under court
orders or legal agreement.

New York City is committed to an effective and efficien. child support program.
We are currently collecting child support payments, for 340,000 public assistance
(ADC) families and an additional 50,000 non-public assistance families. The follow-
ing data provides a picture of thl size of our program:

We receive 60,000 new ADC cases, locate 28,000 absent parents and refer 17,000
cases to court in a year.

We have 41,000 court appearances which result in 5,400 paternity orders, 6,000
support orders, and, additionally, 3,600 cases are referred to court for enforcement
each year.

We provide support-related services, other than collection, lo 36,000 nonADC
cases annually.

New York City, like other large urban areas, faces many obstacles to increasing
child support collections. The size, density, mid mobility or our population make it
difficult to locate many absent parents. And, we have a high proportion of parents
who are too impoverished to pay support. Yet, since 1975, we have made significant
pills in our program. Collections for our public assistance families have increased
from $12 million iii fiscal year 1976 to our current figure of $23 million in fiscal
year 1983. An additional $29 billion is coilected, and processed annually for non
public assistance families.

As we plan for the future progress of the Child Support_Enforcement Program, it
is essential to focus on the of the child. When we speak about children, we
should be talking about all children, not only those supported by public assistance.

-Under current law, better mechanisms are 'available for the enforcement of ADC
support orders than are available to nonpublic assistance families such as more
stringent payroll deduction provisions, IRS and State Tax Intercept Programs and
leeal support in handling- r-Yet, other-custodial parents-who are.-et
Wing to support their children need access 'to the same enforcement- niee
we do not effectively assist these families in collecting support from-absent, parents,
they too may come to depend upon government financial supnort.

BRA is pleased that much of the proposed legislationH.R. 2374, H.R. 3354 and
H.R. 926which you have asked us t address today, seek to create stronger and
more effective means of child support enforcement for both puhlic assistance and
non-public assistance families. We have tried several of these proposed enforcement
mechanisms in New York and I would like to discuss some of these proposals in
light of the experience in New Ynrk City.

TAX REPUND INTERCEPT

BRA supports expanding the collection of past,due support from Federal tax re-
funds for public assistance families to all families. This is one of the most successfal
methods of collecting past due child support. In New York, such tax setoffs for
public assistance families have resulted in significant collections. For example, we
collected $3 million in New York City from Federal income tax refunds for tax year
1981. For families that are not-on public assistance, where a higher proportion of
absent parents are actually employed, tax setoffs should prove particularly nieces&
ful.

( ~(/In addition, New York State has begun a tax refund intercept program, lahich is
in its first year of operation. It has already generated $1.6 million in support collec-
tions for New York City. Therefore, support federal legislation to expand the it
Federal tax setoff procedure to non-ADC families and to create a similar mecha
nism for State tax refunds.

MANDATORY 1yAGE WITHHOLDING

BRA strongly supports a system of mandatory wage withholding for the collection
of child support obligations for both public assistance and non-public assistance fam-
ilies. In New York, we have an income deduction system which is imple*sented after
a delinquency in stipport payments. In-cases where we have such °Wert, collections
increased by 50 ipercent; In public assistance cases, the deduction is mandatory but
is not made until the support payment arrears equal or exceed the total amount of
monies payable in making a specified number of payments determined by the court
in the.support order. In non-public assistance cases, the court may order an income
deduction where the respondent is three payments delinquent and has not proved
an inability to make payments. However, our experience has shown that courts are
reluctant to require income deduction orders in nonpublic assistance cases.
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Mandatory wage withholding should provide an even more effective system for
child support collection, since withholding could begin at the inception of the sup-
port obligation rather than after a delinquency in payments. This will guarantee a
steady stream of needed funds to support chIllren in all families with absent par-

One concern we have with expanded wage withholding is the associated adminis-
trative costs. In order to keep administrative costs as low as possible, we recommend
that employers forward payment withheld from wages directly to custodial parents
who are not receiving public assistance. This will also avoid delays in making funds
available to custodial parents. In addition, we recommend that, any proposed legisla-
tion for withholding wages conform with the Consumer Credit Protection Act's limi
tations on gars ishment of wages. to insure protection for the absent parent.

We also support the proposals that require the withholding of child,support from
income other than wages. This is particularly important where absent'parents have
sought to avoid fulfilling. child support obligations by claiming no wage earnings
v:hilc deriving income from sources other than wages. One approach is the manda-
tory posting of a bend for child support or requiring insurance for such payments.

CLEARINGHOUSE

While wc favor providing more effective enforcement mechanisms for all child
support cases such as the tax intercept and mandatory wage withholding, we .would
not like to sec the creation of new and costly administratiVe structures for support
collection. MR. 2374, the Child Support Enforcement Act of "1983, would require
each State to maintain a child supprt clearinghouse into which all child support
payments would be paid, recorded and forwarded. We oppose this provision because
it would create an unnecessary fiscal and administrative burden for local child sup-
port agencies. In addition to our 340,000 public assistance cases,"New York City cur-
reniiy processes 50,000'nonADC cases at a cost of $1.3 million per year. Expansion

.support cases -wouM- result in a significant in
crease in administrative costs.

The legislatio recom ds the imposition of fees for processing non.ADC cases.
We do not believe that fc would provide an adequate source of funds for such a
cleadnghouse. Ultimately, pport payments would be reduced to reflect these fees.
In Mw York City, the ave e monthly paymcnt for a family not on public assist-
ancels $180. Any reduction n the amount of a payment could force a family on to
public assistance.

In the alternative, greater re nee should be placed on the use of the payroll de
duction orders or mandatory wa e withholding, with payments forwarded directly to
the non-public assistance cus ial parents. Therefore, we recommend that H.R. ..
8354, The National Child Support Enforcement Act, which provides for mandatory
wage withholding, be amended to allow direct payments by the employer to the cus-
todial parent not on public assistance.

WAGE INFORMATION

HRA supports legislation to require States to collect individual wage information
and provide access to such information for the purpose of child support enforce-

_ meat. in New York, wage information is collected by the State Department of Tax.
ation and Finance through the Wage Reporting System (vms). We strongly support
expanding the use of WRS to non-public assistance cases where it is eyern more
likely that thc absent parents are actually employed:

H.R. 926, thc Reducing Error in Income Support Programs Act of 1983, would re.
quire States to collect and retain wage information within their Departments of
Labor in order to qualify for Federal assistance for unemployment compensation.
This would result in a duplicate system for a state such as New York, which has its
wag porting system within the tax department This, we reommend that this
legislation be amended to allow states flexibility in locating its wage reporting,
system.

In addition, wc recommend that States be authorized Co exchange wage infoisma.
tiers in order to collect support from parenti employed outside the State in which
dependent children reside. Our experience has shown that some States place a low
priority on out-ofstate cases. Fncihtating the exchange of information among States
is an important step towards aiding in our support collection efforts. We support the
development of projects to aid the collection and exchange of information among
states.

.31.9
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MILITARY

It is often difficult to obtain needed information from the military to facilitate
collections. We are required to contact each individual installation when attempting
to locate an absent parent in the service. As a result, we must wait for requests to
be channeled through to the proper responsible party, and wait an inordinate
amount o!, time' or a response which may notte forthcoming. We recommend that
a centr.d office within. the Department of Defense be available for assisting child
support agencies. Names would be submitted and the central office could locate the
appropriate parties.

MEDICAL INSURANCE

In New York. our Family Court Act provides that when a social services official is
'the petitioner, any order of support must require the absent parent to exercise an
option for additonal health insurance coverage where his employer or organization
will pay a substantial portion of the premium. At a time of increasing medical costs,
requiring absent parents to provide health insurance where it is available at a Tea
sonabie cost. zdds in keeping families off both ADC and Medicaid. We support feder.
al legislation '1.thich Would'require states to seek medical support for children on
ADC. In additonrwe recommend that such health insurance coverage be required
for nonpublic assistance familiea as well. J

QUASIJUDICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE VROCEDURES

It has been the experience pf some states that quasijudicial or administrative pro-
cedures result in higher collections and lower costs. A number of the legislative pro-
posals we are addressing today would require States to develop quaijudicial or ad.

- ministrative procedures to establish and enforce support obligations This would be
very difficult to implement in New York, where jurisdiction over siijiPort and pater-
nit) issues is placedin the Family Court by our State Constitution. While we favor

, expanded use of hearing officers within our Family Court, we believe that removing
support cases from the Court system entirelOs a complicated issue. Therefore, we
recommend that pny legislative directive on establishing ddministrptive procedures
allow a state the flexibility to fashion a procedure within the framework of existing
State Constitutiodal mandates.

REIMBURSEMENT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS AND INCENTIVE PAYMENTS

We are pleased that Congress rejected, earlier this year, the President's proposal
to restructure the IV-D program by eliminating both reimbursement of e.dministra
ti rises and incentive payments based upon actual support collections. Unfor
tunateiy, the Administration again, seeking to eliminate the current W-D
matcjii grant and 'require States to fund their progrpms instead by applying ad.
ministrative expenses against #iDC child support collections. While our child sup-
port collections have increased over the years, continued Federal reimkirsement is
essential to the future success of our program.

Soth the Administration's current proposal and Congressman Campbell's proposal
to restructure incentive payments, would result in a substantial reduction of federal

'funds for our program. We strongly oppose these proposals. Incentive payments
were created to encourage effective programs and they have worked. While we are

, making progress each year, much more has /et to be accomplished. If reimburse.
rnent'of,administrative expenses and incentives are withdrawn or further reduced,
it would certainly inhibit the momentum and growth we have_all experienced. The

.r
bengilts 'and accomplishments derived from an effective' IV-D be
mouldered by dollars collected alone. These also include the estabIishme of pater
nity, the Parent Locator Service and the enforcement of parental respon ibility for
child support.

Thank you for the opportunity to share our concerns on child support enforce.
meat and our supPrt for legislation to insure that children be financially supported
by their parents. New York City has given a high priority to its Child Support Pro-
gram and is committed to further improving it with your help and support. Thank
you.

ti 320.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES L. FEDERSPIEL, COORDINATOR Ot CHILD
SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT,. DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL S RVICES,
GENESEE COUNTY, N.Y.

M r. FEDERSPIEL. I am James Federspiel.
A Mr. CONARLR. Madam Chairman, I just arrived. Mr. Federspiel is

Pfrom my hombtown. I am pleased to see him here and attest to the
Tact that we have a sophisticated and knowledgeable group of social
service gorkers 'In our area. It is an area typical of many parts of
the couTtry, and the message that he is able to bring to us here
today, I am sure will reflect a reality for a large part of the United
States.

It is important that we hear from people like Mr. Federspiel tc,
get some understanding of how it is out there in the trenches.

I welcome you here today. *:4
I am sorry I was not able to be here earlier, but I sn'on another

.assignment, thcOthics Committee.
Mr. FEDERSPIEL. Thank you very much.
I am James Federspiel, and I do 'work for -the Department of

Social Services,`Child Support Enforcement Unit, in the County of-
Genesee, a rather small county.

I do work right on the frontlines and have done so for the last
71/2 yedrs. I arn_pleased to report that we do collect for ADF and
non-ADC--

As a point' of interest, last year, our effectiveness was for every
dollar spent for AFDC, we brought back something like $1.34. That
was not especially good, but you cannot always control those types
of cases-

. On the non-ADC cases, for every dollar we spent, we brought
back in $10.

That was one of the better collection efforts in the State of New
York last year.

As recently as yesterday, I was speaking with women who
wanted child support, and, namely, to buy groceries.

I come from a family, and my father was an absent parent. I
take it very much to heart when run our program. WI have a
county of approximately 40,000 people, if that is correct?

Mr. CONABLE. A little bit bigger than that.
Mr. FEDERSPIEL. We have managed to collect in excess of $1 mil-

lion of child support each year. The Child Support Enforcement
Act of 1973, I did break it clown, and the purpose, and put the pre-
amble in. there. The-addition of this section would serve as notice,
and I emphasize all States and districts that title IV(d) should
extend to all children in need of support regardless of whether or
not they are recipients of public assistance.

Approximately 7 years ago, I attended a State meeting, and one
of the things we did is try and define a purpose for child support. It
was amazingly similar. However, the general consensus of opinion
among all the persons That were there was that it was to reduce
the public expenditures.

I think they meant the same thing. Even back then, they 'were
mostly concerned with the ADC clients only.

Financial incentives for balanced and efficient State programs:
More maim is always helpful. I think we would have trouble oper-
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ating with less than 70 percent. What we really need is stronger
legislation. We need better tools. We need 'the tools that 101, are
presently using in New York State to extend across all districts in
the continental United States and other territories where we are
collecting child support.

I am talking deduction orders. We have had them in New York
State. Well, I don't know how long they have been in effect. I have
been utilizing them for 71/2 years. They are most effective.

We probably have 60 percent 'of the money that we take in come
in wage deduction orders. We collect them against unemployment
insurance benefits.

Does it cause ardship? not quite sure; but in New York
State there is a law that states hat if a person has a change of
circumstances, he should apply to e courts for relief.

These absent fathers, if they find\i$ is an twdue burden to pay
that much out of their unemployment, insurance benefits, always
have access to the courts rot this purpose..

In our area, they do utilize thie.
I think.that possibly' should not go into too much more on the

financial incentives. lecally, we know how much money,we have,
and we are able to work with that money.

As I said before, the tools are a major benefit, ;rage deduction
. orders-and the other tax offsets that we have hadahe_mone.

ation -liaildINmiritately-stateFasii, which brings for
ward one strong feeling I have.

I think that the enforcement program should basically be han-
dled on a State level.

The Federal budget is on, 4 believe,iis a November -to- November
basis. Our State budget is on an April April, and we operate on a
January-to-January basis. And by the time, we get through with
three different methods of approving money, it gets rather confus-
ing,,

You make laws on a Federal basis. They get down`te a statewide
level, and then they have to go one step further in New York
tate. They are handled o county-Wide basis, and they get a
ittle watered down by the me they get there.

There is money ap a a for certain things. We can have a suffi-
cient staff with the unding that we have now. However we have
to convince the county legislatures. There are a lot of county of-
fices that don't receive any reimbursement whatsoever, and there
is a great amount of animosity toward staffing us, because they are
scared of Federal programs and think the money will drop off for
these entirely. If it were handled on a statewide level, I think it
would be much more efficient.

Collection of past-due support from Federal tax refunds; This is a
Much-needed section. I am talking about the non-ADC.

There should be a hold safe provision added for local distribu-
don% due to distribution of funds, where parties have made private
agreements without notification to courts or enforcement units.

Petitioners or recipients of offset funds must be respondible for
refund of moneys received when a private agreement negated the
offset.

We handle a lot of non-ADC clients. We take the initiative in a
great number of these cases. We work hard and send out letters

29498 0-84-21
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and make telephone calls. We send out summonses, and file viola-
tions with the court, only to find out later that there was a little
private agreement made, money passed under the table.

It seems as though they had contact-with their familia,. Occa-
sionally there are little agreements made, and they have failed to
tell us about them, and we look ridiculous.

I am a little bit concerned about this on the icon -ADC tax offset.
It is well talked about today that there are other methods which

we must look into. Maybe they should be reduced to judgment
before they are certified. At the very least, they must be reduced to
court-ordered arrears and instructions should be given to the cli-
ents before anything is certified for the colle Lion.

It is, however, much needed. I have several clients, and a pod
number of lawyersin Genesee County; who are continually calling,
and heard about the tax offsets, and they wonder if it applies to
their clients, and, yes, there has been a program in the paselvith
IRS.

It has, 'however, been so cumbersome that' Genesee County has
never certified a case for the other type of IRScollection.

While we 'are talking about the tax offiets, there is one negative
aspect. We have used it for 2 years now, and, last year,. we had

uite-a-bit.-of-success-with-ity-:We-have.-found -that some -clients
simply quit paying, and they rely on I2eincoffset the following
yeat.

We had a person call up from out of State and said, how come
you have not sent us any money? He said, oh, they are taking it
out of my taxes. He said every year I am just going to pay, and
they will take it right out of my taxes. This creates quite a pro15-
lem. A lot of times these families could be ofd ADC. '

What happens, the money does not come in and the person has
to go on public assistance, and the money is owed to the depart-
ment through an assignment.

They don't get the money until it is paid. It is a sad situation,'.
and that is one of the situations that we have to keep in mind.

Improved enforcement techniques, withholding from wages, em-
ployers being permitted to cover the cost of withholding, is long
overdue and has been a longstanding point of-contention for years
with special regard to smaller employers.

We have to keep this in mind; that it does cost the employer an
awnil lot of money. If we give them the small tool, if they are al-
lowed to recover the cost, I think it will be much more effective.

We have a small number of smaller employers that withhold .
money. We have to constantly remind them to send it in to us.
There are small companies that employ three, four, or five people.

It is a costly situation; and if they can recover some money, it
will help.

Reporting of pastclue support to credit agencies: The require-
ment that States would be required to report to consumer credit
networks, should be helpful. Many absent parents have a habit of
utilizing credit for purchases and maintaining the payments to pro-
tect their credit even before meeting their support obligation.

I have been in court a good number of times, especially with cli-
ents who have received large numbers of remuneration from any
number of different sotkpes. It is usually compensation or some-
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thing, but they will get paid something like $2;000, $3,000, $4,000,
$5,000 in one fell-swoop, and not a penny comes through to us.

We work hard to get it into court and by the time we get into
court, the money is gone, and they will be asked by the judge, well,
what did you do with the money? Well, I spent it I had to Ray my
bills.

. The judge will always say, don't you regard the payment of child
support as a bill? .

It is amazing the number of people that don't, even though they ,.
are faced with incarceration for not paying. - ..if

Incarceration is seldom done: Perhaps we better talk about incar-
ceration for nonpayment of support real quick. It can toe productive

- and counterproductive.
We had a case, an interstate,, I believe it was, with the State of -1

North Carolina, and it was a P.:inADC case.
We sent them a good nimber of letters regarding nonpayment by

a person, and they finally incarcerated this person for a period of 1
year to hard labor.

Much to our-surprise, he actually served it right down to the last
day. There was no good time. We thought this was rather harsh,
but the sad part .9-

Mrs. KENNELLY, I. did not get that. He actually served it-4my .....

mind wandered. . I,

Mr. FEDERSPIEL. The person actually served 1 year at hardilaborl ,
in the State, I believe, of North Carolina for nonpayment of/child
support, where our cp t w New York State and not on /public
assistance. r

After he got out of jai ey held another hearing and they dis-
missed all his arrearages because he spent so much time Working
for the State. That was a cruel twist of rite. a I

, On the pending legislation, I would like to say we do need more
uniform methods. Some States enforce orders to support only upon
complaint. Others do it automatically. Some enforce 'PDC only
and others do
money and do
tions with min

Enforce men

FDC Sand non-AFDC. Some areas coll t support
nforcement combined. Others are separate func-
al communication with each other. ,

is handled by State or county attorneys, district at-
torneys or a rneys employed for enforcement units dr, social serv-
ice diltricts. At least the Federal office of child support enforce-
mentshould publish, supply and maintain for State and local agen-
cies a current listing of agencies or offices responsible for enforce-
ment. I. I

Our particular agency in Genesee County has experienced a frus-
trating situation of repeatedly writing to ales-agency and receiving

. no action. Only through later discovery, enforcement was handled
by another agency and no referral had been undertaken.

All too frequently other States and districts only seek to restart
payments and do little or nothing for repayment of arrearagesr,
Pursuit of arrearages should be as aggressive, .as for current su
port.

Establishment of paternity with special attention to armed
personnel: ith new scientific testing available, the establishment
of paternit as taken a dramatic turn. Establishment of paternity

."; 44, 24
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is now a practical means of obtaining support from responsible
absent parents.

Obtaining jurisdiction or cooperation from members of the armed',
services is extremely difficult. The transient nature of these,per-
sons frequently removes them from State-to-State into fore4n
countries. If paternity could be established, support is readily avail-
ablthrough existing procedures with the armed services.

'What I am talking about, in New York State, before we den es-
tablish paternity that person must be physically, in the court in
New York State. This is an extremely large area.

I think we have to wontder, is a dependent with an absent parent
better than a dependentiwith no parent, to 'whit, a father. Before I
came down, I--

Mrs. KENNELLY. What was that again? I did not get that.
Mr. FEDERSPIEL. is a dependent with an absent parent better

than a dependent with no pont, to whit, a father? In other words,
we have to go one step furth'r on establishing paternity especially
with regard to the armed services. We have .got to make them
available. It is not a small problem.

terday-1-98-cases-that*e have where we estiblifiCa
paternity nnd we do not have an order of support. In orders where
we do have orders of support, the statistics are quite startling. This
is in a small county where we only have a caseload of approximate-
ly 1,100 *pie.

In nonAFDC dies,. we have active orders with 67 persons 'and
inactive 22. They are inactive for some reason. They have reunited
with their husband, or the absent parent is unemployed and the
order is suspended for somkreason, These are all-paternity cases. v.

In our AFDC cases, we have active 77 cases paying and inactive
52. That is a total of 218 cases out of slightly over 1,000 that we
have established paternity and they have an obligation to pay sup-
port. That is quite startling in a small county that is situated be-
tween Rochester, N.Y., and Buffald.

We consider ourselves rural. However, a good number of the
/, people that we take care of and support have moved in from New

York City, Kansas City, California. They are going to Florida.
Interstate is where it is really at. We have got-to become much '

more uniform.
_ That is the end of my testimony, and I do thank you.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Fine. Thank you, sir.
(The prepared statement follows]

STATEMENT OP JAMES L. FEDERSPIEL, COORDINATOR. CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT,
DEPARTMENT or SOCIAL SERVICES, GENESEE COUNTY, N.Y.

ovEavisw

Section 1Title
"Child Support Enforcement Act of l983," Honorable Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. (R.,

Section'lPurpose
The addition of this Section would serve as notibe to "all" States and districts that

Title IV-D should extend ta "all" children in need of support regardless of whether
or not they are recipients of Public Assistance.

-
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Section .f Financial owentwes for balanced and efficient State programs
incentives appear to change rapidly at this stage of legislation, and are best cont.

mented upon by a "State Level" representative. Sufficient money must be provided
to maintain or incerase current levels of enforcement.

Section 4Collection of past due support from Fedetol tax refunds
This is a much needed Section. However, there should be a "Hold Safe" provision

added for local districts that do distribution of funds where parties have made "pri-
vate agreements" without notification to Courts or Enforcement Unita. Petitioners

.or recipients of offset funds must be "responsible" for refund of monies received
when "private agreement" negated the offset.

Section 5Improved enforcement techniques .
al Withholding from wages.-Employers being permitted to cover the cost of

Withholairigli long overdue, and has been a long standing point of contention for
years, with special regard to smaller employers.

0) Reporting of past due support to credit agencies.The requirement that States
wottld be "required" to report to consumer credit networks should be helpful. Many
absent parents have a habit of utilizing credit for purchases and maintaining the
payinents to "protect their credit" even before meeting their support obligation.

End of comment on Honorable Carroll A. Campbell, Jr. (R., S.C.) Proposal.
Ni comment on H.R. 2374; The Child Support Enforcement improvements Act of

l981, and H.R. 926: The Reducing Error in Income Support Programs Act of 1983.
(Those- provisions pertaining -to -the- Child- Support - Enforcement program); and KR.
3354: The National Child Support Enforcement Act, as witness has been unable to
obtain and peruse then wiithin the time constraints.

Additional testimony
Any present legislation should also consider the folloWing:
0) Interstate of U.R.R.S.A. SES.More uniform methods of enforcement must

be established. Some States enforce Oruers of Support only upon complaint; others
automatically. Some enforce A.F.D.C. only; others do A.F.D.C. and NonA.F.D.C.
Some areas collect support money and do enforcement combined. Others are :Pepe-
rate functions with minimal communication with each other. Enforcement is han-
dled by State or County attorneys. District Attorneys, or attorneys employed for En-
forcement Units or Social Services Districts. At the least, the "Federal Office. of
Child Support Enforcement" should publish, supply and maintain, for "local and

to agencies, a current listing of agencies or offices responsible for enforcement.
Our particular agency in Genesee County has experienced the frustrating situation
of repeatedly writing to an agency and receiving no action only to later discover
"enforcement" was handled by another agency, and no referral had been undertak-
en. All too frequently other States and districts only see!. to restart payments and
do little or nothing for repayment of arrearages. Pursuit of arrearages should be as
"aggressive" as "current support".

(2)Establishment of paternity with special attention to Armed Forces personti&.
With new scientific testing available, the establishment of paternity has taken a
dramdtic turn. Establishment of paternity is now a practical means of obtaining
support from a responsible "Absent Parent". Obtaining "jurisdiction" or cooperation.
from members of the Armed Services, is extremely difficult: The transient nature of
these persons frequently removes them from State to State and to foreign countries.
If paternity can be established, support is readily available through existing proce-
dures with the Armed Services.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Brooks, did you put testimony on the
cord?

Mr. BROOKS, Yes, I did;
Mrs. KENNELLY. I could not find mine. Make sure we have the

small area view versus the big city view.
Mr. BROOKS. That is one of the issues that really concerns me

when the administration is talking about penalties and all sorts of
things against the State.

Hero we have .Genesee County with 1,100 cases and New York
City with 340,000 AFDC cases. We have 50,000 support orders in
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non-AFDC cases, and 40,000 support orders for AFDC cases. The
demographics are completely different. -

Two- thirds of our caseload are out of wedlock cases. We have to
spend money to locate the individuals and when we do, we bring
them into court` to establish paternity and then we find out in
court that they have no means of support.

It is a large expense; yet the congressional intent at the outset of
the, program was to establish paternity. Now in Genesee. County, I
anr sure that their patervity caseload is completely different. In
New York State, it is 40 percent and in New York City, it is 67
percent.

The demographics are completely different. Our clientele have
plenty of places to hide.

I would assume that in Genesee County that they are there.
They are exposed and can't run too far.

There are clearly differences and I am concerned with the ad-
ministration's desire to try to levy penalties against States when,
in fact, there is such a diverse type of caseload.

I think that the committee should consider where they want this
program to go. We are at a crossroads.

We have made good progress in the AFDC area. Should we con-
tinue to establish paternity? Should we continue to maintain a
strong program that is going to keep people off the public assist-
ance rolls? These are all decisions that have to be made, yet the
only thing that the program is measured on today is how much
money has been collected for AFDC.

I think that is a serious defect. We should have it one way or the
other. If it is AFDC we are concerned about, then let's get that di-
rection and go that way. I think it should be much more than that.

Mrs. KENNELLY. MrBrooks, one last question for myself. Did
you juit comment on- Secretary Heckler's comment that the level
payment go from 70 to 60? How would that affect an area like New
York?

Mr. BROOKS. I think it would seriously affect us. Although our
fiscal situation has gotten better in this past fiscal year, we do a lot
of things in the city to enforce these court orders. We have six po-
licemen on our payroll going out executing warrants to make sure
that people appear in court.

We do take seriously the non-AFDC people. There are about
36,000 cases'that we handle a year in services other than process-
ing payments. . -

I think it would certainly create a deterrent to our continuing
this momentum. This is not the time to restructure the program. I
feel very strongly about it.

The momentum is there. Let's keep it going. At some future
date, Ices look for another formula, but this is not the time, to do
it.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
I would be glad to defer to Mr. Conable if he has new questions.
Mr. CONABLE. Thank you. I have only one question of Mr. Feder-

spiel.
Although my brother is a family court judge in the next county

over, 1 am not familiar with the one in which you work. Regarding
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the New York practice on wage orders, does New York put them
right up front or do you wait until there is sonie arrearage. What
do you think about that?

Mr.i FEDERSPIEL. Well, they are not right up front. They can come
any one, of several ways.

There is one on each order that comes through the family court.
They are not necessarily included in Supreme Court orders.

They usually havp a triggering clause in them that if a person
misses as much support payments as is equal to two or three pay-
ments within a certain given period.of time, it can be within 3
months or within 1 year that we are -allowed to put the wage de-
duction order in after giving due notice to the client.

So, yes; we do have them.
Mr. Colkin.t. But they are not put up front. When an effort is

made to establish the first order of support, is the father counseled
that he may \voluntarily have a wage assignment if he wants? Is he
encouraged td do it?

How do you'feel about it generally? Do you think there ought to
be any closeup \formula that would get people quickly before they
get too far in artears?

Mr. FEDEitsmi,\Locally we do counsel the people and we do get a
lot of voluntary appliance. People want to have it taken out of
their wages and this is fine. I like it.

The other method is not too cumbersome because we don't have
to go back to court again to establish a wage deduction order or get.
it into place.

However, ere is-one small problem with it. You then have ar-
rearages. T ey have .accrued and it is usually a month or two of
arrear , and if they are goingto pollect that, yes, they do have
to go bac to court if the person is not voluntary or we can't twist
his arm to get the motley from him.

But, yes, maybe it should be tightened up a little bit from what
we have it right now without qiiite so long to trigger it.

Mr. CONABLN. Unless you have got such an order, you are pretty
well dead in most cases, aren't you?

Mr. FEDERSPIEL. Yes, definitely.
Mr. ,BROOKS. It is mandatory in New York State that the judge

issue a deduction oilier with every support order. If the individual
misses two or three payments, then it is executable by the agency
that-it is mandatory.

And, yes, we can lose 3 weeks to a month's arrearages, but then
we pick it up with the tax intercept.

Mr. FEDERSPIEL. I would like to bring in one other point before I
forget it here. The commissioner wanted me to say it.

I probably should be sitting at some other place further away
from Mr. Brooks before I say this because it has to do with large
urban area's.

Mr. BROOKS. Say it. ...
Mr. FEDERSPIEL. I think New York State has got one of the better

enforcement programs in the United States and it is certainly
working for onehalf of the State. One-half of the State is located in
New York City.

They are trying and they have made great strides and progress.
You can see it by reviewing the reports to the Governor every year.
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HoweVer, I don't think New York State should be penalized by
failure to get some special incentive from the Federal Government
because we just have not been in place,} because they.could not col-
lect enough money in New York City to meet the statistics.

If all of the smaller counties are complying and New York City
does not collect enough, then the entire rest of the State would be
penalized. That would be an unfair funding procedure for New
York State.

Mr.'BROOKS. I concur with that
Mrs. KEVNE'LLY. Well, I am a city girl.
Mr. Campbell.
Mr. CAMPBELL. Let me pursue a couple of other things. Mr.

Brooks, one thing you said was that you are concerned that the ad-
ministration's Pill did not deal with the nonwelfare people.

Very specifically, I think every bill that we see before us is deal-
ing with the nonwelfare or the non-AFDC person. I did not quite
know where you were coming from on that one.

I wonder if you would clarify it. .

Mr. BROOKS. Surely. When the Secretary was questioned about
the non:AFDC population with regard to tax intercepts, for exam-
ple, he kind of avoided that issue, and I feel very strongly about
that.

Mr. CAMPBELL.- Hers was on the Federal tax issue and only the
Federal tax issue because of the question of jurisdiction generally
at the Federal level going where there was not a payment, from the
Federal Government involved.

That is their question. there, and I thought that is what you were
talking_about.

Mr. BROOKS. That is it, sir'
Mr. CAMPBELL. I have some concern about it also.
Let me ask you this, just for the sake of it. How are yfu handling

your intercepts on joint tax returns?
Mr. BROOKS. This is something that die. IRS deals with. We

submit the names of the individuals who are in arrears to the State
who, in turn, submits it to IRS.

I think that there have been some problems in that area. One of
-the ways we could solve this is if, in fact, there is a support order,
then the individual must file a separate return. But we have not
had that many problems in terms of the number of intercepts that
have taken place in New York City.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Do you know how your State handles it on State
returns?

Mr. BROOKS. No, I really don't, sir. This is the first year that we
have gone through the State process.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I would really be interested if you could supply
that, sir.

Mr. FEDERSPIEL. Yes, sir. On the State return, and 1. am not sure
it was too successful this last year thsopouse can file a statement
of n)nebligation to.pay if head be an offset taken from the
joint return a rmined ahead of time by the State.

Mr. CAMPBELL. So that nonoffset would say they could not with-
hold 100 percent of the reftmd.but 50 percent would be the limit on
it?
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Mr. FEDERSPIEL Well, whatever the determination was made was
her share of the return. However, I know some people who over-
looked that section on the Sate return this last year, and more
emphasis has to be placed on it becahse if they failed to do it I
don't know as they have a mechanism to make a redetermination.

It is a s all problem this year. It has happened in a couple of
cases that do know.

Mr. C PULL. Who would give the notice or how would the
notice by given that an offset was going to take place?

My. BROOKS. It is automatic in the State in terms of any offset
ptifir to it being taken. There is a due process notice that is sent
out to the individual that an offset will be made, and they have a
certain amount of time to come in and object to it. We do have that
under control.
deiiilur legislative office here in Washington will be glad to submit a
copy of the State law.

Mr. CAMPDELLA think it would be beneficial to have your com-
ments about some- of the problems. We are going to be looking at
this sort of thing and we are going to need some experience that
others have had in dealing with it.

Let me ask you this. In New York, do you take liens ajainst the
property for arrearages?

Mr. Dimon. Well, in all honesty, we have some difficulty in our
courts in terms of access to the courts and the Volumes that we
deal with. .

I think you will see in my testimony that we have about 14,000
hearings in family court on AFDC cases alone. We take up about
50 percent of two-family court time on paternity and support.

In the enforcement cases that go to courk.the judge is supposed
to hand out djudgment; our petitions ask for a judgment.

There has been reluctance on the part of judges to issue these
judgments by which we could go after property and things of that
sort.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Because of the difference in law and the problems
in the States; I am reluctant to interfere in many of the States'
business. I don't like to do it.

On this issue, I happen to think it is a national problem. Some of
the legislation that we have before us contains provisions, different
provisions that would require a number of automatic steps to quail-
fy for incentives and payments by the States, especially the grant-
ing of a lien which would be an automatic proadure on an arrear-
age that the court could go through.

We have an administrative process ) try to keep from clogging
the courts like you are talking about. We have an automatic report
that goes to the credit bureau on people who are in arrears in-some
of the legislation, so that it directly affects that person who is not
AFDC and worried about credit or whatever.

We have put some things in here that make the State take a
tough look if they are going to get some of the incentives that we
have. I wonder if this sort of tough approach from the Federal level
would be a help to you as we pursue this?

Mr. BROOKS. Well, in terms of the administrative process which
you have discussed, we do have a quasi-administrative process in
New York State where we have hearing officers within the family
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/ court. However, the office of court administration within the State
does not utilize it to its fullest extent.

This is definitely a State problem, and I think that we are trying
to address it with the legislature in Albany.

fn terms of the lien, we do have legislation on the books already
that calls for judgments and liens.

In terms of the other issue, that you raisedthere was one other?
Mr.CAMPBELL. The credit bureau.
Mr. BROOKS. We have the right to do that right now and, as a

matter of fact,'we do it in New York City.
Mr. CAMPBELL. We are not talking about in some instances the

right of people to do a lot of things. We are talking about a pro-
gram that does some things in order for that State to be eligible for
various incentive payments to upgrade or to utilize these tools, and
that being the incentive to the legislature or the court or whoever,
to make a better effort at the utilization of the tools that they
might have available.

We have been concerned, many of us, that a lot of things are not
being used. The court is reluctant to take a judgment against a
tuy's automobile because he did not 'make his payments: They are
reluctant to take something against the hope that he happens to
still own because he did not do it.

Well, I am not really reluctant to do that. I think that whim
there is a reluctance, we ought to start looking at it because that
obligation is with the person who is the natural 'parent when it is
established. I firmly believe that. I hope that we pursue the legisla-
tion a little further to make sure that they do meet their obliga-
tion.

You mentioned something else, the direct payment to the custo-
.dial parent. I had a little concern with that. Right off the bat, it
sounded great.

My little concern is this. If, in fact, we are going to draft a law
that deals with arrearages, that deals with an automatic garnish-
ment, not a new court order, that deals with automatic provisions
being triggered when things take.pl: le, we would have a problem
without a clearinghouse or without a third-party., payment collec-
tion on this.

We need' to establish those arrearages without getting back
through the. court again which could Inn us back into the 6-month,
7-month delay period, trying to even begin to move on-it. That is
the problem I have with the direct payment..

Sombody makes a direct payment. You have heard this story a
thousand times. I have paid it in cash. He did not give me any-
thing. You have got to have a check. The check stubs are lost.

Mr. BROOKS. I am referring to a direct payment from the employ-
er only.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Only employers.
Mr. BROOKS. That is right.
Mr. CAMPBELL. That is only after garnishment?
Mr. BROOKS. That is after a support order is issued by the proper

jurisdiction. Don't let him get into any financial hole by missing
payments. -

Mr. CAMPBELL. You are asking strictly for garnishment from the
word go?
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Mr. BROOM With Id support payments from his wages. I don't
want to call it garmahment because I think you might have some
problems with Staaliws if you call it garnishments, just as you
withhold taxes to support the Government

Mr; CAMPBELL. Our problem comes with a lot of people that are
upper or middle income who are nOt paid salaries. We don't want
to be in a position, nor does the administration according to the
SeCretary, nor Mrs. Kennelly, I think, nor any of the rest of us that
are working on this, of having tough .p viork-
ing person's, salary, and not having procedures that are workable
against the people who may be in better economic circumstance
or a different circumstance, self-eriployed, higher income prof
sionalsor whatever.

So I did not want to in any manner stigmatize someone y
having an upfront order against John Dee who works for a salary
and no way b have a withholding fIcbai Bill Smith who is a fes-
si
hi

onal that works for feei, because I don't want to diffe ntiate
m.
For that reason, in the piece of legislation that I put in I left one

option in there. The State could do this. A person could request if
the were ordered to pay that theie be withholding. It s fine. "-

State can make an order ut the State has rder and gar-
nish immediately under the F eral legislation t we are propos-
ing after 2 months' cumula e total of paymen not 2 successive
months not in's' year's t e but once any c ulative figure is
reached that equals 2 months"payments, they ave to immediately
go into a garnishment at that stage. /

They also have to haye a program to establish a lien, credit re-
ports and everything which hits across the board but does not hit
that working person up front while you let the other one go. That
haAbeen a little bit of a concern of mine.

I wonder if you would speak to that.
Mr. BROOKE. I appreciate that. I thiiikit would be my concern too

and I think that we would offer a suggestion that a bond have to be
posted for the support or else that-insurance be taken out that the
support moneys are forthcoming from those individuals. .-

1 agree with you wholeheartedly. I don't want to see a dual
system here for different citizens..

Mr. CAMPBELL We want a law that applies to everybody from
rich to poor and all across the board.

Mr. 13aooxs. Fine. The individual who is not employed but has
other means of income can post the bond or get insurance to insure
that payments will be made. I think it is feasible.

Mr. CAMPBELL. A lot of individuals, as you well are aware, that
have assets that get into a no-income status to avoid things. It has
happened many a time.

Mr. BROOKE. Fine. If they don't make the payments, then we ex-
ecute it through the boa or through the insurance policy that that
individual is iYaying for..

Mr. CAMPBELL. I think that we need to do some of that. I don't
want to get into a position of giving all the money to an insurance
company for a bond, but I do want to get in a position of protecting
the payment. I certainly think that is something we ought to con-
sider. .
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I do appreciate your testimony. , w .
The one thing that you did mention, your cases, as I understand

the figures you gave, only about, 10 percent of them are non-AFDC.
I think you gave a couple of figures. One was a little over 300,000
or 350,000 cases with only about 30,000 that were non-AFDC.

Mr. Bitoons.The number of absent parents that we have on our
caseload for AFDC is 340,000. We have 40,000 support orders
against that caseload.

For the non-AFDC, I _don't know what the numbers are, but I do
have 50,000 support orders for the non-AFDC on th-Fliooltsliffili
we have to monitor.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Regarding the penalties against the State, the
question by Mrs. Kennelly on the 70 to 60 percent drop in Federal
financing the bill that I introduced does not drop it. It stays at the
70 level. -

I understand th heory behind the incentive to pull back up, but
...4 felt that may we ought not to drop that figure. We could pick

up the necessary enue by eliminating the 12 percent off of the
AFDC. With a commitment to over $100 million coming into the
bill, which we are going to have to have, I am talking about other
money, not that, and adding that to it, which gets you to the $200
million level, roughly, that we are talking about.

There has to be, though, some stick with the States in legislation.
It -can't be all carrot. And I understand when you say that you
don't think there ought to be penalties because it would hurt. But I
think they are going to have to be there in order to get the States

0 theJegislature, the courts, or whatever the agency, to well under-
stand that they are going to suffer financially by not doing the job,
as well as being rewarded if they do the job. ,

We have to have a carrot and atick. We can't do it all the way
with a carrot, and I hope you realize that.

Mr. BROOKS. I appreciate that, and I would suggest that perhaps
we have a 3- or 5.yearplan for each year and see if the States live
up to those goals. k tt

You are not going to-do it overnight. It is a slow process. There is
a lot of bureaucracy, a lot of interplay between Government agen-
cies and courts and all that sort of thing.

I think that it is viable. We have management goals in New
York City and we have to ep up with' them. The administrators
of the program ye paid base upon their achievement of goals, and
I have RP problems with doin that. However, I think it has got to
be over a period of time ears, 5 yearsand realistic goals,
goals thatcan be achieved, 4 me pie-in-the-sky sort of thing.

Mr. CAMPBELL. I understand.
The Secretary said this merning,-,of.course, that they only had

the one tool to withhold 5 percent of AFDC money, no sliding scale
or nothing, and therefore it is not being- used because it is too
harsh. It does make a lot of sense to me that we need to move into .,
some sliding scale on the penalty side and that we ought to have
some legislation.

I don't believe any of Oe rest of it has a progressive requirement,
over that 3- or 4- or 5- yekperiod that starts here and goes up,each
year to a high requirement for the incentives.
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I think we are goidg to haieto do that and I think you are right
on it.

Mr. BROOKS. I think it is logical, but I do have a. problem in
terms of a State like New York or California where you have coun-
ties which are operating the program. on a local basis and doing an
exceptional job, and then you have other counties which have dif-
ferences in the demographics. They are trying to do it, but they
cannot accomplish that sort of thing. -

You have a mixed bag here and I think we have to be very cau-
tious as to how we develop this. -Right now in New Y4rk State,
*herb is a penalty against the counties for failing to meet certain
piein-the-slsy goals that are set with unrealistic quotas. We have a
lawsuit againstthe State right now.

I have no problems with goals. This is a management tool that I
think is necessary and I think that it is a direction that we all
should go in.

Mr. CAMPBELL. We are not talking exactly about just goals: A
/ goal is out there, but we are talking about absolute steps toward
/ something that are going to have to be in legislation.

The question is, how do we establish a,method to get from here"
to here and across the country to make sure that we have the
result at the end that we are trying to reach, and. that,is, as much
payment made as possible that is due from the parent to that child
for support?

Whether that figure turns out to be 25, 35, 50 percent of What is
ordered or what I don't know and you don't know. But that is the
question that we are having to deal with.

I don't think that we could sit here and say we have goals. We
are going to.have to have something out there that is tangible that
you are going to get I you reach a goal and something out there
that is definite in the-way of a penalty that is going to happen if
there is no progress toward it.

Mr. BROOKS. I have no problem with that because in New York
State, you do have mandatory payroll deduction and a quasi-judi-
cial system, and a lax intercept. We prbhibit the judges from
wiping out arrears.

We have judgments, requirements. These are all in place, and I
am very proud that New York City has carried legislation in this
area.

MF. CONABLE. Can I warn you about one thing in this respect?
Sometimes we set standards that the State has to meet or they

are penalized. Sometimes the State is permitted to set its own-pro-
gram standards, and then we penalize them if their error rate is
beyond a certain level. That can be a real trap, because it may be a

incentivencentive for the State to lower its program standards, so that
it will have a good error rate record. You are not really achieving
what you set out to do,

The way you-set -but to try.to establish a standard is important,
ibut there is some resistance in this body to Federal standards for

all States. You are moving in that direction if your decide that you
aregoing to give the

i
State no leeway in setting its own goals.

Mr. CAMPBELL. Mr.Conable,. I don't think that there is any art-
ticipatio that there is not going to be any leeway in setting the
goals. Most of them have a rather broad range with the incentive
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that they would have to fall in to get this particular match or
reward for having reached it.

The problem, I guess, is that however it can be done realistically,
the legislation that we have to come forward with is going to have .
to do as much of a goodjob as it can toward getting money from t
the people that owe it to children.

The States have been the vehicle for getting there. -

We are going and are looking at some other tools such as the
Federal tax withholding. We are looking at the different tools that

e e might have to put in and implement.
i Now, their success rate might not be that great on the cases, but
Oe implementation of the program is something else.
. I am kee y aware of another State, not your State, so you don't
-have-tu wo , that also has on its books some of the things that
you outlined ut, to my knowledge, does not use them, does not en-
force the law. That is where the incentive comes in. It does not do
any good to put the penalty side on the books if it is not used.

That is where the incentive and the penalty come in. There can
be latitude and goals and objectives which we have to have, as any
management by objective situation must have. We have to try to
reach it. .

But I am deeply concerned when I see States tlfat do put things
on the books and then just act as if they were never there. That is
one of the major problems that we have right now.

Mrs. KENNELLY. Thank you both very much.
The subcommittee will adjourn until Monday; July 18, at

o'clock, when hearings on AFDC and title XX social service legisla-
tion will be held. ,

[Whereupon, at 6 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
[Submissions for the record follow:]

STATEMENT or Memel, E. BARBER, COUNCIL MEMBER, SIMON OF FAMILY LAW.
. AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I want to thank the subcommittee
for the opportunity to submit this statement to you on behalf of the American Bar
Association. I am Michael E. Barber, Council Member of the Section of Family Law.
I am here on behalf of the President of the American Bar Association, Morris Hatt
tell, and the Chairman of ttig,Family Law Section, Samuel Schoonmalcer III, to re-
quest this subcommittee to Ifipport the current funding structure and percentages
in effect in August 1982 for funding the system for enforcing family support obliga-
tions under Title IV-D of the Social Security Act.

In 1982, in ,preparation for the 1982-83 budget, the Office of Child Support En-
forcement proposed doing away with the balanced approach to handing the system
for enforcement of family support obligations under Title- IV-D of the Social Secu-
rity Act by diverting efforts totally to recoupment in welfare cases. This was done
by making handing and thus jobs totally dependent on that narrow segment of re-
sponsibility under Title IV-D of the Social SecuritSecurity Act. In response, the House of
Delegates of the ABA adopted in August of 1982 the attached resolution. Unfortu-
nately, because the schedule of the, House of Delegates permitted no earlier action,
the resolution came alter some spending cuts took place. However, the program, in-
sight embodied in this resolution was also similarly accepted by both Louses of Con-
gress, each of which rejected the Office of Child Support' Enforcement's poorlY
framed proposal. It is our understanding that until recently O.C.S.E. was back witA
the same scheme. It is also our understanding that on the eve of the hearings before
this subcommittee on July 14. H.H.S. and O.C.S.E. changed their position and have
tome forward with a new but undefined financing proposal. More specifically, the
proposal among other things cuts administrative hauling from 10 percent to 60 per-
cent. The ABA opposes cuts in handing. There are also proposals for bonuses off4red.
We do not know what their effect would be. Because these proposals have not yet
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been reviewed by those agencies at the state and local level that perform this work,
or the legal practitioners that deal with this subject, it is requested that the funding
percentages of August 1982 be restored, and the present funding structure remain
intact for at least the next fiscal year so that they ban be studied. By doing so Con.

-gress will not only be protecting the rights of children, but also those of the taxpay.
era.

The present structure pays a percentage of the cost of child support enforcement
(70 percent now, was 75 percent in August of1982) and giy hrenforcing jurisdic-
tion 15 percent (to be dropped to 12 percent in OetobtrT983) of that portion of the
collection that repays the taxpayer for_having..suppaztadaha-familykunder-Title IV --
A of the Social Security Act. -This system of fUnffing has served the public to a far
better degree than anyone would be led to believe after listening to the testimony of
July .14. This is because nothing in that testimony compared the present situation
with that of 1975, the first year of the IV41 program.

Prior to January or 1975, the federal child support program had as its focus col
letting reimbursement for 11,-A (i.e., A.P.D.C. or welfare) expenditures. There was
no nonwelfare aspect to that program. There was no reimbursement for interstate
effort. There was no. cost reeimbursement for paternity cases. As a result, the gener-
al Accounting Office found there was no effective program and the taxpayer was
losing money. It was because this narrowly focused effort was such a failure that
Congress enacted IV-D with its broad and distinctive mandates. Thole are to collect
reimbursement for IV-A expenditures, to enforce support for all children of single
parent households, to do this In interstate cases, and to prove parentage regarkes
of any cost savings thereby.

The results were spectacular. In J975, according to census figures, 12 million
single parent households received some absent parent support. By 1978, this had
gone up to 2.2 million, an 80 percent increase. President Ford in 1976 was able to
announce a decline in IV-A activity, the first in forty years, attributable to the
child -support enforcement program. Paternity.eetablishment per year has climbed
by 60 percent since 1978, from 111,000 In that year to 1.74,000 in fiscal 1982. And the
taxpayer has profited albeit at an uneven rate. The following table shows how total
program costs compare with collections of just funds that offest IV-A costs:

.

Ccielara (1a NA) Waist tutor shat

1978- 8471,567.463 $312,339.447 8169,338,44?
1979.. .. _ ...,..,.._ .....__ ... ... _ 596,626,441 359,859,585 236,716,854
1980.. .. ..... .. .......... -- .._._....... 603.084,291 449,513,175 153,571,116
1981... . ......... .............. .. 670.637,925 512.530,865 ' 158,107,060
1982 .... ---_. .... ...... .. ..... ......_ , 787,317,640 ' 592,368,278 194.919.362.

The return to the taxpayer has been increasing for the last three years at a
higher and higher rate. Thus, in 1982, while overall return on the taxpayer invest-
ment was 32 percent, the return on the added investment between 1981 and 1982
was 45 perwnt..Were the government to put taxpayer funds in a money market ac.
count, the return would. have been substantially lower.

It has, been and continues to be a complaint of .most states, including California,
which is my residence, that the above analysis is too narrowly focused because it
fails to take into consideration the cost avoidance aspect of the support enforcement
program. Collections for families not receiving A.F.D.C. have increased from
$57%122,989 in 1978 to $984,164,296 in 1982. Child support enforcement agencies es.
timatc that 65 percent to 75 percent of their nonwelfare cases involve former IV-A
recipients. A study by Lenore Weitzman in the U.C.L.A. Law Review (August of
1981, page 1181) demonstrates that for a single parent with custody, divorce is an
economic disaster, leaving that parent ,et best, with only half of" the per capita
income available during the marriage. Welfare dependence is all too common, and

are considerable Yet ur.ti uly 14, O.C.S,E. focused mainly on collections on welfare
inevitable unless child sutixort can be collected. Thus, savings on A.F.D.C. grants

cases. 0.CS.E., with a very limited view of the savings, was able to verify in 1982 a
taxpayer saving of $94.1 million in the nonwelfare program. This was just in
S.D.C.F. grants. It is submitted that had it sampled cases of persons who were never
tvi'A.F.D.C. (another name for Title IV-A) and had data available from all fifty
states, the amount of welfare funds saved would have been many times larger.

Office of Child Support Enfo eat also understates this figure by failing to con.
sider savings on administrati ts. In California, it costs four times as much per
year to supervise a 1V-A case t$ 4i than it costs to supervise a IV-111 case 1$115). By
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being able to keep a welfare-case closed, the taxpayer saves $333 per year per case.
While costs do vary nationwideassuming we could tarp all IVLA support related
cases into bon-welfare cases, applying California administrative costs, the taxpayer

. would save $1.8 billion in administrative costs alone. While this goal is unrealistic,
if only ithird of the welfare saes could be taken off the rolls the savings in admin-
atrative costs alone would exceed the total cost of Title IV-D. Viewed another way,
in'lerms of the impact the IV-D program has had on the divorced and never mar-
ried population, the program's success is readily apparent. Library of Congress eta -
tisti from the Census Bureau. for 1978 and 1981, were presented in the'
heari 5s4July 14. They should be compared with 1975, the first year of Title IV-D
and a beliweather as to how things were done prior to Title IV-D, as well as
an overview of how much more needs to be done'in this program.

Kobe of folks me**
WPM

laitatitta natal scat

1,137.000 4,922.000 Urthvam.

1918 ..... 2,424.000 1.094.000 312,339,447

1981. 2,902.000 8.33000 592.364278

Thus the number of single parent households receiving support has increased by
257 percent since 1975. The results are masked by the enormous increase in house-
holds eligible to be involved in Title IV-D, an increase of 170 percent in this seven-
year period. In analyzing these figures, also realize that it takes time to brhig.cases-
on line. Thus 1981's collection figures represent cumulative effort from at least 1979
and 1980, and beibre. Thus, if the number of single parent families in this country
had, not grown by 170 percent but simply grown with the increase in the population
ulittffthese-ream-the program resultry-SiffirlararbeerlfSettiff3111.7Teitimony re-

ceived on Ju y 14 focused on the percentage decline in the eligible households,re-
ceiving Ml support. It failed to tell the *hole story, that is that eligibleliouseholds
receiving support had increased precipitously with the inception of Title IV-D. Con-
gress's investment has paid off handsomely. The social climate change between 1975
and 1981 (and present), requires a greater investment, but one that we have seen
will more than pay for itself.

In all of this fiscal analysis, not to be forgotten is the amount of activity in pater-
nity work, and the mandate to continue that effort. The title of Part D is 'Child
Support and Establishment of Paternity." it is a separately stated program mandat-
ed under 42 U.S.C. 651, 652(aX1), 654(41(A) and 655(a), without regard to enforce.
mcnt. And it has been a success. Since 1977, the number of paternities established
per year have grown from 110,000 to 174,000 in 1982. it has had a very positive
effect on child support enforcement.. Because of the IV-D program, blood tests,
tissue tests or both are not admitted to prove parentage in over 36 Oates, more than
double the pre-19'75 total. U.S. Supreme Court cases h:.ve been litigated on statutes
of limitations successfully protecting out of-wedlock children's-rights-to support.
These would have gone unchallenged pre Title IV-D. The growing rate of out of
wedlock births 110 percent of all live births in the early 1970's, 1'1 percent in 19821
has created a significant challenge for the enforcement agency. The challenge has
been met, but not without a cost. Yet 0.C.S.E. in its mandated report to Congress
under 42 U.S.C. 652(aXl) buries this separate cost within the overall program ad.
ministration costs, and then implies that support enforcement is less than cost effec-
tive, Much of the debate that has concerned this program in the past has focused on
cost of the program, without separating this item.

42 U.S.C. 652(0110 should be amended to prevent H.H.S and O.C.S.E. from com-
mingling the funding of this separate program with child support enforcement. Cost .
effective ratios should be confined to costs of enforcement, not paternity. This
reform, it is submitted, would make it clear that support enforcement is profitable
not only to the taxpayer, but to each of the entities through which the taxpayer
works, the local, state mid federal governments. This reform would cost nothing
save a few extra pages in 0.C.S.E.'s annual report. In the hearings of July 14 refer
ences were made to states that collected less than their costs. By separately stating
this item, it is submitted their true cost might better be ascertained. It may well be
that a high percentage of paternity cases in their respective caseloads makes them
appear'much less effective than they are.
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Until recently fl.H.S. and O.C.S.E. were trumpet an alternate funding scheme
that brought down the wrath of state and local ncies in this field. Beocuse it
would have made-the child support enforcement p ram totally, de,pendent on col-
lections that reimburse the welfare program it woul ve impaired interstate, pa-
ternity and nonwelfare work irretrievably. In fact, use its definition of cost ef-
fectiveness was based solely on welfare collections it Id have guaranteed the
continuation of the welfaie prograin and made states tha worked to substitt.tper
rental support for public support of childrenecost- effectiv. It was this ill.thwided
proposal that brought about the inquiry by the Family La Section leading to'the
American Bar Resolution that is the basis for this statement. e applaud Secretary
Heckler and H.H.S. for dropping this proposal. However, befo the new proosaris
too hastily adopted it should be given carefhl scrutiny. The p or proposal, when
given 'careful scrutiny was found fatally flawed. Given this ex lice, a new pro-
posal needs much more review than H.H.S. has permitted so far..

In the meantime, the funding structure of child support enforcem developed In
1975 has proven to be quite effective. The present structure" has ret ed to the tax-
payer a constant and significant sum. It has awed the taxpayer ons more in
welfare grants and the enormous cost of administration thereof. B tecting the
rights of 'Angle parents who have been left without funds but with c to raise,
it bas given meaning to our constautional'promme of equal ,Iustice u w.

7........__Pinallyrit-meets a-basic-obligation of government-protecting-the-anderlyi -rights
of the politically weakest and those least able to defend themselves, the out wed.
lock infant. The American Bar Association calls upon Congress to contin this
most effective pfogram and to maintain the funding structure and levels fit off in
August of 1982.
, President Reagan stated in his State of brie Union message for 1983: "We Into d
to strengthen enforcement of child support laws to ensure that single parents,
of whom are women, &not suffer financial hardship."

This can best;be accimplishedly_teinforcing_and-strangthening-the-presertt-fund-
ing system, retZiiiii the 15 percent incentive, restoring 75 percent reimbursement
not only for single parents but most of all fpr the children of single parents who
most urgently need a renewal of your commitment to protect their family rights.

On behalf of the American Bar Association, and its Family Law Section, f thank
the Chairman and the Subcommittee for permitting me to present these views....

APPENDIX A.-RESOLUTION OF THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES OF THE AMERICAN BAR
ASSOCIATION ADOPTED AuGuar 1982

Resolved, That the American Bar Association calls upon Congress to maintain the
funding system for enforcement of family support oshgations p ntly in effect In
Title IV-D of the Social Security Act, save and except the right o charge fees for
such services he left up to the individual states...

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC S RITZ, /
-- Phoenix. Ariz., J y, 26, -1981

Mr. Joins J. SALMON,
Chief Counsel. Committee on Ways and Means,
Longtrorth House Office Building. Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. SALMON: As the Director of the Arizona Department of Economic Secu-
rity, which includes the State Unemployment Insurance Program as well as the
State-Child Su_ pport Enforcement Program, I would Iike to prow the following
comments on H. ft. 926.

Arizona is a wage reporting State and the Unemployment Insurance Program
currently obtains quartoKy reports from each covered employer containing the
nnme, social security number, and wages paid to each employee. Automated access
is already available to appropriate peisonnel within the Child Support Enforcement
Program. Therefore, most of the proposed legislation would not greatly affect this

.0 State. . I
However, we would like to voice a. strong objection to the section of H. R. 926

which would require employers to submit and the Department to record addresses
Mall employees included on the quaiterly reiports.

The reasons for our ot; an are outlined below:
1. The additional demand upon employers would be excessive. Curiently, our re-

ports require an employer to make a simple oneline entry for each employee which
includes name, social security number, and quarterly wages. To also require a cur-
rent address on each employee would be a major imposition.

1
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2. The 'demand upon the Department would be substantial: It would more than
double the data to be entered and stored on each employee. We estimate the cost of
this increase to be approximately $81,000.00 each quarter.

3. The value of this information to the Child Support Enforcement Pro4ram'wouId
be limited: tap Accuracy of these addresses after a short while would be significantly
reduced due to the mobility of today:ssociety;-----

de Approximately 1.2 milliongemployees are currently included on Arizona's quar-
terly wage reports. yet only a small percentage of these individuals would be of in-
terest to the Child Support Enforcement Program.

4. The information currently obtained is adequate Once the Child Support En-
forcement Program becomes aware of the name and address of an individual's ern-
player, they can easily contact that employer for a current or recent address.,

Thank you for consideration of these comments.
Sincerely,

Barre DEGRAW
tFor Douglas X. Patina, Director).

STATEMENT OF i-ION. DATE DURENBERGER, A U.S. SENATOR FROM 'THE STATE OP
MINNESOTA

Mr. Chairman, this country was founded upon the notion of responsibility to one's
family and country. In recent years, however, this basic tenet of our society has
been eroded to the point of national disgrace. The situation to which I refer is the
failure of many parents, generally men, to assume financial responsibility for their
children.

Divorce has drastically alterred the composition of the American family. In 1980,
there were 8.6 million single parent families, an increase of over 100 percent from
1970. The Census Bureau predicts that only half of all chldren born this year will
spend their entire childhood living wah both natural parents. 1. head 90 per-
cent of the rapidly growhig number of single parent families

What happens to a women when confronted with a marriage that has been irre-
concilably broken by finanCial problems, communication breakdowns and changing
values? At age forty she may find herselfraising her children alone, with no or lim-
ited means of support and terribly frightened.

Her efforts to achieve self-sufficiency and regain her self-esteem are frustrated by
forces beyond her control. She quickly learns that the chances of employment are
few without jobs skills and experience. She is confronted by the fact that the same
society that encouraged her to raise and care for her family, now refuses to attach a
value to the work she has performed.

If'she is fortunate enough to obtain an order for child support from her former
spouse, there is no guarantee that the support will ever be paid. While her standard
of living quickly declines, she sees her former husband's increasing.

In many cases, Ile will be forced to turn to public assistance just to make ends
meet. Only then can she find help collecting past-duc support. Once the support
starts arriving her financial situation improvesshe now has enough income to
obtain adequate dependent care, pay her medical bills and provide for transporta-
tion expenses.

Unfortunately, once she becomes selfsufficient she no longer finds child support
collection officials anxious to- pur4ue her child support claims. In time, the support
stops and she is forced to rcturn to public assistance. This Catch.22 may continue
throughout her children's lives.

Many studies have been conducted on compliance with child support orders and
the effect of failures to comply. These studies all point to the same conclusion: fa-
thers don't pay their child suport. Of the $6.9 billion due from fathers in 1978, only
$44 billion was ever paid) Between a quarter and a third of fathers never make a
single courtordered payment. According to a 1973 Michigan study, patterns of pay-
ment have no relation to the father's income. In fact, the economic circumstances of
single fathers are usually better than while they were married. A recent California
study revealed that a year after divorce, the wife's income dropped by 73 percent
while the husband's rose by 42 percent.

This situation should shock the conscience of a Osponsible society. It has directly
contributed to the frequently-mentioned "feminiztion of poverty" and it must be
remedied.

Congress, in 1975,, established the Child Support Enforcement program, Title IV-
D of the Social Security Act. It requires each state to have an approved program of
child support enforcement, including measures to establish paternity, locate missing

1;1
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fathers, establish or modify court child support orders and collect court-ordered sup-
port payments. The program is intended to serve both AFDC and norAFDC fami-
lies, with the latter being charges fees for services provided.

The Child Support Enforcement program is a good beginning, but mof needs to
be done to help women who are seeking child support for their children. nder the
IV-D program, states were able to collect on only a small portion of bot he AFDC
and nonAFDC caseloads in 1982;

The program has been established primarily as a means of recovering some of the
AFDC funds paid to singlparent families. This fact is frequently the leading cause
of women caught in the vicious cycle of "on AFDC-off AFDC"a frustrating merry.
garound. P a

The availability of assistance is scarce for the woman who refuses to apply for
AFDC, earns too, much for her family to qualify for AFDC or is a middle-class,
single mother. She may find herself repeatedly returning to the eourt to collect
child supportusually incurring high attorney bills. Itf many cases her problems
are compounded by the fact that the father has moved to another state or to an
unknown addressd situation that adds to the expense and diminishes the chance

4. of recovery.
The IV-D program must still do more to help women become self sufficient,
Mr. Chairman, I am proud to have introduced the Economic Equity Act, S. 885 in

the Senate. Title V of that legislation is designed to improve and expand the IV-D
program in order to return responsibility to those individuals *ho should properly
bear such obligations. The-Economic Equity Act is comprised of a number of provi-
sions which I would like to briefly outline:

PurposeThe SEA provides a clear statement of purpose for the Title IV-D pro-
gram where none now exists. It would make clear that Congress intends for this
pr%ram "to assure compliance with obligations to pay child support to each child
in the U.S. living with only one parent." The intent ciphe purpose clause is to ex-
plicitly affirm that the program is to s..scure child su port for the nonAFDC cases
as well as the AFDC cases.

Income tax Offsets.Under present law, states can notify IRS of absent parents
who owe pastdue support to children receiving AFDC. The Act would provide that
States could use the same procedure on behalf of children not receiving AFDC and
the proceeds would be paid to the custodial parent. .

Improved State administration.The Economic Equity Act provides that states, as
a condition of an approved IV-D plan, must: seek medical support for children when
available at a reasonable cost; provide for mandatory wage assignments in the case
of delinquent support; impose liens against property and estates whensupport is de-
linquent; provide for offsets against State tax refunds to collect past-due support;
establish quasi-judicial or administrative procedures to establish and enforce sup-
port orders; and 'establish a child support clearinghouse which would monitor the
timeliness and accuracy of payments or support.

States would also be required to implement at least three of the following: volun
tery wage assignment; use of an objective standard to ensure similarity of support
orders in similar cases; default paternity procedures; the use of highly accurate, set.
entific tests to determine the likelihood of paternity; and the authorization J a
court to order a security, bond, or other guarantee for support.

The Child Support. Clearinghouse in each state would be financed f e exist-
ing 90 percent Federal funding provided by-IV-D for planning an mplementing
computerized child support enforcement systems.

The other changes are not expected to impose substantially highe costs on states
and may, in fact, achieve savings or be cost neutral by enabling s les to enforce
support more effectively and efficiently.

Mr. Chairman, improvement of child support enforcement in this dpuntry is im
perntiveboth from a societal perspective and from an economic pers ctive.In the
long run dollars invested in this program today will be returned to society many
times again. If, through improved child support collection efforts, we can help single
parents become.self.sufficient, we will eventually see reductions in AFDC, food
stamps and many other public-assistance progranis.

Finally, society can no longer dictate that single women must assume the entire
burden of raising a fnmily alone. The responsibility for the children of our nation
rests v)ith both the mother and the father. We must return responsibility to those
who have abandoned their familial duties. As Reinhold Niebuhr Once stated: "Life
has no meaning except in terms of responsibility." Society will profit from these
changes,

t
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Mr. Chairman, 1 would like to commend you and the members of your Subcom-
mittee for holding this hearing. 1 am hopeful that both the House and the Senate
will act quickly to improve and expand child support enforcement in this country.

JOHN J. SALMON,
Chief Counsel; Committee on Ways and Means;
Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.0

GENTLEMEN: It is the opinion of Fathers United for Equal Rights that the pro-
posed bill to intercept Federal Income tax returns is not only unconstitutional but
is pis° unconscionable. Each citizen of the United States is guaranteed by the Con-
stitution not to have property taken without due process of law. You are now asked
to dispense with the ,Constitution and withhold money without a fair and impartial
hearing. Y,Cou are further asked to injure innocent third parties if a man has remar-
ried and has filed aioint tax return with his new wife.

On the surface this proposed bill is presented to your legislative body as a panan-
Zest to what is perceived as a "national disgrace", i.e. men who do not pay child sup.
port. Have you questioned why men do not pay child support? Have you actually
thought about the "problem"?

You have heard testimony from numerous women who bemoan their predica-
ments. They will tell you that their former husbands "just do not pay." They fail to
relate in testimony, how, when their children's fathers attempt to visit, they want
only to withhold visitation rights. These women fail to testify how they
instigate altercations at visiting times to make said visits as unpleasant as possible
for all concerned. They fail to testify that when the father can bear no further
abuse and stops trying to see his children, the mothers then-claim the fathers have
no interest in the children.

Furthermore, your witnesses fail to testify how their former husbands, under
court order, were made to pay mortgages, utilities, insurance premiums, medical
and dental bills, school tuitions and uniforms, marital financial obligations and at-
torney'S fees in addition to child support and alimony. With all these financial re-
sponsibilities, a man then must establish living quarters for himself. This back-
breaking financial monkey on the divorced fathers collective backs precludes any
possibility of starting their lives exr and remarrying. If all this isn't bad enough,
six months to'a year after the divorce, the ex-wife will then file legal proceedings to
increase the amounts of support.

To mnny of these mothers, child support and alimony are their wages. They refuse
to look for employment because they have "small children" at home. They are con-
tqiit to remain parasites instead of becoming self-supporting. These woman inten-
tionally disadvantage their children to receive the largess of the governmenf along
with child support and alimony. They then blame their. een0MiC situation on the
ex-husbands whom they have alienated from his children financially bled white, and
have driven away.

When fathers demonstrate to the court that it is impossible to make the ordered
support payments, they are told to secure second jobs. If fathers still cannot meet
the high price of divorce, they so to jail. Has any member of this august body ever
heard of a custodial mother being incarcerated for willful denial of visitation? Why
is the wife allowed to remain on her backside idly on the dole? Why doesn't the
legislature become creative in its scope instead of reflexively looking for ways in
which to squeeze the last i)enny possible from men,

It is a common busines practice of the Federal Government to use monies with-
held from a taxpayers paycheck and makes a profit on the Interest accrued. If this
bill is passed and a delinquent non-custodial father's tax return Is intercepted do
you honestly believe that any man will allow it to IIappen twice. much money
will the government lose in revenues when men are forced to to their assets
and start owing taxes Instead of money due them?

We at Fathers United for Equal Rights urge you to nsider ly all the ramifi-
cations that the passage of this bill would present. W impl you not to be stem-

' peded into a rash and precipitous decision. Wear& t at y u look at the problems
presented here as alternative testimony to the continual -litany of biased witnesses.

Respectfully submitted.

.11
FATHERS UNITED FOR EQUAL RIGHTIONC.;

BallimorerJuly 29,19$$.
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CHARLES T. BIDDISON,
President.

RICHARD F. ACRES,
Vice-President.
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STATEMENT OP JUANITA M. BRYANT, PRESIDENT, GENERAL. FEDERATION OP WOMEN'S
CLUBS

Mr. Chairman, the General Federation-of Women's Clubs Appreciates the oppor
tunity to submit testimony on the very important issue of child support enforce-
ment. The General Federation of Women's Clubs is the largest and oldest non-de-
nominational, nonpartisan, international service organization of volunteer women
in the world, and was chartered by the United States Congress in 1909. The General
Federation of Women's Clubs represents one -half million members in the United
States, 10 million worldwide, embracing 52 State Federations including the District
of Columbia and Puerto Rico, eight regions, 421 districts, and 11,000 clubs.

We submit this testimony today, because of our strong support for increased en-
forcement of,child support payments.

The General Federation of Women's Clubs has had a history of concern for chil-
dren. Our membership has voted upon and adoted 10 resolutions concerning the
welfare of children, and in fact, just a month and a half ago, at our international
convention in Orlando, Florida, the convention body assembled, adopted the at-- filched resolution entitled "Child Support Enforcement Program" which states in
part:

Resolved, the General Federation of Women's clubs urges its member clubs to: 1.
Study and become knowledgeable about the performance of the child support en-
forcement program in their respectiVe states and localities; 2. Work for change in-
tended to strengthen the program and make itmore successful in the future.

The. public preception is tha fath.. bear the entire burden of-child support after
divorce, allowing his ex-wife and children to maintain their fahner standard of
living. The truth is very different. A recent California study found 'that one year
after divorce the wife's income, dropped by 73 percent, while the husband's rose by
92 percent.

Of the 9.8 million families awarded child support payments, 2 million families (92
percent) received no support payments, and 1 million families (21 percent) received
partial payment. These figures dramatize the plight of millions of American chil-
dren not receiving financial support from the non-custodial parent. Many of these
children must depend on aid to families with dependent children (AFDC) as their
sole means of financial support.

Some State programs are beginning to correct the problem. The program in Min-
nesota, for example, has tripled collection payments in five years. The Tennessee
program increased AFDC related payments by 92 percent in one year.

In 1975, Congress established section IV-D of the Social SecuritSecurity Act which
became the fedreal child support enforcement program. This program, however, was
primarily intended to recover AFDC funds paid to single parent families. But as we
plan for the future, it is essential to address the needs of all children. Congresses -
an Kennelly's bill (H.R. 2379) would tpdirept title IV-D to apply to all chi dren. The
General Federation of Women's Clubs strongly support this initiative.

The most important component of ea initiative is the use of State clearing
houses to track payments from award to monthly receipt. Current enforcement is
extremely fragmented and sporadic. Centralized enforcement will lead to significant
increases in child support enforcement. Although some States have objected to the
high costs of this approach, these costs arc outweieted uy the societal benefits.

Another important component of these reforms is the use of administrative meth-
ods of enforcement rather than judicial procedures. This alternative system will be
more effective, accessible, and an efficient means of enforcing child support pay-
ments.

Millions of American children du not receive court "rdered support payments. For
many roverty results, The General Federation of Women's Clubs strongly support
Congresswoman Kennelly's bill which will greatly reduce these childrens suffering.

CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT PROGRAM

Whereas, Large numbers of women and children are suffering financial depriva-
tion due to inadequate child support; and

Whereas, Government, and ultimately the taxpayer, is bearing the burden of fi-
nancially supporting children deserted by parents able, but unwilling to meet their
family responsibility; and
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Whereas, the child support enforcement program administered by btates and la
culities with the help of federal government seeks to reduce the cost of welfare
and to foster parental responsibility in place of welfare dependence; and

Whereas, Much more can be and needs to be done, through legislation and admin-
istrative action, to make the existing child support enforcement program even
better; therefore

Resolved. That the General Federation of Women's Clubs urges member clubs ta:
1. Study and become knowledgeable about the performance of the child support

enforcement program in their respective states and localities;
2. Work for change intended to strengthen the program and make it more success-

ful in the future.

STATEMENT OF THE INTERSTATE CONFERENCE OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY AGENCIES,
INC. dr

The Interstate Conference of Employment Security Agencies, Inc. is the organiza-
tion representing state administrators ,of unemployment compensation programs
and public employment offices throughout the country. This hearing addresses the
serious problem of enforcing the paymetf of child support obligations, however, the
unemployment insurance system would be affected by one of the bills under consid-
eration by the Subcommittee, H.R. 926. That bill. the "Reducing Error in Income
Support Programs Act of 1983" would requiie agencies administering the state un-
umployment compensation law to maintain records of how much each employer
pays each of his employees each calendar quarter along with the employee's name
and address. The agency would also be required to supply this information, on re--
quest, to the state child support enforcement agency as

theca
nformation about

whether the .ndividual had failed a claim for UI benefits, mount of benefits
paid oriiiyable, whotl.er the individual had reined employment and the address of
the individual.

In the normal course of administering the unemployment insurance program
most states collect the wage information re9gfred by H.R. 926. The following twelve
states do not Hawaii, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New Jersey,
New York, Ohio, Rhode island, Utah (planning implementation), Vermont, and Wis-
consin.

However, no state asks employers to provide tne address of each employee as H.R.
920 would require. individuals who file a claim, for benefits provide the agency with
their address at that time. This year the unemployment insurance system will proc-
ess over three hundred million wage items. A wage item consists of the name, social
security number and amount of wages paid to an employee in a particular patter.
Adding the address of the individual would require at a minimum redesigning of
computer files and employer tax forins and increased processing time for both the
employer and the state agency. In some States where data processing systems are
already stretched to capacity, new equipment would likely be required.

For the twelve States that do not currently maintain wage record files the impact
on the state unemployment insurance program would be much greater. Tivo basic
methods have evolved for obtaining wage information to determine whether individ
uals have sufficient work and earnings to qualify for unemployment insurance bene-
fits. The most common method is to require employers to report the name, social ,
security number and wages paid to each employee each calendar quarter. When an
individual becomes unemployed his wages are on record with the agency and a de-
termination can be made quickly as to whether he qualifies for benefits. In wage
record states the most recent wade data available is three to six months old since
there is a time lag necessary to give the employer time to prepare the report at the
end of the quarter and for the agency to have time to add the current report to its
data base. Approximately 80 million wage items are reported each Quarter. Some
are on tape but most are key punched into agency wage record ra. States that do
not maintain quarterly wage records have a different method of determining wheth-
er individuals qualify for benefits. When a claim for UI benefits is filed, a request
for wage information for the individual is sent to each of his former employers
during the past year. States that use this method cite several advantages. One ie..,
that more recent wage information is obtained to determine whether the individual
qualifies for benefits. The period used to determine benefit eligibility in these states
is the most recent 52 week period In states that use the, wage record method, this
period is usually the first four of the last five cc ipleted calendar quarters. Another
advantage cited by states using the wag.. toques. method is that it is costly to main-
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tain the entire universe of wnges\paid when only a very small percentage will be
needed for claim determinations.

Among those states that do not currently maintain wage records, there may be.
some that would like, to convert to that system. This conversion requires a signifi-
cant investment of resot...ms, primarily,in the data processing area. H.R. 926 does
not authorize any money for the changes to state UI systems that it requires. It is
an expensive proposal. The Department of Labor has estimated the cost of coverting
the current wage request states to wage records at $53M. In addition, including ad-
dresses in the wage files of states that already maintain wage records would cost
$15M-$20M per year.

Federal legislation requiring states to compile quarterly wage records 'including
addresses troubles us. The states that do not maintain these recordi have another -
way of doing business that many of them believe works better for them. Such a re.
quirement would be the first instance in which the federal government has dictated
a specific procedure for unemployment insurance operations to states. eie most
troubling aspect of the proposal is that the requirement is not intended to benefit
the UI program. The UI system does not need to keep a file of addreises of every
worker in the state. While state employment security agencies are willing to assist
in enforcing the payment of child support obligations, the needs of that program ,
should not shape he unemployment insurance system.

The unemployment insurance system is cooperating with state child support en
forcement agencies already in identifying recipients of U1 benefits who'owe child
support and in some cases deducting support payments from UI benefit checks. The
Ul system is willing to share information that is helplbl to-child support enforce-
mcnt nuthorities whenever it is legal to do-so. However, we believe that it would be
a grave mistake to begin modifying the unemployment insurance system for the
benefit of other social programs. Therefore, we urge that you reject the proposal of
H.R. 926 that would require quarterly wage records including the address of each
worker.

COUNTY or (Cox, -
- Orrice or THE STATE'S ATTORNEY,

Chicago, 111.01uly 21, 1981
Hon. HAROCH FORD,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Public Assistance, House Ways and Means Committee,

Long:meth House Office Building, Washington, AC
DEAR CONCRIZSMAN Foan: I would like to communicate to You my opposition to

the proposed changes in federal funding of the child Support Enforcement Program
contemplated by H.R. 3546.

. While I shnre a commitment to the improved cost effectiveness of the Child=
port Enfnrcemortt i \ugram as evidenced by the State's Attorney's Office of
Couruy s pnrticipation in one of the Urban Assistance Projects of the Office of Child
Support Enforcement, I fear the noble goals of the program will be more difficult to
achieve should the proposed funding changes be adopted. It is my opinion that state
program administrators under the proposal would be compelled to reduce resources
nvnilnble to more costly operations, such as paternity establishment, under the sus
pices of efficient administration.

Furthermore, the impact of reducing the federal funding match from 70 percent
to 60 percent would have the effect of increasing the State of Illinois' share of the
administrative expenses of the program by onethird. The State of Illinois simply
does not have sufficient funds available to assume this increased responsibility. The
result would be n cutback in available finds to a socially beneficial program which
has recently begun to demonstrate more efficient operations (Illinois is ranked eight
among the states in the increase of AFDC collections from 1981 to 1982a 38 per-
cent proprovementi.

I tuggest thnt you and your committee consider these negative aspects o' H.R.
3546 and their detrimental effect upon government welfare agencies, custodial par-
ents and children, and I urge you to defeat the proposal to reduce the federal fund.
ing contemplated by this bill.

I recpectfully request that this letter be made a specific part of the permanent
Congressional Record.

Sincerely.
RICHARD M. DALEY.
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MEN INTERNATIONAL, INC.,
Clearwater, Pia., July 28, 1989

KEN BOWLER,
Committee on Ways and Means.
Ho 4se of Representatives.
Rayburn Office Building, Washington, D.0

DEAR MR. Bowen: I am enclosing 6 copies of our official reply to the specific leg-
islation pending before the committee. As you know, I received copies of the pro-
posed bills rather later than I would have liked, T am also unfamiliar with several
of the sections of law being amended and the effects that these amendments will
have. I would rather have the supporting documents and have more time to study
the Matter. However, I have commented on some of our objections as they currently
appear.

MEN International, Inc. does not oppose child support enforcement. We do oppose
bringing unnecessary vindictiveness into Federal law. A careful'reading of parts of
the measures proposed exposers- a..feve.passages which add nothing essential to the
purpose of the legislation, and are included as expressions of anger rather than posi-
tive legislative direction.

I must note formally our complaint at not being notified in suMcienS time to r
pond for the record properly as we would have liked. I must also note the systemat-
ic denial of eligibility for federal funds to projects for the male gender. For example,
while most activists on the hill speak about the gigantic numbers of battered
women, and the epidemic of sexual assault in America, there has been no funding
provided to treat. the male perpetrators of such crimes. Prisons become temporary
warehouses for these men who return:lust as sick as when they entered, to rape
again. In denying funding to men's centers Congress guarantees that these problems
will continue to grow. Men have the problem in part. Limiting funding to women's
programs is very -much like limiting firefighting efforts to one house when two are
ablaze! .

Sincerely,
KENNETH R. PANOIRSILN, -

President.

STATEMENT OP KENNETH R. PANCEORN, PRESIDENT; MEN INTERNATIONAL, INC.

I have been asked to respond to several bills pending before' the Congress of the
United States, H.R. 926, H.R. 2374, H.R. 3354, and H.R. $512. My response comes by
way of my official capacity of President of MEN International Inc. America's oldest
and largest coalition of men's organizations. Firstly, while I have been provided
with copies of the bills, I have been provided them at a very late date, and without
the sections these bills often amend. This places my responses at a distinct disad-
vantage due to lack of information.Further the situation deprives us of adequate
time to seek and obtain competent legal opinion as to the consequences of every
such amendment.

I would like to formally object for the record to the process by which several mat-
ters have been placed before Congress, and substantial organizations such as ours
who may have valuable input into the process whereby a fair determination could
be effected, have not, despite recognition of our existence, been given the opportuni-
ty to respond to these proposed measures fully. Our input, and that of reputable
organizations such as the National nengress for Men, Free Men, Inc., should have
been sought out in matters that directly affect our constituents. These organizations
and others account for a constituency of bver 750,000 individuals and is worthy of
some consideration. Contrary to the opinion bfeome special interest lobbies, theirs
is NOT the only voices which should be heard. At least rukf in this Republic under
this form of democracy. ',...

I would respond to each measure in seriatum:

H.R. 9.1d,
In the main, this bill we do not find objectionable. There are specific problems in

a few Areas; On page 2, line 14 starting under "C" the bill provides that the State is
free to embark upon "fishing expeditions" in o "such other information as such
State agency may deem appropriate". Clearly ere is a 5th Amendment, probleiff.
Such freewheeling ability to enquire into anythin the "agency" desires should have
such limitations as allows an individual a right to 'vacy from unreasonable search
by the state. I would also pose that there are substa tial 9th and 10th Amendment
questions as well. We would propose that in the first Iteniative this subsection be
deleted. or in the second alternative the word "legitirqate" be inserted before the

dt5
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. word "information" on line 14. This at.least will provide for some appeal from un-
reasonable inquiries by these bureaucratic agencies and protect the individttal from
being hounded by irrelevant questioning. t:nreasonable inquiry is already a problem
with State agencies. The objectionable provision would open pandora's box for petty
minions to harass and intimidate individuals.

Our second objection comes on page.3 starting at line 12, and appears again on
page 4 starting at line 20. We can only question the motives for including a provi-
sion to disclose an individual's refusal of employment. The purposes to which this
information would be used clearly violates the provisions of the 5th Amendment.
There can be no purpose for the inclusion of such a requirement except for punative
purposes. To place this in a more understandable perspective, let us suppose that
the individual owing a support obligation did rend* employment. There is no re-
quirement that the fact that the employment was refused for perfectly legitimate
reasons be included with such a report. For example, if a medical condition exists
that precludes the individual 'From accepting this work. If work conditions violate
the persons religious convictions (le; job requires work on Sunday). The person's rea-
sons for refusing such employment while acceptable for the purposesof eligibility
for Unemployment compensation may be acceptable, but not acceptable to those ad-
ministering child support obligations. This subsection is unacceptable to us in any
form.

The inclusion of this provision violates confidentiality* unemployment records
w'ch could be used for criminal prosecution. This violates a basic right against self
incrimination. There are several States which make non-support a felony. In
making the requirement of a disclosure of this nature basic guarantees of our CA:tn-
stitution are ignored.

It is possible that an individual refusing employment out of personal or religious
convictions. could also find themselves directed to make payments on the basis of the
rate of pay they "wouid have earned" had they not refused the employment. This
adds the second area where the individual may be prosecuted by disclosure of such
Information.

Since I am not familiar with the text of sec. 508 of the Unemployment Compensa-
tion Amendments of 1976. I would reserve comment upon seeing subsection (b). This
also applies to subsection (b) of section 3 of the Wagner Pays& Act.

H.R. 2.174
In general this bill is also acceptable with a few objections. Our first objection,

comes on page 3 starting at line 17. Our objection is the wording "and the parent
with whom the child is living". It appears to us that this is a back-door insertion of
including collection of alimony payments in the.collectlevheme for child support.
If this is a child support enforcement package this is one thing, but if is an alimony
package then label it as such. We strongly object to coat-tailing alimony collection
by this clever language. Certainly there were more honest ways of dealing with this.
'the intent of such language can speak for itself.

On page 6 starting at line 14 this measure .calls for "highly accurate scientific
testing to determine paternity". This provision is needlessly vague. The HLA test is
known to be 99 percent accurate. Wording should more appropriately read:

"Requiring the use of the H.L.A. test or equally accurate scientifically accepted
method of testing (as determined by the Secretary) to determine paternity."

We would also greatly prefer on page 6 at line 19 inserting the word "willful"
before the word "pattern".

On page 7 starting at line 17 we object to the provision previnting the discharge
in bankruptcy of nlimony. child support, or property settlements under all circum-
stances. Persons to whom such obligations are owed may object to such discharge
presently. Discharge or denial of discharge is within the discretion of the Federal

1!.1iidge. Denial of discharge in bankruptcy in this blanket form may well affect child
support payments in the negative. When a divorce court assigns marital' debts
lalmoist always to the male) it does so in the expectation that bankruptcy and the
diicharge of such debts is an option. If this option-does not exist, then in equity the
debts will have to be divided equally and would not be dischargeable to either party.
Financially handicapped women with children would be devastated by such a re-
quirement.

At the lowest common denominotor, the inability to di charge in bankruptcy can
and likely would apply to debts contained within a divorce decree. If such debts are
not discussed in a decree assigning the responsibility to one individual, 40 states re-
quire that the debts are jointly owed.

If assigned exclusively to the male party, and the debts are not dischargeabl6 in
bankruptcy, the ability to pay child support can, and often would be obliterated.

S.,
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The legal interpretation of this language would not be confined to prohibiting
the discharge of child support in bankruptty. While alimony arrearages have re-
cently been interpreted as dischargeable, child support arrearages have not been dis
chargeable to this point, although a reasonable person might see circumstances
where they should be. .

We strongly object to the blanket repeal of Sec. 523 fag5) of 'title 11, U.S.C. In.
stead we would offer an amendment that: "The discharge" in connection with semi
ration agreemeat, divorce decree, or property settlement agreement" shall be within
the discretion of the Bankruptcy Court.'

In other respects the measure is not objectionable.

H.R. 544
Our objections to this bill are minor in nature. Our first problem begins with sub-

section 4 beginning on page 3 at line 21..Specificly lines 25 on page if and through
line t on page 4. We feel that this is freewheeling authority to enact "administra
live procedures" that could take many directions Congress does not intend. It in
reality allows the Secretary to "make law" by congressional neglect in setting
limits. You can only speculate what an unreasonable person might erect as *beta
des punative either to the person seeking assistance under this section, or those
from whom support is sought.

I also have a serious problem with the term used several times such as on page 4
at line 21, and page 6 Imes 1, referring to an "Administrative process and adminis-
trative Order". Without definition of what type of administrative Order or process
you refer to, you open the door for a social worker at a county level welfare agency
by fiat to Establish a support obligation, which in all probability will not follow legal
requirements (few social workers make even poor lawyers except in their own
minds, and in some cases may be outrageous. In some states temporary support is
sometimes established (in separation) by welfare agen social workers. In some
Cases these workers are not people with advanced and occasionally not even
high school graduates. Their concept of reasonable suppo is translunar. Fortunate-
ly such support levels are not currently enforceable under state law. Under this
wording they would be enforceable under federal law. If the obligee is in another
state, under the RURESA provisions and this bill, such a fanciful directive from a
completely unqualified source would bring the full punative weight of the federal
government upon the parent. I do not detect any adequate mechanism for appeal of
such a circumstance.

The lack of an adequate appeal mechanism is troublesome Indeed even to the non
objectionable parts of the biLl

In other respects H.R. 3364 is a much needed provision. Its author could have
been a little more even-handed and taken into consideration for appeal
whereby legitimate concerns of affected individuals could be heard. I would arsr;:::cadd
that I believe that this etiould include the custodial parent who fedi they are being
shortchanged by the same caprice.

H.R. 4$12
We are greatly concerned that the intent of the change to Clause B of sect. 406

(aX2) of the Social Security Act, page 5 line 7-9, is an attempt to raise by Federal
mandate the age to which child support is collected from a terminus at age 18 (legal
majority) to age 21. If this is intended to apply only to Social Security benefits we
concur But interpretation to apply to child support obligations of individuals is ob-
jectionable. Only a handful of states retain provisions allowing child support oblige-
lions to continue past age 18. The trend in law is currently that child support stops
at age.18 except in exceptional circumstances. We are unsure as to the effect of this
provision.

We are most anxious to express our pport for the rgency shelters" provi
*ions. We share concern for the plig f battered women in erica.

For the record we would pray th t the plight of the 2 mil ion battered children
would not go unnoticed and that such shelters would also be eligible to apply under
this section.

Also for the record we would like to note the research of Dr. Suzzane Steinmetz of
the University of Delaware on the high incidence of "Battered Husbands" in Amer-
ica. It will be the Intent of MEN International, Incorporated to apply for a federal
grant to establish the first shelter for men under this act. We would ask that our
eligibility (the male gender's) under this section be specifically addressed ,on the
record so that such an application will not be dismissed by the administering agency
on the basis that this section applies only to the female gender as victims, and that
the agency knows that Congress also recognizes the plight of male victims as'well.
We shall conclude that in the absence of amending language limiting such grants to
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women's progrnms shallesignify to the agency that our application receive equal
consideration:

H.R. 3512 has our support for passage. Barring objectionable amendments.
In conclusion MEN International desires to express itself on another subject

which shall present itself to Congress shortly. While not directly in the above refer-
enced bills, we do feel is related. Soon Congress will be asked to consider the Equal
Rights Amendment. Our organization, when this measure. was first proposed efs
pressed its endorsement for passage on behalf of the male gender. Again the ERA is
being proposed. We desire to take this opportunity to again .express our en
bent of the ERA. I do not feet that endorsement is a strong enough term to exp
our position. Our belief in the equality of the genders is as strong as our counter.
parts in the women's movement. While we may collide on issues occasionally,. it is
our feeling that we men cannot truly achieve our place in humanity if our sisters
are burdened with Meaningless limitations. We also view the ERA as a mechanism
whereby men can free themselves from the yoke of oppression of irrelevant and er-
roneous stereotypes, some ancient and some modern. The male ender has no desire
to be oppressors or be oppressed. The ERA would guarantee fairness to BOTH gen-
ders.

As a sideline, I am a divorced father with custody of three you4 dialghters. The
path to obtaining custody of my children was-difficult for me. The difficulty I expe-
rienced fighting institutionalized prejudice is insignificant to that which my daugh-
ters have suffered. In the time I.have had custody I have not been awarded child
supoort (fathers almost never are) nor have or the children received any indication
of an interest gri even the most miniscule support from their mother. .

I paid child support in the period of time I did net have custody. I fully appreciate
ithat the amount I paid was inadequate to support the children. As a parent who has

custody I can only dream of how cheaply I was getting off.
As one whose prpfessional life has been devoted to the children of divorce and the

hardships on them, I must express dismay at the political nature of the debate going
on today. Some seek the panacea of mandatory joirit custody, others seek lengthy
prison sentences for non-payment of child support. Both solutions have "revenge' as
their motivation. Sanity dictates that family conciliation by mental health proles:
sionals, a therapeutic approach to divorce issues be initiated immediately. Media-
tion and arbitration are -easonable.stopgaps, but divorce is a subject matter pecu-
liarly unsuited to the adversarial. legal system. In that system hatred is a sacra.
meat., This results in many ills, child abuse, child snatching, denial of visiting
rights, and nonsupport. What is worse it, pits gender against gender. The indica-
tions nre that the incidence of death in family violence is on a dramatic raise. There
is so much vilification in the media today, and total silence to bring peace. If,the
rate of violence remains as dramatic es it has been, human life on this continent
may become extinct in our children's lifetime. - .

For our organization we reject the rhetoric of gender based hatred. We call upon '
responsible leaders in the women's movement and Congress to stand with us and
resist the undeclared war. We ask the national media to be more evenhanded and
responsible in its reporting and perhaps be mere sophisticated than it had demon-
strated here-to-fore in accepting sensational statistics without verifying their valid-
ity.

While there are many who would have the issue of child support enforcement dig.
cussed in a vacuum, the very first question is "can child support enforcement be
isolated from all attendant issues". Those of a certain political bent will violently
demand that it be so. Others suggest the need to keep the issue within context.
Child support collections cannot hi successfully isolated from other domestic rela-
tions issues no mntter how much more politically expedient.it may be for some indi-
viduals on a political crusade.

The hostility and incivility surrounding the issue of child support should not be
swept under Ihe rug. On no single issue is name calling and vehement rhetoric
more abundant. On no issue doeut serve constructive purpose less.

No sane person could deny that a problem exists jn child support collections. Rea
sonable persons do differ as to the scope of those problems. It is not our purpose
here to set the statistical record straight on the actual proportions If the problem.
Let us say that we too, agree that a problem in fact, does exist.

chanical problems. The dynamics of this system or that. How computers are to
The debate on child support problems too often has been limited. to purely

programmed. How mnny people need to be hired on top of the army of *persons -
ployed by various levels of government of niready staggering proportions.

Debate on child support 3$ not new. This is not the first congress to be requested
to nct on this issue. It seems that the fundamental question is never explored and a

,
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great deal of political effort and taxpayer dollars are expended to see that it is not
explored in depth. That basic question is; "Why do these parents neglect or refuse to
pay child suppOrt"?

To accurately answer the basic question on why the problem exists, is fundamen-
tal to finding a workable solution. It is obvious that when seeking an answer to
why, the committee needs to ask those who are not making payments for the accu-
rate answer. However testimony on this subject has been limited to various women's
groups formed around the support issue, some of which are fended by taxpayer dol-
lars. Testimony has also been taken from various individuals employed in the capac-
ity of child support, enforcement programs by various governmental agencies. The
probability of conflicts of interest should be obvious. It is- fair to point out that the
"men" we are discussing if allowed to testify also have basic cca.lcts if interest on
this subject. This, however, thould no more disqualify their, point of view than other
persons with different conflicts unless their male gender is disqualification of itself. ,

In 1983 as in the previous years for the majority of the 20th century 92 pent of
child custody awards in our nation were to women. Of the remainder 2 percent were
to other family members, 2 percent to other placements such as foster care and 4
percent to the male parent. This statistic holds true with a variance of less than 2
percent for all 60 states, and all territorial possesions of the United States. The vari-
ance is limited to the..upaide and not to the down-side or the maternal preference.
While joint custody has beep adopted into the law of nearly half the states, it is a
rare event at best. Perhaps In time it will become more common, but as of this date
it remains a statistical rarity except for a few individual counties. Much has been
made of late of the statistics from two isolated counties in California where joint
custody is in vogue. ft does not reflect any sort of national trend, unfortunately.

In a domestic relations case, the male faces almost certain logs of custodial associ-
ation with his children. This, for most men, is not a pleasant or desirable circum-
stance. In that 92 percent of child custody decisions vast majority of men are
awarded "reasonable rights of visitation' . I doubt when confronted .with reality,
that anyone on the committee could term the visitation reasonable. In the United
States, the normal visitation schedule is every other weekencarom Saturday morn-
ing (10 A.M.) to Sunday at 4 P.M. and two weeks during the summer. The psycho-
logical research has well documented that on such a schedule, most men will begin
to withdraw from regular visitation. This process tikes place during a two year time
span from the date of separation and judgment of divorce. We also note with avid
interest that the some curve tracks child support payments. One curve can be
placed over the other in detest identical pitterns. As the absent father's contact
with his child diminishes, so does his financial contributions.

In law there ar'e two Latin terms, "In loco parentis", and the doctrine of "Parens
Patrea". In domestic relations cases, the State becomes the legal parent of the child.
In the eourse of deliberations, the Judge, acting as an officer of the state, will dele
gate responsibilities. The duty to provide child care goes to the women purely on a
sex-role stereotype decision, and to the male, goes the duty to support. In law there
has been much discussion of the issue of support. The more modern belief is that
each parent is responsible for one half of the child's support. This application is
hardly universal.

Other states pursue a formula of need and ability to pay. The needs are seldom
actual needs, and the ability to pay is seldbm the actual ability to pay. Child sup-
port awards are haphazard at best. All states allow extreme latitude in judicial dis
cretion. In the rare cases where the male parent is awarded custody of minor chil-
dren. in less than 10 percent of the cases is the father awarded support of any kind.

N Of those awarded child support less than 10 percent receive any support. This statis-
tic should illustrate that the problem has nothing whatever to do with the gender of
the person obliged to pay support, but the legal status of that parel as an inconse-
quential "vistor". The incentive to be diligent is removed.

In every state in America, visitation rightare not considered consequential. Pun
'shine nt for the concealment of rhildren from visitation is as rare as Soviet disarm-
ament proposal (earnest ones). In the entire United States there have been only two
occasions where custodial parents have been jailed for child rest:tint (denial of visi-
tation). both in 1982, both in the same court in Michigan.

Available data suggests that at least one third of all non-custodial parents have
all access to their children terminated by their former spouses contrary to rights of
visitation, and at least 85 percent experience a significant degree of harassment in
often futile attempts to pursue meaningful relations with their child.

We could and do support any legislative plan that provides for the children's..
needs for support. pint the Congress must realize that you cannot separate the
child's need for support is not limited to material things. To use a threadbare cliché
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"Money. won't buy everything". The fundamental need of a child to both parents
should not be overlooked.

I would offer a warning. No matter what legislation is enacted, no matter how
punative the laws are made, the problem of child support collection% will not be leg-
islated away with halfmeasures. When equity and fairness is guaranteed, then will
the problem be solved. Fairness to both parents and to the children. Children have

intrinsicntrinsic right to access to both parents absent compelling interests to the con- 1

trary. Those interests are best decided by professionals and not angry ex-spouses.
If the Child Support Enforcement Act is enacted absent some protections for the

noncustodial parent, the United States will soon -find itself with massive concentra-
tion camps. Placing the heel of hobnailed boots on the throats of the male gender
without assuring them of a continuing parental relationship with the child for
whom they are compelled to support is very much like "Taxation without represen-
jation". The British were foolish enough to miscalculate the American will.

Placing the non-custodial parent in such an adversarial position, with so few
counterbalancing rights to protect them certainly should raise the question of the
14th Amendment to our Constitution. We have outlawed the feudal system of serfs
and vassals. President Lincoln outlawed slavery and indentured servitude. You
must examine with open minds the similarities to those social evils as you act.
, In my capacity as a ',tildes in the men's movement I have had the opportunity to
counsel with tens thousands of these men. In honesty I cannot say that all of
them had the pu of motives. I can say that if given the opportunity, the vast
majority of me wo d comply with reasonable support orders if they were given
the human i raise do so. If they were treated as human beings and not like
gutter slime f r no re n other than the vindictiveness of their estranged wives and
their own gen er.

I wish the committee to Note that I have not argued that child support awards are
unfair. While this may be true in some cases, it is the entire process that is unfair.
A process that deprives a father of a parent-child relationship, not because he is
unfit to have it, or that he has done something terrible to deserve it, but due entire-
ly to a system which does not want to hear him.

I cannot bring myself to repeat the vulgarities used tome in my first divorce
hearing. I was told to "shut up" and that "I had nothing to say that the Court
wanted to hear". I had filed for divorce because of my former wife's problems with
alcohol and drugs which caused violent behavior toward myself,and our children. I
was initially awarded visitation for one hour on the first Sunday of each month:I
was ordered to pay $200 a month in child support and $612 a month in alimony for
3 children. My gross earnings were $975 per month. I refused to pay and was found
in contempt. At the final divorce hearing support was set at $526 a month and I was
awarded reasonable visitation. I did not see or speak to my daughters for 41/2 years
after that. In February 1981 I was awarded custody of-my children. At the hearing
oyes 300 pages of files and records pertaining to child abuse and neglect were ac-
cepted into evidence.

In those 444 years a good deal of the support payments paid through the clerk of
courts was expended on alcohol. My daughters often scrounged the neighborhoods
for scraps of food Often the children were subjected to the alcoholic rages of my
former wife. .

Rare? Quite the contrary. There are 2 million battered children in the United
States each year. More than two thirds of those children fall victim to divorced
mothers with custody and their companions. More than 85 percent of the fatal incl.
dents of child abuse is at the hands of these same individuals. This was recently .

recognized in law by the West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals in the case of
S.N. v. R.L.H.. 289 S. E. 2d 186.

Children should not be regarded as property. Not by the parents, and not by the.
state. It would be very, very convenient to separate the issue of child support front'
the subject of child custody. The true motives of the vocal proponents of the child
support issue can best be placed in the "light of day" by quoting from their own
political bible, Ms. Magazine in its April 1983 issue, in an article discussing child.
custody. An outspoken spokesperson for the Washington based Center on Women
and Family Law, who also had a representative testify before this Committee,
claimed that children and the custody issue in specific were "women's best bargain-
ing chips".

Speaking for the 500,000 men in various men's organizations across America, we
refuse to bend to using our children as "bargaining chips". Most all of us would
accept higher alimony payments and property settlements if we could have our chil-
dren. We would accept a lower status in the workplace also. Children are not pawns
in somo selfish political gymnastics. Not to us.

A
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The opportunity to prepare a statement was afforded to me far too late to prepfire
a table of data supporting our argumentation However, if the-Congress will consid-
er ray comments significant, I will-be happy to provide a table of authorities. I can
and will upon request provide a list of nationally prominent authorities on the
social significance of this issue which, it is my earnest hope, will be able to remove
this issue from the punative political designs of angry special interest groups, and
into the arena of enlightment. -

In the 1960's women's activists began lobbying for "No-Fault" divorce laws; Laws
which would remove impediments to divorce by requiring that in order to obtain a
divorce, one must fire show evidence that the other spouse has acted wrongfully.
Even very broad generalities such as cruel and inhuman treatment were regarded
as stifliling women's rights.

In 1983 over 60 percent of the marriage in As sea will end in divorce. Well over
80 percent involving children. There are an ave e of 1.5 children per divorce. It is
officially estimated that only 10 percent of the eldren presently alive in America
will live out their childhood (to age 18) in a home with both parents. OC those chit.
dren 92 in 100 will be place in the custody of their divorcedmther.

It is claimed that women earn 59 percent on the clonar to, the male. In fact, a
more complete reading of that statistic is that a single, nob head of household
female will earn 59 percent on the dollar contrasted to the male head of household.
The single male earns.57 percent on thrkt same dollar. A part of, the statistics which
those who urge the feminization ofpoverty seldom seem able to include.

Statistics on child support are often distorted by political influences and rhetoric.
Distinction between support owed due to divorce and that owed in prktensitY cases in
never made. Only six states make provision for the putative fatherlo demand an
HLA test to determine paternity. All require it performed at the expeikse of the pu-
tative father. Two states allow the father to be reimbursed at judicial discretion if it
proves he is not the father. In most states a putative father cannot comPell the ad-
mission of an HLA test (99 percent accurate) but is forced to rely on ancient meth-
ods of Mood tests with 35 percent accuracy.

In paternity cases, the male is allowed no reproductive freedom aftbrded to his
female sex partner, He cannot demand an abortion. If he relies on her assurances
that a pregnancy will not result, he remains liable no matter how established it is
that she was deceptive. (See Serpa, molar New York 1982).

An extremely high ratio of putative fathers flee rather than face court proceed-
ings and the almost inevitable consequences.

A case has been widely made for women's freeaom of sexual expression. A. case
has also been made that women have the right to determine the consequences of
sexual liaisons (Roc vs. Wade). While some political activists would have us believe
that abortions now twice as prevelent as live births in America are the ritsult of an
epidemic of rape. I find it impossible to accept that the inmate of the abortion clin-
ics have been raped- ten and fifteen times. It is even harder to accept when medical
evidence of the ratio of pregnancies resulting from rape are considered. This would
mean that these women have been raped more than 200 times each. If true, I would
think they might want to consider some alternatives to placing themselves at such
risk. I would also suggest they contact the people at Guineas.

A distinction for illegitimate children must be made. A provision to mandate the
HLA test.-We must make sure that not only those who played must pay, but specta-
tors don't have to

would be happy to place myself at the disposal of Congress for cross examina-
tion. I believe that I have had more extensive contact with individuals not paying
child support than any person in this country. I assure you that my testimony
would be forthright and honest and not designed to defend the male gender. Certain
criticisms are valid. I believe that my professional objectivity is intact. I do a great
dent of court connected work across America in child custody cases. I have been ap-
pointed by Courts in many different states to act as Guardian ad litem for children
in such cases. I do not believe that my oWectivity could be seriously questioned.

I would hope that the Child Support Enforcement bill receives serious considera-
tion, but 1 would recommend modifications to it that along with enforcement of
child support, handinhand would go equal enforcement of the child's right to
access to both parents. I could give my whole hearted support to such a bill as
would all of our members. I believe that such an inclusion would 'be a good litmus
test of the intellectual-honesty of the supporters of the legislation.

Certainly as child support enforcement is an issue for federal concern, only the
most extremely convuluted logic would pretend that enforcement of a child's right
to associate with his or her parents is not. If only issues favoring women are a Fed-
eral concern, then democracy is lost.
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The argument I expect from apologists is that the difference comes thro gh pow
erty and welfare burdens. I would point out that the single parent home is a drain
on federal programs as a consequence of the insane and totally unsupportable pref.
°rent* for women in custody cases. 85 percent of the prison population in the
United States comes from single parent, mother headed homes. Of the children in
single parent mother households, two thirds have problems with juvenile delinquen-
cy, drug or alcohol dependency, adolescent suicide, promiscuity and frequent abor-
Hoes, and desperately bad social interpersonal relationships. Yet contrasted to
households headed by single parent fathers, the incidence of these same problems is
two thirds lower. To explain away these problems merely on a monetary basis is
erroneous. In short the consequences in making custody and visitation issues a fed-
.eral question are even greater than those which indicate child support is a federal
question. If it is appropriate for'Congress to act in one area, of family law, then the
entire spectrum must receive equal consideration.

Upon review of the legislation, if passed, the probability of a constitutional chal-
lenge in the Courts remains a distinct possibility. Our request is that Congress act
in an even handed manner, and that there not be established a special class giving
persons either superior rights or others inferior rights. Our constitution constrains
Congress in this manner. Law is not to be written blindly, but ever vigilant to its
consequences for all citizens. As despicable as some special interest groups and their
spokespersons in Congress may believe the affected persons to be, our land is one
that is supposed to protect citizens from the wild passions of outraged masses.
Therelbre the lynchmob has no legal standing. We beg Congress not to give it credi-
bility at this late date, no ma ter how many professional credentials it hides behind.

1.10111

STATEMENT OF THE STATE OF MINNESOTA OFFICE OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT,
MINNESOTA FAMILY SUPPORT AND RECOVERY COUNCIL, MINNESOTA COUNTY ATTOR-
NEYS ASSOCIATION, AND HENNEPIN COUNTY ATTORNEYS OFFICE

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Subcommittee: This written statement is submit-
ted to the Committee by the State of Minnesota-Office of Child Support Enforce-
ment, the Minnesota County Attorneys Association, and Family Support and Recov-
ery Council, and the Hennepin County Attorneys &me, all of which are united and
firm in their support of H.R. 2374, the Child Support improvements Act of 1983.

We give you two reasons to support the child support enforcement provisions of
this hill. One reason is the outrage over the irresponsibility of large numbers of par-
ents in not contributing to the support of their children. The second reason is the
need to control welfare cost in this nation.

One of every eight families in the State of Minnesota is headed by a single female
parent. One third of the children in these families under eighteen years of age is
living in poverty. Most fathers are not paying adequate support, if they are paying
at all. In fact, in over 50 percent of public assistance cases in Minnesota, the absent
parent is both employed and paying no child support.

A humane society provides for its children. Our society does this by providing the
AFDC program for families who cannot meet their own needs. A just society insists
that the absent parent face his responsibilities for his family. The Child Support im-
provements Act speaks to that concern. This was the rationale behind the recent
Minnesota legislation to strengthen child support enforcement, and is the rationale
behind our strong support of the child support provisions of H.R."2374.

Child support collections in the State of Minnesota have increased from 14.1 mil
lion dollars in 1977 to over 43 million dollars in 1982. Clearly this is- a dramatic
increase. Minnesota's successful collections program can be attributed largely to its
progressive legislation.

Minnesota has had a state tax refund interception program in operation for three
years. This program has allowed the child support agencies to intercept the state
income and /or property tax refunds of any person whose family is on welfare and
who has become delinquent in their support payments. This has saved Minnesota
taxpayers nearly 3 million dollars in 1982 and collections of more than 3 million are
expected in 1983. The intercept program has been so successful that in 1982 the pro-
gram was expanded to include delinquent support owed to families not OR welfare.

Minnesota has had wage withholding for child support since 1971. Re cent amend- .
meats have broadened the definition of income subject to withholding for child sup-
port and maintenance, and mandated that every support or maintenance order pro-

., vide that the support be withheld from the obligor's income if the obligor defaults in
payments. These amendments have provided the Child support agencies with a most
effective and expeditious enforcement tool.
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Minnesota's experience with tax refund intercept and income withholding has
provided a model for the comparable components proposed by the Child Support En-
forcement Improvements Act.

The Omnibus Child Support Enforcement bill passed in Minnesota's 1983 legisle-
tive session makes a strong statement on public policy and the rights of children to
be supported by their natural parents. That Omnibus bill requires that the courts
apply uniform guidelines in establishing the level of the child support obligation;
further, that support orders must be adjusted periodically by the increase in the
cost of living. Thus, a child will be guaranteed a consistent and fair standard of sup-
port. Further, the Minnesota legislature has provided the child support agency with
additional remedies for the collection of support arrearages. Accrued arrearages will
operate as a lien on the obligor's real

ei3drorromrtyt.hIn
addition, the court may order

that paynints on arrearages be withheld the obligor's income and submitted
to the chit support agency..

The importance of statutqry mandates such as these has been recognized in the
Child Support Enforcement Improvement Act. State judicial bodies must be con-
vinced that child support enforcement is essential. The public must be convinced
that absent paxents have a responsibility to contribute to the cost of raising their
own children. Clearly the Title 1V-D program provides an alternative to public as- ,

sistance.
-The Title 1V-D program provides child support collection services to both public
assistance recipients and those custodial parents not receiving public assistance. lir
Minnesota 37 percent of all child support collected through the Title IV-D program- goes directly to custodial parents to aid in supports children.

The non-public assistance portion of the Title IV-D program does not return dot;
lays to government. However, it fulfills an important government interest in assur-
ing that parents, not the government, are the primary support of children. The
Child Support Enforcement ImproOements Act would provide a clear statement of
purpose for the Title IV-D program. It would state that the purpose of the program
is not only to reimburse public assistance but to secure child support for all chil
dren. The Child Support Enforcement Improvements Act'wbuld strengthen the
intent of the program and would provide additional tools to assist in collection of
child support for nonpublic assistance recipients such as the expansion of the tax
intercept program and the establishment of state clearinghouses.

The substantive legislative enactments in Minnesota in recent years were target-
ed at a child support enforcement problem that is not unique to Minnesota. In fact,
in numerous other jurisdictions throughout our county the situation is even more
critical. Delays in interstate support matters of nine months and beyond are not un-
common when one state is dependent on another for enforcement action. In approxi-
mately 15-20 percent.of our child support cases,. Minnesota mustrely on another
jurisdiction for enforcement because the absent parent lives or works outside of the
state.

Whether or not a Minnesota family receives child support in these cases depends
largely on the statutes enacted by the other state or territory. If little or no empha-
sis is placed on child support enforcement in the other state, our hands are tied and
our offer of enforcement services to the family becomes merely a gesture.

The aforementioned issues and many others were studied in depth by a Child Sup.
port Enforcement Task Force created by the Hennepin County Board of Commis-
sioners in July 1981. Hennepin County has a population of 948,470 and includes the
City of Minneapolis, the largest metropolitan area in the State of Minnesota. Task
Force members were selected whose positions and experience moved them to con.
tribute to the resolution of the issues surrounding the child support enforcement
program. They were charged to review the county's current policies and procedures
in the child support system; compare those policies and procedures to those in effect
in other jurisdictions; determine what changes would be appropriate; and develop
recommendations for effecting those changes. Many of those recommendations gave
impetus to the enactment of Minnesota's 1983 Omnibus Child Support bill. A copy
of the Task Force Proceedings,. Volumes I and 11 accompanies' this statement. (The
material has been retained in the subcommittee files.)

Eight years have passed since the enactment of Title IV-D of the Social Security
Act. These eight years have taught us that state legislatures have to be convinced
that their child support and paternity laws need to be strengthened. Increased na-
tional emphasis will gain the Title IV-D child support program the additional sup-
port and recognition it needs at the state and local levels. For these reasons the
strong remedies of the Child Support Enforcement Improvements Act of 1983, H.R.
2374, are essential to the oierall child support enforcement effort in this country.
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STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER, CESAR A. PERALES, COMMISSIONER, NEW YORK STATE
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES

..
Every child has a right to receive financial support from his parents. However, as

the enormous expenditures incu red each year by this nation for Aid to Families
with Dependent Children (AF so painfully remind us not all children are so for-
tunate as to-actually receive th t supv. rt. In New York State alone, the nonreceipt
or the receipt of insufficient child support is the reason for AFDC eligibility in over
85 percent of the cases. Of course, the lack of support is not limited to children re
ceivmg public assistance, as many nonwelfare families are forced to live at or near
the poverty level.

Since the establishment of the Child Support Enkrcement Program by Congress
in 1975, the results of efforts made in securing support for these children have been
very encouraging. Collections in New York State on behalf of children in receipt of
AFDC have risen from approximately $31 million in to $59 million in the the
most recent State fiscal year. Of equal importance, collections for nonAFDC cases
rose from approximately $75 million to $100 million over the same period. The prd.
gram provides direct benefits by reducing the welfare burden on the taxpayer, and
indirect benfits by keeping the noreAFDC family off the public assistance roll by
insurin A that legally responsible patents support their dependents. It is clear that
the pn -?- ipal factor contributing to the success of the program has been the en-
rich- I I eral funding made available for reimbursement of the program's adminis.

costs, and the methodology employed to share AFDC collections. The contin-
ued federallevel investment in the child support program is in the national interest
as this activity attacks the major cause of the very expensive AFDC programnon-
support of children. The absence of this funding would cause a major setback to the
child support enforcement ptogram nationwide. Ironically, earlier this year the.Ad-
ministration proposed the elimination of this favorable funding plan; however, a
sudden and marked change in the Administration's oesition was unveiled July 14,
1983, under which total available funds would not be reduced and program perform-
ant* would be stimulated. The details of that new proposal are set forth as the
"Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1983" (HR 3o46).

Changes with regard to program financing as proposed under HR 3546 include the
reduction of federal funding of administrative costs from 70 percent to 60 percent,
and the elimination of the incentive paid to states for ADC collections, (currently 15
percent; 12 .percent effective October 1, 1983). The impact of these reauctions on the
states will be offset by the availability of $200 million in discretionary funds for
bonus payments to states exhibiting exemplary performance. For activities related
to AFDC cases, states will share $100 million of that bonus pool based on achieve.
ment of specified increases in ADC collections and cost effectiveness as compared to
national averages. For non-AFDC cases, states'will receive a percentage of $100 mil-
lion equal to their percentage of total nationwide nonAFDC collections.

While I concur with the intent of this portion of the proposal, which `seeks to
reward efforts to improve program performance, I wish to address two potential
problems that exist with regard to the bonus payments. First, the $200 million
bonus pool should be established as an appropriated rather than discretionary fund,
since the latter is subject to approval by the Office of Management and Budget. Re-
duction of the $200 million would hive a serious effect on the program.

Second, in most states, the child support enforcement agency is not authorized to
collect support for all categories of nonAFDC cases, but may be limited to involve-
ment with orders issued by only certain courts within the judicial system. Thus,
many cases in which direct payments are ordered would not be included as part of a
state's total nonAFDC collections. If, howevei, such states were to change their
laws or procedures to require all child support monies to be paid through this pro-
gram, their share of the nonAFDC bonus would rise. This type of action, requiring
that all payments be made through a government agency for the purpose of maxi-
mixing the level of bonus received, sloes not properly reflect the intent of the provi-
sions of the Social Security Act and should not be rewarded. In addition, it would
improperly place an individual's private affairs under government scrutiny and reg.
ulation. I urge this subcommittee to provide a measure of control as part of tins
proposal, to prevent the occurrence of this type of situation.

Further provisions of HR 3546 require states to charge non'AFDC clients an appli
cation fee of at least $25 at the time child support enforcement services are request-
ed, and maadate the imposition of collection Charges against delinquent respondents
in nonAFOC cases I request that this subcommittee strongly oppose that portion of
the Administration's proposal. The imposition of such a fee could pose a hardship on
many families at a time when they are experiencing financial difficulty. To impose
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a fee for this type of government service would seem to conflict with the primary
purpoie of offering tho serviceto provide financial support. Also, the mandated
chargeagainstjespondents with delinquent accounts would most likely never be col.

ilected n most cases,-since delinquent support obligations would have to be satisfied
prior to satisfaction of any accrued collection charges. Thus, states would experience
a significant administrative burden in carrying-out these provisions, with minimal
financial benefit.

Several required practices are included as part of HR 3546 The first of these,
mandatory wage withholding has worked successfully in New York State. and we
would hope that any federal level mandate for such procedure would include suffi.
dent flexibility to allow us to continue use of our present system without extensive
modification. However, the requirement for the establishment of a quasi judicial or
administrative procedure could cause serious ad inistrative difficulties in some
states. To mandate such an activity would limit- s te's choice on bow to organize
its progriuns, and could conflict with a state's conatitu nal requirements regarding
organizational functions and duties. I request that this bcommittee oppose that
portion of the proposal.

Further provisions o." HR 3546 provide fora. mandatory s to income tax refund
offset process, new federal audit and penalty 'provisions, increased availability of the
federal parent locator service, the extension of 1115 demonstration grants, and the
reinstatement of the authority' o handle support matters for foster care cases in the
same manner as AFDC cases. These provisions are welcome enhancements to the
operation and management of the child support enforcement program and properly
reflect the cooperation necessary for improved program performance.

I wish to thanle you for the opportunity to present New York State's views on this
very important subject. I urge you to take the necessary steps to insure that suffi
dent funding remains available to allow states to properly carry out theirfull range
of responsibilities under the child swipe* enforcement program. With your assist-
once, we will build upon the progress we have made in the past, and movecloser to
the goal of returning the responsibility for supporting all children to. their parents.

0.=11
.s ALEXANDRIA, VA,, July 24,198$

Hon.HAROLD.E. FORD, .

Chairman, Subcommttlee on Public Assistance, House of Representatives, Washing
ton. D.C.

AFAR Siut My
is

in writing to you is to relate my experience concerning
child support. It is my understanding that_you are considering legislation to ensure
child support payments to custodial parents. I support the recommendation that a
minimum amount of child support be set and/or a percentage rate be set so that
child support is based on the non-custodial parent's income or ability to pay. Also,
that the burden ofproof, for not paying the minimum amount, be the responsibility
of the non-custodial parent.

I also recommend nonpayment be a Federal offense because, not only is there in
consistency between states enforcing child support payments, there is Inconsistency
between counties within a state.

I encourage you to help custodial parents and children in much worse financial
situations than I have been in. Financially-strapped custodial parents are forced..
along with the children, to live in some very compromising situations. My son is a
very responsible latch koy child, but it does. not diminish the worry or the guilt.

The following is my experience over the past decade, which Anded with a final
court hearing in a rural county of Georgia. Please bear with the length and details
which I belie* are necessary to communicate the total experience to you to illus-
trate the need for child support legislation.

In 1969, I married Bernard W. (Bill) Rothfolk in Iowa. One month after we mar-
ried,4vms were drafted the Army (our married life was in Fort Hood, Texas). In
1971, after the birth a ur son, Jaysyn, and Mr. Rothfolk's discharge, I divorced
(uncontested) Mr. Roth olk. Our youth and 'take' vs. 'give/repay' attitudes, as well
as the Army experience expedited the inevitable.

The divorce cost $225 in Fort Hood; the attorneys recommended $150 a month
child support. Since child care in 1971 was $50, I thought $75 a month on Mr. Roth.
folk's $7,500 annual salary would be adequate at that time. I naively assumed he
would :oluntarily help if I needed more. His father volunteered to pay off 18 years
ofiild support. I refused his father's money. I had embarrassed the Rothfolks by
divorcing their son but they continued to be wonderful grandparents to Jaysyn.

By the end of 1971, 1 knew I did not want to make Fort Hood: Texas, our home. I
could not find a job at home in Iowa, so 1 transferred to the Washington, D.C. head.

fp!
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quarters of my Texas employer. Upon arriving m D.C., my rent doubled and child.
care tripled. l worked as u legal secretary for three years and waitressed on week.
ends. My pleas for financial help from Mr. Rothfolk were dismitised like that ofa
begging dog. Mr. Rothfolk had stated that I was a good mother, he knew Jaysyn
would never suffer; why should he make it easy for me?

I was informed of the Uniform Reciprocal Support Act. Through the Fairfax
County, Virginia Juvenile Court. are started theprocess to get a modification
through to Muscatine. Iowa. Before we could proceed very far. Mr. Rothfolk moved
to Indianapolis, Indiana. and before we could get through to Indianapolis, Mr. Roth.
folk moved to Atlanta. Georgia.

When I finally received a response from Atlanta, I was told that they do not act
until he is 90 days late the was 10. 20, maybe 30 days late regularly) and that if I
wanted a modification, I would have to hire a private attorney in the county where
he lived (DeKalb). It was very frustratingif I did not have enough child support
money, how could I afford a private attorney... .

Since the divorce was in Texas, Jaysyn and I lived In Virginia and Mr. Rothfolk
lived in Georgia. it took a long time to find an attorney who would accept thitcase.
Mr. Rothfold enjoyed the boundaries of state jurisdictions.

Attorney (Graydon) Florence of Atlanta. for $200, succeeded in obtaining a "con-
tract" for $150 a month in 1977. (Child care had been miming $200 a month for
those six years.) Mr. Rothfolk's attorney. Hugh Newberry, moved for a jury trial in
order to discourage me. According to Attorney Florence, in the state of Georgia,
child support was to be based on the non-custodial parent's ability to pay (even if I
lived on Park Avenue). On a $16,000 + salary, Mr. Rothfolk was capable of paying
$300 a month (about 25 percent of his income). I accepted $150 (the amount I should
have had in 19711 because I had no more money to pursue more money. I had hoped
for one-haff of Jaysyn's expense ($450), which was $225 at that time. When I asked
why I had to go through attorneys, he said he knew he would have to pay it some-
time, but he was not going to pay until he had to.

After the 1977 increase. Mr Rothfolk accepted Jaysyn for a oneweek visit. One
visit in 12 yearsno calls, no letters, no attentionan occasional unTulfilled prom-
ise. have begged Mr. Rothfolk to pay attention to Jaysyn in any way. (Mr. Roth-
folk and his twin (adopted) are the products of very devoted parents). Mr. Rothfolk
(in Georgia) is physically closer in distance to Jaysyn than any of the other cities he
has lived.

In 1980, Grandfather Rothfolk suffered his first heart attack: My son idolized
himI begged Mr. Rothfolk to take Jaysyn to see his grandparents. He lost his
grandfather the end of that year. The night of his death, Mr. Rothfolk offered to
pa) our air fare if 1 would take Jaysyn to Iowa for the funeral. So I promptly
charged the air fare and took Jaysyn home to his grandfather's funeral. I had a new
job. no leave, debts and no money, yet did not feel I had a choice of whether to
take Jaysyn to the funeral given Mr. Rethfolk's promise to pay the air fare. (Jaysyn
pblt he needed to be with his grandmother (now 77; she will not flyhe can only be
with her if he goes to Iowa).) I forwarded the air fare bill directly to Mr. Rothfolk.
He made partial payments, stepped paying without notifying me (which caused the
account to become delinquent), then denied he made the promise.

In February 1982, I had written Mr. Rothfolk to please help with summer camp/
activities that I could not budget and to consider an increase without going. through
attorneys. In March l982, after another late check bounced, he stopped papal( child
support. Attorney Florence told me he could not help me unless I had "fire in my
cyiis." I was only requesting a fair amount of child support.

By late Summer 1082, 1 was referred to a very professional attorney, Ralph
iMerck, in Atlanta. The first procedure was to domesticate the Texas decree in Geor-

gia, request it be enforced and request a modification.
During our efforts to serve Mr. Rothfollt, we discovered he had moved to Daw n-

ville, Georgia, at the same time he stopped paying child support (six e rli
er). Since he had moved to a different county, the process had t' start all ver
again. Mr. Rothfolk was again protectedby a change in count Attorne erck
was kind enough to continue with my case.

Finnlly, a hearing was set for November 1982, in Judge A. wizard Ke yon's Judi.
cial Circuit Court in Hall County, Georgia (which included j risdictio 'ver Dawson
County, where Mr Rothfolk now lives). Mr. Rothfolk did not a I this hearing.
Judge Kenyon appeared to be n very professional, perceptive man. Because Texas,
Virginia and Georgia were involved, Attorney Merck had to prove that Texas and
Virginia would also domesticate and enforce a Georgia decree. At that point, I had
incurred $900 attorneys fees, of which Mr. Rothfolk was charged only $250. Addi-
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hominy, I had spent $37 emit $.13 in two service attempts and $260 to appear at the
November 1982 hearing in Gainesville, Getagia.-*

At this hearing, Mr. Rothfolk's attorney, James Walters, argued that Mr. Roth-
folk was only required to be reptesented, not appear. Attorney Walters also argued
that he was not in contempt since the divorce decree only required Mr. Rothfolk k
pay $76 a month and that the $150 was not enforceable. That, in fact, Mr. Rothfolk
had over-paid child support. Judge Keyon's response: 'Are you playing trivia with
this court?' Judge Kenyon reminded Attorney Walters that it was an enforceable
contract and that $75 a month on a $16,000 slaty was not one-third of what Health
and Human Services recommeads. Judge Kenyon domesticated the divorce decree. I
received all back_child support payments within a few days of that hearing.
, Since Mr. Rothfolk did not appear, the modification request could n resolved
at that time. Judge Kenyon cot.tinued the case allowing a discovery pep tie also
said that the 'ease Should be handled without requiring my return to Gainesville,
Georgia, and that he did not want this to take six months.

Judge Kenyon also indicated that, in such cases when an individual is 4elinquent
with child support payments, such payments will automatically go through the
courts. Except that, although Mr. Rothfolk lives in Dawson County ant: is under the
jurisdiction of the Hall County Circuit Court, Dawson County has nosuch service.
In other words. 1 will have to continue with the uncertainty of late payments and
bouncing checks.

Discovery inquiries were completed by the April 1983 deadline,nc, and aFine1
ing was set for July 12, 1983 in Judge Kenyon 's court (eight months after the first
hearing); requiring both parties to I* present. The April child support check
bounced; and cash was not available to me until the Jul,. 12 hearing date when I
had to go to the Gninessolle bank and trade *he 'insufficient funds check in for
cash).

An analysis of 9..3 information disclosed in the discovery papers concerning Mr.
Rothfolk's financial history, as well as Jaysyn's monthly expense, was left with the
judge at the July 12 Fi tat Hearing. The discovery, papers discloser/I that the year of
Mr. Rothfold's father's death 11980). he had received $16,118.78 lump sum profit.
sharing payment from his employer, upon resigning, and accepted another position
paying $320 less a month. Of the $16,318.78 payment. $8,500 was relied over into an
IRA account. Under oath at the July hearing, he statedthat he no longer had that
IRA account, that he took the money out two or three years ago. His tax forms for
1980 and 1981 indicate he did not pay taxes on that $8.5(10 two or three years ego.

The discovery papers revealed that in 1982 he had a boat for two years when he
refinanced it for $10,973.07 with C & S National Bank of Atlanta, at $159.03 a
month. This indicates that on a salary of approximately $17,000 in 1980 (while
paying Corvette car payinents), he purchased a boat for an amount (??) reduced. in a
two-yee: period, to a loan balance of $10,973.07.

In January 1982, on a $19,000 salary, he purchased a Toyota Supra. financing
$16.780.80 with First National Bank of Atlanta, at $349.60 a month. There is no ac-
counting for the $9000 lapproximate value in 19821 Coivette, which was alleged to
be traded in for the Toyota. March of 1982 is the time of his 'disappearance' to a
lake rental near Dawsonville amore expensive than renting a three-bedroom home
in Atlanta), as well as the beginning of the $350 car payments.

Judge Kenyon had asked me if ::new Mkt he stopped paying child support in
March 1982; his monthly expenses included:
Car payment $350
Boat payment
Lake rontn1 5
Child support .

(519580)Taxes and FICA

On a $23.590 salary, grtglett $1,958 1,643

Over the years he has pot sans. a Corvette, boats, and has always rented
housing i did (dot not want his material possessions or inl-.**itances, just a fair
amount of child support and college provisions for Jaysyn tie could have afforded
to lake Jaysyn to his Grandfather Rothfolk before his death, lie could have afforded
the air fare to the funeral.

This Spring. th 'nigh the Virginia Housing Development Authority, l was assisted
and gilmn the opportunity for the same net $00 a month cost of rent (in-a 213R apt
or military-type housing we had been in to provide my son with a nice home in a
nice neighborhood in Alexandria. Virginia. I had received an increase and Mr Roth-
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folk's salary increased to $28.000. He receives an additional $5,000-6,000 a year from
other income (inherited to date).

On July 12, I was again forced to incur $285 to appear in Judge Kenyon's court
fpr a Final Hearing because htiothfollt did not appear at the original hearing. I
*as encouraged by the profemIlMism and perception that Judge Kenyon displayed
at the November I982shearings. SURPRISEJudge Robert L Scoggins was the vie-
iting judge handling Judge Kenyon's cases that day. Attorney Merck and I were sur-
prised; it had been set for a specific day and time. As we walked Into the Judge's
chlulbers, Judge Scoggins said 'Hello Mr. Mere turned to Attorney Walters. 'Hi
Jim, how are you?'. At times I needed an interpreter to understand the accentin an
anonymous phone conversation discussing fees with Attorney Walters. his epoch
was very understandable.

Attorney Walters argued that an offer of $275 a month was adequate- after 'all
the man has hardly ever lived with the boy. And why hould Mr. Rothfolk have to
pay more just because Ms. Rothfolk lives in the more expensive Washington area.
Attorney Walters also stated that money orders or certified checks were two incon-,
venient for Mr. Rothfolk. Mr. Rothfolk (age 87) stated he had a $10,000 life insur-
ance policy payable to Jaysyn and that he was recovering from over-using his credit
cards. The judge took copies of the analysis of Mr. Rothfolk's financial history and
status. On a $28,000 salary plus $5,000-8,000 from other income in rural Georgia,
Mr. Rothfolk is very able to provide $400 of Jaysyn's expenses which are over $850 a
month. -

Judge Scoggins stated ho would take the day to consider the case; that he would
take the analysis of Mr. Rothfolk's discovery data and a list of my expenses (which
included summer camp/activities, tutoring and Jaysyn's annual Iowa visit, which
we cannot budget), and "Jim, you'll prepare the paper work?" (Judge Kenyon bad
requested that Attorney Merck (for plaintiff) prepare the previous domestication
and contempt orderwhich was signed within one holiday week.) Attorney Walters
replied with a "yes, sic (the papers had not even been prepared 10 days later),
asked Mr. Rothfolk to leave the hearing room, and proceeded to discuss another
case with Judge Scoggins. The discussion consisted of a request for $350 attorney
fees, a sewing machine and washer and dryer. When Attorney Walters realised that
I brought the $360 figure to Attorney iderck's attentiop, he said, "Uh Judge, $250
attorneys fees is just fine," (My presence cost that mother two hours of attorneys
fees. I was notified later that day that Judge Scoggins decided on $285 a monthI
have no explabation on, how he arrived at that figure (based'on Mr. Rothfolk's
salary alone..he could afford twice that amount).

I came to V 'aslington with a baby and a case of Pampers. I have balanced raising
my son, my jot,:, going to college and maintaining a home. I have worked very hard
and have been very fortunate to have worked for the U.S. Railway Association, the
Association of American Railroads and the Interstate Commerce Commission. I have
developed stress. ated physical problems, as well as a cynicism which keeps me
emotionally independent. It appeared, in this case before Judge Scoggins, that my
accomplishment:. negated Mr. Rothfolk's responsibility and ability to pay child sup-
port, as well as endorsed his lifestyle and irresponsibility as a parent. This support
stops at age IS, the middle of Jaysyn's high school senior year; there are no provi
sions for Jaysyn's college education.

Jaysyn is a very handsome, independent, mature and responsible 12 year old. He'
developed the typical 'Carson' personality. He doesn't understand why his father i
'mires hinr, or why he cannot have all the material objects his peers have. We
survivors and will continue to be. I trusted Judge Kenyon's professionalism and p
ceptir in following this through, and believed that he would award child supifort
based t Mr. Rothfolk's ability to pay and Jaysyn's needs. In Atlanta or Washing-

My plea to you now is to consider legislation that will protect custodial drents
ton, I believe Mr. Rothfolk would be forced to rearrange his priorities.

from experiencing what has happened to me. Public assistance may hav been
easier in those early years; I never considered it. I have struggled to raise child;
I cannot comprehend raising two or more children without child support (or a token
amount of child support).

I am very very fortunate, comparatively. I had faith in the court syste but I
had to watt until my salary was adequate enough to risk "investing in tl> s pursuit
of child support"a year ago,i) was not receiving one dime.

Thank you for taking the time to listen to my experience. It has been very di
cult and exhausting to write this to you. I am embarrassed to have you know this
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about mebut have been convinced that you need to know about this experience to
illustrate th, need for comprehensive child support enforcement legislation.

Sincerely,
BONNIE CARSON Rozarout.

Tim WISCONSIN DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY,
LABOR AND HUMAN RELATIONk/OB SERVICE DIVISION,

adison, Wis., July 21, 1982
Mr. JOHN J. SALMON,
Chief Counsel. Committee on Ways and Means,
Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SIR: In a letter dated July 14, 1982, the Interstate Conference of' Employ
ment Security Agencies suggested that states not currently requiring quarterly
wage record reports from employers for unemployment compensation -purposes
might like to provide comments to you on H.R. 926. --

Since Wisconsin is currently a "wage request" state, we would directly impacted
by the requirements in H.R. 926. We generally support the concept of improving
cross matching capabilities between agencies providing income maintenance pay-
meats. We are also aware that "wage reports" systems may offer speedier payment
of unemployment benefits.

Historically, employers and labor unions have opposed the Imposition of quarterly
wage record reporting in Wisconsin. Employers have expressed concern about the
reporting burden. Labor reorecentatives feared that wage record systems would
tend to reduce benefit amounts because of the use of ' aged" data compared to more
current data available through "wage request" systems.

If H.R. 926 were passed without recognition of and provision for, significant con-
version costs for Wisconsin's Unemployment Compensation program, it would create
a serious financial problem to us. We would much prefer Congressional action which
would encourage states to convert, and provide adequate financing for conversion
costs rather than mandate conversion without any conversion funding.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on H.R. 926.
Sincerely,

EDWIN. M. KEHL, Administrator.

STATEMENT OF THE WOM EN'S LEGAL DEFENSE FUND

Chairman Ford and members of the Subcommittee on Public Assistance and Un.
employment Compensation, the Women's Legal Defense Fund appreciates the oppo
Dinky to submit this statement. on the child support provisions of the Economic
Equity Act. WLDF is a tax-exempt, not-for-profit membership organization based in
Washington, D.C. and founded in 1971 to challenge sex based discrimination and to
promote attention to women's concerns in the legal system.

Each year the Women's Legal Defense Fund received and answers over 4,000 tele-
phone calls from women in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area with questions
about domestic relations matters. A great -many of those calls are from women who
are experiencing difficulty in obtaining adequate support for their children. The
Fund provides pro bono legal representation to women with precedenteetting cases.
WLDF has worked extensively with battered women through a shelter program and
through paralegal advocacy; many of these women experience supportinoblems as a
critical barrier is setting up new safe households. In addition, WLDF volunteers
have worked with local courts and organizations on child support issues.

The child support problem
Our work in this field has convinced us that child support is an issue vital to the

"economic and social well-being of women and their children. We hear daily from
women whose standard of living has suffered a dramatic decrease as a result of
marital breakup: who feel unable adequately to support their children alone, who
are dismayed that the merger amounts they were awarded by the courts are not
paid; who are unable to afford an attorney to collect support far them; and who
have lost faith in the ability of the legal system to help them obtain what they and
their children are due nrd need so greatly. We hear, too, about the rent that is
unpaid. tile imminent move to less expenslve housing and the second job the mother
has had to tnke, leaving her children unsupervised longer hours at home because
child support is inadequate.
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On a national level these individuals' stories make a composite picture showing
inadequate child support to be a major economic and social problem for the well-
being of women and children.

A study conducted by the Bureau of the Census in 1976' found that there were
18.3 million people in the United States living in families which included a divorced,
separated, remarried or never married woman. The proverty rate for these "persons
was 27 percent in comparison with 8 percent natiot..illy for all persons in families.
For people in these families, mostly women and children, receipt of any child sup
port was a significant factor in determining their economic wellbeing. Of the 18.3
million people, only 13 Kr cent of those in families with child support were poor,
compared to 32 percent of those families without child support.*

Support of children actually falls on the person with whom they live
Whatever our stated policy may be, we as a society have made a de facto decision

that the support of children should be borne by the person with whom the child is
living, usually the mother. In fact, research data have repeatedly suggested that
to 80 percent of children eligible for gild support receive none.* The Bureau of t
Census study cited before found that only onetourth of the 4.9 million divorced,
arated, remarried or never married mothers actually received any child sup rt
payment at all.*

Even for those families who do receive some a support, It general), is (the
major source of support for the children.* The Census Bureau study found frhat 60
percent of the families in which some support was paid received less thaW $1,500
altogether for the year,* which is less than half of the annual cost of wising a
single child at a moderate cost level according the U.S. Department of Agriculture
statistics. Of course, the payment was often for more than one child.

Child support payments constitute an insignificant part of their Inco>tie even for
those women who do receive payments. For approximately half the wo en receiving
support, payments were less than 10 percent of total family income. ly 5 ^ :cent
obtained more than half their family income from child *import.* In ddit , since
women earn so much less than men, the children's st..idard of li ing is far less
than it would, be were they receiving substantial and fair support frpm their fathers
as well b$ their mothers.
Social /ply 'tological impact of inadequate child support

The impact of the lack of child support is not economic alone. There is also a seri-
ous psychological and 'social impact on women and children. There is growing evi-
dence to suggest that children from broken homes are no more likely to suffer ad-
verse social consequences such as criminal behavior or academic failure than their
friends from intact homes so-long as the divorce or separation does notjeffect the
economic status.* This, orcourse, is infrequently the case. .

In fact, a pioneering study by Drs. Judith Wallerstein and Joan Kelly of sixty di-
vorcing families found that the sharp decline in the mother's standard or living led
to a series of very dramatic consequences for her children, Mothers who were
under extreme pressure to earn money worked longer hours at work and at home
and had less time for their children; other family members did not make up the
time. Lower income also meant a move to a new home for nearly all of the children
with the consequent disruption of neighborhoods; friends and schools. Many of the
children were moved three or more times within five years. The researchers also
found that when there was a great disparity between the incomes of the father's
and the mother's households the children experienced a pervagive sense of deprivk
Lion and anger.

1 US. i partment of Commerce. Bureau of the Census. torrent. Population ports. Divorce, ,

Child C stody and Child Support, Special Studies Series P-23. No. 84 ti979, !referred to as
Census ureau Study).

Id. t
2Cassetti, J, The Parental Child Support Obligation. 3, 35, 79, 263 119331k Urban Institute.

"Child Support Payments in the United States; working paper 992-03, 90-109.11976k Cassetty,
J.. Child Support and Public Policy, 46- 61(19781.. .

'Census Bureau Study, supra note i, at 3 The figure does not include payments for support of
children that may have been made in the form of alimony paymentsoften for tax reasons.

'See references cited in note 3,,wipra, and Census Bureau Study, supra note I nt 3.
'Cersus Bureau Study, supra note I, at 3

Id. at 3.
"Ross. ll. and Sawhill, 1. Tune of Transition. The Growth of Families Headed by Women. 133-

16311975o,
Wallerstein and .! Kelly, Surviving the Breakup. 23-274 1£0, 231 t191301. ,

t$60
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Fathers are able to pay more
It should not be concluded that fathers are unable to pay more support than they

do:
A Colorado study found that two-thirds cf fathbrs were ordered to pay less per

month for child support. then they paid for their car payments."'
A California study found that following divorce, men experienced a 42'percent in-

crease in their standard of living while women experienced a 73 percent loss."
A Cleveland, Ohio study found that most ex-husbands retain 80 percent of -their

former personal income after divorce, even after all alimony and child support were
paid."

Another California study of divorces of couples who had been married eighteen or
more years found that the ex-husband and his new household had more than double
the disposable income per person than did the ex -wife, and her household, even as-
suming all support payments were made and taking into account the ex-husband's
new dependents.'*

Maim- problem areas
Our experience suggests that three principal problems explain the alarming na-

tional statistics on the unjust economic suffering of women and children living in
mother-only households, on the functional level. Legislation can address each' of
these problems.

First, many mothers are never awarded a child slipped order by the courts.
Second, when court support orders are issued, thefgrefrequAntly woefully inad-

equate and they do aot keep up with inflation. _,
Third, most mothers with child support orders Ire unable to enforce them.

The Economic Equity Act
The child support provisions of the Economic Equity Act address each of these

three major problem areas and require states to take specific steps to address each.
While WLDF has problems and disagreements with some of the specific provisions,
which will be discussed later, we support the basic thrust of the child support provi-
sions.

la) The problem of no support award One of the major problems the Act address-
es is the problem of the complete lack of a support award. Mb problem is particu-
larly acute for women who do not receive AFDC benefits but are unable to afford an
attorney to establish or dollect child support payments and for women with out-of-
wedlock children who must prove paternity before their children are eligible for
support:
Support awards for nonFAC recipients

The child support collection problems of women who do not receive AFDC benefits
is of particular concern. Although Title IV-D has required services to non-AFDC re-
cipients since its original passage in 1974, this obligation has been woefully unmet
and unenforced. Although collecting support for nonAFDC recipients has the poten-
tial for keeping many families from requiring public assistance and serves other im-
portant purposes, the emphasis of the program has been on collecting benefits for
AFDC recipients where cost-savinge to the states are greatest and easier to measure.
' For example, a federal court recently found that under the North Carolina Child
Support Enforcement Plan, non-welfare cases have been excluded from legal sent-
ices provided to welfare recipients. In addition, local child support enforcement of-
fices have denied all services to non-welfare families by reiusing to take applications
from them; where applications were taken, local offices failed to process non-welfare
as effectively as welfare cases."

The problem of representation in these cases has grown particularly acute be-
cause the cutback in funding for the legal Services Corporation has resulted in drag-
tic decreases in the legal representation prevlosuly available for poor women in all
domestic relations cases.

"Yee, L, "What Really Happens In Child Support Cases: An Empirical Study of Establish.
meet and Enforcement of Child Support Orders in the Denver District Court ". 57 Denver L. J.,
21. 50 (1073).

"Weiuman, L, "Tile Economics ,f Divorce: Social and Ecpnomic Consequences of Property.
Alimony and Child Support Awards. 28 U.C.LA. L. Rev., 1181, 1251 09811

"Sterility. G. and Davis. J.. Divorce Auer* and Outcomes: A Study of Pattern and Change in
Cutjahoga County, Ohio im-irs. 8 (1981).

"Weitzman. L. and Dixon. ft.. "The Alimony Myth: Does No -fault Divorce Make a Differ.
once." 14 Fam. L Q. 141. 114.5 (19801,

"Carter v. Marrow, --F. Sapp. , 9 Family Law Reporter 24181D.N.C.
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For all of these reasons, WLDF welcomes the emphasis in the proposed legislation
on assuring "compliance with obligations to pay child support to each child in the
United States," (Section 501(aKal.) To the extent that all children and not only those
receiving AFDC payments be served by the program. it should be helpful in encour-
aging the Office of Child Support Enforcement to enforce this aspect of the program
and to drop efforts to have state programs 'emphasize AFDC collection efforts over
non-AFDC efforts.

We recommend revising Section 501(a) to omit thi phrase "living with one
parent" as children living with someone other than a parent also may need and be
entitled to child support payments.
Establishini, paternity forthildren born out-ofwedlock

One major barrier to -establishing support obligations for.children born out-of-wed-
lock is the difficulty of proving paternity. New and very sophisticated blood tests
are highly reliable in proving paternity. In many states, however, rules of evidence
are still based on older and far less reliable blood tests and therefore exclude their
use to prove paternity, although they can be used to disprove it. Similarly, fathers
may sometimes refuse to cooperate in blood test efforts. The thrust of the BEA pro-
visions (Sections 504(a)(3)(25XB) and (25XD)) is to require states to allow use of h' hi
reliable blood tests to prove pattrnity and to provide for a default pafetnity.p
ing if the father refuses to cooperate.

We support the thrust of both provisions but suggest that the language vbe
changed to require specifically that states make the results of these tests admissible
in evidence to prove paternity. A second provision might require states to allow
proof of refusal to cooperate in blood testing to be an admission of paternity or to be
affirmative proof of paternity.

In addition, a numbeis of states still' have statutes of limitation on the filing of
paternity actions. Because establishment of paternity is a prerequisite to entitle-
ment to support, many nonmarital children are effectively denied the possibility of
support by these statutes. The Supreme Court has ruled both one and:two year stat-
utes of limitations unconstitutional in the cases of Mills V. Habluetzel is and Pickett
v. Brown," and indeed, these rulings cast doubt on the constitutionality of any stet- '
utes of limitations (shorter then those applicable to legitimate children). For that
reason, this legislation should require all states to eliminate unconstitutional slat-
utes of limitation in paternity cases.

go The problem of ineffective enforcement of support awards.We will, for the
moment, move ahead to enforcement provisions of the EEA and return to questions
of inadequate awards last.

A number of states, many of them encouraged by the I1,-D ifrogram, have devel-
oped effective methods for collecting child support payments once they are awarded.
The federal Office of Child Support 'Enforcement also should be commended for its
effOrts to improve support enforcement efforts. These mechanisms have included
provisions.requiring.mandatory wage withholding to meet child support arrearages
voluntary wage assignment provisions; central state registries to keep track of
whether child support payments are made and to allow prompt and automatic en-
forcement action; use of enforcement mechanisms such as liens or bonds to provide
security for payment of past due support amounts; collection of past due support
from state income tax refunds; use of administrative or quasi-judicial mechanisms
such as administrative hearings or court magistrates or referees for support enforce-
ment.

The Economic Equity Act requires all states to adopt these good practices and we
support these provisions of the Act. We also support the concept of automatic, pro-
spective wage withholding, assuming that due process and privacy concerns can be
met, although we do not believe a distinction should be made between federal and
all other employees. Automatic collection of payments through such mechanisms as
wage withholding ana very proms... entbrcement action are more successful than ef-
forts long lifter Jarge at rearages have accumulated.

We would make several' minor modifications to tighten this portion of the Act.
First, the provision requiring establishment of a child support clearinghouse in each
state (Section 503) requires that records of payments be maintained and arrearages
reported to the court and agency. as well as that each state establish a mechanism
to ensure that enforcement action be automatically taken. We fear that the lan-
guage of the bill does not clearly implement Congress' intent, and profitably could
be rewritten to clarify that each state must ensure that enforooment action is auto-

"456 U.S. 91 (1%21.
"-- US. --. 3 Family Law Reporter 30111 1982).
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matically taken when arrearages accumulate, unless the recipient specifically de-
clines such assistance. The provisions regarding wage withholding (Section
504(3)12I11 and wage assignment (Section 504(025XAR should be amended to make
clear that states must require employer cooperation. The mandatory wage withhold-
ing provision should apply not only to wages but also to other forms of compensa
tion such as commissions or bonuses. Finally, the Federal Wage Garnishment Act
should be amended to provide that employees may not be fired as a result of a gar-
nishment for child support purposes and that employees should be "allowed" one
other garnishment in addition. That law now provides protection against being fired
because of a single wage garnishment.

tit Support awards in inadequate amounts. Support amounts awarded by courts
are generally low in comparison to the actual cost of raising a child typically they
do not even cover. half the cost. The amount of child support ordered to be paid is
generally modest in comparison with the father's ability to pay. The major burden
of child support, therefore, falls on the mother who generally has the least ability to
support the children from her earnings.'.?

In addition; support amounts are not easily predictable based on the facts of a
case. Similar cases are not treated similarly. Several studies have found wide vari-
ations in awards by different judges within one locale and from caset(scase indeci-
sions by a single judge.ls

1 am sure it was for these reasons that the drafters of this bill chose to require
states to establish "an objective standard to guide in the establishment . . . of sup-
port obligations" such that comparable amounts of support are awarded in similar
situations." However, there are two general approaches to support guidelines. The
proposed statute, by using the language "by measuring the amount of support
needed and the ability of an absent parent to pay such support," chooses one of the
two major approaches to support guidelines. Unfortunately, it is the less desirable of
the two and is likely to result in unfairly low support awards. For that reason, we
cannot support this provision of the Act.

The two major approaches are the "cost-sharing" approach, which is embodied in
the language of this provision, and the "resource sharing" approach, which we be-
lieve is a much fairer approach to child support guidelines. Professor Judith Cas-
setty has described the two approaches:

"The cost-sharing approach begins with the assumption that there are rather
fixed and measurable costs associated with raising a child and that once known,
they can be apportioned in some waysbetween a child's parents. A major problem
with this approach is that the cost of a ld is largely a function of the resources
available to the parents. Thus, the cost of a child in a poor household is different
from the cost of a child in a moderate- or highncome family . . . tithe application
of child support standards based on the cost-sharing approach can lead to serious
inequities. if children reside with their mother whose earning power is limited, for
instance, their standard of living may be quite low, and the cost-sharing approach to
setting support may lead to a relatively meager contribution from the father,

earnings m a y be substantial . . .
"T fe resource sharing approach, on the other hand, is based on the belief that

chi
"Tile

should benefit proportionately from the resources of each parent. In other
w rds, children would not suffer a decline ;n their standard of living in the event of
aivorce.""

/ Or as other economists have described it, when the former standard of living
cannot be maintained in both houseliclAs post-divorce the standard should be
"equal suffering" with both new households at an equal but lower standard of living
based on the new composition of the two new households.2°

Wo would agree to the EEA requiring states to establish guidelines that embodied
the latter approach. Barring that, however: we Suggest that this provision be
dropped from the bill altogether, substituting instead a requirement that QCSE con-
duct a study of support guidelines, including a study of the effect on the child's
standard of living of different guidelines, and further conduct a study to gather suf-
ficient data to allow adequate guidelipes.to be constructed. For example, data that

17 Weitiman, L., supra note Mat 1233-411.
" Yee. L. super note 10; Whits, K. and Stone, IL "A Study of Alimony and Child Support

Rulings With Some Recommendations." 10 Fah'. L.Q. 76 1.1976).
Cassetty, J.. The Parental Child Support Obligation, 511383i.

2. See Eden, P.. A Model Schedule of Temporary Child and Spousal Support; Eden, P., Esti.
mating Child and Spousal Support il?771: Eden P., "Forensic Economics, The Use of Economists
in Cases of Dissolution of Marriage,' 18 Am. Jur. Proof of Facts 2 (1978) 3awhlll, D., in Cap
silly,wily, J., The Parental Child Support Obligation, 70,80-81 (19831.
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are used in determining the cost of raising a child or in comparing the standard of
living of households of various' compositjon were based on information gathered
about twaparent households. and may not accurately reflect expenses such as day
care costs which are often greater in single parenthouseholds."

We also are simply concerned that there are many guidelines now in existence
which do not represent a fair approach to the determination of child support
-amounts. We are reluctant to see poor practice embodied in state law because of
pressure from the federal government and before there has been full public discus-
sion and debate over the correct policy to be embodied in guidelines. Professor
Weitzman found that most Los Angeles support awards were lower than the guide-
lines in use; judges apparently considered them a ceiling on support rather than an
average." Eden found that support guidelines in Alameda County, California repro-
sented amounts far below an amount needed to apportion the diminished family
krnings equitably between two new households." Proposals have been made which
would require looking to AFDC or foster care payment levels to determine a basic
level of need to be apportioned between the parents; obviously. this would result in
far lower awards in higher kricome households."

Similarly, we would eliminate any requirement that an administrative mecha-
nism be used for the establishment of support levels or for modification of support.
Particularly without adequate guidelines this is an inappropriate approach. Too
often women's cases are relegated to a less careful decisioremalcing process than all
other cases.

Even with good support guidelines. questions would remain to be litigated in indi-
vidual cases. There will always be exceptional medical or school expenses for a child
or a parent, heavy financial obligations which reduce the available resources for
child support, or failure of a spouse to seek and obtain employment consistent with
his or her ability and fnmily needs. These are proper issues for judicial resolution in
setting proper support nmounts. Requiring parties to go through an administrative

jprocess before being allowed access to tne judicial proceSs may well result in extra
delays and litigation expenses before arriving at a fair result which is not the effect
this Committee should desire.

One extremely positive amendment which could be mude to this legislation would
be to require that states allow or require judges to include annual cost of living in-
creases in child support award. At present child support awards are constantly
eroded by inflation. Mothers must return to court to seek increases in support and,
because of the expenses involved. are able to do so infrequently. Legal standards for
a changed award also may make it difficult to obtain an increase. Many 1V-D of.
fires will not seek increases on the basis of inflation alone. With the change pro-
posed, the assumption would be that annual increases would help child support
awards keep up with inflation. Such an increase could be modified if changes in the
parents' income made such an automatic adjustment unfair.

We believe it is appropriate for a court to award coverage of medical expenses in
addition to monthly child support payments. However, we believe Section
4104(ak3)(20) should be amended to require states to grant such authority rather
than requiring that such support be sought in every case. Some mothers would have
their own health insurance and may prefer increased monthly payments from the
child's father instead.

in a related vein, we support the idea 91 allowing extended Medicaid benefits for
several months for families who are able to leave the AFDC rolls because of child
support collections.

(40 Alimony. -- Finally, we believe that till aspects of the Title IV-D collection pro-
gram should apply to alimony as well as child support. At present the IV-D pro.
gram will pay for the feddral share of costs of enforcing support obligations owed by
absent parents to their children and one spouse (or former spouse, with whom such
children are living. 42 U.S.C.A. § 6M (Stipp. 1983). flat states are not required to
collect alimony We favor requiring states to collect alimony as well as child iupport
for several reasons:

" Cf Brunch, C, Developing Noronative Standards for Child Support Payments A Critique of
Current Practice, on Cassetty. J . The Purentat Child Support Obitgatson, 1.11 - 2211983).

" Weitasnab, supra note 11. at 131-36.
" Eden. F.. A Model Schedule of Child tend Spousal Support.
" Legislation introduced in the District of Colutobta in the Spring of 1982 proposed support at

the AFDC level Mayrick Franks in "How to Calculate Child Support: Case and Comment 5
Glanuary February 19810 suggests as one figure to look at on determining a child's needs the
foster care paynient level.
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The mechanisms far establishment and cv -etion of alimony are the same as
those for child support. in many, if not most cases the two can be combined in a
single legal action with little additional effort or expense.

Support for children is often combined with support for a former wife, and the
whole amount is labelled alimony in order to obtain tax savings.25 It is unfair not to
reedire enforcement of such arrangements once entered into and it is unfair not to
make use of this tax advantage in establishing support because a state chooses not
to seek alimony,

The small number of cases in which alimony is awarded when there are no minor
children generally involve displaced homemakers who have spent a lifetime raising
a family and lack job skills or disabled former wives. Both groups are deserving of
public aid in collecting their support payments.

For these reasons we ask that the mandatory provisions of the Act be extended to
cover alimony as well.

O

i

\ .........,
e

3" This practise was approved in Comeratesioner p. Leslie 366 US. 299419600.
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